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To The King's Most Excellent Majesty.
May' it

Pl~ase

Your Majesty,

We,.the Commissioners appointed for the purpose of inquiring into the worlcing of the system of government, the growth
of education and the development of representative institutions
in British India, and matters- connected therewith, and of reporting as to whether and "to what extent it is desirable to establish the principle o£ responsible government, or to extend,
modify or restrict the degree of responsible government then
existing therein, including the question whether the establishment of second chambers of the local legislatures is or is not
• .desirable; availing ourselves of Your Majesty's permission to
report our proceedings from time to time, desire to submit to
Your Majesty the report presented to us by the Auxiliary Com-.
mittee on t:t_le Growth of Education which we appointed, with
the sanction of the Secretary of State for India, under the
powers conferred on us of appointing persons to make subordinate
inquiries.
1-.......
•
In reporting in due course to Your Majesty our opinions on
the matters submitted for our consideration we shall not fail
to record our opinions on the growth of education in British
India, in which duty we shall derive great assistance from the
result of the inquiries of the Auxiliary Committee.
All of which we most humbly submit for Your Majesty's most
gracious consideration.
•
JoHN SIMON, Chairman.
BURNHAM,
STRATHCONA.
EDWARD CADOGAN.
VERNON HARTSHORN.
G. R. LANE-Fox.
, ..,
I
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Sooretanes.
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ANA,LYSES OF CHAPTERS.
CHAPTER I.-INTRODUCTORY •

.Secti~ I.-Appointment of Committee and Terms of Reference.(1-2) Introductory; Minute of Appointment of the Committee .
.Section Il.-Scope of Enquiry.-(3-13) Interpretation by the Committee of their terms of reference.
Sectwn III.-Procedure.-(14-21) Procedure of the Committee.

•
CHAP'l'ER Ii.-BRIEF SURVEY OF INDIAN EDUCATIONAL POLICY DOWN
•
TO THE REFORMS.

·(1) Introductoq. (2) The love of learning in India of ancient origin.
(3) Indian learning at a lbw ebb at the beginning of the 19th
century. The Hindu and Muhammadan systems of schools.
The elementary schools inefficient. (4) The attention of British
authorities first directed to the revival of oriental learning.
Foundation of the t:Jalcutta Madrassa and the Sanskrit
College, Benares. Provision for education in the East India
Company's Act of 1813; the money mainly spent on Sanskrit
and Arabic. (5) The new movement for western education; its
••
two sources: the semi-rationalist movement of Raja Ram Mohan
Roy and David Hare; the Christian missionary movement.
Influence of the latter on the development of the vernaculars.
Protest, of Ram Mohan Roy in 1823 against opening of the
Sanskrit College, Calcutta. (6) The Committees of Public
lnstruction. The struggle in Bengal between 'Anglicists' and
'Orientalists'. Both parties desired the formation of a vernacular _literature. (7) Minute of Macaulay of 1835; Minutes
'Of Bentinck in 1835 and Auckland in 1839, endorsing
Macaulay's policy. The system of English education adopted
and encouraged by Government. Stimulus given by the free-dom of the press in 1835 and substitution of vernaculars for
Persian in the lower cc)Urts in 1837. (8) Female education still
more backward than that of men; early steps; Bethune converted Dalhousie to a new policy of encouragement of female
education
in 1849-50.
(9) The
Parliamentary enquiry
of 1853. The epoch-making despatch of Sir Charles Wood in
1854. (10) The 'filtration theory' adopted up to that date by
the East India Company; the despatch first imposed on the
Government of India the duty of creating a properly articulated system of education from the primary school to the
university. (11) The chief features in the despatch of 1854.
~ despatch of 1859. All subsequent departures are developments of the .Policy laid down in these despatches. (12) The
'8stablishment of Departments of Public Instruction. The
foundation of Universities in Calcutta, Madras and Bombay;
the growth of schools and collAR'P-R; greater interest in second11ry
education than priut?-ry. (13) Transfer of the control of Eilucatio!i Departments to local Governments in 1871. (14) The
Hunter Education C0mmi"flion of 1882 : its recomme?,dations
endorsed by Government in 1884. The effect on the ercnan~ion
of primary education and the transfer of its m:tnagPm\nt •
to local bodies ; development of the grant-in-aid system.
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(15) Action of the Secretary of State and of Lord Curzon in the>:vears 1900-1902 relating to higher aducation. The Indian
'lifniversities Commission of 1902; the Resolution on Indian
Educational Policy of 1904, its main features; the Indian. \
Universities Act of 1904. (16) The Department of Education . .
separated from the Home Department in 1910. Annuar grant
of 50 lakhs ·of rupees announced by the King-Emperor's desire·
at the Durbar of 1911-12; His Majesty's speech on education at
Calcutta in 1912. (17) Mr. G. K. Gokhale's bill in the Imperial.
Legislative Council introduced in 1911; opposed by Government in 1912, with the suggestion that measures of compulsion

might. be introduced in local legislatures. (18) The main
features of the Education Resolution of the Govern~ent of
India in 1913. (19) The policy of 1913 materially encouraged
progress; but developments were in many cases delayed by the
great wa'r. Appointment in 1917 of the Sadler· Con&ission on.
the University of Calcutta, which reported in 1919. (20) The
recommendations of the Commission endorsed by Government
almost in their entirety iA 1920 and have had a wide effect.
(21) Under the Reforms education became a 'transferred' subject confided almost entirely to the provinces. An educational.
policy for India as a whole no ,longer exists.
•
CHAPTER IlL-STATISTICAL DATA AND INDICATIONS

OF PRO~"'RESS.

Secti.on I.-Statistical Data.-(1) For contents of Tables in this p~T!..
see Li\'t of Tables {I to XIV) O? page xxv.
Section ll.~Indications of progress.-(2-5) Rapid growth in numbers;.
between 1917 and 1922, half a million; betweep 1922 and 1927,
nearly three millions; the growth distributed over all the fields
of education and all provinces; growth likely to be even more
rapid between 1927 and 1932. (6-7) Great increase in expenditure, from 11! crores in 1917 to 24~ crores in 1927; a proof
of the willingness of the country to make sacrifices for education, and of the good-will of legislatures, Ministers a:nd local·
bodies. (8) The increase in numbers not only among Hindus .
but among Muhammadans and also backward and depressed.
classes. (9) Slow but steady" breakdown of obstacles to education, e.g., the isolation of rural areas, the early age of marriage, conservative prejudices. (10-:-11) Increased interest in·
and demand for education among all classes of the community.
The new movement among educated women. (12-14) Those·
responsible for the organisation of education in India alive to
the necessity of facing its problems, estimatin$ their magnitude·
and devising measures for their solution. Legislative reforms;
and improvements in various branches. There is a will to con~
sider what is necessary; if it results in sustained and con~
"istent action there is good hope for the futur~. Excellence·
of the material in the schools.
CHAPTER IV.-MASS EDUCATION.

Section I.-Cont1·ol and rnanagement ........('f..) Manner of control; in all·
• provinces except Madras, control divided betw~en Government
• and local bodies. Method of recognition, aid and inspection,
in different provinces. (2) Statistics of educational institu. tions classified according to management.
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Section !I.-Obstacles to pmgress; necessity for good administration.• (3) Exceptional difficulties in Indian education; exceptional
· n~ed for good administration. ( 4) The problem of mass education preponderantly a rural problen-.. (5) Comparison
between urban and rural areas. Provision of efficient education more difficult in rural areas than in the towns. (6) The
majority of agriculturists are poor and improvident; much
persualsion needed to convince them of the necessity for educa.tion; the school should be an instrument of rural uplift.
(7-8) Low density of population in some areas; other difficulties. (9) Epidemics, seasonal illness, etc. (10) Differences of
c~te, religion, community and language. The 'untouchables'.
The une'conomic multiplicity of segregate schools. (11) The
speci~ need for strong, concerted and well-directed effort to
avoid the present waste and ineffectiveness.
Section lll.-Rapid eu:pan.sion.-(12) Introductory.
(13) Relevant
statistics (boys and girls). (14) The advance towards universal primary education. Percentage of children of school-going
age (six to eleven) receiving instruction. (15-16) Total direct
• expenditure on primary schools, increased from 5'09 to 6"95
crores between 1917 and 1~22; increases in _the several provinces. Ministers and legislatures desirous of extending and improving mass education. (17) Question whether the increase
in expenditure has produced a corresponding increase in edu• •" cational value.
Section IV.-The Pupils.-(18) Literacy; the slow progress, 19111921. (19) In order to estimate effect of the schools on literacy
it is assum,ed that on the average no child who has not completed a course of four years will become permanently literate.
(20) .Enormous diminution in enrolment from class to class at
the primary stage. Statistics. Of every hundred pupils who
' entered Class I in 1922-23 only 18 were in Class IV in 1925-26.
(21) Diminution due to 'wastage' (the premature withdrawal of
pupils before the end of the primary course), and 'stagnation'
(the retention of pupils in a class for more than one year).
'Wastage' a more 1 potent factor than 'stagnation'. (22) Even
making, an allowance for certain circumstances, the facts of
'wastage' and 'stagnation' are shocking. (23) The relation of
the figures to literacy. (24) 'Wastage' involves immense waste of
money and effort. (25) Relapse into illiteracy. Rural conditions and environments unfavourable to the retention of literacy; absence of vernacular literature attractive to children.
(26) Adult work; very little systematic effort. Statistics. No
advanced work like that of the "\Yorkers' Educational Association and similar bodies. (27) Stagnation; common for children to remain in the same class for two years and sometimes
even .fo.r seven or eight; wastage and stagnation larger in
rural than in urban areas and in primary schools than in the
primary departments of secondary sch?ols.. (27a) The primary
. classes of secondary schools are producmg literates; but taking
into account the death-rat~, the primary schools are so ineffective as scarcely to. increase the proportion of literates to
the popvlation. 'rhree"~class schools cannot be expected to •
affc?t literacy. (28) Irregular attendance. No exact fig~r.es
available.
Section V.-Provis1:on and distribution of schools.-(29) Introductory. (30) Statistics of primary schools for boys. Over "
162,000 such recognised scheols in British India; over 32,00()
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unrecognised schools. (31) Average number of males of schoolgoing age per boys' pnmary school in the differen~ proyin"ces.
(32) Average area served by a boys' primary school. .(33) The
problem of ~chool provision (a) for the 364,000 smaller; villages·
with a population of under 500, (b) for the larger villages and
towns, numbering 136,000. Reason to believe that the vast
majority _of category (b) alrea<i. possess sch9ol-units, though
not suilicrent school accommodation. The existence of so many
school-units important and encouraging. (34) The distribution
of primary schools very uneven'; evidence from Bengal,
Madras, Bihar and United Provinces. (35) The defect accentuated by communal and religious requirements,. Distribution
of the 33,000 segregate primary schools for Muhammadans by
provinces. (36-37) Statistics of segregate schools for the
depressed classes and for other communities. (38) Discussion
of segregate schools in the United Provinces and Bihar. {39)
Further difficulties due to separate provision on a large scale
for boys and girls. (40) Inadequate utilisation of existing
schools. Average enrolment of boys' primary schools by provinces. (41) Average enrolment per class in primary stage;
differences between the prov1nces; the comparatively high enrolment in Class IV in the Punjab, Bombay and Central Provinces. _ (42) The present position. The future hope of progress depends on the retention of children at school for at least
four years. (43-44) The increase in Class IV not pr&~or
tional to the general increase in enrolment and expenditure; statistics; opinion of the Agricultural Commission that
the number of pupils who pass through Class IV is probably
little more than the loss of literates due to the death-rate.
(45) In Bengal, in spite of addition of nearlY. 11,000 new
schools and 370,000 pupils between 1917 and 1927, •the number
of pupils in Class IV has declined. The position in Assam,
Madras and Burma. (46-47) Single-teachm- schools. Adverse
views of the Agricultural Commission. Statistics; these schools
form over 60 per cent. of the total number. Position in the
different provinces. (48) The restriction of primary school-s to
three classes diminishes the burden cfn the teacher, but is unfavourable to the production of literacy unless arrangements
are made for children to proceed to other schools. Recent
· multiplication of schools of the single-teacher type. (49) Opi·
nions of Mr. J. A. Richey and others. (50) Ephemeral character of many primary schools. The position in Madras.

Section VI.-Curriculum and teaclting.-(51} The Agricultural Com~
mission on the proper relationship of rural education to rural

,
•

life. (52-53) The rural curricula criticised, but the provision
·of suitable teachers of greater importance than changes in
-curricula ; necessary therefore to examine con-6Ptions of service, qualifications and training of the teachers. (54) Average monthly salaries of teachers, ranging from Rs. 8·6 in
Bengal to Rs. 47 in Bombay, are in some provinces incredibly
low. The salary is supplem~mted in some cases by payment for.
-extraneous work. Details of .pay in the different provinces.
(56) Differences of pay between untrained an<l trained teachers.
{57-58) Training. Percentage of trained teachers in boys'
primary schools, 44 per cent. for Briti~h India; the deficiency
accentuated by low initial qualifications; statistics; of the
total number of teachers in the provinces, only ahout 28 "per
eent. are trained and have ,completed the middle course,
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Vll

(59) Unfavourable position in Bengal, United Provinces, Bihar
and the Central Provinces.
(60) The 'vicious circle' : the
candidates for training are of poor quality because the schoolsat which they have been taught are poor; the schools are poor·
because there is not an adequate supply of well-tr&ined\
teachers.
-

.

.

Section VII.-lnspection.-(61) The importance of the inspecting staff
fo·r the maintenance of efficiency in schools and avoidance of.
waste and for the devising of plans for improvement and'
development. The inspectors 'the ~'Y"S and ears of the
Minister'. (62) The total number of inspectors and inspectresses reduced between 1917 and 1922, notwithstanding the
great expansion of education during. the quinquennium. (63)·
Inadeqllacy of the inspecting staff. The average number of
primary schools per inspector varies from 57 in the Centrar
.Pro-...inces to 172 in Bengal. (64-65) Total number of primary·
and middle vernacular schools to be supervised per inspector.Inspectors unable to carry out all the duties assigned to them.(66) New responsibilities of inspecting staff arising out of'"
devolution of educational powers to local bodies. The posi~
tion in Bombay; almost complete cessation of Government
• inspection in some districts.

8l'ction Vlll.-Remedies and imp1·ovements.-(6n The importance of
concentration. The argument that 'a bad :;chool is better than
no school' considered. The multiplication of bad schools may
• • convert apathy into antagonism to education. India cannot
afford ill-directed expenditure or to wait indefinitely for
literacy. (68) 'fhe value of the policy of consolidation now
recognised in most provinces. The position in Madras, United
Provinces,•
Bihar, Bengal,
Bombay, Central Provinces.
(69) Lengthening of the primary course. The greatest wastage
is fn the three-class lower primary schools. (70) The Punjab
• policy of converting four-class primary schools into six-class
middle vmmacular schools (classified in Government of India_
statistics as secondary schools) approved by Agricultural Commission. Comparison of numbers of primary pupils in primary
schools with number of primary pupils in secondary schools.
The middle vernacular system even more strongly established in
Bombay than in the Punjab. (71) The primary pupils in
secondary schools in Bei).gal mainly in the 1616 middle English
schools. (72) The Punjab policy of 'branch schools' (with one
or two classes), used as feeders to central schools, and not regarded or treated as separate schools; the advantages of such
schools in expanding primary education. (73) Co-education for
small children; its adoption in Madras and Burma. In some
provinces, its introduction requires caution. (74) The teac}ler.
The rural teacher should have a sympathetic understanding of
rural conditions.
The Punjab policy. (75) A similar policy
urgE!d -in Bombay and the United Pro~inces. (76) The strengthening of the middle vernacular schools an important preliminary to the recruitment of suitable rural teachers. Statistice
of vernacular middle schools by provinces. (77) The qualification for admission to primary training classes is the Vernacular
Final examination in six provinces. Statistics of passes at this
examinartion show the field of recruitment of teachers to be very
limited. A steady flow of boys into the highest vernacula~ class
is necessary to provide suitable teachers. Difficulties of necruitment in Madras and Bengal, owing to the absenc-e of a healtht

•

•
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middle· vermicular system. (78) Training schools for primary
teachers. The quality of training unsatisfactory. Attempts at
reform in Bombay and the Punjab; the extreme importance of
improving the system recognised in the United Provinces. (79)
The best point at which to break the 'vicious circle~ (seE! para.
60) is that of the supply and training of teachers. Difficulties.
with older • and inefficient teachers.
Little hope of· progress
unless the present system of multiplying schools without sufficient consideration or preparation is abandoned. The policy
of the United Provinces in 1918.
(80) Effective means for
supplying teachers must, generally speaking, precede the expansion of primary schools. To supply those teachers middle vernacular schools are required; hence money spent on developing
these schools is· the most fruitful of all ·expenditures at the
present moment. But steps must also be taken· to improve remuneration and conditions of service of the teachers.
(81)
Value of refresher courses, journals for teachers,• conferences
and meetings of teachers. (82) Changes in curriculum; while
little can be attempted at present in primary schools beyond
the 3 R's, instruction in village schools must be related to
village life. (83) Agricultural training in the Punjab; favourable
opinion of Agricultural Commission. Training of a similar type
introduced in Bombay, Bengal• United Provinces and elsewhere.
(84) Minor remedies for defects in primai'Y education.
(85)
Training in plural cla8s teaching; (86) double shift system;
(87) adjustment of school hours and holidays to seasonal requirements. (88) Increased attention to the lowest class; the.best
teacher required for the youngest children; Mr. H. Dippie's
work in Bihar. The salutary innovation of confining school
admissions to a single month in the year. {89) Lower primary
examinations; difficulties of control. (90) Enf.orced promotions;
the difficulties; careful supervision of promotion desirable but
impossible at present. (91-92) 'Village uplift' and '(.Jommunity
work'. Pioneer work of the American Presbyterian Mission
School at Moga, and of Mr. and of Mrs. F. L. Brayne at GurgaoiJ, in the Punjab. Views of Messrs. Sanderson and Parkinson on this work and on the training school at Ghakkar.
Similar work in other provinces. (93) Village libraries in the
various provinces. (94) Views of the Agricultural Commission
on the Central Rural Community Board and District Community Councils in the Punjab. Similar work in Madras and
at Benares. (95) Part of women in village uplift work.
Women's village institutes. (96)
The magic lantern • and
cinema. The possibilities of broadcasting.

'Section, IX.-GompulS'ton.-(97) All the provinces except Burma
have accepted the principle of compulsion. Since the introduction of Mr. G. K. Gokhale's bill in 1911 leaders of the
country have constantly urged the need oi compulsion. Compulsion in 119 urban and 1,571 rural areas in :t99R. (98) The
progress necessarily slow at first.
Initial difficulties.
Propaganda required for compulsory, as for voluntary, system.
(99) Compulsion easier in municipalities than in. rural areas.
(100) Very little progress in rural areas except in the Punjab
and Central Provinces. (101) The State and compulsion. Local
option in the mailter of compulsion may lead tp inaction. The
I. responsibility of the State for mass education. Local Govern• ments should, therefore, with necessary safeguards, have powers
to enforce compulsion and supervise the extension of mass
,
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-education. (102) 'rhe necessary preliminaries to compulsion. A
-drastic reorganisation of the elementary system should precede
compulsion, as any ill-considered and impetuous application of
the principle would involve unprofitable expenditure and other
·~.wils. To compel pupils to attend or stay in the present in~fficient schools would only add to waste. The position in the
United Provinces. (103) Compulsion must be partial and local
·in the first instance and depend on the willingness of an area
to adopt it and on the cost. The poorer districts should bear a
·smaller share of the cost of compulsion than the richer ones;
·otherwise the policy of compulsion will lead to an accentuation
·of difference between rich and poor areas. Compulsion applied
to the whole of a large area might involve very expensive provi~ion for a few inhabitants. The method of gradual extension
of compulsion from village to village, as each single school
app~ars ripe for compulsion, adopted in the Punjab.
(104) ~
Parents' Societies in the Pu11iab. Suggestion, as an interim
··measure, of a form of compulsion aiming only at the retention
at school of pupils who have once commenced the primary
course. Advantages of the scheme.
Suggestion that more
severe penalties should be enforced on parents who withdraw
• their children prematurely from school, on the ground of the
waste of public money pr~duced by their action. (105) Compulsion is necessary for checking the wastefulness of the present
system; but compulsion will not reduce waste unless the
reorganisation of the system is carefully planned; and for this
••
purpose an adequate administrative and inspecting staff is
necessary. (106) The question of the adequacy of local revenues
to finance a system of universal compulsion. to be considered
later.

•
·CHAf1'ER

V.-EDUCATION
FOR
THE
DIRECTING
.SECONDARY ScHOOLS FOR BoYs.

CLASSES:

0

r-(1) Secondary education is well advanced in comparison with mass
education. and although there are many defects, Is mak:ing
a real c-oi:1tribution to the building up of a directing c!ass.

:iSection

I .-Cla8sification and control.-(2) Types of schools; the
middle vernacula.lr, middle English (or anglo-vernacular
middle) and high schools. The vernacular high school only
found in Burma. Division between middle and high sta.ges
in different provinces. The two together extend over 6 or 7
years. (3) Differences between the vernacular and anglovernaculn,r course : the former self~contained, the latter leads
up to matriculation nnd the university; the teaching of
En~lish compulsory in anglo-vernacular schools. ( 4)
The
teachtng of English and use of English as a medium in the
various provinces. (5) Prima'ry departments of c;econdary
schools. (6) The method of control o.f secondary schools
varies i.n the different provinces and is exercised by or
through three different kinds of authority: Government, universities and special ·boards. In most provinces Government
exercis& considerable control through conditions of r~cogni
tion or aid. Details of control in the several province~. (7}
·rrhe powers of universities in regard to recognition f~ 'pur·poses of matriculation devolved in some provinces on speciaJ
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boards or committees, largely owing to views expressed by theCalcutta University Commission. (8) Statistics of high and~
middle English schools classified by method of management
and provinces.
Section {i.-School:~ and_ enrolment.-(~) Statistics of h1~4 'and
middle Bnghsh schools and of their enrolment. The mcreases
from 1917 to •1927. (10) Extent to which the addition 'of new
high schools has been followed by an increase in th'l total
number of pupils. Statistics. The figures for Bengal, Bihar
and the Central Provinces indicate that the economic limit
of the provision of new high schools has been reached in
these provinces. (11) In many provinces the distribution of
schools i~ very lm.oqual; in Madras the more prosperous·
areas favoured at the expense of the backward. The position
in the United Provinces, Bengal and the Punjab: The policy
of provincialisation of high schools ib rural ar¥::ts of the·
.Punjab.
Section 111.-Expendit~re and fees.-(12) Expenditure on secondary
schools for boys, by provinces. Increase and percentage of"
increase between 1917 and 1927. (13) Percentages nf contributions to expenditure in the different provinces from Government funds, local board funds, fees and other sources ..
(14) The proportion contribured by Government funds • has
increased. in every province and has doubled in Madras and
the Punjab. Variation in the pr0portions contributed by
fees; 63·9 per cent. in ' Bengal, only 26·2 per cent. in the·
Central Provinces. (15) Statistics of the average a-nnual ol~e
per pupil in the different provinces; the figure varies from
Rs. 14"9 in Assam to Rs. 34·2 in Bombay. The low rate of
fees :wcounts in part for the small variety of courses and
narrow curriculum in most schools. (16) Statistics of the-,
average annual cost per pupil; the figure varies from
Rs. 30 in Bengal to Rs. 87·2 in Burma. Since 1922.there has
been a decrease in, this item in all provinces but Madrag .and
Bombay, P.robably due to an increase in the• average number.·
of pupils•
Section IV.-Scope of the secondary system.-(17) Introductory;
(18-21) Uniformity of the system of high and middle English
schools; flow of pupils from middle to high stage, largely·
due to the influence of matriculation and the attraction of
Government service. The School Final examination as an
alternative to matriculation largely a failure.
Section V.-Matriculation in its relation to· anglo-vernacula;.
schools.-(22-23) The two aspects of matriculation (i) as theterminus of the anglo-vernacular course, (ii) as the qualification for entry ~o the intermediate course. The mul.ual·
adjustmmt of the anglo-vernacular course and matriculation.
Statistic-, of passes at matriculation by provinces. The great
number of failures points to defects
at an ea-.lier Rtage.
(24-25) The laxness in promotions from class to ·class. Many
boys wac;ting time, effort and money in the existing course·
of secondary schools. Evidence from Madras, Bomb'ly and·
the Oentrail Provinces.

..

Section VI.-Ruggested remedies for waste in the present syste-m.-' (26) Two kinds of remedies suggested for thE! present waste·
(i) retention in the middle vernacular syf:ltem of more boys,
• • intended for rural pursuits accompanied by the introduction-
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of a more diversified curriculum in those schools, (ii) the
diversion of more boys to industrial and commercial careers
at the end of the middle stage, accompanied by the provision of alternative courses in that stage preparatory to special
,instruction in technical and industrial schools. (~'7·28).
Importance of the retention of more rural boys in the middle'vernacular system. Suggested enlargement of their scope.
(29) Opinion of the Agricultural Commission on ttle drift
from rurai. areas to anglo-vernacular schools and the towns.
(30) The improvement of the middle vernacular system would
relieve the anglo-vernacular system of difficulties and assist
rural reconstruction and improvement.
Vernacular 'middle
pass' mllH needed as teachers, and for many other c~Jlings.
• (31) ThB question of English ia the middle vernacular
schoolll. Suggestion of an intensive course in English to
fol~t?w the end of the middle vernacular C')urse. (32) Opportumties should riot be withheld from vlllage boys who wish
to follow the anglo-vernacular course. (33) Diversion of
boys to industrial training. There has be~n no clear appreciation of the aim of pre-vocational traini:~p and its proper relationship to the ordinary school course. (34-35) The uncertainty of aim accentuated by the separate control of industrial
• schools in most provin'6es. Industrial sJhrois are not widely
appreciated at present but ha~ve . been successful where
the pupils have been recruited at the proper stage of the
school course; examples from Bombay and Ma•has. (36)
••
Evidenee in favour of an examination to mark ;;he enJ of
the middle anglo-vernacular course; . sugge.stion that this
examination should be the 'school junction and clearing house.'

Section VII.-Matriculation in relation to the inttrmediate course.(37) The· intermediate course in some places treated definitely
as. part of the secondary system. (38) Percentage of successful
candidates at a matriculation or school :final examination who
proceed to the first intermediate year. (39) Inability o.f ;nany
matriculates to understand mass
lectures, owing to t.heir
want of knowledge of English. EYidenee from the Punjab
and from Bombay. The lowness of examinr1tion standards.
(40) View of the Calcutta University Commission that intermediate students should receive cla<;s-tearlrin~ in classes of
about 30 students. Esta:blishment of intermediate colleges in
the Punjab, United ProvinceR and Datcca Univer~ity area.
Experiment in Bihar. (41) Varying opinions as to whether·
the new type of intermediate college has been succetlsful. In
many cases the colleges have not been given a fair trial. The
controversy still acute.
Section VIII.--Teaching.-(42) Percentage of trained teachers in
secondal'y schools, by provinces. (43) The small percentaiges
l.n Bombay and Bengal. Comparison with Madras; averagenumbers of teachers and of tralined teachers per high school.
(44) Increase in percentage of trained teachers between 1917
and 1927. ( 45) Insufficient provision of training facilities.
Statistic~ of training colleges. ( 46) Great differen~·~s in the
quality of training g;iven in different provinces ; in some the
•
meth't>ds conventionai and obsolete, in others valuable work
is bei~g done in stimulating experiments and introducing
new methods into the schools. The nine months' 'course
is too short; for many teachers refresher courses at th~ \rain•
ing colleges are desirable. (47) The conditions of seivice •

•
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are poor, especially in Bengal and Biha-r, but there ha.s
been ar. improvement in recent years. Provident funds and
pension schemes. The most serious difficulty is insecurity of
tenure. 'l'here is aJlso irregularity of payment. 'fhe condi. tions of Pervice ne2rl to be greatly altered befme the quality
of secondary. education -can become satisfactory .
.Section IX.-G"'-neral conditions of school life.-(48) Much if'1}1!'ovement in regard to physical tra•ining and athletics. ( 49)
Health is receiving more attention, by way of inspeetwn, but
this is only a first step; Major Webb's work at Simla. (50)
The Bov Scout Movement; ever 113,000 boy scouts in 1927.
(51) Hopeful signs of progress. (52)
The Royal iVIilitary
College &1, Debra Dun, a new typ~. Signs of a demand. fo1·
a better type of institution. (53) Excellence of .the material
in secondary schools for boys.

•

·CHAPTER VI.-EDUCATION FOR THE
UNIVERSITIES.

DIRECTING. CLASSES :

:{1) Introductory.
:~)'ection

I.-Universities, o[d and ncu•.-(2) The older Universities,
Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, the Punjab, Allahabad; their
functions limited to ltffilintion of colleges and examination.
(3) The Universities Commission of 1902, and Indian Universities Act of 1904. Notwithstanding the powers conferred by !11\:!
Act the Universities continued to be almost entirely affiliating
universities and the number of affiliated colleges increased.
·The total enrolment in 1917 was 60,000 students.
The Resolu··
tion of the Government of India of 1913, and the Calcutta
University Commission of 1917-19 recommended a new type of
teaching and residential university. (4) Between 1916•and 1927,
ten new universities created; another in' course of formation;
but• not all of the same type. (5) In certain oircumstances the
unitary university the better type. The Universities of Dacca
and Allahabad. (6) The requirements of India cannot be met
·solely by unitary universities and the affiliating university is
likely to remain for many years. (7) Organisation of teaching
and research in affiliating universities, Madras, Bombay, Calcutta, Lahore. (8) Higher teaching can only be carried on by
affiliating universities with efficiency and economy in places
where there are adequate library and laboratory facilities or
where they can be made available without extravagance. The
rapid development of scientific teaching and research in the
chief university centres. (9) Where a concentration of higher
work by a university is effected, care should be taken not to
stifle the life and work of the better colleges at the centres.
Opinion of the Calcutta University Commission.
(10) The.
relations of the University and its colleges in Pat~, an affiliating university. The relations of the University' and its
colleges at Delhi, a semi-unitary university; the university was
created with resources inadequate for its development, and is
in a transitional stage; policy suggested for its ~evelopment.
'Section !I.-University constittttions.-Bubsidies to universities and
1 collPges-(11) General features of th~ constitutibns of Indian
1 unive1·sities. Relations of the Governor-General with universi•
•ties.
(12) Relations of Governors of provinces with universi•
ties. Audited accounts. (13) University bodies: Sen:1.tea
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and Courts; Syndicates and Executive Councils; Academic
Councils. (14) The universities, subject to certain limitations,
autonomous bodies. Method of giving grants.
(15) GovernII\ent colleges; colleges managed by universities; private
, colleges.
6'ectio11! II I.-Enrolment of the various univer.sitief!, number of affiliated
and constituent colleges.-(16) Dates of University 1\.c~~; enrolment 1917-1927; number of affiliated and constituent colleges.
The general increase in enrolment remarkable. Enrolment in
arts and professional colleges. Proportion of professional to
arts students.

Section IV.-Ea.:penditure.-(17) Direct expenditure of universities and
• arts :;tnd professional colleges. The direct expenditure between
1917 and 1922 increased by 190 lakhs,. an increase due largely
bu~ not altogether to the creation of new universities. Details
of expenditure by provinces on universities and arts colleges.
Provision for expenditt!re on arts colleges by sources. (18)
The figures for expenditure not comparable in the different
universities owing to differences of constitution .
•.,cction V.-Unt:IJeTsity standards.-(19) Indications that standtuds in
• . some universities are not satisfactory. (20) Opinions that the
student of today not equal to the students of an older generation, that admission should be refused to third-class matriculates, that a large number of m::ttriculates are not fit to enter
·on the college stage and that the matriculation standard has
••
.been lowered recently. (21) Percentage of passes at LA. and
I. Sc. and at B.A. and B.Sc. examinations, 1912-1927, by provinces, and at B.A. and B.Sc. examinations, 1917-18 to 1926-27,
<>f the Calcutta University. Conclusions with regard to variations in 'standard at the Calcutta examinations. (22) Criticism
o:£ the view that efficiency can be maintained solely or
largely by a high standard at the intermediate and degree
examinations and that a high percentage of failures is
in itself• a good thing. The position analysed. A high per·centage of failures may be necessary to give a degree
-certificate any value, but it indicates. the necessity for
changes at an earlier stage. (23) The examination results
indicate that the universities and affiliated colleges are burdening themselves with a large number of students on whom the
monev intended for university education is wasted.
The re'3-ction on the secondary school system. · A concerted effort
should be made between the universities and the secondary
-schools to raise the standard of admission. (24) The reaction of
universities on each other. A university which attempts singlebanded to raise its standards may' find its numbers depleted.
•Gresham's law of Universities'. The attraction of Calcutta
examinations some years ago. Report on the large numbers of
-ca~didates from other provinces who entered for the Punjab
matr!culation in 1926. (25) Question whether the recent
expansion of university education has not made the educational
systE-m, already top heavy, still more top-heavy and whether all
efforts should not be concentrated on confining the university to
the f11nction of giving good advanced education to students who
are fit to receive it. ·
.Section VI.-'reach~·ng and resea1·ch.-('Z6) Tutorial instructio~ The
present position. (27) Honours courses. The three-year h~ours
course. Honours work can only be provided effectiv~ly in a

•
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small number of centres. (28) There should be proper eo-ordination between the university and the colleges at those centres.
(29-30) Research. The amount small ten years ago. The list8'
of original publications indicate a considerable advance. The
new research degrees. Journal of the_Indian Chemica-l Society
and the Indian Journal of Physics. Publications of the Government researcY.t institutes. The future.
(31) The 'needs of
laboratories have been recognised in many places; but themajority of libraries are inadequate and all need great additions.
Section Vll.-·The relations of universities tv public life.-(32) Hecog·
nition of the value of universities. Benefactions to thr. Universities of Calcutta, Bombay, Benares, Aligarh, Lucknow,
Rapgoon and Chidambaram. The part of the university i1l'
preparing students for leadership in public life.. (33) ·owing:
to the large influx of students the social atmosphere is only
partially developed and many graduates loove the-university
with no wide intellectual intere~ts, no training in leadership,
and little sense of responsibility to others. (34) But there aresigns of improvement in the corporate life and social activities
of universities since the date of the Calcutta University
Commission. (35) Extracts from the Bengal, Central Provinces and Punjab Quinquennial Reviews. (36) He~lth.
Investigations of the Calcutta • University Students' WelfareUnion reveal much ill-health among students.
Compulsory
physical training. Increased interest in games.
Sect1:on VIII.--llnem'ploymP•'t of uni1•ersitzr. gradttates.-(37) 'l'he ~
ve!'sities and colleges are turning out large numbers of graduates
who cannot find employment. The Committee unable to daal
with the general aspects of unemployment. Some of the causes
obvious.
(38) The insistence on a degree as a passport to
service by government and other employers one of the main
attractions to universities of men who have no taste fo~ ncademic
· studies; the requirement of a university degree might. beabandoned in the case of lower appointments. (39) The universities are overcrowded with men who are not profiting by
their university training. If they were diverted to careers.
better suite·d to their capacity, money would be set free for
more profitable educational purposes and the training of the
best men would be improved. (40) The extension of technical
training and its relation to employment.
Section I X.-External activit£es of universities.-( 41) Responsibilities
of the universities to the public at large. Plea of the Royal
Agricultural Commission that the universities should take their
share in the work of rural uplift; they should also work in the
cities. A beginning has been made in social service, but much
remains to be done.
CHAPTER

VII.-GmLs

AND WoMEN's EnucATlOW.

Section I.-Statistical dnta and the disparity between the state of boys'
and of girls' education.-(1-2) Statistics of literacv 'l.mong men
and women for 1911 and 1921 compared. The growing; disparity
in literacy between men and women. (3-4) Statistics of institutions for girls. 1917 and 1927. The fil!"nres of !!;rowth striking;
/ comparison with those for boys in 1927. (5-6) Enrolment
• of girls in 1917, 1922 and 1927. In the decade, the number
•
of girls under instruction hns incre<tsed by 400,000, and qf
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boys by. 2,400,000. (7) The disparity between figures for _girls
and for boys increases as we go up the educatwnal
, radder; in middle schools the number of boys 18 tlmes
a.:; great
as for girls, in high jChool_s
tiJ:?es,_ in
.colleges 33 times. (8) Expenditur~ on girls mst1tut10ns,
1~17, 1922, 1927; comparison with figures for boys. In the
ten years 1917-27 the increase for girls' education was 127
lakhs, for boys, 832 lakhs. (9-10) Expenditure on girls' and
boys' primary and secondary schools contrasted. (11). A quantitative advance in girls' education; but a great and growing
disparity between the advance in the education of boys and
• that of girls .
.Section Il.:._The importance of g£rls' education.-(12-13) 'l'he importa•ce of girls' and women's education at the present moment
cannot be over-rated; reasons of that importance. (14) Its recognition by governments, commir:sions and committees .
.Section lll.-Ob8tacles to progress.-(15) Conservatism. (16) Purdah.
(17) Early marriage. (18) Ther.e is no religious objection to
girls' education among Hindus or Muhammadans.
Se'f:tion IV.-Varying conditiQns in the dif]erent provinces.-(19) The·
conditions differ from province to province.
Progress necessarily slower in rural than in urban areas. (20) Burma; conditions specially favourabie to women's education.
(21) The
••
other provinces .
.Section V.-Orgrini~Jation and t:ontrol.-(22) Girls' education is under
the administrative control of the Director of Public Instruction.
The position in Madras, Punjab and Bihar. The necessity for
a Deptlty Directress at headquarters in all provinces. The
IJOsition in Bombay. (23) Inadequate representation of women
on educational boards. (24) Question of special boards for
women's education. Views of the Calcutta University Commission. !A. closer association of women with the control of girls'
education desirable. (25-26) Inspection. Figures shewing the
inadequacy of the women's inspecting agency.
(27) The inspecting staff in the majority of provinces cannot cope with their
work. Difficulties of travel for women officers; desirability of
adequate travelling allowances. The pay of women officers
lower than that of men. (28) Further increase in women's ins·
pecting agency essential. The views put forward in Bombay
criticised.
.Section VI.-Colleges and schools.-(29) Necessity of well-educated
women to act as leaders of public opinion and to supply highlytrained women· for medical and teaching work. (30) Statistics
of arts colleges for women, and of women reading in arts
colleges, 1922 and 1927. (31) Position in the various provinces.
"'2) Statistics of women studying medicine and law. (33) Number of high and middle schools for girls and enrolment, 1922 and
1927. (34) The small proportion of girls in middle and high
stages. (35) The provision of secondary schools in the various
provinces. The opportunities for girls in smaller towns and
•
rural areas extremely limited. (36) Number of girls' primary
schools and enrolment, 1922-1927. (37) Primary education extensive in urban, but li~ite~ and ineffi?ient in rur'-1 areas.
(38-39) . Of every 1?0 girls m Class I_ m 1922-23, ~~·e were •
o
-only 10 m Class IV m 1925-26. Two-thuds of the g1rls attend •
school only for a single year. Wastage and stagnation !ven
greater in girls' than in boys' schools. (40) Number in
Class IV of girls' schools, by provinces. Wastage greatest in
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provinces where the majority of the schools are three-classschools. Effect of girls' schools on literacy. (41) Co-education.
Percentage of girls under instruction reading in boys'. schocls.
Co-ed,ucation extensive only in Burma, Madras and ~sam.
( 42) In the ab.sence of a sufficient number of women teachers.
the opening of numerous separate primary schools has not in
most provinces
materially advanced girls'
education;.
co-eduication has been useful in some provinces; but
opinion is divided as to the desirability of its extension. (4344) The main difficulties in extending co-education; the recent.
proposals in Madras for co-education in villages with less than
150 boys and girls of school-going age appear to be practicable.
(45-46) The position in Bengal; the inefficiency of the separate·
girls' schools in Bengal, Bihar and the United Provinces.
Description of a girls' school in Bengal; the schoolst in Bihar
:otnd the United Provinces. Co-educational schools for small
girls preferable to inefficient ones. ( 47) The position of compulsion in different provinces.
(48) The spread of literacy
among men will only increase the existing disparity between
tht'l social outlook of men and women. In many places public
opinion strongly favours compulsion for girls. (49) Compulsjon
for girls necessarily of slower grtlwth than for boys but should
be included in general schemes_ where conditions are favourable.

Section VII.-Curriculurn and training.-(50) Demands of womenl!P
associations for the differentiation of the curriculum for girls
from that for boys. (51) Special curricula for girls in the various
provinces. (52) The two aims : the way must be kept open for
girls to receive the highest academic training,. but provision
must be made for home-training for the great majority of girls,
combined with a liberal education.
(53) Alternative• courses
should be p_rovided at the high school stage. Desirability t]J.at
universities and boards of secondary education should give some
recognition to a.Jternative curricula for gi1·ls.
High school
courses for girls should not be dominated by university requirements devised for boys. (54) Importance of moral instruction.
(55) Physical training and medical inspection.
(56) Girl
Guides. (57) School buildings and playgrounds.
'

Section Vlll.-The Teachers.-(58) The need for more trai::wd women
teachers, one of the greatest needs of the Indian educational
system. (59) Number of women teachers and percentage of
trained women teachers, by provinces. (60) Number of successful women candidates at tra.ining examinations in 1927. (61}
Teachers for secondary schools.
(62) The training colleges;
smallness of enrolment.
(63) T~:;achers for primary schools.
(64) Training schools for women and enrolment, 1917 and 1927.
(65) Shortage of women teachers due to lack of trai]l.i•g facilities. Position in the provinces. Slow progress in .Bengal, Bombay and Assam. Closing of training class in N.-W. F. Province·
in 1922. (66) Women teachers trained in towns cannot be expected to live alone in villages far from friends and relations.
Muhammadan schools especially reguire Muhammadan women
teacher,s. The experience of Burma and Madras jn regard to
raining schools in rural centres. Most of the training centres/:.a-. present in towns. (67) Madras scheme for increasing·
training facilities. (68.) Inadequacy of pay of women teachers!
Reasons for giving higher pay to women than to men teacher& •
in prim~J>rY schools.
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Section ZX.-Signs of progress.-(69) Although the general position. is.
depressing, there are signs of progress. The general awakenmg.
among women. Rise in the age of marriage. (70) Increasing.
demand for women's education; evidence from Bombay, Sind.
' and the Punjab. (71) Pioneer work done by Christian and other·
· missions; agencies at Poona and in Bom'bay, Madras, Bengal.
and in the Punjab. (72) Increased general activities of women.
The annual all-India general conferences of women. Increasing
consideration given to women's demands. (73) The time has
come to overcome obstacles and redress the balance between
education for men and education for women. In the interest of
the advance of Indian education as a whole priority should now
• be given to the claims for girls' education in every scheme of
e:xpahsion .

•

CHAPTER Vlil.-EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS PROVIDED FOR OR BY
SPECIAL CoMMUNITIEs.-THE NEED FOR UNITY.

(1) Introductory. (2-3) Effect of the Hunter Commission of 1882 to
encourage private institutions. These institutions shaped by the
•
convictions of those to whom they owe their origin or the communities for whom they were intended. The needs of certain
commlinities to be discussed later.
(4-5) Question whether
the educational system of India is such as to promote a spirit
of unity. The large number of segregate schools a possible·
••
barrier to unity. The 'mixed' school. It is neither possible
nor desirable for the whole system to be based on 'mixed'
schools, but the future educational policy should be directed.
towards, unity and not separation. (6) The barriers of different
languages.
Evidence that Indian children, particularly the
Muhammadan, are often gravely handicapped by learning an
excessive number of languages concurrently. The teaching of
different languages and the use of different media of instruction
not necessarily a reason for creating separate schools. Practice·
in the United Provinces. (7) The growing spirit of comradeship in schools and universities. (8) The rapid and successful
development of the Boy Scout movement; its value for India.
Danger of separate and sectional scout associations.

CHAPTER IX.-EDUCATION OF MUHAMMADANS.

Section

1.-Quantitatit:e gr-owth.-( l-2) St11.tistics. Increase in
enrolment rapid and greater proportionately than for the·
general population, but (3) only in primary stage; and even
there wastage is greater than among the general community;
(4t) even more marked in case of girls. (5) Position in the provinces; statistics.

Section ll.-Means of encouragement.-(6) Special measures taken
for encouragement of Muhammadans; segregate institutions;
scholarships, fee remission8 and stipends; special inspecting
agencies; reservation of places for teachers and pupils. (7)
Large' numbers of segregate institutions, especially in ,Pengal,
United Provinces and Bihar; two classes of segregate '\lstitutions: (a) 'separate' institutions in which the cours~ i~ the •
ordinary course; (b) 'special' institutions in which the co~e
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is different and includes teaching in Islamic religion and cui(8-9) Types of separate and special institutions; (.10)
statistics of segregate institutions; (11) of scholarships, and
reservations of places; (12) of special inspectors. (13_:...14) Rules
.for ordinary. teacherships and inspectorships held by ,Muhammadans in the Central Provinces, Bihar, Bengal, Madras,
Bombay, and United Provinces.
(15) Unfortunate effect of
.gpecial institutions (16) and, to a lesser extent, of separate
institutions. (17) Evidence from Bengal, United Provinces, and
Bihar. (18) Markedly greater wastage among Muhammadan
pupils at the primary stage; figures for Bengal, United Provin·Ce; and Bihar. (19-20) Handicaps to Muhammadan boys attending 'special' and 'separate' schools; a;nd to those in rui'al areas
who wish to proceed to anglo-vernacular schools; a large
supply of middle vernacular schools and a better d~tribution of
.anglo-vernacular schools required; and incredsed hostel provision. (21) Change in policy discussed; safeguards requested
.by
Muhammadans
enumerated. (22) Attitude of State
neutrality towards religious instruction. (23) Change of attitude
·of Government of India towards religious instruction in 1921;
suggestion that embargo on religious instruction should be removed; religious instruction .ttermissive or obligatory in •some
provinces; (24) opportunity to local Governments to discuss the
·question anew; alternative between continuan'ce of segregate
schools or provision of religious instruction in ordinary schools ;
increase in number of Muhammadan teachers discussed; o(!5)
application to other communities of arrangements provided
for Muhammadans. (26) Need of bringing more Muhamma·dans under trn.ining discussed. (27) Reservations, arguments
for and against; (28) need of careful consil'ieration by local
Governments; the need for reservations should be reduced to a
minimum, or might disappear with suitable arrani£;ments. A
large increase in the number of Muhammadan pupils iu the
:Punjab without the necessity for reservatioa in sehools. Suggestions of the D. P. I., United Provinces. (29) Arrangements
for Muhammadans applicable to other communities similarly
placed. (30) Evidence relating to representation of Muhammadans on local- boards and university bodies. (31) Reference
to a note of dissent by a member of the Committee; reasons for
considering these problems. (32) Special difficulties in regard
to education of Muhammadan girls.
-'Section III.-Muhamm~dan Education in Bengal, Sind and Malabar.~
(33) Introductory. (34) Bengal statistics. (35) Historical and
other reasons for backwardness of Muhammadans; improvements discussed. (36) Proposal of large grant for stipends,
etc., for Muhammadans; large addition required, but this would
not be effective without reconstruction of school system. (37)
Foundation of Dacca University; (38) ·views <6f Calcutta
University Commission; (39) Dacc!J, University Act; teservation of places for Muhammadans on governing bodies;
( 40) representation that nu~be!
of Mu~ammadan~ . on
the staff is not large; statistws. (41) Sind; statistics;
(42) backwardness of Muhammadans; reasons. (43) Attempts
made by Government for impro':ement, bu~ (44). inequality of treatment stated by Witnesses to persiSt.
(45)
Small number of Muhammadans receiving secondary education;
reservations scholarships and fee remissions. Liberal treat-·
ment of Sind as a backward area required. (46) Education .of
Mappillas (Moplahs); a backward community. (47-48) Recent
tun~.

/
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·efforts to improve their education. (49) Medium of instruction
discussed; translation of Urdu works into Malayalam; religious
instruction; scholarships.
(50) Advance and signs of future
~ragress; conditions of girls' education discouraging .

•
CHAP'l'ER X.-EDUCATION OF THE DEPRESSED CLASSES.

:) Meaning of the term 'depressed classes' as used in this chapter.
(2) The grave difficulties under which the depressed classes
suffer in some places; difficulties in admission to schools. (3)
Statistics of the depressed class population according to
recent Glassification. (4-5) Enrolment of pupils; the increase
during the last quinquennium
proportionately greater
than• for the general population, but the percentage
under instruction less than for the genera],. population. · The
remarkable increase in Bengal. (6-7) The pupils largely confined to the ·primary stage; the number .of girls above the primary stage extremely small. (8) Special measures adopted to
spread education among the depressed classes in the various
• provinces. (9) Indications of progress in the various provinces.
(10) Discussion of two poUcies suggested for meeting the educational needs of these classes (a) by IJleans of ,segregate schools
(b) by admission on equal terms to the ordinary 'mixed' schools.
• • The intermediate policy of Rao Bahadur M. C. Rajah.
The
policy under (b) favoured.
(11) The present figures suggest
that orders of Government with regard to mixed schools have
not been strictly carried out; in Madras only 16,000 out of a
total of 2~8,000 depressed class pupils are in mixed schools.
Evidence with regard to Nagpur and the Punjab. The system
of separate provision liable to be used as a means of evading
the orders of Government. (12) Schools specially provide.d for
' the depressed classes should be regarded as ordinary public
schools and not as segregate institutions. Opinions expressed
by authorities in the United Provinces. (13) A certain number
of the depressed classes should receive training as teachers and
be recruited to the staffs of ordinary schools. The depressed
classes should be adequately represented on local educational
bodies as in Madras and Bombay. (14) Additional reason for
the immediate and rigorous enforcement of Government orders,
a reason of economy in providing schemes for compulsory education. The prejudice against the depressed classes dying out
gradually.
(15) Necessity for insistence on children of the
depressed classes in the ordinary schools being treated on equal
terms with those of other communities.

CHAPTER

~r.-EDUCATION

OF EUROPEANS AND ANGLO-INDIANS,

1ection I.-The Community.-(!} Population statistics. (2) Importance
of education to the community; quotation from Resolution of
Lord Lytton's Government in 1881.
(3) A poor community;
strain of. competition; a large section migratory in character
owing to occupation, hence need .for boarding schools. ( 4) L~E'!
sections of community make sacrifices for education of •tli 'r
children, and take pride in their schools, many of which hav
fine records.
B

•
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Section 11.-Schools and enrolment.-(5) Statistics of schools of different types. {6) Institutions classified by provinces a-nd location,.
(7) by management; (8) hill schools, plains sch9ols, .railwayschools, orphanages. (9) Some are of old foundation. (W-11)
Statistics )I enrolment in various stages of instruction. Wastage
at primary stage comparatively small; majority of children become literate, but relatively few proceed to higher stages.
.Section lll.-Expenditure.-(12) Provision by sources; increase in'
propor:tion of cost borne from fees and 'other sources'; (13) ·
increase in .cost per pupil and in average fee. (14) Differencebetween average cost per pupil in an Indian school and in a
European school discussed; private benefactions.
!J5) Direct..
expenditure on European schools. (16-17) Need for concentra..tion of schools; the alternatives of railway schools or stipends;
orphanagefil; question of grants for destitute childtl'en and others.
Section TV.-The' future of European Education.-(19) Except in
Burma, European education a reserved provincial subject; (20)"
proposal thall it should be a central subject discussed; proposal
based on a desire for security and uniformity; views of the·
European Association. (21) Question of security; increase in
grants in most provinces. (22) In Burma, European eaucation
a 'transferred subject'; evidence opposed to change. (23) The· ·
doubt expressed whether the central legislature would be
more liberal than provincial legislatures. (24) Question of uniformity. Advantages and disadvantages of a central ins~acting
staff.
(25) Need for a central co-ordinating authority.
(26)
Future of existing schools discussed. (27) Admission of Indians
to European schools; proportion raised in recent years; present
restrictions in the provinces; statistics; position in Burma. (28)
Reasons for modification of restrictions; discussion of present;
and future policy.
•
Section V.-Ea:aminations and curricula.-(29) Introductory. (30) Con-·
flicting opinions as to whether Cambridge• or Indian examinations are more suitable. (31-32) Importance of teaching of
vernaculars; views of Government of Madras. (33) Value or
the intermediate training at Lawrence College, Ghoragali
(Punjab) and other institutions. (34) Necessity for continuance
of fee remissions and grants.
Section VI.-The Teachers. (35) Statistics of trained and untrained
teachers; percentage of trained teachers 1·ising. (36) Suggestion of the Anglo-Indian Association that only iAnglo-Indians..
should be appointed to all teaching posts in the future. (37)·
Adequate provision of training facilities of great importance; .
present position unsatisfactory.
Section VII.-Conclusions.
CHAPTER XII.-EnucATION OF CERTAIN CoMMUNITIEs.

(1) Sikh and Hindu schools in the Punjab and North-West FrCir..tierProvince: reasons given for their need. (2) .The Pa'rsees;
very prrli!,Tessive and philanthropic community; record or
benefact1ons; fears of the -community for the future. (3)
Christian missions; their valuable serviees to education;
moral and religious training; re~~nt work among depressed'
• classes, outcastes, aborigines, hill-trib{l,s; increased attentiontO education of ghls; colleges in large centres of. populatJ.on;:
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experimental work in rura'l education of the American
Presbyterian Mission at Moga. Stati&tics. (4) Other pbilan·
thropic activities: Seva Sadan, Deccan Education Society,
Brahmo SamaJ, Ram Krishna Mission. The virtues of theBe
~stitutions, tho danger of sectarianism. (5) Position of theae
institutions discussed.
•
CHAPTER' XIII.-BACKWARD AREAS. THE NEED FOR A UNIFORM
An.vANCE.

(1) There are areas not classified as 'backward tracts' which are educationally backward; backwardness often accentuated by
J.iiOlicy of making grants in a fixed ratio to the funds raised
locally: \2) Examples flom Bombay and Madras relating to
masa education. {3) Madras policy in regard to secondary
educatiou. (4) In Bihar and the :Punjab, districts are graded according to their poverty or prosperity for the purpose
of grants; advantages of this procedure, but it is insufficient
unless provision is made simultaneously for the local training
of vernacular teachers. (5) Secondary education should be
developed in backward areas by means of Government or
• aided achools. (6) A well-considered policy for the poor
areas is needed; the present tendency is to accentuate the gap
between poor and wealthy areas. (7) The policy suggested
would have the incidental• advantage in certain areas of help• • ing to remove the disabilities of .some communities without
reservations or other special privile~es.
CHAP'l'ER XIV.-THE FINANCING OF EDUCATION.

,'-'ection I.-Financial resources and educat-ional ea.:pendituTe of the
dif!eTent pTovinces.-(1.....:.3) Provincial revenues, and revenue
• per he11..'l in the provinces; inequalities. (4-5) Provincial
expenditm;e on education and ratio to the provincial revBnue.
Increase in expenditure 1922-27; but 'the percentage of revenue
spent on education has increased except in Madras, Bengal
and Assam. (6) Government expenditure per head on education. ( 7) Total expenditure per head on education. (8)
Comparison between the
provinces. (9-11) Sources of
expenditure on education in the provinces; difference between
the provinces. (12-13) Percentages of total expenditure allocated to different branches of education. (14) Provision by sources
of expenditure on (a) university and college education, (b)
secondary schools, (c) primary schools and (d) vocational and
special institutions in the provinces. (15-16) Percentages of
total government expenditure allotted to different bramches.
Percentage of funds spent on collegiate education in Bengal
and United Provinces very large as compared with that <>pent
on ""rimary education. (17) Percentages of total Government
expenditure allotted to institutions for boys and girls; smal~
proportion spent on girls' education. (18-19) Average cost
per school by provinces. Cost of prima>ry schools lowe~t in
F"n!:ra] ani! Bihar. (20) Average cost of boys' primary
schools accorcHng to types of management. (21-22) Average
cost per• pupil in boys' and girls' primary and secondBry
schools in provinces. Comparison between cost in Bo~ay
and Bengal.
•
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Stction II._.:.Methoda of financing mass e:lucation.-(23) Methods in
different provinces.
Section lll.-Eotimates of cost of compul;;ory education.-(24) In
many provinces, especially Bombay, schemes of compuision
held in abeyance because of inabj.lity of local GoveVJ.ment to
provide . s~t~tory contributions. (25) Estimates of co~t of
oompuls1on 1n Madras, Bengal, and' Burma. (26) Estunates
of additional cost of applying compulsion. (27) F~U:tors to be
taken into account in scrutinising estimates: increase in
salaries; elimination ·of extravagances in the present system.
(28) Economies arising out of compulsion; taking all factors
into account, the estimate of 19'5 crores for increase in recurring expenditure not likely to be exceeded.
.

.

CHAPTER XV.--CONTROL AND DEVOLUTION: GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

Section 1.-Relat.ions with provincial Gove-rnments.-(!~ Relations of
Government of India discussed
in Monta'gu-Chelmsford
Report; powers of control over education exercised by the
central Oovernment; extent varied with the times and those
in authority. (2) Wide powers of the Government of India;
Despatches, Resolutions, Commissions of Enquiry; Lord
Curzon 's action. Creation of Department of Educatjon in
1910. The Educational QQmmissionership created in· 1915.
Bureau of Education. (3) Resolutions of 1904 and 1913; subjects discussed; (4-5) fin11ncial assistance and earmarked
grants and their effect. (6) The Government of India.i's plans
for promotion of primary education in 1918 abandont!<f on
announcement of Reforms. (7) Responsibility for education
transferred to Ministers; position of Government of ' India
after the Reforms; creation of Central Advisory Board lfi
1921 and abolition in 1923; position of Educational Commissioner; reconstitution of the Department under .the title of
Education, Health and Lands. (8-9) Small number of conferences, etc., since the Reforms: the participation • of the
central Government in provincial edu~ational policy ha.s
practically disappeared. (10-12) Suggestions for the future:
Central Bureau of Education; educational library; position of
Educational Commissioner; Advisory Board. (13) Conferences:
need for consultation and discussion. (14-15) Financial
assistance from the Government of India discussed.
Section II.-D1:rectly Arlmini.~tered Areas.-(=1.6) Names of areas; (17)
conditions oft.en unfavourable to education; (18) slow progress; (19) retrenchment. (2Q-21) Comparison with neighhouring provinces; (22) five-year programme and signs of
advance.
CHAP'l'ER XVI.-CONTROL 1\ND
DEVOLUTION :
GOVERNMENTS,

Section

PROVINCIAL

•
1.-Pr:J'IJincial H eadquarters.-(1) Introductory.
(2) The
Minister responsible for controlling educational policy and
directing it's execution. Ministers have been zealous for the
e.ause of education, but circumstances have been unfavourable
for a bold policy of reform. Uncertainties of the political
-situ.ation. (3) Post-war strin'gency; devolution of powers w
local bodies. (4) Functions of Minister, Secretary and Director
closely related. (5) Secret.ary; his relations to Minister a.nd
Director; his functions. (6) Director; the permanent head of
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the Education Department; his many duties. (7) At present
• ehosen from Indian Educational Service; complications caused
theresy. (8) English and Indian systems contrasted; the disaMantage of isolation in India; few opportuhities for 'ltudying· all-India problems. (9-10) Discussion •of relations of
Secretary· and Director. (11) Duties of Director excessive;
he needs relief, but this not afforded by a Secretary usually
inexperienced in education. (12) Discussion of relations o.f'
Minister and Director. (13-16) Inadequacy of headquarters·
staffs, which should be expanded and improved. (17) Need of"
personal contact between Director and those engaged in·
edt]J:)ational work. (18) Position further complicated by education being controlled by a numb~r of separate depa:,rtments.
(19-20) Conclusion that insufficient
attention paid to theformul~ion and exposition of policy has been largelyt•esponsible for the waste of money and effort in maas education. A courageous and well-directed policy required.
Se(:ti.on 11.-1nspectorate.-(21) The inadequacy of the inspectorate irr
most provinces, (22) as shown from the evidence, but (23) in"
¥adras and the ·Punjab efforts have been maJde for improvement. (24) 'l'hP. duty of inepection virtually handed over to
locail bodies in Bombay, (25) and to some extent in the Central
Provinces as an experimental measure. (26) In most provinces the inspectorate further hampered by lack of clerical
• •assistance. (27) In most provinces, the inspectorate is also
weak in qualifications and (28) includes a1 large proportion of
untrained men. (29) The divisional inspectors are often out
of touch with mass education and are confined too much ,to
anglo-vernacular education; number of divisional inspectors
reducel,l in the United and Central
.Provinces. (30) In
Madras, the absence of divisional inspectors an obstacle to
}1l'ogress. (31) Frequency of transfer of divisional inspectors
a further obatacle. (32) Deplorable inadequacy of women's
inspectorate; position in certain provinces examined. (33)
Comparison of English and Indian inspectorates. (34) An
adequate im;pecting staff not merely essential for efficiency of
the dail.v work, hut an economy.
Section III.-Local autltor:ities.-(35-36) Historical resume of
devolutirm of powers to local bodies. (37) Discussion of
principles underlying tha-t policy; question whether education is merely local or largely national in character discussed.
(38-39) The Government of India policy of 1916 and 191~ in
regard to (a) inspection (b) the constitution and official work
of local boards. Th& relations of ministerial responsibility
to devolutioD, on local bodies insufficiently considered. Question of the effects of devolution in the past; its promise fot•
the future. (4Q-41) List of Acts dealing with loca..l selfgovernmf'nt. (42-50) The present powers of local bodies in
Madras; (51-56) in Bombay; (57-59) in Bengal; (6Q-67) in
the Unit€d Provinces; (68~69) in the Punjab; (7o-74) . in
Burma; (75-81) in Bihar.
Section IV.-Tlie wprldng of loca~ bodies.-(82) Introductory. (8384) Absence of plan in the development of primary education\..
as shown by evidence in several provinces, leading to harm:"'
ful competition and waste of money and effort; neglect of
• expert advice. (84a) The appointment, promotion and
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transfer of teachers largely influenced by pehonal and political considerations; the powers and exercise of dutioes by
chairmen; the connexion of teachers with polities. (85) Evidence of JLbuses in different provinces; (86) in the "t>pinion uf
some, these abuses are due largely to inexperiencb, and the
position is improving. (87) Evidence that some mistakes h:.tve
been dud not to inexperience but Lc perversity and that governments have Fot reserved to themselves means of checkmg
irregularities; illustrations. (88) Conclusion that a change is
desirable~; the State cannot divest itself of responsibility, and
the Minh,ter must be in a position to supervise and control,
where necessary, the activities of local bodie~.
V.-Ser·v£r.es and AzJpointrne·nts.-(a) Tlt.e .services.-(89)
Introductory. (90) 'fhe Indian Educational Service, Provincial Educational Services, Subordinate Educational Services
(91) Traditions and history of the Indian Educational Service. Thn recruitment to the Indian Educational Servic•:
stopped in 1924 as a result of the Report of the Lee Commission. (92) Table showing the position of the Indian Educational Service in 1921-22 a.zd in 1926-27. (93) The r~y ~a,rge
number of vacancies. (94) Serious consequences of the progressive extinction of the Indian Educational Service, accompanied by a failure to reconstitute the Provincial Services.
Reasons given for
the delay. (95) E~:~sential tha~ • some
·finality should soon be reached. The difficulties of the
situation. The validity
of contracts. (96) Some headmasterships should be held by men in the superior provincial Fervice. (97) Pay and time-E~cale of the Provincial and
Subordinate Services. (98) Time-sca·Je in the Provincial Ser·
vices and in the Subordinate Services discuss~d. Difference
between these services. (99) Advantages and disadvantages of
a graded system. (100) In some proviMes insufficient ::;teps
taken to ensure discipline a!nd good work. (101) The practice
of allowing Government teachers to engage in private tuition.
Quotatior from the United Provinces Quinquennial Review.

Sectinn

Appo£ntments.-(102) Proposal
of the
Calcutta
University
Commission relating to small Civil Service Commissions.
Recommendations of
the Lee
Commission. The central
I udian Public Service Commission
established in 1926.
No provincial · Commissions have been yet established,
hut a bill for the establishment of one in Madras is under
consideration. (103) The service of education should be pro·
tected from party interest; but selection boards are unneces. sary for appointments to the Subordinate Educational Service, wh1ch should be left to the Director of Public Instruction. (104) The Committee do not wish to der~gaJte from the
proper position of the Minister; but the control over the
personnel of his department should be left to others. The
loyalty of civil services. (105) Suggestion that if communal
requirements are taken into account Ministers should take
the responsibility of publicly giving clear directions as to the
distribution of posts between different tlommunities. (106)
Ministers should be. freed from pressure to use patronage.
CHAPTER XVII.-Co~ctusroN,
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XXIV.-The proportion of pupils in Class~es I, IV and 'v,
• in the provinces •
XXV.-Number of pupils in boys• schools by stages and
provinces
.•
XXVI.-Number of pupils in girls' schools by stages and
provinces
XXVII.-Schools and classes for adults by provinces
XXVIII.-Average male population of school-going age per
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XXXV.-Number of single-teacher primary schools by provinces.
XXXVI.-Average, monthly pay of teachers in boys' and
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are reading in secondary schools, I 926-27
XLIII-Areas under compulsion by provinces
•
.see also:under Inspection, XXXIX, page 69 and the Table in Chapter
IV, paragraph 64, page 69.
under Gil"ls and Women, the Table included in paragraph 4 on
page 146, and LXXIII, page 149.
under Training of Teachers, etc., XXXVII and XXXVIII,
page 66.
under Finance and Expenditure, CIX, page 258 ; CX, CXI,
page 261 ; CXIII and CXIV, page 264, CXV, paga 265.
Middle Vernacular Schools.
XLI.-Statistics of middle vernacular schools for boys
by provinces
XLII.-Statistics of Vernacular Final examination,
1927 .
See also:The Table in Chapter IV, paragraph 70, page 73.
•
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Under Secondary Schools for Boys, LI and LII, page 101 ;
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Under Girls an~Women, LXXVI, page 161.
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259; CXI, page 261.
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PREFATORY NOTE.
· 1. Vnless otherwise stated, all figures given in this Review relateto tecognised institutions only.
·

2. In the majority of the statistical tables we have omitted to give
separate figures for Coorg and for the areas directly administered by·
the Government of India, such as the North West Frontier Province,_
·Baluchistan, Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara, etc. The total population of the
areas' in question is not large and the inclusion of the figures for
these. areas would have made the tables unwieldy. M"Oreover, we·
have dealt. with the directly-administered areas separately in Chapter
XV. In the statistical tables, the totals for British India include
the figdi-es for the areas referred to and therefore differ from the
totals for the nine major provinces given in the tables.
·
3. In considering the figures for primary and secondary schools it
must be remembered that the classification of thos·e institutions is not
uniform throughout British India. The Government of India Tables,
for example, classify all midtlle vernacular schools as 'secondary' but
classify the higher elementary schools in Madras and the upperprimary schools in Bombay as 'primary'. In consequence, schools..
• P1 Madras and Bombay with eight classes are classified as 'primary',
while schools in the Punjab with six classes are classified as
'secondary'. It is also to be remembered that large numbers of
pupils reading in the primary classes of secondary schools are shown.:
as pupils in 'Secondary schools and hence, unless so stated, are not
includEid in the totals of pupils receiving primary education. Owing
to the present form of the Government of India statistics, it has not
b'een possible to give separate figures for schools in rural and in urban,
areas, or, in a11 cases,· for girls and for boys.
4. Where no date is given in a table, or the year 1927 is given in·
a table, it is to be understood that the table refers to the financial
yem· ending on 31 March, 1927. In some cases data have been given.
under the heading '1921-22' or '1928-27' but these data refer to the
same periods as those given under the beadings '1922' or '1927'
respectively.
"
5. In all cases, where calculations with reference to the population relate to a period later than 1921, the calculations are based on.
the figures in the Census of 1921. Where calculations relate to a
period between 1911 and 1921, they are based on the Census of 1911 .

•

6. The term 'Memorandum', used without qualifications, means.
a memorandum on the growth of education supplied specially to the·
Indian Statutory Commission by a provincial Government.

•

7. The term 'Quinquennial Review', when given without a date,.
means the ~uinquennial review for the period 1922-27.
'\

8. Throughout the Review the Province o£ Bihar and
• been referred to as Bihar.

'O~a ha~

'

•

CHAPTER I.
Introductory.
I.-Appointment of Committee and Terms of Reference.
1. We, the Members of the Auxiliary Committee of the
Indian •statutory Commission, appointed to make enquiries into
the growth
. •of education in British India, have the honour to submit
our R ev1ew.

2. The following is tne Minute of Appointment of the Committee
received from the Indian Statutory Commission:•

••

'

" The Growth of Education in British India is, by the terms
of the Royal Warrant under which the Indian Statutory Commission is constituted, one of the subjects
on which the Commission is required to report. The
Royal Warrant furthEtr empowers the Commission to
appoint, with the sanction of the Secreta~y of State
for India, any person, or persons, to make subordinate...enquiries and to report the result to the CommiSSIOn.
'Vi~h the sanction of the Secretary of State for India, the
Commission accordingly appointsSir Phiiip Hartog, Kt., C.I.E. (Member of the Public
Service Commission), Chairman ;
Sir Amherst Selby-Bigge, Bart., K.C.B. (formerly
Permanent Secretary to the Board of Education,
England);
,
Sir Saiyid Sultan Ahmed, Kt. (Vice-Chancellor of Patna
University);
Sir George Anderson, Kt., C.I.E. (Director of Publil:~
Instruction, Punjab);
Raja Narendra Nath (Member of the Legislative Council
•
of the Punjab);
Mrs: Muthulakshmi Reddi (Deputy President of the
' Madras Legislative Council) ;
to make subordinate enquiries into the growth of
education in BI;itish India and to report the result to
tl1e Commission.
The Co~mittee will be designated " _!he Auxiliary. ~~m
mittee on the Growth of EducatiOn '', and it will be
convenient to desoribe the Report it is asked to ma;ke
0

••
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1

as the Auxiliary Committee's " Review of the Gro'Vth
of' Education in British India ''.
•
·
'rhe Commi~sion understands its terms of reference regarding ·
Education as requrring from 'it not a general survey
of the whole field of Education in all its branches and
aspects throughout British India, but a Review within
moderate compass, limited by the general scope and
purpose of the broad enquiry with which the Com~
mission is charged. The Commission, therefore, regard themselves as primarily concerned. with· Educa. tion and its organisation in British India. in relation
to political and constitutional conditions and potentialities of progress.
It is in this sense, therefore, that the Commission desires the
reference to the Auxiliary Committee- on the Growth
of Education· to be interpreted. Subject to thi~ the
Committee will be fre~ to pursue its enquiries and to
draw up its review in whatever way seems best to it.
It 1s the Commission's intention, without excluding such
general evidence as it may receive on the question \n
the ordinary course of its enquiry, to set apart a portion of the. time available during its next visit to
India for 1lhe special consideration of that part of its
terms of reference which deals with the G-rowth of
Education in British India, and it will desire to have
the Review of the Auxiliary Committee before it in
good time for this purpose. After the Committee's
Review has been received, and the Commission ·has
had sufficient time to digest its contents, it is hoped
that there may be an opportunity for the Commission
to discuss the contents of the document, probably in
some place in Northern India, with the members of
the Auxiliary Committee or some of them. In. view
of the great importance of the subject, the Commission desires to give the . Auxiliary Committee the
longest time possible for its work, but, on the other
hand, it is important that the discussion between the
Commission and the Committee on the Ce>mmittee's
Review should take place before the Commission's
tour of enqui'ry has progressed too far. For these
reasons it is desired that the Auxiliary Committee's
Review should be in the hands of the Commission not
later than 15th December, 1928. The lteview will be
,
treated as confidential in the first instance, but it is
•
contemplated that it will at a later stage form part
of the documents published as an Appendix to the
Commission's Report."
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II.-Scope of Enquiry.
• 3. We have borne in mind the specific terms of our reference.:
'Tr>i)se terms imposed on us limitations not altogether easy to
-de:fu:le or ·to observe; since it is clear that the direct aims of schools
for boys and girls, and of colleges for young men and women,
must be something wider than the aim of producing political
,capacity, although they should include it. A review of the growth
of educational institutions which confined itself to the relations of
such institutions to political conditions and potentialities of progress
would be so narrow as to defeat its own purpose; they must be
largely judged by the general aims set before them and by their
succes~ in achieving those aims. Nevertheless in every country
where there is representative government the education given
.:should be such as to produce(1) a popular electorate capable of exercising intelligently
the primary functions of citizenship : they should be
able
to choose their representatives with knowledge
•
and intelliger1ce; to understand, at any rate to a certain extent, the social and political programmes which
:1re placed before them ·by candidates for election to
••
legislative and local bodi~s; and, a subsidiary but important matter, to understand the actual machinery
of voting;
(2) a smaller body of persons (included in the larger)
capable of furnishing representatives on legislative
•
and local bodies, and officers of central and local ad• ministrations, who by their training and character
are fitted to fulfil their functions·· with intellip;ence,
~
·judgment and rectitude.
The system of primary and higher primary schools should be
.~o designed as to produce a competent electorate; the sy!ltem of
secondary and higher education, to produce competent and trustworthy representatives and officials.
4. A review of the existing educational institutions and their
·recent progress which took into account only these matters would,
as we have suggested, be too res-tricted to be of use; and we have
therefore tried to present a general picture of their aims and condition. On the other hand, we have deliberately and, of necessity,
ignor~d .many aspects of education with which we should have be~n
required to deal, had we been asked to make a general survey oE
the Q"rowth of education without the limitations imposed on us.
In the genera.] design and scale of our review we haYe also
kept in mind those Iimjtations. We have devoted far more atten- •
tion to mass edu~a~ion than to secondary and ~niversi£y education,
because the cond1tron of the former appeared to us far,le 8s satis·factory than that of the latter; and this is due iJ? pa\'t to fb~
o2

•
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fact that while much attention has been paid in tl'1e past to a con&ideration of the higher forms of educa.ticn, the problems of primary•
education have been comparatively neglected. We have .alsodE-voted special attention to the education of girls an.d women,
both because it is so much more backward in India than that of
men, and because it is of fundamental importance for the future
eJtication and training of men as well as of women.
5. Vile have also tried to investigate the extent to which the·
educational systems of India are calculated to promote a reasonable
dtgree of uniformity in any advance which may be made so ·that
all sections of the people, rich and poor, progressive and'backward,
shaH be in a position to make their most effectiye con!ribution
to ·the prog_ress of the community as a whole. In considering the
congition of education in rural areas, we have been greatly assisted
by the valuable report of the Royal Commission on AgricuLture.
6. We have paid special attention to the question of Muhammadan education. It is clearly of th~ first importance that this
large community, with its great historic culture and traditions,
now an educationally backward community, should be brought up·
to the general level of advance.
••
7. We have also paid special attention to the educational needs.
of otheucommunities such as the depressed. classes, the Hindus in
North-Western India, the Sikhs, Anglo-Indians, ,Parsees and:.
Christians.
8. In our terms of reference mention is made of the 'organisation' of education. Clearly, the adequacy or' inadequacy of educational institutions for the work of national education and the
success or failure of the teachers who do the actual work must
largely depend on the organisation of the educational system as a
· whole· ~jind the agencies by which it is controlled. The usefulness.
of a system. of education must be estimated not only by its policy
and aims, b'ut by the degree in which it accomplishes what it
proposes to do, the degree in which the money and effort expended
on it yield an adequate return. Without an effective organisation,
without a suitable agency, it is not possible for an educational
policy, however well-devised it may be, to be carried out with·
efficiency, economy or continuity. We have therefore discussed
questions of policy, organisation and agency in some detail.
9. In dealing with primary education we have discussed at
some length the extent to which literacy is being achieved in the'
schools; 'but we wish definitely to safeguard ourselves against the
• assumption that we regard literacy as a necessary qualification for
the franchise. Literacy is not education, but only a. means to
educatioJP and in some cases other IQ.eans may be found to enable
• Jtn indivi<iual to exercise an intelligent vote. But it is obvious
t.hat it is an immense gain for the average voter himself as well •
as for the country at large if he is able to read, and to read with-
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11nderstanding and judgment. Literacy is indispensable to educa:tion on any large scale.
• ,10. In discussing secondary and higher education, _th?ugh the
time.has been short, we have been constrained to refer mc1dentally
io the relations between education and sub~quent employment.
To have dealt with this question fully would have been beyond
our province, since it involves considerations with which we are'
not fitted to deal. But it has been repeatedly pointed out that
n large amount of money and time is now wasted on the· production
of matriculates and graduates who are unable to fincl"employment,
and }Ve have discussed certain changes which might diminish this
waste'. In ·this connexion we may point out that it has been im·possible ior us to discuss in any detail questions of professional or
technical education although we are fully alive to the great importance of these branches.
11. Throughout our Review we have kept in mind that we are
asked to deal specifically with the growth of education. The term
'{,rrowth' implies something. more than past history;· it ll:nplies
development; growth in the past provides the basis of a forecast of
tbe 'potentialities ·of progress' in the future. In analysing the
facts and figures submitted to us, we have therefore tried to see
what causes the acceleration or retardation of growth in the
immediate past have been due, how these causes are likely to
operat-e in t11e immediate future, and how the healthy growth of
<education may be prom0ted by the removal of defects. But it was
not our. duty, nor would it have been possible in the time at our
di~posal, to attempt to formulate new and comprehensive schemes
for the advancement of the various branches of Indian education.

·to

12. For the estimate of the- growth of education in recent years
'both in quantity and in quality, we have had supplied to us
a vast mass of data by the central and provincial Governments
and also l:ly private persons and associations in response to enquiries
made by us. The facts and figures which we have gathered have
'been tested as far as possible and elucidated by the examination
-<>f witnesses, by personal discussions, and by our Visits to educational institutions during our tour, in the course of .which we visited
all the major provinces of India except Assam and the Central
'Provinces.
13. ]'inally, we have regarded it as a specific part of our tasK
·to consid'er'tl~e effect of the working of the new system of reforms
on the growth of education itself. Of the marked influence of
-that system during the past few years there is ample evidence.

JII.-Proceaure.
14. The "appointment of the Committee was announcei on 31
May, 1928. The Chairman and the Secretary, Mr. R. M. s;tatham,
• !.E.S., assumed charge of their duties on 5 June and called a;
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meeting of the members of the Committee present in India, whicJl·'
took place in Simla on 16 and 17 June. Two of our number, S1r
Amherst Selby-Bigge and Sir George Anderson, were in England p.t"
the time and were unable to join the Committee until 12 O'ctQber.
:At this first meeting the Committee settled the main outlines o.f the
itinerary of their tour in India and Burma, a copy of which is
printed as Appendix I to this Review. The Committee then dis-persed and re-assembled again at Calcutta on 16 September, priorto embarking _for Burma, the first province to be visited. In theinterVal, the Chairman took a short period of home leave extending
from 7 July to 14 September. In his absence the preliminary workof the Committee was carried on by the Secretary.
·

15. The questionnaire printed as Appendix II to this• Review
was issued during the first week of July, 1928, and was published'
simultaneously in the press. Local Governments were supplied·
with a large number of copies for their own use and for local distri-bution, and in addition copies were sent direct to about 600 persons. and associations. About 300 replies, many of 1t;hem of •a
comprehensive nature, were received. At the centres visited during:
our tour and at our headquarters at Delhi, over 160 witnesses gave·
oral evidence before us, of whom 74 were officials and the rest non.-.
officials. A list of the witnesses examined# orally is annexed asAppendix III. The informal evidence given to us in the course
of· conversation and discussion with many persons interested in·
education who were not examined formally has also 'been of great•
value.
16. We are particularly grateful for the valuable information
which we have received from the Government of India and provincial Governments in the form of special Memoranda, and the
Quinquennial Reviews on Education of all provinces, which becameavailable during the course- of our inquiry. We regret that the
Quinquennial Review of Education for Inuia, 1922-27, was not avail-able ; but the Educational Commissioner with the Government of
India was good enougl:f to furnish us in advance with certain tables,
prepared for that publication, of which we were in need. We are·
also inrlebted to these Governments for the informaition which wecalled for and obtained from them on many matters and especially
that relating to (a) the degree of wastage and stagnation which
occurs between successive standards in primary and secondarl' schools'
in all parts of the country, and (b) the number and nature of original publications by members of the staff and students of universities, colleges and research institutions.
17. Apart from the recording of evidence tendered to us bothorally and in writing, we regarded it as part of our duty to visit,.
• as far a~ was post:ible in the time at our disposal, local educational·
• institutions not only in the cities and towns but in rural areas.'
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as well. We wish to offer our th&nks to the heads of tne
universities, colleges and schools concerned for the courtesy with
which we were received and personally conducted over the institutions.in their charge. We are also indebted to the kindness of His
. Exalted Highness the Nizam and the officials of the Hyderabad~
State which permitted three of our members to PJ!>Y a most interesting visit to the Osmania University.
18. We realised at an early stage that ii would not be possible·
for us to complete our Review by 15 December as desired in th~·
letter of our instructions, and took an early opportunity of apprising the Commission of this fact. In accordance with the request of
the Commission, we furnished in print a preliminary draft of the·
major portion of the Review, which was discussed at a joint confer-·
ence of the Commission, the Indian Central Committee and ourselves, held in Calcutta on 16 January. Sir Amherst Selby-Bigge
was obliged to leave Calcutta for England on the following day.
19. Owing to the shortness of the time at our disposal, we
.wen~ not able to include in our itinera.rv visits to the 'Central Provinces, Assam, the North-Wett Front'ier Province, Ajmer--Merwara or Baluchistan. We obtained, however, written statements of
their views from these local Governments and Administrations. We
u!'ere further given the opportunity of examining witnesses from
some of these provinces at centres convenient to them.
20. It only remains for us to express our thanks to all those
who have assisted ns in onr ·work. Their number is so great that
it is not possible to mention all by name. We wish, however, partieulr~rly to acknowledge the obligattion undP.r which we rest to the
Governors of P.rovinces, and to the Ministers for Education, the
Secretaries to Government, and the Directors of Public Instruction,
who made all arrangements necessary for our accommodation, the
appejrance of witnesses, and our visits to local institutions, and
who also gave us every opportunity of holding personal discussions
with them, with the object of ascertaining their views on the sub~
ject of onr enquiry. We owe a special measure of thanks to the
Railway Administrations for the expedition and comfort witn
which we were conveyed on our journeys; and to the Deparltment
of Posts and Telegraphs for the regularity with which our mail was
delivered to us at all places along the route. We are also indebte(l
to Mr. T. Carter, Manager of the Government of India Press at
Delhi, a:Q.d his staff for their courtesy in meeting our numerous requests and for the care and expedition with which they printed the
Review.
21. Our warmest thanks are due to our Secretary, Mr. R. M.
Statham, I.E.S., for the exceptional services which he has rendered
to the Committee and without whtch the accomplishment of their
task would have been scarcely possible in the time allotteci His
remarkable knowledge of the facts and figures of Indian edJJcaHonal
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administration and of educational institutions, his gifts as a draftsman, his untiring activity, and his devotion to his work, have been
invaluable.
We are also indebted to our Assistant Secretaries., Mi". ·K,.
Zachariah, I.E.S., who helped us greatly in our preliminary drafts.
and by his skilled~nalysis of evidence and data, and to Mr. J. H.
Green, M.B.E., who joined the Committee at a later stage, and
rendered to us most competent and devoted assistance. Mr. Green's
experience was of great va:lue to us in our tour and during the preparation of our Review for the press.
. We desire further to record our appreciation of the zeal and
mdustry with which the other members of our staff have 'fulfilled
their arduous duties.
.

•

CHAPTER II.
Brief S.urvey of Indian ·Educational policy down to the.
•
Reforms.
1. In submitting to the Commission facts and figures relating
to the growth of education in India, we are limiting ourselves
almost entirely to the data of the last decade. But in order that
the present position may be more easily grasped, we give a brief
sketch of the main landmarks in the history of Indian educational
policy' during the previous hundred years.

2. 'E<!ucation', writes Dr. F. IN. Thomas, one of the most
distinguishe:l of living Indologists, 'is no exotic in India. There
is no country where the love of learning had so early an origin or
has exercised so lasting and powerful an influence.
From the
£imple poets of the Vedic age to 1he Bengali philosopher of the
preiient day there has been art uninterrupted succession of teachers
and scholars. The immense literature which this long period has
produced is thoroughly penetrated with the scholastic spirit; :tnd.
the same spirit has left a deep impression on the social conditions
o•f• the people among whom that literature was produced.'
Dr. Thomas is speaking of Hindu learning. To that must be
added the Islamic learning and teaching brought in mainly by
the Moghul conquerors. To the great Akbar, himself i!Hterate but
not unle~rned. is attributed a list of Hubjects which each boy should
iear.n, hardly less formidable than that of Milton.*
3. But at the beginning of the 19th century, after a long period
of foreign invasions and internecine wars, Indian learning was at
a low ebb+, Western education had not been introduced, and
there were hardly any printed books either in /the classical languages
or thE> vernac<llars.
There still remained a network of 'indigenop.s' schools, some
of them perhaps the oldest in the world ; the tols in which Brahmin
teachers instructed Brahmin pupils in 1the sacred books, the philosophy, literature, and science of their forefathers; the pathsalas in
which elementary. knowledge was given to the lower castes; and
the corresponding schools of the Muhammadans, the higher schools
called marirasahs, the lower called maktabs. The Muslim schools
were open to all, and each one taught the Koran and the tenets
of Islam. But the pupils in all this network were few in number
compared to the vast population. In Bengal, at any rate, according

* Ain-i-Akbari (or In~titutes pf Akbar) by Abul Fazl (book ii, Ain 25). See
'Akbar', by Vin~ent H. Smith, 1917, pp. 386-387.
t .se? ext:ract fro~ Minl!te by Lord Minto (countersigned by H. T. Cole?Jrooke,
the d1stmgmshed Onentalist),•of 6 March, 18ll, rfprinted in Relectimls from
Educational Records, Part I, by H. Sharp, pp, 19-21.
..;
(
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toW. Adam, an impartial observer, the unfortunate teachers in the
elementary schools were as incompetent as they were ill-paid, and
!the education given was altogether inefficient.
·
•
4. It was to the revival of Indian learning that the · Britfsh
authorities in India nrst directed their attention. In 1781, Warren
Hastings founded too Calcutta Madrasah, at the request of a Muhammadan deputation, partly, but not solely, with a view to producing
Muslim officers for the courts of justice. The Sanskrit College at
Benares was established by Duncan, the British resident, with the
assent of Lord Cornwallis, in 1792. Under the influence ofreligiousenthusiasts in England, who did so much in the ea~ly days for
education, a clause was inserted in the East India Company's Act
of 1813 which enabled the Governor-General to devote nofless than
a lakh of rupees annually to education. It was the first legislative
recognition of the right of education to participate in the public
revenues.*
But agair., the money available wa;; r"1ainly spent on the teac~ing
of the Indian classical languages, ~anskrit and Arabic, and on
translations into those languages. Mass education \Vas not toucheti,
though some encouragement was given to the production of books
in English.
••
5 . .A new impetus was given to education from two source&
different 'i:n character. 'rhe first was the 'semi-rationalist' movement led by Raja Ram Mohan Roy, the great Indian reformer, and
David Hare, a Calcutta watchmaker, who, in 1816-17 ,• foundeJ
a coUege which led to rthe 'springing up all over Bengal' of EngJish
schools conducted by its pupils. The college itse!f WM absorbed:
in 1855 into the Presidency College, Calcutta.

The second was the Christian missionary movement, which
already had ramifications in different parts of India and which has
continuously exercised so deep an influence on education in Inilia
ever since. t The missionaries, by the printing of books in the
vernacular, gave an immense spur to the development of vernacular
literature and especially of Bengali literature. But hand in hand
with their ~<tudy of ~he -yerna.c11lars went the teaching of Western·
subjects through the medium of English, ca.lled in India 'English
education'.
*The phr&seology of the Act is interesting: "it shall be lawful for t~e Governor·
General in Council to direct that.... a ·sum of not less than one lac of rupees in
each year shall be set apart and applied to the revival and improvement or·
literature, and the encouragement of the learned natives of India, and for the
introduction and promotion of a knowledge of the sciences among the inhabitants
of the British territories in India."
.
tMissionary educational effort in India from the 18th and early 19th centuries
has betn, and it still is, actively supported not only by Britain, but by Portugal,.
Denmarl!i, Germany and the United States. The Catholic missionaries come from
all parts of the worldr :>

lt

SURVEY O:F EDUCATIONAL POLICY.

The demand for 'English education' in Bengal preceded by
som.e 20 yearl3 any Government action to provide it. The old policy
prevaiied, and in 1823 Ram Mohan Roy, in a famous letter to Lord
Amherst', the Governor-General, bitterly attacked the proposal to
ef'.tnblish ·a Sans.h.-rit College in Calcutta. as a •retrograde step,
calculated to keep India in darkness. The college was opened iu
18'24.
6. Committees of Public Instruction were ~et up in Bengal in.
1823, in Madras in 1826; and the Bombay Government, which had
founded .a Hindu College in Poona in 1821, decided in 1823 tosubsidise a Society for the promotion of education, founded a little·
e.arlier. In!ii.de the Bengal Committee, a bitter struggle soon arose
between the 'Orientalists', the partisans of the traditional policy
of teaching through the medium of the classical languages, and the'Anglicists' who wished to teach through the medium of English ..
It was admitted on all.sides that the instruction of the mass of the·
peopl~ through the medium of their own language, i.e., the vernacular•, was i:he ultima.te object ro be kept in view,* and in one of
their annual reports the Committee wrote 'we conceive the formation of a vernacular literature, to be the ultimate object to which
all • ~ur efforts must be directed'. t Thomas Munro in Madras,_
Mountstuart Elphinstone in Bombay, and later, J. Thomason in
the· North West Provinces, advocated no less the encouragement of·
vernacular teaching.
7. The•struggle between Orientalists and Anglicists gave rise to
the famous Minute of 1835 of Macaulay, then Legal Member of the
Executive Council-, on the side of the Anglicists; and to the decisiveMinutes of two successive Governors-General, Lord '\:Villiam
Bentinck in 1835 and Lord Auckland in 1839, endorsing Macaulay't>
policy. The schools for oriental learning were maintained; but the
translations into Sanskrit and Arabic were discontinued.
Thesystem of 'English education' was adopted and encouraged by Government, and developed alongside the vernacular schools.
Two other events about this time gave an added stimulus to
vernacular education ; the conferment of the freedom of the press
in 1835, and the substitution of the vernaculars for Persian in the
lower courts in 1837. An unfortunate and unforeseen effect of the
latter meas~re. was the discouragement of educa,tion among Muhammadans, a point with which we shall deal in a later chapter.
8- There existed in India a tradition of female education going
ba~k to early times. But in the early 19th century it was still more
backward than that of 1pen. The inH,ialt:.ive in modern education

* The point is• sometimes overlooked

by the critics of edtJcational policy

Iniia.

.t

Sec Treve:ya~'s Education of the People of India, pages 21-25.
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for women was taken by mission::try sociebes in the three Presidencies of Bengal, Bombay a.nd Madras. It was suppo_rted by
Hare and by Raja Ram Mohan Roy. In 1824, Lady Amherst eonsented to be patroness of a society for native female eduClation in
Calcutta and its o'icinity. The establishment of a girls' .school in·
Calcutta in May, 1849, by J. E. Drinkwater Bethune, like
Macaulay, Legal Member of Council, and his conversion of Lord
Dalhousie to his views at this time mark a turning point in the
history of women.'s education in India.
The fear was expressed that the new policy might ser~ously
·offend Indian sentiment, but in April, 1850, L.ord Dalhousie
infOfmed the Bengal Council of Education that it was henceforward
to consider its functions as comprising the superintendeflCe of native
female educaition. These instrnctions were approved by lhe Court
of Directors of the East Ind~a Comp~ny.*
9. The next great step in t;he history of .Indian education is
marked by the parliamentary enquiry into the condition of. India.
in 1853 which preceded the confirmMion o,f the Company's Charter.
For the first time Parliament investiga;ted seriously and sympath-etically the development of Indian education. The evidence submitted to committees of the Lords and Commons formed the b!tsis
of Sir Charles Wood's epoch-making education despatch of 1854,
which determined the whole Rubsequent course of Indian edu0ational development. t
10. Up to this time ~he East India Company had -regarded a
direct attack on the problem of. mass education as an impossibilit_v.
They thought that the only means of reaching ilbe masses was by
educating the literary classes who were comparatively few in number, and letting education ' filter down ' through them, a theory
generally known as the 'filtration theory'.
To adopt thif' theory was to ignore the vast obstacles to such
'filtration' arising out of Indian class and caste distinctions. Tbo
despatch of 1854 firs't imposed upon the Government of India the
duty of creating a properly articulated system of education frou
the primary school to the university.
11. In or.:ler to carry ou.t its policy the despa<tch prescribed the
following measures :-the constitution in each presidenc~ and lieutP-nant-governorship of a sepaJrate department for the ~dininistrrution
of education with an adequate system of inspection; the institution
of univers:ilties in the Presidency towns; the establishment of institutions for training teachers for all cla.sses of schools ; the mainte• See Chapter on the Beginnings of Female -Education in Selections from
Educjtional Records, by J. A. Riche:y, 1922.
•
t Sir Charles Wood, later Viscount Halifax, was at the time President of the
Board ~f Control.
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nance of the existing government colleges and high schools, and the
increase of their number where necessary; increased attention to
vernaculitr. schools, both Jor secondary and for primary education;
and the introduction of a system of grants-in-aitl. The despatch
laid great stress on the importance of encouraging the study of
the vernaculars as the only possible media for mass education ; and
recommended 1the institution of a comprehensive system of scholarships to connect all grades of the educatiOnal system. The despatch
further expressed sympathy for the causes of female education and
Muhammadan education, advocated the opening of schools an<l
colleges for technical instruc;tion, and insisted on a policy of perfect
religious net~rality. It should be added that the despatch looked
forward to a time when any general system of education provided
by government might be gradually discontinued with the advanee
of the system of grants-in-aid, and when the management, especially
of the higher institutions, might be handed over to local bodies
under the centro! of, and aided b..v, 'the State.
In a despatch of 1859, that is, after the passing of the Act of
1858 which transferred the Government of India from the East
Ind41. Company to tthe Crown, the Secretary of State confirmed the
policy of 1854, reviewed the progress made sinee that date and
advocated the adoption of further steps for the promotion of primary
education, includi~g the levy of a special mte on the land to provi~1e
adequate means for financing vernacular education.
We may
regard all stibsequent changes as a development of the policy then
laid de3wn rather thnn as departureil therefrom.
12. The years immediately subsequent 'to 1854 witnessed the
establishment of Departments of Public Instruction in all the provinces, the founding of the Universities of Calcutta, Madras and
Bombay, and a rapid growth in the number of schools and colleges,.
some government institutions, others private, aided or unaided,
all over India. Far greater interest wa.s taken in the promotion
of secondary education tl>.an of primarj7.
13. In 1871, the control of the Education Departments was
made over to local Governments with a fixed assignment from
central revenues. But this did not imply a cessation of interest in
the subject on the part of the central Govemment or the abandonment of the :aig:pt to make further grants for education from centra}
revenueE!.
14. In 1882, Government appointed an Education Commission
to review the progress of education since 1854 (excluding university education and certain other. branches).* Primary education was
put in the forefwnt of the reference. The Commission endoried
the policy of the despatch of 1854 ; and their recommenda;tions aimed

*

•

The Commission was presided over by Dr. W. W. Hunter, and is generallv
kno~n as the Hunter Commission.
·
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at a more complete fulfilment of that policy. A Government Resolution of 1884 approved of nearly the whole of the recommenda.tions
·Of the Commission. The elemen;~ary education of th& maffses, itl'l
provision, extension and improvement, was stated to require 'strenuous efforts of the State in a sbll larger measum than h'eretofore \~.
The proposals of the Commission which have had most effect on
subsequent government policy were those relating to the expansion
·of primary education and its management by the local bodies set
·.up under the local self-government acts of Lord Ripon's Government in the years 1883 to 1885, the development of the ~ant-in-aid
·system, and the stimulation of private enterprise.·
15. ·In 1900, the Secretary of State drew the at~ntion of the
·'Government of India to the necessity for the continuance of government control, guidance and assistance in higher education. In
1901, Lord Curzon summoned an educational conference, which was
· f.ollowed by the appointment of the IndiH.n Universities Commission
-'of 1902, the publication of a. ~esolution on Indian Ed1.~atioual
Policy in March, 1904, and the passing of an Indian Universities
Act in the same year.
The Resolution of 1904 covered a wide field. On the••main
· question of the control of education, it accepted the devolution
_;policy of the Commission of 1882, but lajd stress on the necessity
~for adequate safeguards, as shewn by the following passage:- ..
"The progressive devolution of prima~y, secondary and
collegiate education upon private enterptise and the
continuous withdrawal of Government from· competition therewith was recommE!Uded by the Education Commission in 1883, and the advice has been
generally acted upon.
But while accepting this
policy, the Government of India at the same time recognise the extreme importance of the principle that
in each branch of education Government should maintain a limited number of institutions, both as models.
for private enterprise to follow and in order to uphold
a high standard of education. In withdrawing from
direct management, it is further essential that Government should retain a general control, by means of
efficient inspection, over all public educational institutions."
•
The R-esolution reiterated the views of :the Commission of 1882·in regard to the importance of primary education, declared that it
bad received insufficient attention _and an inadeqmvte share of tEe
p~blic funds, and that 'primary education should.be made a leading
ch~rge upon provincial revenues'. The Resolution directed that the
educational budget estima:tes of local bodies should be ·submitted
through Directors of Public Instruction before sanction, and. that

15
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.every effort should be made to adapt the teaching in rural schools
the n(/eds of the agricultural community.

to

With regard to secondary education, the ~es?lution advocated
varied. curricula to correspond to the varying needs of practical life,
the continuance of the study of the vernaculars throughout the
:school-course, and the holding of a School-Final examination at
its termination.
The Resolution further dearlt with technical, commercial and
agricultural education and schools of art; with the extension of
facilities for'the training of teachers ; with hostels for schools and
c:olleges. •It endorsed the view that 'through female education a far
greater proportional impulse is imparted to the educational and
moral tone of the people than by the education of men'.
It also endorsed the main recommendations of the Commission of
1902, relatingto the universities, vk, ;that the Senates should be
limited in size, that the univer~ities should be given teaching powers
in addition to their examining powers and that ·they should br;;
required to demand a high educational standard from their affiliated
.c~lJeges ; it promised further financial aid to the universities ; and
it expressed the hope that the universities might receive funds
from private donors. The policy of the Commission and Government with regard to universities was embodied in the Universities
A~t of 1904. •
1G. I:a 1910, Government showed their sense of the increasing
im.portance of education from the imperial point of view by transferring the subject from the Home Department to a new Department of Education. At the Durbar of 1911-12 of His Majesty the
King Emperor, Government announced, at his desire, an annual
grant from imperial funds of 50 lal&s for popular education, and
His Majesty, in January, 1912, in replying to an address from the
Calcutta University, said:-

I

''It is my wish that there may be spread over the land a network of schools and colleges, from which will go forth
loyal a.nd manly and useful citizens, able to hold their
own in induetries, and agriculture, and all the vocations in life. And it is my wish, too, that the homes
• . of my Indian subjects may be brightened and their
labour sweetened by the spread of knowledge, with
all that follows in its train, a higher level of thought,
of comfort, and of health. It is through education
that my wish will be fulfilled, and the cause of education in India
ever be very close to my heart."

will

" the
17. In 1911, the late Mr. G. K. Gokhale introduced iil.to
•
Imperial Legislati:re Cou~cil an important bill for the extension of f ; 0
eiementary educatwn whiCh would have made. compulsory pri~'}- 0 /ij
?~ 0 50
~
~~~
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education permlss1ve, that is, subject to the consent of the locp:l
authorities and local Governments. The cost was to be fopnd f.rom
local and provincial funds. The bill was circulated and the matter
was disdussed again in March, 1912. "The bill was officially
opposed on the grounds that there had been no popular demand for
the measure, that the local Governments were opposed to it, and
that the weight, though not the majority, of non-official <>pinion was
also hostile, while the idea of additional local t-axation was strongly
opposed .... But Sir Harcourt Butler hinted on behalf of Government that the introduction of measures of compulsion irt locai legislatures- would be the natural course."*
c

•

18. The Education Resolution of the Government of India of
1913, after quoting the passage from the King-Emperor's speech
printed above, announced that Government bad decided to assist
local Governments by large grants, as funds became available, to
extend compreben3ive schemes of education in the several provi:g_ces .

.

Like its predecessor, the Resolution again surveyed the whole
field of educational work. It stated that 'in the forefront of their
policy the Government of India desire to place the formation ~f
the character of the scholars and undergraduates under tuition'.
'l'he other main features of the Resolution mav be summarised as
follows:·
(i) It refused to adopt the principle of compulsion in primary
education for financial and administrative reasons, bUG
it reaffirmed the necessity of concentrating the d1rect
energies of the State and the bulk" of its available
resources on the improvement and expansion of primary education on a voluntary basis.
(ii) It advocalted 1,he teaching of hygiene, and the medical
inspection of schools.
(iii) It insisted on the importance of improving and multiplying the 'middle' vernacular schools, which continHe
thee primary course and in which competent teachers
for primary schools will be prepared.

*

•

(iv) It urg·ed the necessity of multiplying and improving
facilities for the tmining of teachers for·primary and
se~ondary schools.
(v) ]t reported that the 'education of girls remains to be
organised'; and emphasised the necessity for the
increase of women teachers in girls' scpools .

See Quinquennial Reviews on Progress of Education in India for 19071912, Vol. I, pp. 131-134; and for 1912-1917, Vol. I, pp. 123-12.5.
It is shown in Chapter IV that the prevision of Sir Harcourt Butler has be~n
fulfilled.

'

.
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{vi) It reaffirmed the 'policy of relying. mainly on private
effort in secondary education with the assistance of u.
more elastic syE!tem of t,•Tants-in-aid, and the en•
couragement of varied metliods • of teaching and
courses .
.(vii) It endorsed the recommendation of the Universitie~
Commission of 1902 that there should be secondarv
'school-final' examinations, conducted by bodies oth~r
than univer,.,ities.
{viii) :rt recognised the necessity for improving the pay and
• prospects of teachers in the educational services.

••

{ix) It reported an improvement in the condition of·the ftve
existing Indian universities (Calcutta, Bombay,
Madras, Allahabad and the University of the Punjab)
as a result of the Act of 1904, but advocated a reduction of the areas•of these affiliating universities and
t1le establishment of 'teaching faculties' at their
centres with adequate libraries ; it announced a policy
of instituting teaching and residential universities of
which Dacca, Benares and Aligarh were to be the
first ; and it strongly urged the necessity for prov.iding
facilities for reseatch in every branch of learning.

19. The policy outlined in the Hesolution of 1913 materially;
.encouraged progress in the provinces but the educational developments foreshadowed were iri many cases delayed owing to the great
war. The war had, however, another effect on the educational
policy of the Government of India. It was felt that the time had
·come for a policy of political reform and for a greater devolution of
responsibilities on Indians, and that the Indian universities were
not then giving the 'Tight type of education for the directing classes.
It was with a view to the improvement of tha.t education that
Government in 1917 set up the Calcufta University Commission
under the chairmanship of Sir Michael Sadler, which reported in
1919.
20. Under the system in existence in 1917, when the Calcutta
Universitt Commission was appointed, that University, the largest
in°India, controlled in effect almost the whole of education above
the primary grade in a. pro,rince containing over 40 million inhabitan\j;s. The Heport of the Commission necessarily covered a wide
:field and its criticisms and recommendations, which were endorsed
almost in thei:ro entirety by the Government of India in a Resolution
·of January, 1920, have profoundly influenced the developm~nt of
secondrory and university education all over India. We sha~tdiscuss
·c·efltain results of the Deport in later chapters.
D

••
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21. In conc-lusion, we have to point out that with the Reforms
of 1920, education became a 't,ransferred' subject, confided almos~
entirely to the care of the provinces. There still exists, ht>w~ver, an
imperial departm~t of 'Education, Health and Lands' witp certain·
limited functions, and also, on a precarious basis, the office of Educational Commissioner folr India. The imperial 'Bur.eau of Education' was discontinued in 1922 and an All-India Advisory Board
of Education, set up in 1920, was discontinued in 1924. vVe shall
di$CUEs these matters subsequently. It may be said broadly that,
apart. from certain ma.tters of detail, the Government .of India
have, since the Reforms, :regarded all responsibility for educational
policy as devolved on the separa,te provinces, and that a• educational
policy for India as a whole no longer exists. It is only from a
survey" of all the provincial reports, or their summary, as recorded
in 1the Quinquennial ~eviews of Education still published by the
Government of India, 'that any general impression of the guiding
principles of Indian education and of its growth can be obtained.
It is to the,t survey that we now turn.
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IHAPTER III.
Statistical Data ·and Indications of Progress. ·
•

I .-Statistical Data.
1. The follow~ng Tables give the more important statistical
data relating to the growth of education and of educational expenditure during the years 1917 to 1927 in British India and the
provinces.
•
According to the Census of 1921, the total populatio~ of British'
India in that year was 247,333,423, composed of 127,044,953 males
and 120,288,470 females.
TABLE I.
Percentage of total population receiving instruction in recognised
institutions.
Increase in percentages
between

--

1917.

1922.

I •

1927.

1917-22. 1922-27 r917 ·27 •

.

---

•

.

Percentage of males ••

4"85

5'04

6"91

o·19

1•87

Perce~tage of females

0"97

1•12

1"46

0•15

0'34

0"49

Percentage of total ••

2•96

3"13

4'26

0"17

1'13

1'30

TABLE

2•06

fl.

Total number of recognised educational institutions and enrolment.
Percentage of increase
·between

--

1917.

1922.

1927.

•
1917-27.
1917-22. 1922-27.
- - -- - -

Total number of recognised institutions.

154,952

173,311

2l1,048

.

Tohl !lumber of pupils 7,207,308 7,742,22/i 10,529,350
in r;cognised institut10ns.
~

(
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ll•84

.

7"42

21'77

36"19.

35"99

46'09

.
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TABLE

ill.

• T.otal. number of unrecognised institutions and enrolment.

.

• Percentage of increase
between

--

'

.

1917.

1927.

1922.

1917·22. 1922-27. 1917-27•.

'l'otal number of unrecognised ~stitutions.

37,803

34,807

35,216

-7'93

1"18

-6•84.

Total number of pupils
in
unrecognised
institutions.

644,638

639,125

628,146

-·86

-1·72

-2·56.

-

T"ABLE

IV.

Number of pupils according to sex in recogn'ised institutions.
Percentage of increase
between

-- .

1917.

1927.

1922.

•

.
Males

..

Females

..

r

1917-22. 1922-27. 1917-27•

..
..

--6,050,561 6,401,383 8,777,743

s·8o

37•12

1,156, 7-17 11,340,842 1,751,607

15'91

30•63

45"07

51'43
I

TABLE

V.

Pupils according to sex in unrecognised institutions.

•

--

Percentaga of increase
between

.
1917.

1922.

1927.

I

I

1917-22.1922·217. 1917-27;

Males

..

. ..

570,687

561,545

537,401

-1·6

-4•2

•-5·8

F~a.les

..

..

73,951

77,580

90,745

4•9

16•9

22•7

------

- - - --.-

•
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TABLE

Number of pupils ~n recognised institutions according to stQ,g~s
of instruction.
•
0

Stagel

1922.

1917.

I

Percentage of increase
between

I

•

1927.
1917-22. 1922·27. 191727•

.

I

Middle

..
...
..

..
..
..

Primary

..

.. 6,404,200

Special

..

..

College

High

I

I

I'

57,972

58,8:!7

83,890

1·50

216,160

218,606

236,781

385,372

434,810

'

I

14.3,604

•
42"58

44•71

1•13

8'31

9'54

631,-!90

12·83

45'23

63•87

6,897,147 9,247,617

7•70

3-t·os

44•40

-7'£57

147•57

128'83

132,739

...

328,620

.

••

.

-- ---*

7,207,308 7,742,139 10,528,398

•

.

\

.

I

0

* Owing to slight oifferences in the Government of India Ta.bles, these figures
do not exactly correspond to the figures given in Table II.

I

TABLE

/

VII.
•

- Total expendittl?'e, direct and indirect, in respect of recognised
institutions.

1917.

1922.

Percentage of increase between

1927.

0

1917-22.

Rs.

•
11,28,83,068

-·

Rs.
18,37,52,969

.

Rs.'
24,58,47,5,J

/'

1917-27.

r

' ------

'

1922-27.

.
62•79

33'79

I

117'79
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TABLE

VIII.

Provision jor total direct and indirect expenditure in respect of
•
recognised institutions.
I

.

1917
1922
1927

I

j

from
\
Government
Funds
·
'

Year.

from
. Other
Sources*

from
Fees

-----

I

I

Rs.
Rs.
\
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
3,91,62,853 2,23,17,618 I 6,14,80,471 \ 3,18,71,138 1,95,31,459
"9,02.30,028 I 2,47,31,150 11,49,61,178 3,80,08,648 3,07,83,143
11,93,32,854' 3,65,91,114 15,59,23,968 5,21,27,191 3,77,96,413

..
..
••

,

Percentage of
between
1917-1922
1922-1927
1917-1927
increa~e

Total
from
Public
Funds

from
Board
Funds

..
..

130•31
32·25
204'71

..

••

I

10'81
47•96
63'96

.

TABLE

19•26
37'15
63'56

86'99
35•fi3
153•62

57•61
22•78
93•52

IX.

Total expenditur,e tn respect of recognised institutions according
to objects. ·
1922.

1917.

t

(Arts Colleges
Professional Colleges
Secondary Schools
Primary Schools
Training Schools ,
Other special Schools
Universities
Direction
Inspection
Scholarships
Buildings
l Miscellaneous

i

..

•

'Total

•• I

Rs.
71,03,748
35,99,418
3,19,29,1R2
2,93,13,545
28,63,810
44,77,116
25,51,925
8,92,263
49,114,587
21,65,718
1,37,08,74-0
93,13,016
ll,28,83,06S

Rs.
1,10,4-2,338
5!l, 77,514
4,87,26,905
5,09,08,107
58,64,100
78,37,494
73,40,578
13,99,110
79,36,408
31,76,089
1,97,60,544
1,37,83,782
,-18,37,52,969
I

1927..

Rs.
1,45,84,918
7fl,35,H2
6,61,94,il90
6,95,21,6\16
56,31,295
1,16,61,237
1,00,53,859
15,55,351
87,46,706
2,77,25,177
2,25,37,151t

------24,58,47,572

* Including subscriptions, endowments, etc.
t

These terms are explained hi' the Glossary on page 373.

NoTE.-The flgures for the expenditure on " Universities" include e"xpen•
diture on arts and professional colleges managed directly by universities, •
~ Includes expenditure on scholarships.
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TABLE

X.

Total number of male pupils m recognised institutions .bg
provinces .
•
----------~-----,-----~--~------~---Percentage of increase
between
Province and male ,I
population (in
1917.
1927.
1922.
millions).
- - - - - - - ----1----1---11917-22.1922-27. 1917-27.

Madras' (20·9)

1,915,177

12•1

900,311

19•3

24"71

48•9

. • 1,565,712 1,496,439 1,873,46!

-4·4

'25·21

19•7

. • 1,229,914 1,378,159

Bombay (10•2)
Bengal (24•2)

l
1

604,701

721,798

:9·0

55•7

742,134

871,750. 1,161,235

17•5

33•2

• 56·&

Punjab (ll•3)

366,142

489,755

996,570

33•8

103"5

172•2

Burma (6·8)

273,192

228,951

277,1091 -16·2

21•0

Bihar nnd Orissa (16•8)

688,180

657,596

949,711

-4·~

44•4

Central Provinces (7•0)

312,322

292,291

349,264

-6·4

19•5

Assam (4•0)

197,096

181,206

235,742

-8·1

30•0

37,946

44,748

56,436

18"0

26'1

Not

avaiiable.

6,273

"
"
"

"

"

,

,

United
(23•8).

Provinces

North-West
Frontier Province (I· 2).

••

•

j

3s·o
n·s

Minor Administrations.
Coorg (0·1)
I

Delhi (0·3)
Ajmer-Merwara (0·3) ..
Baluchistan (0•2)

"

Bangalore (0'06)
Other Administrative
Areas
Total for Minor Administrations.

33,222

38,780

:W,081
10,651

••

4,6031
8,179
13,000
_62,787

16•7

Total f;r British India 6,050,561-l-6-,4-0-1-,3-.8-3-,,~-8-,7-7-7-,7-4-3-l---5--8 - r(127"0)~

89•()
37•1

45•1
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TABLE

21) ·

XL

.Total number of female pupils in recognised institutions by
provinces.
J Percentage of increase
between
Province and female
population (in
millions).

1922.

1917.

1927.
1917-22 . 1922-27.11917·27•.

..

Madras

..

(21·~

I
:J07,125

367,359

525,697

19·6

43'1

71•2

Bombay (9·2)

..

134,6841

175,079

215,859

30"0

23"3

60•2

Bengal (22•5)

..

289,800

338,578

416,415

1 6•8

23'0

43"7

63,286

93,309

119,215

47'4

27•8

88"4-•

54,901

• 62,867 i

89,517

1-!'5

42·4

63·1·

166,19~

-2·9

42·4

38'2

115,785

-3·2

9'5

5"9

10'3

15"3.

.

United Provinces (21•6)
Punjab (9'4)

..

Burma (6'4)

..

Bi~!r

and Orissa (17·2)

116,714

120,207

105,771

109,291
36,739

38,390

42,359

4•5

. ..

27,723

26,808

34,691

-3·3

29'4

25•1

North-West Frontier
Province (l•O) .

3,287

4,64.7

6,800

41•3

46'3

106•9'

/ available. [

2,648

..

I

4,485

..
..

Central Provinces (7)
Assam (3·6)

.

Minor Administrati~s.
Coorg (0·07)

..

Delhi (0·2)

..

Not

...

..

870

..
..
..

..
..

5,206

..

..

4,245

..

..

19,076

16'7

88'5

96•6

Total for British India 1,156,747 ji,3.l0,842 1,751,607
(120).

15•9

30'6

51'4.

Ajmer-1\ferwara (0·2) •.
Baluchistan (0'2)

..

Bangalore (0·05)

..

Oth~r Administrative
Areas.

.

Total for Minor Administratiom;. •

"
"

"
"
"

I
i
II

9,7041

"
"
"

"
"
11,320

I
i

1,622

..

..
!
I

..
..
.

•
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TABLE

XII.

Total numbe1· of pupils in 1·ecognised institutions by provinces,.

.

Percentage of in&ease
between •

•
Province.

1917.

1922.

1927.
1917-22. 1922-27. 1917-2 7.

---

..

..
B om bay ..
B en gal ..
M adras

..

·united Provinces
p unjab

B·Ufina

..
..

B ihar and Orissa
Centra1 Provinces

..
..
..
..
..
..

1,537,039 1,745,518 2,440,874

13•6

• 39'8

. 58' 8

896,877 1,116,170

21·3

2N

51' 0

1,855,5'12 1,835,017 2,289,876

-1'1

24"8

23· 4

805,420

965,059 1,280,450

19·8

32'7

59' 0

421,043

552,622 1,086,087

31•3

96'5

158' 0

393,3S9

345,665

443,302

-12•1

28'2

•12•

7

797,471

763,277 1,065,496

-4'3

39'6

33· 6

349,061

330,681

391,623

-5·3

18'4

I:f· ~

270,433

-7·5

30'0

20• 3

27"7

53' 0

739,385

..

..

22i,819

208,014

N orth-West
Province.

Frontier

41,233

49,395

Assam

.

l

63,076

19·8,

"I

M inor Administl'®ion&.
Co org

..

..

elhi

..

..
..

jmer-1\:Ierwara
aluchistan
angalore

..
..

ther Administrative
Areas.

T otal for Minor Administrations.

Not available.
•t

..

..
"
"
42,926

8,564
14,986
10,247
4,149
12,154

..
50,100

..." 1
24,5061

5,4731

..
..

13,385 '

..

12,273

81,863

I

I
l

I

I

I

4•!

~

63'9

..

19'8

..

31'9

...

10'1

...

I ..

17,245

!
I

----------~---

.. Total for British India 17,207,30817,742,225110,529,350

•

.. -II
.. II

16•71

.

...

63•4

.

90' 7

•

36•0

46'1
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AND INDICATIONS OF PROGRESS.
TABLE

XIII.

Total number of recognised institutions by provinces.

.

~--

•

~

!'

i

I

Province.

i

1917.

192~.

i
I

I

Percentage of increase
between
•
1ll2'f.
1917-22. 1922-27. 1917-27.

I

.

--- --- ---

31,340

37,290

50,943

18·9

36•6

62•5

11,388

13,310

14,819

16•9

11'3

30'1

46,104

51,929 I

58,833

12•6

13·3

27•6

12,912

18,559

22,068

43•7

18•9

70•9

p unjab

6,442

7,920

22·9

75•0

115•2

Burm~

9,564

• 7,1SO

6,885

I -24·9

-4·1

-28•0

Bihar and Orissa

26,867

25,965

31,495

-3·4

21·3

17•2

Central Provinces

4,503

4,921

5,187

5•4

15•2

Assam

4,587

4,745

5,331

12'3

16•2

685

792

747

-5·7

9•1

Madras
B ombay

.
•

B en gal

u nited Provinces

••

North-West
Province.

Frontier

Minor Admiztistrations.

I

I

l

13,860

I

15•6

Coorg•

N.ot
available.

113

112

-o·g

Delhi

De.

205

259

26·3

Ajmer-Merwara .
Baluchistan
Bangalore .

Do.

Other Administrative
Areas.
Total for Minor Administrations.
Total for

Bri~sh.

::: I

India

Do.

~::

1::

113

101

700

I ...
880 I 25•0

j

560 j

I

~-1-5-4,-9-52-~

116

i
l

1:: I
-10·6

...

.. ,

I
I'

57•1

25•7
1

· 173,'Hl

...
...
...

l,-2-l-l,-04-8-~~ ~--2-l.-8-l-

•
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~n·

XIV.
/Total direct and indirect expenditure on recognised institutiqnBc
TABLE

by provinces.

I

•
Province.

1917.

1922.

Percentage of ~ncreaae
between

1927.

I

1917-22. 1922-27.1917-27•.
------1-----1----~1----~---

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

----:;,11---

I

!

Madras

••

2,16,87,896

3,39,98,292

4,52,72,432

Bombay

..

1,55,88,759

2,96,02,944

3,82,63,286 ·1

Bengal

.•

2,43,U,786

United Provinces

56'8

·3·2

108·7

89·9

29•3

145·5·

3,33,87,106

3,97,76,0681 • 37·3

19"1

63•6'

1,~7,45,922

2,98,13,563

3,37,79,166

I 102·1

13'3

129•1'

Punjab

1,08,63,320

1,89,62,287

ll,87,65,7631

51•7

.164·8·

Burma

66,79,145

1,01,64,870

190·2'

Bihar and Orissa

81,52,080 1,15,16,347

:::~::::::: I

90•7

::::

54·1

U7.'6·

Central Provinces.
Assam

48,96,316

81,26,933

1,13,63,933

66·0

39•8

132•1

25,59,290

34,83,928

43,84,150

36•1

10,30,628

17,39,504

20,76,785

68•8

19•41

101•.5;

1,43,031

2,24,953

12,77,454

17,05,549

6,41,359

6,32,906

North. West
Frontier Pro·
vince.

Min01' Administrations.
Coorg
Delhi

Not
available.

"

Ajmer·Merwara
Baluchistan
Bangalore
Other Administrative Areas.
Total Minor Administrations.

"
,
"

3,06,701

5,88,350 '

I

"
23,67,926

1

29,57,195

•

4,79,216
8,:l0,364
ll,67,138
50,40,126 \

24•9

-----1------1-----

Tota,l
British 11,28,83,068 18,37,52,969 24,58,47,572
India .

•

74•6

62•8

112•8
~

33·8

117'8
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II.-Indications of progress.
2: Rapid Growih.- From the foregoing Tables it appears that ,
. .in the •last ten years there has been rapid growth in the volume
of education as measured by numbers of institutions and pupils
,a,nd that this growth is becoming more rapid. In 1920 and 1921,
the non-co-operation movement caused a serious set-back which
-is reflected in the figures for 1922, but expansion in the next
five years was greater than in any preceding period. While
between 1917 and 1922 the numter of pupils in all institutions
increasM by ,approximately half a million, between 1922 and 1927
the number increased by nearly three millions.
If the rate of
growth weh uniform, the percentage of increase would gradually
.diminish ; but up to the present it has greatly increased. In the
first period it was 7"42; in the second 35"99. Of a total increased
enrolment of 6! millions during the last thirty yea.rs more than onethird was added in the five years ending with 1927 .

.

The growth has been distributed over all the different :fields
-of education. The percentage of increase between 1917 and 1927
in the primary stage was 44 · 4 ; in the middle stage 63 ·87, in the
htgh stage 9·54 and in the collegiate stage 44"71. The number of
male pupils increased by 45"1 per cent. and the number of female
pupils by 51·43 per cent. Every province showed an increase in
the number of •pupils, ranging for male pupils from 1·4 per cent .
.in Burm~ to 172'2 per cent. in the Punjab; and in the number
-of female pupils from 5·9 per cent. in Bihar to 88·4 per cent. in
the ·united Provinces .

.

3. The figures in Tab'le I show that iin 1917, 4·85 per cent .
.of the male population was at school, in 1927 as many as 6·91
per cent. Between 1922 and 1927 there was an increase of 1·87
per cent. in the ratio of male pupils to the total male population
as against an increase of only 0·19 in the previous period. Of the
female population, 1'46 per cent. were at school in 1927, an in·Crease of 0·49 per cent. over the figure for 1917.

4. The figures given for the ratio of pupils under instruction to
.the total population both for the years 1917 and 1927 are somewhat too high, since they are calculated on the Census figures of
populatio~ for 1911 and 1921 respectively, and do not allow for the
increase of population between 1911 and 1917, or between 1921
and 1927.
5. In estimating the significance of these figures, it should be
remembered ~hat where an -educational system is young and undeveloped it tends to expand more rapidly than by arith~etical
progression.
The larger the number of educated people, the
stronger becomes the demand for education. Since nearly three
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million pupils were added between 1922 and 1927, it is probable that
if no financial or other checks come into operation four or ftve
millions more will be added between 1927 and 1932. •
·
•
6. Corresponding to the increase in the number of pupils there ·
has been an increase in the total expenditure on education during
the past ten years of over 13 crores ; the expenditure on primary
schools increasing by over 4 crores, on secondary schools by over
3t crores and on universities and arts. and professional colleges
by over 1~ crores. The rapidity with which the total expenditure
on education has grown in recent years can be illustrated. by thefact that the total expenditure from Government funds during the
year 1926-27 was larger than the total expenditure from all sources
in 1916-17, and that Government funds alone contributed 204·7
per cent. more in 19'27 than in 1917 (see Table VIII).
7. It is a fair inference from the figures of expenditure that
the interest in education is not merely theo1etical but practical ;
and that the country is now prepared to an increasing €!xtent
to make sacrifices for the cause of education. In most provinces,
the legisl~tures at the initiative of ministers have be€m both willing
and eager to sanction increased educational expenditure. It .~as
even been said of one provincial council that it never refused a
demand for educational purposes; and, if the same could not be
said of other provinces, the reason was not their lack of interest
in education. Nor is it only the legisl~tures tha~ have granted
money willingly; the local bodies have, in many case~, devoted
a large part of their own local funds to education. Nearly Rs .. 366
lakhs are now spent from district board and mwnicipal funds on
educaiion.
8. We shall show, in l8.ter chapters, that the number of pupils
under instruction has increased not only among the upper class
Hindus, but equally or even more strikingly ~mong Muhammadans,
whose educational backwardness has been a factor of great political
importance, and also among the backward a.nd depressed classe&.
9. Diminution of obstacles.-Concurrently with the numerical
expansion there has been a slow, but steady, break-down of the
obstacles that stood in the way of the spread of educe.tion. The
isolation of rural areas and the difficulties imposed by distance
on the extension of educ&tion are gr11tdually being le~se11ed by ths
building of new ro~ds ~nd railways, a,nd by the provision of
motor services, which are linking up even remote villages with
itbe main streams of life and activity. The age of marriage is
gradually rising and there are powerful movements on foot to raise
the age of consent a.nd to mitigate tfie rigour of ~he custom of
purd~h. The conservative and octhodox prejudices against educa- ·
iion aJe not nearly as strong as they were a generation ago. The
active opposition to tne spread of education which existed ~monlit
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several classes of the community has largely disappeared, although
apathy and indifference still pe-rsist.
1(),

Increased demand for, and interest in, education.-Again.

there is a wider demand for education in th~ country than the
figures indicate, a demand which, in certain places, has outrun
the provision. This is true even of a backward province like the
N.-W. F. Province. Education has come to be regarded generally
as a matter of primary national importance, an indispensable
agency in the difficult task of 'nation building'. The attention
given 'to it by legislative councils is both a symptom and evidence·
of this recognition. The transfer of the Department of Education
to popula1 control, as represented by a Minister, has both increased
the public interest in it and made it more sensitive to the currents
of public needs and public opinion. Nor is it only the authorities
and the well-to-do classes that have welcomed and encouraged the
spread of education. Communities which had for long l::een
. edutationally backward, like.the Muhammadan community, have
awakened to the need and possibilities of education for their
children. The movement has spread to the depressed classes and
&Veln to the tribal aborigines, and has stirred a much larger proportion of the people than before to demand education as a right.
11. Thel!e is al~o evidence that educated women now realise the
importance 0f the education of their sisters for the uplifting of their
sex and for the welfare of the country; and that the barriers which
for so l;ng denied to most women the opportunity for education
are' being assail~d from within as well as from withoui!.

12. There is again much evidence that in the 1a..st few years
those responsible for the development of the Indian educational'
system have shown themselves alive to the imperative necessity
of facing its problems, of estimating their magnitude and of devising practical measures for their gradual solution. The quinquennial reviews and speci2-l memoranda which we have received
from the provincial Governments are, generally !!pe~king, very
candid documents and the fact is encouraging that these Governments have not shrunk from stating to themselves and emphasising
ihe obstacles and defects with which they have to contenq. There,
has been a great awakening to the need for improvement
both in t!le.quality of the education provided and in the conditions
which determine the wor:lang of educ3,tional institutions. In many
provinces comprehensive measures of reform, whether by wtty of
1t\gislation or otherwise, are unaer consideration, and steps have
been taken to deal with_ unsatisfactory featllil'es of the Bystem.
~ew ~gencie!! of local or institwf,ianal control have been established..
A new type of university organisation has been created ; facilities.
for :professional and technical tmining have been extm:fded and •
•.w:u~ae more varied; the methods of training teachers have in some·
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,provinces been overhauled and mad~ more effective; the pay and
..conditions of service of teachers have been improved ; curriClila
•have be.en recast and widened ; and unrecognised schools -have been
·illawn into the ·pul>lic system.
•
13. It may be fairly said that in this period the vital problems
of Indian .education have been more closely and candidly studied
than before. As will appear from later chapters, the process of
·constructing·the educational edifice cannot but be difficult, laborious
and slow; and foundations wirl have to be relaid or strengthened.
Great calls will be made on the ingenuity and industry of arphitect,
·contractor and workman, and- more money will be el'Jsential. But
"the will to consider what is necessary, if not tmivers~, is at all
events prevalent, ·and if it results in sustained and consistent
oaction there is good hope "for tile 'future.
14. Workers in the field of education in India have, we are
"convinced, admirable material to deal with : th~:J Indian boy and .
:-the Indian girl are not lacking in ipnate intelligence and in ~apa
·dty to benefit by that training·of'body, mind and character which
;;a well~planned .f;lystem of, education can ,give.

••

CHAPTER IV.

Mass Education.

•

I.-Control aud Management.

1. Control.*-ln all provinces except Madras, where there are
ad hoc bodies, the control of primary education is divided between
Government and the local bodies. The extent to which the responsibilit:y of controlling and making_ full. provision for prima_ry
e.ducation has been placed on local bodres wrll be analysed and drscussed in a liter chapter. It is sufficient here briefly to indicate
the manner in which primary schools are recognised, aidea and
inspected in the provinces.
In Madras, a separa.te ad hoc body, called a District Educa.
tion Council, has been established for each district.
This body, which C()nsists of a few nomineBs of the
Governor-in-Council and of a. majority elected by
school managements and by local bodies, recognises
all elementary schools, assesses and distributes grants••
in-aiil Ito privately managed elementary sehools, prepares schemes for the expansion and development of
elementary education and advises the Education Department and local bodies .on all matters connected
• with elementary educaition. All elementary schools
are inspected by the officers of the Education Depart~
ment .•
In Bombay, each district board and each of the larger muni.
cipalities has a school board which is generally responsible for the control of primary education ani! for
the management of local board schools. The school
boards consist of members elected J:v the local bodies
and of representatives of minorii.ies, educational
experts and women, together wi!th a few nominees of
Government.
The school boards recognise and aid
privately managed schools and m·a:Jntain their own
inspec.ting, staff. All primary schools, however, are
open to inspection by the officers of the Education
ne-partment.
In Bengal. all primary schools are recognised and inspected
by the officers of Mle Edncation Department. Grant-inaid to privately managed .primary school$! is distributed
by district hoards and municipalities from funds place(}
at tneir disposal by Government.
•

-

*More details are given in Chapter XVI, paras. 35 to 88, with regard t~ the
control of provincial Governments and local bodies, and in Chapter XIV para. 23
with rega:r.d to the financing of mass education.
,
•
E
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In the United Provinces. education committees of local
bodies are responsible for the maintenance, reoogni,tion and aid of all primary schools. The inspecting
staff of the Education Department inspects ali primary
schools, but the subordinate inspecting officers of the
Department are subject to the general control of the
chairmen of the education committees.
In the Punjab, the local bodies maintain, or recognise and
aid, all primary schools, but all schools are inspected
•
by the departmental officers.
In Burma, the control of primary education is ih the hands of
the local authorities who may be either committees of
municipal councils or district school boards or deputY,
commissioners in areas where there are no local bodies ..
These local authorities recognise all primary schools
and give grant-in-a!d to privately managed •primary
schools. All schools are inspected by the departmental
officers.
In Bihar and Orissa, education committees of local" bodies
maintain and manage all public schools and distribute.
grant-in-aid to privately managed schools. The recognition and inspection of all schools are vested in
the departmental officers.
•
In the Central Provinces, the control of boys' primacy education'" is in the hands of local bod!es, but Government
has retained 1·esponsibility for the primary. education
of girls.
All schools are inspected by the departmental officers but in four districts the deputy inspectors of schools have been transferred to the service
of the local bodies as an experimental measure.
·In Assam, all schools are recognised and inspected by the
departmental officers.
Grant-in-aid ~o privately
managed schools is given by the local bodies in the
plains, but by Government ~n :the bills.
In two provinces, the United Provinces anQ.Burma, there is
a Board of Vernacular Education which ttdvises Gov"ernment on all matters connected with vernacular
education.

2. Management.-The following Table sho'Ys the numoer of
pnmary ss;hools in the provinces according to management. It will
be• noticed that in Madras, Bengal and Bihar primary schools are
mainly provided by aided agencies, while in the other province~ they
are mainly provided by local boards.
.

lfASS EDUCATION.

TABLE

XV.

"Total number of primary institutions bN management ana
provinces.

.

I

'Govern· District
Board.
ment.

.Province.

Municipal
Board.

•

Aidod./Unoidoi.: Total.
I
I

ForMa lea.
1,690

adras

.

12,306

1,130

28,815

2,448

46,389

i&mbay

29

8,934

1,057

2,193

87

12,300

,Bengal

97

3,616

167

29,994

4,323

38,1§7

United·Ptovinces

14

13,759

737

4.,201

107

18,818

15

4,459

260

086

192

5,912

24

14

2

3,873

:Bihar and Orissa •

114

2,213

287

20,861

3,982

27,4.57

entra1 Provinces .
..Assam

9

3,419

302

317

142

4,189

1S4

3,131

35

723

304

4,377

2,347

52,528

4,070

92,104

••

. .

·Punj-ab

.

urma

'

..

.British India

For

Nil

3,913

11,617 1,62,666

Females,

Madras

3-3

1,677

367

1,235

87

3,399

Bombay

5

674

509

335

12

1,535"

Bengal

22

185

51

11,533

2,821

14,612

United Provinces .

18

808

195

544

15

1,580

6

586

204

357

79

1,232

1

1

604.

Punjab
Burma •

.

'

Nil

Bihar and Orissa
Central Province3 .
Assam

.

British India

98

6

55 1

Nil

606

2,380

251

2,790

2U.

7

4

60

22

334.

I
I

321

15

20

53

409

345 I

·1,396

1,4!2

17,149

3,35!)

26,682

Nil

i

••

•
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The number of classes in primary schools and the length of the"
primary course vary between province and province. The follow••
ing Table shows the number of classes in the primary schools ·in
the different provinces : •
•
TABLE XVI.

Number of classes in primary schools by provinces.
Lower elementary
lschools.

Higher elem.mtary
school:; ••

Madras

5

t

Bombay

5

8

Lower primary
.schools.

Upper primary.
schools.

•·

3

5

United Provinces

3

5

Bengal

4

Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa

'2

4

3

5

0

4

Central Provinces
Assam

•

2

4

•

If. --Obstacles to progress : necessity for good administration.

o

3. In all countries those who are responsible for educa'tionar
policy have to itake into account conditions and inijuences which are
largely beyond their control and which often complicate their plans·
and make .the execution of them difficult ; and while some of them
are diminishing, others are persistent, and plans for the advancement of education must be adjusted to them. It may be fair to criti-cise such plans on the ground that they are badly designed and inade•!,Uate, that they leave too much to chance and .do not provide thenecessary safeguards for their success, but it is not fair to criticise·
them because either :their aim or their accomplishment is lower than·
in countries where the fundamental obstacles are less. ·
In summarising and referring to those obstacles, bo;thhere and:
elsewhere, it is far from our intention to suggest that nothing can
be done or has been done to overcome them. The moral which we·
should wish to be drawn is that in India, perhaps more than elsewhere, progress in popular education depends on good administra• tion, the •careful adjustment of plans to actual circumstances and
the direction of entliusiasm into profitable channels.
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4. The problem of mass education in: British India is preponder• -aptly a rural problem. Only 12·9 per cent. of the population of247
mitliorts live in towns, as compared with 79 per cent. in England·
·.and Wales, 51 per cent. in the U. S. A., 42'2tJer cent. in France and
45·6 per cent. in Germany. In British India, 74·4 per cent. of the
population is dependent .on agricultural or pastoral pursuits, 10·1i
per cent. on industries and 5·5 per cent. on trade. There are only
·29 cities with a population of 100,000 or over (Bombay and Cal.
·cotta have each over a million), and 2,100 towns with a population
of between 5,000 and 100,000, while the number of villages is not
far 'short <:lf half a million. Of the total village population over
]79,000.000 live in villages ~ith less than 2,000 inhabitants .. Over
.360,000 villages in British India have a population of under 500
:il'thabitants, and ·their aggregate population is approximately 70
··.millions.
5. Primary education in towns is comparatively easy to pro.
"Vide, organise and make efficient. Schools and staffs are larger,
:good teachers are easier to secure, and adequate supervision and
mspEction can be more easily provided.
It is less difficult to
-cater for the needs of particular communities or classes. On the
• .other hand, sites and proper 'elbow room' for schools cost more.
In rural areas school units are usually small ; adequate
staffing is , more . expensive ; the conditions of life are not
attractive to teachers unless they are specially selected and trained;
women teachers cannot, as a rule, live in villages unless circum.
stances are exceptionally favourable ; the teachers are isolated and
cthe difficulties of administration, supervision and inspection are
much greater; and it is more difficult to secure regular and prO'longed attendance of children.
6. In India, the great majority of parents who live on the land
are poor, and their poverty is aggravated by improvidence and
aebt. Being illiterate and having an outlook confined almost
.entirely to their own surroundings and the daily routine of life,
much persuasion is needed to convince them of the advantage
of sending their children to school and keeping them there
long enough to receive effective education, however rudimentary.
Even if schooling is free or school fees are small, the temptation:
•to take• a ·child away from school as soon aFJ he is old enough 1o
mind cattle or goats (which in an unfenced country has to be done
'.by somebody) is great.
In India, more than in most countries, the general economic
-position of Jibe villager is unfavourable to the spread of edu_cation or
an appreciation of its advantages. If an appeal to him to eaucate •
'his children is to be successful it must rest on a concerted effort •
• 'to make the school an instrument of village 'uplift', economic and
'Social as well as intellectual.
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7. In many provinces large areas have a population density oF
less than 150 persons to the square mile. The following Table·-.
illustrates this point : •
Percentage of_

Province.

0

i

·Baluchistan

tot~l ·Percentag~ of total

a~ea of prov1nc~
Ihavmg
a populatwn
15.0
f

·_,,_

unw::r
. ·per
square rmle.

population of
.
. · ·
proVInCe 1lVlng lU
such areas.

lOO·O

'IOO·O

Burma

\}2•4

76•1

N .• w. F. Province

88·6

7l•fi

•

Caorg

• 86•0

77•9·

Assam

73•1

30'0·

Central Provinces

70•5

49•6:.

Bombay

6Q•4

29·o··

••
•

•
The scantiness of roads and means of communis:lation, physi·
cal obstacles in hilly areas or deltas, and c1imatic conditions make·
it difficult in many provinces to collect children into central schools
and secure their regular attendance. This results' in a multiplication of small schools.
8. Again, in most provinces there are advanced and backward'
areas, prosperous and poverty-stricken areas .. In prosperous areas-~he provision of education has not been difficult, but in backward·
areas, owing to famine, lack of irrigation, low density of population, lack of communications or inaccessibility, the provision ofeducation for the masses is very difficult. Owing to clitnatic and
seasonal reasons, the population o:& large areas in the Nodh-West·
Frontier Province and Baluchistan is nomadic in character and
the permanent provision of schools is almost impossible. Similarly
in other parts of India, particularly in plantation areas, there are
seasonal migrations of whole oommunities. In the Hill Tracts,
and Agency Areas there are not only seasonal migrations, but in·
addition· many tribes live in almq,st impenetrable forest ·and jungle.
• • Jn 1\fa'dr::t!>, the Agency Areas have little or no means of communication and in many cases are almost unexplored, and even,.
in the plains certain districts like the Ceded districts are always/
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on the verge of famine, owing to lack of irrigation and frequent
failure of the monsoon. In Bombay, practically the whole province·
of Sind.is economically backward, and in Burma 30 per cent. of the
t~tal area. of the province consists of Hill States and territories. In
Assam, one-third of the province is declared to be •' 'Backward Hili
Tracts'' under statute and contains a population of nearly a million.
Over 2,440 square miles of the province are unsurveyed and even
in the valleys heavy rainfall and river torrents make communications difficult. Generally, therefore, the l::iackward areas call for
a f;pecial and separate educational policy.
9. Regularity of attendance in India is prejudiced by epidemic
and seasonal- illness. Epidemic diseases are far more prevalent
and persistent in India than in non-tropical countries and millions
of the popul~tion are constantly incapacitated,, for example by
malaria. The average number of patients treated at hospitals each
year for malaria alone is over 7 millia.ns.
0

In rural area.s, agencies for securing good sanitary conditions and
for medical relief are scanty and the provision of an effective
school ~medical service is an ideal which is still far below the

horiz~n.

10. The problem of effective school provision is complicated by
the barriers of caste, by religio6s, communal and linguistic difficulties. Such. complications are by no means unknown in other
countrjes, but in many parts of India they are peculiarly acute,
and they impede .the construction of a system of mass primary
education which on grounds of social solidarity as well as on
grounds of economy and efficiency is now generally regarded as
the best type of public system,-a system under which the children
of all sections of the population sit together in the same school and
enjoy equal opportunities of education. The existence of millions
of persons who are regarded by the majority of the population as
untouchable and who in some places cannot even use all the public roads and wells creates ~n educational problem which it. would
be difficult tto parallel elsewhere. In Madras, for example, large
numbers of schools are situated in areas w~ch the Hindu social
system does not permit a depressed class puiM to enter .

•

We refer later to the complications caused by communal and
religious differences and the extent to which through imistence
on segre~?ate schools they are responsible for the provision of· an
uneconomic multiplicity of school units, and for the persistence
of many unrecQgnised institutions which stand outside the public
v~m.

.

•
• The linguistic difficulty also, even where it does not arise out of
communal differences and the affection of communities for their
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classical languages, is in India serious. Most poovinces are divided
into a number of linguistic areas, sub-divided into bi-lingual and
multi-lingual districts. In the Agency and Hill Tracts there' are
.
innumerable language groups and tribal languages. • •
11 .. Because of these peculiar circumstances, the problem of
popular education in India is one which taxes to the uttermost the
skill, ingenuity and energy of the best administrators. In this
:and subsequent chapters we suggest that in a good many respects
radical changes in the methods of dealing with it are required. We
<do not thereby intend to cast any reflection on the body of devoted
public servants who in face of great difficulties have done their
best. But the present time is critical in the history of•Indian mass
education, and nothing short of a strong, concerted, and well-directed effort will redeem it from the waste and ineffectiveness
which now exist.

III.-Rapid Expansion.
12. We now review the quantitative nrogress which hafi been
In what follows we give •th•3
made during the last few years.
main :figures showing the number of primary schools, the number
<Of pupils enrolled in the primary schools or primary departments
·of. secondary schools, the percentage of those wl}.o are of school-.
going age and who are so enrolled, and 'the increase in expenditure
on primary schools.
•

.

13. Pupils.~We give ':first a tabular statement showing the

number of primary schools and pupils. We. have been careful, in
Table XVIII, to give the number of pupils in the primary stage,
s,nd have thereby included not only the enrolme11t bf primary
schools but also that of the primary departments of secondary
schools. The :figures show that, whereas the total number of pupils
in that stage increased only from 6,404,200 to 6,897,147 during the
Hl17..:._1922 quinquennium, the increase during the last quinquennium amounted to as many as 2,350,470 pupils, the enrolment
having advanced from 6,897,147 to 9,247,617. These :figures taken
by themselves are encouraging. They suggest that the old-time
.apathy of the masses towards education is being rapidly broken
<down, that there is a growing desire for educatioiP, and that
many parents, however poor, are now prepared to make sacrifices
in order that their children may be educated. A satisfactory feature
of the :figures is that all provinces, to a greater or lesser degree,
have contributed towards this expansion. It is also signi:fioant
that the advance, in the main, has been. susta.ined and not
spasrl'todic. Figures for girls are included in these Tables, but
we shall discuss the special problemR of girls' education in a
subsequent chapter.
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TABLE

XVII.

'IRe.cognised primary schools for boys and girls and enrolment--19!2!3
'
and 19!37.

192~:---~1

Province and population (in
millions).

Institutions.
.Madras (42·3)
Bomb!fy (19"2l
.
Bengal (46•6).
.
'United Prcwinces (45•3)
Punjab (20·6)
Burma (13·2)
Bihar and Orissa (34•0
·Central Provinces (13•9).
Assam (7'6)
British I~dia (247·a)

.

36,275
12,622
47,783
16,840
6,675
5,053.
24,956
4,133
4,300
160,072

·r

Pupils.

1927.

IInstitutions.\

1,546,785
798,508
1,-43:'i,906
832,940
318,337
200,648
688,188
260,412
169,2021
6,310,451

49,78S
13,835
52,809
20,398
7,144
4,519
30,247
4,523
4,786
189,348

Pupils.
2,215,707
984,726
1,741,504
1,092,965
454,65S
238,837
941,675
291,099
213,675
8,256,760

TABLE XVIII.
Boys and girls in primary stage of both primary and secondary
••
recognised schools.
Boys and girls in primary stage of both primary
and secondary schools.

Girls in primary
stage.

Total number of pupils.

1917.
•

·:Madras
"<Bombay

I

I

19~7.

1922.

Increase
since
1917.

Increase
since
1922.

·I......... •...,.... '·'"·"' ~·.~· ....,.
•

Bengal

662,4.59

1922.

*1927.

298,173

354,522

525,697
215,659

9!7,164

234,705

107,817

128,440

165,939

1,587,273 1,592,784 1,942,742

355,469

349,958

284,321

333,704

717,458 1 859,894 1,134,382

416,92~

274>,488

60,907

90,383

ll9,2lli

59,6761

89,517

• <United Provinces •

809,347

1917.

Punjab

361,308

438,971

797,713

436,405

358,742

52,097

Burma

361,076

309,207

383,862

22,786

74,655

116,521

111,419

••

705,765

716,6eo

991,189

285,424

274,5!!9

100,1331

104,570

-central Provinces •

3]7,868

302,152

341,514

23,826

•
:Bihar and Orissa
Assam •

British India

I

204,861

190, 1491
I

236,950

32,089

39,362 '
46,801

16,404,200 ' 6,897,147 19,247,617 )2,828,979 !,350,470

35,876 '
27,291
1,115,492 .

166,193

1

36,688 :
26,234

i

i

115,785
42,359
34,691

1,297,6~ !1,751,607

• The figures for 1927 for girls in the primary stage alone are not available owing to a change in

~lassification ; the figures given are for all girls under instruction, over 90 per cent. of whom are In t.he

.primary stage.
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14. The following Tabl-es afford material for estlmating theadvance made towards the goal of unive.rsal primary .educatitm.
The population of each province at the time of the last Census :i.n, •
1921 is given, and from those figures have been calculated .the"
number of boys and girls who should be receiving primary education, taking 14 per cent. of the total population as the most accuratebasis for calculating the population of school-going age (six to
eleven}. The. figures in Table XX indicate that in 1927, so· far
as boys are concerned, Madras had already gone more than half ~ay ,_
that Bombay, Bengal and the Punjab had gone nearly as far, and'
that in all the other provinces considerable advance had been made.
It should also be remembered that a large number of ether boys,
particularly in Burma, are enrolled in unrecognised school~ whoce,
presumably, they are receiving some kind of education.
TABLE

XIX.

Population of school-noing age.
14 per cent. of total population.
(In

thousand~.)

Boys.
Province and population
(in millions).

------1911.

Madras (42'3)

. . .

B ombay (19·3)

.

B engal (46"6)

.<:

.

'

•

2,922

.

1,436

'

1921.

1911.

.

2,943

2,998

1,425

1,321

1,284-

3,271

3,381

3,096

3,156

3,424

3,330

3,129

3,022'
1,313

Punjab (20•6)

. . .

1,508

. 1,583

1,233

B urma (13·2)

..

866

946

830

central Provinces (13·9)
A ssam (7·6~

•

1921.

2,854

united Provinces (45'3)

B ihar and Orissa (34'0)

.

. .
. .

.. . .

Britislr- India (247'3)

.

•

Girh.

.

. 904

•

2,468

2,360

2,347

9"10

973

978 f

975

486

555

4'55

5lli

17,459

17,762

16,692

16,S18

2,413•
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TABLE

XX.

Per~er.ttage of population of school-going age who are receiving

.

•

" primary instruction. by pro'()inces.
Boys.

Girls.

Province and population
{in millions).

1917.

1922.11927.

Bombay (19·3)
Bengal (46'6)
Uni~ed

•

39·2

42'51

59'0

37•2

45'1

49•2

i

45·1

1

I

37'2 I

39·81
19'2

Provinces (·15·3)

Plllljab (20'6)

20•5

Burma (18'2)

28·2

I

:

11927,

10'1

ll'8

17'5

9•7

12'9

16•8

9'2

10'6

13•2

23'1

30'5

1'9

3'0

3•9

23•9

44'7

2·-t

4'5

6'8

23'0

11'0

12'3

18'4

37•3

4'1

4'3

4•8

30'7

3•7

3'8

4•3

36'4

6'0

5'1

6•8

42'1

6'7

7'7

10'4

;l0'9 :
I
I

I

Bihar and Orissa (34'0)

25•7

26·3

Central Provinces {13'9)

29•1

27•3!

ASsam (7•6)

36•5

British India (247'3)

30'3

••

1922.

_(1_)- - - - _ _ ___ill_

- - ---

. Madras (42'3)

I1917.

29'S
31';\

I

( 1) The percentages are for all pupils in primary stages, minus all girls in
The real figures should be a little higher.
(2) Tjle percentages are for all girls under instruction. The real figures should,
be a little lower.
·

all

institutions~

15. Expenditure.-We cannot include in the Tables which.
follow figures for expenditure on pupils in the primary departments
of secondary schools, and therefore the total increase of expenditure
on primary education is larger than the figures indicate. Moreover,
since some provinces (notably the Punjab in middle vernacular
.,schools and Bengal in middle English sch_ools) have adopted the·
policy of providing much of their primary education in the primary
departments of secondary schools, the figures do not accurately
represent the relative increases of expenditure on primary education as between the several provinces.
16. The total expenditure on primary schools in British India"
has been as follows : Year.
1892
1897
1902
1907
1!)12
1917
1922
1927

..

kgures for the several

..

..

Crores of Rupees.
0'96
1'10
1'18
!•55
2•07
•
2 1 93
5'09 •
..
6•95,
0

province~ are also of importance.
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'rABLE xxr.
Total dire<Jt expenditure on primary scliools by province!.
'

'-In iakbs.)

•

Province.

1917.

. . .
Bombay .
. .
Bengal
.
.
.United Provinces
. .

•Punjab

::Madras

urma

.

.

Bihar and Orissa
entral Provinces
.Assam

British India

. .
'•

. . .

. .

1922.

1927.

70•13

106•49

170•51

63·48

149·53

198·83

44•52

54•(}8

28·80

67•42

19"65

34•32

42•34

10•36

14'39

20•07

27•62

36·15

55•86

Iw·15

28•22

7·51

9•12

11'18

293•14

509'08

§9j>•22

.

[

.

67•61
84•31

•

•

32•61

lt will be seen that the expenditure has increased by six crores
since 1892, and that two-thirds of that increase has been made
·during the last ten years. The fact that large additional sums
have been demanded by Ministers, and that they have been voted
gladly by the new Legislative Councils, is in itself encouraging.
These figures suggest that there is a considerable and growing
demand, that real efforts have been made to meet the demand by
the improvement of existing schools and by the provision of new
schools. The Legislative Councils have sliown clearly and effect.ively that they -are in full sympathy with the movement.
17. Before drawing any inferences, however, from these figures
:as to the real progress in popular education which they represent,,
it is necessary to examine closely how the money has been:
spent.
Has the quantitative expansion in the provision
·of money and in the facilities for primary education been accom·panied by elimination of waste, by improvement in the quality of
education given, by a corresponding increase in t"Q.e volume of
effective instruction received? In other words, Has the greater
·expenditure yielded a correspondingly greater return in educational
value?
IV.-The Pupils.
18. Census ftgures-Literacy.-Primary education is ineffectiv
unress it -at least produces literacy' and the only definite material fc
:ascertaining the prevalence of literacy in India is that provided~by
t
Census. The position revealed by the last· Oensus, however,
very disturbing.
Unfortunately for our purposes, thifl n.
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:was taken as far back as 1921, and therefore it is not possible
to ~stimate with any accuracy the effect which the large
quantitative expansion of education during the last seven years has
had on il+iter~cy. Between 1892 and 1922, the percentage of male
literates of five years and over in Britjsh India fncreased by only
1'4 per cent. (from 13"0 to ]4·4), and that of fema.Ie Iiterates by
1·3 per emit. from (0·7 to 2·0). The percentage of literates of both
sexes and all ages was only 7 ·2 in Hl21. Progress has been
extremely slow. The percentagB of literates in some territories
adjoining British India is greater than in British India, as the·
following •figure~ show : TABLE XXII.
Percentage oj literates in 1921 in some tenitorics adjoining BritishIndia.
Males.
24'0
38'0
31'7
56·3

Baroda
Travancore
Cochin
Ceylon

Females.
4'7
17•3
11·5
21·2

We desire here to state our belief that there are large numbera.
of persons in the country who, though not classified in the Census
as HMrate, not only manage their own affairs and those of their
families competently but are fully capable of taking an intelligent
part in public life. Inherited traditions, natural shrewdness and
ability and praotiaal experience. assist many illiterate men to act
a.s intelligent citizens and many illiterate women to be good wives
and mothers, ruling their households with wisdom and success.
19. 'For the perjod subsequent to 1921, all that can be done is
to estimate the probable effect of the schools on literacy by·
examining the conditions which prevail in them.
Are those
conditions such as to justify the belief that a larger num~
ber or a larger proportion of the pupils who attend them are attain~
ing effective and permanent literacy? We think it justifiable toassume that, on the average, no child who has not completed a
primary course of at least four yeaJ:"s will become permanently:
literate; and, for our purpose, we shall therefore examine the enrol~
ment of each class, to find out whether the pupils are progressing·
E>atisfactorily from class to class, and whether in large numbers
they reach Class IV.
20. Dimbtution in enrolment from class to class at the primary
stage.-The following Tables show the successive diminution in·
numbers as we pass from 'Class I to Classes IV and Vat the primary.
stage:TABJ,E XXIII.
Primary sclrools and primary classes of secondary schools . •
1922-23.
Class I.
S,986,924

1923-24.
Class II.
1,379,986

1924-2ii.
Class III.
984,~58

1925-26.
Class IV.
711),895

1926-27.
Olass·v..
427,05~
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TABJJE XXIV.
The propGrtion of pupils in Classes I, IV and V in the provi'ttr;es.

,

Boys~

•

Schools •

Girls' SchtTols.

I

Province.
1922-23.
Class I.

.

1926-27.
Class V.

1925-26.
Class IV.

1922-23.
Class I.

1925-26.
Class IV.

.

1926-27.
Class V.

100

26

11

100

100

41

36

100

. .

100

11

7

100

United Provinces

100

18

15

100

100

25

18

100

16

100

17

9

100

18

Bihar and Orissa

100

14

9

100

3

Central Provinces

100

46

16

100

23

Assam

100

17

6

100

9

4

100

19

11

10

6

Madras
Bombay
Bengal

. .
. .

Punjab
Burma

.

British India

.

I

100

HI.

9

23

• 31

l
s

2

.

1

6

12

.

7

..

2
'

7

XXV.
•
Number of pupils in boys' schools by stages and provin<Jes.
TABLE

Class I.
1922-23.

Province.

. .

Madras

. .I

Bombay
Bengal

Class II.
1923-24.

Class III.
1924-25.

Class IV.
1925-26.

Class V.
1926-27.

765,7721

344,172

243,888

196,702

84,830

252,2741

134,513

121,607

102,506

90,638

277,235

167,912

87,116

56,664

'498,094

149,807

108,951

88,218

69,189

769,080

United Provinces

I
I_

I

Punjab

.

277,120

98,194

78,517

67,.968

49,416

Burma

. .

146,852

38,256

30,197

24,953

12,891

351,194

145,750

56,032

36,486

31,491

Central Province!!

102,852

57,458

48,593

.

46,700

15,854

119,o78

29,862

27,538

• 19;874

7,644

3,453,046

1,218,758

897,512

655,101

393,465

Bihar and Orissa

AsSjlm
Brit~h

India

•I
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TABTJE

XXVI.

Number of pupils in girls' schools by stages and provinces.
•

Class I.
1922·23.

Province.

Class II.
1923-24.

:r.u.J

Class
1924-25.

Class IV.
1925·26.

I

ClassV.
I 1926-27.
'

I

I

18,402

10,075

18,816

14,728

11,241

51,675

16,653

4,239

2,014

42,705

9,078

5,686

3,2751

2,428

36,488

10,075

7,933

5,752

4,203

13 urma.

22,934

13,546

4,608

4,161

1,570

B ihar and Orissa

40,646

10,551

5,128

1,091

799

9,45~

5,022

3,041

2,174

619

10,258

.1,745

1,199

913

419

533,878

161,228

86,846

55,794

33,588

116,~15

35,725

26,091

48,089

25,383

195,534

u nited Provinces
p unjab

:!\Iadras

B om bay

.

,B engal

•

·'C EVJ,tral Provinces
A ssam

.B ritish India

••

.
. t

.I

.

The diminution is enormous. For British India as a whole
.the figures in Table XXIII show that out of every hundred pupils
(boys and gids) who were in Class I in 1922-23 only eighteen were
· .readin,.g in Class IV in 1925-26.
21. The diminution is mainly due to two causes, which we shall
.t"erm ' wastage ' and ' stagnation '. By ' wastage ', in what
follows, we mean the premature withdrawal ofchildren from school
-at any stage before the completripn of the primary course. There
is of course a diminution in numbers from class to class due to natural
.-causes, such as death and illness, but the mortality figures show 1
.that such diminution must be small compared to the total diminution. By ' stagnation ' we mean the retention in a lower class of
Such stagnation
a chilq. for a period of more than one year.
obviously leads to the disproportionate size of the lower as compared with the higher classes. The figures taken by themselves
-do not indicate how far the ~xcessive diminution in numbers from
class to class is due to ' wastage ', and how far it is due to
'stagnf!tiqn'; but our enquiries show that by far the more potent
factor is 'wastage'.
22. In interpreting the figures it is true that some ,allowance
·must be made for special circumstances. A period of rapid expansion naturally results in an abnormal enlargement of Class I, and
as a. conse~nence, a temporary disproportion between the. numbers
in Class I and those in the higher classes. Again, in many pro·vinces a certain number of new admissions are usually made towards •
ihe end of t!ie school year with the result that the new recruits,
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while swelling the enrolment of Class I, cannot hope to obtain promotion till after the completion of the following year. But eveq:
when we make all possible allowances and discount the figures.
liberally, the hard facts of WB,stage and stagnation are sho~kin~.
23. We have no;, to consider the figures in relation to theacquisition of literacy. On the assumption which we have made
that on the average no child who has not completed a primary course
of at least four years will be~ome permanently literate, we find
that, taking British India as a whole, the present system produced:
·in 19,25-26 only eighteen potential literates out of every hundred
who joined Class I in 1922-23. How many of these 'till, in•fact,
become literate it is impossible to say. But we are told t~at in the
Central Provinces in 1926-27, only 57 per cent. of the boys in Class.
IV passed th~ primary school examination and ''possessed the elements of ]literacy".*
In Bihar, only 57,000 pupils passed the
lower primary examination in 1927 out of 125,000 pupils enrolled'
in Cla.ss III.
In Bihar and Bengal, ow~ng to tM immense preponderance" of
lower primary schools with only three classes, vast numbers of boys
have no chance of reaching Class IV. Table XXIV shows that of
pupils in boys' schools only 14 per cent. in Bihar and 11 per cent.•
in Bengal reach that class; and of pupils in girls' schools, only 3'·
per cent. in Bihar and only 2 per cent. in Bengal reach it.
24. The wastage is thus, as we have· said, enollffious, and it
involves an immense waste of money and effort. RefereJ]ce has·
been made to it in Mr. Arthur Mayhew's recent book on the Education of India ; and the Royal Commission on Agriculture expressed'.
the view that unde..r present conditions expenditure on primary
education is largely waared.
If the annual cost of a primary
school pupil is put at Rs. 8, then in 1922-23, Rs. 2"91 crores werespent on pupils who did not proceed .to Cla.ss II; in 1.923-24,
Rs. o· 40 crores were spent on pupils wlio did not proceed from Class
II to Class III; in 1924-25, Rs. 0"29 crores were spent on pl!pils
who did not proceed from Class III to Class !V. The total amount
of this ill-directed expenditure was Rs. 3"60 crores. The total
loss for the four years amounts approximately toRs. 14·4 crores, or
to 60 per cent. of total expenditure on primary schools between
1922-23 and 192.5-26.
'25. Relapse into illiteracY.-The losses due t~ \vastage·
nrevent t.,l! but a few pupils from becoming litemte, but even
~f these few itis not possible to say with any confidence that many
will n·ot rapidly relapse 1nto illiteracy. It is impossible to give
figures for such relapse but there is every indication that. they arelarge. !t is difficult to correlate at all satisfactorily •the Census ·
figures for litemcy with the figures for school attendance.
Btl\

.

* Memorandum on the Dev~lopment of Education in the Central Provinces and'
13erar page 2.
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the .fact; that the number of literates in· the age group 10--,-.15
the Census .Qf 1921 was approximately only half the number of
pupils in the age group five to ten at school fiv~ years previously
indicates not only waste but a rapid relapse into illiteracy.
The explanation of such relapse is simple. Retention of initial
literacy acquired at the early age of ten or eleven depends largely
on environment, .and 'the environment of the gTeat majority of
Indian pupils who leave school at the primary stage is not conducive
to such retention. The parents in the village home are usu:}lly
illiterate; they are too poor to buy books, and attractive vernacular
literature a~. periodicals suitable for children are not available,
though there are vernacular books which might be read by children
under religious impulse.
26. Adult work.-Sporadic attempts have been made, though no"£
on a large scale, to encourage night schools, classe·s for women,
lanter-'l.lectures, village libraries ,and so forth, but very Iit!tle has been
attempted on a systematic basis. &me idea of the present extent
of adult educational work is given by the following Table : -

••

XXVII.

TAP.LE

Schools and classes for a.dults by provinces.
Males.

•

Females .

Province.
1nstitutions.l

Pupils.

Pupils.

Institutions.[

1

Madras

. . .

Bombay

.

Bengal

UniteGi Provinces.
Punjab
B\'lrma

.

.

.

.

Bihar and Orissa

..
.

Central Provin:es •
As11am

. .

Total

.

.

5,604

..

151,691

33

6,390

9

788

1,519

8{),873

1

155

26

723

3,784

98,414

2

2

147

1

1

74

29

f\89

193

..

I
I

..

..

11,158

I

..

289,001

..
..
I

...
53

I

-

1

..

86

269

..

..-r - - - -

47

1,351

0

The figures "in the above Table do not aecurately indicate. the
real position since, .while the majority of the schools in Bm;p.bay~
the Punjab, Burma and the Central Provinces are schools which
educate adults only, 1the figures for the other provinces inelude
lal'ge numbers of schools which admit children as well as adults.:
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There is at present in India, so far as we are aware, no advanced
adult education for workers such as is carried on iry England by
the Workers' Educational Association and similar bodie~, and in
many other countries by corresponding associations, of which a
brief account was given at the Oberhof Conference on the Industrial
~worker and Adult Education held in. 1928 under the auspices of
the World Association for Adult Education.* Nor are there any
'University Settlements' for educational and social work among
industrial workers. Where the· workers do not possess even the
elements of literacy, teaching of such subjects a~ econ~mics and
history must necessarily present great difficulties. W ~ should mention that there was in Bombay an Adult Education Society, with
the object of providing higher education for men and women earning their living, but that the classes held by this S'ociety were discontinued after only a few years' work. t
·
27. Stagnation.-There is evi~ence that many pupil.s stagnate in a class for a number of years. The longer a child remains in
one class the more he is discouraged and, probably, neglected, while
his continued presence a.t school not only confers no benefit on biroself, but also affects adversely the teaching of the other pupils~ •It is
only fair to say that the task of the rteacher in dealing with the
children in the lowest class is made much more difficult by the prevailing practice of admitting children whenever their parents choose
to send them to school. In some provinces a rule that cpildren shall
be admitted only at the beginning of a school year is' under consideration. A;t our suggestion, the Education Departments of 'several
_provinces have made a specia.l investigation regarding wastage
and stagnation in selected areas, and we are indebted to those
provinces for the valuable information which they ha.ve given. A
careful study of the :figures supplied to us shows that very large
numbers of pupils stagnate: It is common for children to remain
in one class for more than two years, especially in Class I, and
some children have remained continuously for as many as seven
or eight years in the same class. The evidence furnished to us
also clearly establishes the fact that wastage and stagnation occur
to a much larger extent in rural areas than in urban areas, and
are also greater in primary schools than in the primary departments of secondary schools. The lower rate of wast£ge and stagnation is due to the greater efficiency of the secondary schools,
to the more regular promotions and to the larger number of pupils
who join secondary schools direct in Classes II, III and IV.
27~ We have come to the conclqsion that_in all provinc.es the
primary classes of secondary schools are producing a number of
literates, but that the primary schools are so ·largely ineffective as
scafcely to influence the advance of literacy at all in the sense of
• Sei! Bulletin XXXVIII of the World· Association for Adult Education, 1"928.
Bombay Q. R., page 208.

t
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increasing the proportion of literates to the population, the deathrate .of literates being taken into account. Primary schools with
only tkree ~lasses cannot be expected to affect materially the growth
,of literacy, yet there are approximately 36,0E)O such schools in
Bengal and over 25,000 such schools in Bihar.
28. Irregular attendance.-We have refrained from quoting any
attendance statistic3 (i.e., figures showing the proportion of actual
:attendances for a whole school day to the possible attendance of the
:pupils enrolled), because, in our opinion and in that of experienced
:inspectors, it is not possible :to obtain reliable returns under existillg
conditions. Accurate registration of attendance cannot be secured
in any co~ntry without a grea,t deal of supervision, and in India
·the machinery for checking it is wholly inadequate in relation to
·the number of schools and their situation. It is clear that schl>Ol
. ·attendance is, and must be, irregular in places where climatic and
·geographical conditions and the conditions of public health are so
:adverse.

V.-Provision and distribution of schools .
• ;29. In considering. whether the provision of schools is adequa-te
or not, it is necessary to look not only at the aggregate number of
E•chools but also at the manner of their distribution.
30. Provision of schools.-In 1927, there were 162,666 primary
schools for boys in British India. In addition, there were 10,373
F:econdary schools for boys, most of which have primary departments; there were in the Punjab 2, 707 branch primary schools
(that is schools with only one or two classes, which are linked up
with schools for older children and supervised by the head teachers
of those schools). '.rhere were also a large number of unrecognised
schools in which some kind of education is given, numbering in all
32,128, the majority being in Burma.
31. According to the Census of 1921, the total male population
was 126,872,116 and the number of boys of school-going :tge i.e.,
·between six and eleven years of age, was approximately 17,762,000 .
..,rhere was thus one recognised primary school on the average to
every 109 boys of school-going age.
The Table below gives the
:corresponding figures for the provinces : -

•

TABLE

XXVrrr .

t1r;erage male population of school-going age per primary school.
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Oris3a
Central Provinces
Assam

63
115
88

176
266
240
85

228
126

•
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32. The following Table shows the average area' served by.';..
8chool :, •
TABLE

XXIX.

Average area served by a boys' primary school.
Sq. Miles.
Madras

3•07

Bombay

IO·Oj

2•01

Bengal

.'5·65

United Provinces.

16•89

Punjab

..

Burma
Bihar and Orissa

3'03
23•84

Central Provinces
Assam
British India

..

59'70

..

12'10

••

6•73

It should be remembered that in the Punjab there is•an exceptionally
large number of middle vernacular schools which are reallj enlarged
primary schools, that in Burma the unrecognised schools are ¥lore·
than four times as numerous as the recognised St\hools and tha.t in·
Burma, the Central Provinces and Assam there are large forest
tracts which are very thinly populated.
33. The problem of school provision dividGs itself roughly into
two : (a) provision for the smaller villages with a population of
under 500, which number over 364,000, and (b) provision for the
larger villages, with a population of over 500, and for the towns,
.which together number about 136,000. According to the Census
'of 1921, 71'8 per cent. of the population live in the larger villages
(as defined above) and the towns. The only provinces in whicll
more than 30 per cent. live in the smaller villages are the United!
Provinces (35 per cent.) Biha.r (36·5 per cent.) the. Central Provinces (40 per cent.) and Assa,m (55 per cent.). The problem, of
school provision in rthe smaller villages is very difficult. It may be
solved to some extent by the rapid growth of motor traffic and by
t.he establishment of branch schools; but much remains to be done.

On the other hand, there is every reason to believ"e that the vas£·
majority of the 136,000 towns and larger villages are already provided with primary scbool-units for boys, of which the total number·
!s over 162,000. In Madras, 80 per cent. of the villages with a
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population of 500-1,000, and 9R per cent. of the villages witn a
population of 1,000-'2,000, ha,ve schools. The provision is most
lib~al in Madras, Bengal and Bihar; in the Central Provinces,
.United Provinces
.. and Burma, it is ]east .
•
•
It is true that the existence of a school-unit does not imply that
there is sufficient school accommodation; and though many of the
.existing schools are not yet fully utilised, the increase in the num~
ber of pupils who would attend under a universal compulsory system
:would demand a very large increase in the total accommodation.
It is also true that a better distribution of schools is needed. But
the existence o( sQ many school-units is important and encouraging .

•

34. Distribution of schools.-According to many competent
-observers primary schools are at present very unevenly distributed
:and a better distribution is greatly needed.

•In Bengal, Mr. E. ·E. Biss, I.E.S., in his report on the
expansion and improvement of primary education, re~
.ferred to the faulty distribu!tion of schools, and des.oribed how schools were multiplying and competing
••
with each other wherever the teachers could receive
'fees. The Bengal Memorandum* also states that
''primary schools were distributed so unequally that
thel"e were large areas without a school, while in
• others were many little schools indulging in cut~
throat competition for the children." An inspec~
:tor pf schools, Bengal, states that "in Bengal
'primary schools are not established with due regard
io local needs. They are sta-rted generally by needy
teachers who regard them as their personal property.
Party faction often plays an important part in estab~
Iishing rival schools in areas where there are some
thriving schools already in existence. In prosperous
villages more schools are started than are actually re·quireu, whereas in a poorer village, where there is a
real need, no school exists. The result is that there
is lack of systematisation in the primary school system
of Bengal''. The writer also gives figures relating to
• tbe average area served by a primary school in Beng-al
and states that "a Close scrutiny into the above figu~es
dearly goes to show ~that what is needed in Bengal is
not a substantial increase in the number of primarv
schools but their distribution on a well-denned plan·,
in~reasing their size where necessary, and their pr4'>per
and systematic organisation."

''*

Memorr.n~um

on the Growth of Educat.ion in Bengal, page 6.
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In Madras, the Special Officer who made propo~1s for the
reorganisation of primary education stated tha~ there
is considerable rivalry and overlapping in both .urban
and rural areas between various classes af ele!llentary
schoQls. The members of the Missionary Educational"
Council of South India state in their memorandum that
some of the District Educational Councils have tri.edi
to prevent the overlapping of sthools, but not always
successfully. In consequence, schools under public
management have often been set up in such a way as.
to be detrimental to aided education, with the result
that there has been no real expansion in such' place&.
In Bihar, it is stated in the last Quinquennial Iteview that
''much money has been wasted in the past on ·unnecessary schools"* while an inspector of schools from the
same province, writing of conditions prior to 1926, con-·
tends that ''there was no settled policy of line of action
and schools were ope11ed more or less haphaza,rd at
those places from which requests for new schools were
received without regard :to the needs, of the district
· as a whole .... Many localities had more than one sc4oo}l
while others had none, 'lnd complaints were made by
the residents of the latter that it was not fair to give
no schools to them while the other localities had been
provided with a number of schools''.'
In the United Provinces, reference is made in the Quinquennial Review to ''the opening of schools unneceslilarily
or in unsuitable localities", and in the same Review it
is stated that "many boards, alleging poverty for their
refusal to meet increased demands from schools already
established, yet hastened :to aid by lavish grants tl;!e:
establishment of the new institutions". t And in the·
pamphlet on ''Primary Education for every Boy and;
Girl'' published by the Government ofthe United Provinces in March, 1928, it is suggested that one way in,
which the layman can help is to assist in the amalgamation of small and uneconomic primary schools which•
are in close proximity to each other.
35. Communal and religious schools.-It is true tlil:ltt an economieal, e:ffeetive and equitable distribution of schools 'is made more•
difficult by communal and religious requirements and by social·
barriers; in particular, by the needs of :the Muhammadan communi~y
and by those of the depressed classes. . The following Table shows=
the number of segregate recoltJlised primary Rchools for Muham-mad~ns in t.be provinces in which they are numerous..
*Bihar Q. R., page-60.
Q. R., page 96.

t United ProvincEJ!!
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Segregate primary schools for Muhammadans .

.
.
.

Segregate
primary
schools.

Province. ;

Madras

..
...

..
..

Bombay ••
Bengal

..
..

..

'

..

United Provir!ces ••
Punjab*

..

Burma

..

•

.. , ..

Central Provinces
Assam

••

..

..
..

•

..

..

178

..

..
..
..
..

.242

..

..

..

Total

..

5,955

3,477

..

(
_102

827

693

308

I

25,8591

Mulla
schools •

..

..
..
..

2,294

..

..

..

67

19,9191

..

..
'

2,061

..

..

Bihar and Orissa

3,166

Is lamia
lohools.

Maktabs,

..
..
..

..

..
..
..

693

---827

The existence of as many as 33,000 segregate primary schools of
these types is obvio-qsly an obstacle to an effective distribution of
scho9ls. It has been estimated that in Bengal alone a policy of
consolidation wou.ld save a.t least 15 ,000 schools.
36. In a few provinces the need for providing separate schools
for the depressed classes in deference to social barriers has also
affected the problem. The following Table shows the number of
special primary schools for these classes.
Madras
Bombay
United Provinces
Bihar and Orissa
Punjab

10,470
597

814
222
47

37. There. are also in some provinces an appreciable number of
special recognised primary schools which make provision to a varying
degree for instruction in the tenets of the Hindu religion, in Sanskrit
and in Pali. In Burma, there are 1,890 recognised monastic primary
schools ; in Madras, 701 recognised patshalas and in Bihar, 762
recognised patshalas. In the United Provinces, the number of
patshalas is report€d to be large, but no accurate figure iR avail&ble.
* Figures only approximate.
•
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38. In the United Provinces, ·the Director of Public Instruction
in his Quinquennial Review has drawn pointed attention to the
mul1tiplication of segregate schools.
"There is ... evidence on all sides of a desire for religious in~truction in schools. Years ago this founa expression
]u the demand among· Muhammadans for Islamia. ·
schools and maktabs. The demand for maktabs
seems to be somewhat intensified and a similar deP-1and for patshalas has arisen more recently among
Hindus ; it is impossible to determine yet how far the
desire is based upon true religious zeal or upon sectarian or communal prejudice, but there is np doubt
that the latter is an important, if _!lPt the predominant underlying factor. During tiie qumquennium
a large number of. Hindil patshalas have been established; they can hardly be considered as spontaneous
in. origin; suggestions for the establishment of such
institutions were broadcast from a few sources to chairmen and boards throughout the prqvinces. "•
In Bihar, the Director of Public Instruction reveals an even
more diffwult state of affairs.
.
"During the year 1926-27", he writes, "the number of •Pl'imary schools of a.li classes, aided and unaided, fell by
223 but the number of maktabs and Sanskrit patshalas '
rose substantially. There is thus in progress a movement for substituting for the village school a variety of
schools intended for \the benefit of particula• communities. . . . We a,re now reaching aJ stage when eaeh
village wants a primary school, .a maktab and a
Sanskrit pathshala. In addition ....it is claimed that
even at the lower primary stage separate schools are
necessary for girls, and in many cases separate schools
for the children of the depressed classes .. Thus, in the
poorest province of India we are asked to provide five
primary schools for a single village." t
J~he problem presented by these schools is-complex and difficuHi
and we shall discuss the matter more thoroughly in a later chapter.
It is clear :that, for one reason or another, the present expenditure
of effort an:cl money on mass-education is dissipated very largely
owing to an ill.diredted distribution of schools, and that future
progress will be greatly retarded unless a careful review • of pres.ent
resources and future requirements is made. before there is further
expansion.
39. Separate provision for boys and girls.-Tbe position of girls'
education will be discussed in a. later chapter, but we !llay point out
*United Provinces Q. R., page 96.

t Bihar Q. R., page 62.
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here that the arrangements for primary education are gravely handi·Dapped by the necessity of making separate provision on a large scale
for little boys and girls. 'rhis is one of the chief reasons why tht:l
number of single-teacher schools is so la-rge; and it is particularly
unfort~mat~ that, in consequence, the girls' schools are ordinarily
not only badly attended and therefore extral"agant, .but also ineffective.
40. Inadequate utilisation of existing schools.-There is also a
great deal of waste of money and effort owing to the small enrolment of many schools.
There are very large numbers of boys
~ho live within easy reach of a school and yet do not attend it ;
while,,as we have seen, there are also large numbers who come for a
few months ~or a year or two and then leave, b~fore they have
'bad any <JPportu'nity to become literate. It is in those provinces
:which have the largest number of schools that the average enrolmeli.~
is smallest.
The average enrolment of boys' primary schools in the several
provinces is given below : TABLE XXXI.
Average enrolment per boys' primary school by provinces.

• •

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar,and·Orissa . •
Central Provinces
• Assam

43
69
37
55
67
53
32
64
46

fol. The next Table is of greater interest ; in it the primary
.J.epartmen.ts of ~condary schools have been taken into accoont and
the distribution of pupils between the several primary clasE:es is also
given.
TABLE XXXII.
Average enrolment per class in the primary stages by provinces.

Province.
Madras
"Bombay •.
Bengal .•
'United Provinces
:Punjab
•
Burma
'Bihar and Orissa
·{)entral Provinces
Assam

.... . ..

Class I.

2()

Class II.

Class III.

Class IV.

6
11
5

56
20

8
13
7
10
28
14
6

34
31

16

14

8

12

8

5

25
26
30
67

7
15
9
4

6
9.
2
5
13
7
2

In the Punjab, there has been a definite policy of consolidation ;
in Bombay, there is also a large number of higher elementarv
schools and the pay and qualifications of the teachers ha¥e bee~
.raised ; and in both these provinces we finq an enrolment in the
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higher primary classes far above the average. \Ve also find a higher
enrolment in these classes in the Central Provinces, in which the
policy followed bas been rather to make the primary schools efficient
than to expand their number.
The figures for the Central ;provinces are the more noticeable since there are no primary cla~ses in
the secondary schoo1s in that province.
42. As we have seen from Table XIX, there are nearly 18
million boys of school-going age in Britisfi India. There are about
fo::~r million boys in Class I, and :if an equal number could be induced or compellea to enter school each year and to pass on to a
higher class each year until the end of the fourth year, the' aggregate number of boys in the schools would soon be ~ly eqUivalent
to the number of boys of school-going age. But such.a position
would obviously not be attained without the provision of far more
school accommodation and the supply of far more teachers than
are now available.
The hope of future progress depends very largely on the adoption
of some effective means for ·the reteution of pupils at school fQr at
least four yea.rs.
43. Effect of recen:t expenditure.-The figures below show that
in some of the provinces there bas been in the last ten years a V/3'('!
rapid expansion in the number of schools. It will therefore be
pertinent to consider how far this large expenditure of money and
effort, resulting in an increased enrolment, has been followed by
greater efficiency as shown by an increase in the number of pupils
reading in Class IV.
•
TABLE XXXTII.
Increase in the numbe·r, enrolment and expenditure of primary
schools since 1917.

l
Province.

Increase
in number
of primary
schools
since 1917.

~

.

Increase in
expenditure on
primary
8chools
since
1917.

850,886
332,108.
366,613
407,152
166,807
-17,!192
269,342
3,633
31,867

(In lakhs)
100•3:
135•1
23•1
55·5·
22•7•9•7
28·2
]6•4
3·6

Rs.

.

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa·
Central Provinces
Assam.

Increase
in number
of pupils
of primary
schools
since
1917.

.

.
Total

]9,215
3,080
10,843
8,769
1,311
-3,206
6,241
509
589
50;557

2,428,408

..

I
I
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TABLE XXXIV.
Comparison of the enrolment and the proportion of the population·
in Class IV in 1917 and 1927 .

.

•

Number
of pupils
in Class
IV in
1917.

Province.

../
Madras
Bombay
Bengal •
United Province~
Punjab
~
.
Burma.
Bihar and Orissa .
Central Provinces
Assam .

'I

:I
·I

·I

:I

184,042
90,382
126,057
59,619
41,729
38,207
22,958
49,835
29,S09

Number
of pupils
in Class
IV in
1927.
230,362
123,099
96,342
100,869
82,911
30,020
45,974
50,85422,018

j N=b~

Number
per 10,000 per 10,000
of popule.· of popula··
tion in
tion in
1927.
1917 .

I

I
I

44
46
27
12
20
31
6
35
44

54
64
21
22
41
23
14
37
29

4i!. In most provinces, there. has been a marked increase in
the enrolment, though the enrolment figures in Table XVIII include both the increase in existing schools and the increase due to
the opening of new schools. Table XXXIV, however, shows that
tl:!e.increase in the aggregate number of pupils in the schools is not
refiedted in a proportional increase in the number of pupils in Class
IV. This is very disappointing. ·Assuming that all children in
Class IV a.ttain.literacy before ·t.hey pass out of it and retain literacy.
afterwards, the death-rate of literates is such that the net increase
in literates gained each year is much smaller than the figures in.
cohlmn 5 of Table XXXIV indicate. According to the Royal Agricultural Commission' 'When calculations are made orr the basis of information
supplied by ·the Census reports it appears that the total
number of pupils in recognised schools who pass
through· Class IV is a little more than the normal loss;
due ·to death among literate males of twenty years
of age and over. In the three provinces of Bengal,
Bihar and Burma, the annual loss due to death exceeds
the number of pupils in Class IV."*
45. In Bengal, in spite of the addition of nearly 11,000 new.
schools and an increased enrolment of nearly 370,000 pupils, the
number of P.upils who reach Class IV has actually declined. Theadditional literates added to the population each year (without.
allowing for the death of any existing literates) represent only 0·21
per cent. of the total population.
In Assam, the number of
pupils in Class IV is smaller by 7,800 than it was in 1917, thougli
there are 31 ,~00 more pupils in the schools, while in Madras, the
increase in the number of children who can have become :!'iterate
bas been extremely small in proportion to the general ex'pallsion ofi
* Report

of the :Royal Con:mission on Agriculture, page 521.

•
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expenditure and pupils. The number of pupils in Class IV has
.also declined in Burma., though this is due partly to an actual reduction in the total number of schools and pupils.
.
46. Single-Teacher Schools.-The Royal Commission OJt Agri·culture commented. on the inefficiency of those schools which are
,.staffed by a single teacher. They entirely agTeed' 'with those educational authorities who hold that no primary
school can be efficient which has less than two
teachers. Unless the school which has at present one
teacher can be provided with a.n additional teacher or
converted into a branch school consisting of one. or two
classes only with the object of prov~ teaching .for
young children until they are .old enough etio walk to
the central school, it is better closed, for it is both ineffective and extravagant."*
. Tlie following Table shows the number of single-teacher scliools
•in 'the provinces : .
TABLE XX~V.
•
Number of single-teacher primary schools by provinces.
3 ••
Percentage
Number ratio of
of
single·
si.ngle·
teacher
teacher schools to
schools. • total.
2

Total
number
of
primary
schools.

Province.

··Madras

•

49,788 1 • 28,695

57•6

'Bombay (local body schools only)

11,174

5,452

48:8

'Bengal

52,809

40,184

76'0

20,398

10,262

50•3

5,912

1,501

25•4

4,519

2,535

56'1

Bihar and Orissa

30,247

21,615

71'4

'Central Provinces

4,523

710

15•7

3,3.39.

69•8

.

·..United Provinces
Punjab (bOY,s' schools only)
. 'Burma

Assam.

.

~

. 4,786
.1

47. These figures show that approximately over 60 per cent. of
the primary schools in British India are single-teacher schools.
'The type of such school varies considerably in the severa-l provincesIn Madras, it has been calculated that at least.20,000 of the
•
28,695 single-teacher schools have four classes or more.
•
The figures given in the Report on the Development
'*·Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 525 •
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of Elementary Education in the Madras Presidency,
1927, reveal ;the fad that there are single-teacher• schools with five classes and as many as seventy pupilsin each, and others with six classe't! and as maHy as a
huncb:ed pupils in each.
In Bombay, over half of the 5,452 local board single-teacher·
schools are schools with four or more claRses.
In Bengal, over 39,000 schools of this type are lower primary·
schools with three classes in each.
in the United Provinces, the full primary schools comprise• five'classes, the infant class and Classes I to IV, and
the preparatory schools have only three jcnior classes.
Of the 10,25'2 single-teacher schools, 7,886 are pre-paratory schools and the ma.jority of the remainder
are maktabs or pathshaias.
• In the Punjab, all the sahools of this type have four classes.
In Bu1'1na, there are 748 single-teacher schools with four·
classes and 1,343 with more than four classes.
• • In BihM, there are '25 ,103 lowe:r primary schools with three·
classes in each so that it is probable that nearly
all ,the '21,615 single-teacher schools in that provwce
ar~ lower primary schools.
In• the Central Provinces, the majority of the single-teacher
schools have only ·three classes.
In Assam: the majority of the 2,339 single-teacher schoolshave four classes, but, the geographical conditions of
that province probably account very largely for the·
existence of so large a proportion of these schools.
48. The restriction of a school to three classes diminishes the·
burden on the tea.cher, but is· not favourable to the production of
literacy unless the children continue their education in some otr·er·
school. In many provinces, the tendency is to regard the multipli..
cation of schools of ·the single-teacher type as the easiest, if not the·
best, way of providing facilities for primary education. The Madra<;·
Governmept, for example, accepted the recommendation of a conference held 1n 1923 that advance should be made by a multiphcation of ooch schools. In con~equence, 8'25 sipgle-teacher schools:
were started in 19'24, 2,038 in 1925 and 1,508 in 1926. In Bihar
and Bengal, recent adva.nce has mainly taken the form of a multiplicaaion of Jo:ver primary schools.

49. On this matter we have consulted a number of experienced
witnesses.
It may be that,
favourable circumstances ' witll a edoo;l!
.
_teacher trained in methods of plural class teaching, a school of this
type serves a useful p11rpose, but we cannot think tha,i there i~ mucl}

1

in
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J!rar.ais.e of effective progress in a system which depends so prf:l~
dominantly on schools of this type .. A teacher. who is untrained
and ot meagre qualifications and ·who can obtain Mtle • or .no
assi£tance from the inspecting s'taff, cannot be expected singlehanded to teach several classes with a large number of pupils,
very unequally distributed among these classes.*
60. Ephemeral character of schools.-In those provinces, such
as Madras, Bengal and Bihar, which depend very largely for the
supply of primary schools on those 'private venture schools' or privately managed schools which are usually classed as 'aided schools',
the problem of the single-teacher school is most acute. Not merely
are many of the teacher-manager schools inefficient, b!Jt they are
apparently most unstable in character. There is good. evidence to
show \that large numbers of 'venture' or 'stipendiary' schools are
opened and cl,osed within short periods of time. rreacher-manaeer
· S<~hools in particular appear to be very unstable and often depend
for their existence and continuance•on the ability or o.therwise of
the ·teacher to make his venture school a paying success or 'to
supplement ~the profits of his school by earning money in some other
way.
The existence of ~hese schools also depends largely- 4>n
whether or not they succeed in obtaining grant-in-aid.
In Madras, during the year 1926-27, although 8,226 new
'boys' primary schools were opened, as many a& 5,479 primary
schools were closed.
Of the latter figure 30 were Governmem
schools, 18 were municipal schools, 151 were local boarCi schools,
2,875 were aided schools and 2,405 were unaided schools. During
the five years 1923-27 as many as 25,937 boys' schools were clo;,l)d,
of which over 50 per cent. were aided schools. During the aame
period only 51 per cent. of the aided primary schools received grantin-aid for five vears without a break; a fact which further reveals
the ephemeral "character of the schools. AlthougJi no figures are
available, it seems . probable that in other provinces the schools
started under similar conditions must be no less ephemeral than
'those in Madras.
VI.-;-Curriculum and Teaching.
51. The Royal Commission on Agriculture, in discussing rural
education, expressed the following opinion:•
\"The idea that education in rural areas shoula bear a close
relationship to the daily lives of the people is but t!1e
recognition of the truth that the ~nvironment in which
rural workers live is different from that of the towns.

•

* On the question of single-teacher schools raference should be made to the
paper qn Indian Education under the Reforms, by Mr .•r. A. Richey, C.I.E., late
Educational Commissioner with the Government of India. Mr. Richey is of
opinion that single-teacher schools are still indispensable in India, and that there
are many good single-teacher schools in India, a1though it cannot be denied that
..the task Of the teachers in such schools is a hard one. (ABiatic Rtview, Jaii..
:192_~. page 89;)
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It is essential to the happiness and efficiency of
children in the villages that their up-bringing should
be in harmony with their envir<inment, and to this
end it is most desirable that every element in the
education· they receive in their village schools should
draw strength and inspiration from the life of the
countryside."*
52. Much criticism has been levelled against the curricula
adopted in the primary schools.
A curriculum unrelated to the
conditlons of village life results in a divorce between the interests
of the sckool and the interests of the home and in the stiffening
of the belief among the rural population that little benefit is to be
obtained from rthe sacrifice involved in sending their children to
schooL Modifications in the curricula are doubtless required so that
the pupils shall read about things which are familiar to them a.nd
shall calculate the value of those articles which are in ~ommon
use in the life of the village. ·But mere changes in formal curricula
produce little result unless a c.orresponding change takes pla-ce in
:the attitude of the teacher and of the person who supervises and
~des the teacher. It is not easy for a tea~her to change methods
of teaching which be has practised for many years, and it is not
easy to breathe a lively spirit into the dry bones of routine. The
Gommission rscognised that ithe road to their objective lay through
a wise selection and an effective training of the village teachers
rather than through mere changes in the curricula. A similar
optnion has been expressed in an official report : "In fact", the training of the teacher is infinitely more important than the mere alteration of the curriculum.
One and the same curriculum can, for example. be
interpreted in entirely different ways by two teachers
who have not received similar training. A teache1·
trained to have what may be called a rural bias will
make knowledge a living thing in relation to everyday
happenings in village life, while a teacher wi.thout
rural bias will probably never be able to make his
· pupils appreciate that the acquisition of knowledge has
some relation to actual life." t
53. I~ all countries, it is agreed that the teaqher makes the
t:chool, and an examination of the conditions of service, the qualification and rthe training of the teacher is therefore of fundamental
importance.
54. Salaries.-The average monthly salary of the teacher in a
primary school in the provinces, so far as we have been "able to
ascertain it, is given below.
• Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 513.
A Report on the Development of Elementary Education in the Madras p
sideooy, 1927, page 28.
re·
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TABLE

XXXVI.

•

/A r;erage monthJly pay of teachers in boys' and girls' primary
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

..

seh~ol$.~

Rs. a. p.
15 4 0
47 0- 0
8 6 0
IS 8 0
25 8 0
33 .1. 0
11 5 0
211, 8 0
14 4 0

55. The figures show that the average monthly salaries in some
provinces are almost incredibly low, especially w ben it is borne in
mind that thev cover all kinds of schools; local body schools. and.
girls' schools in which salarieg are compa-ratively high; as _well as
aided schools in which salaxies are low. In Madras and Bombay,
'they cover upper primary schools which carry their pupils up to·
Class VIII, and which are obviously not comparable with ordinaty
village schools with three or four classes. They cover head teachers. •
iu city schools and assistant teachers in small village sehools. Not
only is ther0 considerable variation between the seyerai provinces, .
but also between the several districts of a singl~ province. On the
other hand, in some provinces, the salary is supplementea by the·
fees of the pupils, which are paid in cash or in kind; or by aHowances for the performanee of other duties, 1 such as supervision
of the post office, teaching in the girls' school or in a school for
adults, or looking after the village library. But the effective remuneration of the teacher is not infrequently reduced by delays in
payment of salaries and by the undesirable practice of transferring
him from place to place at considerable personal expense and inconvenience to himself.
In Madras, the average pay for all classes of boys' schoolsonly is Rs. 13-12-0, while 'the average pay of a teacher
in an aided school is approxima1ely Rs. 10.
In Bombay, the scales of pay for primary teachers, running
from Rs. 20 t(j) Rs. 60, are far higher th~n•elsewhere·
in India; and this probaluly accounts for the
f~t that 'wastage' is far less pronounced in that pre-vmce.
In Bengal, t'he teachers in many of the a.ided schools c:;m
sca,rcely be said to receive salaries at -all.
In tLeCh:iJttagong Division, for examplej the average re.l
muneration of a teacher in an unaided school is.
Rs. 3"3 and that of a teacher in ab aided school i§:.
Rs. 6.
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In the United Provinces, the minimum pay of a trained
teacher in a local board school is Rs. 17 and t:5at of
. an untrained teacher is Rs. 12.
In the Punjab, the average salary is C()mparatively high,
but 25 per cent. of tlie teachers in local body schools
receive less than Rs. 20.
In Burma, conditions are generally satisfactory, since ap'
proved teachers, whether in aided or in Board schools,
are paid their fuH salaries from publlc funds,* and the
minimum pay of an untrained teacher is as high as
Rs. 25.
In Bihar, the pay of primary teachers is so low that even
in municipal schools the average pay is only Rs. 18.
IE district board schools it is Rs. 12-8 and in aided
schools Hs. 9-9 .
• In the Central Provinces, the average salary in aided schools
is as high as Rs. ~0-2 but in some of the aided schools
it is as low as Rs. 8 .
• In Assam, the minimum salary pres~ribed for teachers in
•
publicly managed schools is Rs. 12.
56. The. untrained teacher is naturally paid a lower salary than
the. trained teacher, and there are ·as many as 138,460 untrained
Thus, the untrained
teachers in boys' primary schools alone.
teachers in boys' schools who contribute more than half the total
number, are drawing salaries ranging from Rs. 3 to Rs. 25, the
, latter figure appl;)'ing only to Burma. If the untrairred teacher is
merely working as a pupil teacher in order to gain some experience
before going to a training institution, a nominal salary may be justifiable, but it is obvious that this consideration does not apply to the
bulk of tliis class of teachers. It seems clear that good progress
cannot be anticipated. from a system in which the remuneration of
the teachers is so painfully inadequate.
57. Training.-In view of the large preponderance of singletea(jher schools, of the lax attendance and of the alarming exteFlt of
wastage, it is essential that the teachers should both have initial
qualifications and be well trained, but it can hardly be expected
that any large number of such teachers can be secured in existing
The next Table
conditions •of· recruitment, training and pay.
shows the total number of teachers in boys' primary schools and
the percentage· of trained teachers.
It should be borne in mind
that many of the untrained teachers are comparatively old men,
a legacy of the past, who could not benefit materially by a course
of training, or •are young men (some of them still boys under the
niinimum age of admission to the training instituti~ns) who are
gaining some experience before receiving training.
•

•

* Manual of Vernacular Educational Rules, Burma, page 14.
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'!'ABLE XXXYII.
Percentage of trained teachers in primary schools for boyS'.
1

I III
. Total Number of Percentage
number of trained Iof trained
II

I

Province.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - teachers. teachers.. teachers.

.

Madras
Bombay.
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Centra1,Provinces
Assam
British India

:I

83,S54
40,8091
14,663
30,437
61,132
15,671
35,332 . 23,4~6
11,668
6,2 ll
5,795
2,512
39,000
14,625
10,000
4,658
2,220
6,045
126,291
285,694

48
48
~5

66
53
43
37
46
36
44

58. The fact that only 44 per ·cent. of the total· number of
teachers in primary schools for boys are trained is· serious enough in
itself, but this defect is accentuated by the low initial q:ualifications of those who have been selected for training. The n~xt
Table shows the general qualifications of those who have received
training and were teaching in bo~s· primary schools in 1927.
TABLE XXXVIII.
Initial qualifications of trained teachers in primary sclwols.

.

.

Province.

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United
Pro·
vinces.
Punjab
Burma
and
Bihar
Orissa.
Central
Provinces.
Assam

. .

Total
number of
teachers.

Passed
Class
IV.

83,854
30,437
61,132
35,332

....
....

14,668
5,795
39,009

737
1,595

10,047
6,045

..

987l
60S

Passed
Class

v.

25,850

..
*3,743
3,565

....

*4,477

..
..

Passed
Class
VII.

..

14,579
11,763
19,871

..251

10,069
3,500
1,495

Passed
Class
VIII.

Percentage
of trained
teachers
who passed
Class VII
or Class
VIIL

12,472
18

14•8
47·9
19·2
56•2

5,308

36•.!
4'3
25'8

....
....
...

..

•

34•8
24'7

Thus, out of a total of 283,319 teachers in the provinces there
were only 79,000 trained teachers (or 28 per cent.) who had themselves completed the middle course. A very large proportion of the
teachel's possess general qualifications which are scarcely superior
to those of the pupils in the highest class of the primary stage. •
* A considerable number of these have only passed the, lower Primary examination (Class III).
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59. It is not surprising that serious criticism has been levelled
:at. the poor material recruited by the training institutions and at
.the inadequate training given to them.
ln B~ngal, the Guru Training Schools '~have taken in any
·
teachers they were able to secure, the qualifications
often being only that of the lower ·primary schools,
viz. bare literacy, though a middle school standard is
aimed at, and they do with this material what is
possible in one or two years. All the Guru Training
Schools were staffed till recently by a head pandit
on Rs. 18 and two ·others on Rs. 10 each. " 0
In t~e United Provinces, Mr. Harrop states that "the fact
that the present teachers are the product of inefficient schools must be taken into account. The
teachers themselves have been trained on a severely
literarv curriculum in schools where stagnation in the
infant" classes is the rule and not the exception. Not
having had experience of anything better they
naturally reproduce the mechanical, uninspiring,
depressing teaching from which they _themselves
••
suffered in the infant and primary classes." t In con:sequence of the inefficiency of the old training classes,
the United Provinces Government are now replacing
the "small isolated classes with meagrely qualified and
• remunerated instructors" by larger training classes in
certain places.
In Bihar, ·the elementa.ry training schools "are in an unsatisfactory condition for many reasons, of which the
chief are the facts that many of them are situated in
unsuitable places, the staff is inadequately qualified
and the oourse is too short."!
In the Central Province.<:, the Director of Public Instruction
writes "the teachers themselves are a product of the
very system which they serve to perpetuate. They
have themselves been' educated, if educa;'tion it can be
called, in primary schools staffed by teachers as badly
equipped as themse'lves. Thus, the process continues
• and I can see no hope of improvement until it is recognised 'that' in order to im~rove primary education'
better educated men are reqmred as teachers."
60. In those provinces in which the conditions and qualifications
o! the teachers are most unRatisfactory, the ' vicious circle ' is
·unbroken. The candidates for training are usually of poor qoolity

t

* Memorandum on the Growth of Education, page 4.
A further Report on Primary Education in the United Provinces, IP27, page 28
t Bihar Q. R., page 94.
•
G2
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because the education which they have received is poor and becausethe best products of the schools are not attracted by. the prosr.ltlct
of inadequa.tt1 pay when they have completed their training.· 1'he
. training of those who do offer themselves is poor because the-practis- ·
ing schools are either insufficient or non-existent, and be~use the
,training schools are staffcJ. by men with qualifications scarcely
superior to those of the men under training. Thus, even the teacher
who has undergone training is ineffective and the mischief of
stagnation and wastage is perpetua1ted in the primary school to·
which he returns.
VI I.-Inspection.
61. In Yiew of the conditions prevailing in the sch~ols and the
low average qualifications of the teachers which have been described, it is of very great importance that the inspecting staff shou<d
be strong both in quality and in quantity if improvement is to be
secured and waste reduced. A strong inspecting staff is requireJ·
if close touch is to be kept with local conditions and requirelllent5·
and if sound advice is to be availa]j]e to those whose task it is to
frame an economical and well-directed plan of ·improvement and
develQpment. It is also required to stimulate among the people a
desire to send their children to school and, more important stitl,• to
keep them at school for a reasonable period of time ; to prepare the·
way for compulsion, which can be rendered easier by securing
the· active co-operation of the parents ; to see that the teacherer do·
their duty faithfully, regularly and energetically, and to check the
. at tenda.nce registers of the pu.pils ; to safeguard the children of the
depressed classes and to ensure that they receive fair play-; to.
encourage better methods of school organisation and teaching,
both by advice given at the time of inspection (wbich should he·
held with some frequency) and by the holding of 'refresher' course,;
and gatherings of teachers. The inspectors are the eyes and ears
of the minister, the provincial officials and the local authorities,
and from them only can trustworthy, impartial a.nd first-hand information be obtained a.s to the work v;-hich the schools are doirg,
a.nd the va.lue which is being obtained for the expenditure of public·
money.
62. So far as can be ascertained, the total number of inspector&
and inspectresses employed by Government in British India decreased bet.ween the years 1917 and 1927 from 2,209 to 2,147. This
decrease has possibly been accompanied by a.n improvement in £he·
quality of the subordinate inspecting staff, though much remains
to be done in this direction. Yet during the period of this reducThe recognised.
tion, the work has been enormously increased.
primary schools alone increased in number by over 47,000,
whil() ithe enrolment of pupils at the primary stage increased by
over 2'!3 millions. The machinery which controls prim~ry education has been reorganised and its administration placed in great~r
degree in the hands of local bodies who cannot claim or be expected
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to have much expert mastery of the difficult craft of working a
system of primary education. Elementary Education Acts have been
pas·sed in eight provinces, courses and curricula have been revised,
_compulsion has been introduced in over 1,500 areas, programmes of
expansion have been adopted, adult education ~ork has been enlarged, educational expenditure has been largely augmented.
63. Inadequacy of inspecting staff.-The average number of
"boys' primary schools for which a member of the subordinate
inspecting staff in the provinces is responsible is as follows : TABLE

XXXIX.

AVjrage number of primary schools per inspector.

Province.

Madras
B.e~a.l

•

United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and 0!-issa
Central Provinces
Assam'

Type of inspecting staff.

Average
number
of
schools
per
: inspector.

• Deput.y and Junior Deputy Ins·
pectors.
1
Sub-Inspectors, Assistant Sub- :
Inspectors and Inspecting
1
Maulvis.
,
• : Sub-Deputy Inspectors .
•'
Assistant District Inspectors
.I
•
Deputy Inspeetors and Sub-Ins·
1
1
pectora.
. : Sub· Inspectors .
•
•
• 1 Deputy Inspectors
.
..
• li Deputy and Sub-Inspectors
. •/

•i

142
172

96
40
29
106
57
104

64. The above figures, moreover, give an incomplete picture of
the responsibility of the inspecting staff for the work of visiting and
mspeding primary schools. In addition, the subordinate inl'>pecting
staff are responsible in most provinces for the supervision of middle
vernacular schools, for vernacular training classes and for adult
schools. If these are added in the provinces in which they are
inspected by the subordinate agency, the figures for the average
m1mber of schools to be supervised by each inspector will be:Madras
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab • . .
Burma
•·
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

160
177
100
80

31
Ill
61
104

'Again, in addition to the inspection of boys' primary schools, the
subordinate male inspecting staff in some provinces, notably Bengal,
inspect large numbers of girls' primary schools; and in most ·provinces the more inaccessible girls' schools.
65. Rules and regulations prescribe the number of visits (two
three) which should be paid to ea~h primary school during the

.or
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year. In many cases, it is physically impossible (even if histravelling allotments are &ufficient) for an inspector to complete his·
duties, especially in those areas, such as Assam or Bengal, wh"ereseasonal conditions make rapid :travelling impossible. For ~ample,_
a sub-inspector ino Assam i!i asked to inspect 148 schools situated·
in hill ~tracts three times a year, a total of 444 visits in 365 days.
When the distanoe to be covered, the difficulties of travelling and
the not infrequent insufficiency of allotments for tnavelling expenses,.
are taken into account it is difficult to believe that the staff is sufficient even for the performance of the minimum routine duities of an
inspector.
66. It must also be remembered that in 14any provinces thenew arrangements which devolve administrative resp&.sibility on
local bodies throw on the subordinate inspecting staff a very heavy
burden of administrative work in carrying out the directions of these
bodies or their chairmen.
Generally speaking, the subordimte
inspectors, whether they are employed by the local bodies or not,
have to work for the chairmen of ·local bodies and assist th"em 1n
their duties as executive officers of those bodies. We shall re.turn
to this subject later.
In Bombay, owing to the transfer of the control of pritnftry
education to the new school authorities, 'there is at present a transitional period in which in some districts the Government inspecting
staff has been replaced almost entirely by an in~pectorate in ·the
employ of the local authority, while in other districts the old conditions continue. During our visit to Poona, we invited :the~nspecting··
staff of that district to meet us and took the opportunity of exoo:nining the nature and scope of their 'duties.
The'I'e are about nine
hundred primary schools for boys and girls in the district.
The
inspecting staff of the local authority consists of one administrative .
officer and seven supervisors ; and there is one Government inspector
for the whole district. There is no inspectress. Thus, the inspecting staff of the local authority have each, on the average, 130·
schools to inspect in the year, while a single Government inspector·
is required to see that Government money is wisely spent and distributed and that the teaching is efficiently carried out in nine hundred
schools.

VIII.-Remedies and Improvements.

•

67. Policy of Concentration.-The facts and figures given in·
Section V of this chapter have shown in the first place. that it is
very improbable tha't a multiplication of schools on the lines which'.,
have been generally adopted is resulting in a corresponding output
of literates, and secondly, that the opening of more small and understaffE!d schools has often resulted in an increase of waste. Somewitnefli;es, while realising the ineffectiveness of the present arrangements. have pointed out that, even if the existing schools have macieo-
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little headway against the forces of illiteracy, some advantage bas
been derived from even 1t short period of schooling in that parents are
at ~eapt acquiring :J., rudimentary habit of sending their children to
school which. in the course of time, may grow into something better
·and induce them to keep their chi:ttlren a:t school l"nger. The argument is that some school, even a bad school, is better than nothing as
a pioneer opening the way to ultimate, though distant, enlightenment. It is true that the usefulness of a school cannot always be
judged by what it does when it is first started and that a ~chool
which begins feebly may grow into something better after a period
of probation. But in view of the present circumstances of Indian
educatiott, we do not consider that the argument has any force.
Although a~ the momentJ the apathy of the masses is being broken
down and although children in mur:h l<J:rger nurnbers are a.rtending
choo1, there is a grave danger lest the continuance of almost valueess schooling, such as the children receive in the majority of the
s~·ngle-teacher schools, will convert the parents into active oppone ts of education, especially if any form of compulsion is applied,
anc that apathy v.ill become· opposition.
Moreover, with her
lim~ted means, India is not in a position either to tolemte anv
in~·eat>e in this large volume of ill-~irected experrditure, or to waft
inu~~nitely for an effective increase (; f literacy.
~8. It is fortunate that the unremunerative character of a policy
as OP.posed to consolidation and improYement has now
be n recognised in most provinces. In Madras, after a period. of
v xy rapitl expansion by means of single-teacher schools, it
has now been decided ·'to concentrate on increasing the efficiency
a;nd effectiveness 'Of existing schools before a further programme
of expansion is adopted".* In the United Provinces, attention is
b~ing concentmtecl on the improvement and enlargement of the
sta.ffs of the present schools.
In Bihar, the Director of Public
Instruction concluded his Quinquennial Review with the opinion
that ''improvement rather than expansion should be the first consideration''. t A definite programme has now been adopted in that
province for the provision of ::tdditional teachers in single-teacher
sehools. Except in Bengal, therefore, the need for reorganisation
rather than expansion bas been recognised in those provinces in
which there are the largest numbers of single-teacher schoois. In
Bombay, ~eat attention has been paid in the past to the improvement 0~ the primary schools by providing well-'trained and wenqualified teachers and by paying those. teachers adequately. It is
significant that Bombay is in the proud position of having by far the
least wastage of all the provinces. Similarly, in the Central Provinces. although the total provision of primary schools is inadequate,
the existing scl:tools have been so organised as to keep the wastage
figures comparatively low.
o~diffusion

• 1\fadras Q. R., page 77.
t Bihar Q. R., page 132.
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69. The lengthening of the primary course.~The strengthening
of the staffs of primary schools will not, however, be in itself a sufii.cient remedy. ·From the figures already given, it has been seen
that by far the greatest wastage in primary clas.ses exists in
Bengal and Bihar. in which provinces there are large numbers of'
lower primary schools with only three classes. It is clea.r from
the figures (para. 20) of other provinces that a type of primary school
with a larger number of classes has resulted in a decrease of wastage. The special inquiries made by some of the provinces in a few
selected areas have also shown clearly ~hat wastage and stagnation
are less pronounced in primary departments of secondary schools
than in primary schools.
•
70. In the Punjab, there has been a. deliberate ptJlicy of improving the status of primary schools by the addition of two classes,
so that the ordinary course will not be completed· by a child at the
tender age of ten or eleven and that he may be encouraged to sta
at school until the age of twelve or thirteen. This is the poli y
which has led to the establishment Qf sehools with six classes .w · ch
are called lower middle schools and as such are classified under the
Government of In,dia statistics as secondary schools. The R yal
Commission on Agriculture wBre convinced by ithe reasons ~1~en
in support of this innovation, and attributed improvement' 'to the better leadership and direCition to be found in mi dle
sehools, to the fad that the teaching is therefor,e. \ar, .
better, and also in no small degree' to the stimu us
larger numbers bring ta the pupils themse~ves".*
We quote a Table

from*~~:~e~~- of the

Co:Umission:

:~·.~·"'"1'

Percentage of tota,l number of primary pupils who are reading
secondary schools, 1926-27
Primary
Primary
pupils
pupils in
in
primary
schools. , secondary
j schools.

Province.

-----Assam
Benga.l
Bihar and Orissa
Central
Provinces
and Berar.
Punjab
United Provinces

'Total
primary
pupils.

P=~tag•

i'
J

~

of
total number of
primary pupils
who are reading in
secondary schools.

---ID9,34!l
l,399,5!l5
875,666
270,072

. .

I

:I

I

393,160 ,•
1,038,452 I

2{':,r.R7
187,566
45,756
46,184

225,030
1,587,101

330,054
18,644

723,214
1,057,096

9~1,422

316,256

ll•4
ll'8
5"0
• 14•6
45•6

I·s

I

The :figures for the enrolment in the schools in Ma.dras an'd Bombay QO not appear in the Table, presumably becau~e in botli provinces }arge numbers of pupils are enrolled in upper primary scliools
*Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 526.
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(with seven or eight classes), which, though classified as primary,
really correspond to the middle vernacular schools of the Punjab.
~

• The following Table shows the number of middle vernacular
sehooJ.<,; for• boys, including the upper primary schools in Madras
and Bombay, in the provinces:Province.
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab•
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam • •

..

Middle
vernacular
Schools.
1,690
4,257
47
626
2,114
1,102
242
335
145

The ·fact th~1t Bombay has as many as 4,257 upper primary schools
that, in reality, the middle vernacular system is even more
strongly established in that province than in the Punjab.

~bows

••

71. The large number of primary pupils enrolled in secondary
schools in Bengal is due to the fact that, as the vast majority of
the primary schools have only three classes, a large number of the
pupils, whose parents desire them to receive some effective education, join the middle English schools, of which there are 1,616.
7-2. Branch sehools.-"Vle are aware that one of the reasons for
the great increaE'e in the number of sir:gle-teacher schools in some
provinces has been the desire that no village of rea.sonable size
should be left nnprovided '"'vith a primary school. This is doubtless
a laudable motive, but the hard fact remains that by following this
path money which might be nBed to much better effect elsewhere
i::. added to money which is already Epent on schools which are of
little or no value. The defects of single-teacher schools and
the difficn1r.ios of requiring very youpg children to walk considerable
distances to school can be avoided to some extent by the method
which has been adopted in the Punjab of establishing 'branch
schools', with one or two classes, in small villageR, and of placing
them nnd~r ·the direct supervision of the teachers in central @f
fmzerain schools.
There are at present 2, 707 branch' Rchools in
ihe Punjab which are not regarded or classified as Reparate primary
schools, but which are atJtached as feeders to the ordinary primary
or lower middle vernacular schools, preferably the latter. By
adopting this•method. of expa.nsion it appears possibi~ no~ only
io avoid the obvious disadvantages of single-teacher primary ~chools,
but also to reduce 'w::t!'ltage' by bPt.t.er supervi.sior.

•
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7.3. Co-education.-In a previous section, it has been pointed.
out that the arrangements for prin1ary education are gra.vely handic3!pped by tbe'·necessity of making ::;.:Jparate provision on a !argesc~t~e for little boys a.nd girls. It is a ~elcome sign that phe practice·
of sending boys and girls to the same primary school has" beenadopted in several provinces, particularly in Burma ana Madras,
and also that this difficult problem is being faced in other provinoes ;
but it, is obvious that in some provinces any impetuous attempt to
bring the girls into boys' schools, without adequate safeguards and
without a reasonable proportion of women teachers, would put the
clock b~ck and do more harm than good.
74. The Teacher.-As we have already pointed out, the success
or failure of any scheme of instruction depends ultimat~ly on the·
8eacher; and far-reaching improvements are needed in the quality,
training, status and pay of the teacher before real prog.ress can be
made. In the first place, it ifl generally admitted that, as far as.
possible, village teachers should be recruited from amongst persons
who possess and are likely to retain• a sympathetic understan"ding
of rural conditions. We do not, of course, wish to imply that selection should be confined to any pa.rticular caste or castes or to any
:rar:ticular creed. In the Punjab, a policy has been adopted • itl
recent years of staffing rural schools with teachers who have been
reeruited from middle vernacular schools, (preferably from tho~:;e
to which agricultural farms are attached), and who haye been trainedi
hJ a.n environment and by methods calculated to inspire in them a.
desire !to take an active and intelligent part in the life of village._
In consequence, the new recruits are in close contact with tlt.eir
surroundi·ngs and are in a position to exercise a healthy and progressive influence on the rural population.

a

75. In Bombay and the United Provinces, attention has been·.
focussed in recent years on the . same need. In his report on
J:rimary Education in the United Provinces, Mr. Harrop has urge(l
the need for :3pecial care in recruitment.
"The teacher taught in schools, training classes and normal·
schools where little that is practical or has any livin~~
relationship with village life was formerlv admitted,
has become an oU:tsider in the village. He is known·
as "Munshiji", a man versed in curious l~aming, but
unversed in thA practical business of the ordinary
dweller in the village. The latter is thus led to
helieve that education is of little value save to those
who will later adopt a means of livelihood dependent
on their literary ability .... The task befofe these pro·
vinces is thus three-fold. First, to secure that the education in the rural vernacular schools has a closer relationship to the mass of the people; second, to increase•
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the efficiency of the existing teachers so that th&·
children shall not be dulled but enlivened in school ;
and third, to ensure that all new teachers appointed·
• shall be good practical educationists interested in rural
life and conditions."*
i(i. The strengthening of the vernacular course by a development of middle vernacular schools is an important preliminary to the recruitment of teachers who will be well suited to
village requirements. It is disturbing, therefore, to find t that at
present the gTeat majority of primary school teachers have never
reached, in their own educ3.tion, Class VII or-VIII of a vernacular·
school, after whi~h if 1they are successful they can be classed a~
'middle pa•ssed'. It must be remembered that a boy who progresses
steadily through the school course can reach that stage at the early.
age of fourteen or fifteen. The present condition of the midd1e
vernacular &chools in the provinces does not in most cases even
afford opportunities for pupils to complete an eight-class vernacular
course.

ThP following Table shows the number and strength of'
fili<ldle vernacular schools for boys in the provinces.
'rABLE

XLI.

.Statistics of middle vernacular schools for boys by provinces.

.

j
Number
Total
Province a'ld population
I
of
1m
(in millions).
'Institutions. enro ent.
__________________________ !________ --------

Madras (42·3)

~I

Bombay (19•2)
Bengal ( 46"6) ,
United Provinces (45·3)

Highest clas;;.

1,690

VIII

4,257

VIII

74

4,714

YII

626

60,449

VII
I
l_

VIII
VI

Punjab (20'6)

456 '}
1,658 :

325,871

Burma(l3·2).

1,1021

71,767

VII

(34·0)

2421

25,006

VII

Central Provinces (13•9)

335 !

59,776

VIII

Assam (7•6)

145

17,209

Bihar and

~rissa

I

!

I

VII

In Madras and Bombay, there are no middle vernacular schools but
there are higher elementary schools with eight classes. In Madras,.
*A further Report on :Primary Education in the United Provinces, 192", page 28~
t See paragraph 58 above.
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the candidates for higher elementary training are also' recrui~ed
from middle English schools, while in Bengal there is no possibility
.of recruiting teachers from the middle vernacular schools since.tMy
have practically ceased to exist.
77. In Bombay-, the United Provinces, the Punjab, Burma,
Bihar and Assam, the accepted qualification for admission to the
training classes for primary teachers is the Vernacular Final
examination.* The following Table shows the number of candidates who appeared for this examination in 1927 and the number
~ho l)assed.
TABLE XLIT.
19~7.

Statistics of Vernacular Final exa.minaM.on,
Province.

Candidates.

Examination
held at the end
of Class~

Passes.

----Bombay

.,

VII •

12, 1'64

5,581

17,634

10,102

VII

Punjab

9,273

6,756

VIII

Burma

4,299

1,590

VII

Bihar and Orissa

2,144

1,634

VII

1,017

756

United Provinces

Assam

.I

I

••

VII

The figures show how limited is the field for recruitment; an'd it
is evident that in most provinces teachers with much lower qualifications 1tha.n a seventh class pass are selected for training. Little
improvement can be expected in the supply of suitable candid!lltes
for training until wastage has been sufficiently eliminated from the
vernacular course to secure a Rteady flow of boys into the highest
vernacular class and until, in provinces such as Madras and Bengal
v.hich have no healthy middle vernacular system, much higher
initial qualifications are insisted on. Madras has already attempted
gradually to abandon its lower elementary training classes, but in
Bengal the recommendation of the departmental committee on
Guru Training Schools that the entrance to the training schools
should be middle English or middle vernacular passed. does not
appear capable of being pu·t into effect owing to the' lowness of
the pay offered to trained primary school teachers.
78. The training schools.-If the quality of the candidates applying for seledion for training is low, so also is the quality of the
training. In most provinces, the period of training. is foo short,
i:he curricu1um is narrow and the teaching staff is inadequately
qualifiea..
In Bombay and the Punjab, reasonably satisfactory

* See also paragraphs 58 and 59 abov~.
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efrorts have been made to reform the training system, and in the
United Provinces, the extreme importance of improving the system
has a't all events been now recognised.
79. •Th~ .best point at which to break 'the v~ious circle' is undoubtedly that of the supply a.nd training of teachers. Most provinces are already saddled with large numbers of untrained and.
inefficient middle-aged teachers who ca.nnot be got rid of and will
not disappear from the schools for many years.
They handicap
the schools not only because they are inefficient themselves, but
because they exercise, especially if they are head teachers, a sterilising anu depn~ssing effect on the younger and well-trained recruit.
l\Iany of tl~m are·incapable of much improvement by training, and
for dealing with them and making them rather better than they
are, inexpensive and makeshift devices may be useful. Obviously
tbe young teachers can and ought to be trained.
But, in our
opinion, there is little hope of real progress in primary education
unles.:; a definite break is madtJ with the policy of inconsiderately
mn16plying schools, and of hastily expanding ineffective arrangem·ents or improvising new ineffective arrangements for training the
adJitional teachers required. The mischief of such a course is conl'pf.:uonsly illustrated by the present position of the United Provinces,
w!Jich resulted from the adoption of a policy of large scale and
imi11ediate multiplica-tion of schools in 1918.
'so. It seems- to us quite clear that, as matters stand in India.
effective Q.rrangements for training vernacular teachers must, generally speaking, precede the expansion of primary schools; and the
training of ;.verna.cular teachers itself depends upon a good supply
of recruits from the middle vernacular schools. Hence money spent
on expansion a,nd improvement of middle vernacular schools and
on vernacular training institutions will yield a la.rger and more permanently fruitful return than money spent on almost any other of
the many objects which are dear to the heart of the educationist.
But efforts to improve the quality of the teaehers cannot in the long
run be successful unless steps are taken at the same time to place
their rem unera.tion and conditions of service on such a footing as will
enable the P.rofession to attract and retain men of good quamy.
, The figures given in para. 55 are significant.
81. Refresher courses and conferences.-Laudable efforts have
been made• in some provinces to stimulate in the village teacher &i
desire to improve his methods of teaching and to establish some
touch with recent developments. This is most necessary. Even
under ideal conditions when the right type· of teacher 'bas been
selected and well-trained, the primary school teacher, particular!~'
the village te~ber, is much isolated v.nd must of~n be in 111~ed of
g11;dance and encouragement.
Journals for teachers jn ibe
vernacular, refresher courses, conferences and meetings of
~arhers' associations can do much to brighten the live&
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of teachers and improve their work. In several provinces.,
refresher courses are held at the training schools ; and tea.ch@rs·
meetings and conferences form an essential part of t~e programme
of an inspector's ~sit to any locality. In the Punjab, the teachers'·
··meetings are not confined to educational discussions but their activities include functions snell as the institution of teachers' thrift
societies and. rural games associations. Hea.Jthy amusement and
-recreation are also a valuable feature of these gatherings.
82. Changes in the curriculum.-The ultimate object of all step!'i
. taken to improve the provision and organisation of the schools is
·of course the improvement of the work actually done. There are
welcome signs that attempts are being made in •most provinces to review the curricula of vernacular schools so as to
, bring them and the methods of teaching into greater harmony
with· the needs and conditions of village children.
While in a
_primary school in India, little can be attempted at present
,beyond instruction in reading, writing and elementary •arithmetic, and while the need of extending literacy is so great that for
some time "three R's and no nonsense" must be the motto of the
schools, it i.s essential that the instruction should be related ill ths
.·early stages to matters which the village child sees and knows and
understands. He should be taught to read and to do sums about
·things which are a reality and not a mystery to him. The great
majority of the villages are in urgent need of better conditions
of life, better sanitation, medical relief, freedom from debt, and
social and in1tellectual awakening. We therefore feel strongly. that
the aim of every village school should include not mere}y the f:,ttfl:in,,ment of literacy but the larger objective, namely, the raising of the
standard of village life in all its aspec>ts. A well-attended school
directly related to the surrounding conditions can do much towa~·ds
training the younger generation in ways of hygiene, physical cui. ture, improved sanitation, !thrift and self-reliance.
The school
itself can also, as notable examples have proved, claim a leading
and respected place in the village community by directly assisting.
· in however simple a manner, in the provision of simple medica\
relief, adult instruction, vernacular literature and attractive recrea. tion. With the present standards of teaching, buildings and equip- •
· ment, progress in these dirootions must necessarily be slow; but the
-recent revision of training and school courses and ·the objective
aimed at in the Punjab have demonstrated how far a determined
policy can succeed.
82. In the higher stage of the vernacula.r course, greater
of treatment is possible and opportuuities of widening the.child's horizon are greater. We refrain from discussing the
-agricultural training given in some of the middle vernacular Echools
·of the Punjab, since ,the matter lms been adequately dealt wit.h' il'l
·varie~
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the Heport of the Royal Commission on Agriculture.* It is signifi~ant, however, that in tiome of the provinces attempts are now
being ;nade. to provide training of a similar na.t,ure. Valuable
· training of. this kind can be given effectively <mly in the middle
vernacular schools; it is not easy to work it into the course of
,tnid<lle English schools, which is designed at present to prepare
the boys for admission to the high schools and thence to the matri-culation. Unfortunately, we were compelled to abandon our proposed visit to one of the "agricultural-bias" schools in the Bombay
Presidency, but were informed that schools of this type are proving
a succe'ss and are being appreciated by the parents. In Bengal,
fifteen seoools have recently been selected for the experiment of
:agricultural teaching on the lines developed by the Punjab. Similarly, in the United Provinces, about twenty district boardr::: have
:begun to experiment with agricultural classes attached to middle
vernacular schools. Several missionary institutions in the various
}Jrovi.nces have also adopted a cprriculum and methods of instruction
·similar to those in use at Moga in the Punjab. (See also Chapter
V, paras. 28-31.)
• ~4. It is not our business to discuss the detailed organisation
.of school work, but there are a few minor remedies for defects which
are being applied in various areas with success and which deserve
notice.
85. Plural class teaching.-In view of the very large number
. of existirrg single-teacher schools and in view of the fact that these
schQols cannot be all replaced or remodelled for a considerable itime,
the system adopted in Bombay and Assam of giving special instruction in the training schools in the methods of plural class teaching
(i.e., the way in which one teacher can best do justice to each
of the several classes of which he is in charge) is obviously beneficial.
Suitable training in the handling of more tlian one class should
not only improve the teaching in single-teacher schools, but also
provide valuable guidance to )the teachers now working in 'branch
schools'.
86. The double shift system.-Both in Assam and in Bomba:v
experiments have been made in the double shift system in which
;the school is divided by the te::tcher into two sections, each section
only sittirtg .for half the ordimxy school day. Such a method enables the teacher to handle the infants and the more advanced pup1ls
separately, thus improving the instruction giveJ?.. We have been
told that this expedient is proving a. success in Assam, but that in
Bombay it does not give satisfaction either to the parents or to the
authorities.
vVe have been informed that the proposals of :the GoYern
ment of Bengal made in connexion with the new ,draft Primary
~ducation Bill include a scheme for working primary schools on
*Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 534.
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a double shift system, both shifts being used for the educatifn of
boys or one shift for boys and the other for girls, according to1lod.l
needs. As a general system for a whole provinc\3, t,he s~heru13
contains obvious da:s.gers and difficulties.
87. Adjustment of school hours.-The adjustm,nt of school
hours and school holidays to seasonal requirements :has been found
in sume provinces to be a useful concession to parents. 1l'he permanent adjustment of school hours to hours of labour is a more doubtful devi-2e, especially where it affects children below nine or ten
years of age. In some areas school ho,urs are permanently aQ.justed
or adjusted only as seasonal needs require, so Jls to enable the
children both to work in the fields or factories and attefld school.
l;ucb an adjustment of school hours can only be regarded as a tern- ·
porary measure, and this form of remedy should not, in our opinion,
be allowed io obscure the fundamental principle that the proper
place for young children during the day is the scho~ bouse. In
any case, children should attend sch@ol before, and not after, they
have been engaged in work.
88. Attention to the lowest class.-Ohe cause for the great
wastage and stagnation in the lower classes of primary scM<is
where there is more than one teacher is the habit of placing the
loweat class in charge of ithe least qualified teacher. This practice
has naturally resulted in the worst teaching being concentrated
in the class where the most careful handling is required. The
lowest class in India pr~sents peculiar difficulties, since l'loys and
girls are admitted at present at all ages and at all times of ·the.
year, and in conseque!lce there is additional need ·for special care.
In Indian primary schools, as they are at present, the maxim of·
'the best teacher for the youngest children' is specially applicable.
Mr. H. Dippie, who is Inspector of the Agency Tracts in Bihar, has
paid particular attention to improvement of the methods of teaching
used in Class I, as well as in other primary classes, and has also
introduced the salutary innovation of, confining school admission to
a single month of the year. It is clear from the figures which he
placed before us that considerable improvement can be made on
'
these lines.*
89. Lower Primary Examinations.-It ha8 also been suggested
that the introduction of Lower Primary Certificate exaiDinat.ions
111ight provide an inducem~nt for parents to retain thei'r children at
school, at least until the lower primary course has been completed.
But an effectjve examination on the large scale that would be.
required could not, in our opinion·, be satisfactorily controlled.
;Moreover, we find no evidence to show that in the provinces in
which •Lower Primary examinations are held at present wastage
has in consequence decreased .
..,.*Experiment~ in Primary Education in the Orissa Feudatory States by
H. Dippie, M.A., D.S.O., I.E.S. Bureau of Educat:or. Pamphlet No. 25, publisheJ
by the Government of India, 1928.
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90. Enforced promotions.-It has been suggested to us that
'onrJ wethod of preventing the great stagnation, particularly in
·Class I., is to insist on no pupil being detained in a elass for
'more than .two years. We ~ave been informed that there are a
\few areas in India in which such a method has been adopted, but
·such a device, if widely used, might lead to abuse and accentuate
the unfitness· of pupils in the higher classes. On the other hand, a
·careful supervision of promotions in each primary school as a factor
in assessing the efficiency of the school and the teacher, might
reduce at ·any rate that portion of the stagnation which is due to
neglect 11nd inefficiency. For such supervision a large and well-organised i:Qspectorote is necessary.
91. 'Village Uplift' and 'Community Work.'-During the past
few years there has been a growing feeling that the village school
should not be regarded merely as a place in which the -village
·sohool-master teaches, and the village children learn, the elements
o-0F. lit&"acy, but tha;t the schoolrqaster and the school should become
the main centres of village life. · "The idea", writes one of our
witnesses from the Punjab, "has taken root that the village school
-should be a place of intere8/t and activity with influences radiating
kom· it to all the people in the viJlage".
We find the same idea expressed in the important report of the
'Fra;ser Commission* entitled "Village Education in India" published in 1922; and .the witness in question, the Rev. A. E. Harper~
is the pre~ent head of a middle vernacular school at Moga (to which
a training class is attac~ed) founded by the American Presbyterian
Mission in 1911, 'fhich has done splendid pioneer work in the training of village teachers and in the teaching of rural children, and
ha.s Bet an example which is now .being followed in a number of
places all over India.
Since 1921 Mr. F. h Brayne, Deputy Commissioner at Gurgaon
:district in the Punjab, and his wife have attacked the same problem
-from another point of view with :the object of devising ''a system
of eduea.tion which will stimulate tbe educated not to flee from
·but to uplift village life, to strive for self-improvement instead of
merely running away to •the towns.'' t
· 9'2. In their Report on Rural Education in England and the
Punjab! Mr. R. Sanderson and Mr. J. E. Parkinson (1928) have
-summed up these aetivitieR in ,the following words ::,___;,
"At Moga, the inspiration was that of a shrewd and noble
hearted missionary who was working for the good of
the depressed classes ; at Gurgaon, the inspiration was
*The C'ommi~sion-w:as appointed by missionary organisations in Great Britain
and North America.
•
•
tVilla!!e Uplift in'India hy F. L. Brayne, M.C., J.C.S., 1927. fee Ell!pecially
--the paper rPad at the Lahore EduC'otional Conference in 1926; pagEs ll!i to 142.
t Occasional"I~ep~rts 'No. 15,-page 14 (publi~hed by the Government of India)#
H
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t.ha,t of a deputy commissioner who was determinedi
to lift a b:1ekward district from the depths of 6ir:t,_
dif:ease and poverty. The methods and resuJts, however, are very similar, though the traini~ at Gurgaon
is somewha{ wider in its application and is linked up
more closely with the probiems confronting the several
beneficent departments of Government ......... [and]
Ghakkhar* has made its own contribution towards the
solution of tlie general problem. The main object
bas been so to train the teachers of the future that the
yilhge school shall become a centre of villag~e life and
progress. Farm work and villag~ crafts.are therefore
encouraged at Gbakkhar; but even more impor.tant is
the doctrine of service to the village community. With
this purpose in view, the students under training face
the problems of rural reconsltruction by actual .and
practical work in thtJ neighbouring villages .in the
matter of better sanitation, the institution and maintenance of co-operative soeieties, the holding of
classeR for ftdults. the encouragement of village .games
•
and recreation· and so forth."
The experir-:.ental work in the Punjab has led to the establishment of similar centres at Vellore in Madras, Manmad and Ankleswar in Bombay, Bhimpore in Bengal and at Um~dpur in .the United
ProvinceE;, and there are no doubt others to which our a.ttention ha&
not been drawn. t
.
93. Another development has been the iustitution of viilage
libraries.
The Punjab Quinquennial Review states that the progress of
these libraries (now about 1,500 in number) is promising' though the lack of a sufficient variety of suitable
and interesting vernacular literature is a serious
obstacle. A deputy commissioner has observed in
th!;s connexion that some of the literature which he .
has seen in these libraries ''would hardly tempt him
to literacy even on a desert-island."! We desire to
emphasise the necessity of providing these libraries.
with books which are not only instruct~ve but attractive to the villagers.
·
In Madras, in 19.28, a Gov~rnment grant of Rs. 30,000 was
sanctioned for distribution to local bodies for urban and
rural libraries. Since 1925-26 grants are also being
paid to village panchayats for the ~sta.blishment and'

:•i.e., the Government N orrr;al School at Ghakkha·r for the training of teachers.
tSee Fourteen Experimants in Rural Education, edited by
Association Press, Calcutta, 1928.
'
:f:Pw1jab Q; R., page II.

A. B.

Van Doren,.
•
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maintenance of village libraries.
There are now
more than 400 librat]es of this type.
'L'he J3ombay Quinquennial Review states that ''with a view
to encouraging the production of vernacular literature
•
• calculated to suit the needs of a·dults who 'have left
school after completing the lower primary course step~
are being taken to get sui'ta.ble books on useful subjects
prepared and published."*
In the United Provinces, "a Committee v;;as appointed in
1921 by Government to advise upon the best methods
of improving and increasing the number of public
• libraries and upon the inauguration of a system of
travelling and circulating libraries in these provinces.
In accordance with the recommendations of this Committee, Government in 1924 decided to establish as an
experimental measure in 1925-26 circulating libraries
in a few selected districts ...... The experiment is being
tried in four districts." t
94. The Royal Agricultural Commission bas commented
fav.ourably·upon the activities of the Central Rnral Community
~oard and of the District Community CouncilR in the Punjab : - ·
''We are much attra.cted by the rural community movement
which has recently been started in the P~mjab. The
Central Rural Community Board, the personnel of
•
which is at present predomina.ntly official, is linked
w.ith a rural community council which has been set up
in .each district of the province. The membership of
these councils, in contrast to that of the central board,
is predominantly non-official.
Each council is
assisted in its work by the attendance of representatives of the ... educational, agricultural, veterinary and
co-operative officers. The Rural Community Board is
financed by Govflrnment a.nd its chief fun"ctions are
to distribute funds to the councils and to provide literature. The intention is that each district community
council should co-ordinrute the propaganda work of all
the development departments. With this end in view,
lantern lectures are orga,nised for the villages and some '
•
councils have fostered an interest in natural history
through the circulation of charts. The Rural Community Board bas also defrayed the cost of preparing
a film on co-operative subjeds. The coundl.s ha.te
considerable freedom in expenditure. The Communitv
.Council in the Gurgaon district, for example, has suhs)~
d1sed dramatic societies in the yilJages. "~. •
"'Bombay Q. R., page 21.5.
t Unif;ed Provinces Q. R., plilge 6~.
t Report of the R;:;yal Commission on Agriculture, pRge 5115.
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In other provinces a number of non-official agencies are engaged
in rural community work In Madras, for example, six rura\
reconstruction centres have been established by !the Indian Yo~ng
Men's Christian Association ; and a District B. ural Reconstnctwn
Association with a immber of branches in the disitricts•has been
established at Bena.res in the United Provinces.
H5.- In the uplift work in the villages women must necessarily
play an important part, and in this connexion the R.oyal Commis~;ion on Agricnltpre have suggested the establishment of Women's
Institutes as centres for educa,tional and co-operative ac!tivities as
v1ell as for mother and infant welfare work. Thev also think that
snch institutes would facilitate the employment of: wome:Q teachers
in village schools. The Poona Seva Sadan Society in the Bombay
P:residency has already established a number of such institutes.

· 96. The magic lantern and the cinema have introduced a
variety and interest 1into the education of both children and adults
in remote villages previously unkno~n; and the possibilities of
increasing the variety and interest of education in remote parts
by broadcasting seem very attractlive. Mr. Brayne loo~s forward
to broadcasting as an important factor in the village uplift of 1lbe
future.* We have received an interesting memorandum on edn~
cutional broadcasting from Mr. G. C. Dunstan, formerly General
Manager of the Indian Broadcasting Company, with an accouE.t
of the investigation carried out in Kent at the expense of the
Carnegie United Kingdom Trustees in 1927. t At prestlnt the
srnaJl number of transmitting stations, the cost of the apparatns,
and the difficulties of keeping it in order make the use 6f broadcasting for mass education impossible in India on any large scale ;
Lut it is quite conceivable that they may be surmounted before
iong.

IX.-Compulsion.
97. With the exception of Burma, all the provinces in India
have, by legislation, indicated their acceptance of the principle of
compulsion. The provincial enactments have varied in their scope
'and character, but it is clear that India as a whole has realised that
the goal of universal primary education cannot be attaine~ without
the adoption of the principle of compulsion. Since the late
Mr. G. K. Gokhale introduced his bill in the Imperial Legislative
Council in 1911 the ~eaders of public opinion have constantly umec1
the.need of compulswn, and we have found in the reports furnished
to us no indication 'of hostility to the proposal except on the ground
•
of finooce.
• Vill!t.ge Uplift in the Punjab, Asiatic Re'lliew for .Jonnary, I9~ll, page 118.
t Published by the Trustees in 19?8.
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The following Table shows the number of urban and rural areas
in -w:qich compulsion had been introduced in April, 1927 : TABLE XLITI .
•
• Areas under compulsion by provin"ces.
Areas under compulsion.
Date of
Act.

Province.

1\iunicipalitias Di,;trict Board:
and urban
and run1l
areas.
area~.

I
I

~---·-----·-~-1-----~---------,·

Madras

•
I

Bombay

JL

Bengal

1920 ·

~~

1918')
1920 ~
1923J

11

1919

United Provinc0s

i

(

19191

L

1926j

'

3

I

25

1919

57

1,499

Bihftr and Orissa

1919

I

3

Central Provinc2s aiJ,1i Berar

1920

3

66

Assam

1926

1 .

Delhi •
Total

119

1,571

The Acts vary m the ages between which children are
brought under compulsion.
In Madras, Bombay, the United
Provinces; Punjab and Assam, the ages are 6 to 11; in Bengal
and Bihar the ages are 6 to 10 and in the Central Provinces 6
'to 14.
98. Progress in the initial stages must necessarily be slow and.
difficulties are bound to arise.
There are indications, however,
that, a.part from technical fiawg in the e!tatutes, the main difficulties
up to the present have been due to lack of experience and, in some
cases, of int~root on the part of local boards, to 'the inaction or inexperience of attendance officers and committees, to unwillingness
to nnke use of tbe power of prosecution under the Acts and to delay
in the conviction of defaulters. These are not, however, insuperable
difficulties and there are hopeful signs that, with greater experience
and with suitabJ.e modifications in the technical machinery of .the
existing Elementary Education Acts, a greater measure of success
will be obtained.
•
• *The Municipality of Delhi has introduced compulsion in accordance with
the provisions of the Punjab ·Primary Education Act' of 1919.
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With a compulsory, as with a voluntary system, much propaganda is needed, and we consider that the success achieved "in
the Punjab has been due not only to a vigorous appliaation_ of the
scheme but in la~e part to the manner in which th~ inspecting ·
staff, the attendance committees, the parents and the public have
been trained to regard the non-attendance of pupils at school as
u. serious social evil.
9\J. Municipalities.-In some provinces the application of com;pulsion has been confined by statute to municipal areas only. In:
'the initial stages this was probably wise. \Vith a settled apd cohe·sive population, with larger financial resources !l'nd with compara-:tively efficient schools, municipalities are jn a better•position to
~apply compulsion than rural areas in which the villages and population are scattered, the financial resources are small, and the schools
lnostly unsuitable.
In the Municipalities of Madras, Bombay, Lahore, and Ranchi
the figures show that compulsion hhs largely increased enrolinenf;
and in the municipal boards in the Agra Division of the United Provinces "the total number of boys between six and eleven years of
age in attendance at compulsory schools is for the whole dil'ifiion:
.. .in excess of the numbers estimated in the scheme". •
100. Rural areas.-Very little progress has been made in the
enforcement qf compulsion in rural a.reas, except ixt the Punjab ·and
the Central Provinces. In the former province compulsion has
been followed by increased enrolment and the reduction of wastage,
and its application has been assisted by the extension of the middle
vernacular system. In the latter province, pronbunced success has
attended a number of schemes in rural areas, though in a few areas
attendance has not appreciably improved.
101. The State and Oompulsion.-The majority of the legislative
ena.ctments in the provinces have left the adoption of cpmpulsion to
local option. Under the Bombay Primary Education Act, however,
power has been given to Government to enforce the adoption of
compulsion by local boards in cases in which Government consider
~hat the time is ripe for compulsion and in which the local boards
h:tve themselves failed to initiate a scheme. We understand also
that the draft bills which are under the consideration of the Governments of Madras and Bengal contain similar P.rowisions. It
has been argued that the retention of the principle 'of local option
is essential in the interests of the fu:rtther development of responsible
local self-government. Experience in Bengal, howe'ler, and, to a
lBsser extent, in other provinces Bhows that local option may resuit in
allllSJst complete inaction on the part of local bodiel'lfor a considerable period of time to come. It seems clear that a mere enabling
statute will not provide any guarantee for the speedy and widespread
application of compulsion.
*UnitP-d Provinces Q. R., page 68.
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In our ·opinion, the responsibility for mass education rests primarily with the State; and the provision of education'al facilities
.for s,ll classes of ithe communitv and for all areas should not be left.
.entirely to th~ mercy of local" authorities, who may be unwilling,
..either fot- political or other reasons, to initiate schemes by which
compulsion ~1ay be financed, or who, owing to the backwardness
of the area or the people, may be unable to devise suitable measures
for .compulsion on their own initiative. Accompanied by necessary
safeguards, the power to enforce compulsion should provide local
·Governments with the very necessary authority to supervise the
.expansion of mass education in ithe provinces in such a way that all
areas a.na all classes of the community may benefit by the increased
.expenditure.of public funds.
1.02. Necessary preliminaries to compuision.-We have been
much struck by the feeling expressed in many places that
au immediate panacea. for all the defects which now darken the pic.ture of primary education is to be found in compulsion. Although we
regarct compulsion as essential t() the ultimate success of any scheme
tOf mass education, we realise that the immediate and widespread
application of compulsion ·would present serious, and in some
plooes, almost insuperable financial difficulties, and tha.t a sound
syst.em of natiomtl vernacula-r education can only be developed upon
1ines which permit the consolidation of one position before
ano.ther position is attacked. In many places a drastic reorganisation of the elementary system should precede any wide application
of compul!lion; for an impetuous and ill-considered application of the
prinaiple would inevita-bly result in much unprofitable expenditure
ut money and even in an accentuation of many of the present evils.
''To compel children to attend or stay in ineffective, ill-equipped
and badly staffed schools, such as are found at present in large
numbers in many provinces, can only result .in a serious addition to
-the existing waste (see also para. 67 above). This danger has been
well illustrated by Mr. Harrop in his Report on Primary Education
in the United Provinces.

•

"For my purpose .. .it is sufficient to note that of the 49,800
pupils in Class IV all but 8,000 or 84 per cent. were
aged eleven or over. Suppose that one hundred boys
between the ages of six and eleven are compelled
• under the United Provinces District Boards Primary
Bducation Act 'to attend school. On the proportion
which holds at present, eighty-four at least will be able
to leave school after attaining the age of eleven and
before they have rea,ched Class IV, a.nd thus without
having received any permanent benefit from education. 84 per cent. of the money spent on compelling
these 100 boys to attend school and educating them
while at school will, under present conditions, thus be
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wasted. These provinces cannot afford more w~te;..
Real expansion must, therefore, be based on an Im..proyed primary education and compulsion must n!lt,•ifi
waste and injustice are to be avoided, go il}. advance of.
impro¥ement. "*
•
•
2.03. There are other precautions which should be taken before
compulsion is enforced on a. wide scale. At present, the universal1
simultaneous and unconditional application of the principle of compulsion throughout the whole of any one province would probably.
be impracticable. t Its application must therefore be partial and
local in the first instance, a.nd depend both on the willingness of an.
area t:o adopt it and its ability to bear rts share of the cost.~
'l'he question of what that share should · be is timportant·.
If Government aid is given to all districts in the same ratio . to the·
&mount raised locally, it follows inevitabl:r that the richer districts
or parts of districts will forge ahead, and obtain an ever increasing.
share of the resources of Government available for educational purposes, leaving the poorer districts ~hind. The contrast between
rich and poor districts or parts of districts will be accentuated; and:
the poorer, whieh have jw::t as much nfled of educational facilities·
and more need of help, may find that, being last in the field, tb,eje
is no money left to enable i.hem to apply compulsion even when
they are ready to do so. 'rhe poorer. districts or parts of districts
&houl"d therefore be required to bear a smaller share of the cost of
compulsion than the richer ones.
·
If, again, compulsion under the Act is applied througho•t a large
area it also follows in most cases that very expensive provision .will ·
have to be made in isolateu areas where there are. very few inhabitants.
In the Punjab, the practice has been :to make the ratio between.
Government subsidies and the amount raised locally a variable one
which is fixed in reference to the resources and requirements of
Moreover, the policy is not to attempt to apply comeach district.
pulsion throughout a large area, but rather to build up strong,
· vernacular schools in rural areas and then gradually to extend.
the sphere ·of compulsion from one village to another as soon as
each single school area appears to be npe for compulsion. It is
probable that the employment of such methods is conducive tothe rapid and equitable applicatiOn of compulsion, • In every.
province, to a greater or lesser extent, there must 'be already a
large number of schools which are well-attended and in which,
with some additions to the staff and possibly to the buildings,.
compulsion might be applied immediately and economically,

s

*.Further Report on Primary ECiucation in the Unit~d Provi~ces, 1927, page 3 •.
, tSee also para. 67 above.
:j:It should be noted t}:tat wherever primary education has been made com.
pulsory ~India, it has also been made free.
· §A similar arrangement has been introduced in Bihar.
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104. Parents' Societies.-The success of schemes for
voLuntary self-imposed compulsion~ such. as.has attended the working of the Parents' Societies in the Punjab has, we believe, given
.rise to the stlggestibn that a possible interim remedy for part of
the evils of •the present wasteful system might li>e the adoption of.:
a form of compulsion which would aim only at the retention of
pupils in school for a stated number of years, once the pupils bad
commenced the primary course~ ']be advantages of such a proposal, if it can be made effective, are obvious, and its adoption,
even allowing for the continuance of stagnation, would enormously
increase. the number of pupils who reach Class V.
'l'he
proposal r.lso has the advantage that in local areas in which the
provision of funds 'presents the greatest obstacle in the way of the
. adoption of satisfactory programmes for advance, the additional expenditure involved in compelling pupils to continue in school would·
be comparatively small. Further, the great waste due to the uneconomic chara-cter of the vast majority of the existing primary
school's would be eliminated and a system would beestablished wherebv at least there would' be a reasonable
chance cf the m~jority of pupils at present in attendance
be(j()a-ting permanently literate. It might be worthy of consideration whether punitive measures shonld not he taken with greater·
vigour against those who send their children to school and causPpuhlic money spent on their children to have been wasted by
withdrawing them from school before· they have had the time
• to benefi~by their schooling; for, in the words of the Agricultural
Commission, "it is more important to stop the wastage ... than to·
strain after the la.st truant'·.*
105. The adoption of compulsion is important and urgent as
an effective means of checking the wastefulness of the present
voluntary and haphazard system of primary education in India,_
If the prohlem i.s considered from this :tspect, then ag-ain we
agree with the Royal Commission on Agri..:ulture that "it should
uot be difficult to convince local bodies of tJ1e unwisdom of
fai1ur;, * on _their . part to obtain good value for money
:rent :
CompulsiOn should be a means of reducing and not of
mcreasmg waste; and waste there must be unless there is at han<P
an ~dequ~te ~umber of :fficient administrators and inspectors whosebusmess 1t 'v1U be to rev1ew the present resources, to make proposalsfor an effective concentration of schools and to make plans whereby.·
money should be economically spent.
·
]06. In lliese rema1ks, ':e ~ave purposely e~cluded the question.

~hether 2nd how far p!'ovmcial revenues, even if augmented bv

tne produee of local cesses, are adequate to finance a svstem
universal compulsion. We return to this subject later. • •
•Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 524.
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CHAPTER V.
Education for the Directing Classes;* Secondary
Schools for Boys.
•
0

1. We have dealt with mass education in some detail, but botli

.on account of the short time available and for other reasons, we
limit ourselves in dealing with secondary education to certain broad,
considerations.
\Vhile the condition of maes education must ~ause grave concern,
secondary education is, by contrast, well advanced so that, althougli
there are many defects in the 8ystem, it is all'e~dy making a real
contribution towardb the building up of a directing class. •

I .-Cl•tssification and control.
2. Types of schools.-Apart from the middle vernacular schools
which ha,ve already been referred to in the previous chapter, the
secondary schools in India fall intQ three main categories :• the
middle English school (or the anglo-vernacular middle school, as
this type of institution is termed in certain of the provinces); the
high school ; and the vernacular high S'chool, which is only foun~ jn
Burma. In all provinces, the middle English school leads up to
the high stage of instruction; but the line of demarcation between:
the middle and the high stages varies in different provinces. The
following Table shows how the stages are at present divided:~
•
Length of course in years;

Province.

Middle stage.

I
1
,

High stage.

I
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

3
3
2

4
4

4
4
'3
2

2
2
3
4

4

3

2

4

~

------------------·-----------------------

In Bombay and the Central Provinces, the middle. E1ilglish and
the high stages together extend over seven ye::trs ; in the other
provinces, over six years.
3. The main differences between the anglo-vernacular a.nd tlie
vernacuh1r course are that the latter aims at being ver:v largely

... By " education for the directing classes " we mean the system of secondary
and higher education referred to in paragraph 2 of Chapter I GS designed to
'Produce eompetent and trmtworthy representatives and officials.

9u
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a complete course in itself, while the former, as things stand
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at

present, is mainly designed to lead up through the matriculation to
the iriterroedia\te and degree stages of instruction; and that, where. as in "ernac'ular schools English, if taught at all, is optional, in
anglo-vernatmlar schools, it is compulsory. The•actual teaching of
English as a subject is commenced before the middle stage in
Burma, Assam, Bengal, Ma.dras and the United Provinces, but only
a.t the middle stage in other provinces.
4. In the vernacular high schools in Burma, English is not
usually .taught, though the demand for English classes is stated to
be increasing. In anglo-vernacular schools the medium of instruction is ust!ally English, but in recent years ·the movement for
using the vernacular as the medium of instruction in subj~cts
other than English has rapidly spread.
Jn Madras, since 1925.
when the use of vernaculars was permitted as the medium of
in~truction and examination in all non-language subjects in the
highest classes, a certain nu.mber of schools have adopted the
vernacular, and approximately one-fifth of the total number of
high schools are now using it. In Bombay, dte majority of the
h4:;h schools still use English as the medium of instruction, but
since the year 19'26 permission has been given to the candidates for
the School Fina.l examination to answer in the vernacular
qu,estion-papers in history and in a. classical Indian language. In
Bengal, all higt. schools, we understand, will begin to adopt the
vernacul~r as the medium of instruction in 1930. In the United
Pro,vinces, Assam and the Punjab, ithe vernacular is used as the
medium of instruction in the middle stage.
In Bihar, almost
all the high schools use the medium of the vernacular, but in the
Government high schools dual vernacular and English sections are
maintained
In the Central Provinces, all Government high:
schools continue to use English as the medium.
In Burma, in
English and anglo-vernacular high schools, English is the medium
of instruction, and Eng·lish is a,lso used in the middle stage and
in most middle English schools.
5. In all the provinces, except Bombay and the Central Provinces, the high and middle English schools usually have prima,ry
classes attached to them. In the Punjab, it is unusual for a Govemment :b.igh school to nave a preparatory department, because
the pmvisiori of primary education is rega;rded as being within the
scope of local bodies, who either maintain their own schools or
award grants to aided primary schools and to primary departments
of aided secondary schools.
In additictn 1to high and middle schools, there are in some provinces intermediate -colleges with high and middle and even
primary classes attached to them, but the two intermedia~ classei'J
·of these institutions which follow the high stage, are everywhere

•
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classified as belonging to the university stage except in the United~
Provinces.
·
•

q. Control. <~<_Not only the classification but the method of-control".
of secondary scho~s varies from province to provinee .• Control is
exercised. in ditferenlt provinces by or through three different kinds.
of authonty, Government, universities and special boards. In most
provinces Government exercises considerable control over secondary
schools through the conditions attached to the grant of reco2'!lition·
or aid.
,
b
In Madras, secondary schools are recognised by the Director
of Public Instruction on the recommendapon of the·
inspectors. Government grants subsidies ito recogmsed publicly managed schools and the Director of
Public Instruction grants aid to recognised privately·
managed schools.
In each district there ill a District Secondary Etlucation Board consisting of elected and nominated members, but its functions are purely advisory.
••
All schools are inspected by the departmental inspectors.
The Final School examination is the Secondary School
Leaving Certifica:te examination, a Gov13rnment examination conducted by a Board consisting of members
nominated by Government and of representative~ of
the two universities in the Presidency. \Nith certain
restrictions this examination is accepted by the universities as equivalent ;to a university entrance examination. The universities make their own rules as to the
subjects they recognise and the percentage of marks.
required, a.nd on the ba.sis of these rules a list of candidates eligible for admission to the universities is published.
The majority of the schools are managed by private·
agencies but local bodies maintain some schools and a,,
few model school~' are managed direct by Government.
In Bombay, the control over secondary schools is dj.vided between Government, the Education Depa,rtment and
the University. The Education Department recognises.
all schools for purposes of grant-in-aid and subsidies,
which are sanctioned in the same manner as in Madras.
Schools not recognised by the Education Department
are debarred from presenting- pupils at th~ various Government examinations.
The University recognises

* 1\fore details are given in Chapter XVI, paras. 35 to,. 88, with regal!d to the.
llontrol ,i:Jf provincial Governments tmd lbcaL bodies.
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•

schools for the purpose of presenting candidates for the
Final School examination conducted by t.he University.
" The University, through ·the School
·Leaving Examination Board, affiliates school!l for the
• School-leaving examination. Berore doing so, it
satisfies itself from the report of a special inspection
committee (composed of its own members) that a
school is up to the required standard. . The Board is
also supplied with copies of the inspection reports of
the Government inspecting officers."* The School
T.Jeaving Examination Board consists of twelve members, nine elected by the Senate and three co-opted.
• As iri Madras, for the purposes of admission to the
University a candidate has to pass in certain prescribed
subjects at the Final School examination .

.

All schools are inspected by the departmental inspec·tors.

• •

"It is the declared policy of Government to maintain
one full high school in each district to serve as a
model."* Far the largest proportion of the schools,
'however, are privately managed schools.
'tn Bengal, the high schools in the Dacca University area
ars controlled. and recognised by the Dacca Board of
Intermediate and Secondary Education, which is a
•
body consisting largely of nominees of Government.
The Board holds its own High School and Intermediate
examinations. In the rest of the province the U niversity of Calcutta recognises high schools as.qualified to
prepare and send up candidates for the matriculation
examination held by the University. Subsidies and
grants-in-aid to all secondary schools are sanctioned by
Government and. by the Director of Public Instruction
respectively. For this purpose schools are recognised
by the Director of Public Instruction.

The inspection of all schools is carried out by the
departmental inspectors.

• A feature of Bengal. is the immense preponderance of
privately managed (and often unaided) institutions.
:Local bodies do not maintain any considerable number
of schools.
'ln the United Prom:nces, the Director of Public Instruction
r~cognises secondll.ry schools for purposes of grabt-inaid and subsidy, but the Final School examin~tion is
.. Bombay·Q. R., pages 'li 1 and >l2.

•
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conducted by a Board of High School and Intermedia:.te Education which recognises institutions for ~he
purpose of its exa,minations and prescribes courses or
study. It recognises institutions outside the province;
in areas such as _Rajputana and Ajmer-Menvara. It
has no financial powers and its regulations are subject
.to the approval of the Mmister. rrhe Board iR a body
of thirty-eight members, elected and nominated, representing different interests but largely composed of educationists.
The Aligarh and Benares UniversitieR,.
while recognising th~ examinations of the. Boards,
conduct their own matriculation or admission examinations subject to certain conditions'.
•
The inspection of all schools is carried out by the
departmental inspectors.
The majority of the J)Chools are managed by Frivateagencies or by Government.
In the Punja:b, secondary schools are recognised by the
Director of Public Instruction and ~ue aided and f:nJI,JSi·
dised by Government. Both ~-he matriculation and'
the School Leaving Cerltificate ex:nninations are conducted by a University Board.
All schools are inspected by the departmen\al inspectors.

.

A remarkable feature of the province is the large proportion of high schools managed by Government, more
than a quarter of the whole, which is the· result of a
deliberate pQlicy of provincialisation. On the other
hand, a large number of middle schools are managed
by district boards and private agencies.
In Burma, all schools, other than vernacular high schools, are
recognised by the Director of Public Instruc-tion and
grant-in-aid and subsidies are sanctioned by the Director of Public Instruction and Government respectively. T_he vernacular high schools are recognised by the
district school boaras which consirst of members elected
by ·the district councils. There is a Secondary School
Board of twen:ty members-twelve non-officials, four
officials and four representatives of the Fniversity.
This Board cond11cts the English an<\ Anglo-vernacular school and middle school examinations and a,dvises
the Diredor of Public Instnwtion on all matters cgonnected with secolldary educatien.
The Director .of
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Public Instruction is Chairman of the Board. There
is in addition a Council of National Education con• trolling forty-four national schools which were originally opened during the period of non-co-operation but
• now receive gmnts-in-aid from the Education Department.

..

.

The inspection of all schools 1s undertaken by the
departmental inspectors.

•

The majority of the schools are managed by private
agencies or by Government.
school~ are controlled by the Board of Secondary Education. This Board consists of twenty two.
members, some nominated by Government, some
elected by Patna University Senate, and some by the
non-official me~nbers of the Legislative Council.
The Board has the power of recognising high
;,chQols, suoject to the concurrence of the university'
for the purpose of presenting candidates at the matriculation examination. The Board submits to Government the budget of the amount required for grants to,
tile institutions under its control and distributes the
grants. It has the right to initiate proposals and to
be consulted on g-eneral questions of policy connected
with the schools under its control.
Middle English
sd10ols are recognised and aided by the Director of
Public Instruction. The Final School examination
is the matriculaiion, which is conducted by the examination Delegacy for Secondar}: Schools constituted by
the University. The Delegacy also conduct~ the
Government School I_jeaving Certificate examina.tion.

In Biha1', high

•

•

The inspection of high schools is conducted by the
Board of Secondary Education and is carried out either
by small committees appointed by the Board or by
the officers of the Education Department. All middle
English schools are inspected by the departmental inspectors.
The great majority of the schools are under private
management.

In t!;e Central Provinces, high schools are under the control
· . of the High Scho0l Ec1llcation Board, ·which .consists of •
representrrtives of different interests. such as tll.e
u iliYersit.y, the Legislative Council, local bodi@s,

•
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women. and minorities, and .of which the Director of
Public Instruction is chairman. The Board ha.~ the
power of recognising high schools and of prescfibing
coun;es of study and text-books for higli and•middle .
schools. It also ~onducts the Final Schot>l examination. The Director of Publie Instruction r~ognises a.ll
set.;Ondary schools other than high schools and crrantin-aid to all schools is given by the Educatio~ Department.
The inspection of all ·schGols is conducted. by the
departmental inspectors..
.

•

Few schools are inaintaiined by local bodies and the
majority are managed by aided agencies or by Government.
In Assam, the position with regard to the high schools is the
same as that in Bengal, the high schools of .As!'lam
being within ·the jurisdielticm of Calcutta University,
as far as the matriculation examination is concerned.
For purposes of grants-in-aid and 'subsidy, all sckools
are recognised by the Director o'f Public Instruction.
The inspection of all schools is carried out by the
departmental inspectors.
Local bodies maintain only a few schools• and the
majority are managed by private agencies or by Government.
7. The preceding paragraph shows that the powers of the .
·uuiversities in regard to the recognition of schools for the purJK!se of the matriculation examination and the conduct of that
-examination have been devolved in some provinces on -other bodies.
·rrhe change has taken place largely owing to the view expressed by
the Calcutta University Commission and by others that while a
university should be at liberty to exact sucb conditions and standarde
Btl it deems advisable from those who desire 'to enter its own classes,
the recognition of schools and the conduct of tlie examination should
rest with some other authority, although tha:t authority should in·clude university representatives. It has 'been pointed Gut that by
such devolution a university would be relieved from many irksome
-Cluties and be able to pay undivided attention to the organisation
and improvement of its own teaching. Even where the universities
have retained complete control of the recognition of schools and of
matriculation, steps have been taken by which the conduct of that
-examination, the prescription 0f school courses and t"be recogniti6n
of schot}ls, have been withdrawn very largely from the· Senates and
'Syndicates and placed in tlie:hanas df·separai~ comm1ttees or boards.
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·8. 'The following Table shows the total number of h~gh schools
:and middle English S'chools by management and provinces : •

TABLE

.Wum&er

of high
•

XLIV .

and middle English schools by management and
proviw;es.

In·

G

t!

t .
Munici·
ovem•l IS nc , pal
ment.
Board. Board.

1Ptovince.

.

I

I

Aided.

I
IUn,..,d.

Total.

~-For m1-1les •

•

'Madras
iBombay
.Bengal
!United Provinces
Punjab
!Burma
'Bihat and Orissa ,
•'Central Provinces
..:Assam
.British India

16
28
46
49
82
48
31
75
23
418

.

••

.. .. ..
•
•
United Provinces.
.
Punjab •
.
Burma
. . .

50
63
6
7
28
3
4
42

38
43
Nil

.

100
4
' 27

Nil

7
407

.2

223

••• I
253
1,629
162
231
206
331
74
10.8
3,388

5

554
442
2,619
249
519
261
456
205
200
5,645

58

895
31
78
Nil

63
14
60

1,209

For jftmalea.

IS

:Madras
Bombay

6

B~ngal

Bihar and Oriss~ •
Central Provinces .•
Assam
,British India •

ISO

8

Nil

8
Nil

3
2

..

6

51

77
69
77

2

2
NiJ
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

3

2
1
2
1

2
1

23
57
17
17
15
443

Nil
2

9
3

63

Nil
Nil

13

99
87
90
66
34
58
21
21

Nil

Nil

1
2
4
24

2S

533

11.-Sohools and Enrolment.
9. Expansion.-The following Tables show the increase in the
number of recognised schools (high and middle English) for boya
-and their enrolment between 1917 and 1927 :rrABLE

XLV.

:"Number of recognMed high and middle English schools for boysBritish India .

.

'High Schools ••
Middle Schools •.

•

•Total

1917.

..

..

..

1,584
2,906
- - 4,490-1

1922.

1927.

2,040
2,864

2,444
3,201

4,904
I

-5J)45
I
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XLVI.

TABLE

provi~et..

Nnmber of high schools for boys by

•

•
Province.

1917.

....
..

......
......

..

..

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
A ssam

..

..

1922.

..
..

TABLE

I

342
187
1,003
161
• 301
149
1:!5
4.9
45

292
143

188
122
707
143
136
68
100
43
36

v

-'
1927.

8~7

18!
203

so

•

119
43
41

XL.VII.

Enrolmeytt of high schools for boys by provinces.'*
Province and male population
(in 'millions).
Madras (20'9)
Bombay (10'2)
Bengal (24'2)
' ..
United Provinces (23'8)
Punjab (11"3)
Burma (6'8)
Bihar and Orissa (16'8}
Central Provinces (7'0)
Assam (4•0)
. British India (127) .

.....

..._

....

1917.

1922.

103,994
40,343
·220,354
44,808
54,135
18,093
. 34,734
4,928
13,481
547,569

124,988
. 47,7'?9
193,343
46,103
75,776
17,655
24,"645
3,021
11,102
559,258

-• •

1927.

139,47·7
68,040·
• 238,461
59,788·
114,!163:
40,251
38,197
4,90lt.
15,299
744,444

*The figures inch.ldepupils in the middle and primary department~, if any.;
. : . TABLE

XLVIII.

Number of middle English schools by provinces.
Provmce.

1917.

1927.

1922.

•

..

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Pnnjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

..
..
..
..

•

.

..

-

..
..
....
..
..
..
..
..

189
26(,;
1,610
85
135
100
230
153
113

I

-

II

218
233
1,478
75
178
100
260
150
126

I

212
262
1,616
88 ..
21.8
112
321
156
155
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TABLE

XLIX.

•E.nrolment of middle English schools by pro'Dince$ .

•

•

Province and male-population (in millions).

..

Madras (20'9)
Bombay (10"2)
.Bengal (24'2)
••
United Provinces (23'8)
Punja.J> (11·3)
Burma (6•8)
Bihar anq.Orissa. (1<1"8)
Central Provinces (7"0)
Assam (4•0)
British India (127)

..

....
..

..

......
......
..
..

..
....

..

..

..

..

..

..
..
..
..

1917.

1927.

1922.

'35,802
21,541
162,066
10,964
28,448
14,154
23,873
16,158
11,183
328,766

27,583
-· 19,912
142,684
10,724
48,539
17,292
34,009
23,511
13,412
349,233

29,997
19,123
110,412
6,412
36,912
12,:~68

19,615
13,487
7,867
264,158

*The figures include pupils in the primary department.s, if any.

'10. The next Table shows to what extent the addition of new
high schools has been followed by an increase in the total number
of pupils.
••
TABLE

.

L.

il'verage increase in nttmber of pupils for addition of each higli school
•
jbr the period 1917 to 1927 by prev·inces .

.

~verage

Increase
in high
schools,
1917-1927.

Province.

Madr9S

..

..

Bombay

..

..

Bengal
United

..

Pr~vil}ces

Punjab

..

Burma

..

Bihar and Orissa
Central Provin;es

Assam

..

..
..

..

..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..

..

..
..
..
..

..
..

Increase
in
pupils.

mcrease
in number
of pupils
for each
school
added.

154

35,48!1~

230

65

27,697

426

296

18,107

61

18

14,980

832

165

60,728

81

22,Hi8

35

3,163

6

--26

9

1,818

.

368
273

.

.

99
H

202

12

•
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Provision of new high schools in. a province ought no~mally to
result in a proportionate increase in ·the number of high school
pupils. The preceding Table roughly indicates whether this expectation has been fulfilled, 'though where the <J,ggregate 'figures of
increase are large they may be due to E>xpansion of existing schools
as well as to provision of new schools, and where they .are small
they may be due to contraction of existing schools as well M to
failure of new schools to attract pupils. The last column of the
Table is merely an arithmetical distribution of the additional pupils
among the additional schools. But the figures do appear to' indicate
that in Bengal, Bihar and the Central Provinces, the ecQJlomic
limit. of the provision of new high schools bas b~en reached, and
that in those provinces, apart from undeveloped areas ~hicb are
· not supplied with high schools, the improvement and consolidation
of existing high schools are needed rather than the multiplication
of their number.
11. Distribution of schools·-AltbQugb the provision of sec!indary schools may not be excessive in the aggr~gate, there is evidence
that, in most provinces, their distribution is unequal. A recent
survey in Madras bas shown that there are many ill-attended apd
uneconomic schools in close proximity to large schools and that
the more prosperous areas have been favoured at the expense of the
backward areas. In the United Provinces, and in Bengal in particular, we have been informed in evidence that the {listribution of
the schools is very unequal.
In the Punjab, there has.been a.
similar unevenness J though steps have been )taken towards improve•
ment. The Annual Report for 1925-26 states tba~
" In the sphere of anglo-vernacular education, there baR
been the same tendency to encourage the forward,
but to discourage the backward. The result is that
there· is an ample, possibly too ample, provision of
anglo-vernacular ·education in the progressive and
urban areas, while in the backward and rural areas
schools of this type are painfully few and far between.
Perhaps the main and the most effective means of
encouraging the countryside is the provincialisation of
high schools in rural areas, wfiich policy is beneficial
to those areas in many ways. . . . . . . J:luring the
last five years as many as forty-four such ~chools have
been provincialised. "*
··
( 111.-Expenditure and fees.

12• The following Table shows the total direct" expenditure
from all sources on secondary education by provinces.
•Annual Report, 1925-26, pages 14, 15.
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LI.

/'

I F;xpenditure on secondary schools for boys by provinces .

•

(Including middle vernacular schools.)

Province.

Madras,
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam
Briti$ India
~

•

..

1917,

1922.

1!.l27.

Rs.
47,20,243
35,97,533
86,39,772
39,80,983
33,79,680
30,08,368
17,1!{,017
12,59,701
7,28,064
3,1Q,29,182

Rs.
75,01,789
55,76,973
1,02,84,804
67,64,326
68,75,785
44,25,494
23,39,590
22,48,011
10,88,974
4,tl7,26,905

Rs.
89,77,661
'75,10,232
1,28,34,!J55
77,85,027
1,13,60,3g3
76,40,108
32,29,583
27,14,302
13,12,097
6,61,9~,390

The percentages of increase in the direct expenditure of second-

aiy• schools in the different provinces between the years !917 a.ud
1922 and between 1922 and 1927 were as follows

•

TABLE

:~

LII.

Percentage of irrorease in direct expenditure on secondary schools
for boys, 1917-1927.
(Including Middle Vernacular Schools.)

Province.
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provjnces
Punjab
.• •
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

1917--22. 1922--27.
58'9
55'0
19'0
69'9
103•4
47'1
36•6
78•449'6

19'7
34'7
2~·8

15•1
• 65'2
72•7
~

:-Js·o

20•7
20'5

The high figures for tl:ie Punjab are mainly due to the policy
of converting primary schools into lower middle vernacular' schools
·which are classed as secondary. In Burma also there are a large
number of middle vernacular schools similarly classified.
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13. The following Table shows by. provinces the proportions contributed by Government and local funds, fees and other sources
to the total direct expenditme expressed as percentag~s :- ·
•
TABLE

•

LIII.

Percentage of contributions by sources to direct expenditure on
secondary schools for boys by provinces.
(Including middle vernacular schools.)

.~overnment Funds. ) Local Board Funds.J
rovince ..

11'1

19'9

23'4

2·3

6"5

8"1

113ombay •

26'4

33"8

29'1

a·o

2"4

3"3

'Bengal ••.

11:7

16'6

16•2

3'2

3'3

_3·2

28'1
nlted
Provinces·

50'4

51'3

12'9

9'1

7'4

22'0

35'9 . 45'6

17•7

14'4

32'1

43"5

34'9

20'9

B ihar and
Orissa.

16"9

32'7

27•2

central

28'5

52'8

Assam

26'3

B ritlsh
India.

20'0

.--'
Burma
Provinces.

1927.
-~

55"7

52"2

17"9

50'6

43'7

50"0

20"0 120"1

71•5

62'8

63'9

13'6

17'3

16'7

43'1

26"8

28'8

15"8

13"6

12"5

13'2

49'2

34'6

31'7

11"1

15"1

21"4

22'8

40'3

25"3

26"3

6"7

9'8

16'0

9"5

8'2

15'2

~9'6

40'3

46'3

14'0

18'8

11'3

48'4

35'8

23'6

18'5

26'3

15'4

26'2 • 9'4

8'2

6'9

46'8

46'2

12•7

8'3

9•4

51.'3

35'8

37'7

9'7

9'1

33'1

33'7

9'6

9'2

9'9

56'3

42'0

42'3

14'1

15'7

'

68"7

"

Other soJirces.

""· ""· i""·I ""·I "''·i'"'· , · ',,./,.,;.1 ""·I:.,_

Madras·

1'unjab

I

Fees .
.,--

.

.

I

17"9

•

16"3
17"6

•

~5.

.

..

6'7

14-t

The figures for contributions from Government funds and local
board funds in 1917 do not accurately represent the facts, since
in that year large grants made by Government to local boards were
classified as local board expenditure.
14. The proportion contributed by Government funds has increased in every province, and in two, Madras and the Punjab. h
has .more than doubled in the last ten years. In the latter province
this is due very largely to the policy of establishing Government
high schools in backward areas. In the United Provjnces, the
Central Provinces, and Assam about half the total cost Qf ~condary
' education is now met from Government funds.
On the other
hand, fees in Ben al bear· almost two-thirds of the cost,
in Ma ras and Bom
n the United Provinces,
urma and the Central Provinces, only a litt e over a_
- fourth.. Speakmg generally, except m Bombay, the tnost notable .
• feature is the increase of the cost to Government and the proportionate c!ecrease in the fee income. The total amount of fees in
secondary schools for boys was Rs. 15,771,414 in 1017,.
lis. 17,734,627 .in 1922 and. Rs. 24,304,498 in 1927- an increase
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,of 54·6 per cent. in the decade. Fees meet 63·9 per cent. of the
,'total cost in Bengal and only 26'2 per cent. m the Central 't>ro-_

-.

~dnces.

15. The.rate of f~s has not appreciably risen ~n anglo-vernacular
schools except in Bombay and the Central Provinces and in some
provinces it has actually decreased. The following '11able gives the
Fate of fees in the several provinces ..
TABLE LIV.

Average annual fee: per pupil in boys' anglo-vernacular schools by
•
provinces.
•

••

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam
British India

1917.
Rs.
20•6
23•2
15"3
24'1
16•9
31•5
16'4
13•8
14·8
18·1

1922.
Rs.
23•0
29·8
19•2
26•6
18"0
31•2
19•2
18•8
li•8
21·3

1927.
Rs.
24•1
34•2
19·2
23•1
17•9
28•9
18•0
21•2
14'9
21·5

The differences between the provinces are remarkable. In Bombay the fees are approximately twice as high as those in Assam and
Bihar ana the average fee in Burma is ten rupees higher than the
fee in Bengal. The rates of fees cannot be regarded as high. The
fact that the avertl.ge is less than Rs. 2 per mensem may account
in part for the small variety of courses and the narrow curriculum
~f the schools.
16. The following Table shows the average annual cost per pupil
in a boys' anglo-vernacular secondary school:-

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
•
Punjab.·.
Burma .•
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces ••
.Assam .•
British India

1917.
Rs.
29'9
45•9
21•1
51•5
31•8
63•3
25•8
39'6
25'5
30•2

1922.
Rs.
41•3
68'1
30'3
85•2
44•0
99'1
44'4

80•6
42'2
,!5·9

1927.
Rs.
46•1
68•5
3o·o
61}"5
40'0
87•2
35•8
58'8
33•6
44"7

[n every province except Madras and Bombay, there has been a
decrease in the cost per pupil since 1922 and this is probibly to
~ accounted for by th~ larger average number of pupils per schooL
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i V .-The scope of the secondary system.
17. In recent years there has been much discussion of .certain~
importarit questio11s of organisation such as the coristitgtion of the-·
proper authority for recognising secondary schools, and the relation,
of the intermediate classes to the university and the secondary
systems. Bu~ these matters appear to us as of less importance than•
the main educational problem of how· to provide varied forms of
training for life and employment, suitable for the large numbers.
of boys of varied attainments and circumstances in the secondary
~~-

•

.

18. Uniformity of the system of high and middle Englisht
schools.-In the present system, all sections of the community,..
with their different occupations, traditions aud outlook, and with
their different ambitions a.nd aptitudes, have little, if any, choice of
the type of school to which they wil) send their children. In fact.
the present type of high and middle English school has established itself so strongly that other forms of education are opposed or
mistrusted and there is a marked tendency to regard the pa~s~e·
froru the lowest primary class to the highest class of a high school
as the normal procedure for every pupil. There is notliing
corresponding .to the exodus from many English secondary scliools:
either into practical life or into a vocational institution. The·
limited extent to which pupils are diverted from the geneJial stream
of education at the end of the middle stage is shown in the followjug Table which gives the percentages of those ill the highest class'
of the middle stage who proceeded to the lowest class of the liigli
siage in the various provinces in 1927.
Madras

74•7

Bombay

40•7

Bengal

74•0

United Provinces

84•6:

Punjab

63•4:

Bihar and Orissa ..

55•0

Burma

•I9·0

Central Provinces

49•4

Assam.

69•4

19. This uniform flow of pupils to the high stage, except in
Bombay, Burma and the Central Provinces, is all tlle more remark.
able, !Iince the figures include, except in ;the case of the United Pro"-inces, the pupils enrolled in the middle vernacular schools, wbieli
are supposed to form a complete course. In themselves, tlie
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:figure& are satisfactory in so• far as thev show that wastage,
which forms so depres;ing a feature of the primary echool system, is.
. in no .way £0 prevalent in the secondary schools ; but they ~re
(ilsturbing ~ that they point to the lack of other.and more practical~
for!lls of training than those given in the high schools.
ZO. The reason for the uniformity of the course in the middl&
J.;nglisb and high schools is not far to seek ; it is the influence of_
the matriculation and ar.I tha.fl this means to the Indian boy, both
as an immediate qualification for service, and as a gate to a university coqrse and the possession of a, degree as a higher qualification.
for· service.
21. The lure ~f Government service through matriculation is.
still potent. In some province& a School Final! e~amination has.
been set up, entirely distinct from the matriculation examination,
with the double object of providing an alternative qualification for
entry into Government· service and of widening the secondary curriculum by permitting the inclusion of vocational an,d pre-vocational
subjects. But this innovation has been to a great extent a failure;
for in the provinces in which it has been introduced the number of
cltnrJidates for matriculation has been largely in excess of those
for the School Final exarmination. We cannot say how far this.
may be due in part-icular cases to the· continued insistence of Govf'rnment on m~triculation as a minimum qualification for almost
evPTy form of public employment.
But it is this practice, no
doubc, which maintains and strengthens the belief in matriculation as the only goal of anglo-vernacular education, and confines
the courses in the high schools to tne narrow path leading to it.•
V.-Matriculation in its relation to anglo-vernacular schools.
22. The matriculation examina-tion lias two aspects which we.
shall consider separately : (1) as the terminus of the ordinary anglo-vernacular school·.
course which it so largely controls,
(2) as the qualification for entry to the intermediate course.
7
"\\ e consider now tne first aspect and ask how far the anglovernacular course and tne matriculation are adjusted to each other?"
The examination results shown in the following Table give important ill,formation on this point : •

TABLE

LV.

Percentage of successful candid'ateg at matriculation by pro'Dinces.
19l6-17. 1!121·22:
1926·27.
Bombay
•. ,
45
50
41
Bengal
••
73
78
53
United Provinces
.48
50
55.
Punjab
68
72
53
. • It should be pointed nut that t~e p~th is .Particularly narrow in ~orne pro•
• vm~es, e.g., .Bengal,. where no scJentJfic subJects except m.:clianics and hygiene•
are !Deluded m the h1gh school course. In some other provinces it is wider ..

•

.}06
23. The number of failures is in many cases great. Is the
standard, considered as a measure of attainment and capacity of the
Fuccessfal candidates, too high? The general trend of evidence to
;which we shall refer later shows that on the contrary it is in- many
cases deplorably low; and that where the sta,nda.rd o~ passes is
higher than elsewhere, the standnrd of attainment is correspondingly
lower.
It is of course true that the percentage of failures at school
leaving examinations is as high in some other countries as in India.
Clearly, where this occurs, if tbe standard of examination is a right
one, ;there must be something radically wrong at an earlier stage,
due either to defective teachil!g or organisation of the ichools, or
to the unsuitability of the courses to the natural aptitude of the
pupils.
· ·
.
. :34. One of the defects in the present system appears to be a
defect of organisation. In the opinion of competent witnesses, the
large number of failures at matriculati.on is in part due to the la:JWess
of t,he promotions from class to class. Very many of the pupils are
reported to be reading ·at the high stage who in a reasonably selective svstem would never have been permitted to advance so far on
the road to collegia.:te education. The plain fact is evident that •a
large number of boys are now wasting time, effort and money by
following the existing course in secondary classes and that the
waste is pitiful.
25. The following quotations illustrate the point : •
In Madras·, the Quinquennial Review states that ".the
District Educational officers report that every effort
has been made to check improper promotions, but
unfortunately the reports received from the Secondary School Leaving Certificate examiners show that
promotions are even now by no means satisfactory
in all districts.
The Chief Examiners in English
have reported almost every year that a grea,t many.
schools se.nd up for the Public Examination a number
of candidates who do not deserve to be in Form VI
at all.
Such a statl3 of affairs means, in all probability, that the promotions made in the lower forms
in the schools have not been satisfactory."*
·
i'In Bombay, the Quinquennial Review states that "the fact
would a:r pear to be that many of the pupils promoted to th1! higher standards have not the mental cap~
city for such studies and shoul~ more properly have
been weeded out of the secondary F:chool at an early
stage for' a form of study or an occupation ·better suited
,to their capacity. But experience has shown that the

.

'

•Madras Q. R., pnge 58.
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majority hanker after the School Leaving examination, the certificate for service, while even to have
st.udied in the 7th standard carries with it a certain
commercial value. The remedy lies .with the schoolmaster-to refuse promotion to all except those
who are indisputa.bly fit for the higher classes."*
In the Central Provinces. the Quinquennial Review discusses
the various reasons that have been advanced for th~
unsatisfactory examination results and states that
"it is alleged that promotion from one class to another
is too easily earned ; this is being remedied. A
-tightening up of the test for promotion is bound
to produce temporary hardship but will have beneficial results as soon as teachers and pupils realise
that promotion can be earned by more steady and
accurate work.'' t
VI~--Snggested remedies for-waste. in the ptesent system.
26. vVe have not been able to examine in any detail the courses
:and the subjects leading up to the ·matriculation examination, but
they•appear to us to have sufficient variety to meet requirements in
most; cases. But we think that, as has already been suggested, a
large number of the pupils in high schools would benefit more by
·
!being in schools of another type.
'Two kinds of remedies suggest themselves : •
(1) The retention in the middle vernacular schools of more
of the boys intended for rural pursuits, accompanied by
the iniroduction of a more diversified curriculum in
those schools ;
{2) The diversion of more b::rvs to industrial and commercial
careers at the end of the middle stage, for which provision should be made by alternative courses in that
stage, preparatory to special instruction in technical
and industrial schools.

'27. Retention of more boys in the middle vernacular system.In a previous chapter, we have drawn attention to the fact tha.t the
vast bulk of the population live in villages, and that nearly 75 per
cent. of the total population is dependent on agricultural occupations. Tlie nreation of a suitably devised educational system for
the rural areas is therefore in our view of the first importance.
:38. We have already stated that, at the primary fitage, tlie
courseR fihould be confined, for the present, very largely to the
three R's, though care should be taken to ensure that instruction should be r~lated to matters which the village child sees ~nd
knows and understands; and that his teachers should be men who

•

*Bombay Q. R., page 51.
tPentral Provinces Q. R., page 34.
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understand and are-.sympathetic to the ordinary conditions of rpra.~
life. But there is ample scope for a wider and a more distinctivecurriculum in the middle stage of a vernacular school; here again,
it is essential to adapt the scheme of rural education t~ rural conditions a.nd requirements. We bave already referred to the arrangements made in the Punjab and elsewhere, whereby elementary agriculture is included as a subject in many of these schools : '' The aim is to enrich the middle school course in rurat
areas by the inclusion of agricultural training and,
thus to bring it more in keeping with the env.ironment
of the pupils; and the object i~ to use agriculture·
as a means of mental discipline and trarning and asan important accessory to the general subjects taught:.
in these schools."*
There is no reason why the scope of rural middle schools should;
not be made even more efficient for their purpose by the inclusion·
of teaching in the. elementar~ prineiples of improved village ·sanitation and of the maintenance of co-operative societies, and in other
subjects calculated to improve ithe· well-being of rural areas.
29. The Royal Commission on Agriculture, dealing with the drift
from rural areas to the anglo-vernacular schools and to the towns~·
wrote as follows : -

.

" In a population where only one man in six is even literate
and where, up til recently, little more thaiP the minimum of secondary education sufficed' to make employment under Government or in solUe business house·
practically certain of attainment, it is obvious that
the boy from the village. who had acquired that
education found himself in a very speCial positionHis fellows· regarded him as possessing a qualifica~
tion in virtue of which he could, almost for the asking, obtain employment of a kind which was beyond'
their reach. Scarcity of a desirable thing always
gives it a high, even if it be a fictitious, value. That
value, in the case of secondary education for the boy
from a rural area, has hitherto lain in the road it hasopened out to him for work in the· towns. This hascontributed to the drift of educated bots from the·
village to the town which still continues though the·
conditions which gave rise to it are rapidly changing.
The supply of educated men for ordinary routine·
work under Government and in business houses now·
exceeds the demand . . . . : . . . .In so far as i6
[unemploymentl is accentuated by the drift of educated boys from the villages to the towns·, tl:iere to swell
the ranks of the educated unemployed, it can, in Oltr
• Punjab Government Circu1ar, 1923.
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view, only be remedied by the spread of education iu
.rural areas in combination with · an impro;vement
in the amenities of village life . . . . . . . \Vhen
the percentage .of male literacy rises to seventy.:five ..•
we believe that the feeling, which m~doubtedly exists
.~t present, that in .cultiva.ting his holding and under·
taking manual labour generally, an educated man is
.failing to make the best use of his opportunities will
have largely disappeared. Long before seventy.:five
per cent. of the male population is literate, what is perbaps already suspected will, we hope, become generally
:Slppreciated, namely, that the number of clerical posts
.available is quite insufficient to absorb all those who
have attained the standard of a moderate secondary
education. · ·The day will then have come when
literacy, once · coveted as the passport froin :field to
office, will take its due place as a bare requirement
•
·o'f TUTal respectabil!ty. "*
30. We go further than the Royal Commission and hold that,
~ven now, if the middle vernacftlar course were remodelled and
adaP.ted to rural requirements, and if the opportunities of rural work
and •s~rvice now open to those who complete that course were
more widely Tealised, then not only would the· gravity of the
·prdblems confronting anglo-vernacular education be diminished,
ibnt hmil reconstruction and improvement would be materially
assisted. .We have already pointed out that a large number of vernacular 'niid1lle-pa;ss' men are urgently required each
year to be trained as the primary. school teachers of the future,
and that by this m"eans only can the primary schools be put on a
-sound and healthy basis. As the development of education in rural
;greas and tbe work of rural reconstruction proceeds, there will be
•required a 'host of men who have received a good general education
suited to the needs of their several callings. India should look
•forward to the day when her soldiers, policemen, postmen, buillders,
'farmers, etc., will be literate and will have received that type of
·education which shou1d. be given in rural middle schools. It is
'hoth wasteful a~d 'ha;rm'ful that in many provi~ces almost tlie only
form of eancatton now open to boys who Wish to pursue these
·callings shouia be that given in a middle English school, the training o~ w~icb i~ ba~ed on ur?an r~quireme?ts !lnd the main object
·of wh1ch 1s success m a matriCulat1on exammatwn. We give below
-a relevant quotation from the Punjab Quinquennial Review for
1.922-27:" It follows inevitably that, in the years to come, the
Education Department will find it increasingly difficult to fill its vernacular training institutions with

•

• Report·of•the 'Royal Commission on Agriculture, page 5'39,
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suitably qualified recruits. There is also the widet
question whether or not there are a sufficient numb~r·
of successful candidates in the Vernacular Final,
examination to fill even the salaried vernactJlar posts·
wh~ch are required for the development M rural activities. It may be that a reacti'On bas already set in
against the drift to the anglo-vernR(;ular course. n
is pathetic to feel that, though there are thousand& •
of matriculates without employment, there is, or
shortly will be, a serious shortage of young men who
have received a good general education through the
medium of the vernacular."*
.
.
31. The issue bas been clouded by the controversy as to whether
or not ~be study of English should be included in the course of a
vernacular middle school. Mr. Mayhew, who is among those who
hold the negative view, writes with regard to English :-

.

"'rhere is no subJect mm~e calculated to draw awa.y hoya
from industrial pursuits to clerical and sedentaryj
work . .
If it c~ be confined to the higher grade
schools and continuatioi1 courses for those whp )lave
passed the primary [middle vernacularJ course n6
gTeat harm will be done." t
~ln certain provinces, notably in Bengal, it has been urged. that
there is no prospect for a secondary school ht which Englisll
is not taught. If this be so, special classes might be !Jrovided a.t'
the end of the course in the middle vernacuiar schools in.which
English would be taught intensiv,ely as a spoken and written
language.
32. While, we are convinced that the development and reconstruction of the middle vernacular school would contribute to the
solution of the secondary as well as the prima.ry school problems,
we do not wish for a moment that opportunities should be withheld from those Village boys who may still be eager to enter an
anglo-verna<:ular school with a view to passing the matriculation
and obtaining employ:r;nent in the town and possibly a high poeition
in the State .. For this reason, in particula-r, we have alrea~y criticised the unequal distribution of facilities for anglo-verna.cular education which obtains in some of the provinces. It is ,possible that
our suggestion of an intensive course in English at the end of the
vernacular course may be useful in making easier the transition
from the vernacular to an anglo-vernacular school, especially as
many witnesses have told us that the boy who has received a vernacular schooling, ~hough he may be handicapped at first by his weaKness iri Engnsh,.very often outstrips the anglo-verrt~cular boy in the
• Punjab Q. R., page 65.
t The Education ·Of India, by Arthur :\fayhew, page 248.
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long run, in consequence of his better grasp of those general sub-

je<;ts which he has learnt through the vernacular,
33·: Diver~ion of boys to Industrial Trainiilg.-There is also the
··boy to be considered whose bent is to industrial rat.her than rurab
pursuits; and it is unreasonable that he also should be compelled.
to undertake a secondary school course which "leads only tothe matriculation examination and which is dominated throughout by its requirements. It is true tha't in almost all provinces.
attempts have been made in recent years to introduce pra.ctical
or pre-vocational instruction in the ordinary schools; but it is
evident • that there has been as yet no clear appreciation
of the aiw of such instruction, and its proper relationship tOo
the ordinary school course. In some provinces, it is regarded merely as a form of manual instruction which is helpful
as part of the general education of pupils ; it is to be welcomed
as such. In other provinces, although the instruction is definitely. intended to be pre-vocational, it is imparted in the higher
classes of secondary schools to pupils who, in the majority of cases,
are striving to qualify for admission into the colleges and haveno intention whatever of making use of the instruction as a prelintirl'ary to technical training. Only in a few cases is this instruction imparted in such a manner and at such a stage of the school
course that pupils are definitely encouraged, after receiving a suitab1emetotsure of gen~ra-l education, to leave school in order to 1.ake up
some practical occupation or to receive technical instruction in a
special inMitution.
34. The uncertainty of aim and thought has been accentuate"d
oy the fact that: in most prqvi:nces, the industrial schools are
controlled by a separate Department of Industries and, in some
cases, by a minister other than the Minister of Education; and
therefore that they tend to be regarded almost as rivals to the
ordinary schools. It is the exception rather than the rule
to find in India an educational svstem in which the industriat
and the ordina.ry s(:hools are regarded as ~omplelhentary to eacli
other. All pupils, whatever be their aim of life, should first receive·
general education, but it should be open to boys at some imitable
stage in ~he suQsequent course to branch off to craft schools or to.
vocational classes.'* V.l e are told that the industrial schools are
not widely.appreciated at present, but we are hopeful that if once
industrial training is given its proper place in the higher stages of
the educational system, many of the boys who now waste time and
monev in ~ secondary school will be diverted to more frnitful formfi
of ed~cation and occupation.

* As an illustr~tion of the lack of adjustment between the industrial and the
ordinary system, we may point out that the industrial primary school, such as
it exists in some provinces, implies a misdirection of effort, since it is premature
for small children of six or seve~ years of age to receive training in a trade or
e.raft.

•
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. 35 ..Our evidence shows that in the few places where the industrial schools have recruited their pupils at the proper stage of the
-ordinary school course com:.iderable success has attended the tt:ai:ning
given, and the majority of the pupils so trained hav~ easily found!
•.
-employment.
•

•

· The Government Industrial Institute at Madura. in· the
Madra~ Presidency, which was opened in 1920, provides for :a· :number df co~rAeS in wood-work, metalwork, motor-ca:r driving and mechanism, oil and gas
engine driving., the care of industrial maehinery, car- ·
pentry, ca:.binet-ma'king., tformdry-work, blacksmith's
work, etc., and it is reported that almost every student
who bas left the institution ·since· its foundation has
·secured employment. In 'Bombay, the Government
'Technical Institute, Ahmedabad, and the Municipal
''Jlechnica:I Institu:te, Snrat, both recruit their appren;tices from pupils who have completed the middle anglowernacular stage. and.the succeAA of thet:e institutions
is ·reflected in the large increase in their enrQlmerit
during the ·past five years. 'The special classes condueted 'by ·t:~e. Public Works Departme?t at D~rruri
near Poona mclnde a course for apprentices who 1iave
completed the rriifHlle anglo-'vernacuhr stage; and it is
noteworthy that the ma-nager of the classes repo;ts ·
, that the demand for good cra'ftsmenl1as been so lrtrge
1that many of the apprentices left before completing
their course owing to their being ab]e to command a
good salary after two or three years' apprentiooship.
The Secretary of the ,.Committee of Direction for Technical Education in Bombay, writing of the technical
schools in the Bombay Presidency, similarly· states
that, "in many of the schoo1s very few boys complete
the three ·yeara' course and after one a.nd a half to two
years' of 'training they get ·employment. The oortiflcates obtained are of a distinct valne to the bovs a.nd
carry a considerable amount df weight in ·various· districts •• .•
36. It has been suggestea tbat in order to facilitate the diversion
'Of pupils to industrial schools and to other pursuits, an examina,.tion
'should be held to mark the completion of the middle ~age of the
·ancrlo-vernacular course, corresponoing to the examination held in
so;;1e provinces to mark fhe termina;tion of the midi!.Je vernacular
course. Many witnesses 'have deplored the abandonment of the
·anglo-vernacular middle £c'hool examination and have suggested
that, in consequence, many 'boys who are ill-suited fpr further study
<On more academic 1ines, al'e tempted to stay on at a seeondary
•

Bomb~v~Q. n., page 11'11.
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school when they ought to take to something else. The following
quota.tion from the Punjab Quinquennial Review supports this
rview : ·
.-'Th~s· examination (the anglo-vernaeulFr middle school
examination) should be the great schoo1 junction and
cleaTing house. By its means, boys would be drafted
into that line of study for which each appeared to
be most suited."*

.

· VII.-Matriculation in relation to the intermediate course .
;37. The intermediate course, as we shall see, is in some places
definitely t1:eated as a higher part of the secondary system, though
jt. is still retained in the majority of the provinces as part of the
university. For !the sake of convenience we discuss the relations
of matriculation to the inter;nediate course in this chapter.
3~. The extent to which matriculation is regarded not only a':l
the terminus of the ordinary seeondary course but as a pa.ssage from
the school course to a collegiate education is shown in the following
'Table:-

• •
LVI.
<Percenta,;;e ratio of students 1:n the first intermerl:iate yea·r to those
·
who passed the matriculation or school final in 19!27.
TABLE

B~mbay

Bengal
'United Pro~ces ..
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces ..
Assam

I

59·9
80•3
42•8
35·1
81•1
64•6
67•0
47•9

The ambitious pupil has no alternative objective offered to him
and therefore follows the time-honoured and formerly profitable
path of climbing to academic heights which have now become
somewhat barren.
39. We shall deal in more detail in the next Chapter with the
waste which 'this involves. We have now to point out that owing
.to the inefficiency of the matriculation standard the waste begins
at an early stage, if the boy proceeds to an intermediate course in
which instruction is given in the form of mass lectures. The
Calcutta University Commission pointed out thE inability of the
average boy t<' understand such lectures, owing to nis want of know'ledge of English. We have received precisely similar and more

•

• Punjab Q. R., page 32,
K
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.recent evidence on this point. In the last Quinquennial Review of.:
the Punjab there appears the following statement:"The School Board ... after a prolonged investigl!'tion, came to·
the conclusion that 'the standards of examinMion in•
gene~al are low and are deteriorating, ~gpecially in
English. The attainments of the first year students
in colleges are such that very many are unable to·
follow the lectures adequately'. This conclusion was
strengthened by the fact that many boys from outside
the jurisdiction of the University preferred to enter
the Punjab matriculation examination as- private
candidates instead of aJ;Jpearing for the e1aminations
of their own universities."*
The defect has been accentuated in the Punjab by the influx of a
large number of young boys below the age of fifteen which has been
rendered possible by the abandonment of the age limit for matricu~oo.
•
The Bombay Quinquennial Re;iew states that :-'' with every
increase in the numbers of those taking secondary education there·
is a fall in the standard of efficiency, owing chiefly to the fact that
lower and lower strata are being tapped, and the majority of\nose·
who pass the schodl-leaving examination are altogether unfit for
higher studies. . . . . It can easily be understood how the general
weakness of the candidates helps to lower ths standard of the
. examination, since examiners are only human ~nd it is.inevitable
that in fixing their test they should, to a certain extent, be influenced, insensibly, by the general quality of the work. The pro-blem of the unfitness of the students who join tlie colleges from the·
schools has been discussed repeatedly by Committees and Commissions, ~ho have usually thrown the blame on the schools and
have demonstrated how the work in the schools is to be 'improved.
But it cannot be emphasised too strongly that the dominating factor
is the school leaving examination, that being the test whether a
boy or girl is fit to take higher studies." t
40. The Calcutta University Commission were definitely opposed
·to the giving of instruction by means of mass 1edures to boys who
had only just matriculated, and suggested that the needs of interme.diate students would be better met by school-teaching, given in
relatively small classes of about 30 pupils by compe~nt teachers
and under school discipline. As a consequence, i't wa.s proposed
that the intermediate classes should be removed from the sphere
of university teaching. The proposals of the Commission have been
considered in most prov'inces and, as a result, a number of intermedialte colleges have been established in the Punjab, the United
Provinces and the Dacca University area.
*Punjab Q. R., page 31.
51.

t Bombay Q. R., page

•
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In the Punjab, the intermediate colleges comprise four classes
only, two intermediate and two high classes. The
· two intermediate classes are still regarded as coming
• within the purview of the UniveJsity.
In the United Provinces, the intermediate colleges have been
definitely separated from the university and have been
formed by the addition of two intermediate classes to
some of the secondary schoois.
In the Dacca University area, the intermediate colleges for
men comprise only two classes at present.
The
intermediate college for women is attached to a.
•
secdndary school.
In Bihar, the experiment of separating the intermediate
from the higher university classes was tried in one
centre but the old system has now been restored.
41. Opinion is much divided as to whether or not the new types
of itltermediate college have proved a success. But it is clear that
in many cases these colleges have not been established under the
conditions recommended by the Calcut:ta University Commission
q,n~ that the system has not heen given a fair chance of proving
its value. In some of the colleges the classes are so large as to
make it impossible to give any instruction except the mass lecture
'Yhich the system was designecl to avoid. In others, again, strain
and dissatisfaetion have been caused by staffing an intermediate
college ~vith a combination of secondary school teachers who received
w~at was -to them a welcome. improvement in pay and status, and
teachers from affiliated collegef't who were chosen as being the least
suitable for degree-teaching, and who felt their new position to be
a degradation.
The controversy as to whether the intermediate course should, or
should not, form part of the university system is still acute.

VIJJ.-Teaahing.
42. The efficiency of a school depends mainly on an adequate
provision of competent and well trained teachers. The proportion
of trained teachers in secondary schools varies greatly from province
to province.
'l'ABT_,E LVII.
Percentage of· tra·ined teachers in secondary schools jor boys by
·
pro-r;inces.

*Middle Schools. High Schooi,,
Madras ..
81
7'2
Bombay
12
22
Bengal ..
27
12
United Provinces .•
7f:i
Punja~ ..
68
Burma ••
59
Bihar and Orissa .•
62
Central Provinces .•
fl4
Assam ..
50
:·.d
* Includes middle vernacular schools.
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43. 'rhe contrast between Bombay and Bengal, on the one
hand, a:nd Madras and the Punjab, on the other, is striking. I,t ig
evident that the proportion of trained teachers in the first named pro.;
vinces is altogether .inadequate. They are a mere sprinkling, and
many Echools have no trained teachers at all. Even wl~ere there
are one or two, they are too few to make their presence felt ann to
raise the general level of teaching. It is only natural that they
soon lose heart and take the line of least resistance, The following
figures for the three older provinces are instructive : -

LVIII.
,1 verage number of teachers per high school. •
TABLE

Madras
Bombay
Bengal

20'1
14'5
12'8
TABLE LI~.

Average number of trained teachers per high school.
Madras
Bombay
Bengal

••

15'6
3·2
1'8

• •

44. What makes the situation more hopeful i:s that some progress in this matter has been made in the last ten years, exce:pt
in Bombay and Bengal. The percentage of trained ·teachers in all
secondary schools, high and middle, in 1917, 1922 and 192'1 in tlie
different provinces was as follows : TABLE

LX.

Percentage of trained teachers in boys' secondary schools of all
kind8.
Province.
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
C-entral Provinces
Assam
India

•

1917.

1922.

1927.

64•0
22•3
18•7
45•7
64•8
47·2
35·6
-10·5
3-1'0
37·,t

69•1
26•5
20•3
54'9
67'9
61·8
43·8
57·6
·i0·7
45·9

78'7
9()•1

20•2
59'2
69•3
59'6
51'0
•
· 6-t· L
44·9
51'1

These figures indicate that, in most provinces, considerable
efforts have been rp.ade to provide trained teachers. •
45. In many provinces an untrained teacheF cannot now be
permanently appointed as an ordinary class master in high and
middle schocib, but sufficient facilities have not yet been provided.
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for training in most provinces. The number of pupils in training
for men are shown in the following Table : -

col~eges

TABLE

LXI.

• Number of students in training l:olleges .
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
.Punje.b
B1ll'Illa
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces

•

1917.
112

34
93

1922.
211
32

llS

272

217
406

19
65

38
135

Ill

1927.
224

48
136'
~58'

269'
12
57
120

Assam

Provision is made in the Dacca Training College for a small num.
ber.of teachers from Assam. The fluctuations in the figures of
some provinces are probably due to a reorganisation of the courses.
Those in the Punjab are due to the fact that, in 1922, a number of
vernacular teachers were wrongly included in the figures. In relatio~ to their needs, Bombay and Bihar have very ·few students
under training.
46. From the evidence before us there appear to be great differences in the qnality of the training colleges in the several provinces.
In somi the methods used are conventional and obsolete ; in others
valuable work is being done on the investigation and application
of modern methods and there is evidence that they are accomplishing real work in· the way of stimulating experiments and in introducing new methods into the schools. The best of these institutions are attracting a keener and more intelligent type of recruit and
are inspiring him with a new spirit. Institutions such as these are
turning out not merely mechanically trained teachers but men able
to appreciate the many-sided difficulties of school organisation and
well-equipped to meet them.
On the other hand, we feel that enough cannot be done in the
short space of nine months, which is all that is usually available, to
uproot the old methods of teaching to which many of the students
are accustomed; and for many of the teachers more frequent refresher c~m'ieS at the training colleges would be of great advantage.
47. Conditions of Service.-As in the case of primary schools,
the average quality of the teacher and of the teaching depends to a
considerable extent on the pay and conditions of service. The best
type of men cannot be attracted to the profession so long as these
remain unsa~isfactory and only too frequently the teachers have
no heart in their work. In no province is the pay of the teacher
sufficient t{) give him the status which his work demands and in •
.some provinces. e.g., Bengal and Bihar, the pay of the teacher is
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often woefully low.* The conditions of service, though still far
from satisfactory, have improved in recent years and provident fund.
and pension schemes have been widely introduced. But the m()st
serious difficulty facing the teacher in the great majority of priv~tely
managed schools, anti in some managed by local bodies, is illsecurity
of tenure. Generally, no contracts or agreements are made. and
teachers are frequently sent away at short notice. We have had
it in evidence that some schools even make it a practice to recruit
teachers tempor::trily for nine months, thus avoiding the payment
of vacation salaries, the payment of increments and the necessity
for appointing permanent trained men. The salaries of teachers
are not infrequently paid very irregularly and compulsory levies for
school purposes are sometimes made from the 'teacher~ slender
earnings. In spite of what has been done in recent ye3rs, the condition~ of service of the teacher must be greatly altered before the
quahty of secondary education can become satisfactory.

JX.-General r:onditions• of school life.
48. In the last decade there has been much improvement in
school life. This has no doubt been due to the inspiration of ~~
better type of training colleges which have been sending out young
teachers trained to regard education as something much wider than
mere book-learning. Intensive physical training, the organisation
of games and scout-craft now form an essential part ·of the courses
in the larger training colleges in India and the results t>f thifl
training have been visibly reflected in \the increasing activities .of
the schools. For the improvement of physical training, most
provinces have appointed Directors or Advisers for Physical Instruction and in Madras and the Pnnjah, for example, the old gymnastic
instructor is being rapidly replaced by well-qualified physical
training experts. We have been favourably impressed by the drill
and physical exercises which we have seen in some of the schools.
There has been a wide-spread extension of the organisation of
games and the ordinary teacher is taking a more active part in the
athletic activities of the schools. The formation of Provincial
Athletic Associations and the holding of tournaments has served as
a further stimulus.

* The Bengal Quinquennial Review (page 43) states that " it has b~n pointed
out over and over again that the salary of the schoolmaster in Ben~al is a misnable pittance, often lower than that of a menial servant or that of a casual labourer.
Here fl.gures are available which need no comment. In the Chittagong division,
t.he average [monthly] salary of a high school teacher is Rs. 51·7, of a middle
school teacher Rs. 18·2. In Ra.jshahi 70 per cent. of the high school teachers
receive b3twem Rs. 20 and Rs. 70 and the actual avera!;e is Rs. 44·5".
The Bihar Quinquennial R.;view (page 23) states that ths average monthly
salarv of a teacher in a board secondarv school i3 Hs. 26·6, or a teacher in
a mu;1icipat secondary school Rs. 31 ·5 and; of a teacher in a privately managed
secondary school Rs. 37·9.
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49. Health.-The general health of the school boy is receiving
The first step
",towards improvement has been the institution of medical inspection
1
. ·~n several ~rovinces, but inspection alone is wor~h very little ex~pt
f~r statishcal purposes and as paving the way for and demonstratmg
th'e need of treatment. rrhe provisiOn of treatment has been made
in Rome places. We were much interested by the account
given by Major J. R. D. Webb, I.M.S., of wha~ he had done for
the medical inspection and treatment of all boys and girls in the
town of Simla. He is now engaged in similar work in Delhi.
:f:tr greater attention than it did 'ten years ago.

50. Bois Scouts.-The rapid development of the Boy Scout
movement has been another welcome addition to school activities.
The growth of this movement since Indian boys were first enrolled
in the Baden Powell Association in 1918 has been very great and
·in 1927 there were over 113,000 boy scouts &Jnd cubs in British
India, Bombay and the Punjab each contributing over 20,000
scouts. · The movement has b~en assisted by provincial grants, and
in 1927 nearly 1·75 lakhs were sanctioned for the local associations
by the provincial Governments .

. ..

51. General Improvement.-Thus, in spite of manifest defects
and difficulties, there are hopeful signs of hea.lthy progress.
In. many places the teacher is· improvrng and, in provinces where
the training colleges are good, improvement will be more marked
in the ft~ture. Many of the schools are. better equipped and are
brigJ.1ter and healthier institutions tha.n they were. The new spirit
aroused by game~, athletics, scouting, social work and clubs is full
of promise.. The residential and hostel system has been greatly
extended.
52. The Royal Military College at Debra Dun has demonstrated
what can be done to provide a new type of education for the children
of well-to-do parents. The value of the corporate life, of the meals
in common and of the traditions and aims of the institution has
been widely recognised. There is a demand· for a better type than
the ordinary secondary school of the country. This demand is reflected in the support given to schools which are being promoted by
the Parsee community in Bombay and by the Public School Association fmpded by the late Mr. S. R. Das.
53. Of the general excellence of the material in Indian secondary schools for boys those of us who have lived in the country
Many pupils have been able to
can speak with confidence.
overcome the great difficulties which confront them.
Witb'
adequate adju~tment in the sec:ondary school system and with the
strengthening of the present efforts to brighten and enrich the
r;choollife of the pupils, the schools in India should be able to contri.bute in jncreasing measure to the \':ell-being of public life in the
.country.

•

CHAPTER VI.
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Education
for the Directing Classes :Universities.
~

/
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1. For reasons "which we have explaine(l in Chapteli, we hariebeen unable to attempt anything approaching a complete sur:;ley
of the growth of universities during the last decade. We have-~
therefore, limited ourselves to certain aspects of that growth tha.t
seemed to us of major importance, and we have incidentally illustrated our views by reference to certain institutions. We havethus been unable to give more than a passing reference -to many
of the universities, or to allot to them space con-esponding to their
importance in the system of higher education in India.

I.-Universities, old and new.
2. The older Universities.-The first universities in India ·were
established in the Presidency towns.of Calcutta, Madras and-Born•
bay in 1857, as a result of Sir Charles Wood's Despatch of 1854::
In 1882, a university for the Punjab waf'l founded at Lahore; and,
five year~ ln.ter, one for the United Provinces at Allahabad.. All'
these univers~ties were of the same type. The actual teaching wascarried on in the affiliated colleges which were scattered tHroughout
the area over which each university.had jurisdiction; and the functions of the universities were limited to affiliation ood examination.
The Hunter Commission of 1882 encouraged the growth LJf private
enterprise, and the constitution of the universities was fav·ourable
to the multiplication of priva.te colleges. In 1902, the total number of affiliated arts colleges had risen to 140, of which 108 wereunder private management. This rapid development placed a severe
strain on the existing organisations and it became evident that the
universities had insufficient power to ~npervise and control the worli
of the affiliated colleges.
3. University Commissions.-It was chiefly on this account that
the Universities Commission of 1902 was appointed. In accordance
with its recommenda.tions, the Indian Universities Act was passed·
in 1904 with a view to strengthening the educa1tional element in the
Senates, to increa'sing the proportion of elected Fellows, to extending
the power of the univers~ties in respect of the control, inspection
and affiliation of colleges, and. to enabling the universities to undertake the work of teaching and research. But, in spite of the Act
of 1904, tthese universities continued to be almost entirely examining·
bodies. In 1917, there were 184 colleges affiliated to the five·
older universities, with a total enrolment of over 60,000 students,
of whom more than 28,000 belonged to Calcutta -gniversity. In
their Resolution of 1913 the Government of India had pointed out
( 120
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the dangers inherent in this unrestricted expansion and suggested
ihfllt it was l'l.ecessary to limit the area of affiliating universities and
also 'Ito· create new teaching and residential universities.
In ·view ·of the condition of Calcutta U niv~rsity, a Commissionwas appoit\ted in 1917, and their report was pres~nted in 1919. The
report confirmed the opinion that a reorganisation of the existing
lllliversities was urgently needed and that a new type of unitMJ?
teaching and residential university should be instituted. In 1920,
the Government of India commended generally to local Governments the recommendations of the Calcutta University Commission.
4. New Universities.-In the eight years that followed, as many
as eight ~w universities were founded, in addition to the Benares.
Hindu and Patna Universities which had been instituted previously
to 1920, the former in 1916 and the latter in 1\H 7. The eight new
universities were the Muslim University at Aligarh (1920), Rangoon·
tl920), Lucknow (1920), Dacca (1921), Delhi (1922), Nagpur (1923),
Andhra (1926) and Agra (1927). A new unitary university is now
in course of formation at Chidambaram in the Madras Presidency.
These new universities are not all of the same type. As a·rule,
~~here there is only a single university in a province it must necessarily be of the affiliating type, partly in order to cover the area,
adequately, and partly to avoid the alternative of abo!ishing the·
existing colleges. Thus Patn:;t and Nagpur Universities are of the·
~diiliating type•though they also exercise cerlain teaching functions.
The Andhra University, which is in the Madras Presidency and'
serves the needs of a larg-e linguistic area, is at present of the
affiliating type, but the higher teaching has been limited to a comparatively sman·number of centres. The complete transformation
of Allababa.d into a unitary and ~teaching university waR accompanied'
by the creation of Agra as an affiliating university.
5. Unitary and Teaching Universities.-It is only where more
than one umversity exists in a. provinee, one of which is of the·
affiliating kind, that the other or others have conformed to the unitary type. For instance, Dacca in Bengal, and Lucknow anCl'
Allahabad in :the United Provh~ces. are unitarv. So also are thG
Hindu University at Benares and the Musliw U~1iversity at Aligarh,
both of which are intended primarily for the benefit of communities
spread throughout India.In certain circumstances, the unitary university is the better
f:ype. Provided that: a eorpor11te life can be evolved in the halis
which is comparable to the traditions of the better colleges in the
older universities, that the teaching is properly organised in the
several departments of S:tudy, and that the members of the several
university al.lthorities are both competent and capable of understanding the significance of such a university, then a unitary university should result in more efficient teaching, more effective expendi- •
• t.ure of the available resources, closer eontact between staiD
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imd students and a more stimulating corporate life.
We are
unable to offer any definite opinions as to whether the~e
,conditions have been fulfilled satisfactorily in all the unitary
universities of India. Three of our members* visited' Da~a and
were glad to find otilat the departments of study are well-organised and are producing a considerable amount of research work
both in arts and science, that tutorial instruction is given on a
'ivider scale than in manv of the older universities. that there is
growing up a healthy and vigorous life in the halls of residence,
that the library is well stocked with books and periodicals, of which
good use is made by the students. Some of our members h~ve also
Yisited the University of Allahabad a.nd were imi,Jressed by the progress which· has been made. Vve were unfortunately •prevented
from visiting the Hindu University at Benares, but have been informed tl1at the teaching acti,·ities of the university are wa.vely
bampNed by lack of funds. In Rangoon, -vvhich is still in its initial
stages, all the higher teaching in arts and science is given in two
constituent and contiguous colleges Jllaced on the university estate.
There is a University Department of Engineering, which has been
established on the same estate.

• •

6. His clear, however, that the requirements of India cannot. be
met solely by unitary universiti.es and that. the affiliating university
is likely to remain for many years·to come. In 1922, there were 1152
. affiliated arts colleges and in 1927 as many as 232." In India, the
number of students in a unitary university must be relatively small,
-and the total numBers in the seven universities which are mor~ or
less unitary-Allahabad, Benares, Aligarh, Rallgoon, Lucknow,
Dacca and Delhi-are less than a sixth of those in the seven affiliating universities (excluding Agra). They are equal only to the
number in the Punjab University alone, much less than that of
Madras, and less than half that of Calcutta. The establishment of
Dacca University, for example, has no doubt improved the lot of
its thousand or more students, but it has not appreciably diminished the heavy burden of Calcutta University. If all university
students were to be gathered into· the unitary folds, then no fewer
than twenty or more such universities would be required.
7. Organisation of teaching and research in affiliating universities.-An important deve}opment has been the assun;tption of the
functions of teaching, especially in the higher ranges of study, and
of the encouragement of research by the affiliating universities.
In Madras, the University bas its own sta.ff in economics and
Indian history ; and it is establishing a Research Institute in botany, zoology and bio-chemistr"y, and departments for higher teaching in Indian philosophy,
mathematics and other subjects.

•
*

Sir George Anderson,' Sir Sultan Ahmed and Raja Narendra Nath.
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ln Bombay, in 1924-25, all post-graduate training was placed
under the control of a Board of Management consisting
of nine members appointed by the Syndicate, but a
• large part of the actual teaching is given by members
l()f ~the collerre
staffs. The University has itt: own
0
Department of economics and sociology, with its own
staff; and there are part-time lecturers in other subjects such as Sanskrit and mathematics.

In Calcutta, the post-graduate teaching in arts and science
was in 1917 placed under the immediate management
.of the . University, which has a staff of about
three hundred professors and lecturers, some of
whow are college lecturers working part-time for the
University. Except in the laboratories, there are no
heads or dep:trtments. For the organisation of this
\York, Post-Graduate Councils in Arts and Science have
been created, including all the teachers in the several
departments of s.tudy. These Councils have very
considerable powers of their own, and are not under
• •
the effective control of the other authorities of tho
Univetsity.
• In Lahore,.the University maintains its O\Yn colleges in law,
• commerce and oriental languages ; and also its own
chemistry laboratories and department.
A number
of university professors have also been appointed. In
additiCm, a rertain number of Honours Schools are
organised by the University, the staffs being drawn
from its own staff and from part-time college lecturers.
8. It has not been possible for us to examine these activities in
any detail. It is inevitable that if such higher teaching is
to be carried out with efficiency and economy in affiliating universities then~ should be a large measure of conce~trated effort in places
where there are adequate libraries and teaching facilities, or where
ihey can be made available without extravagant expenditure of
money. This is particularly the CfLRe in the tP.aching of science;
and one of "!ihe most promising developments of recent years has
'been the rapid development of scientific teaching and research in
the chief oniversity centres.
\1. But \\·here a concentration of higher work is effected by a
uniw~rsit?

in one or more plac8s, particular care should be taken
that the life and work of the better colleges in those centres are not
stifled. ·where large numbers of students of all ages are congreg11ted togetner. the corporate life and tradition8 of good colleges
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are invaluable. Care should also be taken to safeguard the efficient teaching of the pass students. The opinions of the Calclitt~
University Commission are relevant to this matter :7
.
"Another group of correspondents propose that, .. the begin~
ning already made by the university in the provision,
of post-graduate courses should be extended, and tha.t
the courses for the degrees of B. A. and B. Sc. with,
honours should be separated from tbe pass courses and
undertaken directly by the university ...... The .. .
colleges would be left to do pass teaching only. Tliesupporters of this plan are content to assign" to them·
a humble function, for which they mi~ht be sufficiently manned with teachers·mainly second rate.: ....
But a further and perhaps more important effect of
this scheme would be to reduce the colleges to a
position of insignificance and humiliation, and to·
make an unhappy cl~avage among the student. body.
The students [and the teachers J would be divided into
two classes, superior beings called university students,
and inferior called college students ; and both sides
would suffe:r;. The college students would be deprivedof the advantages of association witli their ablest
conte:mporaries. The. university students would be
deprived of the social bene':fits of college life-benefitswhich, even under the present system, ar~ to someextent realised by some of the better colleges."~
10. We have had the opportunity of examining the relations of
a university to its colleges at the headquarters of two universities;
the Univer~ity of Patna, which is an affiliating university and the
Universitv of Delhi which mav be termed a 'semi-unitary' university.
"
·
·

In Patna, a considerable advance has been made possible by the
concentration of t.he TTniversity and college bnildingf' in t.he universitv area and bv the construction of new buildings and laboratories,
All the teaching work in the city is given by~ the college staffs,
and the TT niversitv reQ"ards its main fund-ions at this centre to be·
the enconragement of a stron~ corporate life among the studentsand the provision of an organisation by which· the Q£ll!eges are
enabled to formnlate plans of co-operation among themselves. The
university spirit is also foE~tered by a University Training Corps and~
by the establishment of university societies and athletic tournaments. We were impressed by the happy rel~tions between 'the
colleges and the University a.nd between the coJJe.!Ses tliemse!ves at
this centre. We had no opportunity of visiting any•of the affiliate(t
colleges outside Patna itself.
*Calcutta University

Commi~sion

Report, Vol. IV, page 251.

•
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We have termed Delhi a semi-unitary university. It has three
.fi.rst-gJ;ade colleges with independent gover:ning_ bb~es, all si~uated
in or \lear <the city of Delhi. The Urnvers1ty 1tself car:p~s on
.teaching only in law, economics, philosophy and el€mentary science,
and has a small library. We have eX'amined a number of witnesses,
official and non-official, on the subject o~ this University. It
appears that the University was constituted with resources entirely
inadequate to its proper development. We understand that
a Committee of Enquiry w::ts appointed by the Government
of India to report on the affairs of the University, but the report
has not •yet been published and we are not acquainted with
its contente.
The- University is clearly in a transitional stage.
We think it would be a loss to Tndia if the healthv traditions of the
three colleges were sacrificed by a too rigid adhere~ce to the formula.
of a unitary university, and that it would be preferable to retain the
vigorous life and traditions of the colleges, and to place on the
University the duty of organising the higher work by a combination of ·suitably qualified teachers at present carrying on higher
work in the colleges with teachers appointed by the University
itself.* The University would thus aim at supplementing and not
supf>lanting the staffs of the colleges.
It should be an essential
,function of the University to provide and maintain science labora-tories and a central library on an adequate scale which would enable
the ·teachers to keep themselves up-to-date.
1!.-Univ~rsity

Constitutions. Subsidies to Universities and
Colleges .
.,..._
11. The constitutions of the universities in British India are
<J.efined bv University Ac;ts which have been passed from t.ime to
·time. We do not consider it necessary to describe them in detail,
b1;t discuss certain general features of these constitutions.
In most of the modern universities and in several of the older
universities whose Acts have recently been amended, the Governor-General is the Visitor with powers of inspection ; but in Patna and
• Each of the three first-grade colleges has its own corporate life and traditions.
St. Stephen's College was founded in 1881 and is maintained by the Cambridge
Mission. The college has a fine record and has restricted 1ts numbers so that a
well-errang:ed system of tutorial insh·uction and an intimate contact between
str,ff and students have been rendered possible. A large number of Oxford and
·Cambridge grq.duates have come to India in the service of the Mission a-nd the
college, while a nnmber of diRtinguisl1ed Inninn graduates have been willing to
·serve the college on salarjes which were probably lower than they could have
obtained elsewhere.
The Hindu College was fnunded in 1889 to provide mainly for students of the
Hindu commwnity. It is ccntrolh·d by a Board of twelve Trustees and Hindu
religious instrnetion of a non-sectarian kind iR given in tlJe college to Hindu
-pupils. The college has several hostels and pluying-fields a.nd its main building is
situated in the city of Delhi.
The Romjas College was founded by Bai Sahib Kedarnath in 1917 with the
intenticn of providing a re~idential <'ollege remote from the distractions and
temptations of a large city. The college is situated a few miles outside the city
-oi Delhi and is largely residential.
There are also- four socond-grade collej:;es, including one for women.
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in Bombay, these rights are vested in the Governor of the provipce
concerned. In Benares and Alzgarh, the Governor-General·is the
Lord Rector, and in Delhi he is the Chancellor, but he has .visitorial
functions and rig.Ms except in Benares, where the Go¥ernor of the
United Provinces has the style and powers of Visitor.
In several of the new un1versities, the previous sanction of the
Governor-General is necessary before a university can recognise
as equivalent to its own an entrance examination held by another
university or authority. At Benares, no statute making any
change in the constitution ofitheCourt, Council, Senate or Syndicate
can be made without the previous sanction of the Gov~nor-General
in Council. In Dacca, similar sanction has to be obtained t efore
any statute may be passed which affects the proportion or method
of Muhammadan representation on Court, Academic Council or
Executive CounciL At Aligarh, all new statutes and amendment~
of statutes, except on purely religious matters. are sent. through
the Visiting Board to the Governor-General in Council for approval.
At Delhi, the Governor-General in Council approves new statutes.
and may suspend or disallow any ordinance.

• •

12. In nearly every university, the Governor of the Province
is the Chancellor and, as such, appoints the Vice-Chancellor, but
at Patna, this appointment is made by the local Government: At
Aligarh, the Governor of ithe United Provinc-es, tne Mernpers of the
Executive Council, the Ministers and two others form a Visiting
Board. At Brnares, the Governor of the United Provinces 1s the
Visitor and has the right of inspecting the U niv~rsity and of appro- A
ving all new statutes, amendments to statutes and regulations. In
Calcutta and the Punjab, the affiliation of new colleges requires the
sanction of the local Government. In most of the other universities the Chancellor has the power to withhold his assent to or
refer back for further consideration, all statutes passed by the
Senate or the Court. The audited accounts of universities have
to be sent either to the . Governor-General. in Council or to the
Visitor or to the loca.l Government, as the case may be.
13. University Bodies.-The supreme governing body of a university is sometimes c~lled the Senate, sometimes the Court. In
the governing bodies of the universities, there are nearly always
ex-officio members, many of whom a,re Government officials, and
other members who -are nominated bv the local Government con-·
cerned. Originally, the nominated element formed the majority on
the Senates of the older universities, but in every university except
Calcutta and the Punjab, the majoriby are now e1ected. In Calcnfta,, all the ordinary Fellows, except ten elected by the registered
graduates and ten by the Facn~ties, are nominated by the Chancellor. In the Punjab, ten are elected by the Senate or by registered
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graduates and five by the Farulties, while the remainder are all
IIom.inated by the Chancellor. In the other universities there is·
only. a. minority of nom in~ ted members. 'l'hus, in Patna, out of a.
maximum total of 75 ordmary Fellows, not loos than 10 or more·
thim 25 r:re nominated by the Chancellor ; in the large Madras.
Sena\te, as reconstituted by the Act of 1923, the nominated members.
are only 30, of whom 20 repret::ent communities otherwise not adequately represented; by the new Bombay University Act, HJ28,
·the nominated element is reduced to less than a ,third of the body
of Ordinarv Fellows. In addition to the Court or Senate there is
always· an" executive which is in some universities a committee of
the Sena~e or Court. These executives are in some universities
termed the Syndicate, in others the Executive Council.
In 'the newer universities and in somA of the older ones an
Academic Council, largely composed of teachers, plays an important
part in settling curricula and standards of examination and other·
academic matters.
•
14. Government Aid.-Subject to such limitations as those indiabove, the universities are autonomous bodies, aided by Gov-.
ernment, but not directly controlled by it.
Government aid is
usually given either in the form of a block grant fixed by statute·
fqr a term of years or by annual subventions which may be earmarked or not. • In affiliating universities, the affiliated colle~es may
be aide<i by Government directly. In Calcutta and the Punjab,
ho~ever, many of the colleges receive aid both from the provincial
Governments an.d from the University itself, which distributes
among the colleges a grant received from provincial (formerly imperial) revenues for the purpose. The measure of Government aid
to an affiliating university can thus only be calculated by the addition of the grants to the university itself, the cost of Government
colleges, and the grants, if any, to the affiliated colleges.

c~tad

...

15. Some of the colleges, unlike the universities, are entirely
controlled and managed by Government. In most provinces, there-,
are Government colleges affiliated to a university, but for the
management and maintenance of which Government are en'thely
resuonsible, and which are staffed by teachers on the cadre of the
Go~ernm~nt. educational services. These include a number of artscolleges, and the majority of the professional colleges for medicine,
engineering, agriculture and teaching.
A few colleges are managed and maintained by the universities
themselves a\ld are in some c::tses termed 'constituent colleges'.
The grea.t majority of affiliated colleges are under private management, and Government has no direct control over them except so
• far as conditions may be attachrd to the grant-in-aid given to them.
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·1III.-Enrolment of the various universities. Numbers of aiffiliated
and constituent colleges.
16. Enrolment.-The Tables below summarise tlie gr~wth of
--university education in British India during the period :1.917-1927.
TABLE

LXII.

Dates of University Acts; enrolment in 1917-1927; number of
affiliated and constituent cclleges.

I
University.

Number of students.
Dates of
University
Acts.

I

1917.

I

192.2.

I

•'Calcutta

.

Punjab

.

Allahabad .
· Be~res Hindu
.Patna

.
.

---23,044

29,214

48

l928t

8,001

8,493

11,016

29

1857 & 1923t

10,216

12,653

1.7,127*

1882 & 1919t

6,583

7,372

12,195

1887 & 1921t

1,807

'6,445

. 1857 &

.Madras

1927.

2~,618

1857 & 1921t

.Bombay

.

...
...

1915
1917

1,469
2,417

.

4,644*.
1,828

1920 & 1924

507

1,485

Luoknow

1920

...

632

1,3S8

Dacca

1920, 1925 &
1928.
1922

1,030

1,415

706

.

Delhi
Nagpur
Andhra
Agra,

.
'

.

1923

...
...
...

1926

. 1927
-

I

36

.7

!,936

702.

~angoon

56

• •

2,865t

...
...

1920

Aligarh Muslim •

Number
of affiliat•
edand
constituent
colleges
in 1927.

.

16

3

1,310

7

...

1,654

8

...

.. .

3,119*

20

...

...

I

...

14

*These figures are for 192o-26.
•
t The affiliating side has been transferred to the new Agra University.
t This university was also affected by the Act of 1904.

Everywhere, except in Calcutta, there has been a remarkable
in the number of students reading in university classes.
In Calcutta, the decrease during 1917-'22 was due tOo some extent to
·the institution of new uuiversities at Dacca, Patna and Rango.on
:and also to the non-cooperation movement, but was more than made
up between 1922 and HJ27.
•
~increase
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'rABLE LXIII.
Enrolment by provinces in arts and professional colleges .

.

•

Professional colleges
and departments
including those in
Engineering, Teach·
ing, Agriculture,
Law, Medicine, and
Commerce.

•

•

Arts a.nd science
colleges.
Pr.Jvince.

.

1917.

• . .. ..

1\iadras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Puniab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam
British India •

. .

. . .

.
.

,;

'

I

7,724
4,888
18,478
4,815
4,091
663
2,575
1,090
688
45,770

1917 .

1927.
12,616
7,027
24,134
5,286*
7,524
1,254
3,474
1,410
1,012
65,911

I

2,218
2,487
6,322
3,069
1,854
46
1,021
423
91
17,616

1,655
1,841
4,412
1,650
1,154

...

309
254
45
11,504

1927

I

• • *If the figures are to correspond to those of other provinces, 4,360
students reading in intermediate classes should be added to the 5,286 recorded
above.
;

These figures do not include students from the colleges in Indian
many -vf which are affiliated to uni;versities in British India..
In the .United Provinces, most of the intermediate colleges are no
lo~ger under university control.
The proportion of professional to arts students varies from 30
per cent. or over in the United Provinces, Bombay and the Central
P.rovinces·to 18 per cent. in Madras, 12 per cent. in Assam and
3 per cent. in Burma.
~tatee.,

l V.--Expenditure.
17. The relevant Tables are as follows :TABLELXIV.
Direct expenditure of universities, and arts and professional
colleges, in British India.

•

--

1917.

.
Rs.

Universities
Arts Colleges
.
Professional Colleges

.

•

1922. '

Total

.

Rs.

I

1927.
Rs.

25,51,925
71,03,742
35,99,418

73,40,578
1,10,42,338
59,77,614

1,00,53,859
1,45,8J.,f118
76,35,792

1,32,55,091

2,43,60,430

3,22,74,569
L

..
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These figures do not include the very large capital expenditure
on buildings, furniture and apparatus.

'.

LXV.
Direct expenditure of universities by provinces . •
TABLE

1917.

1922.

I

--------~-R!!.

I

1927.

-----

Rs.

Rs.

3,93,728

4,68,254

8,52,967

2,32,466

3,71,784

7,07,972

;}3,63,600

25,17,890

•30,47,697

United Provinces

2,81,725

31,63,786

21,81,866

Punjab

2,78,281

3,43,203

11,12,462

Burma

1,91,354

16,73,667

Bihar and Orissa

2,81,270

2,16,000

,I

. II

Madras

i

Bombay
Bengal

Central Provinces ,

99,994

• •

Assam

The expenditure shows a remarkabie increase, whilch is largely_.
but not alto~ether, to be explained by the cre:ttion of new
•
universities.
TABI,E LXVI.
Direct expenditure of arts colleges by pr11vinces.

-Madras
B ombay

.
.

.

.

United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and

.

-----

1922.

1927.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

14,04,875

19,11,641

24,48,073

7,75,716

12,49,134

19,17,917

18,84,996

26,51,435

11,61,947

20,31,5!7

6,53,236

.

2,'13,134

Oris~a

Central Provinces
A'3S<lffi

.

.

Bengal

.
.

1917.

.

.

35,16,844
1

24,85,674

10,28,402 J • 17,58,371
3,83,4-15

56,043

3,99,090

7,27,096

9,80,551

2,05,275

Ml,OU

4-,88,901

1,53,514

2,74,158

:!,51-,481.

..
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r_rABLE

LXVII.

P.rovisfon for cxpendit1.tre on arts colleges by sources.

•

Expenditure .
1922.

I•

1927.

Percentages.

1922.

--------------------:---------!--------!
Rs.
Rs.
l

I 1927.

i
I

I

Go.vernment.Fund

49,26,666 !

F-ees

37,79,9io

i

62,63,397 !

34·2

1

23,35,702

I

22,ii7,062

I

21'2

i

i

1,45,84,918

!

100

•·

· Other sources

.

60;64,459

J

l

44'6 I

i
15'5

---1---~--!Total

.,

1,'-10,42;338

l_...__
100

18. Owing to the differences in constitution between the various
universities the above Tables do not represent a.ccurately the expencatltre on the categories enumerated. Thus, the expenditure on
Lucknow Univer~ity includes a. heavy item for expenditure. on a
professional college, the King George Medical College, and the
•Benarres U nivers~ty includes an 'expensive college of engineering;
whereas in Calcutta the corresponding medical and engineering
colleges are• maintained, not by the University, but by Government
a.nd their ·expenditure appears under the heading 'professional
colleges~. As we have pointed out above, some universities receive
... grants from Government for distribution to colleges. Again, while
the budgets of the universities necessarily include provisi-1n for leave
and pension, those of government institutions do not include these .
· items, payment for leave and pension being debited to a general
. -account. A complete analysis of university and college expenditure
would have entailed a long and laborious investigation for which
we had not the time a.t our disposal.

V.- University standards.
19. To judge accurately of the' standards of teaching and exami. nation in universities needs ;m investigation of a kind which we
could not attempt. But there are un;n_istakeable indications that
ihe standards in some of the universit1es are not satisfactory.
20. We have been informed by Rome witnesses that the student
·of the present day is not equal, either in the width of his information or in the ra11ge of his interests, to the student of an older gene' ration. The adherence of students to a narrow school curriculum,
the lack of-a wise correlation of subjects in school and college and the
•

~

L

2
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concentration of attention on examinations have undoubtedly com-bined to produce graduates who are weaki in general knowledge. In·
all probability, the standard of Englisl;t has also deteriorated: ';~;he
Principal of the Khalsa College, Amritsar, has voiced the following:
opinions :·
•

•

''In my opinion, the time has already come when the Khalsa
College should refuse admission, except in a few spe- ·
cial cases, to all third division matriculates. The present standard of the matriculation examination is nonetoo high, and experience here and elsewhere shows
that even first and second division students (far less
third division students)" cannot follow the lectures for·
a considerable portion of the intermediate course.
This being so, it seems to me actually unkind to allow:
boys of the latter category to join a college. With
smaller numbers judiciously selected and carefully
handled, both the t~achers and the taught will have ·
a fair chance. The present overcrowding of classes is.
bound to lead to serious consequences."*

• •

Another of our witnesses, the Principal of a college in Calcutta,.
writes•
" A large number of the matriculates are not fit to enter
on their college stage. The preparation ilf the school
stage, which covers a longer period than is. really
necessary, is not adequate for thQ matriculation test.. ~
Sufficient attention is not paid to the teaching of the''"
elements of English grammar nor is sufficient care.
taken to teach English as a language .... This ignorance of grammer and the lack of sufficient stock of·
words do not inspire them with confidence in their
own composition, with the result tfiat they are necessarily driven to cramming. Once they acquire this
vicious habit, they persist in it all througli their college
course. There has been in recent years a lowering of
the matriculation standard which has enabled a verv
large number of insufficiently trained students to find
their way into colleges. This has ca·us~d a genera]·
lowering of the standard of teaching and a heavier··
failure in the I.A. or I.Sc. examination."+
*Punjab Q. R., page 36.
tSee also Chapter V, para. 39.
0

•
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~1.. We shall now give statistics with regard to tlie percentage
··of passes at certain university examinations:TABLE

•

I_JXVIII .

t;percentage of passes at I. A. and I.Sc. examinations by provinces.:
-

I

Province.

I

.

'Madras

1917.

1912.

1922.

1927.

----

.

44

24

27

34

69

63

51

42

50

56

68

47

United Provinces

45

44

49

57

Punjab

41

54

56

44

46

40

·~om bay

.

·Bengal

.

••

..

...

Bihar and Orissa

..
'

_Percentage of passes at B.A. and B.Sc. examinations by provinces.

.

• •

-'.Madras,

'

.

1912.

.

.
.

Bengal

.

.

I

.

60

I

·•

62

. I'
.i

.

'

1

'

2

43'
35

..

71

72

United Provinces
Punjab

1927.

1922.

r

•

ombay

1917.

[

I

50

57

68

56

512

712

43 1

42 4

41'

65 5

46

43

55

I

Percentage of passes at B.A. and B.Sc. examinations of Calcutta
University.
1917-18
1918-19
1919-20
1920-21
1921-22

•
•
•
•
•

50
50
69
75
72

'

1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1925·26
1926·27

..

71
70

56
41

1
2
8

No accurate figures available.
Calcutta University only.
Calcutta and Dacca Universities in Bengal.
• Allahabad University only.
5
All United Provinces Universities •

•

NoTE.-Owing partly to .the fact that the jurisdiction of some universities
<e~nds beyond the provinces in which they are situated and partly to other
aeasons, these figures are only approximate.
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We have quoted figures only for examina.tions at which .the:··
numbers of candidates a.re large.
The only exap1inations in regard to which it is possible to draw:
definite conclusions with regard to standard are those ;f the U ni vAr--sity of Calcutta. By a careful investigation, the Calcutta Univer- sity Commission came to the conclusion that the standard of the~
Calcutta examinations was unsatisfactory in 1917. There is no
evidence of any improvement in entrance standaras between 1918-19,
and 1924-25, yet the number of passes at the B.A. and B.Sc. degree ..
examinations rose in those years from 50 per cent. to o~er 70 per
cent. Clearly, there must have been a lowering: of a:Q already low'
standard. The fall in the' percentage of passes from 70 in 1924-25.
to 56 in 1925-26 and to 41 in 1926-27 indicates a definite recognition
of the fact by the university authorities and a desire for a reat'
advance.
22. But the question of univen;ity standaTds is not a simple one ..
There is a prevalent opinion that the general efficiency of a university can .be .secured solely or largely by imposing a high standard
at the intermediate and degree examinations and that a. hi~h percentage of failures is in itself a good thing' but with this we are
unable to agree. There are at least three indepeneyent and variable
factors to be considered; (a) the .standara of the matriculation or
other admission examination, (b) the standard of )}Diversity teaching
and (c) the S:tandard of attainment required at the ex41>minations.
The percentage of pasiles depends on all three factors. Let us.
suppose for the moment that the teaching is satisfactory and reasonably equal in quality from year to year, that tbe average diligence~.- :
of the students is aleo constant, and that the standard at the degree
examination has not changed, then an increase in the percentage
of failures may be regarded as shewing that the university
is admitting in increasing numbers students who are manifestly;
incapable of profiting by the university courses, and that it has
taken their money under false pretences and been a party to their
waste of time, .money and effort. It is of the first importance that
a university degree should be a real certificate to the public of
capacity and attainment ; it is essential that the university should
maintain a high standard in its teaching; but it is .no less desirable
tha;t the matriculation should not admit to its doori numbers ofv
students who have no chance of success. In a well-regulated uni.versity the percentage of passes in subjects in which the number
of candidates is large, and of whom the average quality may therefore be assumed to be reasonably constant, ought to be both higli-·
and fairly steady from year to year. If it is considered' right to raisethe univen~ity examination standard gem~rally, the· first step in this'·
'direction should usually be to raise the' admission standards (always
on the supposition that these standa.rds are welt devisea to t.est thecapacity of the candidaltes for higher-:: work). We are bound te,.·
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• recognise the hard fact that a high percentage of failures may be·
necessary under existing conditions at the degree examination in,
man" unH'ersities if ithe degree certificate is to possess any value.
But, as iNe have shown, such a percentage Qf failures shows that
radical changes are required at the earlier stages, in the direction,
of improving the standard of admission or the standard of universityteaching or both.*
23. The percentage of failures is at present in many cases high,.
and the public are no doubt right in thinking that this may be due
to a laudable effort. on the part of the universities concerned to give
their de~ees a real value, as signifying a proper standard of capacity
and attainment in those on whom they are conferred. But as we
have shewn, they indicate, if that is so, that something is seriously
wrong at an earlier stage ; and that the Indian universities are not
giving adequate attention to the proper adjustment of admission to
graduation standa,rds, but, .on the contrary, are burdening themselves, and are allowing their constituent and affiliated colleges to
burden themselves, with a very large number of students who ha..ve
.l:Utle or no chance of completing a university course successfully, and
on whom expendi·ture of money intended for university education
wasted . .It has already been pointed out that many of the students
. are unable to follow the lectures owing to their defective knowledge
of English, which is used as the medium of instruction. And the
mischief is not limited to the universities, for university standards
react upon those of the secondary schools which feed them. A
1~w standard of university work means a low standard of school work.
Illustrations of this proposition may readily be found in the experience of the United States of America. t There are signs, as we have
~aid, that the universities have become aware from time to time that
their. intermediate and graduation standards were too low and that
the hall-mark of a university education was being conferred too
easily ; but there are no signs of any consistent or sustained resolve
to gra-pple with the evils arising from the large admission of unfit
students We realise that it is not easy to make such an effort &nd
that, in view of its reaction upon the secondary school system, a
change can only be made gra.dually; and that if it is made, it must
be the result of a concerted effort betweoo the universities a.nd the
authoritie? of secondary schools.

is

24. We turn now to another aspect of the figures which vary a
good deal from year to year and from one province to another. As
we have indicated in para. 22 above, the percentage of passes
*In order"more fully to understand the position, reference should be made to
Chapter IX on Matriculation and the Chapters XVII and XL on Examinations in
t.he Report of the Calcutta University Commission, Vols. !, II and V.
•
t"The quality of the Educational Process in the United States and in Europe"
by Dr. W. S. Lea'!'ned (Carnegie Foundation Bulletin No. 20-1927).
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depends on a number of factors, and consideration of that percent- •
age, taken alone, is no guide to the standard of the university examinations. On the other hand, the students from the provinces or
university areas when~ the standard of secondary educatione is alike
soon become aware of any difference of the university standard in
the neighbouring provinces or areas, a.nd the standard of efficiency
and enmination in one university is likely to affect the numbers in
neighbouring universities. We admit that there are universities
w·hich have resisted the temptation to lower standards. B!lt th~
great majority of undergraduates are aiming, not at learning fQr its
own sake, but at a degree (or failing a degree, some lower examination qualification) for its market value, mainly for some form of
public employment ; and they naturally flock to the place where a
degree can be obtained most easily and cheaply. A university which
attempts single-handed to raise its standards is in danger of :finding
its numben; depleted. Moreover, with the multiplication of universities migration has become easier. 'thus, the students of Delhi
and the Punjab move freely from one university to the other; and
if eighty per cent. of the candidates were to pass the B.A. examination in the Punjab in one year and only fifty per cent. in Delhi, t:be.
University of Delhi might suffer seriously in numbers in the following year. This Gresham's Law of Universities can be illustrated by
actual and not only by theoretical examples. A few years ago, the .
low standard .of Calcutta University examinations attracted to it
students from all parts of India, even from as far soath as
Travancore. Another example is to be found in the Punjab•.
'The following passage is quoted from the Annual .Report of the
Director of Public Instruction of that province, for lU25-26 :-

•

'' During the past year, the School Board of the Punjab
University has completed. its investigation ofl .. matriculation standards. The genesis of the investigation
was a communication from ... the Educational Commissioner with the Government of India, who'pointed out
that large numbers of candidates from other provinces
had recourse to the matriculation examination of the
Punjab as private candidates because the Pu:njab
standards, especially in English, had the reputation
of being low. Mr. Richey went further a;ndt stated
that. it was not uncommon for boys reading in Ajmer
schools to leave school after the ninth class in order
to appear as private candidates in the Punjab' examination in preference to the Allahabad examination
for which these schools prepare . . . . . .• . . It. is
disturbing to find that in 1926 as many as 3,365
such candidates appeared for the matriculation
examination of the Punjab."
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2i5. The question also arises whether the recent expansion in
<the provision of university education bas not made an educational
sy.stem wl\icb was already top-heavy still more. top-heavy; whether
in the interes~ of university education itself and s\ill more in the
jnterests of the lower educational institutions which feed the
universities and of the classes from which university students are
drawn, the time has not come when all efforts should be concentrated
on improving university work, on confining the university to its
.proper function of giving good advanced education to students who
are fit to receive it, and, in fact, to making the university a more
,!fruitful and le~s disappointing agency in the life of the community.
VI.-Teaching and Research.
2G. Tutorial instruction.-Tutorial work now often supple·ments 'mass lectures', especially in the smaller colleges and
ulliversities, but sometimes exists- only in name. In some of the
larger colleges, with more than one thousand students in each,
and a relatively small staff, it is obviously impossible for the
'teacbir ~o give individual attention to his pupils ; and tutorial classes con~ist of large groups of ten or twenty students or even more.
But in the new-teaching universities the system has been uaed
wir.ely and, it is acknowledged, with rea•l benefit to the students.
Not only are they" trained to think and to work for themselves,
·but the teaeher is enabled to watch the character and aptitude of
·his pupils and to give them useful- advice and guidance. At least,
• a beginning has been mane in this new and fruitful method,
-~hich is needed both for pass students and, especially, for Honours
students, and which has been made easier by an increase in the
·proportion of teachers to students.
27. Honours Courses.-It was pointed out by the Calcutta. Uni·versity Commission that, with the increase of numbers in colleges
·and universities, the interests of the abler students were neglected.
An important development of recent years, calculated to
remedy this defect, has been the growtn of honours work and i'ts
··differentiation from the pass courses, and of the post-gradua.te wort{
·in preparation for the M.A. and M.Sc. degreeR. In some of the
universities. e~pepiallyithe unitary universities, the recommendations
of the Calcutta University Commission harve been adopted. Honours
courses have been placed on a new footing and extend for three
years after the intermediate stage; the standard in the honours
subjects is of a higher standard throughout the course than that for
·the pass degree; and in order that the training may not be too narrow
the student is also obliged to take one or more subsidiary subjects.
On the other hand, the old tradition of constituting an honours
-cm~se merely by adding a few subjects to the two years' course for
·the pass degree has been continued in some universities. As we have
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stated previously, effective teaching of an advanced character .can
only be given in a relatively small number of centres. It is far
better for the abler student, who wishes to take honourso, to go ~o.
those cenltres than to an isolated and ill-equipped college, of which,
the teaching cannot be adequate to its purpose.
28. We do not think that the colleges and their best teacher&
should be excluded from taking part in honours work at university
centres s~ppJied with the necessary equipment for higher s~tudies.
On the contrary, we regard co-operation between the college staffs.
and the university staff at such centres as desirable i~ the interests.
both of economy and efficiency. There should be proper co-ordination throughout between the university and its colleges in these
centres, so thait a student who has unwisely entered on an honours
course may be re-transferred to a pass course without difficulty. To
crowd the honours classes with ill-prepared students who are unlikely
to achieve success is of no service •to any one and involves an expenditure which cannot be justified. Vie should favour a scheme under
which every honours student at one of the higher centres of affiliatinguniversities was attached to a college, so ;that he might ~ake arr
active part in the social life of the college, even although he might:
receive all his instruction in. university
. . .. laboratories ~nd class-rooms.
29. Research.-Ten years ago, the amount of oljginal work
carried on in Indian universities was small.
The Report of the
Calcutta University Commission showed that a beginnillg had'
been made in Bengal, but it was only a beginning. In some ot •
tl1e other provinces there was also a beginning. In response to our
enquiries we have received interesting lists of the original work
:published during the last nine years by the teaching staffs of the
universities and itheir students and by Institutes like the Indian
Institute of Science at Bangalore, the Bose Institute and by the
Government Research Departments. These lists show ,:that a conE:iderable advance has been made. It is now generally recognised
in India, as in the universities in the ;west, that the man who.
c~Ccupies a university chair or readership should have done originar}
wark and be able to guide his best students in research.*

•
30. Research has been encouraged by the establishment of
research degrees at the M.A., the M.Sc., and the doctorate stage;
by the award of special scholarships, and by the creation of scien. tific journals. There c~u_ld be no better evidence of the new spirit
in Indian universities than the Journal of the .Indian Chemical'
Society, recently founded by that veteram. worker Sir P. C. Roy;.
and the Indian Journal of Physics founded by Prof. C. V. Ramanl

* Sir George Anderson does not agre:J with this opinion,

...
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• }".B S. These journals, published in Calcutta, contain contribu..
tions fro~n all over India of which the genera.l standard is high·.
ThE! memoirs published by the Arch~Bological Department·; the Zoological ~urvey, the Geological Survey, and the Medical Research
and other Government Departments have a world-wide reputation ; but the number of workers in these departments. is
necessarily limited, and it is on the universities and research·
institutes like the Indian Institute of Science, Bang~
lore, and the J agadiBh Bose Institute founded by Sir J agadish
Boss, J:i,.R.S., at Calcutta, and the recently established Bhandarkar
Institute at Poona (for Sanskrit studies) that India must· largely
depend for nn extension of research work which would in'
the future make Indian contributions to the advancement of knowledge comparable in amount to that of oth«ilr countries with an
e11ual number of university teachers and students.
31. Laboratories and .librari·es.-It has also been realised!
in many places that for this purpose well-equipped laboratories
and adequate laboratory grants are necessary in science depart~
• r~ents. The needs of the existing libraries both as regards nooks,
collect.ions of the chief periodicals, and current periodicals, are
still very great. The dispersion of resources for university teaching
. among a number of colleges bas made it difficult to build up
university ltbraries of the type required for advanced work both
at th~ Honours and the research stage.
The want is the more
~arked, because scbola'I's and men of science in India have not
at their dispqsal libraries comparable to those of the learned
and scientific institutions on which the scholar and scientist in
England so largely depend. The largest university library in India.
that of the University of Calcutta, only contains 100,000 books;
Lahore, Allahabad and Dacca come next. The majority of univer..
sity libraries are inadequate and all need great additions; a,nd no·
obiect could be more worthv of the generous benefactor than the en:.
d0::.vment of universitv libr~ries in· such a wav that they may be able
to snpplv the proper foundations for higher .;ork in th~ dep.artments
in which teaching and research ltre carried on and be kept up to date.

.

VII.-The relations of. universities to public life.

82. Universities are not isolated institutions devoted wliollv
to teaching, study and research. They are, in a real sense,
organs of the commonwealth with a place of their own in the·
national ~conomy. There is a growing recognition of the place·
which the. university should fill and of its importance; and
a' more earnest and practical desire to enable it to fill that place.
As evidence, we may point to the great benefactions by which theolder universities have been strengthened and by which new
universities have been called into being. Of the older universities
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<Calcutta has been most successful in evoking public contributions, •
and the Rash Behary Ghose, Palit and Khaira bene(actions ha\Te
·enabled that university to develop its science activities and al~o to
.institute chairs in other subjects. Bombay has also httd great
benefactions. The Universities of Benares and Aligarh owe their
··existence very largely to private munificence. Large contributions have been given to Lucknow and Rangoon universities by
.generous and public-spirited pnilanthropists. The creation of the
most recent university of all, that at Chidambaram, is largely the
~re&ult of the liberality of a single individual. More and more. the
universities of India are becoming the objects of the generosity of
·wealthy men. This is as it should be.
•
rl'he proper conduct of universities is a matter of first rate imrportance to the State because it is in them that the leaders of the
"country a;re trained. It is therefore pertinent to ask how far
'university education is calculated to "produce, and is producing,
·men who will be able to play a worthy part in pubiic life. It is true
· •that legislative and administrative capacity are developed .largely
by experience and by {l['actical knowledge of affairs ; but the founaa- •
tion needs to be laid at an earlier stage. It is from his university
•teaching that a young man should le!L:t:n to examine critically the
:;material before him, to ar:rive at a balanced judgm~nt, and not·
r.to be carried away by mere catchwords.
But in public ~ffairs
.something more than the power of criticism and intellectual
judgment is needed. It is ma,inly outside the d~ss-room that
a hoy learns the lessons of corporate life, how "to understand
·the views of others and to work with them, how to sacrifice
·cheerfully his private inclinations for the common good, and how to
·lead others bv influence rather than bv authoritv. He learns these
:lessons by daily contact with his f~llows in ~lubs and societies,
in the playing fields and the common-room ; and also not leaSt by
. 1he guidance of wise teachers from whom a timely word may mean
··'t'O much.
33. In th6 early days, when studen\ts were few and well-selected.
·the relations between teachers and students in the colleges were
intimate. But the very large influx of studerttts, many of .thlm none
too well-selected, ·during the last twenty or thirty years, has im·posed a heavier burden on most colleges and universifties than they
could reasonably be expected to bear. It is not surprising, tnerefore,
that the activities of universities and colleges are not always wellbalanced· or adjusted ; ~hat the social atmosphere is onJy partially
,developed ; that many of the opportunities of building up a corpora\e
• sense a•nd of arousing and finding outlets for a spint of service remain unused. The graduate on leaving college is only too often:
·:a man with' no wide or living intellectual interests, with no niscipline
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or expenence in the difficult art of living in a community, with no,
training in leadership and with little sense of his responsibility to,
• ethers.
34. Te.n years ago, the Calcutta University Commission painted.
a gloom~' picture of student life in Bengal, a~d much of what was.
then o:a:td is still true to-day. There are signs, hmvever, that the
university and college authorities in India are beginning to realise
more fully the value of corpora.te life and social activities. There is
a 5rowing feeling that education is not merely a matter of lectures,
books and notes, but of the living contact of persopalities, of stu~
dents with students, and• of students with teachers. Opportunities
for torporate life are being extended by college societies, by
hostels ..nd halls of residence, by games and healthy recreation,
college days am1 reunions, socials, old students' gatherings, college·
societies and magazines, these are now the rule rather than the
exception. In a number of universities, there are socia1 service
leagues which encourage in the student a sympathy with his less
fortunate fellow citizens afld which impress upon him that it is
a duty and a privilege to give them a helping hand.
35. We quote the following passage from the last Bengal Quin•A~ennial Review:' 'Thtre is marked improvement also in the conditions ot
• student life. .While none of the ;1rts colleges can be
• properly called· residential, there are a few which
may almost justify that description. St. Paul's
•
College, Calcutta, has splendid hostels which house
about half its students. At Daulatpur, there is
The Carmichael
atcommodation for 385 boarders.
College, Rangpur, has four well-built hostels and an
attractive
students'
club-house.
The Scottish
Churches College maintains .five hostels and two
messes; and the Krishnath College, Berhampore, no
fewer than nine. hostels. The supervision of hostels
is also more satisfactory. In most colleges, common rooms for students are provided. The interest
in, and opportunities for, games, physical exercise
and recreation are greater than ever before. Especially
in the mufassal, ample playgrounds and varied sports
(including rowing) are now the rule rather than the
•
e-xception."*
'rhere are similar signs at Nagpur and Lahore:"The intellectual and social life of the colleges has improv-ed considerably during the quinquennium .... Existino-literary, philosophical, scientific and debating societie~
*Bengal Q. R., page 27.

•
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-have been improved and new societies started.
.
A sense of responsibility has been developed
·through the prefect system in the college hostels..•: •
On the athletic side, i;nterest in games ~as been
quickened by the university tournament and by
. inter-ye:tr team games by ·the .colleges themsel,es
These activities, intellectual and physical, have pro·vided the stimulus to action which adolescence
naturally and rightly demands and have brought
···colour into the otherwise drab scheme of students'
life
.
A college ,and university spidt is
slowly but steadily growing up. As one Principal remarks, the problem of the colleges is no longer to
inculcate the elementary principles of loy~lty _to
the pollege. This is growing gradually, but with
increasing strength.' '*
'The experience· of Mr. A. S. Hemmy, who has recently retired
after 29 .vears' service at Government College, Lahore, is also
,Of importance:"The student ...... ~ .. was [formerly] rarer and therefore
more likely to be a picked man ; he was more seriousminded, perhaps inwardly more ambitious, but out-.
wardly less enterprising. He was less self-indulgent,
'less liberal. The spirit ?t youth did not pervade the
air then as now, youth with its irresponsibility and·
its effervescence, with its fickleness and waywar~ness,
·but youth with its warm-hearted responsiveness to
disinterested appeals, its hopefulness, and its idea.ls';
"it is a gayer and a 'freer atmosphere: If the high
resolutions formed within the college walls mature
·to a constant devotion to the duties there conceived, ·
we need have no fears 'for the· future."+
36. Health of sttidents,__:.The Calcutta University Commission
·reported very unfavourably on the heaJth of the students and on the
ineffective measures th~n taken to counteract this evil. It is satis'factory at any rate ·that the urgency and the importanc~ of the
matter h:1.s at last been bronght home. The investigation!'\ ot the
Calcutta University Students' \Velfare Union a~1d of similar com·mittees elsewhere have revealed an alarming amonnt of ill-health
among the dLldents, and, whaJt is even worse, that the ph.ysi~al con'.dition of many students actually deteriorates during their college
·career, although in Dacca it ha.s 'been' found that many student's are
in better condition in term time than on th~ir return from . the
:vacation. C,ompulsory physica,l training has been suggested as the
..,remedy a.nd if' being adoptea in some un1versities ani} cplleges, bnt

•

* Central Provinces Q. R., page 22 .
t Punjab Q. R .. page 37. ·

,
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it is in schools 1ather than in colleges that ill-health begins and it is
in them that remedies should first be applied. Much can be done by
the l_>royision of hostels where plenty of light and air and well-cooked
:food are availate>le; and also by paying greater attention to games
ahd ·to providing wider facilities for them. It is a good sign that
'the Indian student is taking a deeper interest in games, and more
.and more 11s a participant rather than as a mere spectator.
VIII.-Unemployment of university graduates.
37. That the universities and colleges· of India a;re at the
present moment turning out large numbers of graduates who
t:lannot find ep1ployment is well-known. With the general aspects
<Jf unemployment it is impossible for us to deal. They have been
discussed by a number of special committees appointed to investi:gate the causes and cure of such unemployme~t.

Some of the causes of unemployment a,re obvious. Commerce in India does not at present demand the services of any
darge number of highly trained men and the industries of India,
:apart from agriculture, are still comparatively undeveloped. Agri-cultrue~ which is by far the greatest industry of India, offers at the
present moment few opportunities for graduates, although if the
recommendations of the Royal Agricultural Commission are
adopted the number of openings will be sensibly increased. Law
ir1 India,, as in· other countries, is a profession in which there
a1e ·a few•prizes for the specially gifted, and many blanks; the
;avera~ pleader finds it difficult to earn a living. Medicine and
engineering can employ only relatively fimall numbers and the
·-education of doctors and of e_ngineers is expensive.
38. There can be little doubt that one of the main attractions
of the universities and colleges to men who have no taste for

academic stuilies and insufficient qualifications for pursuing them,
is the insistence on a university degree by Government and other
·employers as a passport to service. If Government were to
abandon that requirement for all appointments in which it is not
really needed, the pressure on the universities and colleges would
.probably be lessened.
We suggest that for many clerical
appointments, Government examinations comparable to the
examinationtl o! the Civil Service Commissioners in England and
·specially designed for the purpose they are intended .to meet, might
replace the requirement that candidates for these appointments
"Should possess a university degree. The appointments that we have
in mind are purely clericJJ,l appointments and not appointments to
the higher services for which the number of candidates is relatively
smfLll, and vvhic"b. do not materially affect the numbers in the univer'l?hiel'.
..
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39. The universities are overcrowded with men who are not
profiting either intellectually or materially by their university
training. To many hundreds, the years of training mea.n 21:
waste of money and of precious years of youth; nor is· it only
private money which is wasted. Each student in' a untversity pr
college costs inoevery country br more than his foos, sometimes
five or six times as much, and this money in India comes in part
from endowments, but very largely from the public purse. If thosestudents who now go to a university or a college without being
really fitted for higher work were diverted in large numbers at an
earlier stage to careers better suited to their capacity, money would·
be set free for more profitable educational uses, and the training
of the best men could be a.ppreciably improved. The overcrowding
of universities and colleges by men of whom a larg~ number fail:
and for whom :there is no economic. demand has vitally affected the,
quality of university education.
~
40. The extension of technical training, which is far more
expensive than literary training, bas been widely advocated. We
fully sympathi~:;e wrth the desire to develop such technical tmining
though we feel bound to point out that the training of technical;
e~rts only creates more unemployed, unless there are industries.
to absorb them. A few universities have opened tht!'ir • 0WDEmployment Bureaus, an example which Reserves to t~ more
wide,ly followed.
o

IX.-External activities of univers"iHes.
0

41. The universities have responsibilities not only to their stu·dents but also to the cquntry at large.
Here and there, ·a few
courses of lectures·have been given to the general public, but not on.
any large scale, nor with any great success. Much more might be·
done in this way to educate the general public; and to make available·
information on various subjects for classes of men like secondary
school teachers who, are often cut off from headquarters by the exigencies of their work a.nd position. Nor is it only in this way that
a university can render a serviee to the community. It should inculcate the ideal of civic duty in its alumni. The Royal Agricultural Commission has pleaded that universities should take their
share in the great work of rural uplift. In 'the cities, too, much
could be clone by university workers who are willing to give a, part
or whole of their time to social ,c;ervice, as is done in other countries,
No university has as yet its own Settlement of social service. Efforts
are being made in some universities to inspire the students with the
feeling that education is a responsibility as well a! a privilege
s,nd that their training has profited them JittJe if it does not benefit
tlwir f,ellow-citizens of lower N'tate and help to bring together men
and women of all classes. Bnt much remains to "be done in thjs.
fiEld of worK.
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CHAPTER VU .
. Education of Girls and Women .

•

ana

data and the di$parity between tht state of boys'
of girls' education.
1. We give first the more important figures regarding women's
-educa:.tion and contmst them with corresponding figures for men.
The following Table gives the figures for literacy among men
'and women respectively in 1911 and Hl:21 :f..-StaLi~>•tt'tJal

LXIX .
Population and literacy by provinces.
TABLE

•

Percentage of literates.

;province and female population (in
millions) 1921.

•

-·

.

--

1911.

1921.

I

I

Men.

•

.

I Women.

Men.

Women.

!'

. ..

..

13'8

1'35

15•2

2'1

..

..

12'1

1'5

14'1

2'5

..

u·o

1·1

15"9

1'8

United Provinces (-21) ...

..

6•1

0'5

6•5

0•6

..
..

..
..

6•5

0'6

6·7

0•8

37·6

Madras (21) ••

•
Bombay(9) .•

.

Bengal (22) ••

Punjab (9) ..
Burma (6) ••

. ..

:Bihar and Orissa (17) ••
Central Provinces ( 7) ••
Assam {3)

..

British India (120)

..
..

..
..
..
..

I
8·o i

6'1

44•8

9•7

0•4

~·8

0'6

6•8

0·3

8·4

0'7

0·6

u·o

1'3

:!.'1

13'0

1'8

Ii

8·8

I

I

u·3

I

2. In !9:21, less than one woman in fifty in British India could
read and write, and progiJess in literacy both for men and women
had been very slow. In the ten years, 1911-19:21, the increase in
the percentagE> of those who conld read and write was 1·7 for meh;
but only 0·7 for women. Thus, up to 19:21, the disparity in literacy
between men .and women was increasing. We can have no further
direct and definite information on this point until the Census of
1931.
(

14'5

)·

•
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3. Institutions.-The following Tables show the growth in the·
number of institutions, and of girls under instruction in 1917 ann in·
1927 :-·
.
.

•

•

LXX.
Institutions for girls.*
TABLE

•
1927.

1917.

Province land female
::;
population in millions) 1921. p •
" .;
runary 'd~
Schools. ~ 8
00
r2g.g

:h

;!! •

~

;:

-~

bfJ

~-

~

s

~~

~·
1

I

·Schoole. 1

.
ti.J..j.:l'

------

t'

" •
Primary -t;~~
d

o

g~
00

I

•

~

I ~

I :g
0

.s:h .
~ ~

~.::;

1917.

1927.

Total.

Total.

. 00~
~-;;

~------·

I
Madras {21)

••

1,692

72

Bombay (9) ••

1,110

77

29

I

1,585

Bengal (22) ••

9,371

90

100

i

14,612

1,089

111

4

936

75

2

987

140

United Provinces {21)

Punjab {9)

~·

••

Burma (6)
DiharandOrissa (17)

••

2,249

23

48 1 3,399

3

82

I

18 i

74

1,815

3,57"'

li7

44

1,216

1,666'

112

49

9,566

14,780

41

1,236

1,845·

99

7

1,580 .

~19

5

1,232

114

8

I

... 161 606W
... Ii :?<;g· : 2,700 32

1,888

•

1,083

•

77!i

•

450

•
26

2,561

I

Central Provinces (7)
Assam (3)
British India {120)

••

316

43

.. I

3291

25

...

1s,m I 6s9

!6

61

9

,3140937

4

357

328

19,365

6 ',

334

I

I 548 I 26,682

005

26

28,001

.4. The figures of growth are striking. Between 1917 and 191&2,.
the increase in the number of institutions for girls was 4,413 or
22·8 per cent; between 1922 and 1927, it was 4,223 or 17·8 per cent.
During the latter quinquennium the increase in the number of
institutions for boys was 33,512 or 22·5 per cent. It must, however, be remembered that many girls attend boys' primary schools.
The total numbers of institutions for boys and for girls in 1927 are..
shewn below : Primary
Schools.

•

Secondary
Schools.

•

Arts
Colleg<Js •.

For boys

162,666

10,373

213

!!'or girls

26,682

965

·19

* The seeondary schools in this. Table !include both high and middle schools,..
vide tile Tables on page 97.
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5. Enrolment.-\Ve now consider the figures for the total number Qf girls under instruction :-

LXXI.
Girls under instruction.

•

TABLE

•,

Recognised Institutions.

.

I
I

Province (and female
p<;>pulatiOil in
milli.~ns) 1921.

I

II

1917.

I

1922.

1927.

I

I
I

.

I

·I

Bo~b~·
Ben~l

.

I

.

.
Bihar and Orissa
Burma (6)

9'2
8'8

16·8

289,800

338,578

13·1

1'8

7•7

63,286

93,j)09

119,215

3•9

0•5

4•8

54,901

62,867

89,517

5•7

O·S

8·8

120,207

116,714

166,193

18•4

2·6

4•1

109,291

105,771

115,785

4•8

0•7

5•6

36,739

38,390

42,359

4•4

0'6

5'0

26,808
27,723
·I• 11,156,747
11,340,842

34,691

6·8

o·9

1,751,607

I 10•4

Central Provinces (7)

I
1

I

134,684

1
I

British India (120)

2'5

4,16,415 i

(17)

Assam (3)

·-

215,859 !

.

Punjab (9)

'525,697117·9

-

175,079

•
United Provinces (21)

.

age
ageo£
of total' rota!
female
male
popula- popula·
tion
tion
under under
instrue- instruc·
tion , tion in
in 1927. 1927.

2•3

.'

(22)

367,359

307,125

p~LI . . :.

I___

~-----·

Madras (21)

/Percent·
age of
1 female
· population of
schoolgoing
1
age
I under
I instruc·
tion in
I 1927.

I

I

5'9
I

1"5

l

6'9

6. Between 1917 and 1922, the increase in the number of girls
under instruction was only 184,000. Between 1922 and 1927, it
was over 400,000 or 30'6 per cent., a very substantial increase,
but in the latter quinquennium the increase in the number of male
pupils was 2,400,000 or 37·1 per cent; thus, the difference between
tbe numbe• of boys and girls at school, already great, was increa~d
by two millions. In no. province does one girl out of five att-end
school; in some provinces not one out of 20 or 25. In Madras, three
out of five boys attend school; in Burma, where the proportion is
lowest, one out of four. In British India, only ten per cent. of the
@:iris of school-going age attepd school; the figure for boys is four
times as high.'
7. The disparity, and the growing disparity, between the figures
,for boys and those for girls, is even rnore significant than appears
M2
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at first sight, for it increases as we. go up the educational ladder,
stavting from the lowest primary class. In the primary stage, taMn.
as a whole, the number of girls is one-fourth of the number of boys.
B~~ the pupils in Class IV of girls' schools form only 5·6 per cent. ·
ofthe total number in Classes I to IV, whereas in boys,. schools the
,corresponding percentage is 9'1.
Again, in middle schools for boys the number of pupils is 18
ti,mes a.s great as in the corresponding schools for girls ; and in the
high stage it is 34 times as great. In arts colleges it is 33 times
as great, the number of men students being over 64,000, and that
of women only 1,900.
•
8. Expenditure.-We now give the figures for annl!al expenditure on girls' institutions and compare them with the corresponding
figures for boys : -

LXXII.
IV.-Direct expenditure .on girls' institutions.
TABLE

[In lakhs.]

I

E~""'ii'dilure

•

--

1917:

1922.

19f7.

Rs.

Rs.

20•00

34·64

49•85

17•2

18·37

39•39

53·25

19'5

16·51

23•36

28•09

10'9

10'19

17·94

23•14

12·1

9•03

16•34

19•76

10'4

t

I

i

Rs.

..

..

..

B ombay ••

..

l fadras

!Bengal

..

United Provinces
Punjab
Burma.

..

..

Bihar and Orissa.
ntral Provinces
Assam·

..

· ritish India.
B

..
..
..
..

..
..

..
..

..

..

..

..
..

on wotpen's
institutions
expressed as
percentage of
the expendi• ture on
the men's
institut;ions.

..
..

6•74

10·77

17•02

18'1

4•80

6·36

8•34

7•3

..

2·98

5•80

6·44

9•7

1•24

2·18

2•75

10'1

92•87

163•09

219·92

14•4

..

..I

.

Between 1917 and 1922, the increase in direct expenditure on
women's institutions was 70'2 lakhs; between 1922 and 1927 it
· was only 56'8 lakhs. The corresponding increases in .men's ~
~itutions were 440"0 lakhs and 392·0 Iakhs. During the ten years
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1917-1927 the total increase in the direct expenditure was 832'0'
'
.
.
11\khs on boys' education and only 127'0 lakhs on girls' educatiOn.·
9. The f~llowing Table shows the amounts spent on primary_
schools· for girls as compared with the exyenditure on boys?
schools:- •

LXXIII.

TABLE

Total direct expenditu~e on boys' and on girls' primary schools.*'

I

1917 .

•

Boys.

Girls.

1922.

I

Boys.

I

1927.

Girls.

Lakhs.

Lakhs.

r
Rs.

M~dr~ .•

•• I 58•88

I

I

I

Lakhs.

Boys.

Rs.

Rs.

Girls.

Rs.

Rs.

11'26

87'38 I 19'11

142•83

27•68-

24•21

163'36

35•21

Rs.

I

53•71

BomJ:>ay

•

Bengal

United Provinces
Punjab

.

.

i

Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam
British India

..

125'31

6·33

45•03

9•05 ; 56'60

11•01

26•15 '

2•65

62•92 :

4·49 ! 78'49

5•82

15'83

3•82

27•36

7'35·

8•63

1'72

11'83

6'96 i 35'00
I
I
2•56 ; 16'19

3•88-.

I.

•

Burma

9'76

II 38•20

i

I

24•87

2•75

32•43

3•73

51•07

4•79

I 14'31

I-83

25•12

3•10 : 29:09
I

3·52

6'91

o·59

I

I 251·58!
I

41·58

'
s·39 \

I 433'47 \

I

10•22

. 0•96;

75•61 1592'20

103'01

0•74
I

These figures do not represent fairly the relative amounts spent
on the education of boys and of girls, since, as stated above, in
every province a certain proportion of the girls at the primary stage
are taugh~in. boys' schools. The percentage varies from about 8 in
the Punjab to 55 in Madras and 78 in Burma.
• In order to show that girls' education is not being neglected as compared with
' that of boys, ligures are sometimes given in official documents showing the rela·
tive percentage increase of expenditure on girls' education as compared with that
for boys. In solhe cases, though by no means always, the percentage of increase·
is greater for girls than for boys and this may lead to the inference that the girls
are being unduly favoured. The inference would obviously be false because the
female population is approximately the same as the male' and the starting point
, for the girls is so far behind.

•
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10. The following Table shows the expenditure by provinces in
India on secondar-y boys' schools and secondary girls' schools:TABLE

LXXIV.

•

Total direct expettditure in lakhs on secondary education for boys
and for girls.
I

1917.

I

1922.

'

, Percentage o1
1927.

I

Province.

--------.
dras ••
••
••
ombay ..
.. ..
Be ngal ..
.. ..

Boys.

·Bo::_t Girls.
Rs.l

J

Girls. ; Boys.

Ra.
5'63

B

29'41

6'56

44'25

11'52' 60'32

p unjab

Burma

..
..

Bihar and Orissa

..

..

central Provinces ..

..

..

B rltlsh India

..

Assam

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

IB~ya.

Girls.

Girls.

-Ra.
- '-Ra.
- -Rs.- - - - -

41'68

..
..

increase

between

' 1917-1927.

Ma

u nlted Provinces

!

/

65'36

9 66

77'10

Rs.~•
12'68

84'98 129'29

14'78 105'10 126'30

78'01

8'39

91'64

11'21 1115'05

13'29

47'48

33'27

6'54

56'&8

11'07,. 63'63

14'22

91'25' 117'43

29'80

3'99

61'92

6'1:13 104'2&

I

.

58'40

!

9'26 249'83 134'69

4'54

:1'6'84

7'41

66'05

15'79'

1'34

21'48

1'92

29'78

11"751

'85

20'64

1'841 25'051

2'09

~ 14~ 88

6'64

'64

9'51

1'38111'40

1'72

71'69' 168'75

25'54:
I

279'41

39'88 i 422'17

..

11'35 154'691I 150'0
2'61

88'60

87'31

65'09i 574'541 8l'40 \ 105'621 h9'16

Thus durmg the decade the disproportion betw~en the expenditure on boys and that on girls has been very considerably increased,
especially in the Punjab, Bihar and Bengal.
•
11. The figures in this section, taken as a whole, shew that there
has been a definite quantitative advance in fema.Ie education, but •
that the public expenditure on girls' education is still small compared
to that on boys' education; that the disparity between the amounts
spent on the two is increasing, notwithstanding the fact that, owing
to greater difficulties, girls' education must necessarily be more expensive than that of boys; and, as a consequence, there is a growing disparity between the number of educated men and educated
women.
II.-The importance of girls' educa.tion.
12. The importance of the education of girls and women in India
at the present moment cannot be overrated.
It aff~cts vi.tally
the range and efficiency of all education. The · education of
the girl is the education of the ' mother, and through her
of her children. The middle and high classes of India have
long suffered from the dualism of an educated manhood and an .
ignorant womanhood-a dualism that lowers the wht>le level of
the home and domestic life and has its reaction Ol'i personal and
national character. Many of our witnesses have emp4asised the
dominating influence of the woman in the Indian household and
specially in the training of her children. " A literate woman " '

I
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1lays one of our witnesses, very justly, " is a far better and surer
,gnarantee of the education of the coming generation than a, literate
•man: An illiterate woman on the contrary is in her own time very
. \()ften ihe cause of the stagnation not only of the generation that
is slowly wowing up hut of the generation which is in the prime
.of life as we] l."
13. The innate intelligence of the Indian woman, her feeling
.of domestic responsibility, her experience of household management, make her shrewd, penetrating, wise within her own sphere.
'The social position of the Indian woman needs to be strengthened;
for in e"very country, as power passes more and more from the hJ~.nds
·of the few into the hands of the many, more and more 18 the
. steadying influence of woman needed as the guardian of family life,
'not j)nly inside but outside the family circle. In all matters of
educational and social reform, the counsel and the active work of
women are essential both in administration a.nd in public affairs.
The education of womea, especially in the higher stages,
will make available to the country a wealtli of capacity that is now
larg:lL:;?;sted through lack of opportunity. It 'is only through
-etlu · that Indian women will be able to contribute in increasving measure to the culture, the ideals and the activities of the
-country.
•
• 14. The iTI~portance of girts' and women's education has been
·'insisted on in various resolutions of the Government of India and of
"local Governments and in the recommendations of many com-rni"ssions and committees appointed from time to time.
In Madras, a conference of the gazetted women officers of
the Education Department was held in August, 1927,
and as a result of the deliberations of this conference
a detailed survey of the position of women's education
was made and a report on the development of women's
education was submitted to Government in 1928.

In Bombay, the first all-India Women's Conference on educational reform was held in Poona in January, 1927.
The conference passed many resolutions relating to the
state of girls' education and urged on Government the
necessity
of making primary education compulsory for
•
girls and of providing adequate physical training and
medical inspection.
Tn Bengal, the first meeting of the Bengal Women's Educa~
tion League was held in February, 1927, and the
• League set up a standing committee to carrv out the
programme of work outlined at the meetjng~
In the Punjab, the urgent importance of girls' education has •
oeen recognised in a Resolution issued by tlie Punjab
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Government in February,. 1928. The Resoh1tion deal's.
with all the aspects o£ girls' education, and! states- that
:':the right development of girls' educatioll' is-of urgent
Importance to the well-being of the provinee,•and iii .
may :ee urged that it is more important evoo than the
progress of boys' education. The educrution: of- girls.
is by no means an isolruted problem. as it is closely.
interwoven with the whole texture of national life.
If illiteracy is to be banished' from the Pnnjab a.nd if:
the education of boys andl girls in schools is to bebrought into harmony with the conditions a.nd circum.:
stances of the home, it iR essential that the system
of girls' education should be both expandetl. and "im·proved. The education of. a single girl means the·
uplifting of a whole family in a larger and wider stnse
than does the· education ·of a single boy."
In the Central Provinces, a committee of officials and non-officials was appointed in November, 1926. The termsof" reference of the committee included the improve-ment and extension of primary and second~ educa-tion for girls and the possibility of exten~ oo~ ·
education at certain stages. The committee submitted;
a comprehensive report to Government ~nco:rporating
many recommendations.' The general view of tl!e
committee is summarised in their statement that "the·
advancement of India is bound up with the eaucation
of girls and unless active measures are taken to further
their education and a public dem31nd created, the·
general progress of the country must be impeded."
II l. -Obstncles to progress.

15. Conservatism.-The conservative attitude of parents in the·
past greatly hindered progress. Even educated fathers appear to
have been primarily concerned with a utilitarian education for their
sons and some have considered this type of e9-ucation dangerous and!
unnecessary for girls. Conservatism and prejudice are undoubtedly
-dying out, but there are still provinces and areas in which they
have to be overcome. It is to be remembered :that much of the
prejudice in the past has been the prejudice against an Mucation
which has taken little account of the needs of the home and has
seldom made provision for religious instruction of any kind.
16. The' 'purdah' system.-The 'purdah' system which prevails all over Norlhern and North-Eastern India has also proved
a serious obstacle, but we c.annot believe that purdah" in itself bas
• actually prevented the education of sn;all gi~ls. Nowhere, exceptin very rare and isolat~d cases, are. gtrls u:r:der the age of ten. in-- •
purdah, though parents m some provmces object even to small gtrls
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attending boys' schools and to girls being taught by male teachers.
TJ1e int1uence of purdah, however, makes itself felt in ather ways ..
For girl w:r..o is to enter purdah when still so young formal school
. educatitm.is not always regarded as necessary. 'The whole structure·
of a social ,ystem in which purdah is maintainetl militates against
the wide-spread education of women.
17. Early marriage.-One of the most formidable obstacles in
the way of progress in the past has been the early marriage age of
girls in certain communities. The Census figures for the year 1921'
show that in that year 2,230,000 girls were married under the
age of ten and that 8! million girls, including 1~ million Mubam·
roadan girli, were married under the age of fifteen. In recent
years the age has been steadily advanced, but amongst certain'
classes early marriage still seriously interferes with the education.
and, particularly, the higher education of girls.
.
18. We have thought it necessary to draw prominent attention
to these difficulties which ha.,ve hindered the growth of girls'
education, but we do not suggest that there is anything inherent
either in the Hindu or in the Muhammadan religion which militates
agains~ education of women. In fact, there were in India
even in very early days many examples of women possessing wide
knovtledge, pa~ticularly of sa,cred and classical literature.

a

IV.-Varying conditions in the different p-rovinces .

•

19. In analysing the present state of girls' education it must be
kept in mind tha.t. conditions vary considerably from province to .
· province, and that progress is necessarily slower in rural than in
urban areas.
20. Burma.-We discuss separately the conditions in Burma~
because that province possesses characteristics peculiar to itseJf and
almost unknown in other provinces. The social conditions of the·
people, amongRt the great majority of V\·hom caste, purdah and··
early marriage do not exist, are favourable to a rapid development
of girls' education, and the social !?tatus of women bas always permitted and encouraged learning amongst girls and independent
c11reers for women. The percentage of literacy (9'7) among women·
is four timQs as high as in any other province in India and the percentage of the total female population under instruction is the .
highest in India (2'6). Co-education is common and meets
with little opposition even in the higher stages. 78' 5 per cent.
of the girls under instruction are at present reading in boys'
schools. In the lower stages the majority of the schools arereally mixed sc'hools, since over one-third of the pupils reading in.
t.he middle vernacular and primary schools, classified as boys"
schools, are girls. Even at the high school stage there are more
•girls rea.diP..g in boys' !'chools than in girls' schools. Tlie ·
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successful working of co-education haR been partly due to the common practice of staffing the lower classes of primary and secondazy
schools by women t.eachers. During our visit to Burma we found
that schools without women teachers were the exception rather than .
the rule. In R~goon University· there is no speci4Ll provision
for women, out 146 women are reading in the men's colleges. Thus,
social conditions present few obstacles to the progress of girls' education. It is di~;appointing, therefore, that there are only 166,000
girls reading in recognised institutions while the female population
•of school-going age is over- 900,000. A,. much larger provision of
-schools, trained teachers and inspecting staff is required. •
21. Other provinces.-Conditions a.re far more fa~ourable to
progress in some provinces than in others. We give a brief
-:analysis of the position in each of the provinces : In Madras, in the past, conservatism and prejudice were
responsible for the slow progress in girls' education;
and social customs, such as early marriage among the
higher castes, made difficult both the attendance of
girls at school and the provision of women teachers.
In recent years conditions have been mor~urable
to a rapid advance. The purdah system is confined to a small section of the pop~lation ; ~arly
marriage, though common, is not to be found amongst
many large and important communities; co-education
·in the primary stage is not opposed by th~ majority
of the people, and \>/Omen teachers have been forth~ming in comparatively· large numbers. In conse-!Uence of these favourable conditions the foundations .
of a sound system of education have been laid and
there are indications of rapid progress in the future.
Approximately 300,000 girls, or 55 per cent. of the
iotal under instruction, are reading in boys' schools,
so that co-education on a, large scale has proved successful. Over 10,000 women tea.chers, of whom over
·7 ,000 are trained, are '.vorking in the schools. Five
arts and two training colleges for women have been
opened, in consequence of which "a relatively good
and increasing supply of trained women graduates is
n.vailable and little difficulty is to be anJ;icipated in
·obtaining the requisite supply of wonien teachers of
this grade to staff all secondary and training schools
that may be opened in the future." The women's
branch of the Inspectorate is entirely staffed by
women and, though the number of inspecting officers
is inadequate all girls' schools, howev"er remote they
may be, are now inspected by women officers.•
• A Report on the Development of Women's Education in the Madras Pre,;

-.sidency, 1928. page 2.
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!n Bontbay, in the Presidency proper, conditions are specially
favourable for an advance amongst the upper classes,
among whom elementary and even secondary and uni-versity education for girls are largely demanded .
•
Amongst the communities classified as backward the
• outlook
is not so hopeful and outside urb:1n areas
many difficulties have still to be overcome. Women
• teachers are available for work in the towns, but the
number of those who are willing or able to go out into
the villages is very limited.
Co-education in the primary stage does not appear to
be objected to, since over 68,000 girls are reading in
• boys' primary schools. Amongst the "advanced"
0lasses, co-education, even at the university stage,
apparently presents few difficulties since 449 women
are reading in the arts and professional colleges for
men and there are no recognised colleges for women
•
in Bombay.
'In Sind, where purdah is strictly observed above the age of
twelve, conservatism, the absence of women teacher;;
and the insistence on religious instruction are still
obstacles, and the girls under instruction are practi•
cally confined to the lowest primary classes.
In Bengal, except in th~t pig towns, the position is extremely
dapressing. " An overwhelming majority of girls
leave
school after the first year and soon relapse into
•
ignorance".* In spite of the very large number of
girls' schools only 17 per cent. of the girls in Class I
reacn even Class II. The girls' primary schools are
mainly staffed by men and co-education has been so
little resorted to that only 14 per cent. of the girls
under instruction in all institutions are reading in
boys' schools. In the high and university stages the
Hindus have made some progress, but among
Muhammadans, who form the majority of the population, the higher education of women has scarcely
begun.
In the United Provinces, which has the lowest percentage
of girls under instruction of all the provinces, the posi• tion is far from encouraging. " The distribution of
literacy between the sexes is disquietingly uneven,
and social and economic forces accelerate the disparity
from year to year . . . . . While Government and
progressive public opinion both recognise the problem,
and are facing it, the tenacity of orthodox views, t,he
ctmditions of public finances, the limited margin for
further taxation, and numer~us social and economic

. ..J

* Bengal Q.

R., page 61.

•
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obstacles hardly justify the hope that the breakdown.
of female illiteracy will' be ... a rapid p:rooess. "*
:
The girls .of school-going age in the prevince~ n~
ber o"ller three million, but the total num~er of grrls- ·
under instruction in all classes of institutiol¥! is only.
119,000. Only 93,000 girls are reading in primary
schools and of these the great majority are• in Class..
I. Co-education is not popular and rarely extends
beyond Class II. Women teachers in primary schools
number only just over 2,000 and of these only 285 are
trained. Indications of real progress are to b'e found.
only in urban areas in which facilities for girls' education are greater, the provision of women teachers is
easier, and higher education now attracts a small:
number of advanced Hindus and Muhammadans.
fn the Punjab, conditions are more or less similar to those,
in the United Provinces. Vlhile in the towns thereare hopeful signs of advance, even in higher education, in rural areas girls' education is ~ backward. The main difficulties have been the Clm'Ser~a
tism of the people ; the ahpost entire absence oi coeducation even at the lpwer primary stake; the deartb
of women teachers; the scarcity of .village schools,
which is due very largely to the lack of sympathy on
the part of local bodies ; and the difficulty of providing.;
separate schools for the girls of different communities in which instruction through tile medium of the
home language ana religious instruction will be given.
In Bihar, in spite of the special efforts which have been maJe·
in recent years, conditions are still very m;tfavourablf~
to progTess in girls' education. '' The Reforms have
made little impression on the social customs of the
country, such as the purdah, that hamper female·
education, nor have they begun to bring about a widespread realisation of its advantages, which is- a necessary preliminary to substanti·al progress. Trained
women teachers are still scarce and though co-education under male teachers is advocatet in some
quarters, the objections to such an arrangement arestrongly felt by large classes of the community."+·
There are nearly two and a half million girls of school-going·
age in Bihar but only 116,000 girls are. under instruction in recognised institutions. Of these over 110,000·
* Unit.ed Provinces Memorandum, page 137.
t Bihar and OriSE<a Special Memornndpro, page 216.
•

.
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;are in primary schools and are almost entirely confined to the two lowest classes. In higher education
_the province is exceptionally backward and only a few
hundred pupils, mainly Indian Christians and Hindus,
• are to be found above the .middle• stage. There are,
however, some signs of an awakening.
>tu the Central Provinces, the conditions are almost as difficult as in Bihar and Orissa. " The fact is that in
this province female education has still to struggle
lJ,gainst apathy, amounting in certain rural districts
to antipathy, born of long-standing prejudice,
• social customs and conservatism. Financial pressure,
which makes the education of boys an economic
necessity, retards the education of girls."* Only in
urban allleas hafl any real progress been made. As in
other provinces the greatest difficulty ha,s been the
provision of teachers and in primary schools there are
only 880 women" teachers, of whom less :than half are
trained. Co-education has achieved some success but
• ~ only atfthe lower pfrbimary sttage a.ntd mhainl~ ash the
result o a system -o · onuses o t 1te eac ers m oys'
schools who admit girls. The great majority of the ·
•girls under instr]lction never proceed beyond Class II
apd only 200 girls' are reading above the middle stage,
of whom only one is a Muhammadan.
•
e
:tn Assam, there are several hopeful signs. Co-education has
undoubtedly been successful at the primary stage and
more girls are reading in boys' primary schools than
in girls' primary school-s. " Boys' schools continue
to play an important part in the education of girls.
In the Hills co-education is general ; in the plains it
is not unusual in the case of little girls where there
iA no girls' school for them to attend." t The number
of girls reading above the middle stage has considerably increased in recent years and now includes over
160 Hindus and 8 Muhammadans. Five years previously 'the total number of Indian girls above the
middle stage was only 50. In view of the general
•
backwardness and poverty of Assam and of the difficulty of providing instruction for the Hill tribes and
a?origines, i~ is enc:oura_gin~ tha-t the percentage of
girls under mstructwn IS higher than in the United
Provinces, the Punjab, Bihar or the Central Provinces.
V.-Organisation and Control.
22. In all the provinces, gil'Js' educa,tion is under tbe adminis- •
;W.ative control of the Director of Public Instruction. But in three

*

CEintral Provinces Q. R., page 88.

t Assam Q. R., page 79.
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provinces, Madras, the Punja.b and Bihar, the headquarters office
of the Education Depar)tment has been strengthened by. tliecreation of a post of a deputy directress for girls' e~ucati~n. In
the United Provin~es there is a chief inspectress of girls' education ·
who, in addition to her jnspection work, advises the l:>irector of
Public Instruction on matters concerning \vomen's education. But
iL the majority of the prov~nces the advice of a woman officerof experience is not availa.ble at headquarters. If an exltension of
girls' education is to be effective, !t is essential that, in all pro·dnces, the Directors of Public Instruction should be assisted and'
advised by competent women officers in matters of policy· as well
as of administraltion. Not only is it natural that women themselves should best understand the difficulties and needs of girls·
education, but in most provinces, owing to purdah and social'
custom, it is impossible for a male officer to have any intimate
know;ledge of !the conditions prevailing in the colleges and schoolsunder his charge.
The existence of inspectresses of schools, who may or may
not be available at any moment of time to advise ~D::ctor
of Public Instruction, is not in our opinion sufficient.
J.ll4l_,n
officer of standing and experience is necessary as a whole-·time officer
in the headquarters office to prepare plans and programmes for" the
expansion of girls' education.
We were informed in evidence in Bombay that the absence
of a woman officet at headquarters had not been felt and• had not
a-ffected the progress of girls' education. We hesitate to accept.
this view; for, while social conditions for an advance are favourable,,
the progress has been comparatively slow in that province.
23. Representation of women on Boards.-The absence of ade._
quate represerrtation of women on local bodies and other boards
connected with the control of education is regrettable.
Madras
stands almost alone with its representation of women _on district
boards and municipalities, on district educational councils, on
secondary education boards and on managing bodies of publicly
managed colleges and schools. There are four women elected on
to the Bombay Corporation. Even in Burma, where girls' education is well advanced, no loca,\ al]thority has, as yet, a woman member.
•
We are not convinced that this state of affairs is due in all provinces to the absence of suitable women for election or nomination ;
and we think that if the example of ·Madras were to be more widely
followed, many of the difficulties of girls' education relating to the
provision of schools, the appointment of suitable teachers and ~he
adoption of satisfadtory curricula would be more easil'y handled and
overcome.
24. Special Boards.-Suggestions have Q.een made, in some pro- •
vinces both by officials and non-officia.ls, that there should be in
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the districts "Committees of Management

which

shall consist

e~tirely of women members and will aim at placing the control,

of girls' schools under public management and in the hands. of women'"'* or that special boards for girls' education, particularly
secondary ooucation, should be established. Wf' are not in a position to discuss how these proposals should be l:arried into effect or·
vvh<tt powers shoukl be delega:ted to such committeRs or boards,
but we think that in those provinces sucb as Madras, Bombay,
Bengal and Burma where the higher edncation of girls is comparatively well advanced, a closer association of women with the
control .of girls' education is desirable. t In those provinces in
which there are already statutory boards in control of secondary orprimary edttcation it should at least be possible to increase the number of women representatives on the boards or to make provision.
for the representation of women where none exists at present.
25. Inspection,-Adequate inspection is necessary not only to·
see that teachers do their work satisfactorily, but also to encourage
and guide them; and in no braflch of education is helpful inspection
more needed than in the education of girls. We have had occasion
to point jJlt the inadequacy of the inspecting agency for boys'
scl1oorr;the inadequacy is far ~eater for girls' schools, as will be·
seen. from the following Table : -

•

TABLE. LXXV.
Number of worn'en inspecting offi.cf'rs and number of primary schools'
•
for girls by provinces.

Province.

Madras .
Bombay
Bengal .
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces ..
Assam
British India

I.Number
or women r Number of reco g·
insp?cting officers ; nised primary

I

of all grades.
32
4
14
12
14
4
9

6
l

99

l
I

schools.
3,399
1,535
14,61~

1,580
1,2·32
606
2,790
334
409
26,682

• Report on the Development of Women's Education in Madras, page 15.
t The following passage illustrates the views of the Calcutta University Commission on this matter :·,,On all grounds, therefore, it seems to us to be of the first importance that,.
just as a Special Standing Committee on the education of girls should be constituted to advise the Board of Secondary and Intermediate Education, so a·
special Board shC»J]d be constituted in the University of Calcutta to organize the·
provision of more advanced education for women and to make proposals regarding the adaptation of the University degree courses to the needs of women, subject.
to the approval of the acadl'mic authorities of the Univarsity. We consider that
• such a Board should enjoy a substantial degree of autonomy." Report, Volume IV,.
p:lge 3i0.
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The figures show that, except in the Central Provinces and
. possibly the Punjab, the women's inspecting agency has been set
.;an almost impossible task. The average number of primary schools
·&lorie to. be inspected by a woman officer is as follows"'.- •
Madra~ . .
· ·:
Bombay ..
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab ..
Burma ..
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

•

1(16

384
1,043
131
88
151

'

310

i55
'!Oil

26. The same women's inspecting staff has 1 mor~over, to ina considerable number of high schools, middle schools and trainLing classes. If these aJ;e added to the total number of schools to
. be inspected, the average number of institutions per inspectress is
.as follows :-:·

~spect

Ma.dras • •
Bombay • •
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

111
416
1,055
153
\... 99

--nm
313

.• .
. ..

67 •

450

27. Taking into aceount .the greater difficulties of travei for
'women officers, it will be seen that the women's inspooting staff
.. in Bengal, Assam, Bomb~y, Burma, Bihar and the United Pro:.
vinces cannot in any circumstances cope with. their work. 'For a
'totasl of 27,975 girls' institutions (excluding the colleges) there were.
in 1927 only 99 inspectresses altogether of all grades, an average· of
1 282 institutions per officer; ten years earlier the average was 285.
·The progress is imperceptible. In no province has an inspectress
less than an average of 4,000 -square miles to cover; in several she
has over 8,000; in a few much more. Even in Madras and in the
Punjab it is extremely doubtful if the women's inspecting staff can
· complete the inspection of all schools once in the year. It is
tn1e that in certain provincPR many of the primary schools forl51rls
: a.re inspected by the overworked inspectors of boys' schools~ But
;the system has grave disadvantages, especially in India, where the
·presence of men in girls' schools is not usually welcomed.
We have pointed out how wide an area th~ women inspectors
·have to cover. In some of the provinces even the higher grade
women officers are not allowed first class travelling expenses and
· the necessary hardship and discomfort of their journeys is augmented
··by this fact." The pay of women offfcers is also lower than the pay
··of the officers of the men's Branch.
We have been much impressed with the evidence· which is
:almost universal, that inspectresses should tour widely, often in
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·difficult and not always safe places, and that their encouragement
is m'uch appreciated by the lonely girl teachers. We take this
occasion to place on record our sincere appreciation of the enthusi.asm . and oourage shown by many of these• ladies in carrying
·Out their most difficult and responsible tasks and to express a hope
·that a larger-minded and more generous recognition of their diffi·cnlties will be shown in the future.
· 28. A further increase in the inspecting agency is essential for
the growth of girls' education. We a.re not prepared to agree to
the view put forward in Bombay that women inspectors are un·obta.inable even for the subordinate agency. A demand for them
would, we•believe, produce the necessary supply within a reason:-ably s~ort time.
VI.-Colleges and Schools.
29. The Colleges.-If rapid progress is to be made in girls'
·education, it is evident that an essential preliminary to advance is
the provision of large numbers of well-educated women who will
be :the leailers of public opinion and who will form the recruiting
grt:mr..-ft·f!r highly qualified women-doctors, teachers, supervisors,
.etc. 1 and therefore progress in high schools and colleges is doubly
important. •
• 30. The following Table shows the number of arts colleges for
women and th; number of women reading in arts colleges, by provinces, in 192'2 and Hl27 : TABLE

LXXVI.

.Number of arts colleges for women, and number of women in arts
colleges for men and women-19!2!2 and 19!2'!.
Arts colleges for
women.
Province.

..
..
..

..
..

..

British India. ..•

women.

I

I

1922.

11127.

....
..
....
..
..
..

..
..
"I
.. I
:: I

4
Nil
4
4
1
Nil
I
Nil
Nil

5
Nil

..

. . :---i4~~--...i9 --961,-1,.933

I

:Madras
Bombay
·Benga.l
•
·United Provinces.
Punjab
Burma
Bihar a.nd OriRsa
· Cent;ral Provinces
Assam

Number of women
in arts co !leges
for men and

..

....

•· I

4
5
2
Nil
1
Nil
Nil

1922.

- - -I
384
179
204
73
36
56

12

1927.
490
282
321
133
77
138

7
17

2
15

4

Of the nineteen arts colleges for women in 1927, five were main• ·tained by Government, twelve by missions and two by private
:..agency.
N

•
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31. The total number of women reading in arts colleges is sti)l'
very small, and consists very largely of Indian Christians. In som6"
provinces early steps were taken to provide the necessa:tey facilities for the higher education of women. In Madras, mere condi- ·
tions are more favourable 'than in other provmces, the establishment
of five arts colleges, two (first-grade) in the Presidency town and
three (second-grade) in disbrict headquarters, has resulted in rapid
development. In the itotal enrolment of women's colleges, all communities are represented, including 222 Indian Christians, 137
Hindus, four Muhammada.ns and two from the depressed cla,sses. In•
the United Pr(lvinces, there are three colleges for women, one (firstgrade) at Allahabad, one (first-grade) at Lucknow, and ofle (secondgrade) at Benares. The total number of students includes fifty.
Indian Christians. forty-eight Hindus and ten Muhammadans. In'
Bengal, there are three first-grade colleges in Calcutta and an intermediate colle0;e at Dacca. The enrolment includes 61 Indian
Christians but only five Muhammadans. The colleges in Calcutta
are well attended and the Bethune College, a Government institution, is overcrowded. In the Punjab, both the colleges are located
a't Lahore and are first-grade institutions. The total \.umber. of
women students includes thirty-three Hindus, twenty-two Indian'
Christians, twelve Muhammadans and seven Sikhs. The figures·
in these provinces indicate that after the establishment of colleges:
women came forward in spite of difficultie::; and ret>trietions in en<'Onraging numbers.
•
In Bombay and Burma, collegiate education has made a strikingadvance, in spite of there being no separate institutions fGr women.
In the former province, :there are 382 women students, of whom
241 are Indian Christians, 168 are Hindus, 99 are Parsis, but only
one is a Muhammadan. The Women's University at Poona, whicn
owes much to the devotion of Professor Karve, has three affiliated
institutions situated at Poona, Baroda and Ahmedabad, with a total
enrolment of forty women. This university has done good wor&
for the higher education of women in the Bombay Presidency. But
the absence of the recognition of its degrees has naturally intlueneed~
t..'l:le size of its colleges. We understand that the absence of recognition bas only been due to an anxiety on the part of the university
to avoid control over the curricula and conditions of e~minatim:i!l'
in .the eolleges. It might be argued lthat FOcial conditions in these
two provinces render separate colleges nnnecessary but, in view
of the experience of Madras, it is probable that the establishment
of separate collegea would stimulate an even greater advance.
'J:he position in Bihar: the Centr~l Pror.ince11 arv:l As11am is not
encouraging. In Bihar, there ils only an intermediate college, at
Cuttack and its enrolment has fallen from twelve to seven. In
the Central Provir.wes, there is no separate college for women, but,
the number of women reading in men's colleges bas advanced from,
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two to seventeen. No progress can be recorded in Assam, though
seVeral girls from that province are reading in Bengal colleges.
32. q'he total number of women receiving collegiate education is
very small 8-nd the number rea.ding. in professiorml colleges is even
smaller. There is only a single women's medical college in a.ll
India, the I1ady Hardinge Medical College, Delhi, and there are
only a few medical schools for women. In the career of medicine
there is an al~10st boundless sphere of useful activity for trained
women, bult the total number of women in medical colleges in 1927
was only. 204 and in medical schools 426. Of the 204 in colleges,
67 were reading a.t Delhi, 57 in Bombay, 55 in Madras, 22 jn
Bengal, tw6 in Burma and one in the United Provinces.
The fact that nine women were reading in Law colleges is
a significant indication of the change in outlook which is helping
the cause of women's education. As many as five provinces.
Madras, Bombay, Burma, Ass~m and the United Provinces had
one woman or more reading law.
33. Se~ndary Schools.-The following Tables show the number
of secoildary schools for girls and the number of pupils in them in
1922 ~nd 1927 : -

•

TABLE

'JjXXVII.

'Number "of high schools for girls and enrolment, 19QQ and 19fJ7 .

.

Institutions.

1922.
---------

Bombay
Bengal

United Provinces

•

Punjab
Burma

...

Central Provinces
Assam

British India

•

..
..

..

.

1922.

1927.

.------~51

56

9,714

..

11,957

46

48

7,766

9,683

..

25

42

4,990

9,421

26

27

3,135

4,26(}

19

21

2,966

3,641

18

23

4,233

..

6,423

4

4

647

814

..

8

7

95

..

183

3

627

1,063

:35,652

49,757

..
..

..

..

Bihar and Orissa

1927.

----~

..
..
..

Madras

Pupils.

..

5
i

208

I

248

I
i

i
I

N2

16+

....................
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TABLE

LXXVIII.

Number of. middle schools for girls and enrolment, 1922 Glid 19!27..

1--I;,titutio~.
I

1922.

'

-1

1927.

Pupils.
1927.

19~2.

•.
I

I

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provmces ·
Assam
British India

42

43

7l
116
77

42
70
192
93

141

liS

25
53
33
626

28
54
32
722

.u

5,235
2,939
8,789
11,87<1
10,982
12,214
2,773
4,369
2,692
65,384.

I•

i

5,655
3,253
8,072
21,663
16,868 .
13,306
3,674
5,751
3,098
88,649

34. The ftgures in these Tables may easily give an exaggerated
impression of the number of girls who are receiving h\ghe.r education as they include the very large number of girls who are reading
in the primary departments of these schools. In l 927, out t>f the
138,406 pupils in girls' secondary ·schools, 98,675 were in the prima,ry stage, 32,961 were in the middle Rtage aml. only 6,7'10 "·ere
in the high stage.
Of the total in the high stage, ~,446 were
Hindus, 1,879 Indian Christians, 846 Parsees and 143 Muhammadans.
•
The following· Table shows the number of pupils in the middle
and high stages of girls' secondary schools in 1927, and indicates
.that, in the United Provinces, Bihar and the Punjab in par6cular,
very few girls reach the high stage : -

.

TABLE

LXXIX.

Enrolment in girls' secondary schools in 1927.
Total in
secondarv
schools:

Province.

Madras .•
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab · ·
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
(',entral Provinces
Assam

..

..

..
..
....
..
..
..

..
..

...
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..

....
..

..
....
....
..

17,612
12,936
17,493
25,!l23
20,509
19,720
4,488
5,934
4,161

Total in
middle
stage. •
9,083
10,592
2,287
2,807
• 2,879
3,363
585
1,420
670

Total in
high
stage.
'1,623
2,278
1,534
303
408
673
145
183
30f
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35. In all provinces the provision of ·secondary schools for giri~
is very limited and in most provinces the secoDdary schools are confined to a few large towns. It is significant that in the nine pro..
vinces district· boards maintain only two high schools (b~h in
Madras) and. only 34 middle schools, of which 26 .are in the United\
Provinces.
•
In Madras, out of 99 secondary schools over 80 are located1
in municipalities and of the total number of pupils enrolled in·
secondary schools only 18 per cent. are reading in rural areas.
Only one district boara maintains high schools for girls and thew
are no middle schools for girls maintained by district boards in
the whole :r_erovince. ''It is clear that district boards as a whol6
have shown little inclination to take part in the development of
secondary education for girls."* The great majority of privately
managed sef'tmdary schools are also located in municipalities. At
the end of the quinquennium as many as five districts in the Presidency were without a secondary school of any kind either in urban
or rural areil$. In Bombay, no l-'econdary llchools for girls are
maintained by district boards and as elsewhere the great majority
of the 69 schools for Indian girls are located in municipalities. In
Bengal, there are only 19 high schools for Indian girls and in
West •Bengal, out of nine high schools, eight are in Calcutta City.
In the United f>rovinces, there. are only eleven high schools for
Indi!1n girls, all in the larger towns. The province has a large
number ot middle schools but the majority of them are lower
middle schools. "Most of the middle schools in urban areas are well
establ:n;hed, but this cannot t'e said of such schools in rural areas
in a number of whit'h a great rise or a great decline may occur in
single year." t In the Punjab, there are 13 high schools for
Indian girls all situated in the larger municipalities and of the 88
middle schools only four are maintained by district boards.

a

All the high schools in Bihar, the Central Provinces, and
A.ssam, are located in municipalities.
Thus it is clear from the above facts that while secondary education for girls has, in several provinces, been successfully developed
in urban areas, the opportunities for hig):ler education afforded to
the girls in the smaller towns and rural areas are extremely limited .

•

36. Primary Schools.-The following Table shows the number
of girls' primary schools and their enrolment in 1922 and 1927.
• A Report on the Development of Women's Education in the Madras Presi·
dency, 1928, page 48~

t United Provinces Q. R., page 87.
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TABLE

LXXX.

Girls' primary schools and their enrolment.

.•

•
Institutions •

I

Province.

I

Hl22.

..

..

..

!Bombay ..

..

..
..
..

12,162

..

·MadrAs
~engal

..

...

'United Provinces ..
~unje.b

..

!Burma

>.

..
..

•
Pupils.

1927.

I
I

1927.

1922.

229,062

3,399

174,124

1,53fi

105,405

14,612

270,8d

341,969

1,344

1,580

45,203

54,513

1,048

1,232

47,633

61,480

2,640

1,452

I
I

.

133,518

679

606

27,950

31,171

.Bihar and Orissa ..

..
..

2,508

2,790

<'>8,522

66,009

b~ntral Provinces ..

..

326

334

18,347

21,027

..
..

..
..

343

409

10,511

22,635

26,682

.

Assam

..

British India

'I

I

76'1,014

•

13,772

966,214

I

37. While in urban areas primary education is exiensive, in
rural areas it is generally limited and inefficient. In Madras, there
are over 700 schools in municipalities and a.Pproximately '2,600
in rural areas. But the schools in the municipalities contain one-.
third of the total number of girls in all primary schools. In Bengal,
tl1e great majority of schools are in rural areas, but over 13,000
are single-teacher schools with only three standards in which little
effective instruction can be expected. Many of the rural schools
are not in fact separate schools at all, but only classes in boys'
schools opened by teacherP. who desire to earn small additional
grants. Jn Bombay, girls' education has spread only in small
measure outside the towns. Of the total of 1,535 primary schoolt~
only 674 are maintained by district boards and over 500 are
maintained hy municipalities. In Bihar, as in Bengal, a large
number of the rural primary schools are single-teache'r three class
schools and cannot be considered satisfactory.
38. Tables have already been given in another chapter which
indicate th8 large extent of wastage and stagnation among pupils
in girls' schools. Of every 100 pupils in Class I of girls' schools in
1922-23, only 30 were in Class II in 1920-24, only 16 in Class
III in 1924-25, only 10 in Class IV in 1925-'26 and only 6 in Class
V in HJ26-27. ·Over 372,000 of the 534,000 pnpilP. in Class I in

'
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!.1.922-23 proceed-ed no further. An even greater proportion of the
pupils are in Class I in-girls' schools than in boys' schools. Nearly
7 .out of 11 of all the pupils in every type and grade of recognised
institution f9.r girls and women were· in Class I in 1926-27 .
. Two-th!rds of the pupils who attend girls' schools go to school only
for a yeap and have no chance of becoming nterate. For each
primary school for girls (including the 'primary departments of
secondary schools) there were in 1926-27 only two pupils on t-he
.a.verage in Class IV and little more than one in Class V.
39. The wastage, immense in boys' schools, is still greater in
-girls' schools, and the girls' schools produce a much smaller proportion of vterates. The reasons for this appear to be the earlier
withdrawal of gii;ls from schools, the absence of women teachers
.and the greater inefficiency of many of the schools. Assuming
·(what may be held to be approximately true) that only pupils who
·reach Class IV attain even temporary literacy, we find that less
than sixty thousand pupils become literate in girls' schools every
year. But, if all the girls actually in Class I in 1927 could be
'kept at school for five years, and the same continuity were main-tained in all the classes, there would b'e one-third of the total
l'fenrale school-going population at school at the end of that period.
40. The foUowing Table shows the number of pupils in Clas!!
TV ,of girls' schools in the nine la,rger provinces:-

•

TABLE

LXXXI.

.Number n.f pupit.s in Class IV o.f girls' schools by prc.vinces.
Madras

19,097

!Bombay
Bengal

16,139

...

4,326

United~Provinces

3,656

Punjab

6,130

Burma

3,097

Bihar and Orissa

1,~50

Central Provinces

2,505

•

Assam

British India

1,020
58,054

Of these pupils, Madras and Bombay alone contribute three-fifths.
The wastage is greatest in those provinces where the majority of
the primary schools are schools with only three classes. In BenoaJ
ihe 14,600 primary schools for girls yield only 4,300 pupils in Cias~
1V; i.e., it rakes three schoois to prodnce one potential girl literate
~
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n year. In 1927, there were in the Chittagong division of Bengal
84,060 girls in Class. I, but only 4.,042 in classes II, III and IV
together.

41. Co-education.-The following Table shows tbe perce~tage
of girls under inst\uction who are reading in boys' schools~-

•

TABLE

LXXXII.

Percentage of girls under in8tmction reading in boys' schools b!f
provinces.
Madras

55;5
• 34•8.

Bombay
Bengal

14'4

United Provinces

33•3;

Punjab

8•1

Burma

78'5

Bihar and Orissa

30'6·

Central Provinces

Assam

..

•

•
.•

35'7i
5~·4

Co-education is extensive only in Burma, Madras and Ab'sam..
In Bengal, which has the largest provision of girls' schools and in
the United Provinces and Bihar, where co-education is confined to-·
under 40 per cent. of the girls under instruction, the girls' schoolsare not only inadequately staffed but almost entirely ineffective in.
their results.
42. In the absence of the requisite number of women
teachers, the opening of large numbers of separate primary
and lower primary schools for girls has not in most provinces materially advanced girls' education. On the other hand,.
in spite of obvious difficulties connected with a system of co-education, co-education has done much to promote the growth of girls'·
edu.cation in the provinces in which it exists. Opinion• appears to·
be sharply divided as to the possibility or desirability of adopting
or extending the system of co-education. Even in Burma, where
co-education exists much above the primary stage, there is a strong
dema,nd for more separate girls' schools. In Madras, a· recent
conference of women officers agreed "that co-education was not
objected to by the backward claEses or by the educationally
advanced, but that there was a strong feeling against 1t in the-
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middle classes and that, as it was amongst this class that most
rapid progress could be made at present, co-education on any
c<9nsiderable scale could not be introduced effectively now".*
In the Punj)lb, co-Bducation has been experimented with on a
. very sf.aall scale, tut progress has been slow. In Bengal, it is
difficult to• JUdge vvhether co-education l1as no~ been popular or·
whether the opening of privately managed girls' schoolsr f{)r·
reasons other than educational, has been responsible for the lack
of girls in boys' schools. In the United Provinces, girls are allowed
to Httend boys' schools up to the age of ten, but very few girls
complete the primary oourse· in boys' schools and co-education
docs not appear to be welcomed.
43. In ~he provinces in which efforts have been made to popularise co.-education the main difficulties have been that(i) there is a tendency in boys' schools for the girls, in·
the absence of women teachers, to be neglected and·
that even where girl's attend boys' schools they leave
much earlier in the primary stage than the girls whoattend girls' schools; and
(ii) in large villages the accommodation in boys' schools is
not large enough for the girls as well as the boys.
On the other hand, one .of the causes of the slow progress
ha's been the {act that if separate provision is to be made for
the gre~t majority of girls of school-going age, the number of
additional schools (approximately 160,000) and of women
teac!hers required is so great that provincial Go,1ernments and
local bodies have' naturally hesitated to embark on a policy of·
making full provision by means of separate schools.
There
have been recent proposals in Madras which provide a hopeful·
line of advance for the future, combining where possible an
advance by co-e~ucation with ~n advance by increased provision·
of separate schools. It has been suggested that ''in villages of
less than 1,000 inhabitants in which there will be less than 150·
pnpils of scl1ool-age (both sexes) the maintenance of two separate
s.:?lJools would be unsound from an economic point of view and
that until further progress has been made in women's education
the officers in the men's 'ranges' should be directed to try to develop·
mixed sc'Qools in such places".*
44. These suggestions, if applied to other provinces in India,
would both considerably reduce the extent of the provision required·
to bring all girls of school~going age under instruction and at tilesame time largely increase the total enrolment of girls. We have
had little evi<tence that co-education in the primary stage is objected"
*A Raport on the Development. of Women's Education in the Madras Presi•·· •
dency, 1928, pages 22 and 23.
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to in rural areas and therefore the remedy suggested in Madras
would appear to be practicable.
45. The system of separate schools in Bengal appears to us. nof
1to be justified either by the special needs of girls or by its r¥sults.
The system is apparently the result neither of a desire .to provide
girls with educatio~, nor Gf a special aversion to co-education, but
·of the uncontrolled expansion of ineffective "venture" schools. •
Since the majority of the separate girls' schools in Bengal
are staffed by men teachers, many of whom also teach in the local
·boys' schools, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the girls,
at .least under the age of 1~ine, might, with advantage, be t:eading
_in the boys' schools. The girls' schools are evidently in no sense
··efTicient institutions. The following passage from tl11:l special
Memorandum on the Growth of Education in Bengal, illustrates
<this point :-·
''Tl1e great majority of the primary !:1chools are aided,
either by local bodies or by Government, or by both.
They have been thus described by the Inspectresses.
' These schools receive Rs. 1-8-0 to Rs. 3-0-0 per
month, and with this grant the Pundit cannot be a
whole-time one, as in most cases he has to teooli
in a boys' school and devotes two to three ho~ a
day only to teaching girls. Naturally all the consideration is reserved for.tbe boys. The schools are held
in huts or cow-sheds, or in dilapidated houses. There
is often no apparatus and no furniture, and ~hildren
sit on ma.ts and write w:ith chalk on the floor. Even
when they come to school the children hardly learn
anything. In many cases even after one year they
'have not learnt to read or write the alphabet.' ... Sucn
was the condition of the great majority of primary
girls' schools before the Reforms and there bas been
little improvement since then, though it bas been
possible to add a rupee or two per month to the pay
of the teachers . . . . In general, ... we have a gloomy
picture of the girls' primary schools served by men
-teachers whose main work is looking after boys'
schools. Children remain for one or perhaps two
years, and receive little, if any, benefit from their
•
schooling.' ••
46. The condition of the primary girls' schools in Bihar does
··not appear to be much better than in Bengal ; and one of our
'"itnesses gave the following picture of girls' schools in the United
''Provincefl : ''Most of the schools which are being maint~ined bv tile
Government for the primarv education of girls ar~

•

*Memoranaum, page 29.
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working in a wretched condition in every respect.
They are held in small hired and insanitary ~ouses,
where girls do not get sufficient space for their outdoor games or recreations. The mistresses empl.oyed
are the most inferior type of literate human bemgs.
• '!'hey themselves have seloom rea·d beyond the fourth
· "tandard of prima.ry education. and are very low
paid .... Many of the schools for girls in this province
are not schools of any real educational value.·: .~e
schools managed by the municipal boards and district
boards are no better than the Government model
schools."*
We ri!alise that the girls' primary schools in other province~
-:are not all of this kind, but unless the separate primary girls' schools
in the provinces where they are inefficient, can be re-modelled,
,c,o..:educational schools, in spite of the obvious difficulties, are
preferable.
47. Compulsion for Girls.!...-Owing to social and other causes,
the compulsion of girls to attend school presents very special difficulties and in consequence only in five provinces have girls Q.een
·ilrcluded in the scope of compulsory legislation. In Madras,
compulsion for non-Muhammadan girls has been introduced in two
municipalitit!s and in all the wards of the Madras Corporation. A
Madras official report states tltat " no special difficulties have been
experienced iri introducing compulsion for non-Muslim 'girls in any
of the places in which it has been tried, although one of the municip!M.ities in which it has been introduced (Erode) is in ... one of the
most backward Jistricts in girls' education in the Presidency." t
In Bombay compulsion for non-Muhammadan girls has been introduced in two wards of the Bombay Municipality. In the United
Provinces, the Central Provinces and Assam, although the Acts
provide for the compulsion of girls, compulsion has not as yet been
•
applied.
48. The spread of literacy amongst men only will do little to
secure the atmosphere of an educated and enlightened home, and
the existing disparity between the social outlook of the man and
the woman will onlv be increased. National and social reasons
all point to the necessity of adopting' wherever possible' the same
policy fer boys and for girls, and we are satisfied that in many
places public opinion strongly favours the application of compulsion
to girls.
49. We shall discuss later the rapid; awakening among the
women themselves and. the manifest desire that in respect of
·Curriculum and the age of attendance, etc., the schemes for the
,

*Sheikh Abdullah. ~I.L.C.
tReport on the Development of Women's Education in the
page 20.

~Iadras

•
Presidency,
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dev~lopment of girls' education should be not less far-reaching than1
those for boys, although there may be differences of detail. We·
recog~ise that owing to social and economic conditions compulsion'.
for girls must necessarily be of slower growth. than compulsion for·
boys_; bu~ we are of.. opinion that in every gtmeral sche~e o{ compulsw~, m areas wliiCh are. favourable for the- development of girls'
edu_ca~wn. an attempt should be n;tade to include at an.y rate the-·
maJority of the girls of school-going age in the scheme~

VIT.-Gurriculum and training.
50. In recent years repeated demands have been made 'by representative women's associations for the differentiatioe1 of the-·
curriculum in girls' schools from that adopted in boys' schools. The
first All-India Women's Conference on Educational Reform, held
at Poona in 1927, recommended that "alternative courses shouldi1
be established to suit the needs of girls who do not intend to take
. up college education-these to incluqe the subjects of domestic
science, fine arts, handicrafts and industri:es." Similar recom-mendations were made by the Bengal Women's Educational Con-ferQJlce held in the same year' and recent conference Qf women'
educational officers in Madras has also suggested the inclusion
the final school examination course of such subjects as drawing,
handicrafts, music, etc.
.
•
51. Our evidence further shows that the special•needs of giris
in this regarc1 have fortunately been receiving consideration, and'
the Education Departments of most provinc;es have already reqlgnised the need for variations in the curricula to S]Jit girls. ·

a

m

In primary schools separate optionals for girls are common. In
Madras lessons in health and-household management are provided asoptiionals in the rules framed under the Elementary Education Act.
In Bombay, domestic economy, needle work, nature-study and hand~
work are optional subjects. In B~ngal, hygiene is compulsory,
and either needle-work or drill is also compulsory. Cooking is also"
taught in many schools, and progress has been made in drawing;
painting and clay modelling. In Burma, needle-work is compulsory, and the progress in needle-work in vernacular schools has been
described as phenomenal. In Bihar, spinning is compulsory and
nature-study is op<tional. In the Central Provinces, the ClV!'iculum·
includes sewing and physical exercise.
In secondary schools alternative courses a.re less comrnon. t.ut·
in Madras domestic scienc-e is being taught in a number of schools, ·
and recently there have been proposals for the inclusion in the
secondary school-leaving certificate course of sucli subjects as
drawing, mnsic, needle-work, and domestic science. "In Bombay,
• domestic scienre is accepted a.s an equivalent for science for
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··matriculation purposes.
Nature-study is also taken in several
.~anglo-vernacular schools. In Bengal, vocal and instrumental musip
has l>i!en in'troduced into all the schools in West Bengal, and many
schools· a:r;e teaching drawing and embroidery.. The syllabuses in
most schools also include hygiene, flrst-aid, and home-nursing
and in some domestic science. In the Punjab, training classes
in domestic science are held every year by the lnspectress of
.Domestic Economy and consequently domestic science is being .
. taught in many of the scheols in the province and in Delhi. In
_Burmq, in anglo-vernacular high schools, domestic economy,
.needle-work, dress-making and hygiene are main optionals, and
·drawing, •singing, the theory .of music, cookery and weaving are
additional optionals. Courses in domestic science have been provided in some of the training colleges and these might be multiplied.
Little has so far been done to provide alternative courses in the
universities, but there are courses in domestic economy, hygiene
.and child study in the Indian. Women's University at Poona, and
in the Madras University music is now an optional subject for
women at the intermediate examination.
·
•
·52. In the formulation of a curriculum for girls' schools there are
;in most countries two aims manifest which are not always recon.eiled. The fil;st is the aim of' making the education of girls equal
.to that.of boys in every respect, so that they may be able to attain
.all the educational distinctions open to men. In many of the
· se~ondary schools for girls in India this aim is predominant. The
·second is the :tim of fitting girls for the home and married life,
while giving them at the same time a libera;] education. Both aims
rmust be kept in mind. There is a necessity ·that India should produe<> women who, after receiving the highest academic education,
are caJ?able of inspecting and a.dvising in the planning of women's
·educatton of all grades. On the other hand, the fact must be kept
in view that the overwhelming majority of Indian girls are destined
·for married life.
53. We think that alternative courses should be provided at
·the high school sta~e, an~. ~oss~bly. at the in.termediate stage,
-.and at a )ater stage m special mstitutwns preparrng for _a diploma
rather than a. degree. ~he u~iversities and boards of secondary
·and mtermed1ate educatiOn might well go half-wav to meet the
girls' schools in this matter by recognising the valu~ of the courses
in domestic science, hygiene, music, etc., for girls. It is, in anv
case. most desirable that the high school courses for girls should
not be entirely dominated by university requirements devised f 0 r
'boys.

'54. To moral instruction we attacll the greatest importance

' ·though the diffi"ulties of giving such instruction, apart from religion~

•
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teaching, are well recognised. But the lives and examples of great
men and women of all countries might well form the basis of such
instructt;ion, which could probably be given to all without o:ff~nding
the religious convictions of any of the pupils.

55 . Physical Training and Medical Inspection.-Our evidence
shows that in recent years there has been much improvement in
·the methods of physical culture adopted in girls' schools.
In Madras, the Government have appointed a woman
specialist in physical instruction who ~upervises
physical training in the schools and conducts physica~
training classes for teachers. Regular medical inspection is provided in Government institutions.
In
Bombay, physical training is compulsory in all
training institutions, anJ in Bombay city the Young
Women's Christian Associa;tion maintains a physica·l
training class for women teachers. In Bengal, the
Young Women's Christian Association conducts o31
physical training class for teachers and ''regular
medical examination is now carried on in.most schools
in West Bengal ; East -Bengal lags sadly behind i,n
this matter."* In Burma, physical tPaining is com-·
pulsory in English high schools for girls. Ino Bihar.
there is a permanent lady school medical officer ;yho
conducts medical inspection in schools throughout the
province. In the Central Provinr:es, medical inspection is r~gularly carried out in the anglo-vernacular
schools and in the training schools.
56. Girl Guides.-Tbe developm~nt of physical training amongst
girls has also been assisted. by the Girl Guide movement which,
though still in its infa.ncy, appears to have become well-established
in India. In Madras and Bombay there are large numbers of Girl
Guide Companies and in Bri'tish India as a whole there are nearly
600 Companies and Flocks with an enrolment of over 10,000 Guides
and Blue Birds. It is not only for. the purpose of physical training that the Girl Guide movement is useful. It bas a gOod effect
in developing character and in promoting a cheerful and happy
spirit in the schools.
57. School Buildings and Play grounds.-The health and physical
well-being of the pupils largely depends on the provisioo of suitable
• accommodation and playing fields. Our evidence shows that,

* Bengal Q, R., page 66,

'
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tl.lough there are a number of large schools with suitable accommodatio"n and ~dequate playgrounds, the condition of the schools
. generally is not satisfactory .

•
In .Madras, while the accommodation of aided schools
is in most cases good, "the accommodation of themajority of the Government srhools has remained inadequate and unsuitable".*
In Bengal, most of the secondary schools are concent-.
rated in Calcutta and in consequence, "girls requiring·
• higher education are obliged to come to Calcutta ..... .
To draw girls away from the healthy open-air life of
the country to the conditions of crowded city-life in
Calcutta is an act of very doubtful wisdom. Most of
the Calcutta schools have very small play-grounds and
can offer few facilities for exercise or games.'' t In
the United Provinces "the condition of board and
aided [vernacular] school buildings is unsatisfactory;
few of these schools have buildings of their own; most
are badly housed, insanitary, lacking proper ventilation and lighting, and poorly equipped; little progress
~as been made, la~k of funds being usually alleged as.
the reason. ":j:

•

•
VIII.-The Teachers.

5S. One of the greatest needs of the Indian educational system i&
the need for more trained women teachers. They are needed not
only for the teaching of girls hut for that1 of little boys, since by
general consen!t they are the be.c:;t teachers for the primary classes
in all schools. But in this chapter we confine ourselves to the need
of women teaehers for girls' sehools, primary and seeondary. In
all the early stages women teachers are to be preferred to men.
This is not merely beeause women understand their own sex better
and can deal with girls with more knowledge, tact and patienee,
but bec~nse a woman ean enter into more intimate and informal
relation,:; ~hh her pupils and can advise, stim{1late and inspire in
many ways not open to men. But there is another reason for the
prefe1ence of women teachers. In the social conditions of India
to-day a sehool staffed by women will inspire greater confidence
in the parents and make them more ready to send their children
to such schools. If only as a measure of propaganda, the employment of more· women teachers in girls' schools is desirable.
* Madras Q. R., page II2.
t Bengal Q. R., page 65.

t United Provinces Q. R., page 84.
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59. The following Table gives the total number of trained wom@n
teachers for all schools in the several provinces :~ .
· ·
•
'i'ABLE

•

LXXXIII .

. Number of women teachers and percentage of trained teachers in all
schools by provinces.
Province.

Total.

:Madras

Trained,

•

Percentage
,of trained
teachers .

10,472

7,297

4,495

2,353.

52'3

.

5,263

1,019

19'4

United Provinces

3,621

939

25'9

Punjab

3,124

1,293

41'4

- 1,487

486

32'7

Burma

3,388

2,482

Central Provinces

1,198

606

Bombay
. Bengal

Bihar and Orissa

.

6~4.

Assam
British India

34,811

205

69'7

73•3.
5_0:6

•

32'9

17,23(1

49'5

"'fhus, Madras has more women teachers tha.n Bombay and Bengal
together; and Burma ood Madras alone, of all the provinces, ·have
a high proportion of tmined teachers.
The iow percentages in
Bengal and the United Provinces are disturbing.
60. The following Table shows the number of successful women
-candidates at training examinations in 1927.
TABLE

LXXXIV .

. Number of successful women candidates at training examinations
in• 19!27.
I

Province.

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Centr11l Provinces
Assam

~Madras

Degree.

Secondary
'Training.

36

142

15

5
27

4

ll

7

2·

.. '

•

Verna{lUJar
Certificate .
787
277
84
81
153
48

73
65
23

is the on1y province which produces a fair number of trained .
·women teachers, o'f aU :grades. Bengal, tbc U riited Province;; and''

·
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Bihar obviously do not as yet produce more than a small fraction
of the trained teachers required for their schools a.nd population.
61~ Teachers in Secondary Schools.-The Rrovision of teachers
in high and middle schools varies greatly.from province to province.
In Madms, where the position is generally satisfactory, there are
forty-three middle schools"' and fifty-six high schools (including
. European schools). The total number of women teachers in middle
schools is 456, of whom 389 are trained; and in high schools there
are 867 women teachers of whom as many as 690 are trained. In
one di~tfict, Malabar, ''the supply of secondary grade women teachers is i~ excess of the demand'',* but in other provinces there is a
different story. In Bombay, there are only 228 women teachers for
the 48 high schools and only 82 for the 42 middle schools. In
Bengal, lthe great majority of the 574 high school women teachers
are in European schools. In the Central Provinces, the seven
high schools together have o;nly 27 women teachers. In the
United Provinces, and in the Punjab, conditions are somewhat
better .

• 62. The training colleges train teachers for ~econdary schools.
The following Table shows the number of training colleges for
women in thi provinces in 1927 a.nd their enrolment : Provin(,le.

Colleges.

Students ..

Madlas

2

41

•Bengal

3

41
6

United Provinces

27

-Punjab
British India ..

7

115

Five of these colleges are mis~ionary institutions. The provlSlon
of only seven training col!eges for all India, of which five are located
in two provinces, is most inadequate. Even more depressing is the
enrolment of only 115 students in these colleges. The numbers
include 74 Europeans and An~lo-Indians, 24 Indian Christians,
but only 15 Hindus and two Muhammadans.
In addition, 19·
women students were receiving training in men's colleges.
If
training qplleges for women were opened in centres where conditions
are favourable, such as Poona and Rangoon, more Indian women
would be forthcoming for higher training. It is to be noted, first,
that the training colleges are intended mainly for graduates, and
that the number of Hindu and Muhammadan women graduates is
still very small, and secondly, that these colleges are mostly mission
institutions ia which it is difficult to provide facilities for purdah
~tudents.

*Report on the Development of Women's
' Presidency, page 58.
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63. Teachers in Primary Schools.-The following Table shows
the number of women teacher::; working in primary schools in. tne
several provinces : TABLE

JJXXXV.

Number of women teache·rs nnd of t•rained teachers in primary
schools by provinces.

Province.

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam
British India ..

Number
of
primary
schools
for g1rls.
3,399
1.535
14,612
1,580
1,232 •
606
2 . 790
334
409
26,682

Kumber
of women
teachers.
9,149
4,174
4,291
2,097
1,987
1,336
1,241
880
422
26,156

Average
number of
}'ercentaga · women
of trained teachers per
women • primary
school
teachers.
for girls.
2"6
67
2'7
54
o·2
II
13
1'3
1'6
31
2"2
65
24
o··t
2•6
47
1'0
23
o·9•
45

In some provinces the average number of women te~hers per girls'
school is in reality much lower than these figures suggest. . In
' Madras, for example, of the 9,140 women teachers only 6,372 are in
girls' schools, and in Bombay of the 4,174 women teachers only
3,031 are in girls' schools. The remainder in each province ~eacli
in boys' primary schools. The dearth of wome:q teachers is serious
in the Unite;l Prot>inces and Assam, and even more so in Bengal.
and Bihar.
64. The following Table shows the number of training schools
for women and their enrolment in 1917 and 1927 : TABLE

LXXXVI.

Number of training schools for women and enrolment in 1917 and
19!J'l.
Province.
Madras
Bombay
Benge.l
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
MSaiD

British India .•

Training Schools.
1917.
1927.
25
37
17
18
10
10
24.
84
13
12
4
29
8
II
3
6
2
Ill

2

166

1917.
832
713
141
208
224
176
137
J.07
27
2,651

Pupils.
1927 •
• 1,831
666
201
316
445
599

ISO

22S
36
4,664

In 1927, 54 of the training schools were managed by Government
and the majority of the remainder were under mission management~
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tt35. rQ>ne of 'the main causes of the shortage of women teachers
·in ·primary schools is the lack of adequate training facilities. In
.J.'\I!adr.as, "there is a very big demand for Hindu and Muhammadan
:women t~achers throughout the Presidency aw the supply is comrparatively poor.
This is largely due~ especia,lly in the case of
Hindus, to the lack of training facilities and to the small number
·of girls' schools where the pupils can read for a sufficient length of
itime to qyalify for admission to training schools: In places where
facilities exist there is a comparatively good supply of sue~ teachers."* Iu the United Provinces, where there are ten training
·classes preparing for the vernacular teacher's ct>rtificate, "there is
reported eto be a great demand for admission to these classes and
each year applicants have to be refused on account of want of accommodation''.+ It is hardly surprising that the supply of women tea·chers is most inadequate in Bengal, Bihar and Assam, for in BengaJ,
.there are over 14,000 primary girls' schools (mostly three-class
schools) bnt only ten traini:u.g classes ; in Bihar, there are ne~rly
three thousand girls' primary schools (mostly three-class schools)
'but only eleven training classes ; in Assam, there are over four
Jtlundred girls' primary Bchools but only two training classes .

• The figures for Bombay, Bengal and Assam are particularly dis.appointing. • In ten years these province's seem to have made little
·effort to improve the facilitie<~ for training women teachers for pri:..
mary schools or to at'tract larger numbers into the institutions. Of
the total of 4,664 pupils under training only 1,763 were Hindus or
The enrolment of
Buddhists, as against 2,261 Indian Christians.
:1fuhammadans ~as 303 and that of Sikhs was 40.
Other provinces, notably Madras, Burma and the Punjab, are
making a serious effort to tackle this problem (though women's
·education in the Punjab is very backward). It wa.s a severe blow
to the North--West Frontier !>rovince when, in 192'.2, under the
'influence of the Inchcape Committee, a training class with pupils
carefully chosen from the villages was closed before the training
hacl been r.ompleted and without notice. Some of the existing
institutions are doing excellent work, but their number should be
largely increased.
66. Another serious difficulty is that many women teachers,
after be:illg brought up and trained in the towns, cannot reasonably
be expected to live alone in villages far from relations and friends.
While the Indian Christian women mainly work in the towns and
in Government and mission schools, they cannot to any large extent
work in the village schools where almost all the children belong to
. a different iaith.
The Muhammadan schools especially ret]uir'3
Muhammadan women as teachers.
,

,

*Report on t.he Development of Women's Education in the Madras Presidency
.:page 66.
'
t United Provinces Q. R., parse 117.

o2
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The experience of Burma and Madras has shown that this diffi;culty can be overcome very largely if training schools, with hosiels,.
are located in the rural centres, and if girls from the villa~es are
trained there and ~nt back to work in their own or nej.ghbouring
villages. Such training scnools as have been started in rural centres
ha,ve been well attended ; and this indicates that. the shortage of
teachers is not due to the disinclination of girls to come forward foc
training. It .is unfortunate, therefore, t.bat. the large majority of.
these training schools are located in the towns. Even in Niad-ras,
out of thirty-five training schools for Indian women, thirty-two are·
located in municipalities, and only twenty-three out. of 130 taluq
Loard areas have training schools situated at local centres.
In,
Bengal, out of t.en training schools seven are in Calcut'ta, one is atDacca, one at Krishnagar and one at Kalimpong. With such a.
distribution of schools, little progress in the training of village women
as teachers can be expec.ted. In Bombay, a better distribution of'
the fifteen institutions for the training of women teachers in primary
schools would improve the present situation since "there is no dearth
of fully qualified teachers either for primary ... or seooi:Ioary schools
in the large centres. The difficulty is to find women :who are:
willing to serve in the villages."*
•
67. In order to secur~ a more adequate provision ~f women· tear
chers for rural areas the Government "of Madras has under consideration a scheme which deserves the attention of other province".
The scheme consists of a ten-year programme of expansion, and·
includes the opening of a hundred middle schools for girls, eighty:
rural training classes for Rihdu women, ten rutal training classes
for Muhammadan women and the provision of stipends. If these
proposals are adopted, there is a great promise for the future, particula.rly in a province which already has by far the largest number
of trained women teachers in Hs prima-ry girls' schools.
We have dealt with the need "for more rural training schools;.
but there is <tlso an urgent need for the provision of more rural
middle vernacular schools, in order to improve the quality and'
number of the candidates for training. This is an important·
feature of the ~,fadras scheme.
68. One of the main difficulties which prevents women teachers·
from accepting employment in rural areas is the inadeq~acy of the
pa.y offered.
An independent woman teacher needs satisfactory
acJommodation and has necessarily to provide for a companion or
servant. In this connexion, the Committee appointed in the Central
I rovinces to enquire into the state of girls' education recommended':
that "it is essential that the pay of women teachers should be sufficient to render them independent." The Report d'tl the Development of Women's'Education in the Madras Presidency has also emphasised this point. It states that "while women will come forward!
• Bombay Q. R, page 155.

•
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.as ~achers fairly readily, given satisfactory conditions of servic~,
they will not and cannot do so for the very low wages often paid
men teachers. It iR well-known that, in ad~ition to the salaries
:receive~ by men teadhers, they are also given gifts in the form of
··food or clothing by the parents of their pupils apd can earn addi•tional money by giving private coaching. • Women teachers on the
•other hand cannot accept gifts, nor, because of their home duties,
have they time to undertake outside coaching".* In most provinces
the scales of pay and the rates of grant-in-aid for women teachers
in primary schools are the same as for men teachers and we have
already pointed out how entirely inad~quate is the average remuneration· of a teacher in a primary schoo1.1·

to

•

IX.-Signs of p·rogress.

6H. Our survey of the figures relating to girls' education has
'been somewhat depressing. But there are many features in the
.general picture to give encouragement for the future.
There are many admirable· institutions for the education
.of girls scattered over British India, and there are signs of a
:g-eneral awakening to which the women themselves are contributing
]n .no small Ineasure. Almost everywhere there are hopeful signs
and good promise for future progress. There has been a keen desire
for education ~tnd knowledge on the part of the women, even in the
pn;JYinces where purdah is most; strong. As a result, women belonging to all comntunities are rea.Iising-··:not only the immediate need
for the E!tadication of well-recognised social evils but also the urgent
·desitability of educating their daughters, not necessarily for employment or high scholarship, but at least to be more efficient as wives
· :and educated mothers in their own homes.
The at'titude of the public and parents in regard to early
marriage has considerably changed in recent years and the age
of marriage is gradually rising. Moreover, legislation with a view
-to raise the age of marriage is hnder con'sideration.
70. The Madras report on the development of women's education states: "There are, moreover, definite indications that there
~xists a real demand for further educational facilities for girls,
and that if these are provided girls will come forward readily
~or education.'':!:
An inEJ?ector of schools in the Bombay Presidency writes_,, It is gratifying to note that the time when the education
of girls had not only no supporters but opi:m enemies
has gone by. The stages of ridicule, apathy, indifference and criticism have been passed and the welcome
~tage of positive approval and encouragement is
r-eached. The need of education for girls along with

,

*Loc. cit., page 35.

t See Chapter IV, para. 55 •

.:j: Loc. cit., page 1 .
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boys is now recognised generally. It looks as if the·
d~y when the education of girls will be regarded as I)
sme qua non of national advancement is not far· distant."*
·
•
In Sind, whe;e purdah has in the past been most striking.
the Inspector of Schools states that ''the purdah is day by day
decreasing and there is a general desire to educate girls, specially
in cities and big towns.'' t
Even in the Punjab, where the difficulties are perhap&
greatest, the last Quinquennial Review states that "very consilderable advance bas been made in the region of secondary schools'
and especially in those located in urban areas. There ea~ be little
doubt but that this form of education now makes a strong appeal
to the middle class population in the towns. "t
th~

71. The Christian missionaries have done splendid pioneer work
in the cause of women's educat.ion and are carrying it on~
at every stage, , from the primary schools to medical schoolsand arts colleges. Much educative propaganda work is also being·
done in the sphere of women's education by a number of private·
associations and Indian missions, and other social and reform org"anisations are to a.p increasing extent supplementing the· worli of,.
Government and the Christian miss~ons.
•

.•

We have already had occasion to refer to the work of the
Indian Women's University at Poona and its associated•institu~
tions. Excellent work is being done by such organisations as ,the·
Seva Sadan at Bombay, Poona and Madras-a:o association controlling large numbers of night schools, adult classes, home classes:
and domestic arts classes for women. In Bengal, the Punjab and
other provinces, there are many private and unrecognised associations conducting adult classes for women, maintaining widows'
homes and doing social work amoogst the poorer classes of th&
community.
72. Of late women's activities have spread into the educational'.
social, economical and political Rpheres of life, and as a result of
th;s there have been started in many provinces associations, clubs,
homes for adult women's education, social service centres, health,
and welfare associations and rescue homer, mainly thl"J)ugh the·
initiative and organising efforts of public-spirited women.
All these activities have necessarily in.ftised a new spirit amont.{:
educated women and have widened their outlook. The ne-wmovement has received fresh jmpetus from the All-India Confer- ·
ences of Women, which' have now become
annual functions and
.

•

.

•Bombay Q. R., page 137.
tBomba.y Q. R., pag<? 138.
tPnnjab Q. R., page 94. ·
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whwn are attended by large numbers of women delegates from.
'every province. The delegates on their return to their provinceEl'
.keeping alive the interest of women in their educational needs'
by tb,.e holding of meetings and by explaining the aims and objects·
of the All;India Conferences. A result, therefqre, of these conferences has been that an extensive propaganda on educational a.ndr
social reform matters has· been carried on in most provinces by locaP
organisations.

are

There are indications that the Indian women's demands and'
aspirations t.o participate in the wider social and public activities
pf the ,country are everywhere receiving consideration and the rare
opportunities which have been given so far to women on legislative
bodies an'a. local bodies have been used already to assist in the
··
removal of social evils.
73. Deliberate and unremittmg efforts. to overcome the obstacles,
the formulation of policy with careful adjustment of means to ends,
and a generous provision of .money, institutions and personnel to
make up for lost time-these are clearly indicated as the main
tasks of the immediate future. Nor can success be attained without
the closer association and co-operation of }"Omen themselves which
are now available in growing measure. The whole case for women's
~dtreation rests on the claim that education is not the privilege of
one sex, but ~qually the right.o.f both, and that neither one sex nor
tlie other can ~dvance by itself without a strain on ·the social and
national system and injury to itself. The time has come to redress
the balance, and we belie:ve that the difficulties in the way of
women's education are beginning to lose thei~ force and the opportunity has arrived for a great new advance. We are definitely of
cpinion that, in the interest of the advance of Indian education· as
a whole, priority should now be given to the claims of girls' education in every scheme of expansion .

•

,
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•

Educational institutioBS provided for or by· special
communities. The need for unity.
1. It is a part of our task to review the growth of education
&Jnong those communities which are regarded as educationall~i
backward, and also to deal with schools wliiGh have been provided
either for or by certain communities.
2. From the· time of the Hunter Commission .in 1882
until the presei1t day, Government has deliberately and succesflfully pursued the policy of encouraging private effort in education.
This private effort has been of various kinds ; the effort of various
communities, of missionary and other philanthropic associations,
The· educational institutions which ·have
and of individuals.
resulted from these efforts have ne~essarily been shaped by the
special convictions of those to whom they owe their origin, and by
the needs of the communities for which they are primarily intended.
Many of these institutions have· been pioneers in the way of educational progress. They have rendered·and are rendering indispensable services to India.
.
•
3. We shall deal in subsequent chapters witli the needs of
Muhammadans, the depressed classes, Anglo-Indians and. certain
-other communities, a,nd with the· special institutions wliich b,ave
>been provided to meet their needs.
' 4 .. In dealing with this subject we are confr~nted immediately
-with the question whether the present educational system of India
is such as to promote a spirit of unity and co-operation among the
~several communities or the reverse.
5. We shall see that under tM influences to which we have
referred, segregate schools have sprung up ~n India in large numbers. It will be admitted that any educational system which trains
large numbers of pupils of the several communities in segregate
f'choolfl and colleges, often from the lowest to the highest stage
of ·education, may accentuate racial and communal differences and
prove an obstacle to the attainment of unity ; anu man:i wil1 feel
that the aim shoulu be rather to break down barriers which now
exist between classes and communities by bringing togetEer as
many pupils as possible into common or 'mixed' schools and
colleges, in which they can live and work side by side. These
'mixed' schools might be either publicly managed institutions, or
privately managed institutions in which the manage:trJoent and staff
• are representative of the different interests connected with them.
We do not suggest that it is possible at the present time or, for
( 184 )
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l'easons that we shall give, desirable that the whole educatio~al
sy&tem of India should be framed on these lines. We only Wish
to emphasise the view tliat the future educationa~ policy should
lbe direcied towards unity and not towards separatwn .

•

6. Diflerences in language.-We are also aware of the fact that
the large number o[ vernaculars and languages in India are a
'barrier to unity, but feel at the ~arne time that many of the diffiCl<lties are not insuperable. We have had very little time in
which to consider this difficult and complex problem, and are
. therefore .extremely reluctant to offer opinions on the subject. It
has been im;ressed upon us, however, by many witnesse.s and .by
our reading of the Reviews and Memoranda that the Indian child,
,particularly tbe Muhammadan, is gravely handicapped in his gene:ra1 studies by the practice of learning an excessively large number
'()f languages concurrently ; and we are not convinced that this
pradice is essential. Nor does it seem to us advisable to establish
separate institutions merely in order to ensure that. the teaching of
certain languages or vernaculars shall be made available.
For
example, it has been represented to us that inadequate provision
is made fo:c the teaching of Hindi in the ordinary schools in the
Punj&b, and this has been suggested as a reason for establishing
separate school!! with Hindi teaching in that province ; but if the
nec~ssity exists it seems to us tllart provision for such teaching could
be made in the cfrdinary schools .

•

'l'he difficult question of the medium of instruction in schools
is one ~hich we have also been unable to discuss. It may be
·pointed out, however, that it is often possible to introduce bilingual
teaching into a single school instead of instituting two schools with
different med.ia of instruction. In the United Provinces, a departmental rule has recently been passed whereby admission to a
normal school or training class "depends on a candidate passing
an examination in the second form of a vernacular; that i3 to sav
if his mother tongue is Urdu, he must pass in Hindi, and vice'
versa. This practice might be considered in other provinces.

.

7. Growing spirit of comradeship.-There are hopeful signs that
the present. da.y activities of school and college life are tending to
mitigate the evils of disunion and to bring the children of all communities into close and co-operative contact. The rapid development in recent years of games and sports bas brought large numbers
'()f pupils from all communities into close association and friendlYi
Tivalry and has fostered a new spirit of co-operation and under~
standing. Th~ establishment of University Training Corps in
many of the universities has evolved a spirit of co-operation and
{!Olllradeship between the communities by the members being united
;in n special form of training for the common good .

.
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·. 8. Boy Scouts.-Even more inspiring is the rapid and successfu}
de'velopinent of the Boy Scout movement in India, particularly in
Bombay and the Punjab. We are aware"that this movement haS.
done noble work in many lands, but we doubt whether it hf!,s done
greater service in a.ny country than in India. In the first place, it hasgiven to thousands of I~dian boys a means of healthy exercise
and of active enjoyment. In the second place, it has instilled in
many a desire for service and for helping the poor and the·
distressed. And, in the third place, it has already been successful
in transcenaing the narrow limits of race and community and in,
bringing the boys into an active partnership not only with each·
other, but also with boys of other lands. If, however, this admirable spirit is to continue and prosper, the movement :rtmst retain
its fundamental ideal of unity. We therefore deplore the tendency
in some provinces to disrupt the movement into separate and!
sectional scout associations.

•
•

•

•

CHAPTER IX .
•

Education of Muhammadans.
I.-Quantitative growth.

1. General Statistics.-The following Tables summarise thegeneral position of Muhammadan education : -

•
Muhammadan

LXXXVII .
pupils in different institutions by provinces.
TABLE

In universities
and arts
colleges.•

I

Province and Muhammadan population,
(in millions).

1917. •

In secondary and
primary
schools.

1927.

1917.

r

1927.

Total in all
recognised
institutions.
1917.

1927.

---------------1-----1--Madras (2"8)
,
Bombay (4"01
•
•
Bental (25 ·o)
• •
United Provinces (6•5)
Punjabo (11·5)
,
,
Burma (!1"5)
•
•
Bihar and Orissa (3•7)
Central Provinces (0"5)
Assam (2"2)
•
British India (59"4)

182
157
1,639
1,439
891
48
470
6!
86
5,212

.

:j

• I

136,690
241,042
137,732
242,680
123,943
185,142
125,048
189,462
787,811 1,029,662
817,076 1,109,237
116,471
206,96!
119,975
212,766
156,280
464,823
169,791
516,831
21,764 '
16,531
16,399
21,874
67,337
131,506 1 98,671
467
1~5,695
30,691
36,769 I 30,847
90
36,237
197
50,958
60,836 I
51,718
'63,483
8,400 1,552,142 ' 2,4-37,373 11,593,528 2,589,836
393
318
3,419
1,127
1,854
75

LXXXVIII .
.
Muhammadan 'jYUpils and population with comparative perce'11tages.
TABLE

1917.

I g<o

1927.

Percen~age.

I

Mubam~ ---.----.,----1
madan \

pupils

Pro~ince:

(all inst.i•

t.ntions.

I

n· d'

rec~~dt~e j
unrecog•l

-----..J•L-----I--n-i-se_d_._)
Madras •
Bombay •
•
Bengal •
.
United Provinces
Punjab

Burma •
•
nihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
.Assam •

Brit-ish India.

,

..

184,155
149,672
864,259
169,677
196,921
24,899
110,1551
32,356
55;625
1,824,364

:!s~

•~
•
:5.;;
d l5.,;
-§ ~

:;;;..,~

~~ . ~ -;:;
= -o ~
g ~-0 8.

~~

"''"'

);l '"

"d
d

S ~

Q

-~-:-~-~- ~~~
6•6
20"4
52•7
14•1
54•8

3"5
10"{!
4"1
28"1
23"5

6•7
3•j

3•6
2•4
1·8
5•9

a·o
5'i

2•9
3"2

I

r'

Percentage.'
Muham·
madan

pupils
(all insti·
tut!ons

-d~

I;recognised

!I

I

s~
0

and
unrecog-

nised)._

11·1 · 27_ 8,568
19"2
209,913
45"0 1 1,140,140
]8•2
244,697
40'8
590,834
4•2
24,776
]3•0
144,911
37,920
9•2
23"8
74,831
23'2 2,821,109

• Students in prdessional colleges are not included.
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2. Increased Enrolment.-It is clear from these Tables that
·the increase of enrolment of Muhammadans between 1917 and
Jl927 was both rapid and general. In ten years, the ~mmber ot
,pupils increased by. 62·5 per cent. or almost a mllhon.. The
ratio of pupils to. the tota.l Muhammadan population. increased
,from 3'2 to 4·7 per cent~ while the ratio of pupils of all races
. a·nd creeds to the total population only increased from 3'1 to
·4'3 per cent.
The proport';on of Muhammadans to the total
~_:opu lation is only a little over '24 per cent., but the ratio of the
increase of Muhammadan pupils to the total increase was over
-31 per cent. Thus, Muhammadan pupils are attending scpool in
proportionately higher numbers than the pupils of all communities
taken together. In fact, even in 1m7, the ratio of Mu'"ammadan
pupils to the total number of pupils was 23'2 per cent, and thus
almost equal to the ratio of the Muhammadan population to the
'total population, 23·5 per cent. In 1927, the first ratio was 25'3
per cent. and was slightly higher than the second, 24'1 per cent.
In the matter of enrolment, therefore~ Muhammadans are no longer
·'behind the rest of the country and are steadily forging ahead.
3. Stages of instruction.-The great majority of Muhammadan
']:npils, however, are in the p~imary stage: There ~ere, in 1~27,
-2,304,085 Muhammadan pup1ls at .the pnmary stage or 24·9 per
·cent. of the total number of pupils. But even ~t the primary
stage the position is unsatisfactory. Wastage among 1\'[uham•madans is appreciably greater than the general wastage in schools.
'In Class I, Muhammadans form 28'4 per cent. of the total; in
·Class V they form o~ly 17 per cent. of the total. •
In 1927, there were in the middle stage 101,336 pupils, or only
16 per cent. of the total 1iumber in that stage. In the high stage
the number was only 31,952 or H3·5 per cent . of the total. In
collegeR and universities it was only 10,787 or less than 13 per
cent. of the total. But it is to be pointed out that during the last
·five years there was an increase of 3,861 or about 56 per cent. at
the collegiate stage.
While, therefore, at the bottom of the educational ladder,
Muhammadans are to be found in numbers more than p~oportion
. ate to their population, they quickly lose their advantage, and at
·every higher stage, more and more drop out.
4. Girls.-The tendency to drop out as the higher· .stages are
·approached is even more marked in the education of Muhammadan
• ·-girls. In 1917, there were 234,328 girls in recognised institutions,
and in 1922, 298,423. For 1927, the exact figure for girls alone
is not available, hnt there were 312,704 Muhammadan pupils in ,
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. institutions for girls, or 28 per cent. of the whole. But of these,.
~51,.531 were in Class I, in which they formed 35'5 per cent. of the·
total. • In Glass V, on the other hand, Muhammadan pupils jn,
girls' schools numbered only 5'8 per cent. of the total. Although
there wen; 310,100 in the primary stage, there ·were only 1,669 in
the middle stage and only 143 in l,he high stage. In the primary
stage, Muhammadan girls constitJted 29'1 per cent., but in the·'
middle only 5'1 per cent., and in the high stage only 2·1 per cent.
of the total number of pupils. Conservatism and purdah, theobstacles in the way of Indian women generally, act with special
force irl the case of Muhammadans, and mainly account for the fact
that the ~umbers in the higher stages are extremely small. But
the numbers are gradually increasing. In 1917, there were only
six Muhammadan girls in arts colleges, in 1922 there were 25; and
in 1927, in women's colleges alone, there were 30. The first
Muhammadan lady undergraduate in Madras appeared in 1923, and
in H"l27 there were four. In Bengal, the number of undergraduates.
increased in ten years from two to seven.

5. The Provinces.-The ratio of Muhammadan pupils to the·
total is less than the ratio of the Muhammadan population to the·
tot:1l only in four provinces, Bombay, Bengal, the Punjab and
Assam; in J\tadras, the Unitf;ld Provinces, Bihar and the Central'
Fwvinces, it is much higher.:_in the last, more than twice as
great. .In Burma, the two :ratios are the same.
The ratio for
Bombay is influenced by Sind where Muhammadans are in·
a majority but are very backward. In every province where
Muhammadans ate in a minority, except in Assam, they are ahead.
of the average in enrolment ; but ·in Bengal and the Punjab where·
they constitute a majority, they are slightly· below the average.
In Madms, Muhammadans form 6'7 per cent. of the population, but n·o per cent. of the pupils. In 1927 the
total number of Muhammadan pupils was 242,680,
1itll increase of 56 per cent. in the quinquennium.
The numbers in arts colleges rose from 141 to 351,
but still formed only 3 per cent. of the total. The·
proportion in the secondary stage was a little over
•
5 per cent.

1ri Bombay Presidency proper (exclusive of Sind which is·
dealt with at the end of the chapter), Muhammadan&
form 8·6 per cent. of the population and the Muhammadan pupils form 13'8 per cent. of the total. The
• community is far in advance of the 'intermediate'
and 'backward' Hindus. 16·8 per cent. of the
'advanced' Hindus are a.t school, 5'0 per cent. of the •
'intermediate', 3·3 of the 'backward', and 10·2 of the
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Muhammadans. This is a higher figure than for any
other province. But, as elsewhere, in seconda~y ood
higher education, Muhammadans are still a long way
•
behind the ' advanced ' Hindus.

•

•

The total number of Muhammadan students in colleges
in the Bombay Presidency as a whole rose from 215 in
1917 to 450 in 1927, and the pupils in secondary
schools from 4,992 to 8,191, of whom 232 were girls.
-In Bengal, Muhammadans form D·i per cent. of tl:re population and 51·3 pe~cent. of the total number of pupils.
Here again also, the increase has been mainly in the
·primary stage where, in five years, the numbers have
grown by over 200,000. While Muhammadans form
51·4 per cent. of the pupils in the primary stage, in
the middle stage they. form only 19"3 per cent. and in
the high stage only 15·5 per cent. There has, hoW··
ever, been marked growth in the number of MuhaPl··
mada~s attending arts and professional colleges a~ the
followmg Table shows : •

•

Percentage
ratio
ofMuhammadan
students to
all
students.

Percentage
ratio
•
1
of Muham- 1 In profes.
madan
[ sional co~leges.
students t-o
all
students. ( •
1

In universities and arts
colleges.

-

I

I

1,639

8"9

I

303

·1922

2,175

12"8

I

440

9•6

'1927

3,419 •

14•2

886

14•06

1917

.

I

7•34

If the number of Muhammadan students in colleges
were proportionate to the Muhammadan population the
percentage would be four times as great. The girls
are much more backward than the boys in the higher
·stages. Of the 226,031 Muhammadan girts in schools
and colleges, only a. minute fraction are reading above
the primary stage and more than nine out of :ten are
in Class I.
~ln

the United Provinces, Muhammadans foriV. 14·3 per cent.
of the population, but 18"1 per cent. of the pupils.
The educa;tional position of the community is, how.:
ever, even 'more remarkable than this figure suggests,

'
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for. the boys are even more prominent in the higher
than the lower stages.
Percentage ratio of Muhammadan
• pupils to total-

•

In

in;~titutions

) In institutions
for
females.

for
males.

.------

•

Primary stage

16·6

16'2

Middle stage

16'.)

5•7

High stage

l'J·9

3'l>

Collegiate stage

24'1

8'6

The high proportion in the higher stages in the United
Provinces is, no doubt, due largely to the Muslim
University of Aligarh. In the higher education of
~omen, the Muhammadans in the province are little
more advanced th~n elsewhere.
·The Purtjab has the highest ratio of Muhammadans to
• the population, 55·3 per cent.; of the pupils, they
form 50 per cent. The percentages fall in the higher
stage«~, but not to the same extent as in Bengal. In
the primary stage, in boys' institutions they form
52'6 per cent., in the middle stage 39·4, in the high
stage 29·9, in arts colleges 24"7. But there are two
noteworthy features in the Punjab; first, the remarkable general growth in Muhammadan education during
the last decade, and, Eecondly, the comparatively advanced position of girls' education among Muhammadans as compared with that of other provinces.
The total number of Muhammadan pupils in recognised
institutions in 1917 was only 159' 791' in 1922 it had
• increased to 226,161; but in the next fi~e years, it rost'
to 516,831. If progress can be maintained at this
rate and pupils retained at school, the community in
the Punjah will soon have no reason to complain of
its educational backwardness.
In institutions for girls Muhammadans form about 26
~er cent. oLthe pupils, and, while the majority are
in the primary stage and especially in Class I, in the
middle stage they 'ltil! number about 17 per cent., in
the high stage 12 per cent., and in colleges more than

.

'

•
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:1,_5 per cent. of the total. But it has to be remembered
that if the Muhammadan girls form a considerable
proportion of the total, women's eduqation gen~rally
is in a very backward condition among all communities
in the prqvince, and the total number <1f girls under
instruction is very small.
1n Burma, Muhammadans are proportionately less numerous than in any other province and form only s·s.
per cent. of the population. The percentage of
Muhammadan pupils is also 3"8. It is disappointing~
however, that the numbers increased so litt.!e between
1917 and 1927, but this was mainly due tQ the Khilafat
movement in 1920-21 which withdrew about 5,000
children from schools. The number in arts colleges.
increased from 30 in 1922 to 75 in 1927, and in secondary schools from 6,304 to 8,838 in the same period ..
The number of girls 11t school has grown considerably,.
from 3,999 in 1917 to 5,831 in 1927.
In Bihar, Muhammadans form 10·9 _per cent. of the poP,ulation and 13"1 per cent. of the pupils. But, ill the
higher stages, while the numbers are steadily increasing, the proportion to the total nu~er of pupils is.
as steadily falling.

Year.

Percentage ratio
Number of Muhdn. Numba
ofMuhdn.
pupils
of Mubdn.
pupils in
to total
pupils
college
number
in high
stage.
of pupils
stage.
in college
stage.

- - - - - ____, - - - 1921-22

464

1926-27

663

------~------i

18"8

_ _,.....____

I

Percent• Percent·
·i age ratio
age ratio
. of Muhdn. Number ofikuhdo ..
1
: pupils • of Muhdo. pupils
' tQ total
pupils
to total ·
number i in middle number
of pupilsll stage.
of pupils
1
in high
in middle
stage.
stage.

I

!

; ...

1,835

1,283

_________________________________
14•8

2,562

11"9

2,242

It will be seen that in the college and high stages theother classes of the population are gradu~lly catching
up the Muhammadans, but th~t the latter still stand
above the average for the population as a whole.

Muhammadan girls under instruction are mainly confined to the lowest primary classes. In Class I, they
form 28 per cent. of the whole, a remarkably high
:figure, almost three times as high as the population
percentage. In Class III, they still form about 20
per cent., but in Class IV there are only 42"

'
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Muhammadan girls, 3· 4 per cent. of the whole. In the
higher stages they scarcely appear at alL

ltl the Central Provinces, there are comparatively few
• Muhammadans, only a little.over J:ralf a million, of
whom almost half are in Berar. In the province as
a whole, they form only 4·1 per cent. of the popui~
tion ; but in education they are exceptionally advaneed, having 9·5 per cent. of the total number of pupils.
Nor are these confined to the lower stages. Even in
the high stage, the Muhammadans in institutions for
males form 8'6 per cent. of the total. But the educa• tion of Muhammadan girls practically ceases with the
lowest class, to which they contribute one pupil in
seven. There has, in fact, been a serious decrease in
the number of girls at school in recent years, from
4,765 in 1922 to 3,113 in 1927.
ln Assam, Muhammadans form 29 per cent. of the population and 25·9 per cent. ot the pupils. The number of
pupils fell fro:qt 51,718 in 1917 to 43,034 in 1922, bUf,
rose again to 63,483 in 1927. The proportion in the
S€iondary stage, however, is sti[ll comparatively smaiL
In the middle stage, the Muhammadan pupils form
12·& per cent., and in the high stage 13'2 per cent.
• of the total. The great majority of girls are, as elsewhere, in Class I. In the middle stage, there are
less th6tn 50 and in t·he high stage fewer still.
II.-11,[ eans of encouragement.

6. The position of the Muhammadan community in India is
peculiar in many respects and sf>me conspicuous features in the
existing system of Indian education are due either to the community's insistence on certain principles or to attempts on the part
of Governments to give it special help.
The community is stilll educationally backward, though less
than formerly, and though for a considerable time past Goverpments
have generi!lly recognised the desirability of finding remedies for
its backwardness, in the public interest. It is a minority community
in most of the provinces but i'n the social polity of India it is undoubtedly the most important minority. It has insisted on religious
instruction, given by Muhammadans, as an integral element in
school education for Muhammadan pupils, and has attached great
importance to .Arabic and Pen:ia.n as classical languages of Islamic
religion a,nd culture, and to Urdu as a linguistic bond of union
among Muhammadans throughout India. And it is on the whole

,
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a p<)or community, consisting largely of cultivators and petty trades•
men.
These circumstances account for the fact that at th~ present
day•
·
(?-) provision for· the education of many Muhammadans is
made in segregate institutions;
(b) special assistance is given to Muhammadan pupils by way
of stipends, scholarships and fee remissions;
(c) special inspecting agencies for Muhammadan educational
institutions have been established in a number of pro•
vinces ; and
(d) reservations of different kinds are made either to secure
the admission of Muhammadans to the ordinary educational institutions or to secure the presence of an
:1dequate number of Muhammadans on their te~hing
staffs.
7. Although large numbers of Muhammadan pupils, especially
in the Punjab, receive their educa.tion in the ordinary institutionsprimary schools, secondary schools and colleges-there are in aijuost
every province a large number of recognised segregate institutions
which are intended to meet Muhammadan requireJ:i.ents. In 1927,
in Bengal, out of 1,109,237 Muha.mmadan pupils over 663,000 ;were
in segregate institutions. In Bombay Presidency (excluding Sind)
85,001 out of 120,912 Muhammadan pupils in primary schools were
· in segregate institutions. In the United Provinces, out of the
192,889 Muhammadan boys in primary schQols 92,629 were in
segregate institutions. In Bihar, out of a total of 135,695 Muhammadan pupils in all institutions, 86,384 were reading in segregate
primary schools.
Two classes of these segregat~ institutions may be distinguished
-the 'separate' institutions in which the courses are the same as in
the ordinary schools, and the ' special ' institutions in which the
courses differ considerably from those of the ordinary schools and
include teaching in Isla.mi~ religion and culture.
8. 'Separate' Institutions.-The 'separate' institutions include
Islamic colleges, which prepare for the ordinary examinations of a
university, and Islamic secondary schools which prep~re boys for
the matriculation. They include also the Islami.a primary schools
in the United Provinces, and primary schools in Madras, Bombay,
Punjab, Burma and the Central Provinces. These separate institutions :ue generally staffed and maintained by members of the
Muha1nmadan community, but in some cases 'they .are :rhailJtained
by Government and local bodies. In Bombay Presidency proper,
these primary schools are . cif two kinds ; the TJ rdu-Vernacular
schools, in which Urdu is used as the medium of instruction in'
all subjects, with t,he local vernacular, in addition, a.s an optionaJ'
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iiubject; and the Vernacular-Urdu schools, in which all instruction i~
given in the local vernacular, with Urdu as a compulsory extra
language. Jn urban areas, nearly all the pupils attend the former
type of school, but in rural area.s :21,0-18 a.ttend the former type and
15,57 4 the iatter type of schooL There :i.s no reiigious teaching in
these schools. In Madras, the separate primary schools follow the
ordinary primary school course a.nd more than half the number of
the schools are managed by local bodies, the remainder being pri.vately managed institutions.
9 .. '6pecial ' Institutions.-The institp.ti6ns which we classify
;as 'special'. include Islamia intermediate. colleges in Bengal; ththigh and junior madrasahs, which are mostly in Bengal; maktabs;
mulla schools in Sind; and Koran schools.
The lslamia intermediate~ r-olleges in Bengal are " institutions
that aim at the same standard as the other intermediate colleges
:and lead the way to Islami~ studies in Dacca University .... The
colleges at Dacca and Chittagong are Government institutions; and
that at Serajgunj, which acquired this status in 1923, is an aided
inititution". * The course includes English and the vernacular,
:and also Islamic studies. In 1926 there were 119 students in these
•
classes.
'In recent yeaJ:s, attempts have been made to assimilate the courses
·Of madr~sahs to those of the ordinary schools. In Bengal, "the high
·madrasahs are practically high schooh on an Islamic ba.sis, com.
!bining religious and secular education. Of the total number of
seventeen, three are managed by Government, ten are aided and
-the rest are unaided. They are all under the control of ihe Dacca
·secondary [and Intermediate] Board which is endeavouring to bring
them 'within the pale of the generaJ. educational scheme'.''*
In Bengal, ''the junior mddrasahs correspond to the middie
English schools. but the course is heavier. Theipupils learn four
1anguages, Bnglish, Bengali, Arabic and Urdu".* Owing to the
heaviness of the course, Class VI of a junior madrasah corresponds
only to Class V of a miodlo English school, and thus a whole year
is lost by the pupils.
In Betlgal, the madrasahs are increasing in popularity. During
the last quinquennium, the number of these institutions increased
from 337 to 538; and the number of pupils from 25,036 to 50,999.
The ·maktabs, again, ara fcund mostly in Bengal, but also
·exis.'t in fa.irly large ·numbers in Bih:1r and the United Provinces.
In Bengal, '"'a revised curriculum was introduced in 1925, which
brought the maktabs into line with the ordinary primary schools.
'The chief difference is that books by Muslim authors are generally

•
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used as text-books and instruction is given in the reading of: theKoran and in Islamic ritual. . . . The fact that both secula:r
religious subjects have to be taught makes it desirable to h~ve two
teachers. Many maktabs, ... however, have only one".* In
Bengal, one of th~ chief features of the last quinquenni~m was the
spread of maktabs. In 1921-22, there were 13,048 recognised
maktabs with 368,645 pupils; in 1926-27, there were 19,919 recog•
nised maktabs with 610,296 pupils.
10. The following Table shows, as far as it has been possible 00.
ascertain, the total number of these 'separate' and 'special' institutions:·
•
·
I TABLE LXXXIX.
•
'Separate' and 'Special' institutions for Muhammadans.

and

'Separate'
institutions.

• Special'
institutions.

,Province.

Madras

•

2

17 3,166

Bombay

13 2,061

Bengal

25

United

IS . 693

538

Punjabt
Burma
Bihar and
Orissa.
Central
Provinces..
Assam
Total

.. Ia,oo7

!!,291-

Provinces.
ll5

308

.. II •..

7

178

••

1 374

Do.

374<

189

89

278-

14 3,491

280

3,771

23

303

u2 1 2os

317

25,859:s27 --7a34:149[2•992

37,141

I

..
4

••

3,477
37

242

102

10

• --9-lls2[6,648548

Not 3,007
known.

1

1

Thus, the 'separate' institutions are to be found mainly in Madras,
Bombay and the Un>~ted Provinces; and the 'special' institutions
mainly in Bengal, Bihar and the United Provinces, especially in
Bengal. It will be noticed that there are no 'special' institutions
in th~ Punjab. The institutions shown in the Table in column 8·
as other schools" are mainl:v training classes for teachers.
* Ben,g-al Q. R., page 75.
t\Includes three ' Special ' institutionF•
Figures only approximate.

t
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n. Scholarships and reservation of school places.-The educa-

'tion of Muhammadans has been encouraged by tb,~ institution of
liee fOcholar~hips, fee-remissions and scholarships r_eserved fo~ Niu~
hammadan pupils, and by the allotment of a defimte proportiOn of
seats where there is pressure for admission, es.eecially in professwnal
:colleges. A few examples will be sufficie.nt to inustrate what has
-been done.

In Madras, all poor Muhammadan pupils are admitted at
half fees into all recognised institutions and large
numbers of special scholarships are reserved for
Muhammadans. In the Central Provinces, apart from
• the general scholarships open to all classes, 19 scholarships of Rs. 3 per mensem in middle schools and 16 of
Rs. 5 in high schools are reserved for Muhammadana.
In addition, a considerable propor·tion of scholars living
awa.y from their parents or guardians receive an extra
allowance; 90 stipends of the val11e of Rs. 15 or Rs. 16
per mensem are tenable in the Urdu Normal School
for men at Amraoti. In Bengal, in many public institutiom, 15 per cent. of the Muhammadan pupils may
be granted free studentships.
Between 1!)22 and
:L927, 30 scholarships of .Rs. 5, and numerous others of
bigher value, wete created for Mnhammadq,m;.
30
per cent. of the places in the Chittagong College are
•
reserved for Muhammadan students and 25 per cent .
1n the Beng-a.l Engineering College and in the A.hsanoullah. School of Engine~ring, Dacca.
In Bombay
proper, in Government professional colleges, 10 per
-cent. of the seats are reserved for Muhammadans, in
Government secondary sc~ools, 15 per cent. In arts
colleg-es, 42 scho1ar~;hips of the vaJue of Rs. 20 are
·awarded to them ; on,nd for professional and technica.l
-education, there are 30 scholarships from Rs. 25 to
~0.
Up to 22! per cent. of the Muhammadan
pupils in Government secondary schools may be
exempted from fees and 637 scholarships of Rs. 6-10
have been sanctioned for them in the Presidency proper. Muhammaaan girls are admitted without· the
• payment of fees into all district, local board and muni·dpal primary schools, and a number of special scholarships are reserved for Muhammadan girls reading in
primary schools. In Sind, Government provide 12
~Scholarships of R.s. 30 each for Muhammadans in arts
rolleges; a.nil 30 per cent. of the students are admitted
For secondary
free in Government high schools.
pupils, 700 scholarspips varying from Rs. 10-·ns. 12-8-0 are provided.
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All this is in addition to the stipends and scholarships which ar6'
.,;.upplied from the rncome of private endowment1\, some of wh\ch
are very extensive like the Mohsin Fund in Bengal and the Kaz~
Shahbuddin Scholarship Fund in Bombay.
1~.

.

.

-

Inspectors and 'eachers.-In most provinces Government·
have appointed special inspectors for the supervision and stimula.tion of Muhammadan education. In Madras, there is a speciaL
assistant to the District Educational Officer for Malabar who has
charge of Mappilla (Moplah) education, and there are
number
of special deputy inspectors for Muhammadan schools. In Sind,
a special staff is maintained for the mulla schools, coMisting oF
three deputy inspectors and nine assistants. In Ben~Jal, the five
assista.nt inspectors for Muhammadan education and the inspec~ing
maulvis are under the immediate control of the Assistant Director
for Muhammadan education, who advises the Director on all matters
connected with the education of Muhammadans. In the United
Provinces, there is an inspector o{ Muhammadan schools and in
every division except one there is a deputy inspector who specially
'concerns himself with Islamia and Muhammadan primary schools.
In Burma, there are deputy inspectors for Muhammadan schools.
In Bihar, there are a superyntendentt of Islamic studies, five special
inspecting officers and 21 inspecting maulvis. In Assam, the:re is a
special deputy inspector for Muhamma.dan education.
All these
'are concerned wholly or primarily with :the SU:Tflrvision of the
institutions intended for Muhammadan pupils.
•

a

13. In some provinces, in order to secure a fair balance between
the different sommunities, Government have laid.down genera.! rules
prescribing a minimum proportion of Government educational (aiHl ·
other) posts to be held by Muhammadans; Thus, in the Centra-l
Provinces, five posts of depl}ty inspector and two of assistant inspector fire held bv Muhammadans. In Bihar, there are six Muham:tmtdan distric~ inspectors, six tlepl'lty inspectors and 36 sub-inspec~
tors. In the United Prov.inces, '25 per cent, of the deputy inspector:;
and 33 per cent. of the sub-deputy inspectors are Muhammailans,
altl1ough the community form only 14·3 per cent. of the population.
In the Provincial Educational Service of this province, they number
15 per cent. ; in the Subordinate Serv;ce 15 per cent. In Bengal, in
Government secondary schools, the Muhammadan tea~hers com~
poF:e 31·8 per cent. of the total and Muhammadans form 47·3 percent. of the inspecting staff. In Madras, three of the district
educational officers and 23 of t.he deputy and junior deputy inspec•
tors are Muhammadans. There are also 161 Muhammadans on tbe
staffs of Government colleges, secondary schools and training
i;chools.
-

14. In Bompay and Sind, out of 34,611 teachers in primflry
schools 3,733 a.re Muhammadans, and in Sind alone, out of 3,052
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teachers in publicly managed primary schools 1,284 are Muhammadans. In the United Provinces, one out of every five teachers
irt primary schools is a Muhat;nmadan and one ?ut of six in middle
schools.
In. local board pnmary and Islamut schools M~haro
madan •teachers form 13·9 of the total. In the Central ProVInces,,
1,541 teacMrs are Muhammadans out· of ~ tot(l,l ~f 15 1421 teacher~
of all kinds.
15. The present position and future prog:tess.-In the past, theestablishment of 'separate' and 'special' educational institutions for~
J\tluhammadans has undoubtedlv brought Muhammadan pupils·
under in"t.ruction more extensiv~ly and more quickly than would' 1
have bc'Em the case had the only facilities been those afforded by·
the undentnninational and publicly managed schools.
But the'·
official reports and the evidence which we have received indica;te ·
very clearly that, generally speaking, these institutions have done
Lut little to raise the general standard of education among MuhamL
madans to that of other communities, that a great many of 'them
are accentuating the educa.tional backwardness of the community,.
that their enrolment is increasing yea.r by year and that a cont.inuanee of these iMtitut.ions on a large scale would be prejudicial both
to.the interests of Muharnm3.dans themselves and to the puhli~
int~rest .

.

as

16. Even
regards the 'se.parate' institutions for higher education which offer inducements to, ~7oung Muhammadans to
pursue t~e ordinary courses, it is doubtful whether the advantages to the community a.re not outweigherl by the disadvanta~es,
V\Te" are a>vare that several of the Islamia colleges and sch0ols
are large, well-eqllipped a.nd efficient institutions, and there is no
reason why they should not continue alongside similar institutions
maintained bv other communities. But where the Mnhamma.dan
community i~ sma.ll, it is impossible to provide, except at disproportionate cost, a separate institution which will be as efficient
as the ordinary college or school. A small institution can rarely
have as efficient a s'taff as a large one, and the pupils lose much of
the stimulus of healthy competition and much of the training in
character which is derived from well-organised corporate life. We
eannot believe, for example, that the students (less than ten in number in 1927) reading in the degree classes of the Government Muhammada-p College, Madras, are enjoying the same opportunities for
all-round edncation as are enjoyed by the Muhammadan students
(over a hundred) reading in the degree classes of the other colleO'es
0
in the Presidency town.
·
17. It is, however, in t.hc 'special' schools t.hat the Muhammadan pupilf'. suffer most from the relative inefficiency of the segrer:;ate institu:tions-madrasahs, maktabs and Koran schools-which'
they attend. It has been noted that the special institutions are
to be found mainly in Bengal, the United Provinces and Bihar,

~
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and it is to these provinces, in particular, that our observations
in regard to them apply. The problems of Sind and Malabar are
tl·eated separately below.
In BenguJ, tbe United Provinces and Bihar, the ~vidence as to
the inefficiency o{ the 'special' institutions is almost .unanimous.
An in~pector of schools i:a Bengal has stated that''The maktabs and madrasahs are extremely inefficient.
This is not prejudiced criticism but is the unanimous
·overaict of the Muhammadan inspectors .... It is ex·,tremely unlikely that the products of such institutions
will ever be able to compete successfully wi_th those
who have been taught in ordinary high schools. Thie
is the private opinion also of many M~hammadan
gentlemen."*
,
·
1n the majority of ca.ses a maktab has only three classes and is a.
'single-teacher school.
In the United Provinces, it was the unanimous opinion of the
Committee appointed to report on the state of primary education of
boys .)f. the Muhammadan community and of educationally backward communities that ''in quality the education given in speoia.l
Muhammadan institutions is inferior to that given in ordinary
mixed schools maintained by municipal and distric' boards. ·The
gravity of the situation wa.s realised when it was understood that. 33
per cent. of the Muhammadan boys receiving primary education are
enrolled in Islamia schools and maktabs. The Commit!ee attritmtes the failure of maktabs and lslamia schools to the following
causes:(a) the unwillingness of boards in straitened circumstances
to expend money from their own funds on inferior
denominational schools ;
(b) lack of healthy competition .incidental to their sheltered
condition ;
•
(c) inferior tuition; and
(d) insufficient and over-lenient inspection." t
In Bihar, our evidence shows that the maktabs are very similar
to those in Bengal and that they are in most cases inefficient threeclass single-teacher schools.
•
The Resolution of the Government of Bihar on the Quinquennial
}{eview ~tate8 tbat
''A decidedly disquieting feature in the sphere of primsry
educat;on is the steadily increasing demand for the
multiplication of institutions on a coii!munal basis.
The report draws attention to the astonishing increase

'

*

Bengal Q. R., page 73.

t The Wetherill Repcrt, page~-
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in the number of Sanskrit patshalas and of maktabs
during the last five years, accompanied during 1928-27
bv an actual decrease in the total number of primary
schools. Sanskrit pathshalas came into existence in
•
1915; by 1921-22 their number had risen to 319, and
• last year it stood at 761. BeSides pathshalas and
maktabs there is a demand for separate primary
sGhnols for girls and a necessity, in some places, for a
separate school for children of the depressed classeR.
This rlemand for :oeparate institutions, if :i:t continnes,
can only render the problem of overcoming illiteracy
in thi~ province (already one of sufficient magnitude)
•
absolutely impossible of s0lution.
Government
cannot but regard with serious miHgiving t.he present
tendency in this direction and earnestly hope that
the local bodie& will realize the danger before it is too
late.""'
18. We have already referred to the greater wastage among
Muhammadan pupils than among pupils of other communities..
'The figures are striking. The following Ta.ble shows the number
of Muhammadan and Hindu pupils in boys' schools in /the first
pnmary class, at the end of the primary stage, and at the end of
the-middle srage in Bengal, the United Provinces and Bihar:.

.

TaBLE XC.

Muha'f1\madan "and Hindu pupils in Classes I, V and VII in Bengal

United Pr()'l)inces and Bihar.

.Mtiham.
.

·Bengal
•United Provinc6>
'Bihar and Orissa

Hindu
pupils in
Class I.

madan
pupils in
Class I.

Province.

I

•

'

I

Muham· Hindu Muham- Hindu
mad an
pupils
madan pupils in
pupils in
Class
in
pupils in
Class V. Class V. Class VII.
VII.

I

---

--

560,783 [ 409,228

12,529

43,166

7,666

34,617

100,144) 465,492

10,687

57,773

3,594

20,869

435,685

1,993

27,438

976

Il,201

70,795

I

19. 'rhe 1\fnhammadan pupil of a 'spP.cial' Achool is verv f;E'riousiy handi~pped in climbing the educational ladder not" only by
the inefficiency of most of these institutions, hut also by the fact that,
having begun his education in an institution which stands outside
the ordinary organisation of schools, it is not easy for him to take
his :r:Iace later in one of the ordinary schools or colleges. This is
part~cularly the case in Benga.l where the vast majority of the
speCial schooh:l exist. If a pupil attending such a school is fortunate, he may ultimately attend a high madrasah and then one of
.,. Bihi!X Q. R., Govern.mt>.nt Resolution, page 9.
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the Islamia intermediate colleges. Very few Muhammadan pupils,.
however, reach the intermediate stage and in 1927 only 881 Muham~
madan students were reading in the first year intermediate class. •
Even a MuhaUJmada.n boy who takes the ordinary p{rmarycourse, whether in an ordinary or in a 'separ3ite' schot>l, is also·
handicapped in climbing the educa;tional ladder, though to a lesser
extent. In the first place, we have received evidence that in Bihar
and the United Provinces local bodies are reluctant to open .
'separate' Islamia Urdu teaching primary schools, even in places
where there is a large Muhammadan population ; and that many
of the schools which have been opened are starved through in-sufficiency of financial support by the local bodies. In the second
place, even if a Muhammadan boy succeeds in completing. theordmary primary course there is insufficient opportunity for him
to go further. The major~ty of the Muhammadan population is
scattered in villages ·far from secondary schools. The handicap
due to the paucity or absence of secondary schools, particularly of
middle vernacular schools, in the villages, is most serious in Bengal
and Bihar where the primary schools generally have only three·
classes.
In Bengal, the number of middle vern~ular schools forboys is rapidly diminishing and is now only seventy-four, or alm<fst
the same as in the North--West Frontier Province. In a previous.
chapter we have urged the necessity. of increasing t~e number of
classes in vernacular schools and have emphasised the importanbe
of the middle vernacular school as a means of provrding a form of
education which is suitable "to rural areas. If such facilitres were
made more readily available in the prov~nces we have referred•to;.
then many more Muhammadan pupils would ha~e the opportunity
of receiving higher form of primary education and one betteradai;Jted to their needs.

a

20. Ma.ny Muhammadan pupils are also ha,ndicapped if theydesire :to pass from a primary to
anglo-vernacular school. In.
general, Muhammadans are poor and live in .rural a,reas. They
find it difficult and beyond 'their means to send their sons to distant
10chools. In most provinces, even when the anglo-vernacular
schools are within easy distance they are usually managed by mem-.
bers of other communities, and Muhammadans consider them uncongenial. We have already aJluded to the urgent nec~sity of a
more equitable distribution of schools of this type so that greater
facilities may be available, and we have suggested that this object
might best be achieved by the establishment of publicly mam.ged
schools. If the latter suggestion is not feasible, it might then be
possible to adiust the grant-in-aid rules in such a way that special
assistance will be given to pl.'ivately managed higli and middle
schools in backward areas. Increased hostel provision is also. re•:plired. By such means, encouragement would be given to a largenumber of Muhammadans to attend high schools and colleges.

an
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. 21. For the reasons given, we have no doubt whatever that,
both in the public interest and in the interest of the Muhammadan
com:fnun~~y,. the sooner the segregate Muhamma.dan institutions,..
and pali'tiCularly those which we have classed as special institutions,..
are replac~J. by a syste1n under which. Muhatnma.dan pupils in··
al~ stage~ w11l take their place in ordinary schools side by side ·
Wit~ pup1ls of other commu_rrities,. the better. Suchva change can··
obv10us!y ta~e place only gTadually. Accommodation must first
be p~ov1~ed _m oth_er institutions for their pupils, and some segregate mst1tutwns will no doubt make good their claim to continuance.
· Representations made to us ~m behalf of the Muhammadan community shew that they are prepared to fall in with a policy which .
will bring Muhammadan pupils into the ordinary publicly managed;;
schools if they can obtain certain safeguards of which the principal
are:·-·
(a) Provision of opportunities for Muhammadan religious.
instruction ;
(b) (in the United Provinces and Bihar) adequate provision_,,
for the teaching of Urdiu: ;*
(c) adequate provision for the training and employment of
a suitable proportion of Muhammadan teachers ;
(d) proportionate reserv~tion of places for Muhammadan.,
pupils in institutions where accommodation is insufficient to admit all applicants; and
•
(e) adeqna.te representation on local educational authorities .
or other bodies managing, schools ..
22. Religious Instruction.-The• attitude of State neutrality in
India towards different religions originally took the form of the
exclusion of religious teaching from publicly managed schools. fu,
1911, however, the Government of India invited local Governments...
to set up committees to consider the provision for mora1 and religious,..
instruction. Considerable variety of opinion was expressed regard-.
ing the possibility aJJ,d efficiency of religious instruction. The provinces in which advance was most confidently recommended were
Evelli prior to 1917, relaxation of the
Bengal and Bihar.
general rule had been permitted, for example, in the United Pro~·inces, the Punjab and Burma, in favour of children whose parentsdesired re!igious instruction for them. The conditions usually
imposed were that it should be given by persons other than the·
ordinary staff outside ordinary school hours, and not at the cost of
public funds. In the Central Provinces and As'3a.m, there was also,.
some relaxat.ion, mainly in favour of Muhammadans, though little
advantage was taken of it .
23. In 1921, the Government of India addressed all local Governments on the question of the !ntroduction of religious instruction
'

.

~See

Chapter VIII, para. 6,
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.int<> Government schools and stated that they were " of the opinion
'that the embargo which hitherto has been pla.ced on the introductio~
·of religious instruction in publicly managed schools ~ay be ..removed." Certain conditions to be attached to its ·mtro<J.uctwn
were indicated, viz., no preference to any particular reli~ion to the
-exclusion of others, no charge ·on public funds and the instruction
to be given otftsi'de regular school hours.
In Madras, orders were accordingly issued permitting religious
instruction in publicly managed schools on those conditions.
The Punjab Code permitted it in Government or local board
schools on those conditions and. at the express wish of the parents.
In Bihar, the provision of religious instruction for. at least
two hours a week in school hours was made obligatory in
GDvernment and non-denominational schools. At present, all
pupils are required to attend the religious instruction provided for
their particular community unless their parents desire them to be
-exempted : it is to be given ordinarily by members of the school staff
selected by the headmaster and also, if necessary, by honorary
·teachers H,pproved by the headmaster. In the Cf'ntral Provinces,
religious instruction was permitted in Government and local board
schools out of school hours, and at the expense of the communitieH
which provided it. In Assam, special facilities for religious instruct-ion for Muhammadan pupils were Rrovided in all pub,icly managed
sChools.
·
24. The way is therefore open for provincial Governmoo.ts who
are embarrassed in their endeavour to secure the better education
of Muhammadans by their dem.and for combined religious and
secular instruction i~ the !;lame institution to consider whether they·
should not try to meet that demand fu the ordinary school. It is ·
obvious, as we point out elsewhere, that if the system of primary
education is to be rescued from the waste and ineffectiveness which
afflict it, a· great effort has to be made and the system of primary
schools has tu be reorganised. For that purpose, it is of the first
importance to decide whether the relatively ineffective and expensive plan of maintaining segregate schools for Muhammadans shall
be continued, or whether arrangements for providing them with
opportunities for religious instmction and observance in the ordinary
schools shall be adopted. There can be no doubt that if, in provinces where the educational progress of the Muhammll.dan community is im~ded by religious difficulties, such arrangements for
religious instruction can be made as will induce that community to
send its children to ordinary !'Chools, the public system will gain
·both in economy and efficiency, and much will be done to free the
community from the ha.ndicap and reproach of educa+,ional baekwardness. .
•
We are fully aware that 1<uch u;rrangements are not easy to
'make and that in other countries they have given rise to much

t
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controversy.

The arrangements would probably vary with the cir-

~umstances of each province, and it is not for us to suggest any
partic~ar

pla,n. But, in our opinion, the time is ripe and more
than ripe tor a determined effort to devise practical plans .

.

Arrangements of the kind that we suggest would obviously be
faciHtated by an increase in the number of qualified Muhammadan
teachers in the ordinary schools and by the provision· of separate·
hostels in schools and colleges where boarding accommodation isprovided.
25. We need ha-rdly say that where the path of educational prOgress of o!her communities is blocked in a similar degree br difficulties connected with religious instruction, arrangements similar·
to those made for Muhammadans should be coneeded to those communities.
26. The Training of Teachers.-It is in respeet of publicly
managed primary and middle schools that special arrangementsfor training Muhammadan teachers are, perhaps, most required.
In staffing these schools and in selecting candidates for training..
a~ount must be taken not only of the knowledge and intellectual.
attainments of the candidates but also of their personal suitability for tlfe work of the !'Chools.
As in rural schools, it is
very important that the teachers should be well-acquainted with
the conditions ·of rural life and be sympathetically disposed towards it, so in mixed schools which include groups of pupils
of Tery different and sometimes antagonistic social and religious
traditions it is very important that the staff should
so composed
as to command the confidence of all gmups and to assure them
of fair play and sympathy.

be

If it is true not only that the road to a more efficient educational
~:~ystem

lies through co-education of different communities in the
same schools, but also that a Rolvent of their antagonisms is to be
found in such co-education, then it is worth while taking a great
deal of trouble to adjust the training of teachers and the staffing
of schools so as to secure all the advantages of that co-education.
It is therefore necessary, in our opinion, that for some time to
come spe~al arrangements should be made for bringing a. considerable number of Muhammadans into the training instih1tions for
teachers and tha.t the ~ontrol of these arrangements should be
ret.ained by the provincia.] Governments and not devolved on local
IJodies.

t

In rural fJ.reas, almost all the recruits to training institutions
are selected from among those who are already serving on a
temporary or probationary footing in the primary schools, and
it may therefor(~ be necessary that power Rhould alRo be retained
~ flecure that a suitable proportion of Muhammadans shall be

;.::2,06
~recruited at the earlier st~ge, as temporary or probationary
'"teachers in the primary schools.

27. Reservations'' .-We fully appreciate the force of the ,general
. drgmnents against- a ,,policy of ·' .reservations '' or ·' ptiJferences ''
'in favour of particular communities or groups or sections of a people'
,.and we admit that special reservations or preferences inside a public system of education of a democratic community require justification. 'A fai:c field and no favour' is a maxim which commands
·ready assent. Yet in India no one now disputes that if . the
'depressed' and 'untouchable' classes a,re to be enabled to stari
'fair, something special must be done for them, and to thi!> extent
·they are treated as favoured communities. Again, • 'the most
··-efficient system is ,the .best' .appears to be a. self-evident truth .
. But 'efficienqy' is not an absolute but a, relative term; it denotes
the degree in which a machine, an institution or a system achieves
.-its aim, and the degree in which the amount or value of the
product corresponds to the amount of effort or money expended
'in producing ·it. The effiCiency of a single school may, perhaps.
'be judged by reference to a •celaiiively restricted aim, but the
·.efficiency of a public educational system must be judged by reter' ence to a very broad 'aim. J:n India., if anywhere, a descrii>tion
· Qf that aim as nothing short of ··nation-building' will find ready
,acceptance.
If. therefore, ·special armngements inside tM public system
. of education·were made now., and ~ossibly for some time •to come,
, to enable the Muhammadan community to take its full sha~e in
'the life and in the '11dvance of the nation, this• would not, in our
opinion, be inconsistent either with sound democraltic or sound ·
."educational principles. 'Ve wish we could sav ·that no reservations are necessary -and we should certainly wish that they should
: be as small ·as possible. As complications of an educational system
· they are undesirable in therorelves, but since in our belief they re.
'present a necessary alternative to leaving the Muhammadan com, munity in its present hackwara s1ate, and leaving it to take the
poor chances afi'ofded by a system of segrega.te institutions, we
~have no hesitation in embracing t'hat alternative as justifiable on
· broad grounds of nat.ion:U policy.
28. \Ve s.nggest, therefore, that provincial Governmilnts should
. carefully consider the question of reservation of a suitable number
.Of places for ~nharnmadans in those publicly managed institutions
in which it is not possible at present to admit a.ll applicants.
If and when they can be enlarged, to that extent the necessity
':for reservations will disappear.
The particulB.r form ana aegree of reservations made in
favour of MUhammadans will differ in the different provincea and
·in E=ome provinces they will no Clotibt be slight.

·*Mrs. Reddi is ·Of the ·Opinion that, the

responsibility of finding out a method t

·of bringin~;t Muhammadan pupils inllo the ordinary schools is a matter entirely for

'' •he local Governments.
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We are .of opinion that if a reconstruction of the educational
system is carried out in certain provinces by a well-arranged and
·equitable di~tribution of schools and by a development of vernacular
schoois, the need for ' reservation ' will be mu_ch less than would
appear at •present to be necessary. But-, in any case, during this
period of reconstruction, and until Muhamma.dans have recovered
lost ground, ' reservations ' will probably be necessary in some
provinces. It is significant that in the Punjab, while the number
of Muhammadan pupils rose from 159,791 in 1917 to 516,831 in
1927, it was not found necessary to have any ' reservations ' in any
school.•
·

•
··rhe Director .of Public Instruction, United Provinces, has
-suggested that a reduction in the number of special schools can be
compensated for by an enlargement of the accommoda.tion in
-Grdinary schools.
'' Many boards, alleging poverty for their refusal to meet
increased demands from schools already established,
yet hastened to aid by lavish grants the establi'Shment of the new institutions. The increase in the
\lumber of such special schools is, therefore, not
a matter of unalfoyed gratification ; and a reduction in
tHeir number would not be deplored, provided that the
•
reduction is compensated by increased enrolment in:
board's ordinary schools."*
29. We would again add, as we rlid when dealing with the
question of religious instruction, that if in the case of otheJI" communities the same necessity is found to exist for making specia.I
arrangements, whether by way ~f reservation of places or otherwise,
to secure or encourage their educational advance ac; has been found
to exist in the case of Muhammadans, similar concessions should
be made to those communities.
30. Hepreset~tations have been made to us by Muhammadan
witnesses that tlie educational interests of their community have
hUffered fl!om the inadequate representation of the community on
locul boards. This is a matter which conce:rns wider interests
than 1hose of education and is one with which we do not feel
ourselves competent to deal. 'VIle have already suggested that
Government should retain its control of the recruitment to training institutions, and this should ensure the presence of a reasonable proportion of Muhammadan teachers in publicly ma.naged
scht)Ois.

* United

Provinces Q, R., page 96.
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l~epresentations have also been made to us that Muhammadan interests have suffered from the inadequate representation•
of t~e community on university bodies, but this is a matter "fhieh
we have been unable to investigate.
•
•
31. We have felt it our duty to point out what we conceivo
- to be the defects in the present organisation of Muhammadan education, and the causes which tend to obstruct the more rapid improvement in educational growth among the Muhammadan population. Existing methods really intensify the separation of thecommunities.
Inasmuch as we are a Committee acting as an
auxiliary to the Statutory Commission and t.he main Conference,
and the task of the Commission is to report to Parlianfent with
a view to the reconsideration of the Constitut,:on of British India,
it may be that the question of the best remedy to apply is, in
strictness, beyond our terms of reference. Yet the pointing· onf
of the cause of an evil may in itself suggest lines of remedy. We·
understand that the choice of remedy is not a matter on which
the Statutory Commission is likely to pronounce, but rather a
problem urgently ~ailing for treatment in India itself, but wefelt that we ought to point out methods which should be consid~· "
ed for the removal of the obstacles to Muhammadan education .

•
We regret that, in the suggesti()ns we have made in

.

resp~t

of t1Je provision of religious instruction for Muhammadans and
reservations ~n their favour, we have been unable to ca:tay one
of our colleagues with us. He indeed dissents strongly from them,.
both on g~neral grounds of principle, and on t}Je administrat{vegrounds that if the special arrangements suggflsted for Muhammadans are extended, as in equity they must be extende(! to other
minoritv communities. much confusion will be introduced into.
the ed;cational system· and its better organisation will be impeded.
He has explained his own views !n a special note appended to
this Heview, but we feel it right to refer to the matter here in
order to make it more certain that his views will be considered
at the same time as ours.
32. Girls' edueation.-It should be understood that wha.t we
have stated above jn regard to segregate schools does not apply
to the education of Muhammadan girls. The education of·Muhammadan girls and women, many of whom observe purdah, neces~
sarily presents special · di,fficulties calling for separate treatment'
and distinctive measures. We have made many references to the
education of Muhammadan girls in the chapter on Girls' and
vVomen's Education.
•
. III.-Muhammadan education in Bengal, Sind and -Malabar . .. f
33. We have hitherto examined the condition of Muhammadan
Mucation in India and the province~ generally, but the position

_
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of the Muhammadan communities in Bengal and Sind and of the
Mappilla community in Malabar appears to us to require special
consideraJ;ion. ·
34. The J:ducation of Muhammadans in BengaL-In Bengal,
as we have previously stated, although the Muhammadans form 54
per cent. of the total population, only 15·5 per cent. of the pupils
reading in the high stage of education are Muhammadans, and it
is only in the lowest primary class that the ratio of Muham- ·
madal). boys to the total number of boys under instruction is larger
than the ratio of the Muhammadan population to the totaJ
population of the province.
35. The ~udden snpersess;on of Persian in 1837 as the Court
language and the rapid development of English education in the
earlier years of the 19th century resulted in a set-back to the
e•Jucation of Muhammadans in Bengal, while it. provided new
opportunities for members of other communities.
For many
~earR Mu1Jammadans were suspicious of purely secular and
English education and, in consequence, were very slow to
make use of the new syst~m of higher educat.ion. In order to
encoorage Muhammadans to abandon their conservative attitude,
large pumbers of special schools for Muhammadans were opened.
But unfortunat~y. as we have already shown, the great majority
of tl1ese schools are inferioT to· ihe ordinary schools. The latest ·
Quinquennial Re,-iew shows how slow the progress of Muham~ madan ed"cation has been even in recent years : .
•" There is little room for congratulation on the progress of
the community in education. The forces that retarded progress are the same as those exposed in the ·
fifth Quinquennial Review [for the years 191217]-the apathy of the people, \the dispersion of the
Muhammadan population in villages often far from
'3econdary schools, the scarcity of Muslim-managed
high schools, ·the preference for special institutions
like madrassahs and rnaktabs controlled bv Muslims
· and rteaching Islamic ritual and religi~n. These
(:auses are still operative and apparently in no diminishing measure. A'dJ to them the poverty of the
• :mass of Muhammadans who are small farmers or
peasants."*
· lf progress is to be more rapid in th6l future, either more
enNgetic measures must be adopted to encourage Muhammadan pupils to attend at all stages of instruction the more efficient ordinary institution, or the special institutions must be completely reorgani'!led so as to bring their standards of instruction,
equipment and staffing up to the level of the standards reached in
other institutions. For reasons already stated, we do not think thaf.

.

-

• Bengal Q. R., page 72 •
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it would be ultimately advantageous to the Muhammadan c9mmuJJity itself further to extend the system of segregate institutions;
and we consider therefore tha.t the greatest promise of f1tture progress lies in th& direction of enabling Muhammadan.pupils in far
larger numbers to ascend the common educational ladder, either
by attending the existing schools and colleges of the province or
new publicly managed or aided schools opened for their benefit.
vVe ~~re aware that steps have already been taken to encourage Muhammadan pupils by the reservation of school places, by the award
of stipends and scholarships, and by the provision of facilities for the
training of Muhammadan teachers. But we are convineed by the
evidence placed before us that much more assistance i~ these directions is needed to place the Muhammadan community in ·Bengal
in a sound educational position. In particukt.r, the number of
stipends and scholarships is small compared with the total number
of Muhammadan pupils, the majority of whom come from very poor
families, and the proportion of Muhammadan teachers in the schools
which give instruction above the primary stage is very low. In the
Dacca division of Bengal the percentage of Muhammadan teachers
in publicly managed and privately managed schools is only ~ in
middle schools and only 20 in high school~:;.

.

36. It was suggested to us ,in evidence at ealcutta that, in
view of the needs of the MuHammadan community, a sum of
Rs. 48"5 lakhs recurring :flora period of ten' years• should be allotted
immediately for stipends and scholarships. Although a large
addition to the number of scholarships is urgently needed,
·the mere al~otment of a large Rum of money• for scholarships will
not m itself solve the problem of Muhammadan education in Bengal.
A thorough reorganisation and redis::tr.ibution of the schools and
the provision of many more well-trained Muhammadan teachers
must necessarily precede or at least a.ccempany any attempt to encourage Muhammadan pupils to go .on to the higher stages.
IIi the past, the scarcity of Muhamilladan pupils reading in the
high and collegiate stages has made it difficult to provide trained
Muhammadans for the staffs of s~condrury schools and colleges,
but the foundation of Dacca University in 1920 and the opening
of the Islamia College in Calcutta in 19'26 have considerably im~,
proveil the outlook. Muhammadans are now bt>in~ trained for
higher educational work in larger numbers and in 192'i' out of the
136 students in training colleges 49 were Muhammadans.
37. Dacca University.-Tbree of our members have visited
·Dacca University and have been impresRed by the importance of
Hie institution in relation to t~e development of Muhammadan
education in Eastern Bengal.
..

It was in answer to an address presented to Lord Hardinge
by £>ertai.n representatives of Eastern Bengal ap.d Assam that t~e
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qovernment of India issued its communique of '2 February, 1912,
.stating its decision to recommend the constitution of a university
at Da~a. The letter of the Government of India to the Government of B.engal of 4 April, 191'2, drew atten.tion to the particularly high level of in~elligence of •the Hindu middle-class
.population of East Bengal and to the desirability of making accessifule to the Muhammadans of Eastern Bengal a university in
which they could have a voice so that it would attract more Mriham·madan students.
38. Jhe Calcutta University Commission stated that
" TJ:ie chief determining factor in the decision of the Government to make Dacca the seat of a university was,
doubtless, the desire to accede to the demand for
further facilities for higher education for the Muslim
population who form the majority in Eastern Bengal.
It is one to which we naturally attach great weight;
:~ud we are entirely in sympathy with the wish of
Government that the Dacca University should be used
•to the fullest possible extent as a means of encouraging
.the desire for higher education among the still backward Musalmans of this part of the province. On the
•
~ther hand, we ~esire emphatically to endorse the
Tiew that the University should be open to all, and
that .rt should be in no sense a sectarian university ;
•
nor do we believe that in this we differ from the wish
of the representatives of the Muslim commu.nity''"
"'l'he Commission accordingly pro~osed that at least half
·£he elected graduates on the Court and half the members appointed
'bv the Chancellor should be Muhammadans, and similarlv that
h~lf the persons elected by the Court and half of those non{inated
by the Chanceilor to the ExeQutive Council should be Muham,.madans. It trusted also that the Committees of Selection would.
.bear in mind "the necessity of appointing an adequate number
-of :!\fusalmans to the teaching staff."

39. The .Act creating the University of Dacca declares expli·citly that "the University shall be open to all persons of either
sex and o~ whatever race, creed or class, and it shall not be ~awful
ior the University to adopt or impose on any person any test whatsoever of religious belief or profession in order to entitle him to
-be admitted thereto as a teacher or student, or to hold anv office
therein, or to graduate thereat, or to enjoy or exercise any p~ivile~e
·thereof, except where such test is specially prescribed by the
Statutes''; b~t it was also specially laid down in the first Statutes
-that fifteen of ithe thirty registered graduates elected to the -Court

*

Calcutta Universit1 Commission Report, Vol. IV, page 133.
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' E>hould be Muhammadans and that the Chancellor in making his
nominations should secure that, as far as possible,, 50 per' cent.
of the non-European members of the Court shall be liuha;mmadans. Muhammadan representation is also provided for on.
the Executive Council • and the Academic Council. The Committees of .3election for professors and readers were also to include·
'at leas:t one Muhammadan and one Hindu.
40. It has been represented to us that the number of Muhammadans on the teaching staff of the University is not large. The
numbers are as follows:-·*

•

Muhammadans

18

80

Others

41. The Education of Muhammadans in Sind.--Of the total
population of about 3,280,000 (Census of 1921) in Sind, 73·4 per
cent. are Muhammadans.
Sind is mainlv a rural area and
half the people live in small villages with less than 1,000 inhabitants each. In the purely rural areas, Muhammadans form
almost 90 per cent. of the total population. In 1927 the perc~nt. age cf Muhammadan pupils was 50·2 of the total number of pvpils,
Of the total of 57,986 Muhamm.adans in recog!J.ised schools,.
·no fewer than 54,496 were in primary schools; only 2, 737 W'ere·
in secondary schools, 70 in arts colleges and 1fr in professional'
colleges. There were 11,547 girls under instruction, most ·of whom
were reading in mulla schools. The literacy figure for Muhammadans is only 2'8 per cent. as against t-2 for all commimities. The ratio of pupils to population is only 2·4 per cent.
for Muhammadans, while the average for Sind is 3·8, and the percentage for advanced Hindus is 12·4 and for intermediate Hindu&
is 6·2.

•

42. This marked backwardness is not due solely to the apathy
of the community or the physical difficult!es of providing schools.
for a sca.ttered population. The evidence placed before us seems
to show that the past history of the education of Muhammadans
in Sind has been unfortunate. The measures which were taken
to spread education were such as did not attract, .or provide
facilities for, the majority of the Muhammadans. Although the·
local cess and jagir cess were paid, in large part, by Muhammadan landholders, this money as well as the grants from pro,·jncial or imperia,l revenues, was spent mainly to provide schools
in municipal areas, where Muhammadans are few. Further,
"the disuse of the Persian language, the introducticm and encouragement of the Hindu-Sindhi script and the unsuitability of
• See Handbook of Inilian UniverB!ities for 1927.
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the

Arabic-Sindhi text-books which were prescribed were
handicaps to the Muhammadan community.
While ..
'therefore, on the one hand, the location and curriculum of the
>new schools were such as failed to attract Muhammadan pupils, on
:the other h~nd, the indigenous schools, maktabs e.nd mulla schools,
,did not receive sufficient attention. The teachers in the new school~
·were, as :1 rule, Hindus from the Deccan, to whom the languages
.·of .the country were unfamiliar and who certainly could not be ex;pected to encourage the attendance of Muhammadan pupils. Few
inspectors of schools were Muhammadans.
~rious

43. In recent years, Government has tried to meet the peculiar
·requiremellts of the Muhammadan majority, and the immediate
·resul~ of the work of a Committee which was appointed to review
:t.he whole question waR the revival and reorganisation of the mulla
schools, which have . of late shown considerable improvement.
'.These schools are aided directly by Government who maintain a
separate. staff for their supervision and encouragement. The
Bombay Quinquennial Review states that after steps were taken
to weed out the weaker schools, some of which were bogus in nature,
.and to concentrate on effecting improvement in the remainder, the
m~lla schools have justified themselves and must be accepted as.
:.able.to hold their own with the district board schools. 0

•

. Steps have recently been taken to increase the number of
Muhammadan reachers. In 1925 the number of candidates for ad•.mission to training institutions was fixed so as to include three
~Muhammadans to one Hindu; but even in 1927 only 41'9 per cent.
o0f the teachers in publicly managed primary schools were Muham. \madans.
44. But in spite of these improvements, the claims of Sind
;appear to have been overshadowed by those of more fortunate
,districts. We have been told t)lat some of the Sind local boards
were among the first to impose an education cess· under $.e
Compulsory Education Act and yet the number of new schools
·sanctioned for Sind was much smaller than the number in
ether divis:ons; and that while in 1926-27, as much as
Rs. 1,17,000 was paid as grant towards the expansion of primary
·education to the District Board of Satara and Rs. 37,700 to the
Board of ~ast KhandeRh, all the district boards of Sind together
-obtained only Rs. 18,000. Of the total expenditure from provincial
Tevenues on primary education in 1925-26, Sind obtained only one1ourteentb, although the population is a sixth of the total for the
Presidency.
45. In ser.:>ndary education, Muhammadans still remain very
tbackward and in 1927 only 2,737 pupils, including 17 girls, were

* Bombay Q. R., pages

180·181.
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reading in secondary schools. 'l'he reservation of school plooes, and:
the granting of scholarships and fee-remissions in large numbel"Bhave undoubtedly assisted the Muhammadan communjty. But the·
difficulties of Muhammadan education in Sind would largely disappear if Governrhent fritnkly realised the foot that tbe backward:
rural areas in that. province require a specially liberal policy, and
that they cannot be properly developed by a policy which only
assists them t.o the same extent as other areas.* If due attention
were paid to the needs of Sind as a bookward area, the increased
provision of ordinary schools would probably go far to meet the
needs of Muhammadans, who form 90 per eent. of the r.uraJ.population.

•

46. The Education of Mappillas.-In the· Malaoar district of
the Madras Presidency, the education of the children of the
Mappilla community presents special difficulties. The M-appilla
population is a ·1ittle over one million ana the majority of the
Mappillas, particularly those in South Malabar, are extremely poor
and backward. The ignorance and fanaticism of the majority of
the community have been the main causes of the frequent troubles
and outbreaks in the Mappilla area.
•
4 7. During the last decade special efForts have been ma~e t0
improve ;1nd develop education amopg Mappillas. ,_,he difficulties
regarding separate schools, the medium of instruction, the provision
of teachers and the importance of religious instruction, which we
have already discussed in regard to the education of Muhammadans
ge-nerally in India, are even more prominent amongst • the
Mappillas in Malabar than elsewhere. A committee, which was
appointed by the Madras Government in 1922 to investigate ·
whether separate elementary schools for Mappillas should be
abolished, recommended their retention. In consequence, the
r·umber of 1'pecial elementary schools for Mappillas has risen from
:)57 with an enrolment of about !39,000 in 1921-22 to 1,239 with
an enrolment of 86,300 in 1926-27. The evidence showR that
these special elementary schools are by no meanr:: as efficient as
tbe ordinary public elementary schools. The latest Quinquennial
Review states that "out of 3,887 teachers employed in schools
eRpecially intended for Mapptillas, 2,760 are untrllined.
It is
evident tha.t the facilities offered for training at the Geovernment
Training School [for Mappillas] are not sufficient a-nd a scheme for
the expansion of training facilities to Mappilla teachers is under
comideration. ''t
It appears, however, that the Committee evidently recognised'
the desirability of Mappilla pnpils joining ;n the ordinary educational system as soon as possible from their recomntendation that

* See Chapter XIII, para. 1,

t
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the elementary education for Mappillas should be made compulsory, that the separate inspecting agency for Mappilla schools
sbould be abolished on the introduction of compulsion and that
the seP.ara.te ·training school for Mappillas should be abolished.!t
.\Ye have been informed that "a large number of Mappilla pupils
have come ·under the schemes of compulsory education introdueedt
in the three municipalities of Calicut, Tellicherry and Cochin and.
in the selected areas of the Ernad, Walluvanad and PonnanL
t.aluqs". * It is interesting to find that up to 19'27 the only are~S>.
in which compulsion had been int.roduced in !h~ Ma4ras Prest-derwy- were these taluqs.
48, The Madras Government probably considered that the"
extreme bJtckwardness and the special needs of the community
}llStified the retention of a separate inspecting agency since the
recommendation of the Committee that it should be abolished was
not accepted. The subordinate special inspecting staff has been.
streng:thened and a special assistant to the district edueational
officer has been appointed mai:nly to assist the development of
:M:appilia education.
There are already two special seeondary schools for Mappilla
bo:ts with a total enrolment of 208 pupils. The fact that nearly .
700 .1\fappilla boys are now enrolled in the ordinary secondary
Echools suggests that ~t is in ~he best interests of the community
Jor' them to attend the ordinary secondary schools.
49. 'l:hough ~ claim has been put forward for the use of urdu
a8 the medium of instruction in Mappilla schools, the witnesses
whoin we examined on this point agreed that, since Malayalam
. was really the hOme language of the lviappilla community,
it was preferable to provide for instrur:tion through the
medium of Malayalam with Urdu as a subsidiary language and
for the translation of Urdu works into Malayalam. This view was
also held by the Special Comm~ttee of 1922 which recommended
the appointment of a Committee to compile text books in Malayalam
from selected portions of the Koran and other kitabs. In 1924, the
Government of Madras, in consequence, appointed a special Text
Book Committee, which has, since that date, been preparing and •
publishing R.eaders for the Mappilla community for use in lower
and higher elementary schools.
The n~ed for the giving of religious imrtrnction by properiy qualified Arabic teachers in all schools for Mappill~s has
been fully recognised by the Madras Government and even in
the Government Training School religious instruction is be:ng given.
Special scholarships for Mappillas have been provided in
increasing nUJUbers in recent years, but several witnesses have
eta,tt;ld that a far larger number is required.
• Madras Q. R., pages 124·125.
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50. Viewing the condition of Mappilla education as a whole, we
·think that a great advance has been made during the last ten yea~s
and that there are indications of future progress. But the condition of education amongst Mappilla girls is pal'ticularly 'diE!·
couraging. There is no secondary school of any kind for Mappilla
, gilrls and comparatively •few girls are reading even in· elementary
schools. The Special Report on the Development of vVomen'e
Education in the Madras Presidency has however suggested that,
owing to the fact that Malayalam is the home language of
· .1Iappillas, separate schools for Mappilla girls will not be necessary,
provided that an adequate proportion of Mappilla women teachers
~are appointed in the ordinary schools.

•

•

•
•

•
.

.
•

•

CHAPTER X.

•
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Education of the Depressed <'lasses.

l. The community.-The use of the term 'depressed classes'
ihas given rise to some difficulties. In the chapter on the Education
.of the Depressed Classes in the Memorandum on the Progress of
Education in India prepared by the Government of India, it is made
clear 1;hat the chapter deals only with'

•

'' those members of the Hindu community who are regarded
as out-castes or ' untouchables ' and who have in consequence suffered from serious social disabilities in the
matter of education and general advancement."
In this chapter, following the example of the Memorandum
of the Government of India, we sha.ll endeavour to confine our
survey, as far as possible, to the growth of education amongst the
castes regarded by orthodox Hindus as 'untouchables'. The educa:ti<1Il of these classes raises a question of great difficulty and importance since their children are, in many places, actually excluded
<from the.ordinary public schools on the ground of caste alone. The
.gener~l problem of communities which are educationally backward
~for other reasons is a different one with which we are not concerned
:at present.
2. While it is true tha.t caste prejudice is in J:?any areas rapidly,
·disappearing, it is difficult to exaggerate the disadvantages under
which members of the depressed classes suffer in some places. In
certain areas, an 'untouchable' still causes pollution by presence as
well as by contact, and in tM.ese areas many of the public roads
:and wells cannot be used in daylight by the depressed classes.
Publicly managed schools are not infrequently located on sites
which are entirely inaccessible to the depressed classes, and even
in those ar8a,s in which their children are admitted to the ordinary
·schools it often happens that the depressed class pupils are made
·to sit separately in the class-room or even outside the school
building.
3. Taking the definition of the depressed classes in the form
that we have given it, we fin<} thalt the figures for those classes
r,re not di.rectlv ascertainable from the Census of 1921
. The figuref'.which we give in the following Table are based on th~
classification of tribes and ca.stes regarded a.s 'untouchable' m the
,papers laid by the Government of India before the Legislative •
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Assemblv in 1928. Y.le may add that the majority ot "Lne Quin-quenniaf Reviews include u~der the depressed classes only those.
wbo are regarded as 'untouchable'.*

•
XCI.
•
Population of d~pressed classes by provinces.
TABLE

Number of depressed
classes
(in millions).
6·53
1•46
6•64
7•89
1·7t
2'53
3•01

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces

There are practically no 'untouchables' in Burma and Assam.
4. Enrolment of pupils.-The increase in enrolment of depressed
class pupils during the five years ending in 1927 has in all provinces been larger in proportion than the increase in the enrolment
of all pupils, although in all provinces the percentage of depressed
pupils under instruction is c~msiderably below the general .
centage for pupils of all communities. The followin~ Tables give
fhe figures for enrolment and percent~Vges of increase :-

per-

.

.

XCTI.
Total number of depressed cla-~ses under inst1'lwt-ion in
institutions by provinces.
TABLE

--

1922.

-

I

B ombay

..
..

B en gal

..

M adras

u nited Provinces
p unjab

..

B ihar and Orissa
Cen ~ral Provinces

•

'

1927.

1· Percentage of
increase of de.
pressed class
pupils.

•

recogni~ed

Percentage of
increase of ·
all pupils.

•

.. 1

157,113

228,511

··I

36,543

60,260

96,552

M4,179

256'4

39,873

90,816

127'8

3,732

19,502

422'5

96'5'

15,096

25,006

65'6

89'6,

28,919

34,531

··\..
..

..
..

45'4

!

I

64•9

19'4

39'8

I

24'4
24'8

\

•

I

32•7;

}8'4•

* The Hill Tribes, Aborigines and Criminal Tribes are not ~lassified in the
Quinquennial Reviews as •untouchable', but are dealt with separately. We regreil.
that the time at our disposal has been insufficient to allow us to discuss the edu·
cation of these claSses.
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TABJoE

XCIII.

Petcentage of depressed classes and of total population 1f-nder
instruction in 19!27 .
•
DepreB!!ed

classes.

·'

Total
population.

3•5

5'8'

Bombay

4'1

5•7

Bengal

4'3

4'9

United Provinces

1"1

2•8.,

Pt!njab

1'1

5•2:

Bihar 11Z1d Oriss:

0'"9

3~1

Central P.rovinoes

I·I;

2:8,

:Madras

•

5. It is clear that there has been rapid growth in all province&
except the Central Provinces. The figures for Bengal are remarkable, but they represent the totals of all ' ba<:kward clas}jes •
which include a number of ca!jtes which are not ' depressed '.
Referring to the very large increase in enrolment (from 96,000 t.o344,000), the Bengal Quinquennial Review stateR that''this is not all a real increase for during the quinquenn~um
some new tribes or classes were placed on the list of
educationally backward classes, which accounts in
•
part for the apparent increase .... But even when thi&
allowance has been made there is no doubt that educa-.
tion has been spreading among the backward classeS'at a rate much faRter than among other classes. "*•
6. ']'hou~h the increase in enrolment has been satisfactory, the·
depressed class pupils are largely confined to the primary stage;..
• Bengal Q. R., page 88.
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The following Table shows the enrolment in the provinces
.&ncording to the various stages of instruction :7
TABLE

XCIV.

•

.Number of d('presfJed classes (boys and girls) under insirudion by
stag~s and by provinces.
...,_..____

_.....,_,__

~-

Primary
stage.

Province.

Middle
stage .

..

..
..
..

dras
· ombay
Bengal
nited Provinces
Punjab ·
.•
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces

..

....

..
..
..
..

..

....
..
..
..
..

221,873(a)
58,651(a)
310,398
88,383
H,28-!
24',574
3·3,123

I
I

I

2,6-!7(b)
730(c)
8,787
1,367
914
52
1,022

High
stage.

..

.. •
5,996

Collegiate
stage.

.

42
110
7
59

47
'
'9
' 1,670
10
Nil.

Na.

16

(a) Number in primary schools only.
(b~ Number in middle and high stages.
(c) Number in primary, middle and high stages of secondary schools.

"The above Table does not include depressed class pupils in spec~l
schools. Bengal is the only province which shows fair pro;or'tion of pupils in the high stages, but as has already ~en explamed
the figures for Bengal include classes not ' depressed '.
7. While the figures for boys reading above thi! primary sta:ge
'are very low, the corresponding figures for girls are de~lorable.
The following Table shows the numbers of pupils of the depressed
:classes reading in girls' schools at the middle, high and collegiate
·stages in 1927 : TABLE XCV.

a

Pupils of the depressed classes in institutio_ns for girls by stages and
0
provinces .

•

Primary
stage.
·Madras..

.

.---.-.--~.-.

·Bombay
•..
·Bengal • .
..
'United Provinces
'Punjab . .
..
Bihar and Orissa..
Central Provinces

..
..
•.
.•
..
•.

..
..
..
••
..
..

-7,276
5,739(a)
28,086
2,204
398
2,210(c}
52l(c)

j

Middle
stage.

-----;;;o-1
l59(a)
49(b)
8

2
Nil.

3(c)

l
I
I

High
stage.
14
l(a)
5(b)
l

Nil.
Nil.
Nil.

I

Collegiate
stage.
2
Nil.
3(b\

Nil.'
Nil.
Nil.
Nil.

------------------~------~----~----~----(a) Includes Aborigines, Hill and Criminal Tribes.
(b) Includes all backward classes.
(c) Number of girls in boys' schools and girls' schools.

..,

• 'Only one girl out of every 30,000 of the female population of the
.de.pressed classes proceeds beyond the primary stage.
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• 8. The special measures adopted to spread education among the
·depressed classes.-In all provinces special measures have been
adoptoo, pa.rticularly in recent years, to develop and expand the
education ~f the depressed classes, but the neea for special treatment has varied between province and province. In Madras, for
example, where the caste system is most rigid, extensive measures
for the encouragement and protection of depressed class pupils have
been necessary; but in Bengal, where ''though the children may
belong to the lowest classes of the Hindu social system or be outside the pale of caste altogether, there is no·difficulty in their being
admitted to primary schools''* the special measures have been
almost lim~ted to financial assistance.
In Madras, the more important steps taken, during the last
ten years, to encourage the depressed classes have
included:(a) the appointment of a Commissioner ·of Labour, en-

trusted with the task of encouraging the education of
the depressed dasses ~
(b) the insistence on the right of admis5ion for depressed
' ·
class pupils into all publicly managed schools ;
(c) thl refusal of gnnt-in-aid to privately managed school~
w~ich do not adrriit depressed class pupils;
(•l) the removal of publicly managed schools from places inaccessible to depressed class pupils;
(e) the opep.ing of ' special ' schools and hostels for the depressed classes ;
(/) )the remission of fees and the provision of scholarships~
and
(g) the provision of s~cial facilities for the training of
depressed class teachers.
Seventeen posts of District Labour Officer have been created
under the Commissioner of Labour and these officera
have opened 994 special schools for the depressed ·
classes. Between 1922 and 1927, the total number of
• special schools for these classes increased from 7,651
to 10,035. Large numbers of scholarships and
stipends have been reserved for depressed class pupils;
all poor depressed class pupils have been admitted into
all grades of institutions on payment of half fees and
have been aocepted as candidates for the School Leav•
• ing Certificate examination without payment of examination fees.
*Memorandum on the Growth of Edncation in Bengal, pags 31.
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In Bombay, Government has made persistent efforts to thro~
open the doors of all recognised institutions to· the
children of the depressed classes. In· 1923. they
ordeted that no disability should be imp~ed on the
children of•the depressed classes in any school conducted by a public authority and that all schools located
in temples should be removed to accessible buildings.
In the same year, the Government also ordered that no
grant-in-aid should be paid to privately managed
schools which refused admission to depressed class
;pupils. The opening of special schools and' hostels
has been encouraged and the number •of special
schools rose from 508 in 1922 to 572 in 1927. · No
·special scholarships have been reserved for pupils of
;the depressed claRSes, but a large number of scholarships have been instituted for the "backward" classe.which include not only 'the depressed classes but also
:the hill-tribes, aborigines, and criminal tribes. In this
connexion it has been reported that while the number of candidates is sufficient to absorb the prim~ry
scholarships reserved for backward communities, .including the depressed classes, the nuwber of ttpplicants .from these corp.munities for scholarships . in
secondary schools and colleges is t.oo.small to absorb
a.U 'the available scholarships.
•
tin Bengal, Government makes an annual special provision
in the budget for the education of tile backward classes
and the sum voted is spent mainly on scholarships for ·
these classes, on capitation gTants to teachers in the
schools attended by the backward classes, and on the
provision of facilities for the training of teachers
belonging to these cl:1sses. Some Rpecial schools have
been opened, mainly under private management.
!fn the United Provinces, the educll!tion of the depressed
classes has been encouraged by the appointment of
special supervisors of schools, by the remjssion of
school-fees and by the provision of post-primary
scholarships. Under the contraCJt system c¥ financing
primary education Government ha.ve prescribed a
minimum expenditure to be spent by local boards on
tbe education of the depre3sed classes, and a lump
grant has been annually giTen by Government towards
the total expenditure'under this head. District boards
have been encouraged to open special s~hools for the
pupils belonging to depressed classes, and these schools
have increased in number from 582 in 1922 to 814 in
1~27.

'
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.In the Punjab, a very limited number of separate schools for
the depressed classes have been opened, but. Government have insisted that local bodies should g1ve equal
opportunities of education to all classes of the communities and local bodies have el'lcouraged the attend•
'
ance of depressed class pupils at school by the grant
of exemptions from the payment of fees and by the
free provision of books.
Special scholarships have
been reserved for the children of the depressed classes
and the inspecting staff have been ordered to maintain
separate lists of the depressed class pupils of schoolgoing age in every area .

.

•

.•

i:tn Bihar, the s-pecial methods adopted to develop the education of the depressed classes have included the payment of special rates of grant-in-aid to schools admitting depressed cla,ss pupils, the payment of special
rates of pay to teachers in schools which. admit
depressed class pupils, and th® l'Jrovision of special
schola,rships and fee remissions.
In 1926, Government decided that for a period of five yea,rs depressed
·class pupils should be excused fees at all secondary
• schools managed or aided by Government in which
less. than half"ifhe pupils wen depressed class pupils.
·In 1927, Government decided to appoint a special
•
iinspecting staff to supervise the education of the
depressed classes.
the Central Provinces, the educational rules have been
amended so as to prevent the refusal of admission of
any depressed class pupil into a publicly managed
institution and so as to prevent any differential treatment of depre~ed class pupils reading in publicly
managed schools. Under the grant-in-aid code, special
two-ithirds grants may be paid to schools for the depressed classes opened by private management and
capital grants may also be paid for •the erection of
hostels for the depressed classes. Fee remissions and
scholarships have been liberally awarded and bonuses
•
have been paid to the headmasters of primary schools
for each pupil from the depressed classes who passes
the Primary Certificate examination.

•

9. Indications of progress.-The adoption of these measures in
·the provi~es has resulted in considerable improvement and there
is a changing, if not changed, outlook on the part of the Hindu
publiG. Our evidence shows that in recent years much private
effort has been concentratPi\. on the education and uplift of the
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depressed classes and that both the centra:! and provmcia.l Legislatures have repeatedly shown their anxiety to remove the dis.·
anilities under which the depressed classes are suffering~
•
In Madras, c~ste restrictions are difficult ;to overco:ijle, and it· ·
is significant • that there are ·only· about 16,000 depressed class pupils in the ordi,nary public schools.
The work of the Depressed Classes Union, the Poor
Schools Society, the Social Service League and of'
the Andhra Deena Seva Sangam, all of which maintain schools for the depressed classes, is setting ~·
valuable example in this province.
•
In Bombay, ·the Quinquennial Review states tMt ''.these·
orders [providing for free access to all schools] were
in some places at first resented by orthodox Hindus,
but the recent reports of the educat.ional inspectors.
show that the prejudice against these classes has,
lessened, although stray cases of antagonism are still
reported from rural areas."* In the same connexion
it is significant that the Bombay Municipality
have closed their 'specia,l' schools for the depressen
classes, "·the children being allowed to join the ordinary schools and mix freely with the plipils of other
communities".* Private associations, including the
Servants of India Society, the De~essed Classes.
Union and the Ahmedabad Labour Union, e,re reported to be doing much for the emancipation a.nd
education of the depressed classes ~nd the Inspector
of Schools, Bombay Division, has stated that the
leaders of the people ''a,re holding conferences and
educating public opinion with a view to spread education among their masses.''t
In Bengal, as we have sho~, the recent progress made by
the backward communities has been remarkable and
the Quinquennial Review stat'es th&t ''the most grati- ....
fying feature is the keenness of some of the backward
classes, especially the Namasudras, to belp' themselves. "t The same Review also states that "the spread
of education among them marks the N amasudras as ·
destined speedily to emerge from the position of a
'backward' class."! The Society for the Improve-·
ment of ·the BacKward Classes is an example of the ·
extent to which private effort ~as helped progress.
Over 400 scbooh: are at. present maintaineq by. this
Society in di:fferent paris of Bengal.
._

* Bombay Q. R., page

191.

t Bombay Q. R., pa€;e 192.

t

Bengil.l Q. R., page ·8'8.
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In the United Provinces, the large increase in the enrolment
of depressed clas~ pupils in the ordinary schools is 1r.
. most hopeful sign. In 1927, while 69,051 depresseil
•
class pupils were reading in the ordinary prima!y
• schools for boys, only 22,926 wen~ reading in spec1a\
schools. The Quinquennial Review states that "abou$'
75 per cent. of the total number of depressed class
pupils attend mixed schools.
This indicates that
caste prejudices are dying down and that the highel'
castes make much less objection to the admission of
these boys to the ordinary schools. Still stronger proof
• of the breaking' down of prejudice is to be found in
the presence of pupils belonging to the ·higher castes
in the-special depressed class schools. In the Allahabad division 16 per cent. of the enrolment of depressed
class H:hools belongs to higher castes ; in the Lucknow
division 1,021 boys of other castes were reading in the
special schools attended by 1,340 depressed class boys,
and somewhat similar are cases elsewhere. " 0
In the Punjab, caste prejudice is reported to be rapidly dis•
appearing, and the fact that 15,308 depressed class
pupils, out of a total of 19,502; are reading in the
trdinary schools. is encouraging. The Report of the
Special Officer deputed to investigate the problem
also shows that conditions are favourable to an
•
advance. •
In Bihar, though the percenta.ge of depressed class pupi•ls
under instruction is very low, it is satisfactory that
out of a total of 25,006 under instruction, as many as
19,373 are reading in the ordinary mixed sehools ..
. In the Central Provinces, progress bas been very slow buf
•'two tendencies have become increasingly manifest
during the quinquennium. First, the depressed classes
have evinced a growing consciousness of their educational and social disabilities and a growing assertion
of claims to social and political recognition . . .
The second tendency has been a growing recognition
on the part of the more advanced classes of the claims
• of the depressed classes." t
10. Conclusions.-Two policies have been suggested for meeting the educational needs of the depressed classes. In the v:ew
of many of our witnesses, their interests can best be safeguarded'
by a. ·policy of extending the system of segregate schools and of
providing se~rate supervising staffg for these schools. The othe1
policy is to admit the childt:en of the depressed classes on equal

.

• United Provinces Q. R., page 104.
t Central Provinces Q. R., page 112.

R
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fera~s intp the 'ordinary schools.

Rao Bahadur M. C. Rajah,
in a memorandum submitted to us and in his V(:lrb!:tl
:evidence, advocated an intermediate policy :"separate schools for depressed classes shou1d not be the
i:ule ~ut shoold only be started in places where boys
of the depressed classes are not likely to be treated
with that regard for their welfare' which they have ~
a right to expect at least from the'if teachers."
~
11. We are strongly of the opinion that the policy of the 'mixed
~hool' is the right one. The system· of segregate schools tends
i1ecessar.ily to emphasise rather than to reduce the differen'bes be.
tween the depressed classes and the other Hindu· caste~. All the
tE·ovmcial Governments have for some years past ordered that
:depressed class pupils should receive equal opportunities of enter.
iug into, and equal treatment in, all pubEcly managed institutions.
Hut the figures for the enrolment of depressed class pupils suggest
that, unfortun:1tely, these orders have not been strictly carried
out. The fact, for exa1p.ple, that in Madras out of a total of
:!28,000 depressed class pupils only 16,000 are reading in the
ordinary schools ,indicates that in many of the publicly manag~
&chools the admission of depressed class pupils must still }'resent difficulties. On the other hand, the fact that.in the same
province over 70,000 pupils who do· not belong to the depressed
elas&ei-; are reading in the special schools mainly iHtended for the
aepressed classes would appear to show that, when it .is to their
eonvenient:e, the caste pupils overcome the existing prejudiaes.
We have had evidence that the rules in the p:t;ovitices regarding
the equal treatment to be accorded to depressed class pupils, once
they nave been admitted into the ordinary schools, are frequently
broken. The Director of Public Instruction of the Central Prov:inces i11ustrates this fact in his Quinquennial Review, in which
~Titing of a village school in the Nagpur district, he states that, ''boys from the depressed classes were required to sit in the
vera.ndah of the primary school apart from their
t.
fellow pupils. The community bitterly resented this
and claimed egua~ity of treatment. On meeting no
response, although there was plenty of accommodation in the main school, they opened a i!Chool of
their own."*
·Even in the Punjab where, as we have stated, prejudice is last
disappearing, it is reported that in one district the ch~ldren of .
tlje depres~ed classes attending the public schools did not· get .
wa.ter to drink. We feel strongly- that the wisest policy for the._. 1
future will be a determined insistence on the carryin~ out of the :
• or8.ers of the provincial Govemments, instead of an extension of ·
~M.I.J.A.,

* Central
'I

•

Provinces Q. R., page.l13.,

•
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t·he system of separate provision. This· system, in some cases,
hable to be used, particularly by local bodies, merely as a.
,means of evading the orders of Government.
12.. ·we are aware that it may still be necessary in a few places,
particularly in those places where a gr~t majt>rity of the local .
'Population belong to the depressed classes, to provide schools for
.......__them ; ·but such · schools should be regarded as ordinary public
~hools and not as segregate institutions.
In our opinion, the·
more the special schools tend to become mixed schools, the better
it ·.will be for all sections of the people. We concur in the view
,of the ~irector·of Public Instruction in the United Provinces who
writes in :t.is Quinquennial Review that;i~

•

"the single mixed primary school is the most economical
and the most efficient type of primary institution.
These special schools, therefore, should be regarded
as institutions of temporary expediency, which will
serve the purpose of bridging the period until the
community agrees that its needs aan be fuHy served
by the mixed school and is willing to use that institution and to allow it to be used without let or
hindrance by all classes of the community ...... While·
the necessity for futherance of education amongst
the depressed classes continues as strong as, if not
strt:mger than formerly, the need of having special
•
schools for the purpose is diminishing as the ordinary
mixed school tends more and more to meet the needs
of a.ll. classes of the community.""'
The Committee appointed to enqui.re into and report on th~

·.state of primary education of the educationally backward com-

'munities in the United Provinces advocated the same policy:''The Committee reiterat~s its belief in the ideal of a single
type of school maintained by district and municipal
boards for all communities and recommends a policy
V\rith regard to the education of the depressed classes
that will l~ad to the realisation of this ideal. It
recognises first and foremost that the elevation of
• the depressed classes and their conversion to literaey
can only be accomplished by the removal of the
stigma upon · them and the stimulation of their
aspirations. For the removal of this stigma it recommends wherever possible the establishment of
ordina.ry board schools in areas occupied by members
~f these classes rather than the creation of ignominiously labelled 'depressed class sclioois'." t
*United Provinces Q. R., page 103.

•

t Wetherill Reporl {1927), page 8.

•

•
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13. If, as we hope will be the case, pupils of the depressed classes
are admitted in large numbers to the ordinary schools, .steps shou1d~
La taken to ensure that a certain number of suitably qualified and trained teachers chosen from those classes should be
recruited to the • staffs • of the ordina.ry schools. Tfte adequate
representation of these classes on the local educational bodies, such
as is found in Madras and Bombay, is also desirable.
·

14. There is a further reason why we consider it essential th~
the orders of the provincial Governments in regard to the free
adwission of depressed class pupils into the ordinary schools should:
be enforced immediately and rigorously. Our Review ha'"s shown'
noi only that compulsion has been introduced alread;? in a considerable number of areas, but that many schemes for compulsion are likely to be adopted during the next few years.
If, under schemes for compulsion, separate schools have to be·
provided for the depressed classes in many areas the cost of the
schemes will be very largely and unnecessarily increased. Theftgures for the enrolment of depressed class pupils in the ordinary
schools dur;ing the last five years have shown the extent to which
preJudice is dying out and when compulsion is introduced on a
.large scale, it will, we hope, be only a matter of time before all
alasses of the community become accustomed to :aew and ·more
.wno1esome conditions of life.
15. We desire to point out in conclusion that it 'Will not be sufficient for Government merely to insist on the admission of ~e children of the depressed classes to the ordinary schools.
It wiU be
necessary to see that the regulations are carried. out in the spirit as
well as in the letter, and that the children are treated on egual'
terms in all respects with the children of other commun,ities •

•

•

•

CHAPTER. XI.
:~ducation

•

of Europeans . and Anglo-Indians .
I.-The Community.

According to the Census of 1921, the total European and Angio~ian population was a little over 250,000.

..

Europ~ans

••
Anglo-Indians ..

•

..

Total

Male.
1,11,000
48,000

--1,59,000

Female.
46,000
4b,OOO

--94,000

Total.
1,57,000
96,000

2,53,000

·----About 60,000 of the Europeans were in the Army and may be
.neglected for the purpose of educational statistics. Thus, the
total European and Anglo-Indian population, excluding those in
the Army, was approximately 193,000.
2. The position of Anglo-Indians is difficult and perplexing,
.and needs special consideration, especially in the matter of education. As far back as 1881, Lord Lytton's Government wrote these .
tWOrd~-

•

''It has been rightly said. that one very special reason why
Government cannot afford to ignore the growing up
•
in India of an '!lninstructed European population is
that, in the case of the European, his capacity for
self-m~mtenance depends entirely upon the education he receives. He cannot support himself in this
country by working as a day-labourer, or by adopting
the avocation of the native peasant. An uneducated
Buropean almost necessarily becomes an idle and profitless, and often a. dangerous, member of the community. On the other hand, it must be remembered
that he, or his English ancestor was brought out to
India originally to do work that could only be done by
a European, a fact which in itself gives him some
claim to con,sideration. The climate is uncongenial
to him, the cost of living is necessarily dispropor• tionate to his means, and he is deprived at the same
time of the educatiOnal opportunities which are now
available at home, even to the poorest of the working
class. In all these respects the European parent is
placed at a disadvantage, and it thus becomes neces_;ary for the Government to come to his assistance. " 0
*Resolution of the Government of India nf 8 October, 1881, quoted in the
Review of Education in India in 18~6, page 297.
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::3. The Anglo-Indian is essentially a poor community.
1D
1891-92, a committee appointed by the Government of Bengal,
reported that 19 per cent. of its members were in vtter destitution
and were living on public or private charity.
The • Pickford·
Committee, appointed in 1918-19, estimated the percentage at ·17..
The majority of the ·few who achieve distinction and affluence
leave the community, and sometimes t4e country, and thus thecommunity loses the benefit of their leadership. 'rhe bulk of~
community reside in towns, where the standard of living is high;
and they live in European fashion in the matter of clothing, food,_
~1ousing, etc. In recent years, they have felt the strai.p. of competition for many posts in Government service of wh~ch they used)
to hold almost a monopoly.

A large section of the community is migratory in character,
many of itr: members being employed in the railways, telegraph,
customs and other all-India services, in which transfers are fre-·
quent.
In consequence, the children either accompany their
parents from one province to another, or else are sent to boarding
schools, where the cost is comparatively high.
4. J_~a·rge sections of the· community attach great impor~nce
to education and make great sacrifices in order to give their children
a good schooling. The fad that about 24'5 per cent. of the i)opulation are at school indicates that "nearly every child is receiving
some sort of education. Many pa.rents are keenly anxious for
their children to be brought up in the Christian fait.h and in
&mroundings in harmony with their traditions. They take a. pride·
in their schools, many of which are of old foundation and have
fine records.
II.-Schools and enrolment.*'
. 5. The following Table gives the number of institutions of all!

kinds:-

•

XCVI.
Number ofEuropean institutions of different grades.
TABLE

1917.

Intermediate Arts Colleges
Training Colleges
High Schools ..
Middle Schools
Primary Schools
Special Schools
Total

1922.

19.27.

5

4

7

2
150
142

3

48

2
153
130
102
52

444

44:)

97

167

108
•

ll6
20

421

The difference between the high, middle and primary schools is, "one of de,<rree and not of kind. A primary school whichcontains a small number of senior pnftils who have
*The official name of educational institutions provided for Europeans and Anglo~
Indians is' Eluopean Schools', except in Burma, where they are called 'English·
Schools'.

•

•
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passed the primary stage (and there are many sncli
schools catering for tbe needs of small isolated Eur6pean communities in the plains) is for statisticail
purposes classified as a middle school.''*
A schod\ may therefore pass easily from ol1e dass to another·;
and this explaim the variations in the numbers in successive.
periods. The large reduction in the number of special schools is.
-...... mainly the result of a change in classification in Bengal, where ..
in 1922, the supplementary and technical classes attached to.
general institutions were classified as separate institutions.
6, The following Tablfl ~ll9W!? thfP number of ~nstitutioll8 in::
r-a9h pr<'vince in 1927 :-=

XCVII.
Number of European institutions of different grades by provinces.
TABLE

Province.
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
• Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Pro~inces ..
Assam
Battgalore

IntermeMiddle Primary Special
diate
Training High
Arts Colleges. Schools. Schools. Schools. Schools.
Colleges.

..

•

•

• British India

4
I

2

30
21
41
24
12
18

7

3

22

4
4

I7

3

13

2

9

2
3

1
16

6

12
8
14
5
10
3
5

7

2

167

108

ll6

20

7
I
2

31
14

17

Approximater:y 75 per cent. of the schools are loca.ted in the
plains and 25 per cent. in the bills. The majority .of the schools
in the Punjab are in the hills, but in Madras only 17, and in
Bengal only 12, are in the hills.
·
The extent to which the s~hools in the plains are concentrated
in the large cities ma.y be gathered from the fact that out of 87
schools in the Madras Presidency, 22 are in Madras city ; and out
of Q2 schools in Bengal, 3:3 are in Calcutta.
7. Management.-The great majority of the schools are under
mission management, but 95 are maintained by the Railways+.
The relllainder are managed either by private agencies or by
Government.
The following Table shows the number of institutions in the
three Pre~>,idencies under diilerent kinds of management:Gonrnment.
l

Private
agency.
12

Railwav.
Madras
I7 '
Bombasr
30
..
9
Bmgal
:'!
41
7
11
"Progress of Education in India, 1917-1922, Vol I, p:;.ge 192.
t Twelve of these schools are located outside British India.

'

Mission.
57

•

•
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8. Location of schools.-European schools divide themselves
roughly into three group~-the hill schools, the schools in the larger •
towns, and the railway schools.
The hill schools are nearly all boarding schools, and are the
result of the naturat desire. of the community to secure education
for their children in a temperate climate. 'l'hese schools generally
cater for those members of the community who can afford a better
type of education than that offered by the smaller type of achool -"
in the plains.
·The t:chools in the plains vary from the larger boarding schools
;in the cities such as the La · Martiniere schools in Calcutta and
·Lucknow, to the small day-schools in places where Anglo~Indians
i:bave congregated.
·
The railway schools, scattered over a wide area along
'the railway lines of India, meet the needs of the large number
"of Europeans and Anglo-Indians, some. 16,000 in 1926, who are
"'employed by the Railway Companies.
There are also a number of orphanages, both in the hills and
the plains, which rescue and educate destitute children. The besi
known of these orphanages are the St. Andrew's Homes, Kalimpo~g,
in the Darjeeling hills and the St. George's Homes, :&aity, in the
Nilgiris.
·
9. Some of the European schools are of old foundation. For
example, tl)ere are the Bishop Cot.ton Schools at Simia and
Bangalore, which WP.re founded by Bishop Cotton in memory bf
th,)se members of the community who died •in the Mutiny.
The,re are "the four schools at Murree, Sanawar, Mount Abu and
Ootacamund, which were founded in memory of Henry Lawrence.
There are the two schools at Lucknow and Calcutta which bear
the name of General Claude Martin and which owe much to his
generous legacies. There are also •many schools maintained by
Catholic Brotherhoods and other Missions.
lO. Enrolment.-'I'he following Table gives the number of pupils
in recognised European sc~ools : ·
Year.

Total.

l9l7

.f2,621

1922

46,600

1927

53,151

'rhese ·figures, however, do not give the correct number of
European pupils for, on the one hand, European schools are
enrolling an increasing number of Indian pupils (a ma'!ter which
• wili be diacussed later) and, on the other hand, a growing number
of F.uropean p!lpil~ arc attendin:;:r general institutions.
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The following Table gives
/Pllpils : -

the total number of European

Year.

•

1917
1922
1927

~hese

Males.
...

22,027
22,941
23,213*

Females .

Total.

!W,458
21,628
24,079*

42,485
44,575
47,292

figures show that about 24'5 per cent. of the population are
college.
,

.;a:t' school or

11. ~tages of instruction.-The following Table gives the
.number of. pupils at each stage of instruction:Year.

Collegiate.

1922
1927

550
690

High.

Middle.

Primary.

3,055
2,747

9,295
9,414

29,748
32,387

The number of pupils at the primary stage alone represents
•more than 16 per cent. of the population as against the normal
school-going percentage of 14 per cent. for children between the
.ages of six and eleven. There is very little wastage at the
pri:tbary stage anti it is safe to assume that the great majority .
·of tbQ children of the community
. at any rate become literate.
On the other hand, a comparatively small proportion of the
·children proceed. from the primary to the middle sta.ge; and still
Jewer frQJll the middle to the high stage. Out of 100 children
'in t~e highest class of the middle stage, only. 46 pass on to the
next class; and. only a very few go on to college. There were
1only 409 Anglo-Indian students in arts colleges in 1927 ; and there
-:were only 48 in the finllil degree class ; but a number of the pupils
go to England for higher and professional education.

.

111.-Ex-renditure. ·
12. The following Table gives the direct and indirect expendi,
ture on European education : TABLE

XCVIII.

Pm.vision for expenditure on European education by sources.

•
oG~vernment Funds
·Board Funds
·Fees
Other So11tces

-

'* The 1927 figures are

'

..
Total

..

1917.
Rs.
36,46,883
27,908
33,41,183
25,87,214

1922.
1927 .
Rs.
Rs.
47,70,968 50,98,162
52,236
21,653
49,06,770 53,94,471
36,73,835 45,16.54!)

---!)6,03,188 1,32,73,226 1,50,61,418
--------·

for pupil:=; in schools for ma!es and in school'!' for femttles.
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13. An interesting fact which emerges from this T'able is tbat'.a.Jthough Government now contributes more to European educa~
tion than in 1917, fees and other sources bear -an. even · Jarger
proportion of the total cost. Between 1917 and 1927, the contribution by Goverf:unent .increased by about 39 per ceht., fees by
over 61 per cent., and other sources by nearly 75 pyr cent.
In other words, the community is now meeting an even larger
proportion of the cost of its education than formerly. In 191~
a little ovoer 61 per cent" of the total cost was met from fees and
other sources ; in 1927, over 65 per cent.
·Another feature of interest is the increased cost per pupil. In.
1917, the cost per pupil was Rs. 225, in 1927 it had risen to.
Rs. 283. Meanwhile, the rate of fees rose 1n alinost the· same·
proportion. The average fee per pupil was under Rs. 80 in 191'7.,
and a little over Rs. 100 in 1927.
~4. The cost of European education has often been contrasted'
with the cost of Indian education in order to prove that the former
is proportionately higher and that European schools receive preferential treatment. But, in making such a comparison, certain
. essential differences should be borne in mind, It is not legiti~ate
to compare the average cost per pupil (Rs. 22) in an Indian Mhool
with the average cost per pupil (~s. 283) in a E~r.opeflln sohool,.
without explanation.
·

I,a,rge numbers of the European schools are boardin~ institu.tions and the cost per pupil includes boarding charges, an •item
which represents only a small fraction in thG figures for Indian,
schools. A European pupil pays a far l:uger sum in fees than the
Indian pupil. The average annu3il fee of a European pupil is over
Rs. 100; that of the_Indian pupil is less than Rs. 5.
Again, more than five-sixths ~f ·the total number of pupils in
Indian schools are in the primary dasses, more than half of these
being in Class I ; and most of the primary schools give free
education. 11he proportion of free pupils in European schools
is very much smaller, while a far higher proportion of European·
pupils are reading in the middle and high stages, a fact which·
raises the average cost considerably.

•

We have already. referred to the large sums raised each, year
from other sources, mainly private subscriptions, benefactions and'
e11dowments. Notable examples of private philanthropy have been
the large benefactions made by Sir Percy Newson and Sir Paul:
Chater to the schoois in Bengal.

Al1 these factors go to explain the reason why t'lte proportion
which is borne by pubEc funds is only 35 per cent. of the cost of
Emop.ean education as against 65 per cent. for all clasSfls of
education. While it is true that, in comparison, for the reasons

•
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given, European education is more expensive than Indian educa,..
• tion, it is also true· that it receives more financial support from.
private sources in some form or another.
!5. Between 19:32 and 1927, the direct expenditure on Indian
schools increased by 44 per cent., while the direct expenditure on ..
European schools increased by only 14 per cent. This is as would·
be expected : and the difference should be even greater in future.
""" The European community does not tend to increase in number,
and practically all its children are now at school. Any future increase in expenditure on European education is likely therefore·
to be.for improvement rather than for expansion.
16. Need of concentration.-While there seems no reason to
suppose that a.u undue proportion of public funds is being spent,J
on European schools, there is great need and opportunity for
economy in the present system. The average strength of a primary
school is only 60, of a middle school105, and of a high school 200;
and many of the .schools in up-country places have enrolments.
far below these averages. Among the 95 railway schools, there
are thirty with less than twenty pupils and eleven schools with
tmly ten pupils or less. Even in the larger centres, there is much·
dlJl>lication, due very largely to the maintenance of separate denom- ·
inational inmitutions.
There has been much opposition to amalgamation on social'
and ~ctarian grounds, but in recent years there has been a
healthier tendency t.owards concentration. In Bombay, Madras
and the Punjab,.a number of important amalgamations have been
effected, apd in several provinces small or unnecessary schoolshave been dosed down. In Madras, five such schools were abolished between 19:32 and 1927. But religious differences, social·
dJRtinctions and vested interests still stand in the way of further
progress in this direction.
The railway schools, in particular, afford an example of t.h&expensive and uneconomic character of the separate provision·
ma«e by the smaller class of schools for European and Anglo-·
Indian pupils. 4,339 pupils of the community attend the 95schools, an average of only 45 per school. A report on theexpenditure of the Railways on the education of employees was ..
submitted to the Railway Board in 1927, and we understand that
the matter is under consideration by the Government of India.
Much economy could be effecwd hy the adoption of the policy
already accepted by the North-\Vestern Railway of granting assist-.
ance to the children of European and Anglo-Indian employees to,
attend tlw. ordinary European or Indian school, at whatever
difltance, in preference to the present policy of ot.her railways ,
which maintain small schools at outlying stations, to meet the·
needs of scattered groups of children.

'·
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17. Economy is also needed in the numerous orphanages which
.are .;cattered over the country. 'I'he St .. Andrew's Homes at•
Kalimpong, for example, have shown a great capacity. for expansion; and, if suitable arrangements could be made, it woutd be
far better and che&per t.<} send orphans to such an ifl.stitutiou
than to provide for them in small and therefore relatively expen:sive Homes.

18. A doubt has been expressed whether provincial Govern-_,
.ments have not in one direction been over liberal. For many
.years boarding grants, especially grants for orphans and destitute
·children, have been given to European schools, and while• it is
true that many members of the Anglo-Indian community are
·extremely poor, education in the community has been practicll.lly
universal ior a long time. It might therefore have ]:>een expected
that the proportion of those who are too indigent to afford their
-children even primary education would steadily decrease. But
this has unfortunately not been the case. In Madras alone, iii
1927, 1,350 children, or one out of every seven, were receiving
hoarding grants and in the Central Provinces the orphan grants
:.amounted to Rs. 1'28 lakhs b 1927. The question arises whethe'
tbese grants have not increased dependency and pauperisation.
·This possibility is referred to by the Director of Publi~ Imtruction
~in Madras who writes in his latest Quinquennial Review:,'the liberal help given by the Government f(Jr many years.
past does not appear to have had the rlesired• effect
of putting the community on its feet. In fact, it.is
open to question whether theae philanthropic
grants have not been tending to increase t,he dependence and the poverty of large sections of the community."*
IV.-The Future of European Education .
•
19. Proposal that European Education should be a Central
~:subjcct.-At present, in every pro~ince, except in Burma, European
. education· is a reserved provincial subject. It is administered by
the Director of Public Instruction subject to the general cmitrol
· ::>f a member of the Executive Council. '!'here is also in each
province an Inspector of European Schools, who may be a full-time
. '()r a. part-time officer.
•
· 20. On the question of the future of European education in
the provinces we have examined many witnesses and have received
·-a number of memoranda. Though the evidence is conflicting in
··some respects, there is a general agreement in regard to the follow"
1ilnf! points:_
(a) European education should be made a central subject,
•
financed from central revenues, though local
.
* Medras Q. R., page 118.

•
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Governments should also mak-e contributions to the,
schools in the several provinces .
• (b) Government should maintain a central inspecting staff.
These. proposals raise important ponstitl!ltional issues and,.
if accepted, would necessitate a drastic change in the present
system of provincialised education. _It is evident that they are·
...._ based on a desire for security and uniformity. In this connexion,
~he Council of the European As&ociation have urged that " thecentralisation of European education will lead t<r.(a) economy,
(b). uniformity in education,
(c) increased efficiency and improved inspection; and
(d) the adequate safeguarding of the reasonable requirements-.
of European education in India."
21. Security.-In the first plaoe, there is little evidence thau
the gTants for European education have suffered under the Reforms .•
The following Table shows the provincial recurring and non-recur·
ring contributions in the several ·provinces : •
TABLE XCIX .

..

.

• Gmnts for lfluropean education, recurring and non-recurrin!J •

•

Province.

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar an4 Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

•

1917.

1922.

1927.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

5,88,836
8,01,029
8,85,085;
4,36,279
4,62,397
5,35,632:
8,32,150 11,54,433 10,63,381
5,15,.216
8,10,187
9,86,683:
5,80,231 4,78,997
5,01,703:
2,31,574
4,80,356
5,37,377.
89,925 1,18,182 1,08.150.
1,69,160 1,45,430 1,35,519
31,557
52,810
56,883

In every province, the figures for 1927 are higher than for
1917,· except in the Punjab, where the figures for 1917 were inflated by capital and recurring grants from the Government of'
India towards the training class which was maintained by thePunjab G.:>vernment for students from all provinces, and in the·
·Centra.! Provinces; and in every province, except Bengal, Bihar
and the Central Provinces, there was an increase between 1922
and 1927. In the Central Provinces there was a reduction of
Rs. 22,000 in maintenance grants which was due to changes in
the Code made by Government as a result of a debate in the local'
Legislative.Council.
There has been only one instance of a reduction made by &
Legislature. In 1924, the Bengal Legislative Council reduce<l

\
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.the budget . by Rs. 99,000 ; but. the money was found later by
reappropriation.
•
. 22. It is also significant. that; in Burma wher~ EUfopean
·education is a 'trailjlferred subject' the Anglo-Indian and Domiciled
'European Federation has" stated that '' so far as· Bur~a is con' ,cerned, we are definitely against English .educatioJ;l, being made
a central reserved subject '', .and has shown in evidence that the
:Schools have not suffered financially by the transfer Qf Europea~ "
· education.
23. In the second place, there is no ground for supposing that
· the Central Legislature would be more liberal than the Pr11vincial
Legislatures, which are in closer touch with the schools and take
a natural pride in the welfare of all schools in the province, to •
·whatever community they may belong.
If, again, European education became a 'central subject' and
were financed by the Government of India, the community might
·find itself in the unenviable position of being deprived of the
. existing ·facilities for higher, professional and technical education
which the provinces now provide for them. If such a situation
~rose, centralisation would result not in economy but in the nec6S. sity for an expensive separate provision of such facilities. .The
adoption of such a course would lead to an undesiral:Jle differentia. tion of the educational needs of Europeans and Anglo-Inaians aud '
· would affect progress adversely.*
24. Uniformity.-We now turn to the aspect of uniformity. It
·is true, as has already been represented, that the community is
migratory in char'acter and that therefore the children who move ,
with their parents from province to province are often compelled
· t~ attend. a number of schools differing from each other in, the
· courses and curricula. .
·
While a central inspecting agoocy . might have the effect of
securing greater unity of aim and standards, we are of opinion
that the disadvantages of such a system would be greater than the
advantages. A central inspector, with a wide area of iurisdiqtion.
-would find it difficult to keep in touch with the schools and their
· regnirements; and constant reference to Delhi or Simla would
result in inevitable delay and possibly in misunderstandings .

•

.. *Th~ propos!tl to centralise European education was considared by the Govern·
. ment of Iridia in 1913 and rejected. The following passage occurs in the Reso·
lution on Indian Educational Policy of that year:·
·"The suggestion was put forward and largely supported at a conference
· 'that European education should be centralised under the Government of India..
This suggestion cannot be accepted. Apart from the fact that decentralisation
is the accepted policy of Government, the course of, the discussion at the
conference showed how different were the conditions of life of rr!!tnbers of the
domiciled· community in different parts. of India and how these differences
necessarily re-acted on :th~ir educat~onal arrangements. The Governm!lnt of
· Ttidia are convinced that although some difficulties inight be removed more·
· would be craatad py centralisation...

•
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· ·Again, if due economy we.!"e to be observed, the inspecting
::a&aff would be inevitably small in numbers, and would therefore be
insufficiently tJquipped to supervise satisfactorily the many subjects
.of the ~urriculum or to deal with the many aspects of school life.
In a provincial system, an Inspector of European Schools can
.obtain the advice arid co-operation of other officials whose work is
.connected with the transferred side of education. It seems inevit. ;able. that suoj~cts such as physical training' domestic science and
.the vernaculars, would suffer under a centralised system of inspec·tion.
25. There is an urgent need, however, of some co-ordinating
:authority whereby the present divergencies and difficulties might
cbe discussed and removed. If the Government of India. were to
'take the initial steps, such an authority, including representatives
o~· provincial authorities and schools, might be constituted, and
might have powers to control and conduct examinations. In our
qpinion, the attainment of a reasonable measure of uniformity would
be gained in a far more satisfactory manner by this means tha.n
by the centralisation of European education.

Cu. Retention of the general system.-We are agreed that many .
of th~ schools, especially the boarding schools in the hills, shotila
continue in tileir present pondition and that parents should
have confidence that suitable education will be available for their
children.
On the other hand, as we have already indicated, European
scho~ls in the provinces differ widely in character and the need
for the retention of ~ome of them is doubtful. The majority of the
schools in .Madras, for example; cater for pupils whose position;
outlook and prospects may be entirely different ·from those of th~
pupils in the hill schools of .t'be North West of India. It might
be preferable for the former to avail themselves of the general
schools, which are usually more" efficient and often more acces·sible.
27. AdmiSsion of Indians to European schools.-We have
:already' suggested in a previous chapter that, as far as possible;
·children of all classes and communities should join, and mix freely
in, common schools. The question of the admission of Indians to
European St:Jhools is therefore of importance.
The All-India European Schools Code of 1905 prescribed a
maximum of fifteen per cent. for the total number of rnaians in
any European school, but this restriction has either been relaxed
or abrogated in most provinces. In Madras and Boml5ay, the
proportion lias been raised to one-third; in the United Provinces,
Bihar and tl~Central Provinces to 25 per cent. In Burma, there
is no restriction at all. The result has been a general increase·
i.n the enrolment of non-Europeans in European schools, the·

•
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number having more than doubled in the last five year.&-.
figures of enrolment are given in the fotlowing Table : TABLE

Tlie

• r

C.

•
•
Enrolment of non~European pupils in European schools,
Total No.
of pupils.

Province.
Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

..

10,390
4,921
10,821
6,213
2,669
8,858
1,370
2,388
375

India.ne. Percentuge.
1,213
!,OliO
1,68li
528
326
3,!54
85
681
32

Jl•7:.•
21"3
15"'6
8•5
12•2
35•6
6•2
28"5

.

8•5

The highest percentages are in Burma, the Central Provinces
and Bombay; but in Burma admission is unrestricted and, in fact,
there is little distinction between the anglo-vernacular and the
.English schools. The evidence on behalf of the Anglo-Indian t1nd
Domiciled European Federation shows apprehension as ~o the
result of the unrestricted admission.
•
28. The reasons which led to the modification of the restriction.
were, first, the increasing desire of well-to-do Inaians to provide
for their children an education different in character from tiiat ot
the ordinary Indian schools ~nd, secondly, the hope that the
smaller or more uneconomical European schoois might strengthen.
themselves financially if they were allowed to admit· a larger proportion of Indian pupils.
We consider that the policy of admitting Indian pupils into·
European schools is a sound one provided that the proportion does
not exceed a definite limit and that they are admitted on equal
terms with others and at the same rate of fees. The proportion
of Indians might vary as between boarding and day schools and
be higher in the latter type of school.
It should be beneficial to Anglo-Indian boys to mix freely with
Indian boys and thereby to. be stimulated to higher effort by competition wit.h them. But we are not in favour of the t<ftal removal
of restrictions, as the schools would lose thereby their distinctive
character and would then satisfy neither party.
It must be remembered that most European schools are under
private management and at present their authorities have complete
liberty ,to regulate admissions. The percentage prescribed is a
maximum not a minimum. Even the further mQmfication of
restrictions need not therefore alter the character or constitution of
any school unless the management so desires .

•
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;f.-Examinations and :Curricula.
29. Much evidence has been placed before us regaraing the
present.courses and examinations taken by European schools. A
-detailed COiljideration of these questions would be. beyond the scope
of our review, but there are a few matters which have a bearing
on the general condition of European education.
30. There is much conflict of opinion as to whether the
Cambridge Certificate examinations (which under certain conditions are accepted as equivalent to Indian examinations) or the
1ndian examinations (including the School Final examination for
Europeab Schools) are the more suitable for the schools. It is
contended, on the one hand, that the standards of the Cambridge
£oxaminations are higher and are more consistently maintained than
those of the Indian examinations, and that the former afford more
<Valuable qualifications to those who desire to complete their studies
in the United Kingdom. On the other hand, the vast majority
of the pupils intend to make a living in India, and therefore require
a course a~apted to the standards of an Indian university.
In this connexion, the Director of Public Instruction in the
Unioted Provinces, in his Quinquennial Review, after referring to
ihe distinction between the better class schools and the day ·
-schools and oriJhanages, has written:'' There is much to be said against an alien system of
examination such as the Cambridge Locals ; they are
• out of touch with the schools and with the lives and
experience of the children and they are most misleading when they dominate the work of the lower
classes . . . . The Indian higli schools, intermediate
colleges and universities provide a continuous educational course, the stages of which are marked by the
High Schools, the Intermediate and University degree
examinations. It is'Ilaturally to be expected that the
;boy attending the European schools will, if he conti£1Ues his formal studies, do so in a unLrersity or other
higher educational institution in India. Satisfactory
_thm:gh the Cambridg~ examinati~ns may be for a boy
leavmg school and directly entermg on a business or
profession, the stages marked by them hardlv coincide
• with any definite Rtage of the full Indian educational
.cou;se and it _is difficult, with restricttons hampering
chmce of sub]ects, etc., to render them suitable as
entrance examinations to the courses of study provided in Indian Universities."*
"Jle fee~ t~t ~here. ~hould be no barrier to the- p:tsRage of pupil<>
·to the Indian umversities, and that the courses in the schools as
'
*United Provinces Q. R., page 93 .

....
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far as possible, should be adjusted to the requirements of these·
universities. We are unable to offer an opinion on the question'
as· to whether this object should be achieved by preparation for a. .
:matriculation examination or for an examination which is• accepted as an equiva:lrent. ~t may be hoped that the 8o-ordinating;
authority which we have already suggested will provide a useful
means for discussion of this matter by those concerned.

31. In accordance with the general principle which we have laid.
down, it is also most desirable that the teaching of the Indian
vernaculars should be efficient. We have been informed that, in·
many of the schools, the vernaculars are neglected, and .the -deficient knowledge of the vernaculars acts as a handicap in competitive examinations .where knowledge of a vernacular is demanded. •
32. We have already pointed out that very few of the pupilsproceed to a university or to a professional college. Nearly all the;
reports from the provinces lay stress on the necessity of improving
the higher education of Europeans and Anglo-Indians, especiallyin view of the fact that they must face increa'sing competition for
careers which formerly were freely open to them. In view of these·
circumstances, it appears to us essential that far more European·
· and Anglo-Indian pupils, whose future work lies in India, should<
join the main stream of national education and be «lncouraged and
assisted to qualify themselves for. admission to the arts and pro-·fessional colleges with a view to entering a liberal profession.
In 1925, the Government of Madras made a special· survey or
European education and, as a result, the Director of Public In~truc
'tion l1as stated that-

..

" It has ... been made clear that the present aim of European.
education should be the provision of a sound general
education for Anglo-Indian children so as to enable
them to face snoceisfully the increasing competition
for entering into various callings .... The absence of"
competition in the past and the recruitment of relatively unqualified Anglo-Indians to posts which were·
virtnally a monopoly for them have resulted in the
continuance of low standards and in an inability to'
face competition even when the breaking up of monopolies has caused a severe economic de}1ression. "*

33. The great importance .of fitting Anglo-Indians to compete·
on: equal terms for professional posts has be·en recognised by the
Punjab Government by the opening of the Lawrence Colle.ge atGhoragali (near Murree) which prepares pupils for the intermediate
examination of the Punjab University. The Dir~or of Public·
Jnstruc:tion, Punjab, considers the founding of this college of unique:~ .

,

• Madras
Q. R., page I HI.
.

•
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importance to the future of European education in th(: province
and writes in his Quinquennial Review :'' The intermediate classes should be of great benefit to tlie
. community as the brighter boys and girls will have
•
the opportunity of. continuing their school training
• until they become eligible for adnrission to a professional college. The main problem of Europ~an education in India is to equip members of the c:lmmunity
for professional work, and it may well be that this
problem will be solved to a great extent by the institution of the Lawrence College at Ghoragali. "*
A ,c;imilar policy has been followed in some of the privately
managed colleges or schools in certain other provinces. We think
that in a few more well-selected places some provision might be
made for the pupils to remain at school until the completion of the
intermediate stage, whence they could proceed to tl:e general
collegiate and professional colleges which are available to them.
34. Like other poor communities in India, the European and
Anglo-Indian community is entitled to financial support from the
State in the form of scholarships, fee remissions and boarding
grants and their continuance will still be necessary eve 1 if steps
are taken to bring the European schools in the plains :nore into
line- with th~ ordinary institutions for Indians.
·
VI.-rf:he Teachers.
35. The fo'Plowing Table shows the· total number of tr tined and
untrairfed teachers in European schools in 1927 by provinces :TABLE CI.
Number of traine"d and untrained teachers in European schools by
provinces.
Province.
Madras
Bombay ..
Bengal ••
United Provinces ..
J:\unjab ••
Burma .•
Bihar and Orissa ..
Centr~l Provinces
Assam . .
British India

•

Trained
Teachers.
526
219

386
309
159
281
54
66
32
2,241

Untrained
Teachers.
226
168
305
146
80
125
37
61
5
1,314

Total.
752
387
691
455
2.39
406
91
127
37
3,555

The percentage of trained teachers has steadily risen from 49·3 per
cent. in 1917 to 63 per cent. in 1927. The majority of the trained
'teachers are women.

-

* Punjab Q. R.., page

99.
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36. The Anglo-Indian Association has represented that recruitment from Europe should be stopped and that Anglo-Indians should
be appointed to all teaching posts in the future. We agree that
appointments should be made on merit and not on domicile, but
any prohibition of recruitment f.t;om Europe ·is clearfy impossible
-since the governing bodies of the schools, owing to th(i nature of
their foundations, cannot• reasonably be dictated to in the matter
of appointments so long as suitable and qualified teachers at:e
appointed.
The main difficulty,· however, is that very few Anglo-Indians
reach the degree stage and that even fewer adopt the teaching profession. In 1927, there were only 35 Europeans and Anglo-Indian::~
in all India who were reading in the fourth year classes "of arts
colleges for men, and only twenty-five were enrolled in training
cDlleges for men. In Burma, the Director of Public Instruction
states:' Anglo-Indian men, who are essential [in English boys'
schools] and would be most useful in anglo-vernacular
boys' schools, avoid the teaching profession . . . . . .
In our training schools there was but one AngloIndian man to forty-five women and of the 125
students at the two colleges it may be safely sta~d
that not one man will teach after graduating."• •
37. The adequate provision of tr~ining facilities is• therefore of
great importance to the community. In 1927, ther~ was only one
training college for men and no training school, while for .women
there were two training colleges and ten training schools.
•
A training college for men is attached to the .Lawrence College
and School at Ghoragali. It is maintained by the Punjab Government, and, in 1927, included twenty stuaents who were drawn from
all India.
In the two women's training colleges, there are forty-seven
Europeans and Anglo-Indians. In. the ten training schools there
were 176.
It is significant, however, that while only five Anglo-Indian men
were reading in Indian training colleges and only six in INdian
training schools, there were twenty-seven women reading in Indian
training colleges and seventy-three in Indian training schools.
1J'here appears to be no valid reason why more Anglo-In~ian men
should not make use of the ordinary training institutions in the provinces in order to qualify themselves for service in the European
schooJs, which are clearly in need of them. Spedalist teachers, in
particular, are not available for the schools, and more trained
teachers for science, languages and the vernaculars are needed.
We have been informed that, in the United Provinces, ~ience has

* Burma Q. R., page 42i
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·usually to b'e taught by persons recruited from Europ:3 or bY.
Indians, and that it is difficult to obtain language teachers and
teachers for mathematics and domestic science from the AngloIndian c&nmunity.

VII.-Oonclusions.
38. In view of the numerous representat1ons which have been
made to us, it will be convenient briefly to summarise thE resultSof our survey of European schools.
The proposal to make European education a central and nonvotable subject is undesirable, and its adoption would be pnjudicia.h
to the interests of the community.
If uniformity and co-ordination are needed, a representative·
central body, possibly with powers to control and conduct eJ:aminations, might be established without much expense and ';vithout:
interfering with provincial responsibility for European edncation_
In view of differences in religion, language and conditions of
life, the retention of European schools in the hills and of the large
Eliropean schools in the towns is necessary and desirable But
in the interests of the great majority of the poorer pupils wl:o have
to fit themsel~es for obtaining. :;tppointments through the opm door
of competition and merit, the smaller and less efficient ;;chools
should pe amalgamated or closed. Such schools, if reGained,
would benefit by the admission of a larger number or nonEuropean pupils.
The needs of s~all and isolated bodies of Anglo-Indians should
be met by the award of stipends rather than by the maintonance
of a large number of small schools.
The courses and curricula should be adapted as far as possible
to the requirements of Indian uaiversities ; and the tea-ching of the
vernaculars should be improved .

•

-

CHAPTER XII.

.
•
The Education of Certain Communities.

•

1. Sikh and Hindu schools in the Punjab and the N.-W. F ..
Province.-In the Punjab and the North-West Frontier Province,
the Hindus and Sikhs, who a,re minority communitjes in theRe
provinces, have done good service to the cause of education by the
maintenance of a large number of schools and colleges. In some
.cases, the funds raised by subscriptions or by donations in lump
:Sums have formed the nucleus of the financial resources of these
institutions; and in other cases schools have been founded by indivi.duals inspired by philanthropic motives for the spread of education.
It h&s been represented to us that these colleges and schools are
·Open to all castes and creeds, and have been established to meet
the special requirements of certain sections of the Hindus and of
the Sikhs as well as to promote the cause of education in general;
and that the necessity for this type of school has arisen mainly tm
account of the following reasons:•
•
(a) the inadequate provision f0r the teaching of Hindi in the
ordinary schools ;
•
(b) the absence of religious instruction in the • publicly
managed schools and the desire of certain eommu:qities
to retain religiom: education in thei,r own hands; and
(c) the declared polic.y of Government that private enterprise
should be encouraged in the ease of secondary schools.
It has also been represented to us tba.t there is a need in these
schools for the teaching of Gurmukhi and Hindi script which has
not been supplied up to the present. Vve regret that time has not
permitted us to examine this question and to express an opinion
upon it.
2. The Parsees.-The community which has perhaps the most
creditable record in Indian education is that of the Parsees, the
bulk of whom are in the Bombay Presidency. According to the
Census of 1921, the total number in British India waso88,464 and
73 per cent. of that total were literates. In 1927, 17,462 were in
secondary and primary schools, and 957 were receiving university
educa'tion. The proportion receiving university education is extremely high.
Not only is the record of the Parsees creditable in the enrolment
of their boys and, in particular of their girls, at schoo-,.and college,
but also in the benefactions to education made in the past by mem·
bers of the community.
( 24.6 )
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According to a memorandum submitted to the Governor of Bomfbay, of which the community have furnished us a copy, the Poona.
·Engineering College owes its existence to the liberality of ~he
·first Sir Cowasji J ehangir and the college has received many other
important t>enefactions from Parsee do11ors ; "i:he Engineering
•College at J(arachi similarly owes its origin to the lat~ Nadirshaw
Edalji Dinshaw; and the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, the
Elphinstone College, 'the Deccan College, Poona, th~ Sydenham
''College of Commerce, the Grant Medical College, the J .•T. Hospital,
·the Petit Laboratory, the Sir Cowasji Jehangir Univenity Hall and
the Ta.t~ Indian Institute of Science at Bangalore, all :>we their in-ception and existence to the munificence of Parsee philanthropists.
More!>ver, the memorandum states that in not a sing e case have
these donations been conditionally offered so as to involve any
.. direct or indirect obligation on the part of Governm ~nt to grant
::any special privilege to the youth of the community in these instirtutions.
'l'he community fears that with the great advance in the educa-tion of other communities, and with the consequent pressure on
·collegiate institutions, especially owing to preference given to
.otHer co~munities, there may no longer be room in either pro-.
,·fessiooal or arts colleges for anything like the number of Parsees
. ·who have bee~ admitted to th~m during the past. w.~ have been
·un"able to examine this question in detail, but we trust that,. in
view of the past achievements of this progressive a.nd publiccspirited community' its needs will be borne in mind, a,nd that it
· will• be given every opportunity of majntaining its high standard
·of efficiency in the• future.
. 3. Christian 'Missions.-FTom the earliest days of English education in In'dia, Christian missions have played a large part in its
·establishment, expansion and improvement. For gene:~ations, the
-spread of· education was due almost entirely to the agency of Gov·ernment and the missions ; and' a net work of missiontry institu. tions, primary and secondary schools and colleges, cc.vered tht·Country from Tinnevelly to Peshawar. These institutions were
·not content merely to ;impart good education ; they sot ght also to
give moral and religious training which, though at times influenced
by a spirit of proselytising zeal, yet preserved Indian education
·from being divorced from the ethical and spiritual aspE>Cts of life.
'Moreover, as other agencies came into the general field, be missions
found a new and useful sphere of expansion among classes which
were neglected by the ordinary system of education, depressed
f!lasses and ou~castes, aborigines and hill-tribes. In re<~ent years,
·the missions have also paid increased attention to the education
··.{Jf girls. _
The missions continue ·to ma,intain well-staffed and well-equipped
•-colleges in large centres of ·population, such as the Serampore

\

•
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College, the Scottish Churches, St. Paul's, and: St. Xavier's:
Colleges in Bengal, the two Christia:n Colleges in Madras city,
St. Joseph's College in Trichinopoly, the Wilson and St. Xavier's.
Colleges in Bombay city, the Forman Christian College in• Lahore
and St. Stepherl's College in Delhi." These college•s have high•
traditions of their own and have retained the affection and loyalty·
of thousands of students.
Not~only in the past but also in recent times missions have d"ne·
pioneer and experimental work of great value. For instance, it
was they who first developed the residential system ; and the
experim'e:nts in rural education which have been initiateS. by the·
American Presbyterian Mission at Moga and elsewhere have
attracted much attention and have given rise to a, new movement. ·
The following Table shows the number of institutions of. variolils.
types managed by Christian missions.
TABLE

0[1.

Educational institutions maintained by Christian missions·;
Provinces.

Colleges.

Madras

20

Bombay
Bengal
United Province9

9

13

Secondary
schools.

Primary
schools.

Special
schools.

Total~.

193
No information.

7,718

~9

8,020·

73

642

136

100

144

21

278·

857

32

942'

65

178

4

248

19.

667

4

690

Punjab

No information.

Burma

No information

52

Bihar and Orissa
Central Province:>
Assam

1

•

•

860'

4. Other philanthropic activities.-Somewhat later than the·
Christian missions, other philanthropic associations ente1;;ed the~
field of western education. Schools attached. to temples. mosquesa.nd monasteries have existed in India for centuries; they imparted,
and still impart, .the rudiments of education, and some knowledgeof religion and ritual to thousands of children. We attach greater
importance to philanthropic agencies such as the Seva Sadan in
Bombay, the Deccan Education Society in Poona, the Btahmo
Samaj and the Ram Krishna Mission, working in different par.ts.
of the country.
All these associations command the services of'
devoted men and women who are able to correct some of the mistakes and to supplement some of the deficiencies of ~e existing
system. The virtues of such activity are its ardour, initiative ..
. devotion and freedom from routine; the danger, a very real one,.
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• is sectarianism and communalism. The statement of an inspector
quoted in the Quinquennial Review of Bombay is of interest : • "Th~ organisation of the Seva Sadan is thonughly non-sec•
tarian and non-sectional. It .aim:; primarily at·
character-building and maKing women self-reliant and.•
useful social workers. The whole work is thoroughly
\Veil-organised, eminently practical ard of very high
social and educational value."*
5. India is keenly grateful for the services rend~red by institu~
tions such as have been referred to above; and shi~ still has neett
fDr tlieir continuance and expansion. While we think that every.·
effort should be made 1to remove all traces of sectionalism or com"
munalism from these schools and colleges, should mcli occur, and'
to ensure that they are national institutions in the true sense of the ·
word, we are anxious that the remarks which we make on this ..
point in this and other chapters should not be interpreted as sug-;gesting that these institu;tions should in any way .be discouraged;_
provided that they reach the required level of efficie:1cy.
There is another point to be considered. Most of these insti~
t11tions are open to all classes and creeds, but in many of them
the. vast majority of the pupils are drawn only fr.)m one section
of the commt!nity. In order to remedy this defect ana .to encouragem,einbers of other communiti~s to apply for admis:;ion, the staffs
should be dra\vn from all sections of the communities to which
the pupils belong.
In some of the Christian ir stitutions, the ·
nU'Illber of Indian Christian pupils is small and very many pupils.
from other communities are admitted, but the staffs are by no
means confined to :those who profess the Christian faith. It would·
probably be difficult to widen the basis of the commit1;ees of management of the schools and colleges managed by Chri:;tian and other
agencies, as these institutions o£ten belong to a larg(~r organisation,
which has a wider scope of soc:inl activity than education alone, but
the management should be a.s representative as possible of all.
interests.
·
H is also essential that there should be no undne competition
or element of rivalry between these institutions, and that no unfair
pressure should be placed on pa.rents to send their chldren to them ;
and for iJJis purpose it is necessary that the location of the schools
should be wisely regulated. Any spirit of antago1ism would be·
fata.l to the spirit by which they should be inspired.
*Bomba.y Q. R., page 206.
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.

Backward areas. The need for a uniform advance.
.

1. Our attention has b~en drawn not only to the requirements
· ··cf backward communities but to the requirements. of special areas
which, though not classified as 'backward tracts' are yet
· ;b'ackward educationally, owing to the poverty of the peoplao
:..a,nd of the local authorities.
In the majority of the
,provinces an educational policy . has been followed which,
though equitable at first sight, has in fact accentuated the
·educational differences between the· wealthy and the poor
districts, especially in respect of mass education.
'rhe
policy of these provinces has been to pay fixed statutory contributions from Government funds .to local 11uthorities, with additional
_grants for new approved expenditure, and these additional grants
"have been made subject to the condition that the local authorities
·should meet a fixed proportion of the total new expenditure. It
has been an inevitable result of these measures that while the pro;gressive districts, owing to the comparative adequacy of their
financ~s, are able to earn large contributions from Government,
<many backward districts cannot do so and have been n~gleated,
·with grave results. We shall give a f~w illustrations ;f this point .•
2. The Bombay Primary Educatio.n Act of 1923 provides thaj¢....;.
'' if the scheme [of compulsion] is sanctioned the trovernment shall bear half of the additional recurring and
non-recurring annual cost of the scheme if the local
authority is a municipality, and two-thirds of the
said cost if the local authority is a district local
board".
This section of the Act applies equally to the Presidency proper
:and to the backward areas of t3ind. In cow;equence, many
"districts in Sind which have been backward in the past througli
their poverty are progressing much more slowly than the· wealthier
··djstricts in the Presidency through their inability to earn •addi·tional grants. If these backward districts are to have opportunities
:of introducing schemes of compulsion equal to those of the wealthier
,districts, they shouia be required to contribute a smaller proportion
of the funds required, a.nd Government a larger proportion ..
Under the 'Madras Elementary Education Act of 1920, tlie local
'Government must conkibute a sum not less than the proceeds of
any education cess raised by local bodies. Although the Act thus
provides for the possibility of the local Government contributing
m-:Jre than 50 per cent. of the total expenditure on ne• schemes,
• ·~ven the most ·backward areas must first resort to taxation before
.( 250 )
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-they become entitled to any contribution from Government .
. Actually, the· great majority of the local bodies in Madras which
<have hitherto levied an education cess and which are in receipt of
·eq~ivalent ~on~:hbutions from Government. are lo!lated in th~ more
.;advanced distncts.
·
3. The failure to recognise the special needs of backward areas
.is"not confined to the sphere of mass education. In Madras"the Government are not at present aiding or subsidising
secondary education in the various districts in a
mariner which gives poorer districts preference over
wealthy districts. The grants-in-aid Code does not,.
at present, provide for preferential treatment being
given to schools in poor and backward districts, but
the system of giving subsidies has been such as to
allow of special treatment to particular schools or
localities though, in practice, wealthy districts have
benefited almost as much as poor districts .... Not only
are wealthy district boards contributing very little
•
towards the cost of secondary education, but they are
actually spending a smaller percentage of their revePmes on secondary education than the poorer districts.
Furthermore, the. cmit.. to Government per pupil in
loeal board schools in some of the wealthiest districts
•
is greater than it is in some of the poorest districts" .•
'i. One remedy for the backwardness of mass education in poor
::areas is simple. Bihar and the Punjab have adopted the principle
of grading districts according to their poverty or prosperity, for ·the
·purpose of estimating the ratio of Government grants to funds
raised ·locally for the expansion and improvement of vernacular
educa.tion. This principle gives a reasonable opportunity for the
·backward districts to keep in line with the. advance made in more
·prosperous districts. At any rate, the gap between the progressive
--and the backward districts is not being \'\idened. We should add
that,,even if this principle is adopted, it will be insufficient to
develop mass education in the backward districts unless provision
is made at the same time for the training of vernacular teachers
in these ~rea.s, so as to recruit local teachers for the village schools.
\Ve attach great importance to provision of this kind. A:. training
institution in a distant town, however efficient it may be, can
·make little appeal to young men living in rura-l areas.
5. For the development of secondary education in backward
areas, we have suggested in a previous chapter that publicly
managed_institutions shQuld be established, or failing this, that
the_ grant ..in-aid_ rates should be ~o regulated as to giYe special
~ss1stance to pr1vately managed high and middle schools in sucn •
*Report on Secondary Education, 1927, page 10.
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areas. By such means, facilities for cecondary education would
be· distributed more equally between all pM'ts of the province and
for the benefit of all sections of the community.
·
•
6. ~well-considered Q>nd comprehensive policy forth~ assistance·
of the poor areas is needed. It does not augur well for the future
happiness and progress of India that vast areas of the country
should .be left far behind the standard of development reached in·
more fortunate ones, and that the present tendency in most provjnces is to accentuate the gaps still further.
7. Finally, it may be pointed out that the treatment c1f back.ward areas in the way we have suggested would, in some provinces _
and tracts, have the great advantage incidentally of going far to
remove the disabilities of certain communities, without any resort
to the reservations and special privileges discussed in previous
chapters. It was the adoption of such a policy that enabled the
Punjab to raise the number of Muhammadan pupils· from 160,000·
in 1917 to 517,000 in 1921, without reservations in any school!
and we believe, as we have already said, that such a policy would;
be equally successful in the backward areas of Sind.
•

•
•

•

•

•
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CHAPTER XIV.
/- The Financing of Education.
•

.

1.-,-Financial resources and educational
different provinces.

expenditure

of the

1. Provincial Revenues.-Since the introduction of the Reforms
Government aid to education has been given almost entirely from
provincial revenues. The following Table shows the extent of these
·revenues•: -

I

TABLE

CIII.

Total revenue (in lakhs) by provinces.
Province and population (in millions).

'Madras (42•3)
Bom'bay (19·2)
'Bengal.(46'6)
United Provinces ~5·3)
Punjab. (20•6),
"Burma. (13·2)
Bihar and drissa (34•0)
•Centml Provinces (13'9)

ABBam (7•6)

1922.

Rs.

R!.

1175
1311

1518

832

1050

1002

ll39
1086

710
918
443
472

.•

1927.

182

1458

1006
574

507
243

2. The revenue per head in the various provinces is as follows : TADLE

CIV.

I 'Revenue per he~d, by provinces.

'Madras
Bombay
'Bengal.
••
United Provinces ,
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
·Centrall'rovinc€13 •
.J\BS!Illl •

...

'( 253 )

1{122,

1927.

"""
Rs.

Rs.

2•7
6•7
1•7
2•2
3•4

3'5
7•5
2•2
2•5
5'2'

6•9

7"6

1j.3
3·3

3•6

2•4

3·2

1•6
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3. It is clear from these Tables that the financial resources of
the provinces are very unequal. In proportion to the population,
the revenue per head in Burma is almost five times as large as in
Bihar; and in Bombay it is more than three times .as la.rge as in
Bengal.

.

.

.

1. Provincial expenditure on education.-The next Table· shows'
the direct and. indirect provincia.! expenditure on education and itsratio to the provincial revenue.
TABLE

CV.

•

Expenditure and percentage of total revenue spent on education.•

I

'
Government
Percentage of
expenditure on
total revenue spent
education (in lakhs). .
on education ..

I

1922.

1927.

Rs.

Rs.

/' 1922.

I

1927.

I·

I

I

158

202 I

Bombay

I
•I

170

199

Bengal

. J

135

148

16·3

•14·0·

156

196

15·5

17·2

87

151

12·2

46

95

5·0

49

72

11•0

12·5

.

51

72

10·8

14·2:

·I

22

Madras

I

United Provinces
Punjab

•

Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

• 13•4

I

. 12·911

'

I

•

1.2·0

13•3
i3·6

.

. 10·2

· 5. Between 1922 and 1927 the percentage spent on education
everywhere increased, except in Madras, Bengal and Assam.
6. The next Table shows the Government expenditure on
education per bead of the population.
•

•
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8. In the next Table, an attempt is made to correlate these facts.
· The following lists show the different provinces arranged in thEf
order of magnitude of the items specified in the several headings .
•

. .

Revenue per head.

Government
educational
expenditure
per head.

Percentage
ratio of
Government
educational
expenditure to
total revenue.

Population.

I
Burma

Bombay

Bengal.

Bombay

Punjab

United Provinces.
Madras_

p unjab

.

•

Burma

•

Total
educational
expenditure
per
head.
Bomb,ay.

.

United Previnces.
Central Provinces.
Bengal.

.

Burma.'
Punjab.

ICentral Provinces 1 Central Pro.
I
vinces.
I

Bihar

.'

Punjab

Madras.

Madras

Madras

Punjab.

.

Bombay

Bengal.

United Prc.ovinces.

Bombay

m

.

.
I

United Provinces Assam

B ~ngal
ihar

.

• ~ _:Sengal.
•

Bihar .

.

Madras

Central Provinces.
Burma

Bihar

Assam

Burma

.

Assam

.

.

.

Central Provinccs.
United Pr~
vioces,
Assam.

.

Bihar
Orissa .

an4

•

A province with a large revenue per head might be expected. to
spend more on education per head than a provj.nce with a Sllf&ll
· -reve!!ne. 'l'he lists show that this expectation has, generally speak- ·
.ing been fulfilled. It is ·perhaps significant, however, that the
provjnce with the highest revenue per head of populatiOn (Burma)
~pends the lowest percentage of total revenue on education.
The lists also throw considerabl~ light on the reasons why the
amounts spent on education in the provinces vary so greatly, and
·on the financial position of the provinces generally in rel~n to
educational progress. Burma, Bombay, and the Punjab have the
highest revenue per head of popu1ation; they have the highest Government expenditure per head on education and they have the
highest total expenditure per head on education. On ~he other
hand, Bihar, Bengal and the United Provinces have the lowest
revenue per head of population ; Bihar and Bengal show the lowest
·Government expenditure per head on education and Bihar shows
·the lowest total exnenditure per head on education. There is little
difference between Madras, the ·central Provinces and Assam in the
•revenne per head of-poPt11ation, bnt Assam spends consid~ably less
'On education per. head M poptil:ttion, e1tber from 'Gover~ment
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TABLE

CVI.

Government expenditure on education per hen.d.
1927.
Rs .
'48
1•02.
'31
'43

•

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Province~
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

'73
"72

'21
"51
'33

Total expenditure on education.-It should not be forgotten.,
that Government expenditure forms only a part, in some provinces
less than half, of the total expenditure on education, the remainderbeing provided from local board funds, fees and 'other sources'.
The next Table shows the
• head .

•

tot~l

expenditure on education per·

CVII.

TABLE

'Total expenditur~ on education per head .

•

1917.

1922.

1927.
--

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

'52

·so

1'07

'79

1'53

1'97

'53

•72

'85

'31

•66

'74

'54

'92

1'39.

Burma

'55

•77

1'46

Bihar and 4:>rissa •

•24

'34

"52 .

Madras
Bombay
Bengal

•

· United Provinces

~ · Punjlt('

:i
I

Central Pro>inces

• I.

'36

'59

'82

Assam

I
•I

'38

•46

'56

•.

The variations are striking. In Bombay, nearly four times
. as much .per head is spent on education as in Bihar and Orissa. a.nd;
in the Punjab more than twice as much per bead is spent as in •
~ssam.
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..,gources or from all sources, than either Madras or the Central Provinces. This fact is partly explained by the speCi-al characteristics
.of a large section of the population of the province which is
scatter~d over hill and forest areas. It is difficult to draw
.accurate d~ductions from the lists, ·bnt it wquld appear that,
generally speaking, the provinces which ate faced with the greatest
financial difficulties in regard to educational development are Bihar,
Bengal, Assam and the Uni<ted Provinces.
• 9. Sources of Expenditure on Education.-The following Table
shov;s the proportion spent from different sources on educa.tion in
the provinces.
TABLE CVIII.
/ Prov~ion for di·rect and indirect expenditure by sources exprest;ed
I

•

as percentage$.

Govern· Local
ment
funds.
funds.

Province.

iI Total
I direct
and in·
direct
Other
Fees. sources.r educationa!
expenditure (in
lakhs).
1

I

Total
public
i11nds.

I

•

Bombay
Bengal
1-.-

• .

.

United Provinces

.

.

Bihar and Orissa

y·

•

I

_I

Rs.
453

37•19

5·72

57•99

13•17

71·16 I 13·76

I

338

52·55

14·36

66·91

II 20·00

13·09 '

288

14·64

51·9

18·7

49·09

Burma

ntra1 Provinces

i

21•05 I
'
12•0 !
'
16·;31 :
'
15·08

44·72

70·6

17·4

42·91

40·7S

I

·Punjab

Assam

-59·:1-:~-9-

•

Madr~.

18·06

67·15

I

15·13 :

194

I

1~7

40•69

27 oJJ5

68·64

I

12·94

63·12

18•41

81·53 ' 10·40 '

8·07

57·5

I 12·8

! 7o·a

1

16·9

398

I

17·72
18·42

383

; 12-s

114

:

44

·-10. There are Temarkable -differences between the provinces in
-the extent iio which the various sources contribute to educa!tiona.l
expenditure. ·Government fmanoes ·education to the extent of 63'12
·per cent. in the Central Provinces, but only to the extent of 37'19
per cent. rn Bengal. The total proportion spent from public funds
;is almost twice as much in the former province as in the latter.
Fees contribute proportionately more than twice as much in Bengal
·as in any other province. In Madras, where missionary agencies
play a large part m,educa;tion, the percentage f:r.om 'other sources' is
·•gTeatest.
'l'
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Percentage of the total direct and indirect expenditure in 19/Jt
allocated to different branches of education.
~

I

I University

Direction
and
inspection.

Province.

---

I

1

educo.tion
including
arts
and pro·
fessional
colleges.

Second·
ary
educa·
tion.

Prim·
ary
education.

Miscellan.
eous (build.
ing,
Special. equipment,
hostel
institu· charges,.
tions.
scholar·
ships,
stipe~tds,.

---

----

etc.).

•

M adras

3·7

9·7

19" 8

37·7

n om bay

3·8

10·1

19'9

52·0

5·1

3·9

22·2

32·3

17·0

8:1

3·9

16·6

23•0

24•9

3·8

13·8

39"4

.
14·7

5·8

9·4

39•4

5·3

9·8

Central Provinces ,

4·8

Assam

7·5

B engal

United ProvinC'es
'Punja.b

B urma

•

.

.

Bihar and Orissa

I

9·8

5·4

•

..

U·3;
9·1·

16·5·
• 26. 2'

.,J

4·8

23·&

10·4

6•7

28·3:

20'4

31·5

7·8

25·2

7·1·.

23• 9

28·7

5·0

30·5

8·5

29 9

25·5

4.·3

24·3

-

13. In cons1dermg the vanat10ns m the percentages 'spent on,
the several branches of education in the provinces, it is necessary
to remember that there must be considerable fluctuations from year·
to year, especially under ' Miscellaneous Expenditure•• which includes large capital expenditure on buildings aii"d'equipment; that
such fluctua,tions affect the percentages for the branche~ under
other headings; that in Madras and Bombay higher elementary
schools, which correspond to middle vernacular schools elsewhere,
are classified as prima.ry schools; that in the Punjab and Burma,
there are large numbers of middle vernacular schools•classified as.
secondary, which provide primary instruction; and that in most
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provinces the lower classes of secondary schools make considerable
provision for primary instruction.
.
• It is noteworthy that in three provinces (Bengal, United Pro-.
vinces J1nd Burma) less than 50 per cent. of the tgtal money_ is
spent as direct expenditure on primary and se~ondary educat10n
together. ln Bengal, the expenditure ou primary schools is very
low, and Bombay spends proportionately three times as much on
primary educatiQn as Bengal. Bengal, on the other hand, has the
highest proportion of expenditure on university education, including
arts and professional colleges. The percentages spent on direction
and inspection were approximately the same in five provinces,
Madras, Bombay, Bengal, United Provinces and the Punjab. The
order cif these percentages for aill the provinces was approximately
the inverse order of the total provincial expenditure on education
of those pmvinces. Thus ARsam had the lowest total expenditure
. anti the highest percentage of expenditure on direction and inspectiOn. This is a result that was to be expected. There are certruin
essential expenses of organisation which are approximately the
same in all provinces whether the total expenditure is high or low.
14. The next Tables show the percentages of expenditure from:
pul>lic funds, fees and other sources, on the various branches of
·
education.

.

•

TABLE

OX .

• Provision of •expenditure by. "sources on :(a) Uni'lftrsity ·and college education including arts and professional
colleges .

.

-

Percentage of expenditure from
Govem·
ment
funds.

Province.

M adras

.

B ombay •
B engal

·~

.
•.

. .

•

•

.

.

.
p unjab
.. . .
urma
. .
ihar and Orissa
.

u nited Provinces

47•78
32•72
46•74

..

12•08

•12

5•03

47•43

14•70

'05

45•0

8•21

Nil

58•65

•17

•19

23•86

17"13

44•49

•02

•04

45"41

10'04

Nil

11'.70

9•22

Nil

33•53

"17

Nil

22'51

2•75

B

66•30

Nil

.. I

74•74

Nil

·I

77 0

Assam

-

Otl>er
sources.

40'02

Nil

.

Fees.

·os

79•08

Pr,winces

I

•04

B

central

Munieipal
funds .

Board
funds.

l

r·

.. 0

2.~

~·
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TABLE

CX-cont d.
1

(b) Secondary schools.

•

Percentage of expenditure from

•

Provil;lce.
Government ! Board
I
funds.
funds.

I---

Municipal
funds.

Fees.

Other
sources.

18•31

-·

Madras •

26'41

5"57

l' 72

47' 96

Bombay

ao·54

•34

2' 48

47"10

19' 47

2'55

'64

60•42

United Provinces

49•40

4•66

.2'62

'2711

16·21

Punjab

45•45

10"49

3•06

30•32

10·68

Blp'ID.a

34'46

12"44

7•95

27' 37

17• 78

Bihar and Orissa

29•40

13'63

'40

44·.~

12·54

Central Provinces

48"30

u· 83

5'31

25•13

9•43

47'48

8·oo

1'14

34•45

8•Wl

Bengal

Assam

.

:j

I

I

.

19'.54

·16· 92

•
(c)

Primary 'schools.

•

Percentage of expenditure from
Government
funqs.

Provmce.

I

I

..

Bombay ••
Bengal

...

Unit€d Provinces

..

..
..
..

. ..
..
Burma
-·
..
Bihar and Orissa
i
p
.
Central rovmces ..

Punjab

Assam

,.

..

Board
funds.

-.

---------Madras

.

50•52

Municipal
funds.

I

i.

Fees.

I

~-

.

- Other
sources.

I

I
I

21•03

6'85

61·25

7•39

21•08

33•50

13•32

5'37

68·87

17•56

7•78

35·091
2•72
2·ll

5·05
•

16·55

I

2•55 i ' · 7•73

•

12•72
3•07

-

60•37

18•31

12•57

3·55

72•20

15•69

4• 03

!
I
i

18·51

I

15·57

3•0

I

8•12

2•72

58•70

4•50·

56•46

19•51

12•91

60•281

24•06

1•88

·I; I

6·64
4•53

13·60.
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CX-concld.

,d) Vocational and special institutions.

•

Percentage of e:spenditule frorn
Governrnent
funds .

Province.

.

Board
funds.

.- --------..
.. - - - ----M adras

B ornbay

..•

B engal.

..

Pun jab
B urma

..
..

B ihar and Orissa

central Provinces
•

. ..

A ssam

•

Other·
source.

Fees,

--·-

---

66•63

1'2i

·a I

3•57

60•32

•95

5'32

13'18' '

~0-23··

51'87

4:57

1'35

20'09

2'2'12~"

28"24'
'

I

..
..

u nited Provinces

Municipal
funds.

..
..

77•42

5'45

1'69

2'97

1Ni7-

82•56

2·69

1'35

7'19

6'2'11

..

93•52

Nil.

Nil.

1'14

5·34

70'69

·u

'06

3'57

25'56

93'56

·o1

'17

1'22

5'04

76'17

5'35

1'60

..
..
..

3·71 1

12'84

·15". The following Table shows how the expenditure from Government funds is-distributed among the different branches of educar
tion in tl!e provinces : }

TABLE

cxr.

Percentages of total.Government expenditure on education allotted
to different branches.
1

ties, arts
and profes- Seco:tdary
siorud
schools.
colleges.

Province.

Madras

·I

unlVerBl•
·

~-----.-.-/---10' 34

Primary
schools.

r

ai

::s0

Special
schools.

"'

.....~

'1l
0

.!!!

~

11'71

42'55

14'63

20'77

6' 35

11'43

61' 23

6'33

14' 66

27' 87

16' 87

15•30

11' 34

28'62

United Provinces

16•75

19' 63

29'64

7•03

26'95

Punjab

11' 73

34' 17

16•26

7•30

30' 54

Burma

15'01!

27•57

. 74

12•91

43'70

Bihar and Orisiil.

15'86

13' 12

2' 10

17' 24

51'68

Central Provinces

8'37

18' 27

25'66

u· ao

24· 70

I

Bombay ••
Bengal

Assam

•

I

1

26' 73

7' 50 )

5'67

•

40'20
31'51

CltA:PT~R

X:lV.
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16. ·.rhe large figures under the heading 'Miscellaneous' include
the cost of direction and inspection, which falls wholly on Goyernment, and of buildings, equipment, scholarships, stipends, etc., of
which Government bear a very large proportion. Ia the returns
from Burr11a and Bihar", the subsidies given by Government to local
bodies (or other local education authorities) for vernacular education
are not included, and this aocounts for the low figures under the
'he&.ding 'primary schools'. Actually in Burma 3l·'2 per cen( of
the total Government expenditure is spent on vernacular education.
The P.unjab shows the highest figure under 'secondary schools',
ibu't a large part of this is expenditure on middle vernacuhtr schools
·,and ·should really be shared between 'primary schools' and 'second::al'Y schools'. In Madras and Bombay
the higher elementary
'·r:chools, which correspond to middle vernacular schools elsewhere,
·are classified as primary.
In Bengal, less than a sixth of the total Government expendi·rture goes to primary edueation.
In view of the unsatisfactory
''condition of primary education in Bengal, it cannot be regarded as
·satisfactory that a larger proportion of Government funds is spent
~·on secondary education than on primary and that the propertion
"spent on collegiate education is nearly twice that spent on.primary
'education. The situation in the United Provin~es is not unlike
!that in Bengal. The urgent needs of mass education in tliese two
provinces suggest that too large a; proportion of•Government funds
1s at present being spent on collegiate education. We <fo not mean
ro undervalue the import81Ilce of university education and weido not
suggest that the amount spent on university education in these
provinces, each with a population of over 40 millions, has been
in itself excessive, although we do not think that .it has all been
spent to the best advantage. But it is difficult to justify a recurring expenditure by Government in Bengal of only Rs. 22·64
lakhs on 1,741,500 pupils •in primary schools as against
Rs. 41·24 lakhs on 30,450 students in colleges or even an expenditure by Government in the United Provinces of only Rs. 58·07 lakhs
on 1,092,960 pupils in primary schools as against Rs. ~;81 lakhs
on 12,710 students in colleges. It is also to b'e remembered that
in addition to the direct expenditure in Bengal and tlie United
Provinces large sums were spent by Government on.builaings and
equipment for collegiate education.
The responsibility of Government for mass education is very
great and yet the foregoing Tables show that the percentage of total
expenditure on collegiate education met from Government funJs
is higher in three provinces than the corresponding percentage for
Tmmary education. Similarly, the percentage of the. total expenditure on collegiate education met from other sources (subscriptions
and endowments) is lower in five provinces than the corresponding
percentage for primary education .

•
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17. The ·next Table shows the manner of the distribution of
·Government funds beliween institutions for males and institutions
ffor females .

•

•

'rABLE cxrr.

Pe1centage of tot.al Government expenditure on education allotted
to institut.ions for boys and girls, 1·espectively.
(I)

(2)

Boys.

Girls.

Province.

(3)
Percentage
ratio of
(2) to (1).

'Madras

67" IS

12"06

18

'Bombay

73•6!\

11•09

15

'Bengal

62'54

8•86

14

United Provinces

67•96

5•20

8

;p~jab

64•98

6•ll

9

50'77

5•64

II

44"96

3•37

7

5·44

10'

6·~3

10

•
.Burma

.

.. •

Bihar and· 0rissa
Central Drovince!il

.Asstm

•

55" 27
62·2s

I

In the chapter on girls' and women's education we have already
commented on the great disparity between ;the amounts spent on
boys' and on girls' education. In considering the above figures,
however, it must be remember~d that over 50 per cent. of the girls
under instruction in Madras, Burma and Assam are reading in ins<ti·tutions for boys. J_Jeaving aside these provinces and even making
allmyooces for social conditions, it is not without significance ·that in
'the United Provinces, Punjab, Bihar. and the Cen'tral Provinces,
where female literacy and the percentage of girls under instruction
are lowest, ·the percentages of the total Government expendi!&ure
.allotted to girls' education are also the lowest.
18. Average cost p·ar school.-:-It is interesting to compare the
average cost per school in the different provinces.
Such a comparison cannot be made with any approach to accuracY. in respect of
·univerF:ities and arts college!';, owing- to the manner in which the
iables fo1t ed~cational expenditure are compiled; bult it is illumina-ting for secondary and primary schools. It must again be remem.
'bered that in Madras and Bombay the term secondary school covers
. -ody anglo-vernacular high !J.nd middle schools ; that in the Punjab

•
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and Burma there are large numbers of middle vernacular schoolsclassified as secondary ; and that in Bombay and the Central Pr~
vinces, there are no primary departments in high schools.
TABLE

CXIII.

•

Average cost per school in 1927 by provinceli.
• Primary,

Secondary.
Province.
Boys.

Girls.

Boys.

I

I

Girls.

I '

:adras--------~. -~:~~17 --1:~~07. R:o~~- R:l~
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
l>unjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Assam

.•
..

::
.•

13,435 '
4,272
7,271
3,959 1
4,773
4,456
4,639
3,304

I

16,734
11,868
6,495
8)207
8,050
7,851
3,428
4,656

I
'I

1\328 I
148
417
592
414
186
695
233

2,294..
75·
So&
596
MO
172"

1,053.
·235

•

19. The small annual cost of a girls' primary school in Bengal
is remarkable. The explanation is, a;s we have alrea<!y pointed. out,
that many of the Bengal girls' schools are run as a subsidiary :h:rdllstry by the teachers of boys' schools. Generally"speakin_g, however, girls' schools are more expensive than boys' schools for reasons
which we have already expaained in another chapter.
(
20. Schools under public management as a rule, pay the ·largest
salaries and, in consequence_. are usually more expensive than
privately managed schools, as the following Table shows : TABLE

CXIV .

•

Average cost of boys' primary schools accOTding to types of'
management, in 1927.
Board
schools.

Province.

---------

--------

Aided
schools.

-----1------1-~.

Rs.
547
1,454
267
487
646
1,333
403
709
250

Madras ..
Bombay
Bengal ..
United Provinces
Punjab ••
Burma •.
Bihar and Or.issa
Central Provinct.'S
Assam

•

Unaided'
schools,-.
- --- -

Rs.
214
749
114

178
409
410
182
630
220

61
915·
61
240
163
57
358
100

•
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• 21. Average cost per pupil.-The following Table shows the:avera.ge cost per pupil : -

•

TABI.E

•

cxv.

.

Average annual cost per pupil in 19!17:

.

Bombay

..

Bengal

-

•

..

UnitE!tl Provinces

•

..

Punjab

•
Btu:na
Bihar and

..
Ori~a

Central Provinces
Assam

•• 0

.

Boys.

Girls.

Rs.

Rs.

Rs.

46'1

72•0

7•2

68•7

116.7

I

19•2

76•0

I

4•0

-

..

I

Boys.

--.------

Madras

Primary schools.

I

--

•
-

I

Secondary schools .

..
..
..

29'8

..

48·6

54•9

;

------··

I

Girls.
··-------·-

Rs.
i

i

12• 626·()

i
I

3•2

I
I

7·6

i! •

8·9

l1•9

I

'

i

10·7

..
..

21• 2

45•6

38•6

57•5

7•8

12•4

..

30•6

54•6

5•8

7·:3

..

27•9

35•2

10'8

16•7

..

24•6

5•1

6•9

.

i
I

l

•

40'9

I

22. The differences are remarka-ble. Five times as much isspent' to educate a boy and eight times as much to educate a girl
in a primary school in Bombay as is spent in Bengal. But, apart
from the average enrolment, number of teachers, and pay, which
a.ll affect the average cost, the differences may be partly explained·,
by the different distribution of pupils in the primary stage. In
primary schools which include Classes IV and V, the average cost
0f equipment is higher than a Rchool which includes only the lower-·
ehsses. Only 7·9 per cent. of the pupils in the primary stage in
Bengal are in Olasses IV and V and many of these are in the··
primary d~partments of secondary schools ; in Bombay, the corresponding percentage is 25·3, anil almost all are in primary schools.
The apparent economy in Benga.l rea11y conceals much inefficiency·
in the system.

•

•
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II.--Methods of fina'Y'.r\ng Mass Education.
23. One of the most important and difficult financial pr<~blems
which the provinci~l Governments have had to face in re.cent years
*has been the financing of•mass education and compulsion. In the
majority of the provinces in which Elementary Education Acts have
been passed, power has been given to local authorities to levy an
·education cess, and the manner and extent of provincial contribu•tions have been prescribed.
Tn Madras, any local authority in whose area the Elementary
Education Act of_ 19~ is brought into force r.tas the
power ito levy a tax not exceeding 25 per cent. o~ the
taxation leviable under any or all of the following
heads : if the local authority is a municipality' property tax, tax on companies and profession tax; if the
local authority is a local board, land cess, tax on companies, profession tax and house-tax. To the amounts
so levied, Government must contribute at least an
equal sum and, in addition, the amount of recurring
expenditure incurred from provincial funds on e~u
cation in elementary schools under public map.agement in the area during the financial )'ear before the
Act came into force. ·
• •
Schools under private ~anagement ;re, i:p ~ch disctrict, aided by the district educational council from
>funds placed at its disposal for the purpose by Gov~m
;ment.
Under the Act, no fees are to be charged in any ele•mentary school in any area where education is declared
to be compulsory, provided that the local authority
shall compensate pri"Jate managements fpr the resulting loss of income.
•Tn Bombay, the Primary Education Act of 1923 provides that
if compulsion is introduced by any municipality or
local board the Government shall bear half of the addi.tional recurring and non-recurring annual cost of the
·scheme if tlie local authori·ty is a municipality, and
·two-thirds of the cost if the local authority is a local
•'board. In addition, Government normally grants to
. each local authority a sum not less than the annual
grant paid prior to the application of the Act. No
'fees may be levied, after the introduction of compulsion, in schools maintained by the local authorities.
~In

Bengal, the Primary Bducation Act of 1919 empowers
municipalities ~o liwy a cess, in a manner to be prescribe<l by Government, amounting to the sum required

•
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for primary schools, after deducting the Government
grant, che school receipts and other sources of income ..
No rules are laid down as to ,the proportion of the
subsidy for ·which Goverrur1ent are liable. Any municipality which makes primary education compulsory can
remit the whole or part of the fees of poor pupils.
The Act may also apply to union boards if the local
Government think fl't.

'PhP- United Provinces Primary Education Act of 1919 makes
provision for the imposition of an education cess by any
municipality in which primary education is declared
to be compulsory. A municipality may, for the purpose of the education cess, select any of the taxes which
it is authorised to impose or may increase any tax
already levied. No fees are to be charged in municipal
schools in compulsory areas. By rules made under the
Act, Government have undertaken to contribute twothirds of the addi.tional cost involved, including the
Joss due to remission of fees and the total additional
cost of raising the salaries of teachers to the minimum
• level prescribed. The to·tal Government contribution,
however, may. not exceed 60 per cent. of the total
cost of primary education in a municipality .

•

•

The District Boards Primary Education Act of 1926
does not g-ive district boards the power to levy a special
·education cess. But Government bear two-thirds (or
more in the case of boards previously receiving from
·Government less than two-thirds of the prescribed
minimum expenditure) of the extra recurring cost of
·compulsory schemes. No fees are levied in district
board schools ill compulsory areas or in any school
from boys compelleti to attend school. Government
give a lump general grant to each board, prescribing
a minimum amount which must be provided for
middle vernacular schools, ordinary primary schools,
Islamia schools and maktabs, schools for the depressed
classes and for girls respectively.

In the Punjab, the Primary Education Act of 1919 empowered
the local authority of any area in which compulsion was
applied to raise money by special taxation.
Such
taxation may take tbt} Form of the imposition of anv
tax already legally leviable, or the enhancement of any
-existing tax, or a special education cess paya.ble by all
or any of the persons resident or owning property •
in the area. N a
fees are charged in any local
hoard school m areas in which compulsion

•
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has been introduced, and compensation for los~
of fee income must be paid by the local
authority to
privately managed school£!, if
demanded. '}:'he Aot does not prescribe the•contributions to be made by Government, bu:.t, in practice, local
authorities are graded by Government in respect of
their :financial position and capacity, and grants ar~
assessed in accordance with the grading of each authority.
'l'he Bihar and Orissa Primary Education Act. 1919: empowers municipalities and union boards which apply
compulsion to levy an education cess. The education·
c.er:s in municipf1lities is a percentage, not exeeeding·
thirty three and a third, of tlie maximum tax
or rate which can be imposed on owners or
occupiers of property. In union boards it is a percentage, not exceeding :fifty, of the assessment impc.sed1
under the Local Self-Government Act. No fees can
be charged in areas in which the cess is ]eyjed. For·
purposes. of receiving subsidies from Governrn.ent
district boards are divided into three clas!ies : Class I
comprising boards with ·a cess income of less tnan·
Rs. 150 per thousand of the population ;•Class II, those·
with an income of not more than RA. 250 per tMusand'
of the population; and Class III, the remainder. The
grants are two annas per head for• boa.rds in ClassI, 1! annas for those in Class II and 1! annas for the·
r(')st. The ruleR for mnnicipuEtieF are calculated' on·
two scales, one for those which have in'troduced' compulsory education and one for those that have noL Fo~
municipalities which ha.ve introduced compulsion, therecurring grant a-dmissible is limited to two-thirds of
the cost of educating 10 per cent of the male population
of the municipality as recorded at the previous Cen.sus,
at Rs. 8 a head, and the municipality is required to find
from its own funds half as mueh as is paid by Government. For municipalities which have not in~roduced
compulsion, the recurring grant admissible iR limited
to the !'!Urn given in 1922-23, or half tbe cost of eilucating 5 per c~nt. of the male population of the munir:ipality as recorded at the previous Census, at Rs. 8 a
head, whichever is greater; and, as a condition of any
increase in the gra.nt sanctioned for 1\122-23, the municipality is requireil to find from its own funds as mocn
as is paid by Government anC! to spend on primary
etlncation not less than 5 per cent. of -its ordinary income, In areas in which an f',ducation cess has lleen
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levied no fees may be charged
primary school.
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m any recognised

The Central Provinces Primary Education Act of 1920 makes
no. provision for the levy of any education aess .
•
Rules may be framed under the Act prescribing the
• proportions in which the oost of • providing primaa-:;;
education shall be ·divided between the local autho~
rities and Government.
No fees are levied in
any area in which compulsion has been introduced and schools under private management are com-pensated by the locaJ authorities for the loss of fee
mcome.
The Assam Primary Educrution Act, 1926, provides that in
any area where compulsion is introduced on the
initiative of a municipality or local board, the local
authority sball, without diminishing its current
expenditure on primary education, provride one-third
of tbe additional cost involved and shall for this
purpose ordinarily levy an education cess, the local
Government bearing the remaining two-thirds. But
where compulsion is introduced on the initiative Qf
the local Government, the local Government is to
•
"bear two-tbirds ~f the cost. No fees are to be charged
in any school maintained or aided by the loca-l authority- in compulsory areas .

•

.
111.-Estimates of total

cost of compulsbry education.

24. The above details have shown the extent to which and
the manner in which mass education is financed by Government
and local bodies in the different provinces. But it is noteworthy
that in several provinces the re~urces of Government have proved
unequal to the payment of their statutory contribution and applications from local bodies for the extension of compulsion have had
'l;o be refused or postponed on the ground of financial stringency.
In
bay, in particular, many schemes for the introduction of
compulsion have been held in abeyance owing to the inability of
the loca.l Government to provide ,their statutory contributions .
•
25. Calculations have been made in several provinces of the
Rltimate recurring cost of universal compulsory primary education.
In Madras, two official estimates have been made in recent years,
one of which estimated the recurring cost to public funds at
Rs. 7t crores and the oiher at Rs. 6! crores, taking Rs. 8
as the ~verage cost per male pupil and Tis. 13 per female
pupil.
In Bengal, the special report of Mr. E. E. Biss

Bam
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estimated the coHt at Rs. 177 lakhs rec11:rnng, and a late!'.
official estimate amounted to a recurnng expenditure of.
1~s. 2 crores on the basis of an average salary of Hs. 15 per teacher.•
'l'he latest estimate from Bengal, in the Note on the Development
of Primary Education in Bengal under the proposecl'13engal (Rural)·
Pnmary Education. Bill, is a recurring cost of Hs. 240.lakhs, at.
an average of Rs. 8 per b"oy per year, including provision for the
training of teachers, provident fund, etc. This estimate does
not include compulsion for all girls of school-going age. A
rough estimate from Burma amounts to about Rs. 2~ crores, at
an average of Rs. 2 per head of the population or Rs. 14 per pupil.
26. The population of school-going age in British InQ..ia is.
estimated at about 34~ millions. At present, there are approximately 7,460,000 boys and 1,682,000 girls reading at the primary
stage. There are thus about 10,302,000 boys and 15,136,000··
girls of school-going age who are not in school and for whom
provision must be made. The average direct cost of educating
a boy in a primary school is at present about Rs. 8. The recurring.
cost of educating 10! million boys at Rs. 8 per head would be·
about Rs. 8·3 crores. But it is not possible, even under compulsion,
t.o expect more than 80 per cent. of the boys of school-going age
to attend school. Some boys will receive instruction elsewhere·
than in the ordinary scho?ls ; many oth~rs will be e~empted from
a1 ten dance for one reason or another ; and it would obviousl1 qeboth extravagant and impracticable to apply com~ulsion· to areas.
in which the population is extremely scattered. If 80 per cent.
of the boys of schuol-going age are brought under instruction, th~n,,
on a flat rate of Rs. \8 a head, the additional cost. would be approximately Rs. 6l crores.
An estimate can be made in another way by assuming, that one·
additional teacher will be required for every 35 pupils of the additional 8 million to be provided for. If these additional teacher&
are paid on the average Rs. 25 a month the additional cost would
approximate to Rs. 7 crores.
The average direct cost of educating a girl in a primary
school is at present about Rs. 11. The recurring cost of educating.
15 million girls at· Rs. 11 per head would be Rs. 16"5 crores.
If 80 per cent. of the girls of school-going age were brought under
im;truction then on a flat rate of Rs. 11 a, head t.he •additional
cost would be approxima.tely 13 crores. On this basis and_ that
of our first estimate for boys given above, the total recurring cost
of bringing 80 per cent. of all boys a.nd g-irls of school-going age
under instruction would be approximately Rs. 19'5 crores.
•

27. It is obvious, !lowever, that estimates based eitG..,er on the
present average cost per pupil or on the additional number of
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teachers required, allotting 35 new pupils to each teaeher, need
careful scrutiny. On the one band, it is to be remembered that in.
~orne provinces the salaries of the existing teachers are inadequateand will need improvement (though the cost of such improvement
will Qllly be incurred gradually, since higher scales of pay would,
ordinarily. be applicable only to new recruits v.;itb approved qualifications). On the other band, there• are, as we have shown,.
extravagances in the present system which would tend to disappear
under a system of compulsion. The causes of this extravagance·
a,re the ill--devised distribution of schools and the small number of
pupils in the higher classes, which imply in many cases the presence of a teacher for a much smaller number of pupils than be
would. have under a compulsory system. Under compulsion, with;
the increased attendance, a teacher who is now employed in teacbing·a mere handful of pupils in one or more classes will be teaching
35 pupils without any extra recurring expenditure. The introduction of compulsion should be regarded as an economical and effective means of filling up the present poorly attended upper classes
of primary schools. 'l'he increased enrolment and regular promotion of pupils from class to class will necessarily tend to lower
the average cost per pupil. With the increase in average enrol:q~.ent, the total additional number of teachers required will be
considerably less than i8 usually anticipated .

.

•

• -28. Though the present -average number of pupils per teacher
in girls' primaly schools is as high as 36, in boys' primary school&
it is o:rtly 25. If this average could be raised to 35 over 2,800,000·
additional pupils would be provided for without the necessity
for additional s~a:ff. · This would mean a reduction of over
Rs. 2 crores in the estimate already given.· Again, large
numbers of girls are reading, and will read, in boys' schools, so
that the estimate given above for bringing all girls under compulsion is also too high in this respect. Though the pay of the·
existing teachers will have to pe raised, improvement must necessarily be gradual and improved conditions of service would ordinarily
be applied only to new recruits with better qualifications. Taking
all these factors into account and making full allowance for a
. considerable increase in the recurring expenditure on inspection
and training, we think that the estimate of Rs. 19"5 crores recurring is not likely to be exceeded and may even be reduced. In
addition \o ~his expenditure there will, of course, be a heavy capitat
expenditure on buildings and equipment. But the total sum to
be raised is not abnormally large and with a well-devised progTamme, spread over a period of years, the goal of almost universal
compulsion shoul<l be within the reach of at lea,st the wealthier provir lees of British India. It may not be within the reach of aU
the pro~inces and we shall discuss this possibility in the next
thapter.

r.

CHAPTER XV.
Control and Devolution : Government of. India .
I .-Relations with Provincial Governments.
•

..

•

·1. 'rhe relations betw~en the Government of India and pro-

··"incial Governments in pre-Reform da:ys were discussed at length
.in the Montagu-Ohelmsford Report on Indian Constitutional
.·.Reforms. That Report emphasises the powers which the Gov~
·~ernment of India possessed, and in varying degrees exercised
in the control of provinCial legislati0n, finance arnd administration.
fudeed, in one passage referring to .the principle that the• Gov... emment of India is one and indivisible, it says* "from this
•point of view th;e Local Governments are literally the agent!! of
'the Government of India".
The Report recognised tha.t in
Yiew of the existing ·arrangements a central control over pro-'
'vincial expenditure was 'f not merely justifiable but inevitable''. t
'"".fhe codes of instructions also imposed "definite restraints upon
1·the powers of provincial Governments to cFeate new appointmeJ!ts
.. or to· raise emoluments ":l> and this brought the ·Government of
;fudia into close touch with . the domestic administration of ·tbtl
, provmces. All new proposals for expenditure over and• above a
given sum required the previous sanction of the G~vernmerit of
'India, and for proposals involving. ·an expenditure below that
· sum sanction was still ·required i£ a•n appointment to th~
Indian Educational Service ·was •involved.
It was !.ncum"bent on provincial Governments to submit for the previops
·-sanction of the Government of lnaia and the Secretary of State
. all projects for educational legislation before introduction.
'Moreover, tlie universities were subject to "the several University
:Acts ·which had · been p~ssed from time to 'time by the Central
'Legislature, and therefore all amendments to those Acts were
subject ·to the same authority, ·while legislation for the creation
·Of new universities, as at 'Dacca, was introduced by the Govern·ment of India.
Such, in brief, were the powers of control over Education among
--other public servi(~es which were possessed 'by the Government of
"India up to the date of the Reforms. The extent to which they were
..exercised depended much on the nature of the times aM. on the
, personality of those in authority. A sharp con:fliot in respect· of
··certain changes affecting the educational staff in Bombay arose
qn J913 between the Government of that province an4 the Gdv..ernment of India.§

* Para.

•

120 of ihe Montagu·Chelmsforil B.eport.

·t L~YJ. cit. para. 109.
..t Loc. cit. para. 112.
:§ Loc. cit. para. 90 .
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2. The Government of India were .not only concerned. wj.tb ·
t.9.Q.ministrat:on but with .geneml.poli~y. 'l1he Report also pointed .
"-"'Ut that ''in t.he pa.st the Government of India have regarded
4hemselves as distil;ictly charged with the duty of framing policy
and inspiring reforms for the whole of India."*
In the ~arly days, occasion was takeD from" time to time to
.. enunciate .. an educational.policy by means of despatches from the
'·Court of .Directors and from the Secretary of State, and of Resolutiaus of the. Government of lndia, the more important of which
were published in 1835, .1839, 1854, 1859 and· 1884; and such ·
-siateinents of ,policy were sometimes preceded by the appoint, rpent Cilf a Commission of Inquiry such as the Hunter Commission in 1882.
At the beginning of the century Lord Curzon directed special
'.attention to the needs of education. A review was .made of the
· whole educational position, and 'the decisions arrived at were embodied in a Hesolution of the Governor-General in Council dated·
11 March, 1904.
Lord ·.·Curzon then appointed a new officer,
Mr. '(now Sir Hugh) Orange, to be "Director-General of Education" at the headquarters of the Government of India "to see that
·i;h~ new energy suddenly infused into the system was well-maintained and well-directed towards the chosen ends''. Lord Curzon
· left !ndia in 1904, and Mr. Orange left in 1909. In 1910, Lord
MiniD and Lord Morley· took 'Steps to improve the organisation of
·the Government.of India by tr.ansferring education from the Home
·Department to a new Department of Education, the main duties· of
·which were to control the development of education and local selfgovernment. The ~ember in Charge of the new Department was
8ir Harcourt Butler, who was succeeded in ·turn by Sir Sankara.n
Nair in 19H5; and by Sir Muhammad Shafi in 1919. The first
··Secretaries in the Department were the late Sir Ludovic Porter.
I.C.S., who was in charge of Local Self-Government, and Mr.
(now Sir Henry) Sharp, LE.S .• who was in charge of Education.
·In 1915, when Sir Edward Maclaga.n, I.C.S., was appointed
· Secretary, Mr. Sharp accepted the new post of Educational Com. missi~ner. In 19'21, nfr. Sharp again became tiie Secretary and
Mr. J. A. Richey, I.E.S., was appointed the Educational Commis. sioner. A prominent fea1ture of the new department was the Bur~u
-of Bducation whose main_ functions wer-e to publish Occasional Reports on educational mat~ers in addition to the annual and quin·quennial reviews, to collect and to circulate valuable information
regarding educational development in India and elsewhere, and
·to tuild up an educational library.
3. The Resolutions on Indian Educational Policy issued bv the
fGovernor-jleneral-in-Council in 1904 and 1913, and the numerous
,clrc~lars. issued by the Government of India between 1906 and
*Para. 118 of the 'Montugu-Chelmaford Report.
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1920, shew ihai,t by the!'le means and by means of the numerou&conferences of provincial educational officers (which generally pre-·
ceded the decisions promulgated in the Resolutions and circulars)!
the Government of India endeavoured to exer<t_ise considerable in~
tluence and even control over educational policy in India. as a..
whole. Their Resolutions and circulars show that thil Government of India were alive•to many of the weaknesses of the system
of education in all its branches and to the necessity of encouraging:
or counteracting some of the tendencies on which we have commented in the course of our Review. The circulars issued between·
lu06 and 1920 dealt with subjects as varied as the improvement··
of primary and vernacular education, the abOilition of fees in
primary schools, the training of primary and recondary. school·
teachers, the improvement of secondary education, the educationof Muhammadans, the education of girls 11nd women, the education of factory children, text-book comm-ittees, educational
literature, the Boy Scout movement and the recommendations of the Calcutta University Commission.
Particularstress was laid on the necessity of a definite policy for the' development of vernacular education. In the Resolution of 1913,.
it was recommended that lower primary schools should be developed into upper primary schools, that reliance should not be
placed upon " venture schools " unless, by subjecting themselves to suitable management and to inspection,. they earned:
t·ecognition, that middle vernacular schools should be • improved and multiplied, that teachers should. b51 drawn fram
the same class as the boys whom they will teach, ando that a
minimum pay should be laid down for trained teachers. In a ~cir~.
cular on vernacular education issued in 1911, it .was suggested that
· teachers for rural schools should be recruited from rural areas and
that no teacher should be· called upon to instruct more than 5(}
pupns, that preferably the number should be 30 or 40, and that
the ideal system was to have a separate teacher for each class orstandard. The circular on primary education iss'Ied in 1913'
pointed out that no large expansion was possible without a considerable increase of training facili:ties and stated that the Government of India regarded the improvement and dev-elopment of middle·
vernacular schools as of great importance, particularly since the·
training classes for primary teachers largely depended on pupilscomjng from middle vernacular schools.
'l'he circular issued in
May, 1918, drew prominent attention to the existence ol the large·
wastage between class and class in primary schools and suggested·"
inter alia that better qualified and better paid teachers should be·
employed in primary schools and that efficient teachers should beplaced in charg'e of the infant classes.
'
4. The Gov-ernment of India waR also in a T>ORition to reinforce
its directions and .exhorta.tions by financial assistance. ... It made·

•
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pe'iodical grants, ear-marked "for the purpose of pushing on some
particular feature" of the policy advocated by it. The MontaguChelmsford Report does not '' doubt that these outbursts of creative
aCtivity have been beneficial, and have contributed to the admitted
efficiency of the ma,chine ... But official inspirations• from above have
<ts a side consequence certainly increased the disposition to intervene
in provincial details. The Government of India have not been conten~ to set the ball rolling : they have insisted on watching its pace.
and course*". The criticism implied; in this passage is characteristic of the Report ; but many of the features in the· pmvinCial
systems 9f education on which we have commented suggest that it
might have been better for India if the intervention of the Central
Government had been more effective than it was in fact.
5. In a circular issued in July, 1911, the Government of India
stated that " considering that it is of pressing and imperial importance to break down illiteracy in India and to improve and extend
e:hieting systems of primary instruction the Governor-General in
Council desires to assist local Governments with grants for these
objects so far as funds permit "; and during the following two
year~ a non-recurring grant of Rs. 84 lakhs and a recurring grant
of Rs. 50 lakhst was distributed among the provinces. In 1918. ·
again, •the Govi)rnment of India made a recurring grant to the
proyint:es of Rs. 30 lakhs to be utilised for both recurring and
non-t"ecurring obj~ts connected .with the primary education of beys
and girls, including the inspection of primary schools and the training of teachers. Altog-ether between the years 1913 and 1917,
the Government of. India distributed educational grants from
imperial funds amounting to Rs. 329 lakhs non-recurring, and
Rs. 124 lakhs recurring. The procedure in respect of these grants
was that each province submitted proposals indicating the
lines on which it proposed to spend additional money and the
amount required for the purpose, and that the Government of
India, after considering these proposals in relation to each other,
distributed the money available in the manner which seemed to
it most equitable. It is a matter for re~et that effective steps were
not taken to ensure that the educational policy outlined by the
Government of India was carried out in the expenditure of the
g-rants.
·
6. It is ~lear that during all these years in which Resolutions
and circulars were issued the Government of India were kePn lv
alive to the need for an all-India poHcy in the matter of pubi{c
education, and that they harl constantly unrler com<iderat;on nrogrammes of expansion in primary education. By the end of lfiJ 8,
· t~e Government of India hail form11lated a Rcheme of expansion
for the whO!e of India, by which there would have been a general
*Para. liS of the Montagu Chelmsford Report..

t See Chap.ter II, pat"a. 16.
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compulsion on all local bodies throughout the country to proviQe
f!tcilities for the extension of primary educatio:n, so as to double·
the number of pupils !n primary schools within ten years .• It was
proposed that towards the cost the Imperial Government should
find one-third, pfovinci&l. Governments one-third and iocal bodies
The cost of training additional teachers was to be
one-third.
divided1between the Government of India and the provinc-ial Governments. In view, however, of the publication of the MontaguChelmsford Report on Indian C-onstitutional Reforms the direction and financing of this scheme by the Government of India
bad to be abandoned and the Government of India were p:tevented .
by the constitutional position from giving further oirection 01."
financial help to the provinces .
.·1. On the inception of the Reforms, all control and responsibility for provincial education were transferred to the newly
appointed Ministers. The transition from the old to the new
regime was sudden, and the Ministers did not receive the advice,
gr:iuance and encouragement which provinci.al Governments had
previously received from the Government of India, and which had
to some extent served to co-ordinate their efforts to deal with c~m
'mon problems. Immediately after the Reforms there were.hope'ful indications that the Government
. of' India ~till desired to
help the provincial Governments; and early in 19'21 a "Cent'ral
Advisory Board'' was constituted. The Educatio:6.al Commissi;ner
with the Government of India was chairman, and it included a
number of eminent educationists, official and non-official, ~rom
the provinces.
The Board was a body whi~h might have been
of real assistance to Ministers in framing a policy suit-ed to advancing India, and to whom complex problems could be submitted
for advice. V/e understand that it used to meet t:ome three or
fonr times in the year, tiia.t its proceedings were circulated, ·and
that its advice and guidance were•appreciated by many of the pro·dnc~s. At the same time, the Bureau of Education, to whose
-fruitful labours reference has already been made, continued and
·expanded its activities. But, in 1923, in a time of financial•stress,.
the Board was abolished without even a reference to provincial
Governments as to the advisability of its continuance, and the
Bureau of Education was closed. We cannot but regret that these
institutions, which gave good promise of usefulness, were sacrificed
in pursuance of a policy of retrenchment in order to save .a total
I"ecnrring expenditure of only a few thousand rupees. Even the
post of Educational Commissioner was . for a time in jeopardy, and the financial •objections to .its continua-nce were, only
overcome by imposing, on tha;t officer the addition a.]· bur,jen of being
the Superintendent of Education for Delhi and Ajmer-Merwara, a
device which, in our opinion, lias been of advantage neither to the
Department of Education nor to these directly administered areas .

.
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The policy of retrenchment was further responsible for combining.
t\le Department of Education and Health in the Government of
India with the Department of Revenue and Agriculture.*
8. We have already referred to the stimulating conferences of
educationis~s, particularly those of Directors of :eublic Instruction,.
.which were a prominent feature of the pre-Reform days. Since'
the mception of the Refcmns, there has been only a single conference of Directors of Public Instruction besides a conference of
.Ministers and Directors held in 1928 to consider a number of
important Itl.atters. There was also a Universities Conference
in 1924, which resulted in the constitution of an InterUniver&ity Board.
The .Government of India have continued to
publish a certain number of educational reports and pamphlets, but
their influence on the formation and execution of educational polic-y;·
in India has practically diSappeared.
9. We regret the disappearance of that influence, for although,.
as we have pointed out, the Reforms have favoured the expansion
of education, much of that expansion has been on ill-considered
lines and -neglectful of the proposals made by the Government
of India previously to the Reforms, notably in regard to the best
meJihod of provision for verna,.cular education and increased pro-:
vision for the education of women.
'
10. In our• opinion and in. the opinion of a number of our
witnesses, the advice of a Centra1 Bureau of Education on a number
of matters would "be of grerut value to the provinees. Education is a.
subject i~ which fresh advances are being constantly made and India.
cannot afford to remain behind other countries in educational progress. New and • more efficient methods of teaching are
constantly being introduced all over the world ; t.here is an important literature of books and periodicals and official educational
circulars, etc., which every province cannot be . expected to
provide, but to which the educat1onal authorities of the provinces
should have access. Moreover, i'li is essential that each province
shon:C1 be kept constantly in touch with the experience and
progress of other provinces. The Annual Review published by
the Government of India and the Quinquennial Review are quite
insufficient for the purpose.
\Ve think that the growth of education in India would
be material!y assisted if an efficient dentral organisation, which
might be termed the Bureau of Education, were re-established with
the Government of India, of which the functions would be to give
information and advice to the. provincial administra-tions and to
keep them in close touch with each other.
The Bureau should be provided with the funds necessary to
maintain atr educational library properly equipped with educational

.

* The combined Department i~ now t~rmed th" Department of Education,
Hmlth and Lands.
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• books and periodicals, Indian, English and foreign, and with official
educational circulars of importance, of which a subject catalogue
would be kept up to date, as was done formerly. No such library
exi&'ts in India a.t present although the Secretariat J....~ibrary in Simla
~;ontains a nucleus of educational works. It would need an initial
.capital grant and an ad~quate recurring grant.
•
''l1he Bureau would continue to issue educational publications
from time to time on problems of interest to India ; and it should
have the means to send· educa.tional experts abroa,d to investiga.te
•
. -such problems.

11. The post of Educational Commissioner should be retained
.and the Educational Commissioner should ·be the head of the
Bureau of Education and should be a touring officer. It s.eems to
us inadvisable that he should be directly responsible for the ad..m.inif>tration of education in Delhi and Ajmer-Merwara.
He
.should, as heretofore, be responsible ·for the preparation of the
Annual and Quinquennial Reviews of Education, and he should be
-assisted by a competent statistician, trained in modern methods of
tltatistics.
12. The Advisory Board should be reconstituted under. the
chairmanship of the Educational Commissioner and should meet
not less than twice a year. The proceedings· of t~ Board "should
be cirrculated to the provincial G~vernments.
•
13. The Government of India 'should summbn regularly ·conf~>.renc-es of Education Secretaries and Directors of Public Instruction to discuss current matters of importance, and speciah conferences on educational matters as they miglrt be required.
14. We have ma.de it clear in the preceding paragraphs that
we regard it as of importance that ·the Imperial Government
should keep· it-self informed as to the condition of education
throughout India, and should be a source of educational information and educational ideas for the provinces ; but we think that
its duties in the ma/tter of education go further. It is concerned directly with the educational qualifications of the
electorates for the legislatures and is therefore interested in
taking steps to ensure that there should be ..compulsory primary
education throughout India, at the earliest possible moment. We
·have little doubt that the provincial Governments will ~o their best
r.o promote universal primary education within the limited meam
at their disposa•l. We are not in a position to form an estimate of
those means, but there is at least a probability that some of the
provinces will be unable to finance compulsory primary education from their own revenues. We therefore think that constitutional means should be devised to enable the lllll'erial Government to come to their ::tid and that the Government of India
silonld not continue to he divested of ail power to ma.ke central

•
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.,grants to provincial Governments for mass education. In .
England special measures are taken to finance the education of
necessttous areas and we think it desirable in the interests of
.British India as a whole that similar means• should be taken .
in this country.
•
4

15. We do not suggest that either the main responsibilities for,
the control of, education should be re:..transferred from the provinces to the central Government. On the. contrary, we hold that
:the conditions vary so much from province to province, that money
···0'n education will probably be spent more usefully if each province
.is mainly responsible for its educational policy. On the·other hand .
. it is clear that if the Government of India assist a province in
: the matter of education they should have the right to assure them·selves that the money so granted is spent properly for the purpose
for wbich it is ear-marked. This would not imply, in our judgment,
..detaHed inspection and control, but it would imply periodical reports
from officers of the Imperial Government, deputed for the purpose.
We l1ave fJhown that the money spent in some provinces on primary
-eclJ.lca,tion has been, to a large extent, wasted. There is no reason
why the !}overnment of India in making grants for mass education·
..iffiould not t:.ke measures to assure itself that such waste is not
ptrrpetuated .

c·Ot

•
•

ZI.-The Directly Ad-ministered Areas.

16. At the time of handing over the control of education to resministers in the provinces the Government of India
'l'etained under their immediate control, and subject to the vote
of the Legislative Assembly, all education in what are known
:-as the Directly Administered Areas. 'rhese areas in 1921 com,prised the North-West Frontic!r Province, Baluchistan, Delhi,
Ajmer-Merwara, Coorg, Bangalore, and other minor areas such as
Secunderabad and Aden. Coorg ceased to be a directly administered area in 1924 when the Governor-General in Council
extended to that area the provision of the Government of India Act
'?elating to 'Legislative ·councils of T.1ieutenant Governors and a
local Legislature was constituted.

·~,ponsible

17. In several of these areas coiHlitions are peculiarly unfavourable to the spread of education. In Baluchistan, for example, the
population is sparse and scattered, large sections are nomadic and
do not live in settled villages, nm1 poverty is even more pressing
-and wid~pread than in other parts of India. In portions of the
North-West Frontier Province and in Baluchistan, the majority
-rif the population have at present little belief in the value or need
"vf education. ann thiR is Rpecia.lly trne of the large Pathan element .
..13ut the slow progress made cannot be attributed in all cases to
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a.p~thy or the absence of the demand for. education, since our evi-;dence shows that in the North-West Frontier Province and in~,
Balubhistan pupils are constantly being refused admission into the,,.
schools owing to· the inadequacy of the J!rovision. Ajmer~Mefwara•.
consists of scattered and thinly populated areas.
•
1&. But after making allowances for. these hindrances,.a survey
of the. gro"o/th of education in the directly administered areas does-.
not reveal any marked ~dvance, either in the initiation of any new
large policy of expansion or in the full utilisation of the existing.
system ; nor in many respects has the growth been even so satis-factory as in the neighbouring provinces, in spite of the faClt that
the directly administered areas have been under the control of th&·
· Government of India. .
·
1U. The beginning of the last quinquennium was-characterised;
by retrenchment. How relentlessly the policy of-retrenchment was~
applied may be gathered from the fact that, in the North-West
Frontier Province alone, within two years the expenditure from.
Government funds was reduced by nearly two lakhs, 125 primary
schools were closed, one of the two posts of circle inspector was
abolished, the junior anglo-vernacular training class for men WiS.
dosed, a.ll the \three tra.ining classes for men attaehed to the Gov~
ernment high schools were abolished, the only normal schoor for·
the training of women was given up an'd grants-in-aid were general~
reduc~d. The retrenchment was not.only rigorous.but sometimes-inconsiderate, since, for example, the Normal School for Women
at Peshawar was closed without previous warning and even before'
the students h~d completed their course of: traJ.ning.
•
26. A fe'v illustrati~ns will be sufficient to show that progres;;
in so:rpe of the directly administered areas has not been rapid or·
sfl,tisfaptory under the present system of control. Whatever may
be said of the dther arellS, the province of Delhi, at any rate, doet-;.
not suffer from any special disabiliti~s. And yet, in Delhi, the rate
of growth has been considerably slower than in the adjacent pro- vince of the Punjab. Between 1922 and 1927, the numl:er of
educational institutions in Delhi increased by 26'3 per cent.,. iJJ the
Punjab by 75 per cent. rl1he increase in .the number of pupils jn
Delhi was only 64 per cent., as compared with 96 per cent. in the
Punjab. The proportion of pupils to the total populati~n in the
Punjab increased, during the same period, from 2·7 to 5'3, but in
Delhi only from 3'1 to 5·0 .. Of the total' expenditure on education,-_
in 1927, the Government contributed 52'6 per cent. in the Punjab,
as against 44'5 per cent. in Delhi. •

21. Educationally, Ajmer-Merwara is connected with the United·
Provinces and may therefore be compared with tliem.... Of the.··
total expenditure on education, direction and inspection absorbed·
*We have discuS!!ed the University of Delhi in
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nearly 4 per cent. in the United Provinces, but only 2·4 per cent. in:·
• Ajmer-Merwara. As whole-time officers foF an area with 200 institutions, there were in 1927 only one assistant superintendent
of ed_ucation and one sub-deputy i~spector of schools ; there is no ·
woman i:pspector of any kind and the percen}age of girls under
instruction is only 0·76. In the Uni!.ted• Provinces, the percentageis, however, even lower (0'55). In the United Provinces, in 1927,
the ratio of male pupils to the population was 4'88 per cent.,
·,•in Ajmer-Merwara only 3·92 per cent.
Nor, if we compare th&··
growth ~etween 1922 and 1927, is the position any better.
\Ve give below tht- percentages of increase in the number of
prims.ry and of secondary schools and of their enrolment between·
the years 1922 and 1927.
Percentage
increa'se fu
primary schools
for boys.
Ajmer-Merwara
United Provinces

Ajmer~erwara

..

9•7

21'4

Percentage
increase in
secondary
schools for
boys.
Ni!

Percentage
increase in
number of
pupils.
15•2
31·8
Perce!!-te.ge
increase in
number of
pupils.
25'8

37'8
7'3
• United Province~;;
'!'he provincial contribution ·to the total expenditure on secondary·
educaili.on i11 the United Provinces in 1927 was 51'3 per cent., in,
Ajmer-Merwara 43·4 per cent. The total amount spent on education from Government revenues ir; Ajmer-l\ferwara between 1922
and 1927 actually declined from Rs. 3·95 lakhs tq Rs: 2·85 lakbs.
At almost every point, Ajmer-Merwara has advanced more slowly~
than the U n~ted Provinces.
22. A five year programme of expansion was formulated by
the Government of India in 1927. The new programme will no
doubt do much to increase fa.;ilities for education, but it is unfortunate that the programme shculd in part aim only at restoring by 1932
the .provision which actur.lly existed ten years previously. In view
of the backwardness of most of the directly administered areas a more ·
liberal policy might ha•:e been adopted. There are, however, indications th~t the Legis:ative Assembly is becoming more alive to the.
needs of the areas directly administered by the Government of India.
The introduction uf compulsion in a number of wards of Delhi city
and the appointment of a committee to enquire into the state of ..
mass education in aH these areas are welcome signs of new activity.
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CHAPTER XVI.
fControl and Devolution : Provincial Governments .
I .-PrfJfJincial Headquarters.

•

·1. We liave shown in the preceding chapt~r how the main resfPOnsibilities for education have been transferred s~nce the Reforms
'to the provincial Governments. In the present chapter, we sketcli
-in outline the organisation available to a provincial Government .
;for the construction and the exposition of an educational policy,
'.and the agencies for its execution ; and we also discuss certain
.important points relating to the actual working of this· organisa·
tion and its agenci~s.
2. Ministers.-The Min;ister for Education in each province
;Js now responsible for controlling educational policy and directing
. its execution.
We desire at this stage to make it clear that our criticisms of
r:the educational system, as it is, should not be interpreted as a
condemnation of the work of Ministers or as implying that they
personally are largely to blame for the defects. So far as we haie
been able to judge, they have shown themselves zealous for•the
,'advancement of education-particularly of primary an! rural edQcation-and some of them have shown IJ?.arked ability in dealing witJl
·i;he practical .problems before them. They have illherite(l. many
uefects in the present system as a legacy from pre-reform days.
'"Though it was no doubt the business of provincial Governments
'to remedy these defects, circumstances in" most provinces
1
have not been favourable for a bold policy of reform. The political
·situation has been disturbed, and the tenure of office by Ministers
has been comparatively short and often uncertain. In the eight
years since the introduction of the Reforms, the United Provinces
'have had· six Ministers for Educall'fon, Bombay has had four,
Madras, the Punjab, Bihar and Assam have each had three. In
Bengal and the Central Provinces, where the political unrest has
·been most serious, t·here have been long periods during which there
·have been no Ministers for Education and the ministerial responsi-·
' bilities for this subject had to be placed on other shoulders. The
"aggregate of these periods was three and a half years i11 Bengal
and two in the Central Provinces : and during the remainder of
"ihe period under survey Bengal had three Ministers for Education
·and the Central Provinces two.
In many provinces, the position has been so unstable that
Ministers have been liable to an adverse vote at any moment. In.
···.a parliamentary system of government, Ministers must n~essarily
•. depend on the support of a majority of the Legislative Coum!il,
'but it is unfortunate for the cause of education, with which we are
, alone conoernea, when political circumstances make that majority
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-mncertaili. One witness who had been an Education Minister told
that, although he was by no means satisfied with the e~ucational
-policy of his predecessors, he took no steps to modify It because
'he Jmew not the hour of his downfall.
3. Again, the Ministers began their work jn a time of financial
·stringency arising out of post-war t:ondi1tions. Moreover, they
bave had to contend with other difficulties. In consequence of the
-expansion of the powers of local bodies and of the devolution on
• many of them of the larger measure of responsibility in respect of
vernacular education which accompanied the Reforms, that branch
o.Qf education has been taken to a great extent out of t~e control of
'llfin.isters and of the provincial legislatures. This matter we shall
odiscuss later.
· '1. The functions of the Minister, of the Secretary to Govern'ment for Education, and of the Director of Publi~ Instruction are
-so closely inter-related that it is impossible to discuss completely
•·the functions of any one without considering the functions of all
three.
5. Secretary.-In most of the provinces the official who 'passes
-Qrders' on behalf of Government in respect of education is the Sec~retary for Educa.tion and is, as a rule, a member of the Indian
Civil Service. In the Central, Provinces, the Director of Public
•Instruction- is also Secretary to Government. In the Punjab, he
• 'is' Under Secretary, but as there is no Secretary he deals direct with
•i.he Minister oand passes the orders of Government. In the United
:Provtnees, he is a Deputy Secretary, but there is also an Education
-Secretary.
In provinces" where the post of Secretary is separate from
·ihat df Director of Public Instruction the Secretary acts for most,
'though not all, purposes as the superior officer of the Director.
"The letters and unofficial references of the Director pass through
the Secretary's hands and are· noted on by him before they reach
the Minister.
Routine ca~s are disposed of by the Secretary
and an orders of Government are issued in his name. In one
province, at least, the matters relating to university education
:are dealt with by the Secretary and not by the Director. The
·main function of the Secretary .is to examine and criticise the
proposalR of the Director from the point of view of broad policy
:antl in• the light of the financial position of Government. In
most provinces Education forms only a portion of 'the SMretary's
work.

• "CS

6. Director of Public Instruction.-'l'he permanent administra~
tive head of the Education Department is the Director of Pub1ie
Instruction. He is the expert adviser to the Minister in matters
'{)f pol~y and in many provinces he takes his place beside him in
ihe Legislative Counei1. He is responsible for the adminis- •
~.ration of education in a province of which the population may
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9e any thing from f;even to forty-six millie:ms of people. lie has,to deal with a-large number of districts; with .31 number of..
colleges, and with thousands of schools, some under public andl
others under private management ; he must keep in touch with the
different. parts of the province by frequent touring. He has deftcatent>gotiations with a lmge nuiUber of loca-l bodies entrusted; wfth dutiesin regard to primary education. He has to organise the 3/rrangements
for the training of an army of teachers, primary and· secondary. He
is responsible for girls' education as well as for that of boys. He.
has to consider many difficult disciplinary cases. He is an exofficio member of the governing authorities of the local university
or universities. He has often to advise Government departments.
-other than his own in regard to the appointment of suitable appli~.
cants for the posts under their control and in regard to educationaL
questions which affect them.
7. At present, the 'Director· of Public Instruction is in-variably chosen from the Indian Educational Service. One of·
the chief characteristics of this service is that it has always.
been a d1;1al service, of which one side performs- administrative·
0r inspecting functions and the other performs teaching functions-in Government schools and colleges.
As a rule·, members oi,
the· Service have been re,cruited by the Secretary of- State to posts
.Qn 1·he teaching side. J!.,or the work of inspection it !s generally
:recognised that previous teaching· experience, especially in·
.institutions for training teachers, is ·very rlesirabl<! ; and since•
in a country like India an inspector must be largely concernetl. with.
matters of administration and organisation as well as with teac4~
mg, serv;ice as an inspector ma;y in turn be· regarded as a·
good, prepar:ation for administrative work. A number of teachers.
have beentransferred from time to time to the inspecting side.
The general administrati:ve po:;:;ts at headquarters, even that
the Director of Public Instruction, have often· however been'
filled in the past by teachers who;e previous experience of administrative work has necessarily been slight. Seniority on the
teaching side has often been regarded as giving a man a claim to
a superior post on the administrative side ; and it has sometime&
happened that an officer whose e:Jf:perience had been mainly or even
entirely in college work, and who wa.s within measurable distance
of retirement, has been appointed Director of Public Instruction.

of

8. In England, the recruit to the administrative staff of the•Board of J!]ducation is appointed at an early age and works in a,
l~rge gr?np ~ith all the· ~dvantages of mu~ual criticism .aJ!-d pe_r-

sonal discussiOn. By this means he ;receives that trammg m·
method and detailed application of policy which is neceSiary to
• build up an efficient corps of staff. officers. The administrative·
staff is a]RO abJe to keep clOf?e persona} contact witn the inspe9ting~
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In India, the number of senior officers engaged in ad·ministrative work at headquarters is small and the inspecting staff is
scattered ; and thus the members of both staffs have the disadvant...age df working in comparative isolation. Fofmerly, there was
..rarely m~re than a single superior officer at headquarters b~sides
the Director himself and an Assistant or Deputy Director. 0 Hence
the success of an administrative officer in the Department has in
~he past depended much more on his individual aptitude and
-capacity than on any corporate training which he has received.
It has also been of rare occurrence . that the Director of
Public Instruction has had opportunities of studying Indian educa.tionaf problems from au all-India aspect or of comparing the
methods adopted in different provinces for dealing with similar
,problems. The Government of India has never possessed an effec<tive organisation with adequate capacity to study the problems of
. an educational system and to draw into the common stock, by the
ordinary means of conference and discussion, the experience of the
provincia,l administmtions.
Since the creatbn of the Indian
Educational Service, only seven of its members have held educa·tional posts under the Government of India, and some of these have
lteld !them only for a short time.
·
~. Relatigns of Secretary and Director.-There were two
-reailrms in former days for tlie appointment of an Education Secre' t._ry. The fir"t was the concentration in many provinces of all
•execut~ve power in the Lieutenant Governor who, through pressure
, of his manifold duties, was unable to maintain personal contact
--w!th all heads of.departments. With the distribution of powers,
·first among Members of Council, and, since the Reforms, among
'Members and Ministers, this reason has disappea.red.
The second re.'1son was the assumption that the Director of
Public Instruction would require reinforcement on the administrative and political side. P.s a matter of fact, under existing
·conditions, it is only rarely that a Secretary is in a position to giv?
much administrative guidance.
Government does not demand
'from this officer an expert knowledge of education or of educational
administration as an initial qualification : and it often gives him
so short a tenure of office tha~ it is ;mpossib'le for him to acquit"~
'it. Sir Charles de la Fosse told the Islington Commission* that,
·during h!s seven years of service as Director of Public Instruction
·in the United Provinces there baa been six Secretaries
in charge of Education. This custom of rapid change has not
·been abandoned. During the last eight years there have been nine
Secretaries for Education in Madras, seven in Bombay, Bengal and
Bihar, five in Assam and four in the United Provinces. It might
'be urg~ perhaps that the Director of Public Instructiqn needs
-expevt assistance on the financial side of administration ; but we
·believe that the Finance Departments examine in greater detail
·• Public Services Commic;sion, Minutes of Evidence, Vol. XX, Qn. 82, 864.
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than was formerly the case, the proposals of the spending depart:-nents, and tbe Irmance Committees of the legislatures also exercise.- •
1mportant functions in regard to this matter.
Under the new
constitution, the political aspects of educational policy are in• 1}0'\
danger of being oveflooked.; the Minister and the Esucation.
Standing. Committees Jf the I_jegislative Councils are particularly.·
concerned with them.
10. So far from re-inforcing educational administration the· •
Education Secretariat, through no fault of its own, !s often
an obstacle to the ready and effective despatch of business.
In giving t•vidence before the Calcutta University Commis~ion,
who went into this matter, Mr. G. E. Fawcus, now Director of
Public Instruction, Bihar, said that-" at the present moment things were being done twice over.
After being carefully considered by the inspectors or·
professors, a case would be discussed at great length
by the clerks in :the Director's office ; it was then sent
to the Secretaria:t by the Director, and the work of"
noting would be done all over again. The work
would be halved if the Director became Secretarv ;•
there wou(d be one office instead of two, the Direci;Jr·
would have a better clas~ pf clerks at his <fisposal and'
he would have all the printed records before l1im for··
reference."*
·
•
·•

•

As we have seen, there are two provinces at present in which
there is no separate Secretary for Education. Theye is no evidenc~
that these provinces have suffered under this system. It is true
that in Bengal the plan of assigning to the same person the posts·
of Director of Public Instruction and of Deputy Secretary to Government, was tried for a short time and was abandoned; but we donot think that this sing!~ instance offe;s any basis for generalisation
as against the experience obtained elsewhere.
11. The duties of the Director of Public Instruction are excessive·
and he needs relief, but he is not given that relief by having plaQed
over him an Education Secretary with no expert knowledge of
t:dncational administration. It may happen, and indeed it has hap·
pened, that an Education Secretary has had educational ex~rience,
and in those circumstances has been of great use to the Department,
but the circumstances are'exceptional and are not likely often to,
recur. We have therefore to turn elsewnere in order to see how·
the Director of Public Instruction may be given the assistancewhich he needs.
12. Relations of Minister and Director.-We shall now ~msider
the divigion of functions between the Minister and the IArector of
* R.epcrt, Vol. Ili, page 244.
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J>ublic Instruction.
Under present conditions, as we have aaid, __
the Minister is responsible for •the consideration, adoption and.
exposition of policy, and for this purpose should obviously receive
and c<msider the advice of the Director. But the Director of Public
Instructio:Q., in addition .to his other duties, is often expected, as a~
member of the Legislative Council, to be a ready debater, to be
an exponent of policy and to furnish detailed information when,
it is needed in the Council Chamber.* This has laid on him a verv
hea.vy additional burden.
~
The Director should be responsible for the maintenance of dis-cipline and efficiency among his subordinates, who should look tQJ,im, &nd not to the Minister for the judgment of their work.
It has been represented to us that in some provinces the Minister·
has 'exercised pres£ure on the Director in the matter of appointments and promotions on political and irrelevant personal grounds.
In our judgment these matters should be entirely divorced from,
party politics. We shall discuss the matter of appointments ata later stage.
13. Headquarters Staff.-In order to carry out effectively his
important task of advising the Minister_ on matters of policy as
w~ll as his routine duties, the Director of Public Instruction should
have. readily available at headquarters a staff of experienced
HJ himself should not be overburdened by minor·officers.
routrne cases, and, indeed, provided that the policy and the lines.
on..wbich it is 'to be executed are clearly defined, much of thework n~w done by the Director could, if he had a proper staff.
safely be delegated to his colleagues in the bead office or, in some
cases, more suitabljr to divisional inspectors of schools and beads
of instituti{}J1S. So long as administrative authority and responsibility a:re clearly fixed on the head of the Department, the delegation of powers should be considerable.
14. For the framing of plans, the Director needs expert advice.
In matters of finance, such ex!1ert assistance is essential. In the
United Provinces, the Director has at his disposal a welltrained and experienced assistant who is expected not only to
guamntee that all payments are in order, but also to keep the
Director acquainte~ at all times with his financial position.
There is sometimes an expert officer at headquarters whose
main busi~ess it is generally to supervise the development of vernacular education, to be the liaison officer between the Director on
the one hand and the local officials and bodies on the other hand,
and to give reliable and up-to-date information to the Director
as to the princi{Jal features of the system of vernacular education,
the success or failure of the attempts which are being made to
improve ii, and the tendencies in the actual work of the schools.
which require encouragement or correction. There is -also, in.
•rn one province the Director acti as Government Whip .
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some provinces, an expert officer whose task it is generally t.<>
·•Supervise and to inspect training institutions,' to encourage new •
. methods, to regulate the tnamier of recruitment to those institu~
·tions, and to keep the Director informed as to the needs of the·
•schools so that the- suppl}' and demand for teachers !!hall be
~equated as far: as possible. In the chapter dealing with the eduea- ·
tion of girls, we have pointed out how disappointing· is the present
position and how greatly girls' education stands in need of en-.
··rouragement, expert guidance and tactful control. It is essential
that there should be at provincial headquarters a woman officer
, of high position, with experience and authority, yet only in three
provinces is there a Deputy Directress for women's education. • The
·Director himself has only rare opportunities of visiting gi_rls'
schools and many of these he is not permitted to visit. The most
· important duty of the woman officer at headquarters should be to
maintain a continuous survey of the position of girls' education
·arid to prepare plans for its development.
15. we are of opinion that the headquarters staffs are lament. ably inadequate, and that the preparation of schemes of policy for
consideration by the Minister has been seriously hampered by thi.s
·inadequacy. Neglect to provide a proper staff leads not to economy
but to extravagance.
We give below a statement Jlhowing •the
number of officers who hold superior pQsts in the headquarters offi~es.
in eacl. province and are available to a13sist the Direc~tor :-.

---..--

:Headquarters officers. f

I

Province.

•

I
I

Men.

Women.

I

I

2

Madras
Bombay
Bengal
.
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
.
· Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
. Assam •

• i

•!

:I
.Total

2

3
3
4

I

I

:I

1
1

.I

18

•

I

•

Total.

!I_ _ _I _ _

I

3

3
2
3
3
5
I
2•
I
I

I· - - j·

21

In four provinces there is also a Personal Assistant and in two provinces a
Registrar of Departmental examinations. The 27 gazetted officers of the Indian
Educational Service and Provincial Educational Service, serving in the Headquarters offices, correspond, generally speaking, to the class of First Division Civil
Servants in England, on whom the Head of the Department is able to devolve
more or less responsible administrative work. In the Board of Education these
··officers now number 65.
•...
In England and irales, there are some 34,000 elementary and s~condary'
schools, with six million pupils. In India, there are some 200,000 primary and
,. secondary schools; with about ten I!lillion pupils .

•
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16. It IS true that for expert advice, especially in regard
io secondary schools, the Director can and often does make .use
·Of the staffs of trairiing colleges. There is a danger, however, that
·this practice may place too heavy a burden on the training colleges
,and diverl the staff from their proper wQrk. •
17. With a proper organisation and an adequate staff at head·quarters the Director should be brought into touch with the woik.iong ~f the whole provincial system. This is necessary_, among
.other things, in order to adjust policy to local conditions and require,ments. But for the carrying out of even the best educational
,policy., something more than executive orders is required. E<luca•tion is a difficult and complex subject and a policy is likely to
fail ·unless it is accompanied by proper explanat~ons. It is for the
Director, by means of circulars, and by personal discussions and
conferences with many of those concerned, to explain the spirit
in which each new advance in policy is conceived and the way in
which it should be carried out.
ld. Branches of Education not under the control of the Educa-.
ftion Department.-We are informed that in Madras, in the
·sphere of primary education alone, '' in addition to the schools
·under the Director of Public Instruction there are schools
unq~r the .Labour
Department, the Jail Department, the
:Fisheries Department, the. Police Department, the Salt De~tment, th~ Forest Department and under the Registrar
Genera.l of Panchavats. "* The schools under the Labour
.Tiepartment number ~ver 1,000, and the schools under the Regis-trar-General of. fanchayats 1,300.
In all provinces, except
Bombay, ir.·hwtrial and technical education are controlled by the
Industries Department and not by the Education Department. In
Bombav, the control is divided between the Director of Public
Tnstruction and a Committee of Direction for Technical Education.
'There are in most provinces many schools giving manual or technical instruction of some kind •which are aided or managed by the
Education Departments and which scarcely differ in character
from the lower technical or industrial scnools aided or main:tainM by the Industries Departments.
, It is possible that this division of control may be necessary in.
,some cases, but we are convinced that, generally speaking, it acts
as a considerable handicap in the framing of a properly balanced
policy. We think that a greater degree of co-ordination is essential,
particularly \Vith regard .to industrial and technical education, and
to this end a special survey of the position in each province appears
necessary.
19. From the Annual and Quinquennial Reviews and of
·the spec1al Memoranda submitted to us by provincial Gov·P:rrments, ana from the evidence we have received during our toor
·

'

•

"Madras Q. R., page 77.
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it is clear that many of the Departments are fully aware:
of the defects of the present system. They have showr1
both candour in acknowledging them and a desire to
remedy them. Nevertheless, it is true that there has been ill most
provinces an a.bs~nce of policy adequate to cope • with thewastage in primary educ§;tion, the want of co~ordination between
primary and higher primary or middle education, the backwardness
of'women's education, the persistence of dead uniformity in secon~
dary education, and the inadequate supply of trained teacliers, both.
for primary and secondary schools. Moreover, the effect of
momentous changes has not always been adequately realised, nor
In • many
has the necessary consequential action been taken.
rrovinces Local Self-Government Acts have been passed in recent
years with the object of trangferring increased control over "vernacular education to the local bodies. It might have been expected·
that gTeat care would be taken to explain the effects and the nature
of the changes to those copcerned and that' guidance and help would
have been abundantly given to the largely inexperienced local bodies
in the performance of their new duties, but such has rarely been the·
case. In one province where the transition was abnormally sudden,.
not only was no guidance or explanation given but educational
officers were definitely instructed to abstain from any interference
in ma·tters handed over to local bodies.
It mie-ht• well be· that
tactless or ill-timed intervention woula have been"resented, but we
cannot believe that friendly guidance·and co-operation would ha,.e·
been regarded as a matter for complaint.
•
20. It is quite true, as we have pointed out, that Ministers in
some provinces have not had the security of t~riure necessary to
olJtain support for large measures of reform ; tha.t Directors
of Public Instruction have been overloaded with petty details from
which they should have been relieved and that their headquarters
staffs have been inadequate. Making all allowances for these
circumstances, we cannot resist the conclusion that the present
waste of money and effort in mass education is attributal::le in mos€
provinces to the fact that no well-defined policy for its extension
has been inherited from the oJd regime, or constructed nndel" the
new one. Without a real effort to eliminate waste and ineffective. ness by means of a courageous and well-directed policy, there can
be little hope of improvement in the future. There is ~ common
impression that success in extending education is merely a question
of money. It is not go; money is no doubt necessary, but the
expenditure of money, without the resolute, consistent, antl continuous execution of policy will do little or nothing.
TI.-The Inspectorate.
21. In each province, the inspecting agency consists oi""'!!len an~
•
women. The inspectorate generally forms a hierarchy with
divisional inspectors assisted by deputy or assistant inspectors, in
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f!acb division : and with deputy or district. inspectors, assisted by
a number of assistant district inspectors or sub-inspedors i'n each
distrid.
We now give a brief deseription of t.he sy~tem in each provmee : In Madms, there are no divisiona.l inspectors but there is a
district educational officer for each of the 26 districts
(excluding the ~~ilgiris) and these are assisted by 385
deputy inspectors, junior deputy illspectors and superYisors. For womens' education, there are five in8•
pectresses with '27 assistant and sub-assistant inspectresses under them.
·
In Bombay, the Government subordinate inspecting staff hal;\
been largely replaced by the supervisors and superintendents of education under the school boards of local
bodies. There are, however, for each of the five div1.
siom. educational inspectors and assistant deputy
educational inspectors; in districts where the local
llo;1rd lms not yet taken over the 1·ontrol of primary
•
education, there are still deputy educational inspect=ors. The period is one of transition. The women's
i~specting agency. consists of four inspectresses .
•
In
BengaL,
each of the five divisions has a-divisional inspect•
•
or. The divisional inspectors are assisted by !line
second inspectors and five assistant inspectors for
Muha1p.madan education. There is a district inspector for each of the 28 districts. The district inspectors are assisted by 61 sub-divisional inspectors.
'243 snb-im;pectors and 19 assistant sub-insper.torR.
There a.re two inspectresses-one for East and one
for \Vest Bengal ,-and 12 assistant inspedresse~
under them.
•
In the United Provinces, there are 14 inspectors and ten
assistant inspectors with 57 deputy inspectors and 195
sub-deputy inspe~tors under them. There is a chief
iri.spectress and nine cirCle inspectresses.
In ¢e Punjab. there is a divisional jnspector for each of the
·
five divisions, and a district inspector for each of the
29 districts. There are also five deputv inspectors
and 149 assistant district inspectors. The women's
inspecting agency consists of four inspectresS€s witli
ten assistant inspectresses under, them.
InJ3urma, there are nine inspectors assisted by seven assistant inspectors, 79 deputy inspectors and 54 sub~in
spectors. There is one inspectress for women;s
education, helped by three deputy inspectresses.
v2

•
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ln Bihar, lhere are six divisional inspectors of schools with"
20 district inspectors, 39 deputy inspectors and 24<J
sub-inspectors under th~m. There are no i~spect
resse~ but tJ.1ere n.re nine assistant inspectt:esses.
In the Gentral Provinces. there are four circle inspectors with
eight assistant inspectors and 74 deputy inspectors
under them. For girls' schools there are two i\lspedresses assisted by four assistant inspectresses.
In t!Qsam, there are' two inspectors of schools with three
assistant inspectOrs, 21 deputy inspectors and 42 sub~
inspectors under them. There is also an a;sistant
inspectress.
In addition to the inspecting staff described above there are, in
several provinces, various inspecting posts for special purposes.
These include inspectors of European schools, inspectors of vernacular education, inspectors of training schools, inspectors for
'Muhammadan education, inspectors of Sanskrit schools, medical
inspectors and supervisors of manual training, domestic science,
:musjc, et.c.
22. During the course of OTir Review, we have referred .many
times to the absence of an ad6o uats number of we!l-qualifie~ and
experienced inspectors and inspectre!'ses, and to the· waste and ineffectiveness in the svstem of education which we oelieve to be ~ue
in la_rge part to that inadequacy.*
•
Our opinions in regal'd ~o the inadequacy of. the inspectorate are
based not only on the evrdence we have taken, but also on the
provincial Reviews and Memoranna.
In Be'Ytgal, it would seem that the IJegislative CounciJ and the
Government have not always appreciated the fact that an adequate
inspectora;te is necessary for the economical working of the educational system. Between 19'22 and 1926, Government abolished
35 subo~dinate inspecting post>l ; and the following quotation from
the Quinquennial Review indicates the attitude of the Counci! : "A very serious situation was created in 1924, when the
Council reduced the amount provided in the budget for
1924-25 under the bead ' Salaries of • Inspecting""
Officers' by Rs. 6,35,400. The Bengal Retrenchment
*We repeat here the figures for the average number of pt'imary 3chools super•
vised by each inspector in the subordinate agency in the various provinces.
MadraB
.. 1!2
Bengal
•• .
. . 172
United Provinces
96
Punjab
.. • .. -10
Burma
29
Bihar and Orissa
106
Central Provinces
57
Assam
1~

•

•
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Committee had recommended practical1y the same
reduction and Government felt that it should bt:l'
accepted if the Council persisted ; 11otices of discharge
were a~cordingly issued on all inspecting officers whosa
•
pay was voted.. This action naturally created a sense
In
" of insecurity in all Transfacred :r.>epartments.
August, 1924, however, since the staff affected were
essential to the working of the Departments. a supplementary demand was put forward and the amount wasthen voted. The action of the Council led, however,.
to a careful consideration of the possibility of economy~:
in the Inspecting Department."*
,
The following remarks in the Quinquennial Review are of in-·
terest-. 'It is clear that there must be more sub-inspectors.
Tiie~
complaint is sometimes made !that inspecting officers
merely investigate statistics and do not criticise or help
in the teaching work which, after all, is the real part
of a school. In so far as this is troe, it is partly to be
explained by the pressure of duties, but partly also, no
doubt, by the lack of proper training and qualification .
•
It is by no meanB easy to get the :right type of man
Jor an inspecting appointment,"'-' ··
The -following e.Ktmct from the Government Memorandum is also
re~vant : - ·
'"The increase in the number of primary schools in recent
years has demanded an increase in the number of subinspec~ors. It was unfortunately impossible to find
the funds to finance this large increase. A new cla~
was therefore called into existence, and they were
termed "assistant sub-inspec.tors." These offieers are
on low pay, bnt are in many cases of similar qualifica- ·
tion with the sub.inspectors. They sometimes have
separa.te areas and sometimes are under the general
control of a sub-inspector. The only reason for their
existence is economy. The average number of schools
per sub-inspector (including assistant-sub-inspectors)
is 172." t
,
In the•United Provinces, there has been no increase in the inspectorate during the last quinquennium and, according to the
Quinquennial Review : "It is not possible, without serious detriment to the cause of
advancing education to continue the work of inspection
and administration with the present depleted num•• bers ...... The deputy inspector ... [has· to serve] two
• Bengal Q. R., pages 13 and 19,
Memorandum, page 3.

t

•

•

,
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masters ; ... frequently he is but ill-provided with
clerical assistance; and, with a Board which assume-a
executive functions, his position often becomes one
of difficulty and discomfort. "•
•
In his Report ~n ~rimary Education in the United.Provinces,
,
Mr. H. R. Harrop wnte!l : ".The deputy inspector is on the average responsible under
.the chairman of the board for the work of foor sub~d.eputy inspectorR, eleven middle vernacular schoo~,
'three hundred and seventy primary and preparatory
schools, over six hundred teachers, the district educa,.
tional office and an expenditure of two lakhs of. rupees
per annum. He will be responsible, under the chairman, for the· sucr.essful working of the United· Provinces District Boards Primary Education Act ('the
Compulsory Education Act) of 1926. I have no wish
to depreciate the existing staff, but they are not as a
whole of thalt quality that their responsibilities demand. Twenty-three of the forty-eight have been
~hrough no cour.se of training in pedagogy, and twenty'Six have not graduated at any University. They ~re
men for .the most part of long experience promoted
from among the sub-deputy inspecto141'l.
Eddcated
men of ideas. of a high.sta11ding and character, familiar
with rural problems, learned and skilted in the art and
science of pedagogy are necessary to 1doadequately the
work demanded of a deputy inspector. Expenditure
to secure men of the type nece~sary will be· an
economy; they will save, by efficient direction of
expenditure ... as much as their services will cost.
These provinces are not spending enough on the direction and control of education." t
In Bihar, the number of deput~ inspee.t.ors has been increased by
twenty-s1wen, bnt tbe number of sub-inspectors has been reduced by
·the same amount. This substitution of a higher type of inspector
"has certainly given (district inspectors) much relief":): bvt the
·inspectorate has increased only from 344 to 354 in number during
the last quinquennium. In the opinion of the Director of Public
Instruction, in spite of delegations, the work of inspecjors contin,
ues to grow heavier; and the redqction made in the number of
clerks has gone too far. Nearly every report complains that tlie
number of sub-inspectors is too small.+
In Burma, the Quinquennial Review states that-. ''With this exception [some improvement in the cadre of
inspectresses] , nothing has been done to ~prove the
*United Provincus Q. R., pages 10, II.
t.Report, page 25.
t Bihar Q. R., page 13 .
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inspecting staff which has never been so weak as it is
to-day ...... This decrease of sub-inspectors is due to a
policy of gradual abolition as it is considered that 'the
'qualifications of Ruch officers are too poor to justify
, continuance ......•... The majority [of .deputy impectors,
i.e., men in charge of a district] have been educated up
to the old matriculation ... of Calcutta University. " 0
In the Central Provinces, the Quinquennial Review states
that"Charges of inefficiency are sometimes brought against the
deputy inspectors who are said to be lacking in
•
enthusiasm and administrative ability .... But, as the
Inspector of Jubbulpore Circle remarks, 'to criticise
adversely the/deputy inspector is far from difficult, but
there is another side to the question.' The deputy
inspectors are recruited from the' ranks of secondary
school and normal school teachers without any definite
training in inspecting and administrative work and
with little knowledge of the ... primary schools when
they are appointed ...... The wcmder is not that the
•
deputy inspector's work is so unsatisfactory but that~
itt such adverse circumstances, he does so well." t
. In Assam, the Quinquennial Review states that the superior
inspectorate is i!1Pdequate and needs reinforcement and., if possible,
reorganisation in the interests both of expansion and efficiency of
.education.!
23. In Madras and the Punjab, efforts have been made to improve the quality and the quantity of the inspecting staff.
In Madras, the following extract from the Quinquennial Review
indicates thalt the Government is alive to the necessity of having an
i?spectorate which will be adequ~te to cope with the needs of educatiOn.
"H was mentioned in the last report that the whole question
of the reorganisation of the inspecting agency was
under consideration. The orders of Government on
the reorganisation were issued in 1922 and in consequence circle inspectors and assist~nt inspectors of
• schools were replaced by district educational officers,
one for each district except the Nilgiris which was combined with Coimbatore. The sub-assistant inspectors and the supervisors of schools were replaced by a
new cadre of officers designated deputy inspectors of
Fchools.
The re-organisation brought considerable

,

••

* Btwma Q. H., pages 7,

8.

t Central Provinces Q. R., page 6.
t Assam Q. R.., page 10.
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relief to the officers of the inspecting agency and made
better control and inspection of elementary schools .in
each district possible. But the large increase in the
number of elementary schools during ihe q\)inquennium necessitated a fur.ther increase in the inspecting
age"ncy iu 1926 when a new cadr~ of j~nior deputy
inspectors with a. strength of 71 officers was estab-.
Iished."*
The reorganisation referred rto in the Review has also improved
the quality of the inspecting staff since the old supervisors of schools
were mainly trained ma;triculates while the new deputy inspectors.
are generally trained graduateR.
•
In the Punjab, the Quinquennial Review states that the number
of a.ssistant ilistri.ct inspectors has been increased from 64 to 149 during the quinquennium, but we were told by many witnesses, official
and non-official, in Lahore that the inspecting staff is still inadequate. Another improvement recorded in 'the Quinquennial Review
ifl that "a portion of the district office has been 'provinciaiised' in
order to ensure a greater continuity in the personnel of the clerical
staff of the district iuspector." t There is also evidence that the
· quality of the assistant staff is improving : •
''It is pleasing to note thaJt J?any of the assittant insl?ecting
staff have proved vety successful in spite of tfie faci
that they have to pa.gs a la.rge par~ of the yeaP in:
!travelling over dHncult country and in ex!Jeriencing
·many discomforts which would be likely to damp the
entnusiasm of any one born and ered in a city. These
young men have shown themselves keenly interestea
in their duties, sympathetic towards the point of view
of the illiterate villager, and keenly aware of the vast
possibilities of service to their fellows.
The vast
majority of these in~ecting officers are graduates who
have had the advantage of a course of training at the
Central Training College, where the need for social
service is rightly emphasised." t

24. In Bombay, it appears that the duty of inspection has been
Yi.rtually handed over to local bodies and that, to aU in~ents and p~
poses, Government has abrogated ita powers in this matter. The·
Quinquennial Review states that''The introduction of the Primary Education Act ha.s brought
about a radical change in the administration of tl:ie.
inspecting branch. Appointments to the posts of
' deputy educational inspectors have now ce&sed excepi

* Madras Q. R., page

13.

t PunjabQ. R., page 25 .
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in those districts in which the control of primary education has not yet been taken over by the local board.
All the administrative work formerly done by thedeputy educational inspector is now entrusted to the
senior assistant deputy educational inspector. Most
of the officers who held th£ post~ of deputy educa~
tional inspector have been either lent to the local'
authorities as administrative officers or have been
The local
otherwise provided for or have retired.
authorities are now directly responsible for the inspection of their own primary schools.
Government,
however, continue to maintain a small inspecting staff''
of their own, whose duty it is to watch ~he working.
of 'the primary schools."*

In the Poona district, the 'small staff' retained by Government
<:om:isted of a single man of the rank of assistant deputy educational inspector, who has under his sole charge about nine hundred·~
schools.
25. In the Central Provinces, a similar measure has been
a<iopted. In 1922, a resolution to place all Gove:r:nment deputy
ins~ctors of schools under the control of distric't councils was movedbut withdravm in the Legislative Council. As a result of the disoosffion, the experiment of transferring the control in the manner
s~gested was tried in four districts, and has been thus described·
in the ttovernment Memorandum:"The experiment has been reviewed from time to time.
vVhere the local bodies have shown sympathy and an·
appreciation of the deputed officer's view-point, the
scheme has worked without great difficulty. In other
cases the experiment has not been successful. Generally speaking, the local bodies concerned have not been .
prepared to deputft:l sufficient authority to the deputy
inspector ·to enable him to carry out ~is duties; and
his recommendations have too often been ignored.
The powers of patronage are jealously guarded by local
body memberR. The working of the scheme is again ·
being re-examined by the Standing Committee of the
• Legislative Council. Although some have desired tn ··
revert 'to the old order, leaving the larg:er local bodies
to
recruit for themselves an administrative officer,
I
others have considered tha,~ the experiment should be extended to the pro\rjnce as a whole and that Govern-ment should relinquish the duty of detailed mspec- tion. "t

..

* Bombay Q. R., page 11.
t Memorandum, page 4.
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26. In most provinces the clerical staff of the subordinate in·-specting offices is altogether. inadequate; and, in consequence, tM
.efficiency of the inspector is reduced. A common practice is for a
small uumber of clerks to be made available for the inspector from
the office of 1ihe l<?eal body in whose• jurisdiction he ,ij worh.'ing.
"This is a most unsatisfac~ry arrangement.
27. We have referred in tbe chapter on Mass Education to the
'large number of untrained teachers and to the low academic qualifications of those applying for training. A scrutiny of the qualifications of the inspecting staff who supervise and advise the teachers
in the provinces reveals the unfortunate fact that many of the
&nspectors, particularly the subordinate inspectors, are also •themoolves very poorly qualified for the task allotted to them.
In Madras, 19 of the district educational officers are trained
graduates and seven are untrained graduates; of the
deputy inspectors of schools 232 are trained graduates,
seven are untrained graduates, ten are trained intermediates, 23 are trained matriculates, one is an un~
trained matriculate and one is untrained with lower
qualifications than the matriculation ; of the junil>r
deputy inspectors 36 are trained graduates, four are
untrained graduates, eight are trained i.nt.ermediates
and 59 are trained matr.i.tmlates.
•
,.In Bengal, none of the five divisional inspectors have afly
training qualificaltions ; the second inspectors• are all
graduates but three are untrained; of the five assistQ.nt
·inspectors fol' Muhammadan education, one is a tr&ined
graduate, one an untrained graduate, one a trained
.intermediate and two untrained intermediates; of the
aistrict inspectors, 20 are trained gradualtes, four un.trained graduates, two trained intermediates and two
untrained intermediate~ : of the subordinate inspecting
staff, while there are 100 trained graduates and 31
trained intermediates, there are also as many as 61
untrained graduates and 65 untrained intermeili.ates.
·There are also eight untrained matriculates and eighteen untrained sub-inspectors with general qualifications lower than matriculation.
.•
'
-In the United Provinces, in the higher inspecting staff there
are seven untrained graduatBs; amongst the deputy
and sub-deputy inspectors there are 37 ~ined
graduates, 69 untrained graduates, 78 trained intermediates, 63 trained matriculates and eight trained·
sub-deputy inspectors with general qualificati~ns lower
than matriculation.
•
1In the Punjab, the great majority of the superior
and .the subordinate inspecting staff a.re trained
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graduates. Amongst the assistant district inspectors
107 are trained graduates, two are untrained graduates,
19 are trained intermediates and seven are trained but
with qualifications lower than the intermediate.
'In Jlurma, five of the inspectors of scb.ools are untrained
gradqates; of the seven assistant inspectors three are
trained graduates, one is a trained intermediate and
three are trained matriculates; of the deputy inspectors, thirteen are trained graduates, ten untrained
graduates, ten trained intermediates, six untrained
intermediates, sixteen tnvined matriculates, fourteen
untrained matriculates and ten trained but with lower
•
qualifications than matricula.tion.
~n Biha.r,all thE> divisional inspectors are trained graduates;
among the district inspectors, there are three
untrained graduates, five trained intermediates
:a.nd one an untrained intermediate; among the deputy·
inspectors there are four trained graduates, four un-trained graduates, thirteen trained undergraduates
and twelve untrained undergraduates; among the subinspectors there are 63 trained graduates, 52 untrain~d
graduates, 47 trained undergraduates and 32 untrainerl
~ndergraduates ..
•
In the Central Provinces, of the deputy inspedtors twelve are
t~ined graduates, four untrained graduates, eighteen
•
trained intermediates, three untrained intermediates,
22 trained matriculates and fifteen untrained matricu~
lates:
In Assam, neither of the inspectors of schools has received
training~ of the assistant inspectors two are trained
~aduates and one is an untrairled graduate; of the
deputy inspector!' seven are trained graduates, three
untrained graduates, eight trained intermediates, two
untrained intermediates ana one is a trained matriculate ; of the sub-inspectors fifteen are tra,ined
graduates, eight untrained graduates, nine trained
intermediates, seven untrained intermediates and three
are untrained matriculates.*

.

28. !1; is disquieting to find in most proVinceselarge numbers
·of u~ined inspectors of all grades. Inspectors who are them-selve~ only intermediates or men with even lower qualifications and
who moreover have received no training cannot be expected to help
in the work of improving the schools and the teachers ; and yet we
find tha}. in Bengal as many as 91 members of the subordinate

* The numher of tra.ined and untrained inspectors shown against each province
does not exactly correspond to the number given in para. 21, owing to posts being
IIIIlfilled, eta.
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inspecting staff have qualifications lower than that of a trained\
intermediate; in the United Provinces sixty-three subordinate ins•
pectors are only trained matriculates ; in Bihar eighty-four of the
sub-inspectors are untrained undergraduates ; and in the Gentral
Provinces forty-two of the deputy i~spectors have qualificationslower than ,trained' intermediates. On the other han<r,"in Madra!".
and the Punjab the untrained inspector is the exception. In· the·
Punjab, there are only two untrained graduates amongst the· assistant district inspectors a,nd in Madras there are only 13 untrained'
inspectors out of a total of 386 men in the subordinate inspecting
agency.
'
.

29. It is· important that the divisional inspectors shobld be-·
in close contact with the systems of vernacular education so. that'
they may be in a position to offer advice both to Government.
and to local bodies in the making of new plans and programmes,,
and in the general supervision of their execution. As we have·
already suggested, the provincial headquarters offices are ID"-·
adequately staffed for this purpose and, in any case, an educa-tional officer of standing and experience should be interpose.d~
between headquarters and the local authorities,

•

We have made inquiries into this matter and find th~t irr
most provinces a divisional inspecto~ must neeessarity confin~ his
attention almOISt entire•ly to ithe ihspection and administration
of anglo-vernacular education and that he has. little or no time
•·
to consider the problems of primary education.
In Bombay, we discussed this question w:i.th three divisional
inspectors and found that they are much overburdened by other
duties. In consequence, loca.l bodies are unlikely to receive advice.
and guidance from any superior educatioria! officer in the carrying out of their most difficult duties.
In Bengal, we were informed •in evidel).ce that the time of
divir:;ional inspectors is fully ,occupied by the requirements of high
and middle English sehools, especially as they are frequently
requested by the University to inspect schools with a view to·
their recognition by the University.
In the ·United Provinces, this important matter waE~, discussed '
in 1H13 ~y theJ?iggott Committee and Government in its Resolution
on the Report of the Committee said : \
"The rapid growth of the school-leaving examination and
the continued expansion of anglo-vernacular education have added, and will continne to add, largely
to the work of the inspector.
His time•.tends in
consequence to be absorbed more and more completely by secondary education, and pm:i .Pa~su hi~

-
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·conuexion with, and responsibility for, vernacular
e,[ucation tends to be steadilv reduced. 'I'his is not
n, Htate of affairs which car{ be contemplated with
equanimity. ':fhere ought ultimately t.o be an extra
' ' inspector in each of the more i.Inportant divisions,
whose appointment will enable much greater attent.ion to be devoted to vernacular and especially primary education and to the training of teachers for
it.. As the staff of inspectors increases and the quality
of the district staff improves, the assistant inspectors
will be absorbed ; the necessity of maintaining this
grade of officers to relieve the inspector of the work
of detailed inspection of vernacular schools will
cease.''*

•

Unfortunately, these intentions have not been carried out;
the difficulty has been accentuated by a reduction in the
tlivisional inspectorate in spite of the fact that the number of
institutions under their charge has been largely increased in recent
:years. In his Report on Primary Education in the United Pro~ces, Mr. Harrop expla.ins the present position:-'

~indeed,

•

• "The .,utbreak of the war prevented these orders [the Gov•
ernment Resolw.,tion on the Report of the Piggott
Committee J beipg put into force. An additional post
of inspector of schools, Jhansi Division, was,
•
however, created and filled, and a post of additional
inspe~tor of schools, Kumaun Division, created
though no officer ever worked in the post. The need
for economv in 1921 onwards resulted in a reconsideration of tl{~ position. The Inspector of European
Schools was relieved of his duties of Inspector of
Schools, Kumaun Division, which was placed in the
charge of 'the p~vincial service assistant inspector.
The Economy Committee which met in 1923 recommended, in the circumstances then existing and on
the assumption that there would be a. decline in the
number and scope of the institutions for which the
department is directly responsible, that a reduction
_, •·
in the number of divisional inspectors was pessible.
On this recommendation and as an experimentai
measure, two posts of divisional inspectorR of schools
are vacant. The Inspector of Schools, Imcknow
Division, holds charge of the Fyzabad Division as
well, and the Inspector of Schools, Allahabad Divi~ion, holds charge of the Jhansi Division. "e

I

..

* A' Further Report on Primary
-a.nd 23·

E2ucation in 1he United ProvinceF, pages 22
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In .the Punjab, "considerable relief has been afforded by th&
appointment of deputy inspectors in place of the assistant and
specialist inspector in each division'', and by the creation ~f the
post of Inspector of Vernacular Educiition at headqu~rters. The
Quinquennial Revi~w states that the divisional inspect\f' 'concerns himself rather with broad questions of general
policy such as the expansion and improvement of
vernacular education, the introduction of compulsiort,
the provision of schools for adults and the development of propaganda work, a more equitable distribution of anglo-vernacular schools, the introduction of
manual training centres and clerical classes and so
forth. The problem to-day is' not the lack, but rather
the fulness. of the scope that lies before the inspec•
tors."*
In the Central Provinces, the divisional inspectorate has been
much reduced in recent years"Two posts,' that of Inspector of Schools, Chattisgarh, and of
Additional Inspector of Schools, Berar, have been
in 11beyance since August 1922. In 1923, the pcrst
of Inspector of European Schools was amalgamated
with that of the Deputy Director of Public Instruction. As a result of the· reorganisation of the adm.iJ:Witrative branch of the department in 1922-~3, the
number of inspectoral circles was reduced to. four by
the transfer of Saugor and Damoh from J ubbulpt>re
Circle to the N erbudda Circle and "by the addition of
Drug, Bilaspur and Raipm to tb,e J ubbulpore. Circl~.
It is by no means certain that tAis number of circles Is
sufficient. It is generally admitted that the work
in Berar is heavy. The Inspector thinks that 'clearly
Berar has alrea.dy out~rown the limits of an average
and wieldy circle'." t
30. In Madras, our evidence shows that the absence of Divi~ional Inspectors has seriously affected progress. In this 'connection, the Report on the Development of Elementary Educa·
tion in Madras states that,. .
,
''At present there is no officer intermediate bet~en the
acting district educational officer on Rs. 2~ (for
example) and the Director of Public Instr\ction ..
wi!b -the result that so far from it being possible
to give greater powers and responsibilities to district
educational officers it frequently ha?pens that a,
district educational officer is not able to• handle

* Punjab Q. R., page 22.

t Cen•ral Provinces Q. R., page 5.
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satisfactorily existing local difficulties.
Moreover
it must be admitted, however unpalatable the fact
may be, that in dealing with men and matters in
•
district life sta.tus and salary are as important as.
, , tact and efficiency. The lowest .grade deputy collector, the fourth grade excise inspector, the most
junior income-tax officer and the acting district
mnnsif are all paid higher than the acting district
educational officer."*
'J'he same Report recommended a reorganisation of the inspecting agency so as to include ''the appointment of an Inspector or
Elementary l'0ducation with his headquarters in the office of the·
Dire,ctor of Public Instruction and the appointment of three divisional inspectors of schools, each with jurisdiction over S or 9
districts."* Although an educational officer has been appointed
for each district, mainly in order to supervise and develop primary
education, we have been informed that in prnl'iice the district
educational officers exercise very little direct supervision over the
primary schools and that they have been prevented by the travelling
allowance regulations from visiting primary schools except those·
wh.ich lie on their route to secondary schools.
3l. There.is also evidence that the work of divisional inspectors
is giavely handicapped by i;equent transfers. This has been
pa_ticularly the case in Bengal where we heard in evidence that
it i:' of ;are occurrence for a divisional inspector to remain in the
same division for any length of time.
•The Central Provinces are in a similar position. In his Quinquennial Heview, the Director of Public Instruction writes that
in certain circles, fre~uent changes have been made during the
quinquennium in the personnel of the inspecting staff. t He then
states that, though two of the circles have been more fortunate in
this respect, in the N erbudaa Qircle the inspectors "have changed
more rapidly than the years" t and in the .T ubbulpore Circle "there·
have been in all ten changes in the inspectorate during the five
years,. Seven different inspectors held charge of the Circle, of
whom only one remained in charge for a. complete year.!' t The
Director goes on to say that ''the administrative branch ·of the
_,- servioe h343 been considerably weakened by the absence of direct
recrui~nt to lthe Indian Edncational Service ; and the problem
of pro ding an adequate inspecting agency is one whkh requires
" the s ions and careful consideration of Government." t
32. 'iliTe have discussed in Chapter VII the deplorable inade~
quacy of tlie women's inspecting agency in most provinces and

..

• Report on the Development of Elementary Education in Madras, page 13.
t Central Provinses Q. R., page 6.
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.have emphasised the need for encouragement. by women officers.
_.if girls' education is to develop successfully.
In B rnnbay, there is no subordinate women's ins~ecting
agen~ and. the four i1ispeetresses of ~hools are
mainly concerned with secondary schOols. The great
majority of primary schools fo'r girls have Sn consequence to be inspected by men.
In the united Provinces, the Qui~quennial Review states
that ''the extension of female education has greatly
increased office work a.nd this side of her du~s has
necessarily taken up a large part of the tiine of the
Chief Inspectress involving a restriction in her1 toliring
activities and in actual inspection of iristitutions.
The need for assistance is clearly indicated."* There
is only one woman officer in the subordinate inspecting agency and in this connexion the same Review
states that "a few municipal and district boards haf~,
their own supervisors or inspectresses but because of the
nature of the work' and the co:q.ditions under which. it
must be carried out it is exceedingly difficult to find
persons suitable for the posts 9£ district lDSpectreas. "*

.

.

.

In Burma, in spite of the· recent re-organisation of the
women's educational service there• a.re only f~ur
women· inspectors. The Quinquenni~l. Review states
that·' 'the pity of it is that the staff is so short hand.ed
and that there are only three d~uty inspectresses,
one for Rangoon, Pegu and Irrawady (who obviously
cannot get through her work ~nd has had to ignore
the Irrawady Circle), one for Moulmein and one for
Mandalay. Now that there is a real desire for girls'
education being ·man.iiested all over the province (a
desire which is apparent even in the monastic schools),
the time hn,s come ·when this cadre might be usefully
expan'de'd.' •t
i.ln the Central Prot,inces. the inadequacy of tbe inspecting
agency is specially commented on by the Director of-..,
Public Instruction in the Quinquennial Re~~·ew. He
writes that "the woik of the inspectresses
particularly arduous and difficult. Owing to the fa · that •
the post of an assistant inspectress in Berar has been
vacant since Hl23. the inspection work of reserved
. schools in Berar. had 'tO 'be given to deputy inspector A

* United Provinces Q. R., pages ] 2 and. 13.

>+ Burma Q. R.;page '2S.

..
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.of schools.
'rhis is reported to be neither satisfactory nor efficient.
'l'he inspectress cannot put
in more than one annual inspection and 'occasionally
one comes upon .a school keen to go ahead, desiring
'l.telp and direction but because supervision is lacking,
.being forced into a position of nonentity .... The
deputy inspectors do what they can, but the weigl1t
of their work must be given to the boys' schools.
The schools themselves feel that the inspection of the
'deputy inspectors of schools does not bear the same
·responsibility as the visit of an inspectress.' Certain
schools, 31 Government and 6 aided, could not be
visited at all by the assistant inspectress of schools.
The necessity for filling the vacant post of assistant
inspectress in this circle is a matter which
·needs consiil.ering as a· necessary s1,ep not only townrds the improvement and extension of female edu<;.ation hut also for the maintenance of existing
standards."*'

Assam, there is only one woman inspecting officer for
the whole province. Prior to 1924, there was an
i~spectress of scl}ools but the post has been held
in abeyance as a measure of economy and the work
of oontrol and administration of girls' schools has been
transferred to the inspectors of schools. 0ommenting on this retrenchment the Director of Public
Instruction writes ''these are not satisfactory arrangement.s. But the times are bad and they may serve
so long as J;be general public remains uninterested in ·
·girls' education and there is no'fuoney for advance." t
The annual Report on Education in At=:sam for 1924-25
also states that "t~e standard of :work in the girls•
schools must deteriorate and is reported to have
·already done so. Male inspecting officers cannot be
·expected to inspect girls' schools effic;ently. The
post of inspect.ress cannot be restored too soon.'' t

·33. It will be of interest to compare the provision made for
·f:u:peditin·t. India with that in Engin~1d. The area of_ En.gland
·and W es 1s about 5C ,000 square m1les, the population 1s 36
- million , and there are some 34,000 elementary and secondary
schools with about six million pupils. The area of British India
iR about 1.100,000 sqnare miles, the population is 247 millions,
-tbere a:re some 200,000 primary and secondar.v schools with about
·-ten millim'1!pupils.
· .•Central Provin!'es Q. R., page 93.
tAssam Q. R., page 80.
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It should also be borne in mind that, in England and \Val~s,_
the. local authorities usually employ large and competent staffs::.
who relieve the Government staff of the Board of Edu~tion of
a great deal of administrative work.. In India, the r>taffs of locab
bodies. are usuall'y ver'J scanty, and a great deal o:f'~he work of
administration and accounting of these bodies has to be dQne by ·
the staffs of provincial Education Departments.
It has been calculated that, in England and Wales, the higher
inspecting staff amounts to 241 (172 men and 69 women), while·
m the whole of India the number of inspector!:! who belong eitherto the Indian Educational Service or to a provincial service i~ only
282 (225 men and 57 women).
34. Doubts have been expressed from time to time in the Legislative Councils of the provinces and elsewhere as to the necessity
for a large and well-qualified inspecting agency. Criticisms haveeonstantly been made against what has been assumed to be ·
a high expenditure of public funds on direction and inspectjon.
We cannot too strongly emphasise the fact that so long as the ·
provincial Governments are responsible for ed~ational • policy\.
and contribute so largely to the financing of mass educati<tn, .an·
adequate inspecting stafi is not only essential but actually etonomical. In Chapter XIV, paras. 12 and 1.3 we have show:Q that the
present expenditure on direction and inspection is comparatively·
Rmall in all provinces.
•

It will, we think, be generally admitted that if the system

of public

education in- India is to be mad~ efficient the inspecting ·
staffs in the provinces must be both enlarged and improved. We have referred to the contrary op.inion that inspection is an un~
necessary luxury. We regard it as no more unnecessary than the regular inspection of a railroad, without which the inevitableflaws constantly occurring in the permanent way would l,ead to .
accidents and loss of life. Evervone ae1quainted with the educational system in India is aware ~f the flaws in schools which arc ·
rarely ·inspected. In some cases they become· .periodicall~.
evanescent and in others, so we have been told, th~ease to.
exist except for the purpose of receiving a grant pay 1e to a·
teacher who gives no instruction. Accidents of this kind o not, like railway accidents, involve phvsical ;njnrv or death, but they
invdve not onlv waste of public monev but. what is more ·
serious, waste of children's IivAR and of their opportunities. It isc
not onlv for the mak;ng of plnm; and policy for the ·rnture but
for the "effrciency of the daily work in the schoolR that a goou"
impectorate is esRentia.I.
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111.-Local Authorities .

35. 'J'Ite chief official landmarks in the development of responsible local self-government in India are the Resolution by Lord
Hipon'!:; Government of May, 1882; the R.eport of the Decentralisation Com-ion of 1907-09 ;• the compreh~nsive .Resolution on themain problems of local self-government of April, 1915; the announcement in the House of Commons on 20 August, 1917, of the policy
of. His Majesty's Government, followed by the Viceroy's declaration
of 5 September, in the Imperial Legislative Council; the MontaguChelmsford Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms dated 2'2
April, 1918; and the Resolution of the Government of India of
1(j May, 1918. The attitude of the Government in respect of
certain matters affecting education had also been declared in a
circular from the Department of Education dated 19 September, 1916.
36. As long ago as 188'2, the Government of India aoopted as
a general principle of policy that the object of loca.l government:
is '' to train the people in the management of their own local affairR
and that political education of this sort must in the main take
precedence of consci.derations of departmental efficiency; that local
bodies should not be subjected to unnecessary control but should
learn• by malii.ng mistakes and profiting by them ''. This sentiment has been repeated subsequently on numerouR occasions, and
tb~ Reforms R~port of 1918 declared that '' there should be as far
as possi~le complete popular control in local bodies and the largest
possible independence for them of outside control"* and that "the
acc•epted policy mul't be to allow the boards to profit by their own
mistakes.''*

•

The authors of thttt Report regarded it as their " first and
immediate ta,sk to make a living reality of local self-government"*
though they recognised that they could not " breathe the breath
of life into these institutions; ~at must come with the awakenirng
of the sense of duty and public spirit which the War bas fostered
and which opportunity will develop".* · At the same time tbe
Report frankly recognised the defects of the existing system of
primary education which was already practicg,lly in the bands of
local bodies and the dependence of a general extPnsion of the electo•rate upon-an extension of literacy.*
37. ~n these general pronouncements no attempt was made to
defin/" local aff~irs " and the diRtinction which has been drawn
in England between services which are predominantly "national"
and those which are predominantlv "local" in character, and
consequently are more or less snita.hle snhiects for a large measure
of cftntJltl!ll. or local control, received little or no recognition. Nor
*Montagu·Chelmsford Report, peras. 127, 186, 188, 19o and 263.
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did the idea find expression which underlies the English classification
of education as a "semi-nat~onal" service, in which active partner~
ship between central and local authority must leave no doubt as to
the duty of the central authority to protect the national interest.
It was assumed .apparently that, t:hough educatiol\1 and particularly primary educatitm was of fundamental imp~rtance as a
'' nation-building service '' and was, through the creation of
literacy, the chief agency for creating that intelligent electorate on
which political progress must depend, nevertheless the service b.f
t>dncation was just as suitable as other services for extensive devolu·
twn on which local authorities could practice their 'prentice hands
and learn by making their own mistakes. This assumptio.n presumably rested on the view that the national gain by way of greater
interest and sense of responsibility from letting local authorities
manage educa.tion, even if at first they did it badly, would
outweigh the national loss, arising from delay in spreading
literacy and other benefits ·Of education, and the continued or increased waste of public money. It was perhaps also assumed that
the 'mistakes' which local authorities would make would be due
to inexperience rather than to any deficiency in that sense of
trusteeship and guardianship of public interests essential to g~od
lbcal administration.

.

But there were other questions to be considere<r'. Woul<l not;
extensive devolution make it difficult for the Minister entruiM
with this nation-building service, to construct a~d carry out an
effective policy? In any case, should not the Minister be given
the opportunity of devising a policy and of testing its actual
working, before such devolution took place? These questions
appear not '·o have been asked. NGr does it appear that the pro.blem of adjusting responsibility of the lo(jll,l authority in such a
way as not to impair the responsibility of the Minister, or to tie
his hands, was thought out, or its importance realised.
38. So far as the Government of India are concerned, their last:
wordf' are contained in the circular of 19 September, 1916, and in
the Resolution of 16 May, HllS, already mentioned, On the very
important matter of inspect;on the circular declared that
•
"although there would be no objection to the maintenance of a local staff at the expense of loc~l funds s~
long as it merely took the place of the ex'i~tin~staff and
was subordinated to the Government j pecting
age:o.cy, the oroinary practice wi!I be th
now ob&erved, namely, the retention of the inspecting- staff
in the pay and under the control of Government."

In this respect the circular followed the principle wbich still
obta.ins in England, where administrative devolution ;., of old
str~nding-.
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• In the Resolution of 1918, Government declared in favour of
providing for a substantial elective majority on municipal and
rural boards, representation of minorities being f>ecured by nomina-tion. 'They suggested that persons who had official experience·
might be n~inated for purpose of advice or discussion only and
without the right of voting, and, possibly, that provision should
be made for co-option of persons who would not stand for election.
Bqt Government laid stress on the necessity for an enlarged
franchise (the average electorate in India was in municipalities·
some 6 per cent. and in the district boards some '6 per cent. of
the population) in order to obtain constituencies which would be·
rea,lly representative of the ratepayers. Government pronounced
in fav.our of elected chairmen of municipalities ; and in regard to
district boaxds they went further than the Decentralisation Commission (which had recommended the retention· of official chairmen)
and declared in favour of non-official chairmen; but they thought
it essential that for district boards and sub-district boards with large
areas ''the ordinary official work should be largely in the hands of
a special exe<!utive officer whose appointment should require the
approval of the Government and who should not be removed in
orcll'nary circumstances without Government sanction".
39 .• Government generallv concurred in the view of the Decentralisa'ijon Com;russion that ~lti:tnate powers of intervention by the
Gov,irnment or its officials in qase of abuse or neglect of duties by
local autljorities "must be maintained, but did not consider that
any addition to existing powers should be made, in spite of the
1arg@r powers conferred on local bodies, repeating the dictum " that
except in cases of re"ally grave mismanagement local bodies should
be permitted to make mistake~ and learn by them rather than be
subjected to interferett:e either from within or from outside".
Here aga.in it appears that Government did not take much
account of the Minister, or realise that an official who. was carrying
.out the instructions of a responsiiJle Minister and derived his authority from that Minister would be in a position quite different from
that of an official under the old regime.
It i's interesting, however, to observe that Government suggested
the constitution in ea.ch province of '' a central body which
would co-ordinate the experience of the local bodies and provide
improved ctmtrol and guidance by entertaining further expert inspecting /stablishments ''.
•~
Th~effect of the various pronouncements which are here ,;ummarised was greatly to accelera-te the process of devolution of administrative powers in respect of education to local bodies in most
of the provinces after the Reforms. We are concerned to examine
what ha.s bten the effect of these changes on the educational system,
both as regards performance in promoting the growth of education
and as regards the promise it holrls out of growth for the future.
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40. The following is a JiRt of the Acts passed in each
since 191!1, dealing with Local Self-Government:-

,,

MadrasCity Municipal A~t, 19Hl.
•
District Municipalities Act, 1920.
Local Boards Act, 1920.
Village Panchayats Act, 1920.
Elementary Education Act, H:l20.

provinc~

•

BombayLocal Boards Act, 1923.
Primary Education Act, 1923.
City Municipalities Act, 1925.
Bengal.
Village Self-Government Act, 1919.
Primary Education Act, 1919.
Primary Education (Amendment) Act, 1!121.
Calcutta Municipal Act, 1923.

•

•

United ProvincesPrimary Education Act, 1919:
District Boards Act, 1922.
Municipalities (Amendment) Act, 1922.
District Boards Primary Education Ac( 1926.
District Boards (Amendment) Act.,1928 .

•

•

•

.PunjabPrimary Education Act, 1W.,9.
Municipal (Amendment) Act, 1921.
District Boards Act, 1921.
Village Panchayats Act, 1922.
BurmaRural Self-Government Act, 1921.
• City of Rangoon Municipal Act, 1922.
Bihar and OrissaPrimary Education Act, 1919.
Municipal Act, 1922.
f;ocal Self-Government Ad, 192B.

•

•

\
..
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Province!!!.. •Central
Primary Education Act, 1920.
Local Self-Government Act, 19W.
Vill~~ Panchayats A~t, 1920.
Mun~ipalities Act, 1922 .
• 'AssamMunicipal Act, 1923.
"Rural Self-Government Act, 1926.
"Local Self-Government {Amendment) Act, 1926.
' Primary Education Act, 1926.

bei

41. A complete digest of the above-na 1 ed Acts, and of the
r:important rules made thereunder, would
lengthy and complex
·-document for which it would be difficult to find space in this.
Review; but the following paragraphs wil , we hope, give some
idea of the extent to which educational powe s have been transferred
:.to local self-governing b~dies in the ~ph~re if education, and of the
"co:tltrol at present exerCised by provmCial overnments over them
-through the power of the purse, audit, sta utory rules and inspec···ti?n.. The pa,.agraphs which. f?llow deal onJy with seven provinces.
flift should b~ ·noted that in Madra.s, Behgal, Burma and Bihar
:primary•schools are mainly provided by pilivate agencies, while in
·the. other provinces. the•y are mainly provi~l' d by local bodies.

Madras.
~2 ..In Madras, district ooa~rds and mpnicipalitie~ !lla~~ge and
mamtam secondary schools.; and taluq bqards, mumCipalitles and
·village panchayats manage an<J, maintain ,'primary schools. Of the
·-total number of members of both district boards and taluq boards
the proportion df elected members cannot ~e less than three-fourths,
t~e ;emaining ~embers. being nominate(j..
The president of a
d1stnct board 1s nommated by Government or elected from
amongst the members of the board at the kliscretion of Government.
·In practic~ nearly all the district board~ now have elected presi-dents. /the president of a taluq boart. is elected from amongst
• -the members of the board. In munici alities the proportions of
· electe(I and .nominated members ~re th~ same as in district b~ards
and the chairmen are, at the d1scret1qn of Government, either
·~lected from amongst the members of r.he municipalities or nomi•nated hr· Government. The members of the village panchayats
.. a.re all elected and the chairma;n is elected from amongst the
. =embers.
.
1

1

I.

·' •

•
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43. A district board or municipality may not open or close ll>''
secondary school without the s:wction of Government and the fund&'
of a district board or municipality may not be spent on any
secondary school which bas not been recognised by the Director
of Public Instruction.
•

.

.

\,

District boards and municipalities are subsidised· by Government for the maintenance of their secondary schools and the expen..
diture of the boards on education is audited by Government. No"
fixed scale of subsidiefl has been laid down and it is open to Government to contribute the whole or any portion of· the expenditure on·
a school at their discretion. The budgets of all boards are sub·
mitted to Government for sanction.
'rhe appointment of "qualified" (i.e., trained or certifica.ted}teachers rests with the district boards and municipalities and only
in the case of the appointment of unqualified teachers is the approval•
of the district educational officer or inspectress required. The pay
of teachers is entirely controlled by the boards. All schools maintained by district boards and municipalities are inspected by th&
departmental inspectors ..
It is evident from these facts that in Madras Government siill.
retains considerable powers of control over the manner and theextent to which local bodies may make provision lor secondary.
education within the areas under the"it jurisdiction.
•

.

.

44. The .control of primary education is largel'y vested in the·
district educational councils, which are statutory ad hoc bodies, con-stituted for each district in the Presidency. A district educational,;
cnuncil consi~ts of members elected by district •boards, municipalities, taluq boards and associations managing elementary schools,
and of members nominated by the Gove1nor in Council. The·
number of nominated members may not exceed one-fourth of the
tota\ r:t:.mber. of members. The district collector and the inspector
of ~chools are ex-officio members of.the district educational counciL
The president of the council may be nominated by Government, Ol'
elected by the members of the council, at the discretion of Govern•.
me.nt.
45. The powers of the district educational council include th&·
preparation of schemes for the expansion of elementary. education.
in each taluq board and municipal area, the granting of r6Qognition
to all primary schools, the assessing (after considering th~ recommendations of the inspector) and the disbursing of grant-in-aid to• '
all elementary schools under private management, within the limit&-.
of funds placed at its disposal by Government.
Although an appeal lies to the Director of Public I~truction
against an order of the district education council, both in regartl
to. the granting of recognition and the assessment of grant-in-aid~~

.
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it is clear that in respect of these important functions power haS>·
• now largely passed from Government to an independent ad hocbody.
4~. The position in Madras is peculiar, and one which has no,.
parallel iyny other provi:r\ce. While ~ower ~o open and manageprimary schools is vested in municipalities, taluq boards, and pan-.
chayats, the duty of preparing the plans which may be necessary inprder to frame an estimate of the existing provision for elementary.
education, and of the further provision necessary to place elementary·
education within the reach of all children of school-going age, is.
yested in the district educational councils. Further, an elementary
eduootion fund has been constituted for each municipality and taluq;:
board, to which are credited the proceeds of any educational tax
levied by a municipaHty or talnq board and all sums granted to•<
the municipality or board for the benefit of elementary education
by Government, but the district educational councils have no·
power to raise taxation. It would appear, in fact, that there is
an unsatisfactory dualism in the control over primary education.
Commenting .on this fact, the Report on the Development of'
Elementary Education in the Madras Presidency states that
'4it is not natural that there should, in effect, be two agencies. in
process of development (1) a district educational council granting
recognition ~ all ~>chools but only aiding 'aided' schools and (2) local'
-bodies managing and finanC!ng public schools. It is not surprising
tl!at district OO.ucational councils have taken no initiative in the·
development of elementary education when they have neither the
power of raising taxation nor the ability to open and finance new
s~hools under their own control" .• Our evidence also shows that
the transfer of the power ot recognition from Government to the ·
district educational c~uncils, constituted with a majority of members elected from the local bodies, has resulted in Government
being no longer able to decide where the provision of schools is.
most urgently necessary or to prevent the establishment of schools.
under the management of loc:l bodies in rivalry to schools managed·
by private agencies. It further appears from the reports that,
· owipg to the fact that district educational councils cannot in any
w11v Rupplement the lump grants made by the Government for
the payment of grants-in-aid to privately managed elementary
• schools, even the grants as origina11y assessed by the councils have
not generally been paid in full. Proposals to amend the Madras
Priinary Education Act so as to abolish the district education'·
couRcils are under consideration.
1

47. Subject to the necessity of obtaining recognition for their·
schools from the district educational councils, municipa,Jities an&•
1aluq boards have large powers in the matter of making provision- •
• RPport, page 8.

•
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.for elelr).entary education within the areas under their jurisdictioa.
They may open, close, or ltmnsfer elementary schools at their •
discretion, provided that the previous consent of the inspector of
·schools is obtained for the closure or transfer of schools opened
·with the aid of subsidies from provincial funds.
Subject •to a.
stated minimum, they may. fix the pay ~fall teachers. ~he comlitions of service, the recruitment, transfer and promcxtion of all
r-teachers in their schools are enitirely witmn their control, though
· they are expected to consult the inspector of schools and the inspec-.
·tress before appointments-and transfers are made.
48. The accounts of the educational funds of municipalities and
·taluq boards are audited by Government, and the budgets of tPese
local bodies have to be sanctioned by Government, whose orders
'On the budgets must be carried out. The accounts of each scliool
maintained by a local body are also examined by the subordinate
inspecting staff of the Education D_epartment.
·
49. All primary schools are inspected by the departrp.ental'
·inspectors. The Corporation of Madras is the only local body which
"maintains a supervising staff of its own.
50. In Madras, it would appear, therefore, that while the Gov.-ernment stili retain control over \the expenditure on primary edue!l.·- ,
·tion and the duty of inspecting all schoC?ls, they are po longet" in
.a position to initiate schemes for expal}ffi.on or to regulate the prni.sion of elementary education in the di:>tricts. ·
• •
•

•

Bombay.

51. In Bombay, the position in regard to se4ondary schools la
·,similar to that in Madras, and the Education Department still
·:retains control over secondary schools maintained by local bodies.
•
52. Primary education. is almost entirely under the control of
district boards and municipalities operating through school boards.
"These boards have been constituted~ follows:A school board of a district board includes not less than
nine and not more <than sixteen members elected Ly
the district board. A school board of a municipality
includes not less than seven and not more than nine
members elected by the municipality. In both cases
it is provided that the elected members shoul6 include •
persons experienced in education, women, and representatives of minorities, backward classes, and de·pressed classes. Elected members are not necess~rily
members of the district board. or municipality. Government may nominate four additional members to
the school board of ~ district board a~ three
additional members to the school board of a
municipality. In some places no school board

•

.
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has been created for a municipality, and in
those places the school board of the district
board exercises the powers and perforn::ts the duties
in
respect of primar:y education for the municipality .
•
V S'uch municipalities are rep;resented -on the school
board. Every school. boai"d is • entitled to elect its
own chairman. Each' district board and municipality,
with the approval of Government, appoints an officer
who is called the school board administrative officer.
He is the chief executive officer of the school board,
and his pay' powers and duties are subject to the
sanction of Government.
,The general result of the establishment of these school boards
'has been that the district boards and municipalities, functioning
'through the school boards, now maintain and manage their own
schools, recognise and aid privately managed schools, and are res·oponsib1e for the preparation of plans for expansion and development
l.n the field of primary education.
The district boards and municipalities maintain their own supervising staff, in addition to the school board administrative officer,
~nd Government have retained only a very small inspecting staff,
limited to one or two officers in each district.
·

.

.
•53. The above facts show that, in most essentials, the power
~ control ove_r tthe efficiency and development of primary education
has :pe,ssed from Government to local bodies. The only powers
which the Government have retained are the powers to approve
the appointment,of the administrative officer, to sanction budgets.
to approve scales of pay of :teachers, to regulate the proportion of
untrained teachers, to fix tlfe curricula, to sanction schemes for the
financing of a policy• of expanRion and of the introduction of compulsion, and to audit the educational expenditure of district boards
and municipalities.
• in the chapter on Mass Education,
54. As we have pointed out
the Government inspecting staff which has been retained is entirely
inadequate f;o inspect the existing primary schools either in order to
:ascertain their efficiency or to ensure that the money granted by
·Government to local bodies has been economically and effectively
• spent. • The following extract from a circular issued by the Education Department to its inspectors throws some light on the present
!POSition of the Government inspecting agency :--;• "It must be impressed upon Departmental Officers inspecting primary schools, maintained or approved by local
authorities· that the schools are ·no longer under
Departmental
control. Their duty is 'to report on the
••
school as regards housing, equipment, staff, efficiency •
,of instruction. etc., so that Government may be in a
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position to de:termine whether the local autl10rity isconducting its schools ·satisfactorily. The position will •
be rather difficult especially at the begiiming, as the
local authorilty will have its own staff of supervisor&
and conflict between then and Gover\I}lent inspecting office\'s must be avoided. As far a\ possiblecriticisms should take the form of suggestions and
anything like inlt;erference in the wdministration of
the schools must he avoided."
•
55. The school boards have not been working fot any length of
time, and it is obviously early as yet to judge the result of lhe large
t1ansfer of power which rtook place in 1923 ; but our evidence sl1ows
that even the administrative officers of the school boards, in whtJse
hands it was intended that the actual adminisltration of primary
education should lie, have been subjected to much direct inter-ference on the part of the boards or their chairmen in matters of
detail. The Primary Education Act of 1!)23 did not even leave·
it'to Government to lay down, by rules framed under the Act, the
powers and duties of the administrative officer; and, in consequence,.
district boards and municipalities have shown a disinclinatuon todelegate powers to the administrative officer which are clearly needed>
by him for a successful working of the new system of contli'ol.
Commenting on the transfer of cont:rol to school toards, tb.eDirector of Public Instruction in Bombay in his Quinquenni~ •
Review states that "~t is early to pronounce on the•results of the
transfer of control of the district local board schools. The ;ontrol
now exercised by ,the boards is very great, greater it is believeQ.
than in any other province in India, and except for financial purposes the supervision of the Department has been reduced to a
minimum.''* In ;this connexion our evidence•sliows that not only
can the Government exercise no control whatsoever over theappointment of the supervisors working under the school boards,
but even in the case of the appointme1ilt of an administrative officer
they cannot insist on the local authority making a fresh recommendation for the appointment of a suitable officer in cases where a:
previous recommenda;tion of the local authority has not met with
the approval of Government. Similarly, if an administrative officer
once approved by Government does not carry out his duties satisfactorily, Government has no power to direct that his Mnure of •
appointment. be terminated. Even in the matter of the selection
of teachers for training in the !training schools maintained by Government, the Education Department has no authority and the sefec:tion is made by the local bodies.
56. Viewing the position in Bo~bay as a whole, we think it
.is to be regretted that a system of primary education whit;h had'
• been fni.me<l on sound lines should have been ha,nded over to the
"'Bombay Q. R., page 7.
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eon,trol of local bodies without the insertion in the Statutes or rules
'"Df sufficient safeguards to ensure that Government, working through
its Ministers and the Education Department, would be able at least
.to guide future developments.

..,

.

Bengal.

57. In Bengal, the control of education can scarcely be said to
.have been handed over to local bodies to any appreciable extent.
District boards and municipalities maintain and mana!:{e very few
secondary schools, and the effective control by Government over
··secondary education is in no way limited by powerR possessed by
·loca.l bodies.
58. Even in the sphere of primary education local bodies in
.Bengal play only a small part. Out of a total of nearly 53,000
primary schools, local bodies manage and maintain only 4,000 .
.cDistrict boards, municipalities and union boards have been en• ..couraged to open and maintain an increasing numter of primary
schools, but they have not been charged with the duty of generally
controlling primary education in the areas under their jurisdiction.
M u12-icipalities and union boards have, however, under the Bengal
Primary Edtwation Act of·1~1~ and the Amending Act of 1921, t'een
och:trged with the duty of submitting to Government schemes for
't~e provision ~f schools for "the education of all children of schoolgoing •age r..,nd for the assumption of the direct management and
c~mtrol of all such schools if the application of compulsion is sanc"tioned by Government.
District boards and muni~palities aid privately managed primary
schools from funds p~ced at their disposal by Government and on
the recommendation of the district inspectors. They may also aid
·privately managed primary schools from their own funds.
The recognition of primary schools is granted by the Education
Department through the inspecting officers, and all schools are
-Bubiect to inspection by the officers of the Education Department.
No local body maintains an inspecting staff, except the Calcutta.
.Corporation, which has appointed supervisors of its own .

•

•

59. n is clear, therefore, that in Bengal Government is
:.till mainly responsible for the organisation and control of primary
-education.
We understand, however, that the draft Primary
Education Bill which is under consideration proposes to estatlish
school boards in each district on somewhat similar lines to the
..district educational councils now in existence in Madras. The draft
.Bill alili proposeR to entrust the maintenance and management of •
.all public institutions for the tra.ining of teachers in primary schools
to the school boards.
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The United Provinces.
60. In the United Provinces no anglo-vernacular secondary
schools are maintained by district boards and only eight. by p:mnicipalities. Local bodies therefore prac.tically play no (>art in theprovision of secondary ed~cation. The control of secontfary education, also, Joes not vest in local bodies.
61. Primary education is largely in the hands of district boardg
and municipalities which are responsible for the provision, recogni!.
twn, maintenance and aid of both primary and middle vernacula.r
schools.
Until May, 1928, the powers relating to the control.of eduootion.
were vested in the district boards themselves, which consisted
almost entirely of elected members, with elected chairmen; only
two places on any Board being filled by nomination. By a recent
amendment to the District Boards Act of 1922 ''all the powers,
duties and functions of the Board in regard to educational matters"
except the powers with regard to budgets have been vested in an
education committee of the board. The amending Act of 1928 has •
constituted the new education committees as follows :•
"The Board shall appoint an Education Committee which
shall consist of not less tha.n nine and ll6>t more "than
12 members. If the Education Committee con~ist~
of nine or ten members,. three of the .memb'ers sl::M.ll
be persons who are not members of the Boa.rd and .
the remainder shall be members of the Board. If the
Committee consists of eleven or tw~lve members, fctur
of the members shall be .rersons who are not members
·of the Board, and the remainder shall be members of
the Board. Of the members of tte committee who are
not members of the Board, one or more may be Government servants in the Education Department otherthan members of the I~spectiiig staff of that Department.
The Board shall make rules for the appointment of per.sons:
who are not members of the Board to be members
of the Education Committee and shall submit the
said rules to the Local Government who may sanction •
them with or without modification.
The Education Committee shall elect a Chairman from •
among its own members ....

•

The Education Committee shall appoint either the Secretary
of the District Board or the Deputy Insrector
Schools to be Secretary of the Committee ; "provided
that the Deputy Inspector of School!" shall be appointed
i.f th.e Local Government so direct."

ot
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62. The powers previously exercised by the district boards and~
now· exercised by the education committees are extensive and
inclu_de:
(a~ 1;he

maintenanctl, opening aJ'ld closing of middle verna-cular schools ;

(b) the giving of grant-in-aid, subject~ to the rules prescribed,

to middle vernacular schools under private manage-ment;
(c) the

maintenance, opening and closing of primary
schools;
(d) the giving of grant-in-aid, subject to the rules prescribed, to primary schools under private management;
(e) the decision on all questions arising in respect of theservice, leave, transfer, pay, allowances and privileges -of teachers, subject only to the observance of
the rules lai~ down by Government in regard to the
minimum qualification and pay of teachers. (These
•
powers vest in the chairmen of the committees.)
"The ap,roval of the ·divisional inspector of schools or of any
• hi~her authority is not requh-"ed before any of the above powers are~ercised and it is only incumbent on the board or committee to
obtain the opinion of the inspector before opening or dosing a
middle vernacular school. In this connexion it must be noted that
no inspector or inspectress can become a member of a district
board or education commit~e but that inspectors are permitted to
attend a.nd address ileetings of these bodies.
·

•

63. All primary schools are inspected by the subordinate inspecting staff of the Education Department, but

•

"the provincial inspecting staff attached to the district shall
be responsible to and subject to the general control of"
the chairman in all matters concerning the administration of vernacular schools, including the selection
of candidates for teacherships, the preparation of prqposals for the appointment, posting and promotion of'
•
teachers, ... the arrangements for the opening of new
schools, etc."*
The

educat~on

committee has the further power-

•'to sanction contracts and expenditure for educational purJ.

..

poses up to an amount which shall be fixed by recr·nla-0
tion, provided that budget provision exists ". t

* District Board Education Rule!'. page 2.
t The United Provinceli District Board (Amendment) Act II of 1928.

•
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But the budgets of district boards are subject to the sanctioit •
-·-of Government and the aocounts of the boards and education com·
mittees are audited by Government officials.
•
·
64. Education (;{)mmittees have noe been "ttttached '!P munici•
. palities, but the powers ;xercised by the district boar-ds prior to
May, 1928, are in general exercised by municipalities controlling
-primary education in urban areas. In some of the sm3tller muni~
cipalities, however, district boards control primary education.
65. It is clear from the above facts that the contrdl over primary
.-education has almost entirely passed out of the hands of Govern·
ment. Government can no longer regulate the provision of schools
in urban and rural areas and can only in a limited manner check,
·by inspection, the extent to which public funds have been economic·
ally and effectively spent. The important duty of selecting can-didates for training no longer rests with the Education Department, and the powers of the Government inspecting staff have
'"b'een so curtailed as to make the inspect~s little more than a~visory •
--officers.
66. It is also clear that the deputy inspectors cannot, withml,t
being liable to be charged wit-h breach of confidence by the chairmen
of the education committees, report direct to the divisioool inspe<l'tors
ron the efficiency of the schools maintained or aided by 1oc~;~J bo<:ftes,.
-since it has been prescribed that all official letters frS)m tlie deplfty
inspector to the diTisional inspector shall be COUntersigned oby the
chairman before despatch.* Only routine letters concerning
•
-indents and tour programmes are not so countersigned.
67. Our evidence leads us to belie~ that the transfer of control
·has been undertaken without a sufficient con!jderation of the desir·
ability or otherwise of handing over all the powers and functions
hitherto exercised by the collectors or the officers of the Education
Department. In this connexion we have been informed that the
·Education Department was not ever: consulted before the District
··Boards Act was passed.
.
Even in respect of the limited powers which the Govern·ment have retained in regard to the control over expenditure and
the qualifications and pay of teacf1ers, insufficient authority· has
"been vested in Goverpment to secure that their orders aro carried •
out. We have been informed that, short of suspending_ the whole
work of a board, Government have no method by which they
-~an insist on their orders being carried out.
The Punjab,

· 68. In the Punjab, the position in regar.d to anglo-veypacular
, • ·~chaols is similar to that in Madras and Bombay, and although

* District Board Education Rules, page 2.
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J.1ocai bodies maintai'"u and manage large numbers of anglo-vernasecondary schools, they have no share in the control of the
.-system of anglo-vernacular education.

d~lar

69. • Primary education is largely controlled by district fioards and
In district •.JOards the · proporti~n of elected and
><nominated members is left to the discreti~n of Government. In
municipalities, three-fourths of the total number of members must
be elected. Only two district boards have . non-official elected
·cliairmen. In all other boards the deputy commissioner is the
·chairman. In municipalities the chairman is elected, but his elec''iion is subject to the approval of the local Government or the commissioper, according as the municipality is a first or second class
muni~ipa1ity. Both district boards and municipalities elect educa, tion committees from amongst their members, but the powers of
control. over vernacular education are vested in the local bodies and
not in their committees. Both district boards and municipalities
vmaintain and manage middle vernacular · schools and primary
'Schools, and grant recognition and aid on the recommendation of
•the departmental inspectors to privately managed middle vernacular
, schools and primary schools. In all district boards and municipali.·tioo the Education Department is represented by an inspecting
'()fficer. All schools are inspected by the departmental inspectors,
·although in a. few municip~lities Government inspectors have been
-~eP,tft;ed ~ act as supervisors''()£ schools under the local bodies.
'municipalit~e!l.

•

•

·1n P,ractice, ·the district boards and municipalities have relied
!v~ry largely upon the advice and recommendations of the departmental- inspectors ; and through these officers and the official
·'(~hairmen of district' boards Government have retained considerable
control over the work-ing of l~al bodies in the sphere of vernacular
·education.
•
Burma .

•

70. In Burma, English and anglo-vernacular secondary schools
'are not controlled by local bodies, but all vernacular education
inclm:ling vernacular high schools and middle vernacular schools:
·are controlled by the local authorities.
•
71. The local authorities in 'Burma are the· circle boards and
:above them the district councils. In the areas excluded from the
Rural Self-Government Act of 1921, the deputy commissioner is
• the cpnstituted local authority. The circle boards consist of elected
.members only, with electe~ chairme_n; but the boards may co-opt
·for the purposes of professiOnal adviCe Government officers .and
-other members, provided that. such co-opt~d :r_nembers may not propos_e or•vote on any resolu!wn. The d1stnct councils consist of. •
'memheTR electe~ -from the crrcle boards and of persons nominated
X
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. by the local Government, whose numbers must not exceed one-sixth of the number of elected members. The district councils m~y
also co-opt members in the same manner as the circle boards.
For every district ~uncil there is a distric.t scho~ board,'"
elected by the district council. Like the circle ooards and the·
·district councils the scliool boards may co-opt a limi't~d number of"'
members. The school boards are charged withthe establishment, management, visiting and maintenance of all public vernacular ,schools within their ·
respective jutisdidions ... and the appointment and pay
of the teaching staff ;
..
(b) the recognition, control, visiting, and support of.vernacular schools under private management within their ·
respective jurisdictions."*

"(a)

·72. All schools are inspected by the departmental officers, and~
the inspector of schools acts as adviser to the school board and has
-the right of being present at the meetings of the school board anJ_
of taking part in its discussions as if he were a member, but he
is not at liberty to vote upon or to make any proposition at .any
-meeting.
Subject to the condition that .~he scales of ps,y are riot less than those prescribed by the local Government, the diytrict •school ·
- boards have complete power of granting recognition and a'd tovernacular schools under private management. Proposais for the
granting of recognition, however, have to be sent to the inspector
of schools, and if that officer raises any objection the matter is- •
referred for a decision to the distric~ council.
73. A similar control over vernacular ~ucation is exercised in.
municipal areas by municipal or town committees or committees
thereof, but there are no school boards for municipalities. For the
city of Rangoon, however, a se:p41.rate education board bas been
created whilch functions as the local educational authority, and in
one area a district council bas combined with a town committee to ,
form a joint school board for both urban and rural areas. .
74. It is clear from the above facts that the loca.l educational
authorities in Burma, consisting almost entirely of elected members,.
have very large powers of control over vernacular• education.
Apart from the insistence on a minimum scale of pay for teachers'
and the right of inspecting all schools, the only control exercised by.
Government over the work of school boards and town committees~
· i~the power granted to the deputy commissioners, under the Rural
~elf-Government Act ·of 1921, to suspend the execution of anyorder of a school board, subject to the approval of the conunissionet,_
• The Burma Rural Self-G~vernment Act IV of 1921.
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Bihar and Orissa..
• 75. In Bihar high schools are not under the contr~l of local
bodies, and no high schools a.re mamtained by district boards or
municir-tlities.
76. Up to•l924 middle English schools also were not under the
control of lo~ bodies, but in 1925 Government aecided to permit
local bodies to take over the control of all middle English schools
for boys 0within their jurisdiction. As the result of this decision,
fifteen out of hventv district boards and four <iut of sixty municipalities or similar b~dies have now taken over control ~f middle
English schools. In district board areas, middle vernacular and
primary schools for boys and primary schools for girls are under
the cqntrol of the district boards or of local boards functioning
under the general supervision of the district boards. In municipal
areas, middle vernacular and primary schools for boys and primary
schools for girls are under the control of the municipalities. Middle
schools for girls are under the direct control of Government.
The recognition of all schools is vested in the officers of
fhe Education Department, and no district board, local board or
municipality may 'maintain or grant aid to any school not recognisOO. by the Department.
.
77. District boards consist of three-fourths elected members and
one-f~J~rth no:dlinated. In · aJj .but four boards the chairman is
elected. }\or each district board an education committee has been
app~inted, consigting of the d'istrict inspector of schools, not more
than foui members elected from the district board and not more
tha~ three persons who are not members of the district board, but
who, in the opinion- of the district board, possess special qualificat;ions for serving on the commit~e. 'rhese education committees are
entrusted with the du"ijes of superintending all matters connected
with the finances, accounts, maintenance and management of all
schools maintained by the district board and of determining the
amount of grants to be paid to ~chools under private management.
78. In municipalities similar powers to those granted to the
education committees of district boards are exercised either by the
mnni~ipal council as a whole, or by education committees consisting
of not less than three or more than six members of the munic1pality
and o~ other pe;s?ns, not being members of the municipality but
*ho,. m the opmwn of the members of the municipality, possess
special qualifications for serving on Sllch a rommittee. The num• ber of these pprsons mnst not" exceed one-third of the total number of' the Committee.
79. The district boards have, in respect of directly managed
schools, the power"f~t) of deciding where new schools shall be opened, and the
manner in which accommodation for them sh~ll be
provided;
x2

•
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(b) of transferring or closing existing schools ;
•
(o) of fixing the class and the standard of instruction "of
every such school."*
It would appear, therefore, that the power of recognition ~hich
is vested in the E.ducation DepartmeAt relates only t<' the effiCiency
of an institution and hot to the need for an insti.'t'ttion in any
o
.
particular locality.
80. The inspecting staff of the Education Department insnect
all schools; but the chairmen of the local bodies exercise considerable control over the work of the deputy inspectors and subinspe<itors. A chairman of a district board may, for example,
issue such orders as he may deem necessary to a deputy ~r subinspector through the district inspector. In cases of urgency, the
chairman may issue orders direct to a deputy or sub-inspector, and
the deputy or sub-inspector is bound to carry them out unless they
are in conflict with· the Act or rules framed under the Act, or with
orders already passed by a superior officer.
81. As in the United Provinces, our evidence shows that the
main difficulty at present is. the absence of any adequate power in
the hands of Government even to enforce the existing statutory
rules when local bodies choose to ignore them.
•
IV.-The working ,o.J ilocal bodies. •

•

82. We shall now try to examine·the manner i:Q. whi{h this"targe
measure of control has been exerci~ed by local bodies.
•
83. Absence of plan in the development of primary educati'!n.As we have pointed out in another chapter, there is a dangerous tendency to start new schools or to aidJlew schools without any settletl
plan of campaign, with the result that the~ is much harmful competition between schools and, in consequence, waste of money and
effort.
In Madras, as has already bee:q noticed, the policy has been in
the past to increase very rapidly the number of single-teacher schools,
many of which appear to be of an ephemeral character, but .this
was apparently at the instigation of Government, who subsidised
and -aided their creation. The experiment of entrusting the duties
of preparing schemes for the extension of primary education to
district educational councils does not appear to have ~en succes~
fnl. The Report on the Development of Elementary Education in
the Madras Presidency states that·
•
" the failure of the existing scheme of control by "district
educational councils has been largely due to the fact
that whereas, on the one hand, the District :Educational Councils, being new a.nd inexperienced bodies
• The Bihar and Orissa Education Code, 1928, page 54 .
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with limited powers, made little use of the opportuni~
ties afforded them by the Act of 1920 to prepare and
carry through definite programmes of expansion t:tnct
.development, on the other hand, the officers of the
~ducation Department we:ue pra"ctically precluded\
by <Jircumstances from taking the initiat1ve. "*

Tpe same Report also states that"It is not surprising th~t District Educational Councils bnve·
taken no initiative in the development of elementary
education when they have neither the power of raising:
taxaition nor the ability to open and finance new school~
under their own control."*

In Bmnbay, it has been stated in the Government Memorand111rt
that-

•

•

''Although the Minister for Education has received an everincreasing percentage of the available Government
funds and has actually secured increased amounts from
year to year, the fact remajns that the best possible
methods of combining economy and efficiency in order
tt> achieve expansion have yeit to be discovered. This
\ is in an appreciable degree due to the fact that it. is
impossible to exp"ect a large number of inexpert bodies.
• ignorant of the first prin.:iples of administra.tion, to
study true economy." t

.

l3ut, as bas .been stated alread_y, Government was of opinion that
conflict between deparitilental officers and the new local authorities
was to be avoided, and therefore as far as possible criticism shonld
take the form of suggestions and anything like interference in the
administration of the schools should be avoided. In the course of
the evidence, we gained the im~ession that tnese.instructions have
been interpreted very strictly with the result that not even helpful
guidar;ce is offered to the local authorities.

.

In Bengal, the Government Memorandum states that•
"Although in 1916 there were a large number of primary
schools in Bengal, so large that on an average there
•
appeareu to be a school for ever.v 2·4 sqnare miles,
theRe schools were diRtribnted so unequally that therewere large areas without a school, while in others were
• • many little schools indulging in cut-throat competition
for the children."t

* Report, pages 8 and 12.
t Memorandum, page 37.

t

Memorandum, pago 11.

•
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We understand from the same Memorandum that a Bifl is ih
contemplation whereby a new controlling body (the District School .
Board) will be C!eated, whose first duty will be "to survey the .
situation and find. out exactly how s~hools must be oselected, constructed or enlarged· so •that the children of the di~ct can have
educational facilities in the most economical and efficient manner".*-~
In the United Provinc!3s, the Director of Public Instruction refers
in the Quinquennial Review to '' ~he opening of schools unnecessarily or in unsuitable localities", t and he urges that "had boards
drawn up proper building plans and carried them out in businesslik.e fashion, the present inadequacy and unsuit~pility of a.ccommodation would have .been minimised" .t In discussin~ the
development of compulsion, he writes:''Most of the municipalities which came under the scheme
in 1925 failed in the satisfactory completion of the first
year's programme. The scheme has not been unsuccessful, but it has not attained the degree of succes~
that \vas poasible. There appear to be various reasons
for this. The enthusiasm of some boards which introduced the scheme to the sound of trumpets died away
when the opening fanfar~ ceased. Lick of success
is also, in some meaSlJI'e, due to the lacklof ew:perience. "!
• ·
The Government Memorandum states that•
"the disappearance of officials (especially the official Chairmen) from the boards, faction ahd intrigue, lack or
experience and occasi~1ally even perversity and the
'weakness of the board's execu,ive action' arising from
the unsuitability of the whole board to act as an administra.!ive body-all these conspire to bring about
deterioration of discipJine and of administration and,
in the case of primary schools, of standards of
teaching.''§
There is evidence that the advice of inspectors is not ttlways
welcome. "Except in two of the municipalities, deputy and subdeputy inspectors have little voice in the management of the schools.
Rare are the occasions on which anv action is taken on 'keir notes
by the municipal boards" .11
•
·
.

•
In this connexion the Memorandum states that' 'the advice of the inspecting staff is often invited and when
given is in many cases ignored. Tht'\ cumnlative effect
•

* Mem'oranrlum, page 10.
t United Provinces Q. R., page 12.
t United Provinces Q. R, page 67.
§ Memorandum, page I 06.
II United Provinces Q. R., page 75.
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both on tuition and discipline is depiorable.
The
position is specially bad in the case of the schools
managed by Municipal Boards."*
In ~he Pu,J~,jah, the general policy of development has been guided
•very Iargeljt-by Governmei?-t and the boards atld their ~ cha~rz:nen
·{who have usually been offimals) have generally shown their wlllmg\:1\ess to accept the advice of the inspecting officers. But many of
.the Boards have been yery neglectful of the needs of girls' education.
In Bihar, the Director of Public Instruction writes : ''During the five years a new series of probiems has arisen
,
owing to the reconstitution of the local bodies, nearly
all of which nmv have non-official chairmen and vicechairmen. In many districts wise use has been made
of the more liberal grants which Government have
been able to make, and the non-official chairmen
appear to be more interested in education than some of
the old official chairmen used to be. In such cases
the onlv difficulties that have arisen are due to the
fact that the chairman cannot disregard demands made
by the party on the board which happens to be in a
•
majority, e.g., it is diffieult for him to resist pressure
•
!or the opening of new middle schools even if he feels
•
\
that primary scliciols are more urgently needed." t
!n Burma, in the Quinquennial Review, the Director of Public
Unstructfon has written:' 'Wh1le the work of some of the large municipalities bas been
carried out with 8Uccess, that of some of the smaller
municipalities is .;till far from good. Were it felt that
these loct,l autho<ities rea.lised their deficiencies and
wanted to improve, there would be little cause for
anxiety ... but when we bear that 'certain [municipalitiesJ never in;ite the local educational experts to
their table nor send them copies of their agenaa, and
that other municipalities are unwilling to give any
information ~egarding their budget disbursements, the
future cannot appear hopeful.. ...... In an important
town in Upper Burma, ... only two of the twenty
•
• members had ... attended an anglo-vernacular school
and of these two only one had read up to the fourth
standard.''+
•
.!And, in regard to district boards. the Director writ('s : "There appears to be improvement...and district boards are
working in closer touch with the depntv inspectors,
who describe the relations as ' cordial '." There are,

•

..

* MemorandUm, page 132.

t Bihar Q. R., page 14.
t Burma Q. R., pages 63 and 64.

•
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. however, complaints that resolutions passed by tbestl'·
boards are not promptly carried out and that mem··
bers are too apt to leave the working out of.detailsto the chairman and secr~tary ...... Tbere is little doubt
that "in tba. majority of cases these m_,are not up·
to the work ..... Much of the financial trouble (and a
reference to the reports of local auditors each yean;
will sltow bow much trouble there is) is due to tl!.eincapacity of the secretary who.. is left. to frame the
budgets and do most of th-t>work. "•
In the Central Provinces, the Director of Public Instn1ction haswritten that',
'' It is sufficient here to note that certain local bodies have ·
not diAplayed the energy and enthusiasm which the·
importance of vernacular education deserves.
But:
district councils have not always received sufficient
support from their own members or from the local ;
boards. One chairman of a district council says•
frankly that ' members of Board and Council do not 1
seem to exhibit their keenness in the matter of !'upervision which, at times they do, at the time of elections '.
And in the majority of cases it is clear that the apparent.
' apathy ' is due not to;any desire to obstr~t, but 1lo·
ignorance of the best methods of dialing with ~he
problems of educa.tion, to financial stringenct and to•
the unwieldy size of the councils." t
·
84: Ther~ is thus ample evidence that local ·bodies are very 'inexpenene€d m the difficult work of e~ucational administration that
they are often reluctant to consult educatio~l officers, and th~t, in·
wnsequence, there is much that is wasteful and ineffective in the.
present system. •
84a. We now turn to the questio:q.ofthe appointment, promotion
and traiiRfer of teachers. In England these matters, which involve·
much detail' where the number of teachers is large, are dealt with.
by local bodies with the assistance of a highly trained and competent staff. Loca.I bodies in India do not usually employ such staffs,
although in a few places there are executive· officers for educational·,
purposes. '
·
•
•
In most cases the executive powers in these matters are delegated by the local body, or are actually transferred ~y law, tp thE1 •
chairman (as in the United Provinces under an Act of 1928). It· is·
on the one hand a disadvantage to place on an unpaid officer heavy
administrative responsibilities; on the other hand, when abuses
power occur, they are easier to deal with if the resp0nsibility-ifl placed':
• on a single individual than if it is placed on a body of persons.

or

* Burma Q. R., page 6.J..
t Central Provinces Q. R., page 50.
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It is a distressing feature in the present system that local bodi~s
and their chairmen have in many instanceg gravely abused theiJpowers for political and other purposes, and that teachers are being.'
usel as ele.,tion agents, and are transferred at election times Jor thepurpose U.influencing elections. Somi of t'be quotations which.
we give below show that the teachers are now playing a considerable "
part in politics.*

85. There is much evidence from the provincial Reviews and i
Memoranda that the present position is unsatisfactory in these ·
matters and that the healthy development of primary education is ·
beipg adversely affected.

o

In Madras, our evidence shows that there have been many com~ ·
plaints regarding lthe recruitment, promotion and transfer of teachers.
on personal and political grounds ; and we are informed that the
draft Elementary Education Bill which is under the consideration.
of the local Government proposes to make the appointment, pay
and transfer of all teachers in local body schools subject to the
~pproval of the district educational officer. In the same connexion .,
the Report on the Development of Elementary Education in ·the
Maaras Pr~sidency states that•

.• .

-· .

'\t has to be frankly.. admitted that many local bodies have·
o
oeen unsatisfactory in their control of elementary ·
schools. They have, in many cases, viewed the control''
of schools and teachers as a 'personal matter rather··
They
than· as an independent educa-tional problem.
have shown toot expert a,dvice and guidance is still
very n~essary and that co-operation between nonofficials and the Departmenit of Educa.tion is essential
Departmental advice is often neither sought nor wel~omcd, with qpe result, amongst others, that a .
uniform and equitable policy becomes impossible."+

·In Bombay, the Quinquennial Review states that" Not the least sinister aspect, and one which must neces-.
sarily affect the efficiency of schools, is the political
power now wielded by the teachers. .Teachers hav.ebeen freely used for electioneering purposes in theelections both to -the local bodies and to the Legislative Council." :t

•

"' It is hardly surprising to be told that the teachers tend to use thei".
influence with a view to improving their own conditions and pay, which as wehave set'Jf, are often Pxtremely unsatisfactory.
'
t Report on the Development of Elementary Eclucation in the Madras Pre· .. • '
eidency, page 8.
1 Ecmhy Q. R., page 7.

•
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The Government Memorandum amplifies these statemepts and ·•
"suggests that the teachers are becoming we.U aware of their political
Anfluence : ;'The primary schoolmasters employed in the sch~ols oflocal
authorities ar(j a large body~about 25,000,UOng-and
a fairly well-organised one. The ·village schoolmaster is frequently; the only man in the village with
· any edu<!ation, and his influence over the villagers is.
·considerable. Candidates at the elections have not
been slow to realise this fad, and have done their
best by promises of doing their best to improve t~e
pay and prospects of the schoolmasters to enlist ~ell'
support in their election campaigns ...... When it' is
realised that the pay of these masters represents
one-half of the educational budget, it is clear that a
very difficult situa.tion will arise if, by the exercise of
their influence at the elections, they are going to ·
succeed in compelling Government to increase their
•
scales of pay."*
'.rhe Memorandum also comments on the selection of educational
··:offieers and teachers :•
" The majority of' School Boardf; which came ireto e:xist~nce
dev~loped strong commu·Eal tendencies, and 171tort11n-.
ately this attitude also influenced the s~lecti~n of ~e
executive and teaching staff." t
•
.In the United Provinces, the Quinquennial Review states :- •
"The powers of the cha.irman embrace the ·appointment,
leave, punishment, dism~sal, transfer and control of
teachers. As may naturally he tnpected, the capacity
and efficiency of r.hairmen in different districts vary
considerably.
Many chairmen evince a keen and
genuine interest in the advancement of education in
their districts, and, being men of ability and of strong
character, the impress of their personality is deep and
marked.
Otthers. however, are weaker, or their
interest in education is slight and they are preoccupied
with the other manifold duties of a chairman. Being
elected officers. they are susceptible to the infiuence of •
ip.dividuat members or parties of the board, especially
in the ev.ent nf their desiring re~election, when the end
'Of their term of office is approaching ; here is prooobly •
to be found the explanation of numerous appointments
·of persons unqua.Iified as teachers, of the excessive
number of lf;ransfers made by them in disregard of the
:advice of the deputy inspector of schools. "t • · ·
•
*Memorandum, pages 40, 41.
t Loc. cit., page 36.
::j: United Provinces Q. R., pages 12 and 74 .
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• :arid again later : ''But the excessive or inopportune exercise by the chairman
of his powers of transferring teachers is most potent
~ in preventing ~he teacher from Iendering the efficient
service·that should be expected of him. Some inspectors report as disquieting features the number of
transfers made during the curre.ncy of the school session
• :J
in addition to the large number made in the
annual arrangements in July. In some casee
teachers have been transferred and re-transferred
three times during the year. Prom many divisions come reports that transfers are made to
please individual teachers or \to gratify particular members of the board. A glaring instance is reported of a
chairman who made numerou~ transfers of teachers in
a single day for election purposes, besides making a
.large number of transfers on other dates on the same
account. The advice of the inspecting staff in these
•
matters is frequently unsought, and when advice is
tendered it is often ignored. Small wonder is it that
•
the teacher finds it necessary to devote the greater part
• of his energies towards ingratiating himself with some
..
•
influential 1iii~inber of the board in order to obtain a
•
• transfer to a· more desirable locality or to secure his
retenltion in his present desirable Achool. The chair•
man of one district board writes that ' some of the
te~hers devote much of their time to paying frequent
visits Ito members in order to get themselves transferred
or in tjying to get the.or~e~ of their transfer cancelled'.
The effect upon the d1sc1plme among the t-ea.chers and
the tuition in the schools is deplorable, and disaster
must certa.inly follow in t.hose districts where these
practices are a<!.lowed to continue."*
In the Punjab, :the chairman of the district board, who is gene'1'1\llY the deputy commissioner, usually delegates his powers in
·;these matters to the district inspector. But we have been informee
·;that teacherR ta.ke an active part in party politics. The Director of
'
• a?ublic .Instruction writes : ''It is insufficiently understood what an important part the
members of the teaching profession nlav in the actual
elections to the Council. With a limited franchise, the
teachers 'form a by no means insignificant proportion
of the several electorates. What is far more important
and dangerous is that the teachers have a political influence far exceeding their numerical value, grea~
though 1the latter is. In rural areas the Etchoolmaster •

•

\

..

*United Provinces Q. R., page

•
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is perhaps the best of all electioneering agents; andi' •
many have done good (or bad) work as such. In)
educational circles the euphemism of ''propagandan
work" is well understood. During my recept tonEs at:
the endoof las~ year (just before the electu), I was
informed more than once that the teachers (who were·
absent B.!t the time of my visit) were engaged in pro-paganda -work. Candidates for election therefore·.
realise the importance of conciliating the education.
vote, and the teachers themselves fully realise the-political power which bas been given to them."

...

In Bihar. the Quinquennial Review states that ''undesirable :Persons have been appointed as teachers owing to their adherence to•
p<trticular political views",* and again, that "a glaring instance of
the abuse of power by the executive of the local boards is the ruthless
manner in which the teachers of stipendiary primary schools are
being transferred''.* A specific instance is given of a teacher :who·
was transferred to four or five places within a period of three weeks.
The Quinquennial ·Review also states that ''there haYe been cases
of d~liberate interference with those managing committees of schools!
which disagreed with the- political views of the district board autjlO. rities"* and that "funds have been coll~~ted from scho~ls fo:v p~li-tical purposes".*
'.
/
• •

0

In the Central Provinces, the Quinquennial Heview state~ thab
the members of the District Councils ·''desire to administer thtt
schools down to the minutest detail" t and that they are generally
reluctant to employ trwined men on a~ount of the comparatively
high cost+ of their salaries. It is significani in this connexion
that the annual output of trained teachers in this province has beenreduced from 825 to 630.
86. A belief has been expressed h! some .of the Reviews that'
many of these defects in administration are due to ine~perience
and that matters are ~mproving.
The Director of Public Instruction in the United Provinces is
of opinion that "these abuses are such as may be expected to occur •
in the early days of non-official authority, and to diminish in number as these authorities and bodies acquire greater experience and'
•
a _fuller sense of their. responsibilities'' .t
The Director of Public InRtruction, Bihar,'is also optimistic:-

•

0

"It would, however, perhaps he a mistake to ;take too pessf;._
mistic a view. The chairmen and vicr.-chaintl~n oe'
*Bihar Q. R., pages 15, 16.
t Central Provinces Q. R., page 10.
::: Cnited Provinces Q. R.., pa.ge 12.
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the new boards were in most cases persons who had
had no executive experience and the new boards were
formed at a time when partieular political views were
very much in the ascendant. Matters already show
distinct sign.il of improvement.''.*
•

The })irector of Public Instruction: Burma, writes in a similar
"i!train :"It is easy to adopt a pessimistic aittitude, to point ~ certain
local authorities which have trippea up, ... but when we
consider how sudden was the change and how small
the proportion of educated men which had to bear
,
the brunt of it, it is possible to be optimistic about the
outcome.'' t
87. Unfortunately, ·there is evidence that some mistakes have
been due, not to inexperience but to pE:'rversity and, what is even
more unfortunate, that provincial Governments do not appear to
nave taken steps to reserve to themselves the means of checking
such irregularities.
• In Bombay, the Government Memorandum refers to the ."in.crease of corruption among the es'tablishment owing to slack supervisto~nd .telndance to dismis:: or prosecute defaulters who may be
• -of'"the~me caste or creed.-lls the majority of the councillors".~ and
_.gives a statelllent showing- ltha.t the number of cases of embezzle• ment, misappropriation and other financial irregularities in connexion wit-h loca.l funds has risen from 15 in 1918-19 to 6'2 in 1925~6.

In the Unlted Province.~, the Director of Public InfltrucJt.ion, in
·his Quinquennial R~iew, quotes a statement from the report of an
inspector of schools that "through influential men, teachers who
have been dismissed by the district boards and even ex-criminals,
'have been engaged as teache.rs". §

In Bihar, the Director of Public Instruction gives in his Quin-quennial Review a number of specific instances of such irregularities.
We quota a few of these instances : -

•

"Another case involving hardship to teachers was one in
•
which a memher of a difttrict board used hiE-t position
as a means to secure from teachers loans which he did
not repay."
.. Grave irreg-ularities have taken place in connexion with the
distribution of money for primary school buildings.

..

*Bihar Q. R., page 16 .
t Burma Q. R., page I.
f Memorandum, page 42.
§ United Provinces Q. R.., page 75.

•
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In one r:ase, a· sum of Rs. 300 was sanctioned for expenditure on the house of the chairman of the local! •
board himself."*

''In some cases gran.ts given by Government for partic!ularpurposet have. been kept in hand for lonueriods or·
used for other purposes. A particularly bad case of
this kind is that of a municipality, which received a.
grant of Rs. 17 ;000 in the year 1921 on a promise that
it would find Rs. 8,500 from its own resources, but go,•
far appears only Ito have spent Rs. 3,260 out of the
total sum available."*
·
''Then we examined the Director of Public lnstn1etion, Bihar" on
these matters in Patna he showed us some of the relevant pap~rs.
He also informed us that, although his report had been published'
for nearly a· year, not a single one of his illustrations bad been
'
challenged.

It is to be noted that, in the case of such irregularities, thelocal Government is unable to take suitable action because ''the· •
Local Self-Government Act of 1922 has deprived Government of all
poW.er to remove members except on the application of the Board."!
;88.. We feel that for the healthy advance of pri~ary
education a. change is desirable. .It 'is obviously• rig~ tpat
local affairs should be managed by local authorit~; · a.ud·
it is not unreasonable that, in the early stages, mist~kes should oe
made by inexperience. But we are of opiilion that education is ~ •
national service and that the State cannot divest itself of its responsibility in the matter; and all the more is this so in a parliamenta;y ·
system of government, in which the Minister has very definite respon,sibilitieR to a Legislative Council which YO~s the rnoney·and has
. a right to know how it is spent. If the goal of universal and compulsory education is to be reached, the Minister must be in a position to supervise, and to control, where necessary, the a,ctivities of'
local authorities.
'
V.-Services and Appointments.
(a)

The Services.

89. The main hope of effective popular education dei>ends, as
we have suggested, on the definition of a well-devised policy and •
its continuous and consistent execution; and on efficient teaching
in the schools and colleges. Hence it is of the utmost importance- •
that the Department of Education in each province should bein a position to rely on a number of men and women who will be
competent to carry out most responsible duties. The problem of
• the educational services is fundamental.
••
*Bihar Q. R., pages 15 and 16.
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90. The staff of the Education Department' in each province is-'
' divided into three cadres :-·
(a) 'rhe Indian Educational Service;
(b) ~he Provincial "Educational Service; and
(c)~e Subordinate Ed11cational•Service.
These three cadres are fur,ther divided into men's and women's.
branches. All posts in the headquarters offi.ce (other than clerical
·appointments), in the inspectom.te, and in the Government teaching institutions, with the e4ception of a few special posts, are in-eluded in one or other of these cadres .

•

.

.

. I.Jl. The In~ian Educa-tional Service. has fine traditions of integ-nty and devotiOn to duty.
It has mcluded scholars, heads of·
colleges, trainers of teachers, inspectors and headmasters of schools,_
who have left a deep impress on Indian eductttion.
Educattion ·
Departments were first established in the provinces as the result
of the Despatch of 'the Court of Direc'tors in 1854, but the Indian·
Edudational Service, as such, was first constituted in consequence
• of the report of the Public Service Commission of 1886. Ten years.
later, the Superior Educational Service was reconstituted with two.
divisions--the Indian Edueational Service, s'taffed by persons
recn,1ited by the Secretary of State, and the Provincial Educational
Se:~;vic"- sta~ed by persons..,recruited in India. Only a very few
'IQ{lians "ere members of th~ former service.
In .,_ccordance. with the recommendations of the Islington Commission (1915), the Indian Educational Service was definitelyf~rmed into a separate Superior Service and all posts were thrown
. open to the recruitment of Indians, but appointments still rested
with the Secretary of State~ The Provincial Educational Service
was simultaneously !eorganised and divided into sep~rate provincial services. At the same time, the number of posts in the Indian
Educational· Service was increased by 33 per cent. by a transfer
of posts from the Provincial raervice.
I

In 1924, all recru:i:tment to the Indian Educational Service was.
stopped in accordance with the recommendations of the Royal
Commission on the Snperior Civjl Services in India. The Comniission recommended that for the purposes of local Governments no
• further ~cruitment should be made to all-India. services, like the
Indian Educatio~al Service, operating in the transferred field, and'
that the personnel required for these branches of administrationsho~ld in future be recruited by local Governments. They added·
that if their proposals were accepted it would rest entirely witJ:i.
the local Governments to determine the number of Europeans who·
may in future be recruited .

..

''In this matter (they wrote) the discretion of local Govern- • •
menta must be unfettered, but we express the hope·
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that Ministers, on the one hand, will still seek to
obtain the co-operation of Europeans in these techni-'
cal departments, and that qualified Europeans, on ·
the other band, may be no less willing to take s~rvice
under Jocal Governments than they were, .in the past,
to take servi~e under the Secretary of Sti!IW. ,.
92. The following Table gives the position in regard to the
--Indian Educational Service in 1921-22 and in 1926-27.
TABLE
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v:pages 8 and 22.
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(a) Excludes one supernumerary post.
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93. In the first pt'ace, it will be noticed that the number of
sanctioned posts* has declined from 373 to 368 in the case of men
and from 42 to 38 in the case of women. Very few posts we:t~e
·created during the time of 1}1e War and hence the number of
se,nctioned higher posts bas remained almost stationary for the
last fifteen yean<. Had normal conditions prevailed, the number
would probably have been doubled, in view of ~he great expansion
of educational activities.
• Equal~y disturbing is the large number of vacant posts ; 62 in
1921-22 and 113 in 1926-27. We have no detailed information
-on the subject, but we understand that, as a temporary measure,
• man:~~ of these posts have been filled by means of officiating
.s ppointments.
94. The progressive extinction of the Indian Educational
by the fa'ilure to reconstitute the provincial

Hervi~e.accompanied

• A 8onsiderable numb2r of these posts lie outside the provincial £eld of edu·
'Cation, in institutions such as Chiefs' Colleges.
y

•

•

•
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. sei"Vices (after a period of nearly five years) bas been disastrou!.
· to the organisation of Indian education.
As a result of the inaction on the part of Governme~t, the"
number of fully qt~alified men and women, compete.Wto bold the
higher posts in the Department, has become totally inadequate in
every province. Since 1914, it has been almost impossible to.
recruit highly qualified Indians, since the only ordinary appointments normally open to such persons were posts on Rs. 250 at
the bottom of the scale in the present Provincial Educational'
Services. Such appointments were not a.ttractiYe to men with
]~nropean qualifications who conld secure bett.er prospe~s in:
several other departments.
We have been informed that the delay in constituting·
a new Provincial Service to take the place of theIndian' Educational Service bas been due to a number of'
reasons. In the first place, the proposals regarding the reorganisation in the provinces had to be scrutinised by the Secretary of'
State in order that be might safeguard the existing rights,.
iu.terests and prospects of the remaining members of the Indoian
Educational Service, and accord sanction to the creation of new
posts carrying pay ~ver a fixed m~xi!JIUm. In the• sec~ • place,
altl::ough . the provincial Governments were at fullfli~ertv to
reorganise the provincial services· as they thought fit, ·subject. to the limitations already mentioned, the Goverflment of
India considered it advisable to attempt to secure some degre~ of
uniformity in the pay and conditions of service between the
severa1 pro,·inces.
We understa.nfi alga that in some -provinces
the proposea reorganisation has . been post{¥)ned from year to year
on financial grounds.
95. It .is essential that some finality should soon be reached
in these deliberations. Vle are of -the oi)inion that the conditions
of sen-:ice in the reorganised Provincial Serv!ces should be such
a.Fl to attract India.n candidates with high European or other
qualifications, and tliat arrangements should be made, whenever
necessary, to Tecruit Europeans, on special contracts, to postsoutside the ordinary cadres. vVithout such men and -women, t~
best interests of Indian education must inevitably suffer.
But,
we fear that, even if satisfactory conditions of service are arranged,
there may still be great diffie1.ilty in finding satisfactory r~cruits, •
mainly on two grounds :
(a)

•

The reservation of certain poRts for the remaining
memb~rs of t'he Indian Educational Servi~;

(b) The doubtful validity of contracts made by Government
wit"h persons whose salaries are votable.

•

•

'
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At preHent, under tbe orders of the Secretary of State, no Eost
in the Indian Educational Service carrying a special allowance can
be f..lled by a member of the Provincial Service unless the Secretar"J of State is satisfied that there is no member of the Indian Edu~
cational EService competeflt to fill the. post. In consequence of
this order"the post of Director of Public Instruction and the posts
of Deputy Directors and Principals of Colleges will in the normal
• course always be filled by members of the !.ndian Educational Service until that Service is extinct, or smaller in numbers than the
total of such posts. The time is rapidly approaching when, for
example, professors without administrative experience will be
p~ted as Deputy Directors and the efficiency of administrat~n will probaE>ly be impaired.
Moreover, it is not possible even now to choose from the Provincial cadres competent
inspectors of schools for superior posts in the headquarters offices
with a view to completing their administrative training or to
strengthen the headquarters administration.
~Nith regard to the recruitment of Europeans on speciai contracts, doubts have been expressed as to whether a contract e}1tere•l into by a local Govern.ment wjll hold good if the Legislature
"refuses to ·.,·ote the pay of the officer concerned, anti in one province
we. were informed in evidence that legal opinion had pronounced
such ~ntra<:ts as invalii:l.-, -We understand that these doubts have
• .Iread)\hindered recruitm~nt, and we think that it is necessary to
make. such art-angements as will place the recruitment of Europeans
on an unassailable basis. When local Governments require the
2ervices of a European for special purposes, such as the teaching
of English or technical subjects, a spec;al contract, with adequate
safeguards, will be necess~y, sin~ the pay and prospects of the
new Provincial Se~ices are unlikely to attract the right type of
European recruit.
96. In a previous section we have represented that teaching
experience is usually a neceisary preliminary to work as all inspector and that, in India, work as an inspector is usually a necessary
preliminary to work at headquarters. In our opinion, some of i!l!e
in'ilpectors ought to have had previous experience of school-work;,
hence, we think thatt a few posts of headmaster should be
held· by men in the superior provincial service who could be pro• moted '-tt a later stage to the inspectorate and to headquarters .
97. The pay of the present Provincial Service usua1ly ranges
from Rs. '250 to Rs. 600 by annual increments of Rs. 25: with a
selection grade from Rs. 600 to Rs. 800 per mensem. The pay
of the Subord.:nate Service ranges from about Rs. 75 to Rs. 250.
(There are a few pof':tR ranging from Rs. 35 to Rs. 75.)
00~ In the Provincial .Service in all provinces, a direct recruit
usually enters the service at the bottom of the sf'.ale, and. after ·•
Y2
I

•

•
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cor>ftrmation in the service, receives his increment almost as a ,
· m:ftter of course until many years later he reaches the .top of the
'rime-Scale. The only obstacle in his path is the efficiency bar,
which is usually regarded as a mere formality. Admission 'even
t,o the selection gradtJ appe.ars to be largely a matter of ~eniority.

'

.

...

\Ve are unable to believe that a system which depends so
lro.rgelj . on the claims of seniority and so little on those of merit
. and good work is con"ducive to zeal and efficiency. In the Pro..
v;ncia.l Service, however, it should be borne in mind that the
_majority gain promotion to the Service from the ranks of the
Subordinate Service and therefore enter it only at a late stage in
. their career an9. presumably after they have earned their pr~otion .by good work.
.
But there is nothing analogous in the Subordinate Service and
here there i-s ·a grave danger of slackness and indifferent work
The following excerpt from the Quinquennial Review of the United
Provinces is to the point : ''Inspectors report that the work of teachers in Government
schools is not ·of the standard that may reasonablv
be. expected. 'rheir remarks in this respect do not
apply as yet to intermediattl classes, an4 there -are,
of course, honourable exceptions to be found ~ongst
teachers of school classes .. For the first twc/or th~e •
years after . appointment the teacher generaJly. works .
well; his initial zest has not worn itself out and,
further, ·he has not yet been confirmecl in his appoin~
ment. But after confirmation he· sees that inany
years must elapse before• he may be considered for
promotion to a headship or t<T a. selection grade.
Secure in the tenure of hi~ post a.nd ·in the enjoyment
of annual increment accruing to his salary without
efforf on his part, he toil often become,; slothful and
mamtains h';s work just a little above the standard
of positive inefficiency. . The difference in quality
between the work of a teacher of ten or more years'
service in a Government school and that of his
brother of similar standing and service in an · aided •
· institution is not as a rule sufficient to justify the
wide difference existing between the pay drawn by
the two teachers."*
•
In the same connexion the Quinquennial Review of the Bombay
'Presidency for the years 1917-22 states that, '(he introduction of a fixed incremental scale of pay fer all
teaehers is univ~rsally criticised by the insJ?ecting
· •United Provinc~>s Q. R., p>~w· 41.

•

•
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~;ta:ff as having tended to lessen effort and thereby

having decreased the efficiency of the schools. I have
reason to believe that there is considerable support
• for such a view and that the teachers as a body work..,. ed better wl;en their proiPlotion "depended chiefly on.
their individual work."*

•

• 99. We are unable to say whether a grad~d system, which exists;;
in a few provinces, is preferable to a Time-Scale. By a grade~
system we mean a Subordinate Service divided into grades
so that a member of the service has to earn his promotion.
frctn grade to grade not merely by seniority but also by approved.
wtrk. The objection to this system is that it imposes an excessive
responsibility on the head of the Department who must necessarily
depend for his information on h'is subordinates .

•

lOft Whatever be the system, we are of opinion that, in some

provinces in particular, insufficient steps are taken to ensnre
and good work.. More attention should be paid to confidential reports, which should be carefully maintained; though, in
the case of an adverse repo£t, an opportunity of explanation should
always be given,
di~<dpline

•

.

.

.

.

• •101\.Another matter coo'riected with discipline has been brought
to• om:-· ~tice.. It appears· to be the prevalent practice in some
[lrovin@es for Government teachers to supplement their incomes
by engaging in priva-te tuition. fn a few cases, such tuition may
b~ advisable. but. there is little a•'ubt that the practice is much
abused. We quote again t1·om the Quinquennial Review of the
United Province!'.:-.

•

"Although the new scales of pay should have rendered
private tuition unnecessary as a means of adding to the
teacher's incom@, and an improved standard qf tuit'on
§hould have diminished the necessity of the pupils
for such t.uW.on, the practice ~till flourishes. One
divisional insp~ctor states that ' there are very few
teachers in Government high schools who have not
taken one, or in the majority of cases two private
•
tuitions and have not been found neglectful of their
class work. There is certainly something wrong
with class tuition when a large number of boys find
it necessary to have private tutors who, by solving
all diflicultjes in mathematics, translation and other
subjects for their private pupils, may in the Jon!! run
••
prove themf'e]ves to be a curse rather than a blessing •
to them '." t
.
• Bombay Q. R., 1917-22, page 5!1 ..
t United Provinces Q. R., page 41.

•
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(b) Appointments.

102. Appointments and promotions.-Suggestions have been
made from time to time for the better regulation of appointments
and promotions. Tlle Calcutta Unive¥sity Commiss!on recommended' that small Civil Service Commissions should ~ppointed
in connexion with the Government of India and the provincial
G-overnments to defi~ the educational qualifications for various
,groups of posts, to conduct competitive tests among qualified"
<:andidates and ·'to approve all appointments made by direct nomination in cases where this method of appointment is held to be
.Jesirable. ''*
J_
The Government of India Act, 1919, made provision for ~1e
·estaolishmf;nt of a Public Sen·ice Commission to discharge "in
'regard to recruitment and control of the Public Services in India
such fundtions as may be assigned thereto by rules mad"' by the
.Secretary of State in Council.'' t
The T;ee Commission of 1923-24 declared that to secure an
-efficient Civil Service it is essential ''to protect it so far as possible •
from political or pers.onal influences al}d to give it that position of
b'tability and security which is vital to its successful working as thl3
impartial and efficient instrument by which Governments, of ~hat
ever political complexion, may give eff~t'to their poli~es: ' / J'he
Commission proceeded to recommend the immediate estaf1ishmentr
d a statutory Public Service Commission as an aU-I<(ldia body, ~ut
one which would be competent to advise local Governmehts, .if ·
invited ; ·'the requisite link might he found in the Chairmen of the
Provincial Selection Boards who ... should be paiod full time officials
&j;pointed by the Governor-in-Council iil consultation with the Public
Service Commission."§· The Commission atso recommended that
the Public Service Commission should be 1the final authority for
determfning, in ·consultation with local Governments, in respect of
provincial services ''the standards' of qualification and the methods
of examination for ,the Civil Services"whether the cha.nnel of entry '
'be by examination or nomination."§
·
4
This }aFt recommendation was not adoptee when the Public
Service Commission was established in 1926, ~rid the omission to
11ssign this function to the central Commissi~n suggests that the
"Government of India contemplated its exercise by provinffial Public•
No provincial Public Service Commission
Service Commissions.
has yet been established, th<mgh a Bill has recently been l.ntrodueed •
hy tbe Madras Government for that purpose; nor have any steps•been
taken to establish provincial selection boards with full-time paid
chairmen such as were suggested by the Lee Commission.

..

• Report, Volume V, page 306.
Section 96C.
t Report of the Royal Oommis'lion on the SuiJerior Civil Services in Ind1a,
page 13.
§Report, pages 14 and 15.
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· 103. It seems to us essential lthat the functions to which we· have
-'referred should be exercised by some authoritative and impartial
.body which might be either a Public Service Commission or a
provincial selection board. Education is a subject which in all
count~ies ex~i:tes great political interest and it is well that it should
do so. Br~olitical interest easily degenEira.tes 1mder represel!tative
~;ystems of government into party interest, and ithe influence of
party interest upon so vital a service as that of education may
~sily be disastrous to the nation which pennits its intrusion. If
assurances were given that steps would be taken in the immedia-te
future by provincial Governments to put the personnel, and particularly the higher personnel, of the service on a sound footing and
to J)rotect it against irrelevant influences, the hope of educational
'Pr~ress would be greatly strengthened.
For recruitment to the Subordinate Educational Service, the in·tervention of a selection board seems neither necessary nor desirable.
f'rovided t.hat the Director of Public Instruction ·is left free to
.exercise his powers of appointment to the Subordinate Service, he
• -should be the best judge of the men who should be recruited each
year from the training colleges and elsewhere.
• 104. In these observations we have no intention of derogating
from the proper position of the Minister.
The responsibility ..for
policy~
..dc fer measures neee~sary to secure its execution, after due
eonsult~:\on with his perm"lhent advisers, is his. Experience has
sh;wn that he.cannot and ought not, in view of his larger responsi• ·uilities~ to exercit'e that particular control over the personnel of his
{!epartment which is necessary. but which should be left to others.
There is ample experience in England to show that a Minister need
have no fear of the loyalty of the service of hi8 department. Indeed,
it is the pride of all. good ~ivi.l Services that, regardless o.f their
personal views and prejudices, they render equalJy loyal service to
ministers and governments of a.U complexions. There is no reason
to doubt that this tradition will be established in India as elsewhere .
105. In India, it may not •be advisable or possible to ignore communal requirements. If such be the case, it would be better that
Ministers should take the responsibility of publicly giving clear
directions a.s to tl~e distributioJ;l of posts in the proporti,ons which
seem to them prop~r' as between the aifferent communities, than
• that ap:z1ointments of individuals should be made on communal
grounds, without any fixed principle having been made public.
106. There is reason to believe that Ministers have already been
-exposed to considerable pressure in the matter of appointmentR,
'transfers and promotions. The duties of an Edncation Minister
who is anxious to achieve something for the advancement of educa-tion 11lbst always be arduous. That he should be distracted from
·their performance by political pressure to use his power of patronage • •
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in favour of particular persons-pressure which is sometimes carriedt
to the length of undermining his position-must be as trying to~
him as it is detrimental to the public interest. It is probabl&
that many Ministers would be glad to have the protecti~ and
relief of measures which placed the particular power of. selection orrecommendation for appointment, promotion and tral!Sfer in other'
hands, and which left to him only the function of laying down such,
general principles for the guidance of his advisers as he would be·
prepared to defend publicly, and then of reviewing, confirming or
referring back the recommendations made to him.

,.
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CHAPTER XVII.
Conclusion .

Our Review of the grow,th o£ education reveals many points of
funda.mental interest for the poliiical future of India. The largely
increased e:tt.rolment in pri:rvary schools indicates that the old time
apathy of~ masses is breaking down. • There has been a sociaL
and political awakening of the wCDmen of Indi~ and an expressed
demand .on their behalf for education and social reform. There·
nas been rapid progress in.the numbers of Mu'hammadans receiving
instruction. Efforts have been made to improve the cond}tion
of the depressed classes and those classes are beginning to respoml1
to that effort and to assert their right to education. On all sides
the~ has been a desire on the part of leaders of public opinion to.
onlt;rstand and to grapple with the complex and difficult problems
of education ; and large additional expenditure has been proposec'lt
by Education Ministers and willingly voted by the Legislative
Councils. That is one side of the picture, but there is another.

Throughout the whole educational system there is waste and
• ineffeetiveness. In the primary system, which ft.om our point of
view should be designed to produce literacy and the capacity to·
e::iercise an intelligent vote; the waste is appalling.
So far .. a;;
we can judge, the vast increase in numbers in p1iimary schools.
produc~ no oommensurate in~rease in literacy, for only a small pro·
port1on ~f those who are at'-the primary stage reach Class IV, in
whTch the'attai:oment of literacy may be expected. In one province, .
• despite oa very large increase in the number of primary schools and'
pupils and in the expenditure, the number of pupils who rea-ched!
Class IV -was actually less by nearly 30,000 in 1927 than it was
ten years previously. It is to be remembered that under presen·t
conditions of rural li~, and • with the lack of suitable vernacul8Jr
literature, a child has very little chances of attaining literacy afte·:rr
leaving school; and, indeed, even for the literate, there are ma:ny
chances of relapse into illiteracy.
The wastage in the case c:!f girls is even more serious than in
the case of boys. The disparity in education and literacy between
womt~n and men so far from decreasing by the effort made is actually
increasing. The disparity between the wealthier parts of thecountry and the poorer parts also tends to increase.
• In the•sphere of secondary education there has been an advancein some respects, notably in the average capacity of the body of
• teachers, in their improved conditions of service and training, a.nd
in too attempt to widen the general activities of school life. But
here again there are grave defects of organisation.
The whole·
system of secondary education is still dominated by the ideal that
every bpy who enters a secondary school shorild prepare himself
for the university ; and the immense numbers of failures at matri- •
culation and in the university e·xaminations indicate a great wast~
( 3 ~5 )
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oLe:ffort. Such attempts as have been made to provide vocational
and industrial training have little contact with the educational ~
system and are therefore largely infructuous. Many of the universities and colleges show marked impro~ements in their methods of
teaching and in the amount of original work which. they•have
produced; and iJ? s<1rne of.them there is• undoubtedly a. ~tter training for corporate life than formerly. But the theory that a university exists mainly, if not solely, to pass students through examinations still finds too l'arge acceptance in India ; and we wish tha.t
there were more signs that the universities regarded the training
of broad-minded,, tolerant and self-reliant citizens as one of their
primary functions. They have been hampered in their work by
being overcrowded with students who are not fitted by capaciti for
university education and of whom many would be far more l~ly
to succeed in other careers.
We have no doubt that more and more money will be gladly
voted for education by the legislatures of India but, as we have
:Shown, the improvement and expansion of education do not depend
merely on money. Money is no doubt essential, but even more •
·essential is a well-directed policy carried out by effective and compe~ent agencies, determined to eliminate waste of all kinds. Vfe
"'-Vere asked to report on the organisation of education. At almost
,every point that organisation needs reconsideration a~ strengthening ; and the relations of the bodies r~onsible for the org~is~ttio:Jt
of education need readjustment..
I
•
We are of opinion that the dhrorce of the Government tJf India·
from education has been unfortunate; and, holding as we do that
-education is essentially a national service, we &re of opinion t:hat
-steps should be taken to consider afltlW the relation of the central
Government with this subject. We have steggested that the Gov·ernment of India should serve as a centre of educational information for the whole · of India a.nd as a. means of coordinating the
educational. experience of the different provinces. But we regard
the duties of the central Governme~t as going beyond that. We
cannot accept the view that it should be entirely relieved of all
responsibility for the attainment of universal primary educ~tion.
It may be that some of the provinces, in spite cf all efforts, will be
nnable to provide the funds uecessary for that purpose, and the
Government of India should therefore be constitutionally enabled.
to make good such financial deficiencies, in the interests of India
:as a whole.
·
We have not suggested, nor do we suggest, that the respoll€ibilitieR of Ministers in the provinces should be reduced. On the con·trary, we are of opinion that they have been reduced too much .
.already by a devolution on local bodies which has taken the control
-of primary education to a large extent out of their banns, with
··Unfvrtunate results. The reh1tions between provincial Governments

1
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local bodies demand further consideration and adjustment.
'The formation of an educated electorate is a matter for the nation.
Under recent legislation, powers have been devolved on local bodies
in suc:I! a way that the Ministers responsible to the legislatures have
no effective •control of the ~xpenditure of molley voted for mass
education; !tnCl in some cases, owing to inadequate inspection, they
have little information as to the results of that expenditure. It is
clear that the new factor of ministerial respo~sibility bas not been
-taken sufficiently into account.

The Directors of Public In::-truction have been loyal and enthu--siastic, but they are grappling with immense responsibilities without l.ufficient support. The headquarters staffs of provinces should
be ~argely increased, so that important schemes of developrnent
may be considered with greater care and the ordinary work of
-education supervised more effectively. An increase in the inspecting staffs should lead to economy and not to extravagance. The
-reconstitution of the provincial educational services can suffer no
>further delay.
~
Despite the growing increase in girls' education, the measures
ia}':en to promote it have begn inadequate. The education of the
girl is the education of the mother. The school-education of each
additional g~l .counts m~re towards the future than the school·~dnooti~ of an additional b9,y. We are definitely of opinion that,
in tthe in\erests of the adva.nce of Indian education as a whole,
_-priority. should "now be given to the claims of girls' education in
,every scheme of expansion.
'India has reacl}ed a critic::JJ stage in the development of her
·education, and the decisions to be made are of vital importance.
It will be for those in author!ty to consider what shall be the next
step. If we have tak~n a broa,d view of our reference, it is in the
bope tha;t our suggestions may be of some assistance to those
:responsible for the great task that lies before them.
P. J. HlfRTOG, Chairman.
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SIR A;mER~ SELBY-BIGGE, Bt., KC.B. •

Taking the Review as a whole I concur generally in the views.
expressed in it as regards growth of education in British India in
respect of performance and promise of the system and its organisation. I have therefore signed it although on particular points both
of expression and substance I desire to make some reservations and
qualifications. Chapter V does not in my opinion at all adeqt+.tely
·present the serious defects in secondary education which are 'tiisclosed by provincial reports nor does it suffi<eiently emphasise need
for reform in the organisation and control of the system and in
instruction given in the schools. I believe that a good deal more,.
than 'adjustment' is required. Chapter VII seems to advocate a
more rapid and extensive expansion of female ocducation than is
wise or practicable. Althou~h I fully agree with my colleagues as·
to its vital importance the facts appea_r to me to show that real and
effective advance is for some time to come more lilielv to be l;ecured by intensive than by extensive
development_.
·
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I regret that I differ most emphatically from my colleagues in
tthe proposals which they have made for (1) introduction of reli~·iout\ educa~ion in publi_c schools for classes desiring them, and
·t..:2) r~servatwn of seats m schools for Muhammadans, and others
ii :1ecessary. 'l'heir suggestions if adopted will prove a prolific
·t>ource of class jealousies and rivalries. Reservations once created
tend to become permanent, and ca.n be removed only by the inter·:vention <ilf a third party stronger than all, or by a revolution.
I am therefore astonished to find that my colleagues make these
!Proposals in rorder {as they think) to promote the cause of nationalism, which in my opinion their plan will most seriously damage,
.au~ \that for eYer.
It is no doubt, .in the best interests of the nation, as a whole,
<to ,enC'ol{age ebackward seetions of it to receive the full benefits
·o:& ei]ucatwn. I am as muc~ concerned as my colleagues to see
;th3it'10ur :l',tuhalllmadan fellow-countrymen are backward especially
in the field of high education in some P'rovinces. I differ from
ihem in the method proposed to achieve the desired end.
~I.:he segl'egate i•nstitutions which are now eondemned werc1
.qpened by Government at the.request of the Muhammadan community. There are tw• c;lasses of them, "separate" and "special"
mstitutions. · In the former, as described in the Review, the
.(_"JUr!'\es are the same as in ordinary schools, with a provision for
religious teaching and the teaching of Urdu. In the latter, the
r:ourses radically differ. I am"not quite sure, whether the community is unanimous in condemning them and whether the com'!lw:ni:t~ realises that by these segregate institutions Muslim
-otudents are handicapped in their educational advancement. If
they .did, there would be no difficulty. They would not go to
tttem. It -is obvious, as is now realised by the more advanced
·f'ection of the Muslim community, that Government in pandering
•to the conserYative tendencies of Muslims made a mistake in
•opening these separate a11d Rpecial institutions. In provinces ill
whieh Urdu is not the mother-tongue of Muslims, there is a di:ffer·ence of opinion amongst them, as to whether Muslim students
should be taught Urdu and, with it Persian, in addition to their
·mcther-t~~gue. ThosE- inciined to be more utilitarian than senti~
.ment.al would disca.rd Urdu and Persian. We have not supported
~ 3.J.9 ~
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the more advanced section.
In suggesting the introduction C1l
religious instruction for Muslims and for others if they demand
them, are we not committing the same mistake as we have been
committing before, viz. : yielding too readily to t~e sent\mentaJ<
eonservatism of ".Muslims, without "waiting to aUnw the better
sense of the community to overcome it, and in natural course tooutgrow it?

•

The history of the policy of giving religious instruction in !'uhlie:
E'chools has been described in the Review. The latest orders are
embodied in the Resolution of 1921, the substance of which has
been reproduced. The ~onditions attached to the introduction of
religious instruction are (1) no preference to any particular dijgion
to the exclusion of others, (2) no charge on public ·funds, and (3)
instruction to be given outside regular school hours. I am inclined
to the view, that the resolution creates no facilities for the introduction of religious education.
Perhaps none are contemplated.
In the Punjab, United Provinces, Bengal, and Bombay no change
took place. In Bihar, religious education twice a week is sai~
to be obligatory OJJ. all. In Assam, special facilities for religious.
instruction are provided for Muslim boys. In the Central ProYinces, religious instruction is provided out of school hours, and
at the expense of the communities.. We have ma~e n~!iquiries
as to the nature of religious instruaion given in these three pl"O·
vinces, whether it has any element 6f reality aboqt it, {nd wl!ether
the communities concerned do really appreciate it, and •desire its.
continuance.
But in Assam and Bihar the .terms of the resolut,ion do not
appear to have been strictly adhered to. Row can religious instruc ·
tion be obligatory on all if it is not given within school hours,.
and, if so given, .the practice ·is in violation of the terms of the
1esolution. I do not know what are the special facilities given in
Assam to Muhammadan boys for ~ligious instruction. Is religious
instruction given within school-hours? If so, the very first condition of the resolution is contravened.
I really Jo not understand what my colleagues mean when they
say ''but in our <;>pinion the time is ripe, and more tban ripe ior
n, determined effort to devise practical plans". They do not
f'uggest in clear terms that relig:ous instruction should be given
within school-hours and at the expense of the State. If .it is to
be g:iyen within school-hours it must be given to all ; for if some
refuse or if the majority refuse, the religious instruction will cam:e·
:ir;terruption in the study of the majority of the boys. I observe,
that according to my colleagues religious instruction" foi- Muhammadan boys is to be provided for ''in provinces in which the educaHor!al progress of the Muhammadan l:c~·s is impeded by religious

•
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But my colleagues forget that facilit,ies and pri-· difficulties".
vileges for a class have only to be contemplated and they are at
once. claimed.
Difficult~~s will, howev~r, arise in co:g1plying with the first c~m
dition laid down in the resolution, viz., that no preference is t(}
be grven to any particular religion to t.he exclusion of others.
'Arrangements will have to be made for the•teaching of the Sikh,
Aryan, Brahmo and various pther religious sects. The question
of introducing religious instruction in schools should have been
treated as a question by itself. It should not have been takeu
up1 as arising out of a vague demand made by a certain section
oj. !l. particular community, and made the subject of an equally
vague recommendation. My personal view is, that the State
ought not to undertake to determine for a coming· generation the
ever shifting boundary of Faith and Reason.
But I have no
doubt, that religious instruction to be of any value can be given
only in schools which are managed and controlled by persons
• professing that relig:on, In the :20th century, religious instruction in schools seldom i!!fuses or evokes . spirituality in boys.
Parents can do this better at home than school-masters. Everv
reli~ion has some cultural background, and in the case of the Hind~
an~ ~uhaclmadan religio~ .'which largely regulate the secular life
• a1•d pres~ribe the social code of the communities, tha.t back-ground
is important .• In a school i'n which 75 per cent. of the boys belong
to onp,• community, and in which the teaching staff is in the same
proport:ons, religious instruction given by a single teacher belong:.
iPg to the minority community is in my opinion unreal, meanmgless, and in fact a far~. 'I'he cultnral atmosphere of which
the teachers themsel~es set an example is absent.

Mr. Wetherill, who in the United Provinces conducted an
enquiry in Hl26 mto the teaching conditions prevailing in the '
separate schools for Mnslim:il and who was examined by us in the
United Provinces explains why MusEms like the separate schools.
·when questioned whether Muhammadans would like to get rid
of 'these schools, if certain facilities were granted to them, Mr.
\Vetherill's answer was, "I can't say". Referred to the opinions
• of certain Muhammadan gentlemen who held the contrary view •
1\irr. W~therill said, ''I think it does not represent the opinion
in general of the Muhammadan community, it does not represent
the. opinion of J ulahas and butcher class". Further on, says the
witness, "He" (the Muslim) "is anxious to send his son to a
school where religious teaching is the dominant factor''. Again.
''I would put it down to a desire to send their children to an
atmosphere where their own religion is taught".
•
Mr. Justice S. M. Sulaiman, in his recent address as President
of t.!.e Muslim Educatio~al Conference at Ajmere said, "If the
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modern system of <education lacks in anything, it lacks from .tbe·point of view of ~he Musli.IID, in the teaching of theology. Theo·
logy forms no part <Of the recognised curriculum in the ordinary
,public schools and .colleges. This is the result of circumstances
•.vhich are the nec~ssary (I,Ceon:ipaniment of the presliillt. condition:::
of life in this country. The Government must keep its hand-,
dear of all 1:.eligious questions, and cannot, therefore, easily undertake the teaching of !my particular theology. We have the glaring
·fact that this country is inhabited,not only by peoples of different
castes. but also of different creed·s. Any general scheme of providing religious instruction in public schools is therefore likely
to involve sectarian disputes and financial difficulties. ~ere
,cannot, accordingly, be any one standard of theology which :!bay
be 1nade the subject of teaching in our schools and colleges, nor
:is it expedient or practicable to hav-e so ma.ny different branches
·of theology started by the Government for the education of boyH
belonging to different religions ·in the seeondary and higher classes.
As regards primary schools in areas where compulsory education •
h~s been introduced, some teaching of the fundamental principles
of faith is essential; if the children are not to .be taken away from
their ancestral religions. But we cannot depend on Government
eYer heing induced to accede to our requ~st to open th~ology ~asses
in big Government institutions.
ThB only proper placE!': wberf
mch instruction could be given, wo.uld be Muslim illstitutions
~farted by us and kept under our own management. The justi- ..
fication for the ex'istence of such separate denominational institutions cari only be the. special inculcation of th,eological princijJ'les
and religious ideas and the imparting of Islamic culture, in addi.
tion, of course, to a special regard b~ing pa~d by Muslim teachers
to the interest and welfare of Muslim boys' .
I presume, that -in referring with approval to religious instruction in. primary schools, Mr. JustiC'~ Sulaiman bas in mind, the
liiaktabs and Mulla schools, in which religious instruction is given
u.nd which are maintained for Muslims at the expense of the State.
Jo'urther on, says Mr. Justice Sulaiman.-:-"We can easily combine
both the spiritual and the materialistic ideals of education ~nd
model our policy on their harmonious fusion. We can revive and.
maintain the old system _and yet take advantage of the experience
gained by the western advanced countries and utilise the researches
mr:tde by them in all the departments of knowledge. The obvious •
wa.y of preserving the Islamic spirit and also benefiting by tbe
1nodern methods is to have Muslim educatFonal institution:::,
. modelled on the European svstem, but controlled by Muslim
The •ordinan
teachers and kept under Muslim managements.
pn blic schools are wholl? inadequate for the imparting of theological instruction or the maintenance of Islamic culture. Isla~ic

•
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..• schools established in large numbers throughout the length anq
breadth of the country alone can meet the pressing dei:nand of
a rapid educational advance and cultural progress. By making
them popu.lar, parents w~uld be inclined to send their children
to school. without hesitation, m the c<Jnfi.dence that they would
receive sympathetic treatment aml special attention in the~r
studies''.
• . The learned President of the Conference •also suggests the levy
of a special educational cess orr Muhammadans, which could only
be utilised for the maintenance of separate Muslim institutions.
·sir A. K. Ghuznavi, examined in Delhi on ,2nd January~
1Q29, supported both the proposals made by my colleagues; but
Maulvi Baidf1r Bakht, who jointly appea.red with him, gave very
guarded answers which are as follows:Sir A. Selby-Bigge, ''If you give them fair opportunities for
religious educat}(m in general schools, would not the demand for
• maktabs and madrasas disappear'' '?
•
Mr. Baidar Bakht, "Yes, it would, gradually. (The italics are
reine.) Firstly, provision should be made for religious instruction.
secondly, representation of Muslims on local bodies, then there
shoui<i be ptovision for Tese:rvation of seats, and I would submit
•also provision for Islamic cblture ''.
• Dr. S. A. !Khan, who has
•
prepared an elaborate Memorandum,
gives at pages 225-234 the Muslim demands under the head of
Trimary and Secondary educa.tion, but nowhere suggests that
religious educatiott be introduced in public schools, or that places
be reserved for Muslim bOJS or that the separate schools,might
be abolished. He \'-"t,nts increase in the number of Muhammadan
teachers and fac:;lities to be given for their training. At Lucknow.
on 31st October, 1928, he said, that separate schools were unsatisfactory, and he would like the Muhammadan boys to go and
read with those of other co~munities, if cert.ain safeguards were
adopted. He mentions those safeguards in the following order.
1\Iinimum 33 per cent. of Muslim teachers; hostel accommodation
33 per cent. ; and (then in answer to specific queRtions put with
regard to the giving of religious instruction in schools) he says.
• last of al'l, "teaching of religious education during the school-hours~
but I would suggest that it should be for about half an hour
before school-hours to be given by the teachers of the differenAi
- emrimunities".

•

It is obvious to me and it 13hould have been equally obvious
to my colleagues, that the introduction of religious instruction will
not lelf.~ to the abolition of the segregate schools, the continuance •
of which will depend on the intensity W1tth which the community
•
dmgs to the desire for separation. Even the reservation of seats

•

z

•
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in public schools, w1ll not l!'lad to the result aimed at by my
colleagues. In Sind and Bengal, we have reservation for Muslims
in vublic schools, and separate schools for them exist side by;
side. Unable to b~ng about the abolition of segregl!te schools,
my colleagues are practrcally bringing into operat~n• a second
disruptive force, that of communal reservations in public schools.
It is therefore nece~ary to exam(ne more closely the policy of
reservations. Before doing so, I would quote from the evidence of
Mr. Mackenzie, Director of Public Instruction of the United
l'rovinces. In answer to a question by Sir George Anderson,
:wheLher, Muslim boys· found difficulty in admission to public
t;chools, .Mr. Mackenzie said, "I have not heard complaints tb,&tt
:Muhammadan boys do not get admission in public schools". rrhere
is no evidence whatsoever before us, that Muslim boys as such
find any difficulty in admission to public schools. ·

-

•

I am aware that up to now reservation of pla~es in educational
institutions has been allowed, (a) .in some arts colleges, (b) in some •
r;rofessional colleges, and (c) since 1921, in Bengal in some Government and aided schools. In Bombay, in Govermnent and pr~
fessional eo1leges, 10 per cent. of seats, and in Government
secondary schools, 15 per cent. of seats, p,re reserved lor M~~ims.
By Resolution No. 3464, dated. ~Oth March, 1925, of ·~he
l1C'mbay Government, the percentage "of reservation fo/ Muhammadans in the high school of N owshera Madrasah was as high as •

·75.

•

In the Punjab, considerable resentment was caused amongst
Jiindus by reserving seats for Musl&s and Sikhs and others in
Government and Medical Colleges. I do not know how the Hindus
of Sind received the resolution referred to above, or how the
Hindus of Bengal felt the order of reservation. But so long as the
policy is confined to each province Siparately, no general principle
regulating reservations need be fixed. The matter assumes a more
beriou.,. aspect when in the Review of an Auxiliary Committee of
the Statutory Commission, the policy is approved and its e:Xten. sion is recommended. Many minor issuer:> in connection with it
arise. How are the proport:ons to be fixed? Is the general rule.
that a maJority community needs no reservation to be di~regarded,
as has been done in Sind and in some schools in Eastern Bengal?
What is the necessity of fixing a proportion even for a backward •
majority? Is any weightage to be given to minorities; if s~, in·
what proportions? Weighta.ge given to the s;khs in the Punjab
has not satisfied them. The question of reservation for depressed
classes has not come to the front. If weightage for minorities
were allowed, the depressed classes can justly claim weightage:
Ii rsu, what proportion of weightage is to be given to them,
and by whom is it to be fixed?

•

•
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I, however, strongly object to the principle, for although the
'State is justified in spending money on encouraging education in
•Lackwocd cortrrmmities out of funds to which all contribute, I fail
to eee how tfle education o~ the nation as a whole is advan~d
by saying t~ t1Ie advanced section "stop ·or retard your progresa
till the backward communities come up to your level". In the
·case of secondary and primary schools, it is e~y enough to open
new schools to accommodate all. In fact it ought not to be
difficult to enlarge the accommodation and increase the staff of
even professional colJeges.
Reservation of places creates com·
·munn.i rivalry and jealousy in a poignant form, and when applied
to ss~huols it will infect the rising generation with the virus of
mutual jealousy.
My strongest objection however to the proposal is ha·sed on
political grounds. As an Auxiliary Committee of the Strututory
Commission "primarily concerned with education and its organisation in British India in relation to political and constitutional conditions and potentialities of progress", we cannot ignore the political
consequences of our recomme.ndations whe;ther. these have to be
con~idered 'by the Commission or by local Governments. or the
Gover~ent of India. The framers of the Reforms scheme reluctantly. a~quiesc!ed in the sy.Stepi of communal electorates, but conaetn~d in llnequivocal terms any extension of the system (See para.
2Hl of the Mont~gu-Chelmsford Report). They could have hardly
tr>lerated it for regulating the admission of students to educational
insti}utions. The report of the All-Parties Conference, generally
'known a,s the Nehru Committee Report, condemns communal
r~presentation in all its phase5• In fact, one of the clauses of section 4, dealing with foo.damental rights pp. 101-103, declares all
·Feservations to be illegal and unconstitutional. The preamble of
the Government of India Act of 1919 lays down the policy of
Parliament for the Government of India as one of "gradual development of self-governing instituti~ns with a view to the progressive
·realisation of responsible government", and propose to give effect
·to this, policy by ''snccessive stages". But if each step in the
progress takes us a-way from the goal, it can hardly be a stage toSo 'far the principle of communal representawards the goal.
ti~n has hfien allowed for election to Councils and local bodies ;
·my colleagues are now recommending it as a rule to be adopted
where necessary for admission to schools and think that this is the
'best w~y of educating and training the "electorates" and "directing classes'' in their duties as public citizens. They have attached
no value to the condemnation of this principle in higher qu::trters
by those who. are in a better p0sition to form an opinion on consti"1mtions anti to which I have made a brief reference. Pf'rhaps I
··attach greater value than my colleagues do to the fact that the next
·'fltage in our political advance should be such as really brings us
z2

•

•
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nearer to the goal of complete responsible government. I consideJ.'I"'
the proposals ,of my colleagues open to the criticism that :with thenext stage in our progress it introduces conditions or- puts ~ts seal
o£ 1 approval on c~nditions which will make further- progress impossible. I therefore re-cord in words as solemn as} can command
my most emphatic dissent from them. I have elsewhere proposed.
that an indif?pensa~le condition of any further advance, ~hould be
the insertion of a clause in the constitution, which will check tmr.
fissiparous or schismatic tendencies.
It is undoubtedly desirable that students belonging to all .castesand communities should be educated a-nd trained together, but
starting controversies about religious education to be given to'"' the
followers of different religions and persuasions and fixing communal -proportions for admission to educational institutions are
not the wa.ys in which attempt8 should be made to attain the object.
In the Punjab, considerable advance has been made by Muslims in.
education without raising these controversies, and I do not see wh;¥
the example of the Punjab cannot be followed in other provinces.
1-{ew scJ10ols may be opened in tracts in which Muslims or o~hei'
backward classes predominate. Public schools to which all classe-s-are equally eligible may be opened- in .places in wliich d~omina'
tional or communa.l schools exist. 'No purpose can be sen~d py
denouncing the segregate inst~tutions: If public school~ reall1 give
better education than private schools, and if people do not attacp.much value to the communal atmosphere prevailing in the segregalt~
schools, they will naturally be drawn toward,s public schools· and.
the segregate schools will die their n..atural death. In the Punjab,
there is a wide net work of priva:tt and aided educational institu-tions different in character from private i~stitut1ons in other provinces. In ~he Punjab these schools and . colleges are managed.
and controlled by organised associat1ons. As (), rule they do not
partake of the character of what ~re called ''venture schools'' in
other provinces. They are not started for the personaJ aggrandisement of the individuals controlling or managing them. The. circumstances under which they came into existence have be@ des·cribed in para. I, Chapter XII of the Review.

•

•

In all important towns in the Punjab, the number of students
seeking admission into schools and colleges is so Jar~ that Government or the local boards would have hardly any~hing left f.or ele-·
mentary education if their resources were to be utilised for opening:
of institutions for higher and secondary education on a scale commensurate with ·t.he demand. In the citv of Labore, for one
Government College there are 6 private colleges, for vne Model
School there are 6 or 7 private high schools. I need not quote·
figures for other towns. In many provinces, the number of privateand aided schools exceeds the number of Government or board;

•
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-schools. The fact that in the Punjab these institutions are con..:ttolled and managecl. by organised associations does not detract from
iheir utility or make them less worthy of support.
I arp. sorry that my colleagues did not find time to go thoroughly
into the questiJ)n of the edpcational needs and requirements of Hindu
.and Sikh m:ill.Oi"ities in North-West India, -though I suppliedJhem
with rt full note and both Hindus and Sikhs gave evidence before
vs. The Hindus presented t1s with a book containing some of their
idoos about the educational problems of the provl'nce. It seems that
in looking at educational problems of the country my colleagneR have
been following a line of thought which has so far been in favour
with ~overnment, and which in the light of new facts coming to
the sqrface, must be materially modified.
Before the Reforms
-scheme was introduced, only trvvo classes, Hindus and Muhammadans, loomed large in the eyes of politicia.ns and administrators.
Hindus were considered to be a majority community everywhere,
-and Muslims a minority community.
During the last 5 years,
.another important community called the depressed classes has come·
to the front, and is asserting its rights. The Hindus and Sikhs in
~ orth-West India claim to be considered as minority communities.
·~rheir view points present many features of similarity with those
·of Muslims in other provin,ees in which they are in a minoritJ.
My pe~onal opinion is that tfH~re is no difference and there will be
no dif!er~nce if it is once re~.gnised that political problems should;
be·f~ed te~itorially and not .communally. In a system of demo·eratic government it is impossible to discriminate between minorities. B~1t if there are circumstances which give importance fJo a
·clas&, they are not lacking in the case of Hindus and Sikhs of North.,Vest India. These· two classes, especially the Sikhs, furnish a
'large quota for the Bri:tish In5i.an Army. The Hindus are educa·
tionally much advanced! The fact that :their co-religionists form a
majority in most other provinces is a factor which does not detract
from their importance, on the contrary, it adds to it. No scheme
of education taking into consideration its bearings on various classes
js complete which ignores the cl~ims or requirements of Hindus and
'Sikhs and of depressed classes. Whilst considering the interests of
·classes., we should not ignore those also, who by a natural course of
·evolution, will come to the front within tlie next 5 years, but whose
class-consciousness is now more or less in a nebulous condition.
·'Jlhe BhumJars and Gwalas of Bihar and Orissa, the Chamars of the
United Provinces, the Gonds of the Central Provinces, fall under
:this category.
1

The grievances of the Hindus and Sikhs of the Punjab centre
·round two points, one of which is common to both and the other
·particularly relates to the Hindus. The Sikhs complain that Gur·mukhi is-Rot taught in the schools anywhere. The Hindus com·plain that provision for the teaching of Hindi in schools is inade•quate, as the following figures will show, and that in the training
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college there i& no satisfactory arrangement for the teaching
Hindi:Number of Primary schools, as it stood on 31st March 1928 ••
Number of Seeondary schools, as it stood on 31st March 1928 ..
Number of Primary schools in which Hindi is taught, as it stood
on 1st February 1028.
·
Nu~ber of secondary schools in which Hindi is taught, as• it
stood on 1st February I928.
• •

oe

1,332
106
.462
54

In the N. W. F. Province Hindi is not taught in any Government or board schOQl.
The Hindus further complain that there are indica,tions :that "for-recruitment to services communal considerations outweigh considerations of merit, and that as they furnish the largest quota ot
E>tudents in all kinds of institutions, they are more vitally and
directly interested .than others in insisting that the education ·of. thefuture generations should be in efficient bands.
The following
figures l:lhow that the: proportion of Hindus amongst district inspectors and asst. dist. inspectors is below their proportion in the population:-

-

Hindus.

lOii.[I927.
District Inspectors

.
·:JU

Assistant District Inspectors .•

. 29

[

Sikhs.

Muslims. •

--)---,---- ----,---

.

1921.,!927. ~ 1027.

1

6
27,

.

3

I

~

10

7

14

I

.

Ill·

31 ~ Sl

30.

I

'
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As Hindus are educationally the most advanced, the inference
is, that in appointments made, Hindus have :recently b~en de1iberately kept hack. But if there are.facts of which I am not awareto rebut the inference, there is nothing to~omplain about. They.
therefore want that the system of recraitment should be thoroughly:
overhauled.
My colleagues, in the Chapter relating to Muhammadan Education, have here and there adverted 'to inadequate represen:tation of
Mahammadans on the teaching and the inspecting staff ; but they
should be prepared to meet a similar claim from the deiU"essed
classes and from other classes which, though Hindus, are showing
signs of nascent but distinct self-consciousness. If we once undertalie to satisfy each class, that it is adequately represe~ted in, orl'r
educational service, it will become impossible to draw the line, and'
we will be unavoidably driven to the course of making all appointments on the basis of caste and creed. The only reasonable c·ourse •
therefore is that all appointments in the education department
should be made strictly on merit, with a reservation to meet the·
case of backward communities B.nd to redress communal inequalities,
the reservation being small in the case of higher appointMents and'
larger in the case of lower appointments ; but not so large as tO>
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stultify the main provision with regard to appointments on meritr
' My colleagues have nowhere clearly made this proposal though
there is nothing in the Review inconsistent with it. I do notfavour the idea of going into figures representing each class in our
servite, for by doing so we only sharpen communal or class appetitewhich
. we ca~ not fully apptlase, without ~eteriocating the whole ser·nee.

.

With regard to the teaching of Hindi and Gurmukhi, it is obviou9"

~hat there is nothing to discriminate between the demands of the

·Hindu .and Sikh minorities in the Punjab and of the Muslim
minority in the United Provinces and Bihar. I suggested in a note
whj.ch I circulated, that in any school, in which 10 students apply
for .a Hindi teacher, one should be provided, as is the case in Bihar,
atld that it would facilitate matters if from all who offered themselves for service in the education department knowledge of all the
three scripts were expected. My colleagues did not find time to go
thoroughly into this matter. They probably felt some difficulty
;u conceding that the Hindu minority in North-\Vest India had the
same rights as the Muhammadan minority further east. 'l'he
habit of looking at questions communally and not territorially is
too old and too firmly implanted to be shaken off easily. I am,
liowever, unable to reconc.;ile their attitude with their desire to
pro~te unjty between classes. If educational questions have to
be .considereu communally·.and not territorially, there can be no
·unity. ~ the case of the. Punjab, the United Provinces and
Bihar '• there i!l no difference between the language spoken by the
• communities. The question is only one of script, and it is easy
ettough to learn all :the three scripts. As between Hindi and Gurmukhi on the one hand, and Urdu, on the other, there is a difference
of the classics on which the•scripts are based, and a knowledge of
the script would elTcourage the study of the different 'classics.
Nothing is more calculated to promote unity be;tween the communities than the knowledge amongst the directing classes of one
community of the classic literature of the other community .

•

I now pass on from the sphere of dissent to that of comment.
There are parts of the Review with which I am in substantial
agreement, but which need some comment by way of explanation.
It seems to me that the picture of obstacles to Mass Education is a
• bit overdrawn, as far as the effect of epidemic diseases and insanitary conditions is concerned, Chapter IV, para. 9. It is not possible
to improve the sanitary conditions in rural areas without the spread
of education. Conformity with the laws of health is not possible
witliont a proper knowledge of those laws. In any country which
in educational progress is at the stage at which India is at present,
general conditions of health could not be better. Inhabitants of
countriGs in northern latitudes are more liable than people living
in tropical countries to pulmonary diseases. These cause much •
greater mortality than malaria. Most of the epidemic diseases are

MO
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preventable; but measures of prevention pre-suppose a higher ,
degree of knowledge than exists in India. I would not therefore lay much stress on such conditions operating as an obstacle to the
growth bf education, as constitute a common factor in ali
countries in the state of educational advancement in which india.
is at present. Malllria is•no doubt very common in ~nd.ia; but in
most parts it does not materially affect school attendance.
It
should not be forgotten that although malaria has an enervating
effect on the constitu"tion, it does not, owing t0 immunity whiclil.
long residence in malarial tracts confers, appreciably prevent people
;from following their daily pursuits, and therefore does not materially
:affect school attendance.
'
•
I am in substantia.! agreement with the remedies suggested in
para. 26, Chapter V, but I should like to add a few words. T~e
experiment should certainly be tried and will be useful ; but too
much should not be expected from it, so far as encouragement of
rural pursuits is concerned. The following are the drawbacks:(1) It will · be some time before the amenities of rural life in
]ndia will become as attractive as those of urban life. All who •
live in rural ~reas do not own land or possess the right of using it.
Dut. of those who do, the number of men who a.re directly interest&d
in increa.sing the produce of land and who immediately benefit by
it is still more limited.
· .
•
I"
· (2) The Punjab is the province of·'pea.sant proprietors; bu~irr
l3engal and the United Provinces there ·are zamindaJ&C! owning large
:area.s who receive cash rents which are by no means easy"to en- •
hance. The number of men dependent on agriculture but directly
interested in the produce of land is smaller. Tenancy holdings a·re
small in area. In the Punjab, whiih is the province of small
owners, fragmentation of holdings by a proc~s of sub-division due
to inheritance is in progress.
(3) 'l'illing of the soil is hard work and for a long time to come
1nen who have received education will be averse to such physical
labour as tillage .involves.
•
'iVith regard to the diversion of boys to industrial and commercial careers, a diversion which will be needed even for the tural
boys who do not own land, or who own insufficient land, education
in English will be necessary. Vernacular literature is particularly
wanting in books dealing with industrial and ;;ornmercial"subjects. •
1~' en for smithy and car pen try, some sort of training in designing
'ltnd dra.vving will be necessary a.nd in our vernaculars there is hardly
..:my literature on the subject.
•
'rhe village uplift work will have eventually to be left to the
gradual progress of education. I doubt if substantial results can
be achieved by the State employing an agency to do the· work
• The expendih1re involved will be out of all proportion to the results
likely to be achieved, not to speak of the risk that there will be
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•-always in letting loose in rural areas so many harpies who may
• .molest an ignorant rural population.
Chapter XVI-Control and Devolution .

All• of

UP. had not the fu,.Ilest opportunity of discussing the subject dealt tvi~ in this chapter. With regard to direction and in·spec:tion, two opposite opinions ha;ve been referred to. It is held
by some that inspection and direction in matters of education is a .
lwxury which can be dispensed with, whilst" others think that a
competent and adel}uate inspecting agency in respect of schools is
'as necessary as agency for the inspection of a system of perman·ent .way and works. The comparative figures quoted in pa!l'a.
-03 fpr England and India, indicate that the inspecting staff in
lll'dia is undermanned. But no general formula which will enable
us to determine what constitutes adequate strength of the staff
·has been suggested. The creation of a permanent Bureau with the
Government of India will ma.ke it possible to collate facts and
·:figures from provinces and to arrive at a genera.! formula.
vVith regard to the control of education by local bodies I find
ihat the whole subject of loca.l self-government needs a thorough
e~amination. It will presel'lt problems whic!J. are by no me!tns
,easy to solve. The relation of local bodies to other departments
such" Med4cal, Public Health, Sanitation, etc., will have also to
be ~etermined and put ori\L proper basis. The subject needs a
sep~rate enquir_.Y. So far the evidence before us has diAclosed two
;main ddects. (1) Recruitment to services wherever it has been
·placed in the hands of local bodies has been influenced by party
Ol..cbmmunal considerations.
(2) Control over the educational staff
"employecf in teaching as welJ.as inspection is exercised in a manner
Both the~:e
which is not always conducttre to public interests.
,defects can be remedied if recruitment is made by a board independ- '
•ent of the local bodies, and disciplinary action taken by local bodies
;again,:;t officials under them is made appealable to that board. The
insertion in the future constity.tion of India of a principle on which
all appointments should be made and the creation of a Service
Board will help in achieving the object. A section in the Govern·ment of India Act appointing such a Board and the assertion of
:a general principle on which the Board is to act is tEe only way in
.which enactments already passed by Provincial Governments can
·be made •nuga.tory in so far as they go against sound principles of
·administration. The future Indian Parliament or the Assembly
• -js not likely to interfere with provincial legislatures or with the
·details of provincial administration when provincial Governments
·are made more independent of the central Government timn they
:are now.
NARENDRANATH .

..

LAHORE;

"l'he 1st March 19,129.

NOTE ON THE RELATION OF THE GOVERNMENT O:W
INDIA TO UNIVERSITIES
•
'
•

•

•

by

.•

.

THE CHAIRMAN AND SIR GEORGE ANDERSON, KT., C.I.E.,

l.E.S~

The question of the relation of the Government of India to theuniversities hat=, not been. discussed by the Committee. 'Ne therefore wish to say that we are generally in favour of the recommepdations set out in the Report of the Calcutta University Commis,gion,
Volume V, Chapter L, paragraphs 43-55, relating to the functicru.sof visitation, coordination, stimulation and promotion of research.
\Ve think th&•t the question of assistance in recruitment, dealt
with in paragraphs 54 and 55, might possibly be taken over by thelnter-University Board, but on this point we express no definiteopinion.

P. J. HARTOG. •
G. ANDijRSO)(_

•

•

•

8th March, 1929.

•
Sections 43-5& of Chapter L of the Calcutta University Co-mmission Report (Volume V), relating to Government and the
Universities.
•

•

43. The pr9blem discussed in the last few paragraphs shows how
impossible it is for the supreme Government o£ India to dissociate itsell from the work o£ the universities.
Its action must in anv case
deeply affect their fortunes; and how~er far the process of d"evolution to provincial Governments may be carried in the educational
sphere, there must necessarily remain many functions of the highest
importance which the Government of India, and only the Govern~
ment of India, can perform.
44. The most important of these functions is that of ;ssuin.g, or'
revising the terms o£, the fundamental instruments-Act or Charter·
-whereby a university. is brought into existence, and from which
it· derives its powers. If the university system of India is to :r;etain •
a reasonable degree of unity, and to maintain a standard of training
such as will be respected and recognised throughout the world, it is
essential that the cre·ation of new universities (which is likely to take·
place on a considerable scale in the future) should not be t~G lightly
permitted, and that a single authority should be responsible for determining what is the degreQ of strength which nn institution ought to( 362 )
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possess before it can be given un.i\-ersity rank.
We urge, therefore, that the power of passing Acts or Charters constituting universities, or of modifying or revising the Acts or Charters of universitiesalready in existence, should be reserYed by the Government of India.
and• the Imperial Legislative Council.
This has au important bear~
ing upon ~at part of our proposals for the reorganisation of the university s,stem in Bengal which contempfates the gradual rise of new
centres of university rank in the mufassal. The encouragement and·
assistance of these centres will be the work of the new governing
• bodies of Calcutta University and of the Gove1~ment of Bengal. Eut
the final decision as to ,vhether any one of these centres deserves fun·
university rank is a mat.t.er which affects not Beng•il alone, but all'
India, since it must influence the recognised standard of university
w6rk throughout the country.
'rhe making of the decision oughb
therefore to be t.he dutv of tho Government of India and of the.
lmperial Legislative Council.
45. But besides this fundamentr~l power, which, in the nature of·
things, would not be often exercised, there are other functions which.
would influence the ordinary working of the exist.ing universities,
and which ought, in our judgment, to be undertaken by the Government of India.
The first of these is the function of Visitation.
Hitherto there has been n9 attempt at a sy.stematic and periodical
e,;urvey of the work of the Indian universities. We submit that the
visi,tatorial power over a,ll _·univ~rsities, whi?h is in fact inherent in.•
the ~ovel'I!ments of all -coubtnes, and whJCh we have propcsed to.
• formalise by the assumptiorfof the office of Visitor of the Universities.
of Calcueta aqd Dacca by the Governor-General, should be exercised
l:y a <t"egular visitation of the universities at intervals of (say) five
years. The visiting committee should include at least one distinguished scholar from overseas, with experience of university methods
and or~anisation in various countries ; its other members should be .
men of Indian experience~• They should take a comparative view
of the work of the lfniversities, and their report should include, not
only detailed criticisms, but a l:road survey and an appreciation of·
good work wherever accomplished.

46. The second functi6n • is that cf Co-ordination. It would in.
our judgment be desirable that the G0vernment of India should maintain an organisation which could keep it continuously in touch with·
what is going on in the various univE·rsities, as well as in the othereducational grades in all the provinces. It might encourage, subsi• dise, ami assist the provincial Governments in organising a variety of·
educational experiments, choosing for each the most suitable area,
and describing and elucidating the results £or Indi::t as a whole. It
might carry much further the useful practice which it has initiated in
recent years of holding educational conferences of various types :
there have, as yet, been no university conferences, no conferences of"
teachers of history or science or the like, on a sufficiently wide scale.
It migpt help to facilitate the interchange of students (within ree.scnabTe limits}, and stiil more of teachers, between the various univer- •
s1ties.
It mighb, above all, help to m·oid overlapping, and tbe wn.ste- '
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which is. apt to result from it, by encouraging universities, while
making adequate provision for the general education wliich it is the
-dutv of all to afford, to specialise in various kinds o£ works : and bv
making it easy for students to resort to those universities in which
the kind of work they needed was specirully cultivated.
•

•

•

47. There is no sphere, • as we hnve already urged i;_ ~hich this
·function of co-ordination is more needed than the sphere of higher technological, including agriculbural, training.
India is entering
upon a period of rapid industrial development, and it is being widely•
recognised that the success of this development must depend ~argely
upon the increase of facilities for technical training, both in its lower
oand in its higher grades.
But two tendencies are now perceptible,
each of which is apt to be dangerous.
On the one hand, every p~o
vince and every university is tempted to think that it ought to under_.
take to provide training in all the subjects needed : that is the nattiral
-result of the tradition which treats the universities as water-tight
compartments, each complebe in itself. But while such a policy may
·be legitimate enough in the ordinary grades of technical training, in
some more l1igh 1y specialised subjects, where the aim is to produce a
-small but essential number oi' highly trained experts, great care must
-be taken to avoid the waste and ineffwiency which may arise from
overlapping : waste, because the provision of this kind of trainin~
'is extremely costly, and ought not to be .needlessly reduplicated; in·efficiency, because India, like other coun,tries, cannot find sufficpttiy
well qualified staffs for more than a few ,i!Olstitutinns of ttis kind .•

'

•

•

48. On the other hand, there is a tendency to advocate the• comp,lete centralisation of work of this kind under the control of departments of the central government, and to sever it entirely from th"e
universities.
This is a not unnatura). tendency, in view of the
methods of study hitherto pursued by ~ndian universities, and the
.curious1yj !unpractical attitude, the pathetic trust in the :efficacy
"of mere regulations and examinations, which the university tradii
·tion has produced among those who are now for the first time seriously
envisaging these needs.
But to sever higher technical training alctogether from university work must b8 ~ad for both: bad for techni·c-al work, because such work is apt to become mechanical and unoriginative when divorced from pure science, and because it would (especially in India) farl to attract many desirable students if cut off from
·-the University; bad for university work, which is apt to become unreal if unrelated to its practical applications.
Moreover sucJl a sys- •
tern must involve .g;reat waste in the erection of laboratories and the
provision of staffs.
To avoid these twofold dangers, a correlating
agency for all India, working in close touch with the universities, is
necessary ; and such an agency the Government of India can alone
.-supply.
49- What applies to the technological subjects applies also (though
• in a somewhat less degree) to other fields of study, 1ess costly to··main• tain.
And in all these cases it should be noted that .if- there is t.o be
.•11 departure from the notion thab everv university should ileal on the
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same full scale with all subjects, and if, instead, the idea is to be encouraged that (in some of the higher branches of their work) univer.sities should specialise, it follows that the central agency which helps.
to guide apq advise the universities in this directioN ought to have at.
its disposal.considerable fdnds out of whjch to.subsidise these speeial
branches• of work.
In the great mass of their work universities may
very properly look for· the necessary assistance to the provincial Governments; but for that part o£ their work whi~h is calculated to attract.
·students from all parts of India, they ought to be abl~J to look also for.
assistance to an all-Indian educational authority.
50. 'l'his brings us, by a natural t.ransition, to the third great func-..
titln which ought to be undertaken by such a central authority: that
.of·Stimulating and Promoting Research.
This is a duty which rests,
of course, upon every university individually; every university must
see that its teachers and graduates have access to the means of independent mvestiga£ion, if for no other reason, for the maintenance of
its own intellectual vitality.
But mor0 than this is necessary; otherwise the streamlets of individual activity are apt to get lost in the
~ands.
We do not suggest that it is the duty of the Government of
India to regulate and control the investigating work of the universities; any attempt in sucl! a direction coulci lead only to the most
•unhappy results.
But a central authorit-y can do very much. both
to <imula:e and to promob~ this kind of work.

• 51. As we illustrated ''&he need of correlation from technology, we·
this kindraq need from the very different sphere of
over India there exist vast masses of unorganised and
unexplored historical material, in many languages : not merely the~ontents of the Government archive rooms, but many family collec.tions, and many reom;ds of existing or former Indian Governments,
such as the admirably ke~ archives of His Exalted Highness the
Nizam at Hyderab~, or -the large Mahratta. collections at Poona.
The history of India 9annot be fully explored until these collections.
are made available. They are not made effectively availa.ble merely
by throwing open the a.chive-rooms to scholars. A student of the
first two decades of the nineteenth century, for example, ought to
work not only at the archi~es in the British muniment rooms, but
at the Mahratta archives, the Nizam's archives, the Sikh archives at
Lahore, and a multitude of other collections.
Even if he could :find
the time for such exploration, he would find his materials in many
· languages and in many ::;cripts.
~y illu.strate
AU
his to~.

52. 'iVhat is necessary is that all the most valuable of these·
ma.terials should be printed, the most important documents in full,
selections from the less important in summaries, and translated into
Eflglish.
This work can only be carried out by a great co-operative
enterprise; it cannot be achieved by the sporadic E:ndeavours of isolated university scholars. Like the corresponding treatment of theEnglish archives, >vhich are in some ways, though more complete,
less complex and varied, it wlll only be possibie if it is undertaken.
by Government, enlisting the servic0.s of a. large number of scholam'•
drawn from among the university teachers of all parts of India, fixing
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the main plan of the work, and entrusting to qualified men, under a
competent general editorship, the production of a great series of
"'nOnumenta historica Indica. The result of such an enterprise would
>be, not merely that the materials for Indian history would be nfade
av'8ilable, but, what is•far mQre important, that the metho~s and spirit
·of sane and scholarly historical investigation would reeeivj} an•immense
stimulus in all the universities, like the stimulus which was given to
English historical schol~·ship by the preparation of the Rolls Series
and the Record Office publications. India needs nothing m0re than •
a wide diffusion of that sanely critical spirit in dealing with men and
institutions which historical investig•1tion should create.
This spirit
will grow but slowly if it is left to the disconnected and une.ssistjld
'spontaneous effort of individuals.

•

53. In other fields other methods might be appropriate; but in all
·fields there is room and need for intelligent suggestion and assistance
from a central organisation closely· in touch with the work going on in
all the universities. An annual survey o£ the independent work going
on in Indian universities, made by competent persons, would form the
'l;asis on which a system of grants-in-aid of particular investigations
.might be organised : such grants might be modest in amount, and yet
·serve a very useful purpose o£ encouragement and 8timulus. In the
same· way much good might be done 'by s~all grants to those all-India•
learned organisations which are striving, against great difticultiek to
..create in their own fields an Indian co~'l.lnity of learn"ing.
Bpt
grants of these kinds could only be ·administered by a competent a~d •
well-informed central authority, clos~ly in 'touch with a]J. the ·work of
<the universities. having access to the advice of scholars in all fields,
,and so wisely guided that it would not be misled as to the real value
.and seriousness of the various kinds o£ enquiry brought to its notice~
There would have to be, not a mere offic~ organisation of administrators and clerks, but something much m~re flexible and less fixed in
·composition, and there would be much to be sard in favour of some
method of calling into council for short period's, such as would not
permanently divert them from their main work, scholars and men of
·science of various types drawn from all the universities and all the
fprovinces.
•
54. A fourth vitally important service which the Government, of
:India ought to be able to render to the universities is that of giving
Assistance in Recruitment and of keeping them in touC'h with the available field of suitable candidates for their teaching staffs, both in India
·itself and elsewhere.
In the Indian university system there rs a real
·danger of too much inbreeding.
In tpo large a proportion of cases
the teachers, being students of the university they are called to serve,
have no experience of any other traditions or methcds of work. • A
central organisati6n, in touch with the work of all the universities and
•colleges, would often be atle, without invading the responsibility of
the individual university in the selection of its own teachers, to supply,·
,·in an informal and confidential way, useful information and "advice
• ·about suitable men of promise who might be drawn from other pro·
"Vinces, and would thus facilitate that; interchange of teachers which
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:is so much to be desired, aml which the use of a common medium of
instruction renders possible.
55-. Yet more important would be the service which it would be
.able to rendE1r in helping the-universities to explo•e the available field
of suitable~aftdidates in other countries, • and especially in Great
Britain. It is one of the recommendc.tions of the service system that
it unifies and simplifies the recruitment of those .l£uropean teachers
whose aid India needs to-day, when, as we hope, she is entering upon
an era of great advance, quite as much as she has ever needed them
>in the past.
We have seen reason to urge that the service system,
.in its present form. has now outlived its useful.Iiess as a mode of reBut if it is to be replaced by a
-cruitment for university work.
,sc:;ainble, in whi-ch each university separately-few of them being as
_yet well known to European scholars--is to issue its independent_ invitations, the results may be far from happy.
'l'he Government of
fndia might, with very great advantage, become the medium of communication between the tmiversities and the possible recruits for
their teaching work whom they wished to bring from Europe, America
• ·or the Dominions. It could perform this function all the better if
it possessed an organisation which enabled it to obtain ready access to
>the best sources of information, and if it was -in touch, as we shall
suggest below that it sh~uld be, with a well organised Bureau of ·the
Univ~sities of the Empire. · It could supply intending candidates
wit~ c1'ear intormation as tt\ the standing of the university which had
.s P,Ost to fill, and ·as to the Kind of work, and the conditions of life,
they might exp.ect.
An invitation coming through the Government
•rQI Indi~ would carry a weight which it would not otherwise possess .

•
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•
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NOTE ON BOARDS AND COMMITTEES FOR WOMEN'.S.
EDUCATION
by
•

THE CHA'IRMAN AND "DR. MuTHULAKSHMI

•

•
REDDl-, ¥.L.C.

I

In Chapter VII, paragraph 24, we have referred to the proposaL
that there should b~ special boards or committees for wome:q's
education. We are generally in favour of the formation of such
boards or committees. Their constitution woula no doubt vary
with the purpose 'for which ihey were formed but in general we areof opinion that they should include both men and women, although
they should have power, as the Calcutta University Commission
suggested, to form sub-committees including purdah women.* In.
cases where the body formed was a committee of a superior body wethink that it should have the right, if it were over-ruled, to publish
its recommendations and make them known to higher authority.
It has been pointed out in the course of our Review that men's
direct knowledge of girls' schools in India must necessarily be"
iiilperfect, since there are many wl:rich they cannot visit under·
existing conditions. It is, therefore, of importance that the vie'W.s
of boards co11si~ting largely of women on matters con~rning
women's education should not be SUffilc'essed.
· •
•
]Jor similar reasons we are of opinion that in cases. wherfi, tlie
Director of ~blic Instruction differs from the vie~ of the. Deputy
Directress or other chief officer for women's education in the~
department on important ma.tters regarding girls' education .her
written statements should be transmitted to the Minisoor.
One
of our colleagues, Sir Lewis Amber~ Selby-Bigge, in his book' on
The Board of Education '' writes with reference to the dutiee·
of the Permanent Secretary to the Board, who is its chief officer,
It is not the practice for other officers to approach or·
refer directly to the Minister, except in compliance with the
Minister's express instructions or at the request of the Secretary,
but if there is a serious difference of opinion between the Secretary
and any of the other principal oficers the Secretary would be foolishif he did not take the decision of the Minister upon it." t
The fact that on many matters the Director of Public Instructioncannot have first-hand information in regard to girls' • educatioii
makes it, in our opinion, necessary to provide tib.e safeguard which·
we have suggested.
·~
•
P. J. HARTOGJ.
•
S. MUTHULAgSHMI REDDI.
8th Afarch, 1929.
II

II

*Report of the Calcutta Univer3ity Commission, Vol. IV, ChapMr XXXVI,.
para. 5.
t The Board of Educat-ion, by Sir Lewis Amherst Selby-Bigge, Bt., K.C.B.,.
G. P. Putnam's Sons, Ltd. 1927; page 71.
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NOTE ON WOMEN'S EDUCATION
by
•

•

.

.

DR. MUTHULAKSHMI REDDI, M.L.C •

A.s the -.vork of this Committee is larg~ly a study of the existing
·educational conditions of the country in relation to the extension
of the reforms, franchise and fu~ther constitutional advancement,
ohe of the first questions on which a clear understanding is necessary is-what is the value to be attached to literacy and education
as fa<itors in political evolution? So I feel bo-dnd to distinguish
between literacy and education in the larger sense of the term as
meaning the intelligence-level of a people, however produced. If
I .. ma.y illustrate by an example, I would point out that however
une'tlucated the Hindu men and women may be from the point of
vi~w of book study, most of them have an ample understanding
11nd knowledge of the great legendary lore of the race-the epics
like the Mahabharata and :the Ramayana, and in Southern India
• 'the 'life history of a great many Tamil saints and their works, etc.
Sivaji, the soldier-statesman, is said to have derived his inspiration
Jr~m the tales of the Ramayiwa and Mahabharata. There is not a
village in India where this lore is not propagated by the traditional
meth'N of gtorv:telling, street dramas and other oral and visual·
~nt~rtainments.' I need ndt add that in the towns, theatres are
per!onnint5 a ·similar function, though I am _not 8ure lthat from the
•.point of view of real culture and moral inspiration they are on a
.~ar with our classical methods.
In the case of Muslim girls also one or two illuminating factors
should be ndted. Most girl;•are taught to read the Koran, which
means some training,•however elementary, in their sacred classical
'language of Arabic. Since the Mu·slim girls are not allowed to have
their dresses made bv men, most of them know how to handle the
needle effectively.
·
•
If thus a distinction between literacy and the general intelligence level can be established a clearer conception of the latter
becomes nece8Sai:y for purposes of the present investigation. How
1,:; it brought about and maintained? What are the ways in which
it manife~ts itself? What is it that determines the spirit of a
people? What is the place of book knowledge in this determina• tion?

Religion, moral and material conditions, ading and reactinrr
upon each other, the influence of the times, recent history:
the examples of noble indivi il uals, and 'the ~ntire environment,
:Shape the individual and the rttce conduct and character. That
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there has been a tremendous awakening in India-individual, com-•
nmnal and national-cannot be denied and there has been a struggle
for a larger and a freer life to which women in no small measure
have responded. The recent Social Conference of Women Mi Calcutta and the All-In(lia E<iucational Con"ference of 'Vom~n at Patna,
both of them attended by women delegates from all parts of India,
wiil bear testimony to the above statement.
·
From the deparb:himtal statistical figures we see that the percentage of. girls under instruction for the whole of British India 1JJ
only 1·5 .per cent., while the corresponding percentage for boys is
7 per cent. 'rti.ns giriH' edl'1ca.tion has very much lagged behind.
that of the boys and the disparity between the boys an~ grrl~ is.
?ncreasing every year. , These. figures in my opinion deser~e
ana!y~i~ frOJn ~~~e;ent , point~ 0~ Vl€:w • .
, ' • ,
I\
~. ' '
W~e~).he B~tl~h toolF .o~~r. ~x,>sses~Ion of ~nqi~' w~ ref!'d frpm.
the wptmgs «;>.~ tlie great)ndu~.n.Ref~rmer,,J.?Ja Ra.J:ri.Mohap Roy,.
tpat the eP,uc~tio~ qf }VO!p~p no~ of the YipOhya J~f9u~taii:ls was.
in a very backwardeonqition.,. The. Goveri:lme~t ,when they beg~n
th~ir 1~f}:-qcatl.on8-1 ~lic:r,. ~n Indi~, .7estricted theiz: effo~ts t~ ;the, ~ale·
po:pul~~IO:fl.. " No f~.nd~ .• w~re. all~~te,d ,to the g1rls' e~qcat~~n~
The problem was not senously cons1d~red ' says Artl:lur Mayhew.
Even at that time, Raja Ram Mg~~ Roy, who epleade!ff' with
Lord 'Villi!uri Bentinck for the abolition of the cruel custom of
"Sati" pleaded with his 011thooox comrtry-men for .the provisi<fn of
equal educational-facilities for his country women, quoting "ttuthori-.
ties from tlie sacred books of the Hindus to prove that .the Hindu·
' women had never been debarred from the acquirement.of know-·
.
.
.•• . .
ledge.
. .It wa~, however, }n 1849 that a ~nemb.e~eof the J?engal ,Government, t~e IIon'ble ~r. Bethune, founded~ school for ij:indi:J girlsin Calcutta despite .t,he c,r.y that "the home .was in danger" and.
in'duce'd Lord Dalhousie to override his timid advisers arid to lay
the duty on the Bengal Council of' providing funds for girls' as
·well as boys' educatiOn.
Again, the sy~tem which was originally planned to meet th&
needs and the requirements of boys was not a suitable one for girls.
Bducation, to most. parents~in those days, had only a conimerci!lJ_
value, as it paved the way to high Government posts. S~ boys had
to be educated as a matter of economic necessity for wage-earning
purposes and had to be equipped with a degree for Government ser- •
vice, but in the case of g~rls no such need existed. Further, th&
non-inclusion of subjects useful to home-life, such as domestic
sciencE', home nursing, drawing. sewing, and painting and the adoption, of a c.urriculum unatt,ractive to girls and bereft of· any real
economic· value, failed to popul~rise the girls' education in a countrY!
where 'even at the present day the majority of the people believe·
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• that wifehood and motherhood are the only legitimate funC:tions
of a woman and that she should be trained with those objects in
view.
·
Anothf:l.f gre(l(t drawback of our educational system is the entire
dissociatij>n.of religion from education.• To the Hindu mind, culture and true learning can be acquired only from a study of his
classics, tLe Vedas and Upanishads, Gita, Ramayana and Maha.bharata. So the paren,ts scrupulously avoi"ded sending their girls
to the English schools, as they did not like that their women, whom
tl,ey look upon as the repositories of their religion, theilf holy traditiqn and ijheir culture, should be influenced by western ideals, and
a mode of living so aliEm to their nature arrd surroundings ; the
-absence of religious teaching has deterred the Hindu parent from
sending his girls to receive instruction at such schbols; it has done
much more harm to the Muhammadan girl whose parents insist
on Urdu and Koran teaching even in boys' schools.
These have been the ma.in causes that have retarded the growth
' of girls' education in those provinces where purdah does not exist
and wi,th that 8ectioh of people that does riot practise early mariiage.
fi'hat is how conservatism· on the part of the parents in regard to
thtt_ edncation of their girla and prejudice ..tgaiilst the English
I'Ch~ls cot11d be accounted for.
'

.

..

• • Even in the early 19th century the Christian missionaries were
the i,.nely pi<1neers in the field of women's education in this country
• and though at that period their schools did not find favour with the
majority of our people, yet to-day, one and all will admit that the
Indian "Women have been placed under a deep debt of gratitude for
the very valuable contribut~:m of the several Christian missions to
the cause of women•s education and uplift in India,

What is the state of women's education in India to-day.
In every province there is sufficient evidence to show that there
is a keen desire on the paft of women themselves for education
and knowledge, and there are many indications tha.t the enlightened •as well as the illiterate public are more and more demanding
education for their girls and women.
"Th~ interest in women's education evinced by the legislatures,
the appointment of committees to enquire into the state of women's
eJueation as in the United Prov,inces, Central Provinces, Punjab
anrj. Biha;r, the introduction of compulsion for girls by local bodies
in a few 1treas, the demand for the postponement of the age of
marriage and thP. relaxation of purdah all witness to the changin~
attitude towards the position of women and their education.''

Th~ demand on the part of people for education of their girls '•
does not merely consist in asking Government for the provision
2A2
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of facilities, but has actually le<i. to definite action, on their part •
to ~mprove and develop their girls' education. In every province
both missiOn and non-mission agencies are actively at work in the
field of women's education, I may mention just a few of rmch
activities :-In Calcutta, the educationaJ. activities of J!Jady Bose,
Mrs. P. K. Ra.y, an·d Mrs". A. S. Hussain deserve pr§.is\9; so also
tbe work of ihe famous 'Saroj Nalini Dutt Memorial Association'
whose headquarters ar!'l at Calcutta; it has 222 women's !institutions in the districts of Bengal for women's uplift.
In Bombay Presidency, Professor Karve's University with its
three college<•, 16 schools and Poona Seva Sadan social, medic.al,
cultmal and educational industrial activities-and other Farsi and
Mahra.tta women's educational and social centres are doing adniir...
able ·work to promote women's education in that province.
In the Punjab, there are excellent institutions such as Sir Lala
Ganga Ram's Widows' Home, his Industrial Home for Widowa
and his other benefactions towards the social and educational advancement of wom.en, the Arya Sa.maj settlement-Kanyamahavidhyalaya, Jullundur, the Islamia, the Sikh, the Sanathana
Dharrna missions are a.ll engaged in the same philanthropic acLi ..
vities. Space and time forbid the mention of similar social service.
imtitutions in other provinces
conducted.. bn
•
•u able a.nd devoted~en
e
and women..
•
•
•
'J'hen the question naturally arises, why in Rpite of all.these
l.s women's education so backward even in non-purdah provinces
like Madras, Bombay and Burma. A close examination wi.H
reveal the fact that the SlOW gll'owth an~ development Of WOmen' R
educai.ion during this quinquennium evTm in those provinces where
·Cl)nditions have been favourable, has been mainly due to the lack
of fuJ!ds to finance the new and revised schemes-to improve the '
existing schools, to start new schools, to ~ncrease the inspecting
staff, to open seprurate arts and traini~ colleges for women where
conditions for advancement are favourable, to .create more facilities f(,r the trainmg of women teachers so as to enable them to
live comfortably in the village parts.
·
The Madras Quinquennial Remew says:-" There are large
· areas in which, chiefly owing to the absence of any sooondar.v •
school for girls, practically no girls are at school.. .. Where educational facilities are offered for girls there is generally a quick
response on the part of the parents and the public .... With .the
provision of a larger number of new girls' schools, a very much
Jarcer number of girls could be brought under instruction". The
re;ort of the Principal on the Lady Willingdon Primary and High
, School for Girls says admissions had to be restricted for want of
~
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In Bombay the educ&tional inspector,· N. D., rep?rts that"There is a great demand for girls' schools, but ow1~g to the
finail.cial stringency no new schools are opened and g1rls learn
with boys.• But, if then~ were separate girl"' schools, the num,-.
ber of gitls •in schools would show a greater increase.''
In Burma, where social disabilities are nil, for want of suit-facilities, girls' education has not progressed satisfactorily.

~tble

Leaving the non-purdah provmces and coming' .to a purdah:
province, Bengal, what do we find? 1J.'be few high schools in
the city of Calcutta are overcrowded beyond the hygienic limit:
and girls seeking higher education, even though they are prepared to pay double fees, are not able to secure admission into
the existing schools for lack of space.
There is clear and definite evidence to show that the derurth
of women reachers in Bengal is due to the absence of training faci~
lities rather than to the unwillingness of women to take to the
• · pwfeflsion of teaching and to the obstacle of purdah. The s~e
applies to the United ProvinceA, the Punjab' anil even to the most
~ackward of all provinces,. Bihar and Orissa, where strict prirdah
exi~s. Th~ Principal of the Hig.h School at Patna has written
th~t many Muhammadah·•and Hmdu women have been refused
·ad4i)issiou for want of accommodation.
Miss Whitaker, the
missio11ary Pr,;ncipal of the St. Ma.rgaTet's Training School.
• Ranchi, has stated that if more stipends had been granted to her
sGhool, she could have taken in more women for training.

•

Wo~~en Teachers .

Many deplore the fact tha.t women tea-chers in India are not
available in sufficienJt numbers to staff even the girls' schools and
\I· omen refuse to go to work in the villages.
Let. us now examine
the facts as they are.
•
In the Madras Presidency there are a number of tra-ined secondary women teachers who are without employment, and throughout
British India., thousands of women are teaching in village schools
with a meagre salary per month hardly enough for a man or a
• woman tf> make both ends meet, and we have been informed that
in centain districts the women teachers have not been paid at all
·
for months together.
If we only offer a.n attractive salary and provide the vouncr inexperienced women with convenient quarters near to the!~ sch~ls
we should be attracting thousands of educated women to the teach.:
ing proffssjon.

Jt is true that women t~~cbers who are brought up in the city
and used to the town cohdttwns are rMher reluctant to go to the
villages unless special concessions are shown. We know that boys

•

•

whQ have .been brought ·up iq. town~ a.re reluctant to go ap.d ~rve
in vill~ges. It is no wqn~er t4a\t girls share the same view because
the pri:q1ary t.el,tch,er's pay is f:'O meagre that sh.e cannot ~fford to
employ a servant who would
cook her food, bring wa~er from a
.
.
distant w~ll and looK aftet her home during her abseace•
· As ·the system of boarding with other families does not obtain
jn India and· as the letting of houses is not common in villages,
she finds it ·rather hard to secnre a house for herself near to he~
:schqol.. Mrreo:ver, the primary school woll).an teaqher, poss\')ssing
'a Vf3fY ppor educational qualification, is m:table to adjust h.erself
i:q tp.e ~-e~ lif~ ~11.d epvrro.Q.ll!eJ?t apq h~nce fail.~ very often tq CQ,ID.maijd tqe re!>pecp of the i~liter~te villMerj'l.
The remedy lies in offering, a salary sufficient to attract women
·of better educational qualifications for training, by largely employing yHlag~ 'Y~Jlle:q. tp t~acp iq vi!Jage ~ch90ts, al}d py the ~p~en

.

.

l~P~riP~f~~~~t> 11~d~~~~i~ g th~ re~pqn~i8f!ity.

1

t~~1p1~~ tR: theip. ~n ~R~ vtJa~~~·

of tinqip.~ ~~~t!1ble

~ap.y social s~rvice and religious organi~ations are trainipg ~ · •
large nu!llber 'Of widows in every province for the profession of t~a,cp.~
ing who are vel:"y devoted to their work a;:pd who hav13 made suc~es~~
fpl teachers in the villages, for ex~J,mp~e, the Se.va Sadan orga.;w.isatio:q.~, the Lady Bose Widows' Ho!ll~· :It Calcutta, rfh~o~qpi).ical
C9llege.s, Sir La4 Ganga Ram Widows." Home in the P~njaQ, ~h~·
Arya Sama,j schools, etc. The women who are trained 1?-P.der. the
ausP,ices of thes~~ missions are r~ligiou~-1p.inded an<f •selfless
workers. If only the Government wouldfinance these philantlu~o
pic organisrutions liberally we should very soon have a lar~ supply
of devoted and pure spirited women eft:lissionary teachers to meet
the demand.
•

Oth(!r avocations for women.

'
The question of employment of women
in public services ought
to be lib~ralJ.y explored. ·At 1the high school stage subjects like
home-nursing, first-aid, etc., may be introduced. Domestic 'arts
arid sciences, tailqring, fi~e arts, teaching, stenography, typewr~ting1 boo~-keeping, !telegra~hy ~nd other commercial ~ubjec~B--.
all thef?C should figure at the h1~h school stage.

'

The Poona Seva Sadan's activities furnish a good model for
sir,nilar ~nstitutions. Already there are two at Madras---'the. Sri •
S~:q~da Li).odies' Ho~e and thfl Madras Seva S~dan-giving fre~
bo!!-r9 anq. l,qdging and instruction to widows and destitute W<?JP.~ll
who will ultima!tely be qualified as teachers, nurses, midwives,
matrons, health visitors, and :ts vocational teachers. Tltose that
have an aptitude for higher stwlies, arts or professional, are pro:,idetl w~tb sch?larships and \t.ra.ined for higbe! profeAsio;nal cou~~~

•

NOTB •

• ~&s in'medicine, teaching and law. As Mr. C. R. Reddy, the Vice·Chancellor of the Andhra University, has said in his Convocation
.address delivered recently to the graduates of the Mysore University,.' 'they will be absorbed
in ways more natural and healthful
to themsel'.ies and to socie~y than has been the case till now with
the one-siiedoeducation they have been getting__!_an education which
does not fit in with the scheme of life of the vast majority of
women.'' To find employment for the trained men and women
a.nd to find a market for their manufacturea products, an employment bureau and a sale agency in each district should be instituted
.as in the Philippines.
~

too

Early marriage .

•

The custom of ·.early marriage obtaining among higher class
!Jjndus is a great hindrance to the educational advancement of the
Hindu girb.~As is so very well brought out in the vario~s provi:I;ICial
reports. with each higher standard the wastage of pqpils increase~
• . arid ,thus more than 90 per cent. of the gi:ds leave tHe schools before
they firiish their primary stage of education ~ith' the natu~l conse-quence that many of them ''ery soori relapse irito illiteracy. Fo}.lowing .the example of the higher caste Hindus, even the other classes
that ao not- practise ear~ !Jlarriage withdraw their girls' from the
.scliools before they acquir~ the necessary knowledge for the due
·pe1forma\J.Ce qf their do:r;neatic cluties. So, as our Reyiew says, the
• money spent on these girls is a waste. In the words of an ~minent
<€ducationalist (Arthur Mayhew) ''it would be as easy, and far more
profitabJe, for a provincial Government ,to legislate against child
marriage as to enforce the ._egnla.r scho.ol attendance after puberty.
And without such ~onditions such compulsion would be merely
·a dramatic and expensive gesture." So I am firmly of opinion that
1egislation for the prevention of early marriage will be a sure and
-effective mea.ns of keeping gir]q longer in the :::chool and thus promoting their higher educatV>n because "a nation's progress is impossible so long as motherhoodis accepted before the real fruits of
-"ldvcation have begun to ripen."

•

Illiteracy is the cause of our social backwardness .

The above facts lead me to the conclusion that if a liberal policy
'had been adopted anu if more money had been made available for
1i.n~ncing the new and revised schemes for the improvement and
·development of women's education a larger number of girls and
women could have been easily brought u:p.der instruction a:p.d with
i:he rapid spread of education and knowledge amongthe women's
p:>pulation even our soeial problems would have solved themselveE~< ,
automatically.
·
.r

,,

•

Caste distin<.:tiouf', early marriage and purdah are found to per~ •
sist so long as the mothers of the nation are kept in darkness and
ignorance of the rapidly changing world conditions.
''If ed~li~a~ion is re~lly going to ?rin~ in it~- t~ain ~~ial ref~rm~
better samtatwn and unp~ved pubhc health, Jt 1s g01p.g .to ach1e_ve ·
this result only ,through the education of. its women."* In spite
of the above facts, only a smaH amount of money was made available for girls'' educati~n as is seen from the figmes, because what
little money the Department ha,d was spen:t on boys so as to enable
th~m to earn their livelihood and a very smal_l amount of money wasleft for girls. So much so that .at the time of financial stringenpy,
the f1rst to disappear were the girls' schools.
·
The importance of religious and moral- instruction in schools.
"

'

Q.

Many of our witnesses, particularly the women, in their evidence
have emphasised the need for moral and religious instruction in
girls' schools, in support of which they have stated that wheTh
lessons from the Ramayana, and Mahabharata are given, the .•
Hindu parents willingly send their girls tto such schools. Also our
study of the educational institutions · in British India revea'Wl
that the several denominational inS!titutions have resulted from the
genuine desire on the part of the sev~ra) communities to give a
religious bias to the education of their·· children.
•· •
In this connexion I desire to point out that the divorce religron
from education has been one of the foremost causes th~ has •
hindered the growth of girls' education in the past. and has done
not a little harm to the Hindu community.
•
•
An eminent educationist of Indi•• writes :-"An educa-tional
system which is to be in the full sense moraMy effective must rest
on a religious foundation.''
In our schools and colleges, I know that knowledge is imparted'
to our boys and girls without at ,the same time developing in them
the desire to use that knowledge for the benefit of the community
ana without developing in them tb the full the citizen qualities.
The cultural and the character forming value of education is ab~nt
from our present day school system.
In a highly spiritnal and religious country like Ind~ whose-·.
literature, history, works of art, painting, music and arcbitectu,ral monuments pulsate with religion, and are saturated with it,
in a country, whose millions live in a religious atmosphere, wl)o8e
daily habits and practices have all a relig·ious meaning, whose men
and w,omen of the past in a spirH of religious intoxication ha,ve borne
patiently the severest ordeals of life-in such a country to divorce
religion from education bas prodneed the saddest of resultfl\ .

of

,

.. *A Report on the Development of Elementary Education in the Madras ·Presi-dency, page 26.
.
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•

The very birth of numerous denominational schools and colleges .
.Arya Samaj, Brahmo, TheosophicaL Sanatana, Islamia and Sikh~.
is a ~ear indication of 1the desire on the part of the people to have·
rt:ligious te~ching in associ~tion with secular, and the failure of the
GovernmooL !nstitutions to satisfy that nt1tural•and normal eraving, :
of the human 1:>0ul. Even though many of these denominational
institutions are efficiently conducted, aJ.'e highly popular, and'
doing valuable work by creating a religiolfs atmosphere and by
thus infusing into the minds of their pupils a godly spirit, a spirit
of love and service to their community, still in the interest• of
national unity and national solidarity I am not inclined to advocat&
their continuance in the future, because of the poison of sectarianism
that characterises those institutions.

The differences due to caste, and communalism, which are the.
obstacles to a healthy nationalism, could be annihilated only.
through the recognition of common ideals and interests, through
common faith, through the development of a co-operative spirit
• among our younger generation, through mutual trust and mutuat
love and service, through love for one's own country and for ope's,
OiVn people-which nation-Building qualities could be imbibed _<;mly
frolll a study of the life history and teachings of our great saint&
and pt"ophet!s.
\ :

.

~

.A.rthu, •Mayhew rightly. obRerves ''Progress is possible onl)r if
imaginJLiion is• stirred, and set in action by drawing attention to
• what is spiritually great in Indian religion, to. the cloud of oriental·
witnesses, to the lives and tea.chings of saints and heroes such as
the Budaha, Ramanuja, N anak, Rabir and Chaitanya".
Therefore I am i.,_ full ~ympathy and perfect agreement v.ith
the legitimate demand of the Muslim community for the compul~
sory teaching of their religion to their pupils.
Further, I' am
firmly of opinion that •the enlightened . Muhammadan men and
women are the better and Ute wiser for their strict adherence to
their faith, and I am perfectly certain that with the wide spread'
of education among that community-education based on the sure
foundation of religion-they woqld make ideal citizens and better·
servants of humanity.
The t!'Xistence of caste and the present disorganised and divided·
state of Hindu society, I would lar~ely a.ttribute to our ignorance
of the highest tenets of Hinduism, ~wl the ut~er inability of the·
pre~nt genera.tion to interpret rightly the thoughts of our great
men and women to the mass mind; eve,! that desire, that intense·
longing to serve huma.nity in the larger s\~nse is wanting in many
of our present day university graduates-which, I firmly believe,.
is due (o the imparting of mere knowledge to our pupils without· ,
at the same time cultivating in them a Jove of service for the-aepressed, for the poor, the sick and the suffering. The ancient-

•

•

Hindu cultUlie and the thoughts of our great men and women are •
·emoodi!'ld ii1 the Vedas, Upanishads, Gita, not t9 speak of the works
-of the Tamil saints and poets such as Thayumanavar, Tiruvalluvar
·and Yuwwai. Though they may be mixed up with myths. and
\ legends still one canpot afford to ignore. their moral, Sl'iritual and
.cultural value to the nation, nor their charaeter-formtn~ power if
only a careful and critical study of such a literature is encouraged in
.our students', and if Ol,lly proper discrimination is exercised in the
' ·•
selection of teit'-books for the use' of the yourig minds.
It g~s without saying thM character is ~e~-y ~ssential for the
lbuildiug up of a healthy national lif~, and such ~· char~cter mu~t
·result from the assimilation of ·whatev~r is p~st ·in ,th~' ·past a.I1d
the present, and' whatever is wcii:tli having fi~in '~qe'litef~tur( of
the East and the West, as an· eminent educationist' says:· ·~'The
moral progre~ of a nation cut off froin and ignorant of ·its cultural
;and spirit1Ial imtecedents is inconceivable." · · ·
·
· '
.~ ···:a:~~ce th~ 'iii~lusiou of r~ligiou~ liter~~ur~. sel~~ted, pieces from
:the" ·-y~d~s,' ~if!lt, and' pp:iriishads ~ill' rriake' educ.apiop. poptllar
:.among tlie'Hindus, ·will' attract more girls 'to our. 'schools •·'and "
.coll~g~s ~Y ~r¥:1tiiig ~n imP.reS8ion'ori . the' ~ople's -minds that
.modern' education' will not westernise their worneu, but will ke~
:them to their 'ancient faith and tradition. In a mixed scho.lCof
_Hindus, Muhammadans and Christian.s,l separate clas•ses for' ~-ch
·will have to be held by their respectiv:e te~hers until •!\ comwon•
to all creeds is !}rawn
·.syllabus based on universal faith acceptable
.
.up.
Call it moral, spiritual or religious teaching, whatever you like.
·No education can be complete if it is dissociated from the daily
'life of th~ people and if it takes the r't!pil away from the cherished
·th~ugh~s and ideals of h~s ancestors; and nt> education can fulfil
its chief purpose if it is not going to train patriotic, useful and
,s~Itle~s citizen~ to serve. humanity.
·
A State that is interested in the IijOral and· spiritual welf[!.re of
~its people cannot divest itself of this responsibility.

·

.

S. MUTHULAKSHMI REDDt.
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Itinerary of the tour of the Committee•
•

•

d6th June 1928

1.6th and 17th June 1928

The Committee (Members present in
India) assembled at Simla.
Meetings at Simlt.

.17th June 1928

The Committee dispersed .

.
·18th,, to 21st

The Committee reassembled
Calcmtta en roUte for Rll.ngoci:n •
Rangoon.

16th September 1928
Septe~ber

1928

&~to 24th Se~tembe~ I~2s

Mandalay.

:24th September 1928

Visit to Maymyo.

~6th Seftember 1~8

Visit to Sagaing.

:~6th ~d

let to 6th October 1928

Ngazun,
Visits to
Myingyan.
Madras.

"'75h and 8th October 1928

Hyderabad {Deccan).

27th Sept~?er 1928 •.

...

:9th oto 16th October 1928

. .. .

•

Myinmu and

Poona.

•

,19t11. to 22nd October 1928 .". ·:'

Lahore.

::!3rd and 24th October 1928 . .

Visit to Lyallpur •

..25th and 26th October 1928

Visits to Ghakkar and Moga.

27th Octqper 1928

Visit to Rayya and Amritsar,

28th to 30th October
30th October 1928 •.

19~8

••

•

Lucknow.
Visit to Biswan.

:31st October to 1st November
1928.
1st November 1928

Cawnpore.

.2nd to 16th November 1928

Delhi.

17th' November 1928

Visit to Gurgaon.

;18th to22ndNovember 1928..

Delhi.

• :24th to 30th
• November 1928

•.

Visit to Jhinjhak .

Calcutta.

26th and 27th November 1928

Dacca.

1st "o 4th December 1928

Patna,

.5th and 6th December 1928

Benares.

~th
~th

.

December 1928

All.ahabad•

December 1928

.Januaey 1929.

to 13th

Delhi•

·
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15th to 19th January 1929

•

Calcutta

A conference-with the Indian•
Statutory Commission an~
the Indian Central • Committee was .held on 16th·
,January 1929. SirAmherst
Selby-Bigge ~ft Calcutta
for England on
17th
January 1929. The three
Indian non-official members of the Committ~e
dispersed at Calcutta ·on
19th January 1929.

Delhi

The Chairman, Sir G~rge
Anderson and the Secretary
remained on duty to carry
out the revision of th\
Review and its completion
for signature.

6th to 8th March 1929

Delhi

The Committee, with the
exception of Sir Amherst
Selby-Bigge, re-assembled:
, for the conside1·ation and •
signature of the Review in
. its final form.
-

8th March 1929

Delhi

9th Mllol'ch to 2nd April 1929

Delhi ·

0

20th

•
Januar~

to 5th March 1929.;

...

.....;
•

••

The Committee dispersed.

•

•

The Chairrrlhn ai1d -Sir
George An demon rema!ned.
on duty to see.the Re-iew
through tha press- for submission to the Indian Sta- •
tutory Commission. Sir
George Anderson pJ;O·
ceeded on•leave .from 28th
March. The Chairman
reverted to• the Public
liervice Commission on
2nd Aprih The Secrebacy
proceeded on leave to
Europe· on. 15th-March..

•

•

,
•

•·
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•

•

• •

Questionnaire issued by the Committee .
•

The following questionnaire is issued by "the Education Committee
·o± the Indian Statutory Commission. All petsons and associations
.izrterested in the subject matter of the questionnaire are invited to
send replies (in the form printed in the Note to the Questionnaire)
to the Secretary of the Education Committee of the Indian Sta-tu-tory Commission, Government of India, Simla : 1.' Do you ccnsider that the growth of education during the laat
•10 years in tha part or parts of India with which you are personally
,a<!'quainted has been satisfactory 7
(The subject should be dealt with under the following headings:(a) primary education,
(b) secondary education,
(c) university education,
(d) the training of teachers,
(e) technical (including .commercial) education,
• (f) girls' and women's education,
tlut you are requested only to deal with those branches with which
you h"a'lle a p•rsonal acqua;i'it~9ce.)
• 2.•1f your answer to question 1 is in the negative, please state
·the 1\asons• which in your opinion have led to an unsatisfa·ctory
result, ~assifyin'g them under the headings:(1) administrative,
(2) educational,
(3) ;ocial,
(4) financial,
•
:and indicate concisely on what lines improvements should be made
m each branch with which you deal.
3. You are invited after dealing with questions (1) and (2) above
..to -submit separate memoranda, on any of the subjects enumerated
·-below:(1) The application of compulsion in primaJry education.
r2) 'Moral and religions instruction and character-training.
{3) Education of the following special classes:-

..

~-

•

( •) Muhammadans,
(b) Sikhs,

(.-:) Europeans a:n-d Anglo-Indians,
(d) Depressed classes,
(e) Hindus in those provinces in which Hindu education
p1·esents special problems.
You are requested on1y to dea1 with those subjects with which you
·:bave a p~rsonal acquai·rrtance.

( 3•81
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4. You are invited to submit separate memo!'anda on 'any· ner
departures or t·:cperiments with whilh you, are pe·rsonally acquainted
-in-

primary, and especially, viilagt} education,
•
•
secondary .edecation,
• •
univel·sity education,
the educaJtion of girls and women,
(e) the tra1ning- of boy scouts and girl guides,
(/) physical training geri.'e'rally,
(g) medic8.1 inspection ·a.n.d. treatment of school children,
'<h) the teaching of hygiene,
(e) the usP. of popular libraries, including trftv'elling Jibr;ries,
(;) educ-ation:al brnadc'a;Sting,
(k) night and continuation schools for chiiJren,
(l) adult il<l'Ucati6h (including popular l;ctures and university
extension work),
(m) technical education (i) for ma'iiual ~orkeH, :il'1'clu'dihg foremen and (ii) higher,
(n) educational work by co-operative Societi~s.
(o) education for socral :service. .
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

•

.

•

•

•

wi~~~ht~hbyqi~ti~y~f ·~~:~~~~ p~e·~~~~~Ytu~;~ ::d.n rtd~~~t·
be unnecessary to resubmit evidence ghie'n'before that Coinmissioo.) •

... ~- Y?~ ·~):"e !~~it~~ t~ ~u~ffi.it. r4~~o~anda on any_ \JoinM wh~c!r you.
regard as of 1mportan_ge for ·.the, .g_rowtl:t of . educatwn, of ~inch :you.
have a personal knowledge, amd whiCh are not covered by the headmgs.
given above.

..

Note on answers to the Questionnaire of the !Auxiliary Committeeon:
the Grow.th of .. Education of ~li~ I>ddian Statutorp Commission,.
and on Memoranda to be subm~tted to 'the Oommtttee.

answers t!> tile 'questionnaire a.nd memoranda,

In submit'tin),s
butors are request'ed
directions:-

to

co~tri

comply as fa~ aJs possible with the following

to th~ first sheet a statement in the form p'rinted
•
below 'duly fi.Ue'd up.
(2) To submit the ans~ers or memoranda either in type-script,
or c!eairly written on ruled foolscap paper, before Angult .. ..,.
the 22nd.
(3) To divide the answers and memoranda. into· numbered.
·
paragraphs.
(4) To conclude the answers and memoranda by a summary of
the principal points and recommendations, if any.

(1) .To appena

Form (to be used as the first sheet of an·swers to the questionnaire aind memoranda submitted to the•Auxiliary
Committee on the Growth of Education of the Indian
Statutory Commission).

•

•
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(1) Name of author, followed by degrees or other University distinctions, and name of University at which they have been obtained.
The name should .be written in block ca':Pitals.
(~

Present official or other position.

(3) PosMa·l. address for

t~e

purposes

o~ackl!owledgment.

(4) Sections of questionnaire to which nswers are submitt~d and
titles of any memoranda submitted under o. 5 of questionnaire.
•

•

(5) Statement of experience on which the answers or memoranda.

are based.
(6) Signature
.(7)
Date.

APPENDIX III.

:List of witnesses who gave oral evidence before the Committee..
•

..

• •

•

Official.

·1. Mr. G. S. Bajpai, C.I.E., C.B.E., I.C.S., Secretary to the
Government of India, Department of Education, Health
and Lands.
:2. Mr. R. Littlehailes, C.I.E., M.A., I.E.S., Educational Com•
missioner with the Government of India.

.

MADRAS.

V(ficiaZ.
il. 'Mr.

S. H. Slater, C.M.G., C.I.E., I.C.S., Commissioner of
"
Labour.
··2. Mr. R._ G. Grieve, M.A., I.E.S., ·Director of Public InstrUf·
tion.
3. Mr. M. A. Candeth, B.A., O.B.E.,. I.E.S., Deppty Di~ctor
of Public Instruction.
·.. ~ i '
•
4. Mr. H. Champion, M.A., I.E.S., .Principal, Traini~ CoUege,"
Saidapet.
1i. Miss I. H. Lowe, ~\<I. Sc., I. E. S., Deputy Directress ol Public •
Instruction.
6. Sister Subbalakshmi, B.A., L. T., Head Mistress, Lady. Willi~gdon Training College, Madrp.
.
7. Mrs. Gaurie Sankunni, M.A., L.T., Read Mistress, Government Girls' Training School, Cannanore.

Non-Official.
1. Khan Bahadur Muhammad Hu!sain Sahib, representing the

Indian Educational Association of South India.
2. Khan Sahib T. M. Moidu Sahib, .President, District Bqard,
Malabar.
:3. Rev. J. H. Maclean, B.D., U.F.C., representing the Missionary Educational Council of South India, A rkonam.
4. Miss A. B. Van Doren, B.A., Principal, Girls' High School,
Chittoor.
:5. Mr. S. Arpudaswamy Udayar, B.A., L.T., M.L.C., Trichinapoly.
· 6. Diwa.n Bahadur T. Varadarajulu N aidu, Madras.
7. Mr. M. N. Nityananda Mudaliar, Avl., Secretary, Madras
District Teacher-Managers' Association.
)s. Mr. M. Shamnad, M.L.C.
( 38-t )
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9. Mr. K. Ramiah Ohettiar, Avl., H~ad Master, Ramanujam
Chetti El'ementary School, G. T., Madras.•
10. r~o Sahib L: C. IGuruswami, Avl., M.L.C.
n. Rev. Fe.ther A. F. T!wodore, Head Maoste~, St. Mary's High
Sc~ool, Madras.
l
}Q Mr. V. Ch. John, B.A., B.L., M.L\).,
President, ·District
Educational Council, Guntur.

•

BoMBAY.

Official.
1.. The

Hon'ble Mr. B. V. Jadhav, M.A., LL.B., M.L.C.,
Minister in charge of Agriculture .
2. Mr. M. Hesketh, M.A., I.E.S., Deputy Director of Public
Instruction.
3. Mr. A. M. Macmillan, C.I.E., M.A., I.C.S., Col.lector,
Ahmed nagar.
4. Mr. K. S. Vakil, B.A., M.Ed., I.E.S., Educational Inspec~r,
Northern Division, Ahmedabad.
l_
5. Mr. K. A. Kshirsagar, .B.A., S.T.C.D., Head Master, Trafn·
ing School, N asik .
•
6. .Miss R. Navalkar, B.A·., l.E.S., Lady Supdt., Training' Col·
lege ~or Women, ~OB.Da.
• 7~ Mr. S. D. Contractor, B.A.,, Acting Educational Inspector
•
in • Sind, Karachi. ·
8. M~ J. S. Kadri, B.A., I.E.S., Educational Inspector, South·
ern Division, Dharwar.

•

N o,.O{ficial.
1. Khan Bahadur D.• B. Cooper, Chairman, District School
Board, Satara.
2. Khan Bahadur Shah Na\Yaz Khan Ghulam Murtaza Khan
.Bhutto, C.I.E., O.B.E., M.L.O., President, District Local
Board, Larkana.
•
3. Miss M. E. Newton, Lady Superintendent, Methodist Teaehers'
• Training College, Godhra.
4. Mr. V. D. Ghate, M.A., B.T., School Board Administrative
Officer, District Local Board, Ahmednagar .
.. o 5. Mr. ~- W. Doran Aikin, Bishop's High School, Poona.
6. Rev. H. K. Wright, M.A., B.D., Principal, Union Training
College, Ahmednagar .
•. ~isR .T. L. Latham, M.A., Lady Supdt., St. Monica's Training College for Women, Ahmednagar.
8. Professor K. R. Kanitkar, Principal, Fergusson Coll!'lge,
Poona.
fl. Larly. Vidyagami Ramanbhai Nilkanth, M.B.E., Ahmedabad
10. Dr. N. A. F. Moos, D.Sc., F.R.S.E., L.C.E., Bombay..
11. Mr. G. 1of. Desai, Nadiad.
12. :Mrs. Jankibai Bhat, Lady Supdt., Poona Seva SadaR.
•
2 B
•

APPI"I,NDIX.

1

BENGAL.

Official.

•

1. Mr. A. J. Das'h,t.A., I.O.S., •Secretary to th~ Government

of Bengal, Ed ation Department.
• •
E. Stap ton, M.A., B.Sc., I.E.S., Offg. Director of
Public Ins~ruction.
3.. Miss M. V. Irons, M.A., I.E.S., Inspectress of Schools, Daeca.
4. Mr. H; A. Stark, Officiating Inspector of European Schools.
5. Mr. J. M. Sen, Addition<tl b.spector of Schools, Presidency
Division.
6. Dr .. W. A.
Jenkins, D.Sc., I.E.S., Special Educational
Officer.
,
· 7. Mr. R. B. Ramsbotham, M.B.E., D.Ph., I.E,S., Principal,
Presidency College.
S. Dr. M. P. West, M.A., D.Ph., I. E.S., Principal, Training
College, Dacca.
2. Mr. H.

ll on~Official.

•

1. ltev. G. F. Cranswick, Middle 'School, Chapra.
•
2. Prof. J. N. G,angulee, C.I.E.;.. ~atdcutta Univehity.
3. Miss Rivett, P1:incipal, United. Mission School, 9alcut~. •
4. Mrs. P. K. Ray.

.

•

5. Mr. L. C. Winckler, B.A., Head Master, I
Ra:ilway School, Bengal N agpur I representing • the
Railway, Kharagpur,
~ Angl<;!ndian and
6. Mr. L. 0. Le Patourel, La ~rtiniere
I Domiciled EuroCollege, Calcutta,
•
pean Association.
1
7 Mr. C. Keeler, Boys' School, Allahabad, J
8. Rev. Dr. W. S.

.

Urquhart, D.D., Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta
University.
.
9. Mr. W. C. Wordsworth, M.A., I.E.S., (retd.), Calcutta.
10. Mr. - J. W. Holme, M.A., I.E.S. (retd.),
Principal, La
Martiniere College, Calcutta.
•
11. Mrs. R. S. Hossain, Principal,
Sakhawat Memorial Girls'
School, Calcutta.
1~. Dr. P. K. Acharji, M.A., M.B., Secretary, So~iety for
Improvement of Depressed Classes.
13. Mr. C. ~- Chartres, President,
1 representi11g t4e
14. Col. J. D. Crawford, D.S.O., M.C., M.L.A., ~ Euro~an
Secretary,
J Association.
15. Sir A. K. Ghuznavi, Kt.
~6. Mr. Bedar Bakht, representing the Bengal Muslim GraduateP-'
Association.
'
if. Mr.. K. N~tzimuddin, M.A., C. I.E., M.L.C., Vice--Chairilla-a,
Dacca Municipality"

ir

•

•
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UNITED PROVINCES.

Offici~l.

•

1. Sir Ivo Elliott, Bart., I.C.S., Secretary to the Government of

• the United Provinces, Local ~If-Government Department.
.Mr! A. H. Mackenzie, M.A., Cfi.E., •r.E.S., M.L.C., Director
of Public Instruction.
\
.;;. Mr. Ahul Hasan, B.A., I.E.S., ;[nspector of Schools, Gorakhpur.
"
Inspector of Schools,
4. Mr. H. B. Wetherill, M.A., I.E.S.,
Lucknow-Fyzabad Division.
5. Miss H. G. Stuart, M.A., O.B.E., I.E.S., Chief Inspectress of
Girls' Schools.
~. Munshi Kalka Prasad, B.A., Assistant Inspector of Schools~
Agra Division.
2.

Non-Official.
1. Rai Sahib 1Pandit Maharaj N arain Chakbast, Executive Officer,

•

;Municipal Board, Lucknow.
2. Sheikh Abdulla, M.L.C., Aligarh.
:a. Rev. Canon A. Crosthwaite, S. P. G. Mission, Moradabad.
4. Khan Sahib Syed Bashiruddin Ahmad, Secretary, ··District
Board, Cawnp'ore.
.
5. ~han Bahadu-P. IJafiz Hidayat Hussain, I representing
the
• B.A., Bar.-at-L~w, M.L.C., ~awnpore,
~ U. P.
Muslim
"6. Dr.•s. A. Khan, M.A., D. L1tt., 1\LL.C., 1 Demands Com•
Allahabad University,
J mittee.
PuNJAB.

The Honourable the M.inister for Education and. the other Members of the Standing Edl!.ation Committee of the Legislative Council.

•

Official.

l. Mr.

R. Sanderson, M.A., LE.S., Offg. Direct-or of Public
Instruction. ,
2. Mr. D. Rcynell, Y.A., I.E.S., Assistant Dirsctor of Public
In~trudion.

3. Mr. J. E. Parkinson, M.A., I.E.S., Principal, Central Train-

ing College, Lahore.
,
·
E. M. Jenkins, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, Hoshiar'
pur.
'fi. Mr. F. H. Puckle, I.O.S., Deputy Commissioner, Lahore.
G. Miss L. M. Stratford, B.A., l.E.S., M.B.E., Deputy D.irectress
of Public Instruction .
7. Lala Rang Behari Lal, B.A., B.T., P.E.S., Reporter "on Books.
8. Rai Bahadur Lala Ram Chandra, M.A., P.E.S., (retd.).
9. Lala Lachman Das, B.A., P.E.S.
rtl. Khan Bahadur Syed Makbul Shah, B.A., I.E.S., Inspector
of Vernacular Education.
• 2 n::! 0
4. Mr.

...

•

•

I

/
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11. Lala Hari Das, M.A., I.E.S., Registrar of ·Departmentali
Examinations.
12. Lala Srikishan Kapur, M.A., B.Sc., P.E.S., Principal, Goft.
Intermediate Co!J.>ge, Gujrat.
•
•

• •

Jon-Official.

1. Dr. A. C. Wooln~, •C. I.E., Dean of University Education,.
•
Lahore,
2. Dr. Khalifa Shuja-ud-Din, M.A., LL.D., Bar.-at-Law, Lahore.
3. Khan Sahib Ma.ulvi Muhamma.d
Din, B.A., Headmaster-,
Islamia School, Lahore.
4. Sheikh Azimullah.
5. Khan Bahadur Sir Abdul Qadir, Kt., M.A.,
representing •
M.L.C., Bar.-at-Law, Lahore,
the Anjuman.
6. Khan Bahadur. _Maulvi Khurshaid . Ahmad, ~ Himat-i-IsB.A., Orgamsmg Secretary, PunJab Red I lam, Lahore:
Cross, Lahore,
J
7. Lala Raghubar Dayal, M.A., 1\J.O.L., Principal, Sanatan.
Dharma College, Lahore.
8 ..:Lala Sain Das, Principal, D.A.V. ·.College, Lahore.
•
9. La.la Brij LaJ, Inspector of Arya &hools.
10. Bakhshi Ram Rattan, Head Master, D. A. V. High Scho"Ol,.
Lahore.
·..J ~
•
11. Hony.
Lt. Rai Bahadur Chaudhuri Lal Chand, • O.B.Jt;,
Rohtak.
•
'12. Sardar J odh Singh,
1 Professors of the} representing the•Chief' '
Khalsa Diwan. •
13. Sardar Teja Singh. J Khalsa College,
14. Miss M-. Bose.
15. Mrs. Shave, Albert Victor Hospit~l, Lahore.
16. Mr. K. L. Rallia Ram, Head Master, Rang Mahal Mission,
High School, Lahore.
17. Mr. H. W. Hogg, Organising Secretary, Boy Scouts Association.
18. Sardar Bahadur Bishan Singh, 'l'rincipal, Khalsa College,.
Amritsar.

l

BURMA.

Official.

2.

3.

0

4.
5.
6.

.

...

C. W. Dunn, ·C. I.E., B.A., I.C.S., Financial Commiasioner.
Mr. J. P. Bulkeley, M.A., I.E.S., Offg. Director of Puj,)lic
• Instruction.
·
Mr. D .•T. Sloss, C.B.E., M.A., I.E.S., Principa1, U~iversity
College, Rangoon.
U Tun Hlaing, Asst. Inspector of Schools, Pegu ChiCle.
U Zaw Pe, B.A., I.E.S., Inspector of Schools, Mandalay.
Mr. P. B. Quinlan, B.A., I.E.S., Inspector of Schools,.
Sagaing.

1. M·r.

•

•
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..,, Daw Mi Mi, Deputy Inspectress of Schools, Sagaing.
I'
8. Miss Wiseham, M.A., Inspectress of Schools.
9. U Cho, B.A., B.Ed., Inspector of Schools, Rangoon .
• 10. Professpr Pe Maung Tin, M.A., I.E.S., University College,
• Rangoon.
•
- •
.
Jl. Y B~ Lwin, Deputy Inspector of ~chools, Meiktila.
12. Mr. W. Mullerworth, B.A., ~.S., Head Master, Govt.
Normal School, Mandalay.
,
13. U Thaung, Deputy Inspector of Schools, Mandalay.

,

Non-Official.
1. Rev. G. Appleton, Superintendent, St. Michael's, Kemmendine.
.~.

Mr. J. S. Furnivall, I.C.S. (retd.), The Burma Book Club,
Rangoon.
3. Mr. W. Clay, Secretary, Anglo-Indian Associ!j.tion, Rangoon.
4. U We Lu, Chairman, District School Board, Mandalay.
t>. Rev. H. V. Shepherd, W. l\L Mission High School, Mandalay.
•6. Maung Maung Bya.
7.oMr . .Barkat Ali.
8. Mr. I. M. C. Bawa1 Memb.,r, Municipal School Board, ;M:anda,.
lay.
• 9. Mr. A. Razak, Head. Master, National High School and Supdt.,
~uslim N ati~n\1. School, Mandalay.

•

.,.

•

•

•
•

..

BIHAR AND ORISSA,

Official,
1. ·Ron 'ble Sir Sa,iyia._Muhammad

Fakhr-ud-din, Kt.,
Bahadur, .Minister for Education.

Khan

2. Mr. G. E. Fawcus, M.A., C.I.E., O.B.E., I.E.S., Director of

Public Instruction.
3. Mr. F. R. Blair, M.A., I.E.S., Deputy Director of Public
Instruction.
•
4. Mr. H. Dippie, M.A., I.E.S., D.S.6., Agency Inspector of
Schools, Orissa Feudatory States.
5. Rai Sahib Kamala Parshad, B.A., L.T., Inspector of Schools,
Patna.
6. Jiabu Swayambar Das, B.A., B.Ed., District Inspector of
Schools, Patna.
7. Miss E. Dawson, :M.A., I.E.S., Deputy Directress of Public
Instruction.
'

••
~

~s. Maulvi Muhammad Mustafa, Inspector of Schools, Bhagalpur.

N on-0 fficial.

l.'Miss M. E. Whitaker, S. P. G. Mission.
~. Rai Bahaaur Nisi Kanta Sen, Chairman, Purnea
Board.

•

•

District
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'\

CEN"TRAL PROVINCES.

Non-Official.

•

1. Mr. G. M. Thaw~. Secretary, Celitral Provinces .DeJJrCssed
Classes Educational )Society.
• •
2. Rev. C. C. Rogers, J1ad Master, Christ Church Boys' High.

School,

Jubbul~re.

•

AssAM.

Official.
1. Hon'ble Sir Saiyid Muhammad Saadulla, Kt., M.A.,

.

B.J{.,.

Minister for Education.

..

G. A. Small, B.A., I.E.S., Ofig. Director of Publi~
Instrb.ction.
3. Miss Suniti Bala Gupta, Asst. Inspectress of Schools; Assam.

2. Mr.

Non-Official.
1. Rai. Bahadur P. G. Datta, Ex-Minister for Education. •
2. ·Khan Sahib Nuruddin, Chairman, Nowgong Local Board.

.

•

NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROV.JNCE.
···~

Official.

.

..

.
•

•

•

1. Mr. T. C. Orgill, M.A., I.E.S., Offg. Director of Public
Instruction.
/
2. Miss G. E. Littlewood, I.E.S., Inspectress of Schools.
3. Mir Karim Bakhsh, I nspect.or o:f V.wnacular EducatioK •

•

Non-Official.

1. Nawab Sahibzada Sir Abdul Qaiyum Khan, K.C.I.E., M.L.A..
Mrs. Parmanand, Abbottabad.

2.

•

DE.LHI.

Official.

1. Miss I. M. Mitra, Asstt. Supdt. of Female Education, Delhi
Province.
'
•-.
2. Major _J, R. D. Webb, I.M.S., Assistant Director of Public·
Health, Delhi Province,
Non-Official.
1. Mr. S. N. Mukarji, M.A., P:i-incipal, St. Stephens' College..
Delhi.
2. Mr. N. K. Sen, M.A., Registrar,
} Delhi University:_
3. Mr. H. L. Chablani, l\f.>A'., Reader,

.

•
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AJMER-MERW ARA.

Official.
1.

111"r. P .• B. Joshi, M.A., fsst. Supdt.
• •
MISCELLANEOUS

of

~cation~

lNTERE~,

ANGL0-lNDIANS.

•
'

N on-0 fficial.
1.

Lt. Col. H. A. J. Gidney, :M:.L.A., I.M.S. (retd.), President,
All-India Anglo-Indian and Domiciled European Assoc1a.tion .

•
DEPRESSED CLASSES.

Non-Official •

•

1. Rao ,Bahadur M. C. Rajah, M.L.A,
l?. .Rai Banadur L·a]a Ram Chandra, P. 1:.' 8. (retd.). Panjal't.

APPENDIX IV ..

Statistical Tables ~ing to Professioual and Technical. education.

., )

..

----

Note.-(!) As stated in the text (chapter I, paragraph 10) the
Committee have been unable to discuss in any detail questions of
professicnal a/nd technical education. It was thought, however, that
certain statistical Tables relating to these branches of education
might br! of use. It is necessary in this <:annexion to draw attl!ntion·
to the following points:-

..

'

(a) No figures have been given in the Tables for law schools.
Law schools are not classified separately by provinces in
the Government of India figures. There are only two law
schools in India, both in Biha~ and Orissa, with a total
enrolment of 155 pupils.
I

(b) Forestry

is taught at the Forest Research Institute

and

Colleg,~, Dehra Dun, at tl}e .Forest College, CQimbatore,

in Madras Presidency, in the Forest Department o'fo,.the
Rangoon University and in the Burma Forest School at
Pyinmana.
•
•
\~

I

•

(c) The agricultural schools referred to in the Tables af'e
actua.l agricultitral schools 'and not scho.ols for l~neral
education teaching agriculture.
•

no~-

(d) The figures for technical and industrial schools are
•
tirely reliable since there is no all-India review of industrial and technical educatjtln, and the figures supplied by
the Directors of Public InstructioJl are admittedly incomplete in some ·cases.
In most provinces the technical
and industrial schools are not directly under the Departmentn of Educa·fiion and compleu· figures are not always
furnished by the Industries Departments to the Directors
of Pnhlie Instruction for ..pubLic~tion in their Quinquennial Reviews. The figures for Madras and Bombay may
be t'lken as appl'oximate!y accurate.
(e) The figures given for Yeterinary, agricultural, engineering,
legai and medicrd institutions do not exactly correspond
to th!' Govemm(mt uf India fir;ures. The fig11res for t~'-'
agricultural and veterinary in,_:titutions have been sup·
plied direct by the Agricultural Adviser to the Government of India.
J - ..•

(/) Only in the case of the technical and industrial and in
commercial schools have the fig:1res for the years 1917 and
1922 been given. Accurate figures for these years are not
avai1:1bte for the other classes •)f institutions .

( :392 )

•

...

•
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A!'PENDT:X.

CXVJl .
.Vniversity departments of eruJineering and engineering col1egeJJ
provinces; 1927.
TABLE

•

•

IMr.J~

.

•Province.

by

Number
of
students •

----------1-------..,,[--------~-----

•

1\:l:adras
Bombay

.Jlengal
•

..

• • College of

..

Engineer~, Madras

••

II

184

• • College of Engineeting, Poona.
N. E. D. Engineering College,
Karachi .
Bengal Engineering College, Sibpur. ·'

143

Thomason
Roorkee*,

College,

198

Engineedng Department, Benarea
University.

442

Maclagan College ot Engineering,
Moghalpura*

207

..
•.

'United Provinces

~·

.Punjab

Engineering

2!H

• . Engineering Departn,;ent, Rangoon
· University.
• • I}ihar

!:lihar and• Orissa

College

of

..

65
• 263

Engineering,

-

~--Patna.

•

.

183

Total

1,976

~·----~----------~-------------------------------~-----------

·---;;These colleges do not prP-pare students for University degrees.
TABI..E

CXVIII.

EnyineerirJi schools by provinceJJ; 1927.

•

I

.Madras

l!ugineering School, Vizagapatam • • ~
,

.Bengal

•

,Punjab
-~urma

Number
of
students.

J nstitution.

Provtnce.

,

Trichinopoly • .

5

162

Ahsanu!lah Engineering School, Dacca }
Mainamati
Engin<!ering
Comilla.
Engineering School, Rasal

,

Insein

School,

518
129

251

Bihar and Orissa

Orissa School of Engineering

167

Central Provinaes

En,.;ineering School, Nagpur

160

,

Total

1,387

APPENDIX.
TABLJJl

CXIX.

University medical departments and medical colleges .bY
1927.

-'-

.

t )

Madras

----------1~'

"

•Number
of
students.

Colleges.

•

•

Vizagapatam

Bengal

•

•

Medical College, Madras

Bombay

provinces,~

}

586

Grant Medical College, Bombay

5.18

Municipal Medical College, Bombay

100

Medical College, Calcutta

939

- School of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta

79

I Carmichael Medical College, ~elgachia

59&

United Provinces

C;alcutta.
Lucknow University Medical De·_partment.

254

King Edward
Lahore.

4S8.

•

·~

Burma.

!
Bihar and Orissa

Medical

CollegE,

Rangoon University Mtclical Department.

I Prin•ce of Wales Medical College,
Patna.

•

•
•

•

•
15~

i

Delhi

,

•• : Lady Hardinge Medical College for
i Women.·
I
I

•

Total

TABLE

Q7
3,854

CXX.

Medical schools by provincl!!ll; 1927.
Schools.

Number
of
students.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------1-----..-,-Madras
Bombay
Bengal
United Provinces
Punjab
Burma
Bihar and Orissa
Central Provinces
Minor Administrations

7

Total

4

441

10
2

2,282
351

4

772

1
2
1

38~

_, __.

~R

247

1-----~-- --~32

..

881

5,753

APPENDIXTABLE

CXXI.

Law di>parlments of -~niversities, and law coll&JeS by provinces; 1926-27.

•

•
Province.

•

•

•

967
498
467

.~

1. Law College, Madras

•

Number
of
students.

-\----

-·-·

Madras

..l .

Institution;

2. Law College, Bombay
. . { . . 3. Law College, Poona
4. Law College, K&rachi

Bombay

59

r.

3,196

5. Law College, Calcutta ..
. . ~ ' 6. Ripon College, Calcutta
l 7. Dacca University

rI

United Provinces

• ;/
Punjab • •
Burma .

•.
••

Bihar and Orissa

442

t

Internal
side.
I
versity :
External
. -~I
6-ide.
9. Lucknow University . .
,.
, 10. Aligarh Muslim University
l 11. B2nares Hindu University
· 12. Law College, Lahore .. .
13. Rangoon University ...
14. Law College, Patna ••
S. Allahabad

Uni-

0

225
354
314

143
545
'17

sp

{
R~:venshaw College, Cuttack
Cent\;al Provinces and Berar: 16. U!:!iversity College of
Law,
•
~
~agpur.
Assalft
•
17. Earle Law College,
Ganhati ·
~elhi
•
• '"
• . 18. Delhi University

'

'

•

. . )15.

~

400

62
194
97*
104
8,691

Total

* Ther~ are, in addition, six students reading in arts colleges who are studying law.
._
•

TABLE

CXXII.

Agricultural colleges by provinces; 1927.

..

Province.

Madras • ·

Ins~itution.

1
United Provinces

Poona

201'

Cawnpore

148

Lyallpur

367t·

"

Mandalay

40

"

vNagpur

"
"
"

Coo.tral Provinces

""I
·~

t

•

82

Agricultural College, Coimbatore

~ombay

,

Number
of
students.

___ ____ Total
_.;.

Includes short·cours"' students, .

56

------·

APPENDIX.
TABLE

CXXIII.

Agricultural schools by provinces; 1927.

'-

·~-,. ..

Nul!l.bet
of
students .

Schools. •

•

•
I

.. !

2

18

.Bombay

.. i

6

194

.Bengal

.. ,

1

11

1

• 87

5

170•

1

Notkaown.

Madras

•United Provinces

i·
•• i

..Burma

•

I

·Bihar and Otissa

"I

..

·Central Provine~

53

1

'

Total

TABLE

CXX1V.

Veterinary colleges by ]i'JI()vinces; 1927.

•

•

•
Colleges.

•
Ndmb~
of
studen .

•
.Madras

.. IVeterinaxy CoUe(e, Madras
•

60

Bombay

Veterinary College, Bombay

91

Bengal

Veterinary. College, Calcutta

96

·Punjnb

Veterinary

Colle~,

Lahore

97

Total

344

•

Veterinary schools.
Schools.

Number~

of.,

students.

Burma.

2

'

24

•

397

APPENDIX.
TABLE

Fore8t colleges and sclwols by provinCI!&\ 1927-28.

•

.

•

•

•

...c

-\ '

Madras
Unite~

CXXV.

Number
of
students.

.I

Forest College, Coimbatore

62

61

Imperial Forest Research Institute
and College, Debra Dun.

Provinces

•

' Rangoon University

Burma.

15

,

{ ) Forest School, Pyinmana

69

I

•

TABLE

/

_,....,

Technical and inifUstrialBchools by P,ovinces.

•

•

CXXVI.

eprov~.

1922.

1917. .,,;

I Number
'

·
• ·

I Number
1
I Number
of
Schools,'
of

Schools,!

o£
_ _ _ _ I Pupils.

.

Madras

'

40

I
I

1927,

Schools.'!

Pupils.

' Pupils.
11

I

--41-~--2-,-03_9_1 _ _6_3_ --· 4,3071Vl61

•

Bombay

26

Bengal

59

1, 798

1,829

33

2,878

86 :

3,631

153

6,234-

1,478

37

1,780

111

3,941

2,991

25

2,399

24

3,535

4:

252

3

116

2

167

38 :

1,316

1,543

43

2,462

2

101

2,035

•
United Provinces

28

Punjab

33 I

i

,.,

Burma

'

Central Provinces

I

·I

9

i

350 i

..

7

Assam '

. j

British India

.~--2-51_]_1~ 706 -~--2-76-

7 :

71

1

12

298
170
14,0821

I

15
450 [

476

2~,537
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Commercial schools by province~."'

£::

•

~

15"chools.
--~-------·

I

- ---

Madras •

1922.
I

Number
of
Pupils.

Schools.,

..

1927 .

•

Number
of
Pupils.

----

i Schools.

\_

Number
of
Pupils.

1

198

35

1,572

47

.Bombay

39

1,880

37

1,876

34

Bengal

16

738

38

1,774

27

1~05

3

394

4

254

7

122

13

722

United Provinces
Punjab

1

36

Burma.

4

331

5

ll8

Bihar and Orissa

I
I
I

I

j •.

·Central Provinces

Assam

:

- - -.

British India

67

I:

10

895

8

263

1

20

------~-

3,311

i ~

1,740

,

262

•
•
----- ·-------

134 :

7,090

.144

.

,

.

: 6,105

•

•

'
..)

•

1,829

•

GLOSSARY.

•

•

• •
.Ahs Colleges

•

The name given in 3btty to ~ertain educationally
a-:ivanced Hindu c. es, including Brahn:;ins, J aios,
• ete.
-

gi~

in~ermediate

CollPges which
training UJ> to the
or degree stan rd in arts or science subjects, or
both, as disting ·~ed from professional subjects.

•

'BMkward classes

, 'Castes or classes which are edr1cationally backward.
They include the rlepressed classes, aborigines,
hill tribes and criminal tribes.

'l'lranch Schools.

, Primary schools, with one or two standards, which are
attached to a ' central school' and which are
superdsed by the headmall!ters of the central
schools. Branch schools arf;l found, for the mo:st
part, in the Punjab.

.Central Schools.

• See Branch Schools .
·One hundred lakhs. (A crore' <If rupees is approxi.
mately £7,'10,000.)

Crore

~n'm'eure

• Recurring expenditure .'o-n the maintenance of edu(l&·
:· tional institutions, as distinguished fJ:om non·
recurring expenditm·e on equipment and buildings
and expenditure on directiort, inspection, scholarships, etc .

•

•
•li ir3t·grade Colleges

•

:-!"

Arts colleges which t~ach up to the degree standard as
:
distinguished from ~econd·grade colleges which
teach only up to the intermediate standard •

•

.

• A recurring cont;:ibution given by Government or other

hant-ln-aid

•

'

•
}uru Trairring Schools

public authority to an ed.ucational institutio.n
which is under private mamtgement for its maintenance or a non-recurring Contribution for buildings or equipment. o

Training schools for primary tea.ch<!rs in Bengal.

iigher Elementary Schools Elementary schools in Madras which have classes
above Class V. The complete higher elementary
• school has eight classes and corresponds to the
upper primary school in Bombay.
ndirect:~Expenditure
:ntermediate College

•

rmedio.te

• Expenditure spent on direction, inspection, buildings,
equipment, scholarships, etc .

• An institution which teaches np to the intermediate
standard in ar~ or science or both. In most;
.provinces, intermediate colleges are under the
control of the universities, h11t in some areRi they
are classified as secondary sehools and are under
the <'<mtrol of special boarJs of. intermediate and
secondary education.

Cln~~\"s

(I) The name given in Bomba,y to certain of the
Hindu castes which are educationally not very
advanced but which are n()t "backward".
:~2·) The two intermediate classea taken af~r matr.i·
culation and before the il;!termediate eYaminat.ion.
~99
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Islamia Intermediate Col- Institutions of the same standard as other irttermediateleges.
colleges but which pro";de special Islamic courses •.
•
These are confined to .BengaL .

,

'

• ~dary and primary <~chools maintained for •the
,
ducation of Mu~mmadan pupils. ~ee Chapter
para. 8.
• •
•

ls!amia Schools

t

Koran Schooli

Sch
'

s, mostly unrec.ognised, which teach the recita.
n of the Koran, Islamic ritual and simpleUrdu.

Lower Primary Schools

Schools having only the first two or three classes.

·Lakh

One hundred thousand. (A lakh of rupees is approxj ·
mately £7,500).

Local Bodies

District boards, municipalities, union boards or taluq· •
board8, etc.

Madrasahs

Special Muhammadan schools teaching to a higher
standard than maktabs. In Bengal they are·
divided into three clasees, high, middle and junior•.
See Chapter IX, para. 9.

Maktabs •

• Semi-religious and semi-secular primary
'. Muhammadans, some of which are reco
aided and others ·:not. Unrecognised mmr-...,._
which are classified as 'private ' schools, often
give instruction in religious subjects only.
_....,.

..

..

.

Miscellaneous Expenditure. Expenditure on schol!lrships, hostel or boarding hou~·
charges, examination charges, provident funCI.';
prizes, rent, rates and taxes, medicine:, contin
gent and petty charges, games, etc.
•
Monastic Schools

• Primary schools found chiefly in Burma, nianaged b~
monks or monasteries, some of which are recog~
nised and aided, but the majority of wh1ch ar
not. The recogt1\sed monastic schools teac
I
secular subjects and give .,.eligious instruction i:c
Pali .

Mulla Schools •

• These are approximately the same as Koran schoolE1
In Madras there are advanced mulla schoolJ
teaching Arabic and Persian. The majority oJ
the mulla schoo}g.are found in Sind, where the
recognised mulla schools give practically the
same training as that of the ordinaryCprimar~
schools, together with religious instruction.
•

Muallim Training Schools

\

Special training institutions for the
maktabs, in Bengal.

teachers i1

'

Other sources •

• Endowments, subscriptions, etc.

Panchayat

• Literally a committee of £ve. Used to describe
association of any number of persons institu
in villages for objects of an admini~trative
'judicial natlll'e.

Pathtihalas

Hindu religious schools which mainly teach ~a~KJ
Some are aided and recognis~d, others are"on
The recognised pathshalas follow the ordin
primary course and ~n addi,tion teach Sanskri

•
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Schools in the United Provinces providing less than
the full primary course. They are, in effect, in·
complete primary schools.
·

Preparatory Schools

•

Privately man~ged schools Schools which are ~the management of private
•
bodies or persons •

•

•

Private li!lhools

Unrecognised sc!:fols.

Professional Colleges

Colleges which give training in pr~fessional subjects
such as law, \e'ucation, medicine, engineering,
etc.

Provinniali.sation

The bringing of institutions or posts under the direct
control of local Governments.

~vincia.l contribution

Contribution from the Government funds of a province.

Publicly managed schools

Schools which are under the management either of
Government or of lbcal bodies .

Public schools •

• Recognised

Recognised institutions

• Institutions which follow a course of instruction pre·
scribed or recognised by an Education Department, or other educational authority, and which
are open to inspeqtion by authorised inspectors •

,

..,.

•. The term used to denote the ages of childre'u who are
or may be required by law ta attend school
, ; compulsorily. In this Review (unless otherwise
.• indicated), children of school-going age means
children who have attained their sixth birthday
but not their eleventh. For statistical purposes
the number of children of school-going age has
been calculated as equal to 14 per cent. of the
total population .

School-going age

•

l:

•

~·
Second~grade

college
•

" Special " Schools

,

•
Subsidies

--.....

_schools.

•

• . The term ordinarily applied to a college providing
' only the two intermediate classes ..
• -Institations w1~iah are neither arts colleges, professional colleges, secondary nor primary schoolsThey include such institutions as training schools,
art schools, medical schools (medical institutions
which pr-epare for a diploma, not for a degree),.
• technical and industrial schools, reforrnatorv
schools,. adult schools,
agricult-ural schoois
and music schools. " Special schools " may
also mean schools maintained for the education of special classes of the community, In
chaptllr IX the t.erm has been used in a particular
sense which has been defined in that chapter,
para. 9.
• Grants given by a Government to any local bodv for
educational purposes.
•

Unrecognised institutions • Institutions not recognised by Government or any
other authority officially authorised to grant
recognition. Most of thEBe are institutions which
either do not follow the courses prescribed by
Government or by otht>r educational authorities,
/"
or do not reach the standard vequired
for recognition.
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